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ABSTRACT

|

This document is a translation, in its entirety, of the Japan Electric Association (JEA) publication entitled
" Technical Guidelines for Aseismic Design of Nuclear Power Plants - JEAG 4601-1987.'' This guideline describes
in detail the aseismic design techniques used in Japan for nuclear power plants it contains chapters dealing with:

{ (a) the selection of earthquake ground motions for a site, (b) the investigation of foundation and bedrock conditions,
(c) the evaluation of ground stability and the effects of ground mo' emed on buried piping and structurea, (d) the
analysis and design of structures, and (e) the analysis and desigre of equipmen; and distribution systems (piping,
electrical raceways, instrumentation, tubing and liVAC duct). The guideline also includes appendices which
summarize daa, information and references related to aseismic design technology.
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FOREWORD

We are very glad to complete the English Translation of 'Genshiryoku Hatsudensho Taishin Sekkei
! Shishin.' JEAO 4601 1987 by the great effort of the Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL) staff and others.
>

Dr. Walter Kato of BNL, whom i first met in the mid-1960's in Tokyo, mentioned to us the possibility
k- of this type of effort approximately ten years ago. Dr. John Stevenson more recently contacted me a*

undertaking the translation of this document. Dr. James Costello of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission and
others have encouraged and supported the project. Dr. Ch.rles Hofmayer and Dr. Young Park have been
developing the idea for this publication.

The members of our committee, Dr. Muneaki Kato, Mr. Rokuro Endo and others, worked on the review
of the draft of the English Translation and prepared comments on it.

The Business Office of the Japan Electric Association, with the permission of the Ministry of International
_

Trade and Industry, developed the copyright clearance for this publication with the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission staff.

I greatly appreciate the continuous and extra effort by all of the above to make this publication possible.

We have also published JSAO 4601-1991 which is a supplement to the 1987 version. In addition, we s.' e.,

planning to revise JEAO 4601-19F 4 (Classification ofimportance Level / Allowable Stress Edition) at the end of 1995
and publish it with some other supplements on new techniques.

April 1994

} Ileki Shibata, Chairman
Seismic Design Division
Nuclear Power Engineering Committee
Japan Electric Association
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Recommendetion

With the fast progress in the technology of nuclear power generation, the Ministry of International Trade
and Industry is improving the technical. standards and related codes, guides and so forth for nuclear power
generating facilities in consideration of the progress achieved in technology at.d evolution in the social situation of

,

) society. 'm this process, the Ministry is making use of the initiative of the companies in the industry to ensure the
highest * vel of safety.

\

in this process, the Electrical Technical Standard Survey Committee of the Japan Electric Association (JEA)
has amended the present guideline by listening to opinions on the aseismic design techniques of nuclear power plats
from various related parties and updating the content of the guideline. This is truly a useful task.

His guideline describes in detail the aseismic design techniques for nuclear power plants. It is believed
that it is very useful for all persons engaged in design, operation / maintenance and other practical jobs in nuclear
power plants.

_

This guideline was drafted carefully by the foremost specialists in various fields and was summarized by
the Electrical Technical Standard Survey Committee. In order to perform design, construction and operation of the

. aseismic design technology for nuclear power plants, it is expected that the national technical standards, the related
codes, guides and so forth and the various items defined in the guideline will be followed.

August 1987

Kunikazu Aisaka, Deputy Director-General
Agency of Natural Resources and Energy
Ministry of International Trade and Industry

,
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Foreword

in order to develop the guidelines for aseismic design of nuclear power plants, the Special Committee on
Nuclear Power of the Electrical Technical Standard Survey Committee set up an ' Aseismic Design Sub-Committee'
in January,1968 to perform the evaluation. He draft of " Technical Guidelines for Aseismic Design of Nuclear
Power Plants: JEAG 4601 1970* was formed by discussion at the Aseismic Design Sub-Committee, and it was
acknowledged by the Special Committee on Nuclear Power in May,1970, and by the Electrical Technical Standard
Survey Committee in July,1970. There were certain points, such as definition of the design earthquake and
rllowable stress during an earthquake, for which further discussion was needed. For these points, basic research
w6s perform:d as projects of peaceful applications of nuclear power under contract with the Science and Technology
Agency.

In this state, the Japan Electric Association (JEA) was requested by the Ministry of International Trade and
Industry in 1974 to perform an investigation named * Guideline for Handling Earthquake Force for Aseismic
Design," a topic closely related to the said definition of the design earthquake and allowable stress during an _

earthquake. The progrese in this evaluation was inspected by the Special Committee on Nuclear Power, with
attention paid 'o the results of the research work performed as projects of peaceful applications of nuclear power.t

Then, the 'Special Committee on Aseismic Safety Evaluation of Nuclear Power" was set up under the Electrical
Technical Standard Survey Committee, which presented an interim report in April,1975. According to the
conclusion drawn by the ' Equipment / Piping Allowabla Stress Subcommittee * set up in the Aseismic Design Sub-

i

| Committee in 1968, as well as the aforementioned interim report, in order to evaluate ths * Guideline of lead
Combination and Stress Evaluation * and the " Guideline of Classification of Importance Levels in Aseismic Design
of Nuclear Power Generating Equipment and Its Application Range,' an ' Allowable Stress Division" and an
'Aseismic Safeiy importance Level Classification Division" were set up under the aforementioned Special
Committee in November,1975. They performed amendments for We elassification of importance level and
allowable stress of " Technical Guidelines for Aseismic Design of Nuclear Power Plants: JEAG 4601 1970* and
furnished a new version of " Technical Guidelines for Aseismic Design of Nuclear Power Plants: Classification of
mportance Level / Allowable Stress Edition, JEAG 4601 Supplement-1984* which was published in 1984.

JEAG 4601 1970 has its nrjor points of description concentrated on the basic knowledge accumulated in
the prior aseismic designs performed for actual nuclear power plants since 1960, in order to streamline the content
and description scheme of the supplemented edition and to add new findings, an amendment was needed. As a
result, the "Aseismic Design Sub-Committee * was set up again in January,1984 under the Nuclear Specialty
Committee of the Electrical Technical Standard Survey Committee.

On the basis of the preparatory session on compiling the guidelines of the present paper and the discussion
with various related institutions, the first formal session of this division reached the following conclusions:

That is, for this round of amendment, the p-inciple is to emphasize the technical guideline character by
describing the main points of aseismic design for the so-called licensable features on the basis of the acknowledged
experience accumulated up to now. As far as the new methods are concerned, for those which have passed the
various tests and the examination of the "Special Study Committee on Aseismic Design of Nuclear Power Station"

| of this society, they are reported to the Ministry of International Trade and Industry, and they are described clearly
for the further applications. As far as the other results of research work are concerned, they are listed in tables
together with their publication times, and further development and applications are to be made for them.

The present guidelines are mainly applicable for light water reactors. However, they are believed to be
also applicable for the so-called " ATR* and other pressure pipe type reactors, except for their special portions. In
addition, the basic items are believed to be applicable for the future fast breeder reactors.

He original draft of this content compiled under the aforementioned guidelines had a huge volume, which,
however, has been condensed to the present volume. For many examples and background of the content, the

xi
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explanation may be insufficient. In such cases, the readers are referred to the cited references.

During this amendment process, all of the technical results achieved on the said background are taken into
consideration with an effort to form the newest 'Aseismic Design Technical Guidelines.' Instead of formulating
it as a detailed encyclopedia, a ' guideline * style is adopted to formulate the final draft, which is not a mere
collection of formulas. The Aseismic Design division sponsored a Steering and Editorial meeting to discuss the
various chapters in an overall way. Also, for discussion of each of the various special fields, a Seminar on Seismic
Motion, a Seminar on Civil Structures, a Seminar on Buildings and Structures, and a Seminar on Equipment / Piping
System were convened, and many authors have devoted great effort to compiling this book. ne draft has been
amended several timea based on the various seminars. The final version was reached after 40 sessions of the
Steering and Editorial Meeting,16 sessions of the Seminar on Seismic Motion,16 sessions of the Seminar on Civil
Structures, 27 sessions of the Se,.,;nar on Equipment / Piping System, and 7 sessions of the Division's Conference
for Evaluation.

We here express our heartfelt thanks to the related government officers, to all the authors many of whom
took part in thejob in their companies and failed to have their names listed he-e explicitly, to the various companies
in the nuclear power generation field and other fields, who made many comments on this book, to the persons in
the Business Office of this Society, and, in particular, to the persons in charge of the various seminars for their
great effort in making this book possible.

August 1987

lieki Shibata, Chairman
Seismic Design Division
Nuclear Power Specialty Committee
Electrical Technical Standard Survey Committee

|
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About the Electrotechnical Guide

he Technical Standards based on the Electricity Utilities Industry law define the legal codes for the
minimum level needed for guaranteeing the safety for electrical apparatus.

The "Electrotechnical Code (JEAC)" formulated by the Electrical Technical Standard Survey Committee
provides a specific explanation of the Technical Standards. It supplements items that are not described explicitly

i in the standards, and describes in an easily understandable way. It can be used as references for a provisional
approval of exceptional cases / items. As a civil code, it classifies and defines the mandatory, advised and
recommended items according to their contents and characteristics for persons in charge of design, construction and
maintenance management of electrical apparatus.

On the other hand, there are many topics still in the research and development phase, which are believed
to be necessary for the new techniques to be improved and necessary for forming safety code, it is difficult or
inappropriate to define them in general. For example, there are the following cases:

_

(1) He case when there are few results and examples available including in foreign countries, regarding
a new technique that is to be formulated in the code.

(2) The case when some items are necessary for safety, yet the theories and methodology related to the
methods, countermeasures, etc., may not be establishable and it is difficult to formulate them for general
applications.'

(3) The case when it is difficult to clearly classify between the mandatory, advised and recommended items

f in which the research and development are necessary.
(4) The case when it may be inappropriate to make formulation in the consideration of the social situation.

In these cases, it is difficult to standardize. However, it is still desirable to formulate them in a general
way to ensure safety. In this case, they are summarized in the "Electrotechnical Guide." Hence, in principal, it is

j
' desired that the "Electrotechnical Guide" be followed as an Electrotechnical Code (JEAC). However, it is necessary

to pay attention to the following items:

(1) They ought to be interpreted appropriately so that they will not hamper progress in technology when

[ they are actually adopted.
(2) The content must be fully understood to avoid errors in design and construction and so forth.
(3) Items and methods which are not described in the guideline but are appropriate for ensuring safety may

also be adopted.

\
he Electrotechnical Guidelines were formulated by the Electrical Technical Standard Survey Committee

organized by the related governmental agencies and with many authoritative specialists in all of the related fields
taking part, with much effort and time used on this job. It is believed that it will be used by the many persons
working in this field,

in order to facilitate future improvement in the guidelines, please send your opinions and requirements to
the Japan Electric Association (JEA).

xiii
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Points of attention in usine this ruideline

his guideline cosers the knowledge accumulated up to 1986 It has many pages and is an overall
collection of aseismic design technology for nuclear power plants. In order to use it effectively, please pay attention
to the following points.

(1) Configuration

This guideline consists of the following chapters, attached data and appendices:

Chapter 1. Basic items

Chapter 2. Earthquake and basic earthquake ground motion

Chapter 3. Geological and ground survey
_

Chapter 4. Safety evaluation of ground and aseismic design of underground structures

| Chapter 5. Aseismic design of building structures

|
| - Chapter 6. Aseismic design of equipment / piping systems

Chapter 7. Prospects of future technical topics

Attached data - 1. Licensing and related laws
2, Testing / inspection
3. Earthquake detecting equipment
4. Iaspection/ service after earthquake

Appendix - 1. List of various tests and research
2. Improvement of standardization programs
3. Aseismic specifications of various power plants
4. Recent survey report of intra-plate earthquakes
5. Basic references / reference books
6. List of summaries of seismic-related codes at the Institute of Nuclear Safety of Nuclear Power

Engineering Corporation
|

De Attached Data include materials closely related to aseismic design technology, while the Appendices
summarize the data, information, and references related to aseismic design technology.

(2) Nomenclature ,

|.
The nomenclature is in principle the same for the various chapters. However, when a certain object is

referred to by different terms in different fields (chapters), ifit is determined that the customary different terms can
be used better than the unified term, they are adopted for their respective fields.

xv
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(3) Citation

Reference cited in each chapter are denoted by superscripts (brackets in this translation] in the text(a)
and are listed at the end of each chapter.

(b) For citations of test /research results listed in Appendix 1 * List of various tests and research" and
citations of the results of the survey on the national improved standardization lifw Appendix 2 * Improvement

of standardization programs,* they are denoted as follows r.s 'uperscript [bracke.3) u the text.

Citations from Appendix 1 " List of various tests ard research*

K-C-1, 2, 3 (related to Chapter 2)
K-D-1,2,3 (related to Chapters 3 and 4)
K-K-1,2,3 (reited to Chapter 5)
K-KI-1, 2, 3 (re' ted to Chapter 6)

Citations from Appendix 2 *1mprovement of standardization programs *

H-K-1,2,3, (related to Chapter 5)
H-Kl-1,2,3 (related to Chapter 6)

For example, the symbol (K-C-1) indicates citation of the content listed in column K-C-1 in Appendix 1.

i
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When the Electrical Technical Standard Survey Committee, Special Commit re, Research Sub-Committee,
etc., were working to formulate the guidelines, instructions were obtained frc m the Deputy Director-General of the
Agency of Natural Resources and Energy, Ministry ofInternational Trade and Industry, hianager of Nuclear Power
Safety Administration Division of Public Utilities Department, Director of Nuclear Power Safety Examination
Division, as well as the following governmental branches:

Industrial Imcation and Environmental Protection Bureau, Ministry of International Trade and Industry

Machinery and Information Industries Bureau, Ministry of international Trade and Industry

Bureau of Public Business, Regional Bureau of International Trade and Industry.

Standards Department, . Agency of Industrial Science and Technology.
_

Nuclear Safety Bureau, Science and Technology Agency

Research Institute ofIndustrial Safety, Labor Standards Bureau, Ministry of Labor

Communications Policy Bureau, Ministry of Posts and Telecommunications

bad Transport Engineering (and Safety) Department, Regional Transport Bureau, Ministry of Transport

Fire Research Institute, Fire Defense Agency, Ministry of Home Affairs

Fire Prevention Division, Tokyo Fire Department

I
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Chapter 1. Jiasic items
,

1.1 Ilasic ideas

1.1.1 Purpose of aseismic design

The purpose of the aseismic design of nuclear power plants is to design the facilities appropriately so that
no excessive exposure to radiation takes place to the public and employees, in case of a major earthquake at the
nuclear power plant. For this purpose, a more strict aseismic design should be performed for facilities, the damage
of which would cause exposure to radiation, and for facilities which are designed to prevent discharge of the
radioretive substances, than the other facilities of the power plant.

In addition to the aforementioned purpose of preventing radioactive exposure, rest of tiae facilities of the
power plant with little relation to radioactive exposure, should also be designed to avoid any danuge caused by
earthquake. In this case, however, a trade off may be considered between the interruption cf power generation and
d-gruction of facilities caused by damage and the cost increase due to the aseismic design.

1.1.2 Aseismic design and safety design

For safety design of a nuclear power plant [1.1.21), it is required that the facilities be designed to avoid
excessive radioactivo exposure to the public and employees, even in the case when various design conditions,
including natural phenomena, are taken into consideratien. One of these natural phenomena is the earthquake. It
is required that the aforementioned safety requirement be satisfied even in the case of a major earthquake at the
power plant. In other words, aseismic design is performed as a link in the whole chain of safety design.

1.2 Summary of aseismic design
!

1.2.1 Procedure of aseismic desi.r

items of the aseismic design of the various facilities of a nuclear power plant include determination of the
deaign seismic motion for the site, confirmation af stability and survey of the ground during earthquake, stability
of the support ground f:>r the facilities, aseismic designs of the underground structures, buildings /stmetures,
equipment, etc. ney involve many fields, such as seismology, civil engineering, architecture, mechanical
engineering, etc. As a result, with Le aseismic capability taken into consideration for the overall layout of a plant
and its construction plen, design of each facility is performed in its respective field. We will present detailed
explanation of the various fields in the following chapter. At present, we only discuss the overall procedure of
aseismic desig,.

As pointed out in section 1.1.1 " Purpose of aseismic design,' it is necessary to ensure that the various
facilities of the power plant do not cause a major accident due to f ailure in their safety mechanism during a major
earthquake. For this purpose, design should be performed with the following piocedure: (1) determination of the
earthquake which may affect the site and should be taken into consideration in design; (2) determination of the
earthquake ground motion at the site due to the aforementioned earthquake; (3) calculation of the ground motion
input to the peripheral ground and the facilities; (4) calculation of the seismic force, stress, strain, deformation, etc.,
at the peripheral ground of the various facilitie: and at the various facilities caused by the seismic motion;(5) cross-
sectional design for structures, and confirmation of aseismic capability by comparing calculated stresses with
allowable stresses.

Determination of basie earthauake cround motion

ne earthquake motions assumed for the site of the nuclear power plant include basic earthquake ground
motions S and S with different intensities. Basic earthquake ground motion S is asrumed at the rock outcrop of

i 7 i
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the site based on past earthquakes, or earthquakes due to an actise fault with a frequent activity, and referred to as
the maximum design earthquake. On the other hand, basic earthquale ground motion S;, which is beyond basie
earthquake ground motion S , is assumed at the rock outcrop of the site due to an earthquake caused by active faults3;

with a less frequent activity, an earthquake due to a seismo-tectonic structure at the site, or a shallow focus
earthquake (magnitude 6.5), and referred to as the extreme design earthquale. The basic earthquake ground motions
are detennined from the response mectra and/or simulated seismic waves.

hafety evaluation of tround and seismic desien of undercround structures

For the foundation soil of the nuclear reactor building, peripheral slope of the nuclear reactor building, and

important outdoor underground structures, the seismic performance is evaluated on the basis of the basic earthquake
ground motion from the viewpoint that the support function for class A and As faci'ities should not be degraded and
there should be r.o secondary effect on maintaining functions of these facilities.

Safety evaluation of the foundation soil and peripheral slope is performed using the sliding plane method
or other conventional method with an appropriate soil model set up on the basis of geological survey, soil
investigation, and test results. If needed, evaluation may also be performed by making statie analysis and dynamic
analysis using the finite element method or other methods which is suitable for treatment of more complicated
conditions.

For the important outdoor underground structures, design of the structures is performed after an
investigation of the safety of the support ground.

Seismic desien of buildines/ structures

For buildings and structures, depending on the seismic importance, design is performed for the dynamic
seismic force or the dynamic seismic force calculated from the story shear coef6cient, both for the standard .eismic
motion. Usually for buildings and structures, there are few cases when the safety of themselves are required
directly. Instead, it is required that there should be no degradation in the function of the equipment which is
supported on or contaF d in the buildings and structures designed according to their aseismic class, ne design
is performed for static seismh. force calculated from the story shear coef6cient and/or dynamic seismic force
calculated from the standard seismic motion. he input seismic motion used for design of the nuclear reactor
facilities is the seismic motion at the lower boundary of the analytical model, which is made considering the
conditions of the site. For the building response analysis, either the spring model or an FEM model may be used
to evaluate the dynamic soil-structure interaction effect. For basic earthquake ground motion S , since it is witFin3

the elastic range, a linear analysis is performed for the design. On the other hand, for basic earthquake gmund
motion $ , a nonlinear clastoplastic analysis is performance considering the foundation uphiling and the material

2

nonlinearity, if needed, the load due to the dynamic seismic force and the load due to the static seismic force may
be combined with the other loads for stress analysis, structural design and evaluation.

Asismic desien of eauinment/ninine systems

For the equipment and piping systems, depending on the seismic importance, design is performed for the
dynamic eismic fome or the static seismic force calculated from story shear coef6cient. Since these seismic forces
are transferred from the support structure, the dynamic seismic force is often calculated using the Goor response
spectra, in addition, if needed, the load due to these seismic forces is combined with the other loads to calculate
the member forces and the stress using the strength of material methods. The calculated stress is then compared

with a pre-determined allowable stress to confirm the seismic safety. Also, for active machines such as pumps, etc.,
which are needed to perform the safety function, texts should be conducted to confirm the ability to maintain their
functions during an earthquake.

2
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Table 1.2.2-1. Definitions of classification of aseismic importance.

Class As Facilities, damage of which may cause loss of coolant; facilities, which are required for
emergency shutdown of the nuclear reactor and are needed to maintain the shutdown state of
the reactor in a safe state; facility for storage of spent fuel; and nuclear reactor containment.

Class A Facilities, which are needed to protect the public from the radioactive hazard in the case of a
nuclear reactor accident, and facilities, malfunction of which may cause radioactive hazard to

l the public, but are not classified as Class As.

Class H Facilities, which are related to the highly radioactive substance, but are not classified as Class
As and Class A.

Class C Facilities, which are related to the radioactive substance but are not classified in the above
aseismic classes, and facilities not related to radioactive safety.

_

l.2.2 Classification of aseismic importance

in order to realize the purpose of aseismic design described in section 1.1.1 in a rational way, various
facilities are classified based on their importance from the safety viewpoint, and design is then performed
accordingly. Table 1.2.2-1 lists the definitions of the classification of aseismic importance. Table 1.2.2 2 lists the
classification of functions. De basic ideas are as follows.

According to ' Regulatory Guide for Aseismic Design of Nuclear Power Reactor Facilities: Japan Nuclear
Safety Commission, July 20,1981 * [1.1.1 1)(referred to as " Evaluation Guideline" hereinafter), there are basically
three classes: A, B, and C, with a portion of Class A called Class As. In the present guideline, we take Class As
as a separate class in the 4-class classification (As, A, B, C).

For a nuclear power plant, technical measures should be taken to prevent loss of coolant and to maintain
the nuclear reactor in its fully shutdown state without degradation in its functions, even in the case w hen the extreme
design earthquake or the maximum design earthquakem takes place. Also, since the maximum design enthquake
may take place more frequently than the extreme design earthquake, it is necessary to take technical measures to
ensure maintenance of the functions of the facilities needed to prevent discharge of a large amount of radioactive
substances, even in the case when the maximum design earthquake occurs while a coolant loss accident is taking
place at the power plant.

Depending on the frequency of occurrence of the earthquake, the safety state of the power plant is related
to the intensity of earthquake and is defined as follows:

mExtreme design earthquake: his earthquake is stronger than the following " maximum design earthquake.'
It is supposed to be an earthquake which is selected from the earthquakes caused by an active fault, an carthquake
caused by a seismie geological structure, and a shallow focus earthquake, and which has the largest effect on the ,

site.

Maximum design earthquake: his earthquake is selected from the past earthquakes and an earthquake caused
by an active fault with a frequent activity, and it has the largest effect on the site.

For details, please see Chapter 2 *Section 2.1 Earthquah and standard seismic motion."

3
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Table 1.2.2 2. Classification by function.
i

.
'

Class As (i) Piping and equipment that form the ' nuclear reactor coolant pressure boundary' (defined in
the same way as in * Evaluation Guidelines for Safety Design of Light Water Rextor*).

(ii) Equipment for storage of spent fuel.

(iii) Equipment to rapidly induce negative reactivity for emergency shutdown of nuclear reactor,
and equipment for maintaining the shut-down state of the nuclear reactor.

(iv) Equipment used to remove decay heat from the reactor core after shutdown of the nuclear
reactor.

(v) Equipment which becomes the pressure barrier in case of aridental damage to the nuclear
reactor coolant pressure boundary and directly prevents discharge of radioactive substances.

Class A (i) Equipment needed to remove the decay heat from the reactor core after accidental damage
to the nuclear reactor coolant pressure boundary.

(ii) Equipment which is needed to suppress outward dissipation of radioactive substance
released in an accident, but is not classified as (v) in the above Class As.

(iii) Others.

Class B (i) Equipment which contains or can contain the primary coolant which is in direct contact with
the nuclear reactor coolant pressure boundary.

(ii) Equipment which contains radioactive waste, except those which have a small content, or
rupture of which due to the storage schecy: leads to a radioactive effect to the public mtch
smaller than the allowable annual doses outside the peripheral monitoring region.

(iii) Equipment related to radioactive substances other than radioactive waste, and damage of
which may bring er.cessive radioactive exposure to public and employees,

(iv) Equipment for cooling the spent fuel.

(v) Equipment which is used to suppress outward dissipation of radonetive substance in the
case when it is released, but which is not claulfied as Class As or Class A.

Class C (i) Equipment which is used to control the reactivity of the nuclear reactor, but which la not

classified as Class As, A, or B.

(ii) Equipment which contains or is related to radioactive substances, but which is not classified
as Class As, A, or B.

(iii) Equipment not related to radioactive safety, etc.
-___ _

._ _ _ _ _
_

___
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(i) in the case of extreme design earthquake

{l) less of coolant accident should not be induced.
'

{2) It should be possible to shutdown the nuclear reactor and to maintain the ufe shutdown.
(3} Even in the unlikely cue when loss of coolant accident takes place and the extreme design earthquake

also takes place within a rather long period after the accident, the nuclear reactor containment should
be able to maintain its function.

(ii) In the cue of maximum design earthquake

{l) Items (i)-{l), {2) in the above should be satisfied. [
t(2) Even in the unlikely cue when the maximum design earthquake takes place right after a loss of coolant

accident, the function for preventing discharge of a large amount of radioactive substances should st!!!
be maintained.

{3) Facilities, the damage of which causes discharge of a large amount of radioactive substances, should f
be able to maintain their function.

From the aforementioned buie consideration, the aseismic importsnee is classified and defined. In addition, !

classification of equipment is performed as related to the functions indicated in the classification of functions. From
the classification of equipment and classification of functions, the meismic importance is dermed.

The equipment is mainly classified as follows:

(1) Primary equipment System equipment directly related to function.

'

(2) Auriliary equipment Equipment indirectly related to function and playing an auxiliary role.

(3) Direct suppon structurest Support structures which directly support the primary equipment and
auxiliary equipment, and support structures which directly receive the loads of the aforementioned equipment. ,

{4} Indirect supponstruaurest Reinforced concrete or steel-frame support structures (buildings / structures)
which receive loads transferred from the direct support structures.:

[ {5} Equipmentfor which inter-equipment h||luence should be consideredt Equipment ior which damage ,

!of equipment in the lower category affects equipment in the upper category.

For the primary equipment, auxiliary equipment and direct support structures, the aseismic importance is
.

defined as required by the safety function of the primary equipment. On the other hand, for the ladirect support i

structures and equipment for which inter-equipment influence should be considered, since the safety requirements
are determined as related to the other equipment, it is necessary to confirm that there is no problem under the ,

!
standard seismic motion corresponding to the aseismic importance of the related equipment. ' Ibis standard seismic

|
- motion is called seismic motion for evaluation, in addition, for the ground on which said equipment is installed,
it is necessary to handle it in a similar way as the indirect support structures. As far as the peripheral ground, such
as the t,ack slope, is concerned, when its failure would affect equipment which is important for safety, it is !

necessary to handle it in a similar way as the equipment for which inter-equipment influence is considered.

I
,

For further details of the aseismic importance classification, please see ' Technical Guidelines for Assismic
! Design of Nuclear Power Plants: Volume for importance Classificatic,n and Allowable Strees, JEAG

4601 Supplement-1984'[1.1.12)(referred to as 'JEAG 4601 Supplement 1984* hereinafter).
,

!

_

$

|
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I 1.2.3 Design seismic force

For a nuclear pow er plant, the facilities important for safety must be able to withstand the dynamie seismie
force in the case of the extreme design earthquake or the maximum design earthquake; and, they should also be able
to withstand the static seismic force depending on the aseismic importance. According to * Evaluation Guidelines,'
Table 1.2.31 lists the correspondence between the aseismic importance of the facility and the basic earthquake
ground motion, which is the base for calculating the seismic force, story Shear coefficient and seismie intensity.

For the building 4tructure as indirect support structure, it is necessary to confirm that it can maintain the
support function against the basic earthquake ground motion corresponding to the aseismic class of the equipment
supported. As pointed out in section 1.2.2 * Classification of aseismic importance," the basic earthquake ground
motion is also called seismic motion for evaluation. Also, for the ground that supports facilities important to safety,
it is necessary to confirm the ability to maintain the function of supporting the building and structure. For ti.e back
slope and other peripheral ground, damage of which may have a secondary effect on facilities important to safety,
it is necessary to confirm that they would not fait due to the standard seismic motion.

1.2.4 Summary of earthquake and basic earthquake ground motion

(1) Summary of * Evaluation Guidelines *

Determination of the seismic motion used in the aseismic design of nuclear reactor facility (known as basic
earthquake ground motion) is performed to satisfy the * Evaluation Guidelines." According to the ' Evaluation
Guidelines.* seismological and geological knowledge are judged from the engineering point of view on the base of
the past experience of safety evaluation; the earthquake ground motion used for the nuclear reactor facility is
determined from the engineering judgement based on the updated knowledge in the seismology and seismic
engineering fields from the viewpoint of ensuring the seismic safety of the nuclear reactor facf..(i 4 against any
conceivable earthquaies.

The basic earthquake ground motions can be dividedinto two types S and S; according tCheir intensities.i

Rey are defined at the rock outcrop of the sites. He earthquakes that cause basic earthquake ground motions S
i

and S are called the maximum design earthquake and the extreme design earthqu.k , aspectively.
2

In addition,in the explanation of the ' Evaluation Guidelines,* definitionof terminology, points for attention
ir* evaluation of basic earthquake ground motion and evaluation standards of active faults, etc., are presented and
are used as the standards in making judgment regarding the basic earthquake ground motion.

Summary of earthquakes (maximum design earthquake, extreme design earthquake)(2)

When the seismic design of the nuclear reactor facilities is performed, two types of earthquakes, namely,
the maximum design earthquake and the extreme design earthquake are taken into consideration. Also, since the
spectral characteristics of the seismic motion of the rock outcrop depend on the hypocentral distance, both short-
distarce and long-distance earthquakes should be taken into consideration for the above two design earthquakes,

The earthquake that causes baric earthquake grour.d motion S is basically determined from thei

carthquake history. However, the earthquakes caused by active faults which have a high level of activity and may
n.

affect the site in the near future are also taken into consideration. Among these earthquakes, the earthquake which
gives the largest influence on the site is called the maximum design earthquake.

The review of historical earthquakes is performed on the basis of the earthquake catalog. In particular,
for the historical earthquakes that caused V-grade or higher-grade (of the seismic intensity scale by the Japan
Meteorological Agency) effects on the site or its nearly region, detsited investigation is performed on the damage
state, focus, and earthquake scale on the basis of the various ear'hquake catalogs and the many earthquake data used

6
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Table 1.2.31. Correspondence between aseismic importance of fa;ility and basic earthquake ground motion,
static seismic coefficient, etc.(3 28

Basic earthquake ground r > tion,
Aseismic story shear coefficient, static

importance seismic coefficient florimntal .6.h Vertical (82d

As Basic earthquake ground motion A %As2 n

liasic earthquake ground motion Asi % Asi
As,A Story shear coefficient, 3.0 C Cyfstatic seismic coefficient

Building /
mstructure Basie earthquake ground motion - -

B
Story shear coefficient 1.5 C, -

Basic earthquake ground motion - -

C
Story shear coefficient C -f

As Basic earthquake ground motion As2 % An

Basic carthquake ground motion Asi % Asi
As,A -

. Static seismic coefficient 3.6 C 1.2 CyfE.quipment/
piping Basic earthquake ground motion - -

system (') B
Static seism!: coefficient 1,8 C, -

Basic earthquake ground motion - -

Static seismic coefficient 1.2 C -

|f

*For Class As and Class A facilities, the horizontal seismic force and the vertical seismic force due to the basic
earthquake ground motion are combir,ed both in the unfavorable direction; and the horizontal seismic force and
vertical seis.nic forer caused by the story shear coefficient or the static seismic coefficient are combined in the
unfavorable direction.

(2The static horizontal seismic force of the underground portion of the building / structure is calculated by the
horizontal seismic coefficient K specified for the underground portion. The static horizontal seismic force of the
underground portion of the equipment / piping system is calculated from the value 20% larger than the horizonal
seismic coefficient of the building / structure at the location where said equipment is set. (For details, please see
Chapters 5 and 6.)

A or building / structure, the horizontal seismic force is calculated from the story shear coefficient; the verticalF
seismic force is calculated from the vertical seismic coefficient.

("The statie horizontal seismic force of the equipment / piping system is calculated by regarding the story shear
coefficient of the structure at the location of mounting as the seismic coefficient.

WA32: Acceleration acting on the facility due to basic carthquake ground motion S -2
*Asi: Acceleration acting on the facility due to basic earthquake ground motion S ,i

AC : Story shear coefficiena (for details see Chapters 5 and 6).i
(*'Cv: Vertical seismic coefficient for calculating static seismic force (for details, see Chapters 5 and 6).
*l/2 As2: 1/2 the value of the maximum acceleration amplitude of basic earthquake ground motion 5 is taken as2

the vertical seismic coefficient.
A1/2 A : 1/2 the value of the maximum acceleration amplitude of basic earthquake ground motion S is taken

33 i
as the vertical seismic coefficient.

7
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When thereas the basis for formhg thee catalogs, and they are considered as the maitimum design earthquake.
* blank wriod" ~ );he history of local earthquakes or a * blank region * in the seismic activities near the site,exists 4

a special atiem.on and ;nvestigation are necessary.

As far es oe active faults which are taken into consideration in determining the maitimum design
carthq ahe a.re concernad, just as in the case of historical earthquakes, the a:tive faults which give % or
higher-grade seismic intensity on the site are considered for investigation.. The activity of the active fault is
evalum.ed by adding engineeringjudgment to the reliable geological proof. Alsu, for evaluation of the active faults,

imestigate and study the relation between the active faulta and the past earthquakes orit is necessary tv
microttemors. From 'he view point of the influence on the site, evahtation of the earthquake scale due to the activet

fault and assumption of the beation of the center of the seismic energy release are important items for investigation.
According to the explanation in the *E.aluation Guidelines," the specific rules for determining the active faults as
the cause of the maitimum design earthquakes are as follows: those which are related to the historical earthquakes;
those which belong to Class A active faults. had activity in the recent 10,000 years, and are predicted to be able
to cause an earthquake in the near future; and these which are found to be significwtly active at present by
observation of micro-earthquake.

The earthquake that causeri basic earthquake ground motion S is an earthquake beyond the maximum2In
design earthquake from the seismological point of view; it is the earthquake that gives the largest influences on the
site a0d is called the extreine design earthquake. The objects that are taken into consideration for the extreme
design carthquake include earthquake caused by active fault, earthquake caused by seismic earth structure, and the
shallow-focus earthquake.

The active faults which are taken into consideration for the cittreme design earthquake include Class A
active faults except those taken as objects for the maximum design earthquake, active faults which belong to Class
13 or Class C and uith possible activity within past $0,000 ) ears, etc. The earthquakes based on the seismo-tectonic
structure are considered with relationship to the occurrence of historical earthquakes and the active faults near the
peripheral region of the site. They are used to determine the upper limits of the seismic scale on each of the
earthquake-generating regions in the islands of Japan and their peripheral seas.

For the shallow-focus earthquake, in order to guarantee the safety margin for the facility, an earthquake

of magnitude 6.5 is considered in design for the entire country.

(3) Summa;y and evaluation of basic earthquake ground motion

The basic earthquake ground motion is represented by the response spectrum at the rock outcrop of the site
and the simulated seismic motions are obtained by curve-fitting with the spectrum. In order to determine the basic
earthquake ground motion, sufficient investigation and esaluation should be made of the maximum amplitude,
frequency charticteristics, duration, and amplitude envelope time function, etc.

Since the maximum amplitude and frequency characteristics of the earthquake ground motion are closely
related to the tragnitude, focal distance, and earthquake ground characteristics of the soil at the site, detailed survey
and investigation should be performed on the historical earthquakes, earthquakes due to active faults, and location
of the center of earthquake energy release.

In principle, the maximum amplitude of the earthquake ground motion is represented in terms of velocity,
it may be determined by using Kanai's formula, etc., and/or by using the theoretical analysis values based on the
fault model. Also, it is useful to estimate the intensity of historical earthqutke ground niotion from the data on
damage, such as falling tombstones, etc.. for the references, and the statistical expected value can be used to
estimate the peak amplitude of the earthquake ground motion.

8
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1.2.5 Summary of geological / ground survey

(1) Summary

in order to guarantee the safety of the nuclear power plant, it is necessary to perform careful survey and,

tests of its geology and soil and to perform reliable analysis and design. In addition, the geology and soil have
various different patterns, depending on the specific site. Hence, it is preferred that appropriate survey, test,
analysis, evaluation and design be performed for the specific geology and soil on the basis of a good understanding
on the specific site.

As iniicated by its name, the geological / ground survey consists of geological survey and ground survey,
He ourpose of the geological survey is to rnake a geological survey on Ae site and the wide region surrounding
the site to have a knowledge of the properties and activities of the faults t,.at snould be taken into consideration for
the seismic design, and to provide detailed geological data for the peripheral region of the foundation of the -
structures. On the other hand, the purpose of the ground survey is to make a detailed survey on the ground of the
building and its periphery, so that the ground is classified from an engineering point of view to provide the
properties of the ground needed for the design.

(2) Geological survey
,

He geological survey includes survey of a wide region and survey of the site.
'd

a. Survey of wide region /

ne survey of wide region is performed for a region within atout 30 km of the site. For this region, the
geological structure is clarified and the fault activity is evaluated for faults which m*y have activity in the
Quaternary period. He survey methods include reviewing references, interpretation of perial photographs, surface
geological survey, wide-range elastic wave survey, sonic wave survey (sea), etc. Several methods may be used for i

measuring the ages of the faults, such as HC method, fission track method, quartz particle surface structural
analysis, ESR age measurement method, etc. He survey results are summarized to form a geological diagram for
the wide region. As far as the faults are corscerned, evaluation is perfor ned on S -class faults, Sr lass faults, andi c

faults not to be considered for seismic design, separately.

b. Survey of the site

Survey of the site is implemented for the site and its vicinity. He geological structure in this regior. is
clarified. In addition to the survey methods for the wide region, the survey methods aiso include boring, pit, trench,
etc. He age of the fault is measured using the same methods as those used for the wide range survey. Based on
the survey results, geological map, geological soil column profile, geological cross-sections, etc., are prepared, and
the geological distribution and structtore, activity history of fault, bedrock classification, etc., are evaluated. As far
as the bedrock classification is concerned, the hardness of the bedrock, the properties of the geological discontinuity
planes, and other geological factors are taken into consideratica, w that the strength of the ground and its
deformation characteristics can be correctly apprehended in an easy way.

(3) Ground survey / test

ne ground survey / test is implemented to find the properties of the soil needed for evaluating the soil
stability. Depending on the implementation stages, it can be divided into the following three types: (1) Survey in
the prelimmary design stage, (2) survey in the design stage, and (3) survey in the detailed design stage. On the
other hand, depending on the type of structures, it can be Jivided to the following three types: (1) survey of the
cuelear reactor building foundation soil, (2) survey of peripheral slopes of the nuclear reactor building, and (3)
survey of ground for important outdoor underground structures.

9
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a. Survey stages

(s) Survey in the preliminary design stage
in the preliminary design stage, the geologiep clanified ground structure and the. general features

of its three-dinnensional distribution are apprehended in consideration of the mechanleal properties needed

to draw the preliminary site plan of the nuclear resetion fvilities.

(b) Survey in the design stage
in the design stage, the properties of the ground for the individual structures and slopes are studied

rA t the conventional method. Also, the ground and the soil characteristics of the soil layers needed for
eval uiting the seismic input for design are clarified.

(c) $arvey in the detailed design stage
in Se detailed design stage, properties are measured to perform more detailed safety evaluation in the

case wbn the safety carmot be fully evaluated using the conventional metboda.

b. Types of survey ground

(a) Nuclear reactor building foundation ground
Survey of the nuclear reactor building founstion ground is perfonned by boring survey, pit survey,

rock tent, bed rock test, elastic wave velocity test, etc. In the survey, the ground is claasified to several
classes. For each class, the properties (clastic wave velocity, shear strength, deformation coefficient,
dynamic shear stiffness, damping constant, liquefaction etrength, etc.) are derived.

(b) Survey of peripheral slopes of nuclear reactor building
Survey of the peripheral sloper of nuclear reactor buildit.gis performed by boring survey, elastic wave

velocity test, pit survey, etc. In addition, if nented, on-site tests, etc., are also performed to obtain the
mechanical properties needed for evaluating the stability of the soil.

(c) Survey of important outdoor underground structures
Survey of the important outdoor underground structures is performed by boring sarvey, clastic wave

velocity test, etc. He various properties needed are derived while the survey results of the nuclear reactor
building foundation ground are taken lato consideration.

(d) Representation method of properties and applications in design
As far as the representation methods of properties and their applications in design are concerned, care

should be taken in the following aspects: (1) static strength characterir, tics, (2) static defonnation
characteristics, (3) dynamic strength characteristics, (4) dynamic deformation characteristics and damping
characteristics, as well as (5) evaluation of scatter.

1.2.6 Summary of safety evaluation of ground and seismic design of underground structures

Evaluation of seistaic stability of nuclear reactor building foundation ground, nuclear reactor peripheral
sinpe, and important outdoor civil structures to performed observing the following guidelines based on the standard
seismic motion.

.

(1) he supporting function for buitdags and equipment including those of Class A and Class As shouldm
not be degraded ce% {2) Here abould be no secondary effect on the retenticn of function of these buildings and equipment.

10
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(1) Nuclear reactor building foundation ground

a. Safety evaluation

Depending on necessity, the following analyses are implemented for the safety evaluation of the foundation
ground.

{l) Analysis using sliding plana method and other conventional methods
{2) Static analysis
(3) Dynamic analysis -

If the analysis result can satisfy the safety evaluation standard value, useally further detailed analysis and
e amination can be omitted,

b. Design seismic force

(a) Seismic force for static evaluation

(1) Ground seismic coef6cient

In principle, the design horirontat seismic coef6cient (Kn) of the ground in determined using the following
formula at the giound surface. Or, the equival nt neismic coef6cient nuy be calcu:sted by considering the vibration
characteristics of the ground for the basic carthquake ground motion.

Kg=nKg v

w here Ko: standard design horimntal seisode coefficient (taken as 0.2)

ni: correction coef6cient for the site (taken as 1.0)

Tne design vertical seismic coetEcient (Ky) is set as Ky = Ku,2, and is ussumed to act together with the
horizontal seismic coef6cient in the unfavorable direction at the samt time. Kg = 0.2 can be applied for bedrock
with an S weve velocity higher than IJoout 500 m/s and the maximuto acceleration from the basic earthquake ground
motion, S , lower than 500 Gal. Ilowever, since there are various different types of soils, care should be exerclud2

when it is applied.

{2) Seismic force acting on soil by building

ne horizontal seismic force acting on the soll by the building is tahu as the static seismic force based on
the Evaluation Guidehne,' or the seismic fome due to basic earthquake ground motion S , whichever is larger,

2

he vertical force acting on the soil by the buildingis calculated by assuming a constant seismic coef6cient
in toe vertical direction (taken as 1/2 the maximum horizontal acceleration amplitude in the case of seismic force
caused by basic carthquake ground motion S:) in consideration of the vibration chsracteri. ties of building / structure
with a vertical seismic coef6cient of 0.3. In the case when dyramic analysis is also performed, it is poeible to omit
the static evaluation us!ng the seismic force due to basic earthquake ground moti..n S -2

(b) Seismh motion used in dynamic valuation

ne horizonts.1 seismic motion used in dynamic eaalysis is set by transforming the basic earthq'u.ke ground
motion S Jefined at the rock outcrop of the site to the lower boundary of the analysis model. It is usumed that2

11
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for each class of facilities, the calculation method of the seismic force is determined according to its

i or the equipment / piping support structures and other facilities, the seismic motion for evaluating theimportance
function recention is determined according to the importame of the facilities supported. In the design of,

buildingvstructures, the seismic load calcu ated by the aforementioned method, the load constantly acting on thet

nuclear reactor facilities, the load acting on the facility when the auclear reactor facility is in operational state
' including abnormal transient stage during operation), and the load acting on the facility in case of an accident of

he seismic force should be combined with the constant load andthe nuclear reactor facility are conside,ed
operational load (conventional operation load and abnormal transient eperction load). He load with relatively long
duration should be combined with the seismie force caused by the baue carthquake ground motion S .i

He allowable limit of the builoing/ structure with respect ta the cornbit.ed state of the seismic force and
other load is detemined according to the seismic importance class. In tne building /stru ture that support facilities
having Jif ferent seismic cines, the allow able limit is determined to er sure a safety margin for the ultimate strength
and to ensure that the funethns of the supported facilities are not degraded due to the deforir.ation of build-
ings! structures. he ultimate strength espacity in determined to ensure that the strength of each building or structure
bu an approprie c 6afety ny: gin corresponditig to the importance with respect to the required horimntal strength
capacity.

|
(2) Seismic moon %e analysis

De nuclear reactor building is a typical rijLL! structure. 'n sddition,it is a complicated structure made of
5arious structural materials in various structural fornw in perform'ng seismic response analysis, it is important
to model a structure as detailed as possibs depending on the purpose of analysis and to calculate the r-sponse
quantities as required for design using appropriate analysis methods.

Soil-structure intersctiona.

Since the nuclear reactor building is a rigid structure, the interattion with the ground is larger than that vf
a conventional building, therefore it is necessary to incorporate the influence of the ground, such as the embedment
effect, etc., into the vibration model in an appropriate way. In many cases, the influence of the ground is analyzed
using a sway / rocking model, with the ground beneath the foundation mat rep! aced by equivalent horizontal and
rotational springs. For :he case when the effects of embedment depth, backfill soil, and the peripheral ground are
separately considered, or when the adjacent buildings are considered, the ground may abo be represented by the
finite-element model(FEht) or the discrete-mass system model. In the recent investigation, the boundary treatment
in the semi mfinite ground analysis is performed using the rational boundary element method (BEht), together with
the FEh1 model for the peripheral ground of the building by using the substructure method.

For the vieraaen model, the in situ test data and laboratory test data are used to evaluate the dynamic
As the theoretical approach, based on the

ground stiffness, damping, and other ground properties for analysis.
assumption of a homogen?ous clastic body, the ground compliance, vibration admittance theory, etc., are used to

Each spring, however, must take into consideration theI
dehe the horizontal, vettical and rotational springs.
dissipation effect of the vibration energy into ground. As a result, they are represented by frequency dependentj,

Alac, when the ground is handled using the FEh1 model or discrete-mass model, it is possible
I complex stiffness.

to assign different elastic constants for different layus.

In tiie seismic rerponse analysis, the way to input the standard seismic motion at the rock outcrop is very
important, since it has a great influence on the seismic design. Usually, in the case when it is possible to neglect
the embedment since the nuclear reactor buildingis set on a rock outcrop, the basic earthquake ground motion itself
m be taken as the input seismic motion. However, in the other cases, response analysis of the ground should be
performed using a one-dimensional wave sneray for the basic earthquake ground motion at the rock outcrop to
determine the input seismic motion to the soil-structure interaction model by considering the site topography, soil
layering and embedment depth.
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b. Seismic response anal sis i
3

To model the superstructure of the nelear eaction building, a so<alled bending / shear-type discrete-mass '

sys'em model is used. In this model, the various pu are taken as multicantilevers standing on the foundation mat;3
i

or, the various parts are combined as a single cam:ver, with masses concentrated at the floor position. To '

determine the stiffness of the various parts of the building, Sa b, nding/ shear stiffness are evaluated considering the
,

web / flange elfects. In order v :ake into account the effect of wall openings and the 3-D cffect of orthogonal walls,
it is also possible to use FEM with the foundation mat and various building parts modeled as a continuous body.
In modeling the superstructure, it is also important to evaluate the properties of the building / structure related to
stiffness and damping. For stiffness, the evaluation method using the various clastic constants is r>ailable in the
various standards of Architstural Institute of Japan. For damping, tha conventional damping constants for the
different types of structures rdated are used, and the damping probl !s treated in the vibration equations as
internal viscous damping, modal cenping, strain-energy-pecporticnal damping, complex damping, etc. The major
structural elements of the nuclear ressor buildings incirie twshaped or cylinder-shaped shear w=lls, for which
the restoring force characteristic curves have been determinea on the basis of many structural experiments.

In nonlinear seismic response malysis, a model of the shear wall is formed by the aforementioned
bending / shear cantilevers, with their skeleten curves approximated by trilinear lines. The hysteresis curve may be
assumed in the so-called peak-oriented type, origin-oriented type, degrading trilinear type, etc. In the case when
a large overturning moment acts on the base portion of the nuclear reactor building, the geometric nonlinearity is
considered using a rocking spring for uplifting of base mat.

He conventional solution methods for the lit ear vibration equations include modal spectral method, time
history modal method, direct method, frequency response analysis inethod, etc. For the frequency response analysis
method, first, the response in the frequency domain is calculated to consider the frequency dependency of stiffness
and damping; then, the results are transformed to the time domain. la order to evaluate the building stability, it is
ne,:essary to determine the contact pressure and contact rate of the foundation mat using the linear / nonlinear

'

response analysis results. In addition, it is necessary to evaluate slide, etc. In the design of equipment / piping
systems, the time history responses of the floor and other necessary parts on which they are installed are necessary.2

he floor response spectra are calculated with the damping constants of the equipment / piping systems used as
parameters.

(3) Stress analysis and structural design

a. Stress analysis

in order to select the stress analysis method and modelit ,; method, much attention should be paid to the
configuration and load conditions of the structure. For the buildings in a nuclear power plant, since the structural
forms are complicated, and the thicknesses of walls and plates of the structural components are much larger than
those of the conventional buildings, the stress analysis is mainly performed with the aid of FEM analysis,

important items for the stress analysis are as follows:

{l) input method and model of composite structure'

{2) Formation of analytical model for the thick concrete structures, such as the foundation mat of a
,

l

containing fac!!ity, etc.
!

{3) Evaluation of spring in stress analysis of foundation mat
{4) Treatment of soil pressure in stress analysis
(5) Handling of thermal stress in combination with S seismic stress.

3
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| b. Cross-section design

Just as for com entional buildings, cross-section evaluation for the various parts of nuclear reactor buildings
is performed using various standards in principle. However, since a nuclear resetor building has thicker walls thanid to the
a conventional building and there exist parts with complicated shapes, special attention should be pa
following points when design is performed.

{l) Evaluation method for combining stresses
{2) Cross-section design method of thick concrete parts, such as found.ition mat, etc.
{3) Anchor bolt design method
(4) 11at slab structure design method
{5) Design method of seismic walls with openings
{6) Composite structure design method
{7) Splicing method of large-diameter reinforcing bars.

livaluation of function integrityc.

it is necessary to evaluate the ability of the various parts to maintain function with respect to stresses dueDe objects of the evaluation include
and S: earthquakes and under necessary load combinations.to the S

leakproormg function, function in preventing secondary accident, support function, etc.
3

As far as the limit values of the various parts of building in maintaining the aforementioned furetions areAs a result, for designers at present, the
concerned, there are as yet no quantitative specifications / standards. lACA

commonly used criteria for function integrity are S for the allowable stress design, and S as well as S +for the ultimate strength design. For the allowable limit values with respect to the various functional requirements,
2 i

i

the basic guidelines are provided in this document.

d. Safety margin

For the safety margin with respect to the static strength capacity and the dynamic strength, the referenced by introducing

value is not defined in the " Evaluation Guideline.' Up to now in the practical design,it is covereFor the quantitative evaluation of the safuy margin, it is desired that a clearer definition be
a sufficient margin.

provided in the future.

(4) Concrete vessel
In an

he concrete vessel contains the nuclear reactor as weii as other equipments / piping systems.i t de

accident, the sessel can prevent dissipation of the radioactive substances which are leaked out. It s a struc ure maf the various techn cali
of reinforced concrete or prestressed concrete. De design is performed on the bas s oditions listed in
standards related. In the structural analysis, the stresses are calculated with respect to the load cor
these standards.

1.2.5 Summary of se',5mic design of equipment / piping system

(1) Basic guideline of seismic dei.gn

Structural plan and seismic suppcrt plana.

in principle, the equipment / piping system of the nuclear reactor facility is designed in the rigid frequencyll
regionjust as the support structure and building.%e seismic performance of the equipmentipiping system usua yAs a result, it is important to have an
depends significantly on its support structure and its configuration. in 'he
appropriate seismic support plan to ensure necessary and sufficient seismic performance. For parts
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equipment / piping system with a certain freedom in configuration, from the seismic viewpoint, the center of gravity
should be made as low as possible and the installation state should have high stability in the configuration plan. In
the case wben a part with low seismic importance is near a part with high seismic importance, it is necessary to
recheck the configuration plan to assure that the part with high seismic importance is not affected by earthquake
damage to the part with low seismic importance. In addition, since the seismic support plan is also related to
equipment maintenance and service, in addition to arranging a necessary and sufficient optimum plan to ensure the
seismic performance of the system, it is important to arrange a large enough safety margin in consideration of the
uncertain characteristics of the seismic force.

.

For the structural bodies of the equipment / piping system r: lated to the pressure portion in a light water
reacter or converter reactor, usually, the seismic load is not a &termining factor for the plate thickness, and the
portion of stress from seismic force is smaller as compse,J with the operating stress of the equipment; however,
since the seismic support structure is mninly des! rut according to the seismic force, it b necessary to perform
appropriate strength design with the uncertain factors of the seismic force taken into consideration and to pay
attution to ensure the stiffness at the seismic support point. In particular, great care should be exercised in the
design of the anchorage, which is the most important portion when the 6eismic damage pattern is taken into
consideration, as it is in the boundary region with the building design.

b. Seismic analysis and safety evaluation

For the equipment / piping system, it is necessary to make appropriate classification r cording to seismic
importance. Hen, it is necessary to ensure that the system is stfe with respect to the design seismic force

{ corresponding to the applicable seismic class (As, A, B, or C).

%e design seismie forces that should be calculated include the seisnue force due to the horizont.1 static
seismic cocfficient corresponding to the seismic class, the dynamic seismie fxce which is based on the appropriate
seismic response analysis with respect to standard seismic motion S for Classes As and A, and with respect toi
standard seismic motion S for class As, as well as the seismic force calcult.ted from the vertical seismic coefficient.2

%e basic idea for the seismic safety evaluation of the equipment / piping system is that it is scessary to
ensure that the combined stress including the seismic stress from the afore:nentioned design seismic force and the
stresses due to other loads that must be taken into consideration is within the ailowable limit (design by analysis).
However, in the case when there are prob! ems related to the complexity of the system's analysis and reliability, or
when it is necessary to ev 2uate the functionalintegrity of equipment which canta.! be determined by the allowable
stress limit, it is possible to make confirmation by performing appropriate vibration test (evaluation by test).,

Q) Seismic r sponse at.alysis and design seismic load

Response analysis methoda.

in principle, th seismic response analysis of the equipment / piping system of seismic classes As and A is
performed by adopting the spectral inodal ar,alysis method beed on the design floor spectrum of the floor used for
installing the aforementioned system. The design floor response spectrum adopted is usually that of the appropriate
floor which is near the center of gruity of the systeta or has the most beismic support points. However, depending
on the requirement of the seismic safety e,aluation, it is also possible to perform multi inpet analysis by using the
related floor response spectra, or approximate analysis sirritar to the atoremeritioned analys;s. For the combination
of the response due to the ve:tical seismic force end the aforementioned horizontal dynamie response the absolute
sum method is adopted.

For 'he nuclear teactor vessel, nuclear raacter pressure containment. nd core stru:tures, in principle, a
time history response analysis method is adopted asing an ana'ysis model with the aforementioned strutures

,
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integrated with the reactor building or using an analysis model similar to the substructure method with the
aforementioned structures separated from the reactor.

For seismic Class As, in the analysis using basic earthquake ground motion S , it may be suf5cient to
perform elastie design, using the linear spectral modal analysis method based on the Door rerponse spectrum for

It is, however, alma permissible to adopt the nonlinear time history response analysis methodthe S earthquake. i force
with inputs from the mounting points and seismic support points based on the appropriate restor ng

2

characteristics of the system.

For seismic class B, if it is determined that there is a danger of resonance due to its natural frequency,
dynamic evaluation is performed on the basis of the spectrum which is 1/2 the Door response spectrum for 5

3

Also, an approximation or simplified method may be used for seismic
design, to coaGrm the seismic safety.
response analysis, so long as there is sio problem in safety (examples of these methods include the constant pitch
span metaod, response evaluation method using only fundamental frequency, etc.),

b. Analysis model

Usually, containers are modeled by a one-dimensional discrete-mass /Rexural shear beam system; pipes are
modeled by a three-dimensional discrete mass /Dexural torsional shear beam system: other equipment in modeled

Also, for containers, it is necessary to analyze the ovalitation. For a large-sized water tank, it is
In order to perform analysis for these characteristics, asimitady.

necessary to analyze the sloshing motion of the water.
suf6ciently detailed model is needed. In addition to the discrete-mass system (concentrated constant system), a
continuous model (distributed constant system) or a combination system may also be considered. In addition, it is
also possible to use finite element models.

For a seismic support system, if it is based on a rigid structure design, it is possible to assume rigid support
points. On the other hand, in the case wben the stiffness of the support structures, e.g., steel frame supports, is
not very high, as compared with the stiffness of the equipment piping system, the support stiffness should be taken/

into consideration. For the anchorage, based on the judgment on the mechanical characteristics, the stiffness of the
anchorage should be considered. Properties of the various :lements of the analytical mode' include average moment
of inertia, effective shear cross-sectional area, and other geomerie characteristics of the system, as well as modulus
of ch.sticity and other material mechanical characteristics depending on the operation temperature. They should be
evaluated appropriately, respectively.

As far as the damping constant is concerned, in principle, the conventional design damping constrnt is used.
Ilowever, in the case when the system is an interaction system with different parts having different damping
constants (such as an interaction sy stem with container 1.0%-frame 2%-pipe 2.5%), it is possible to use the modal
damping constants,

Design seismic loadc.

For Type 1 equipment. Type 2 container, ano Type 3 equipment, as well as other seismic Class As and
Class A equipment, the seismic load for design is determined on the basis of the seismic loads (momeat, shearTheS seismic response analyses and the static seismic force.force, adal force, etc.) obtained from the Sp
principle is that the seismic load due to basie earthquake grouad motion S or the seismic load due to the static

i
i

seismic force, whichever is larger, is adopted.

As far as the static seismic force of the equipment system is concerned, in the case when the story shear
force coefficient of the building in which it is installed is known (the seismic class of the building is taken as the
same as the class of the equipment system), in principle,1.2 times the coefncient is used as the design horizontal
seismic coefficient in the calculation.

18
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(3) Stress / strength analysis

Stress analysis of Class As, A equipmenta.

in the case of the Type 1 and Type 2 containers, the stress analysis method adopted is usually based on
the shell theog or finite element method, with the loads of the various operating states which should be combined1

I
with the seismic load acting at the same time. liowever, it is also possible to calculate the stress during earthquake
and the stress in operating state separately, then adding them considering the stress type and the stress component

,

'

direction.

For Type 1 and Type 3 piping system, the stresses are calculated separately for the various operating loads
and are combined with the stress due to the seismic load using an absolute sum in consideration of the direction of
the seismic force direction, stress component direction, etc. For the other equipment / piping systems, too, stress
analysis should be performed with the simultaneous application of the operating loads and the seismic force with
the simss direction taken into consideration.11owever, the method of calculating the stresses separately followed
by addition can also be adopted as the simplified method on the safety side.

The primary stresses due to the seismic force refer to all of the internal forces needed to satisfy "the force
equilibrium conditions * with the external seismic forces. It is necessary to perform a detailed analysis of these
stresses to evaluate the maximum stress. He secondary stresses due to the seismie force meet the self-balance
conditions. Hey should be evaluated when the location w here they take place cannot be ignored from the viewpoint
of the functionalintegrity of the equipment system.1

In the case when evaluation is to be made of the fatigue caused by the seismic force, the cyclic numbers
of an earthquake load is needed. In this case, it should be determined appropriately from the characteristics of the

seinmic response waveform characteristics of the floor on which the system is installed and the seismic response
characteristics of the system,

b. Stress analysis of Class B and C equipment

For Class B and C equipment, since the static seismic force is determined independent of the seismicity
of the site, the design analysis / evaluation methods of tne equipment can be standardized. They are mainly classified
into the following types: container / tank type, pump / blower type, and pipe / duct type. For these types of equipment,
stress analysia/ strength evaluation is performed on the basis of the calculation of the primary stress during an
earthquake. Design of the Class B and C equipment can be ,,erformed based on the prescribed stress check points,
stress calculation equations, and calculation formats. For Class B equipment with the danger of resonance, since
dynamic evaluation is needed, the natural period should be calculated. The format includes evaluation using the
dynamic seismic force if the system is not a rigid structure,

c. Stress analysis of support structures

| he reaction force during mrthquake for the support structure is calculated from the dynamic and static
seismic fon.e for Class As and A equipment and mainly from the static seismic force for Class B and C equipnwnt.

, he support structme must be designed to withstand this seismic reaction force. For Class As and's support
structures, it is necessary to guarantee net only the strenge but also the necessary stiffness. In addition. design of
the eupport eructure is kiso closely related to the Steel Stmeture Design Standard of the Architectural Institute of
Japon. Attention should be paid to this fact.

(4) f,eismic safety evaluation

As far as the seismic safety evaluation of the equipment / piping system of a nuclear reactor facility is
concerned, in the case when " design by analysis' is performed, it is necessary to ensure that the various stresses
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caused by the loads to be combined with the design seismic force corresponding to the seismic importance s oube within the corresponding allowable streu limits. Ilowever, attention should be paid to the fact that depending
l i In the case of

on the equipment, its function may not be fully evaluated by using only the strength eva uat on.* evaluation by test.' in addition to the strength evaluation, evaluation should also be performed from the viewpointfh i il ity of test

of functionalintegrity. Ilowever, attention should be paid to assure the apprepnateness o t e s m ar
specimen, seismic input characteristics, etc.

Ikhuntele

Nuclear Safety Survey Division, Bureau of Nuclear Safety. Science and Technology Agency (ed.):376-391.|1.1.1-1} Guidelines of Nuclear Safety Committee,1984, Taisei 1%blishing Co., pp.
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Illectrical Technical Standard Survey Committee:
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1984, litectrical Society of Japan.

Nuclear Safety Survey Division, llureau of Nuclear Safety, Science and Technology Agency (ed.):
Guidelines of Nuclear Safety Committee,1984. Taisei 1%blishing Co., pp. 28-54.(1.1.2-1}
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Chapter 2. Ea_rthauake and basic carthauake cround motis

2.1 Suramary of earthquake and basic carthquake ground motion

Evaluation of .he seismic motion used for seismic design of nuclear reactor facilities (known as basic
earthquake ground motion) is perforrned to satisfy ' Regulatory guide for Aseismic Design of Nuclear Reactor,

Facilities in Power Plants' (referred to as * Evaluation Guidelines' hereinafter) drafted in September,1978 by the
Atomic Energy Commission (partially amended in July,1981 by the Nuclear Safe'y Commission).

;

According to the ' Evaluation Guidelines,' seismological and geological knowledge are judged from the
| engineering point of view on the basis of past experiences of safety evaluation; the basic earthquake ground motion

is determined on the bash of the updated knowledge in the seismology and seismic engineering fields from the
viewpoint of ensuring the seismic safety of the facilities used in the nuclear reactor against any possible earthquakes.

De basic earthquake ground anotions can be divided into two types: Si and S , according to their
2

intensities. Hey are defined at the rock outcrop of the sites.

He earthquakes that cause basic earthquake ground motions S and S are called the maximum designi 2
earthquake and the extreme design earthquake, respectively,

in addition, in the explanation of the ' Evaluation Guidelines,' definition of terminology, points for attention
in evaluation of standard earthquake and evaluation standards of active faults, etc., are presented and are used as
the standards for makingjudgment for the basic earthquake ground motion,

Figure 2.11 shows the items for investigation and the points for attention needed for evaluation of
earthquakes. Figure 2.1-2 shows the items for investigation and the points for attention needed for determination
of the basic earthquake ground motion. Figure 2.13 shows the flow for determining the specific basic carthquake
ground motion.

2.2 Earthquakes

As pointed out above, when the basic earthquake ground motions S and S are to be determined, it isi 2
necessary to select the maximum design earthquake and the extreme design earthquake.

He maximum design earthquake it assumed to be the earthquake with the largest influence among the
following earthquakes: earthquakes which once had an influenes of Scale V or higher intensity, on the earthquake
intensity scale of the Meteorological Agency, on the site or in its vicinity according to the historical data and are
expected to take place again with the same influence on the site and its vicinity, and earthquakes due to active faults
with a high activity which may have influence on the site in the near future,

he extreme design earthquake is supposed to be the earthquake with the largest influence among the
earthquakes greater than the maximum design earthquake from the seismological point of view, with investigation
made from the engineering point of view on the batis of the past ee,rthquake state, properties of active faults in the
vicinity of the site, and seismic geostructm.

In this section, we will discuss past earthquakes that should be taken into consideration, earthquakes due
to active faults, and earthquakes caused by seismic geostructures.

2.2.1 Past earthquakes

First, in order to select the earthquakes which had an influence of Scale V or higher intensity on the site
or its vicinity, a survey is made of the various earthquake catalogs which list the historical earthquakes. _He
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earthquake catalog with high reliability is used for making a survey of the carthquakes which had an influence of
Sca'e V or higher intensity on the site and its vicinity with respect to magnitude, epicentral location, focal depth,
afte shock region, resultant damage, etc. He survey region is usually within a radius of 200 km from the site, with

,

emphasis on the seismic activity in the periphery of the site, i

(1) Earthquake activity

As can be seen from the reference [2.2.!-!] which summarizes the numbers of strong earthquakes, severe
earthquakes and catastrophic earthquakes in the history of Japan (Figure 2.2.1-1 to Figure 2.2.1-3), there exist
significant differences in the earthquake acti9ty between different regions. As a result, survey should be made with
consideration of the seismic activity on the periphery of the site. In the following, we will present a brief
description of the earthquAe catalog used for survey.

a. Types of earthquake catalogs

(a) Historical records of earthquakes
_

There are mary historical records on the resultant damage of earthquakes. The historical data before the
Meiji era were assembled and sorted by Mr. Minoru Tayama as one of the research programs performed by the
Earthquake Hazard Preventing Survey Institute set up in 1892 (Meiji 25). The data were first published in 1904
(Meiji 37) as " Historical Data of Earthquakes in Japan" [Dai Nippon Jishin Shiryo] [2.2.1-2]. Afterwards, in the
Showa era [ translator's note: after 1926), Kaneyoshi Musha made a significant supplement to these data and
published " Supplemented Edition of Historical Data of Earthquakes in Japan * [2.2.1-3)(three volumes, 1941-1943),
and " Earthquake Historical Data in Japan * [2.2.1-4](1949). He two books listed the ancient earthquake data in
the period from the start of written history to 1348 (Koka 4) and the period from 1848 (Kael 1) to 1867 (Keio 3)
for different types of earthquakes.

In addition, recently, the Earthquake Research Institute at University of Tokyo published "New Edition of
Historical Data of Earthquakes in Japan" [2.2.1-5) based on new materials acquired in the recent survey of the
historical records.

(b) Data of observation using instrmn. ats

The first earthquake observation using instruments in Japan was performed in 1872 (Meiji 5). Then,
seismometers were installed in many locations in Japan. In 1884 (Meiji 17), earthquake survey started all over
Japan, in the next year, for the first time, the observation results were published as " Earthquake Report of Central
Meteorological Station." Later the observation results were published in "Jishin Geppo" [ Seismology Monthly],
etc.

| (c)- Earthquake catalogs

|

Based on the above " earthquake historical data" and " data of observation using instruments," the data of
- the earthquake scales (magnitude) and the source characteristics (epicentral location, focal depth) are assembled to

form " Earthquake Catalogs." At present, the major available earthquake catalogs are as follows:
(i) Rika Nenhyo [ Annual of Natural Sciences] [2.2.1-6]
(ii) Shiryo Nippon Higa jishin Soran (Data Encyclopedia of earthquakes with damage in Japan] [2.2.1-7]
(iii) List of earthquakes with damage in Japan before 1975 [2.2.1-8] (Referred to as "Usami Catalog

(1979)" hereinafter)
.iv) Nippon Fukin no M6.0 Ijono Jishin oyobi Higai jishin no Hyo [ Table of earthquakes of M6.0 or(

higher and disastrous earthquakes in Japan and vicinity][2.2.1-9](Referred to as "Utsu Catalog (1982
b)" hereinafter)

(v) Jinshin Geppo [ Earthquake Momhly]
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Among them, "Usami Catalog (1979)," "Utsu Catalog (1982 b)," and "Jishin Geppo" are highly reliable
catalogs which include updated research results and are frequently used. #

he relationship among the catalogs is shown in Figure 2.2.1-4. In the following, summaries of these
catalogs will be presented.

(i) "Rika Nenpyo"

"Rika Nenpyo" is published annually. Its " Chronicle of earthquakes with damage in Japan and vicinity"
lists the 433 earthquakes with damage which took place in the period from the start of written history to September,
1984. The minor earthquakes after 1884 (Meiji 17), however, are omitted.

For the magnitudes and focal locations of the earthquakes that took place before 1925, the data provided
by Kawasumi are adopted. However, some data have been amended. For the earthquakes that took place in 1926
or later, the values of the Meteorological Agency are adopted. In the 1986 edition, the data were used which were

.

made before the Meteorological Agency re-evaluated in the publication "Jishin Geppo Appendix 6, Amended, -

Table of major earthqudes in Japan and vicinity (1926-1960)": published in 1982 [2.2.1-10]. '

(ii) "Shiryo Nippon Higai Jishin Soran"

Usami summarized earthquake damage on the basis of the various earthquake data for carthquakes from
the start of written history to 1975.

For the magnitude and epicentral locations of earthquakes before 1926, the data listed in "Rika Nenpyo"
are adopted. For earthquakes after 1926, the data provided by the Meteorological Agency are used. When the
author prefers an amendment, the value is denoted.

With said amendnrnt opinions taken into consideration and with data in "Shinsyu Nippon Jishin Shiryo,"
etc., added, a "Shinpen Nippon Higai Jishin Soran" [2.2.1-il] was published.

(iii) Usami Catalog (1979)

This catalog collects 61i .arQquAes . ith damage in the period from the start of written history to August,
1975.

As far as the magnitudes and focal locations are concerned, for the earthquakes before 1884, the data (with
amended opinions)in " Data-Encyclopedia of Earthquakes with Damage in Japan" are adopted; for the earthquakes
in the period from 1885 to 1925, the data in "Utsu Catalog (1979)" [2.2.1-12] are adopted; and for the earthquakes
after 1926, the data provided by the Meteorologkal Agency are adopted. In addition, the author made certain
amendments for these data (see Figure 2.2.1-5).

Also, there are "Waga kuni ni okeru higai jishin no hyo (Amended edition)" [2.2.1-13] based on
seismology, and "Kougakuteki jishindo settei no tameno Nippon Higai Jishin Ichiranpu" [2.2.1-14] which was
compiled to facilitate utilization of the data for engineering purposes.

(iv) "Utsu Catalog (1982 b)"

his catalog collects earthquakes with magnitudes over 6.0 and earthquakes that caused damage in Japan
(including those with magnitude lower than 6.0), which took place in Japan and its vicinity in the 96 years from
1885 to 1980,
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As far as the magnitudes and epicentrallocation are concerned, for the earthquakes in the period from 1885
to 1925. the author made amendments of the ca'alog which was previously published by him ("Utsu Catalog
(1979)"): for the carthquakes after 1926, the data of the hieteorological Agency are adopted in principle Among
them, for the earthquakes in the period of 1926-19th, the data published in "Jishin Geppo, Bessatsu 6, published
in 1982," which include the source characteristics redet:rtnined by the hieteorotogical Agency, are reflected.

(v) "JisUn Geppo" (Eani. quake Montl.ly)

His is an earthquake catalog published by the Japan hieteorlogical Agemy of the earthquakes taking place
in each month. The determination of the magnitudes and epicentral locations for the earthquakes in the period of

was performed by manual operation; and for the earthquakes after 1901, computer processing was1926-1960
performed. But, for the :arthquakes in the period of 1926-1960, computer processing was performed to make a
redetermination of the epicential element and in 1982, " Earthquake Monthly, Appendix 6" was published

b. hiagnitudes

There are many definitions of magnitudes which represent the scales of the earthquakes. The magnitude
scale widely used in Japan is the magnitude M of the Meteorological Agency [2.2.1-15]. For earthquakes not
recorded on a seismograph, the equivalent magnitude evaluated from Kawasumi's magnitede M (2.2.1-16] isg

usually used. In some cases, however, the magnitude is estimated from the size of the enclosed area of isoseismals.

(a) Magnitude M of the Meteorological Agency

For earthquakes shallower than 60 km, the formula of Tsuboi(1954)is used; for earthquakes deeper than
60 km, the formula of Katsumata (1%4) is used.

M = logA + 1.731og A -0.83 (Tsuboi)

A: Maximum seisniic motion amplitude (p) (value combined from two horizontal components')

A: Epicentral distance (km)

M = log A + K( A,h) (Katsumata)

K(a,h): A function of epicentral distance and focal depth; it is derived by making M equal to what is derived
from Tsuboi's formula for h = 25 kn..

(b) Kawasumi's magnitude Mg

Kawasumi expressed the relation between the intensity and magnitude for the shallow earthquakes in Japan
as follows, with a (km) indicating the hypocentral distance:

I - M, + 21n(100/A) -0.00183(A - 100) A 2100 km

1 - M, + 21og(rgr)- 0.01668(r- r ) A s 100 km
o

where r is the focal distance (km), ro is r at a = 100 km. and M = 0.5 Mg + 4.85. His formula is used to
determine magnitude from the ancient earthquake data, and also is used to determine the level of seismic risk at
various regions.
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(2) Earthquake hazard history

According to the Seismic Intensity Scale of the Japan Meteorological Agency [2.2.1-6](Table 2.2.1-1),
seismic intensity V is defined as " earthquake with a degree of damage as followr: cracks are developed in walls;
tombstones and stone lanterns fall; chinmeys, stone walls, etc., are damaged.' With a seismic intensity V, the
earthquake starts to have damage to ordinary houses. On the basis of the highly reliable earthquake catalogs,

,9 magnitude epicentral distacae diagram (M-A diagram) can be drawn to show the relationship among magnitude (M),
epicentral distance (A) and seismic intensity. From this diagram, the earthquakes with seismic intensities equal to*

or greater than V on the site and its vicinity can be selected. For these earthquakes on the site [and vicinity] with
seismic intensities equal to or greater than V, survey is performed of the magnitude, epicenter location, focal depth,
aftershock area, etc. De damage state is surveyed in detail on the basis of various historical earthquake data and
articles / reports on earthquakes. In addition,it is desirable that a survey be made of the relation between the damage
state of earthquake and the topography of ground.

Figure 2.2.1-6 shows an example of the M A diagram determined .ased on the source characteristics,
which were determined using the aforementioned catalogs. -

The following formulas [2.2.1-7] are used to classify the seismic intensities:

] log r , = 0.41 Af - 0.75 (2.2.1-4)i

logr, = 0.5Af- 1.85 (2.2.1-5)

logra - 0.68Af - 3.58 (2.2.1-6)

where r, is the radius (km) of the assumed circular region with seismic intensity over i. In Figure 2.2.1-6, r, is
denoted as A.
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Figure 2.2.1-6. Magratude vs. epicentral distar.ce of earthquakes taking place in the vicini, of site (example).
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As far as the seismic intensity is concemed, different countries have different methods. In Japan, the
Meteorological Agency's method of classifying the seismic intensity is usually adopted. In this method, there are
seismic classes ranging from 0 (insensible) to Vil (catastrophic earthquake). ne judgment is made on the basis
of human sense, damage degree of wood houses, natural hazard phenomenon, etc. (see Table 2.2.1-1).

When the seismic intensity of the historical earthquake is to be estimated, comparison is made with the
Meteorological Agency Seismic intensity Class Table. Also, reference is made with respect to " Table of
Explanation of Seismic intensity Classes of Earthquakes" by Tokyo Metropolis [2.2.1-17), which has a more detailed
description.

He items used forjudgment in this table of explanation include the following 8 items: effects on humans,
buildings, affiliated structures, indoor objects, fire utilities, transportation means, outdoor stmetures, and others.
When the seismic intensity of the historical earthquake is estimated, the background of that era, the social status
at that time, etc., hould be taken into consideration appropriately,

For a specific tern, there may exist seismic gaps in historical earthquakes. In this case, survey is made
of earthquakes in the vicanty.

(3) Expected intensity of seismic motion

Several methods have been proposed to derive the statistically expected intensity of the seismic motion.
Amon; them, the Kawasumi map and the Kanai map are frequently cited werks for earthquakes that have taken
place since the start of written history in Japan.

Figure 2.2.1-7 shows the expected acceleration values derived for standard ground by Kawasumi[2.2.1-1].
Figure 2.2.1-8 shows the expecteo velocity values at the bedrock derived by Kanai [2.2.1-18].

Since these values differ depending on the earthquake magnitude, re-evaluation of epicentral locations,
range of the studied carthquake, and the survey period, the statistically expected values may be effectively calculated
using the folbwing methods.

Velocity is calculated using Kanel's empirical formula. (See Equation (2.3.1-4) to be presented later.)-

- he statistically expected velocity value is calculated using the following formula.

Z fy(v) - 1 (2.2.1-7)
Yv

where, V: expected maximum velocity amplitude in y years
y: expected years
Y: statistical years

N(v): frequency spectrum of velocity amplitude v

From the obtained statistical expected values, the seismic activity on the site can be evaluated. (See

Figure 2.2.1-9.)

(4) Past estthquakes that should be taken into consideration

On the basis of the aforementioned evaluations, the earthquakes which once took place and may occui again
with influence on the site and vicinity should be selected according to the historical data, and are considered as the

past carthquakes in determining the maximum design earthquake.
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Table 2.2.1 1. Meteorological Agency's seismic in,ensity scale [2.2.1-6].

. The Meteorological Agency Seismic Intensity Scale and Reference items (1978) is aApted for determining seismic
intensity in Japan. Other countries adopt other standards of seismic intensity cla--- ihe numbers in the explanation

2column refer to the acceleration of the earth movement in units of Gal icia's ). These acceleration values are
included in the table for reference, although they are not formal seismic classes.

Meteorological Agency's seismic intensity class
Reference items

Scale Explanation

0 No feeling. Shocks too weak to cause human Suspended objec'. is found to sway a little;
feeling, registered only be seismographs. crack sound ca'. be heard; however, human

( < 0.8) body does not sense the sway, and it is
insensible.

I Slight. Extremely feeble shocks only felt by When [ people are] at rest, a little sway can
-

persons at rest or by those who are veiy be felt, but the time is not long. Usually,
sensitive to earthquakes. (0.8-2.5) standing peopie cannot feel it.

11 Light. Shocks felt by most persons, slight Suspended object can be seen moving. Al-
shaking of doors and Japanese latticed sliding though standing people can feel a small

| doors (shoji) (2.5-8.0) sway, walking people almost do not feel it..
I Sleeping people may be wakened. ,-

111 Weak. Slight shaking of houses and build- People are alarmed, sleeping people are
ings, rattling of doors and Japanese latticed wakened, yet nobody escapes to outside as
sliding doors (shoji). (8.0-25) there is no horrible feel. Many people out-

doors feel it, but some walking people may
not feel it.

IV Strong. Strong shaking of houses and build- Sleeping people are wakened with a horrible
ings, overturning of unstable objects, spilling feel. Electric light poles and other poles
of liquids out of vessels, felt by walking shake significantly. Roof tiles on _conven-
people and many people rush outdoors, tional houses shift in position. However,
(25-80) there is as yet no damage to the houses.

People have a slight dizzy feeling.

V Severe. Cracks in the walls, overturning of it is difficult to stand. Conventional houses
gravestones, stone lanterns, etc., damage of begin to be damaged slightly. Weak ground
chimneys and stone-fences. (801250) cracks or sinks. Furniture not seated well

falls.

VI Violent. Demolition of houses by less than Walking is difficult. People can only crawl
30% in total number, land slips, fissures in to move,

the ground. Most people cannot stand.

(250-400)

VII Catastrophic. Demolition of houses by more
than 30%, intense landslips, large fissures in
the ground and faults. (>400)
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2.2.2 Active faults

(1) Active faults

A plane in bedrock on its two sides slipping from each other is called a fault plane (or simply, fault).

As shown in Figure 2.2.2-1, the slip due to the fault movement is usually represented by a displacement
vector on the fault plane. Depending on the relation between the direction of the vector and the ground surface
(horizontal plane), faults can be divided into dip-slip faults and lateral strike-slip faults, which can be further divided
as follows:

Dip-slip faults
Normal fault

Upper bedrock above the fault plane (upper block) slips downward along the relative dip direction
Reverse D. alt

Upper bedrock above the fault plane slips upward along the relative dip direction.
Lateral strike-slip faults

Fault with right lateral strike-slip component
The bedrock on the far side of the fault plane slips to the right with respect to the bedrock on the
closer side.

Fault with left lateral strike-slip component
The bedrock on the far side of the fault plane slips to the left with respect to the bedrock on the closer

side.

The actual fault movement is usually a mixture of dip-slip and the lateral strike slip.
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Figure ~2.2.21. Schematic diagram of fault movement.

The fault activity may change in time. There are some faults which have been in repeated retivity and will
remain active in the future, here rJe also some faults which have stopped activity. -

he so-called active faults refer to the faults which have been active in the Quaternary period (started about
1.70 million years ago [2.2.16]) and are expected to remain active in the future.

There are several publications which summarize the distributions of the active faults in Japan, such as " map
and Catalog of active faults in Japan" [2.2.2-1), " Map of active faults in Japan" [2.2.2-2], and " Active faults in
Japan-Map and data" [2.2.2-3). In the following, their contents will be introduced briefly.

| a. Map of active faults distribution in Japan (1976) '

His map shows the distribution of active faula in Japan except Hokkaido. -It provides the catalog of active
faults together with the references.

I

b. Map of active faults in Japan (1978)

Geological Survey Institute sum;narizes the active faults in the entire land of Japan on the basis of the
references published. With a prescribed standard, this map divides the active faults into seismic faults, active faults,
and suspected active faults, and represents them respectively,

c. - Active faults in Japan-map and data (1980)

- This book was prepared by Active Fault Research Institute which was organized to perform an overall
survey of the active faults in Japan according to a 3 year plan starting from 1976. His book defines the active
faults on the land and sea bottom in Japan according to the same criteria.- For each active fault, it sununarizes the
related properties for reference,

For the active faults on land, the 1/40,000 aerial photograph was taken as the basic data, with referencei

made to topographical maps, geological maps and references.- If needed, on-site survey was performed, with results -
added for evaluation.

As far as the active faults on the seabed are concerned, the basic data are the records and cembed !

topographical maps prepared by the Hydrographic Division, Maritime Safety Agency, with the aid of continuous
sonic wave survey in order to prepare " Basic map of the sea." Also, other seabed geological structural maps and
references are taken as references.

Figure 2.2.2 2 summarizes the major active faults in Japan and its peripheral sea area.
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In addition, new survey results are summarimi in ' Active Structural Map (1/500,000)" [2.2.2-4]
(Geological Survey Institute) *Seabet Geological Stmetural Map (1/50,000)* (Maritime Safety Agency) and other
maps. Rese umps and references which make detailed description of caen active fault can be used effectively for
surveying the specific regioa.

He active fault dis'ribution maps cited here are all maps which summarize the active faults as well ss
structures that might be considered as active faults in Japan. Also, more detailed survey / investigation has been
perforned for each active inult, and the results have been published as references.

As can be seen from Figure 2.2 2-2 [2.2.2-3], for the active faults in Japan, the distribution density,
distribution pattem, strike, length, fritt type, etc., are different in different regions. He degree of activity also
depends significantly on the region.

:

Due to the difference of active faults in oifferent regions, Japan can be divided into several regions of active

| faults for research purposes. Figures 2 2.2-3 [2.2.2-5] and 2.2.2-4 [2.2.2-3] are examples of this classification.
|

| He classification of active fault regions is closely related to the rock that forms the carth's crust, the stress
j state in the earth's crust and the seismic mechanism of the earthquake.
1

ne activity of the active faults can be classified according to the value of the average dislocation speed
as shown in Table 2.2.2-1. In this case, the average dislocation speed is derived by dividing the dislocation of an
active fault by the years since formation of the dislocation.

(2) Active faults and past earthquakes

The relation between active faults and past earthquakes is most clear'y displayed by the fault appeared on
the ground surface during the earthquake. his fault is called a seismic fault. liven when no apparent faults are
found on the ground surface, e fault which caused the earthquake can be identified under the ground. Rese faults,
together with the above seismic faults, are sometimes called as source faults [2.2.2-7].

Table 2.2.2-2 [2.2.2-8] lists examples of earthquakes that took place in Japan accompanied with seismic
faults.

He seismic faults are usually appear along the existing active faults, with theit dislocation directions in
agreement with those of the active faults as indicated by the topography.

However, in many cases, the relation between the historical earthquakes and the active faults is not clear.
Hence, in order to relate the past earthquakes to the peripheral active faults, it is necessary to perform a detailed
survey of the epicenter locations of past earthquakes, time of occurrence, scales and properties, as well as sizes and
activities of the active faults, and to make a detailed evaluation of the relationship between them.

(3) Active faults and microtremors

Among the active faults, those for which the present activity is found significant by observation on
microtremors are evaluated as active faults with high activity degrees in some cases. However, it is believed that
direct correlation between occurrence of microtremors and the present activity of the active faults as a whole exists
only in limited cases. Hence, when evaluation is to be made of the activity, it is necessary to perform a detailed
survey / study in time and space of the geological data, such as occurrence status of micro-earthquakes, properties
of active faults, etc.
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faultgg

(Chugoku, Kitakyu.shu)
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Figure 2.2.2-3. Exatnple 1 of classification of active fault regions in Japan [2.2.2-5).
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Figure 2.2.2-4. Eumple 2 of classification of active fault regions in Japan (2.2.2-3]. |
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Table 2.2.2-1. Classification of actiny degree of aro

average dislocation speed [2.2.2-6].

Class Average dislocation speed S (mm! year)

Class A 1sS

Class B 0.1 s S < 1

S < 0.1Class C

Table 2.2.2-2. Table of major earthquakes accompanied with seismic faults (2.2.2.-8],

Year / Month /Date Earthquake M Seismic fault or location==-

1847. 5. 8 Zenkoji earthquake 7.4 Zenkoji fault, etc.

_

Nobi earthquake 8.0 Needani fault, etc.
1891.10. 28

1894.10. 22 Shonai earthquake 7.0 Yadacezawa fault, etc.

1896. 8. 31 Rikuu earthquake 7.2 Senya fault, etc.

1918.11. 11 Omachi earthquake 6.1 Terakaito fault, etc.

1923, 9. 1 Great Kanto earthquake 7.9 Shimours fault, etc.

1925. 5.23 Tajima earthquake 6.8 Tai fault

1927, 3. 7 Kitatango earthquake 7.3 Gorr. ara fault, etc.

1930.11.26 Kitalzu earthquake 7.3 Tanna fault, etc.

1938. 5.29 Kussharo earthquake 6.1 Kussharo fault, etc.

1943. 9. 10 Tottori earthquake 7.2 Sikano fault, etc.

1945, 1.13 Mikawa earthquake 6.8 Fukouzu fault, etc.

1948. 6. 28 Fukui earthquake 7.1 Fukui seismic fault

1964. 6.16 Niigata earthquake 1.5 Murakamioki seabed

1965 ~ 1968 Matsusiro earthquake swarm ~ 5.4 Matsushiro seismic fault

1974. 5. 9 Izu Peninsula offing earth- 6.9 Irousaki fault, etc.

quake

1978. 1.14 Earthquake in ses near Izu 7.0 Inatori Omaezaki fault, etc.

Oshima island
_
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(4) Earthquakes caused by active faults that should be taken into considera. ion.

The characteristics of active faults (e.g. the magnicode and frequency of earthquakes) differ cor.siderably
from fault to fault, and it is not practical to take all the active faults into consideration on an equal basis. For
exan.ple, it is not necessarily proper from an engineering viewpoint to expect that the active fault with a very small
probability of generating a strong earthquake, would generate another earthquale

Herefore, when the active faults are considtred, their activities shall be evaluated first and they will be
taken into account according to the degiee of their activities.

Earthquakes which could be generated at active faults shall be classified as earthquakes producing the basic
earthquake ground motions Si or S2 depending on the activities of the faults. The following guidelines will be the
bases for the evaluation of active faults.

De following shall be considered in the evaluation of sources generating the basic earthquake grounda.

motion SI:

{1} Faults with a historical record of earthquakes.
{2} Class A faults having clear evidence of movement within the past 10,000 years, or whose retum

period is less than 10,000 years.
{3} Faults whose activity is considered significant based on the observation of microtremors.

b. He following items shall be considered in the evaluation of sources generating the basic earthquake
ground motion S2:

{1} Faults belonging to Class A except those in above a.{2}
{2} Class B and C faults having clear evidence of movement within the past 50,000 years, or whose

return period is less than 50,000 years.

For the active faults on the land of Japan, it is believed that the creep dislocation is small. Hence, the
following relationship exists between the recurrence period R (years) of earthquake and the average dislocation speed
of the fault S (mm/ year) [2.2.2-6):

R = D/(Sx10-8) (2.2.2-1)

where D(m) represents the fault displacement amount in an earthquake; it is related to the earthquake magnitude
by the following equation:

logD = 0.6M-4.0 (2.2.2-2)

From Equations (2.2.2-1) and (2.2.2-2), the following relationship is derived which can be used to calculate
the earthquake recurrence period R (years):

R = 10A/S (2.2.2-3)

In addition, the following relationship (2.2.2-6] exists between length L (km) of seismic fault on the land
of Japan and magnitude M of the earthquake:
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(2.2.2-4)logL = 0.6M-1)

Although it is possible to release all of the strain energy of the fault in a single round of earthquake, it is
also possible for it to be released in several rounds of earthquakes, with the strain energy of a portion of the fault
released in each earthquake. Hence, the earthquake magnitude M obtained from Equ.cion (2.2.2 4) for an active
fault with length L (km) is the maxi - scale of the carthquake that can be induced by the active fault. When the
seismic motion is to be evaluated at a site separated from the active fault by a certain distance, the earthquake scale
is derived from the fault size, and the epicentral distance is determined by regarding the center of the fault as the

epicenter.

Also, in the case when the source of past carthquakes, such as a seismic fault, is clear, on the basis of
suf6cient study on the scale and activity of the active fault as well as the scale of the past earthquakes, it is possible
to use the corresponding past earthquake to represent the earthquake scale and hypocentral location for the active
fault.

The specine survey methods of the active faults are described in detail in " Chapter 3. Geological and
ground survey.'

2.2.3 Seismo-tectonic structure

(1) Seismo-tectonic structure

The seismo-tectonic structure refers to the geological structure of a region which shares common properties
related to generation of earthquakes, i.e., the earthquake scale, focal depth, earthquake generation nmche.nism and
earthquake occurrence frequency.

Japan is made up of several regions different in geological structure and topography. Hence, the nature
of the earthquakes in Japan has a strong region-dependency, his region-dependency of earthquakes is believed to
be a reflection of the differences in the geological structure and mechaeical characteristics of the geological structure
of the region.

It is pointed out by many authors that the maximum scale of earthquake that can take place in a certain
region depends on the gec'ogical structure of the region.

He 6 effort to divide Japan into several zones related to earthquake activity was made by Imamura
[2.2.3-1] who discovered the earthquake belts from the earthquake occurrence maps. The concept is to make a
qualitativejudgment of the dependence of earthquake activity on the region from the geometrical distributionof the
focuses.

It was Miyamura [2.2.3-2] who first made a formal investigation of the earthquake tectonic structure in
Japan.

Miyamura formed a 3-D earthquake distribution map for the whole coantry of Japan and studied the zoning
Based on analytical results and their relation to the history of development of thefeature of the focal density.

structure of crust in the Japan islands and their vicinity, he proposed that Japan be divided into 6 types of earthquake
tectonic zones as shown in Figure 2.2.3-1.

Figure 2.2.3-2 illustrates the maximum scale of earthquakes that can take place in each zone, judging from
the past earthquakes in Japan {2.2.3-3).
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For the earthquake zones in Japan, I-V represent the axes of island arcs, and 1-6 represent the
earthquake zones. For zones 1-3, the carthquake zone slips downward from the crust bottom to the deep mantle
portion along the parallel lines running from south / east to north / west and perpendicular to the respective axes. '
For zones 4-6, the earthquake zone is limitad within the crust.

1:
Earthquake zone (depth: 30-700 km) of young island arc most active at pres nt (1, Izu/Ogasawara are; 11
Chishima arc).

2:
Earthquake zone (depth: 30-,300 km) (fue to island arc which is somehow aged but is still active at present
(Ill, Flyukyu arc).

3: Earthquake zone (depth: 30-90 km) of Tertiary orogenic zone which is still active at present (V, outer zone
of Honshu are).

4:
Earthquake zone (depth: < 20 km) of Tertiary orogenic zone which is still slightly active at present (V,, Uetu
strike arc).

5: Earthquake zone (depth: < 20 km) of orogenic zone of late Mesozoic era and late Paleozoic era which once
saw late igneous activity and still makes slight plate movement at present (IV, Kabahuto.udzks arc V ,
Central zone of Ponshu arc). g

6: Earthquake zone ('icpth: <40 km) of orogenic zone of Archaean era or Paleozoic era which was formed as
plateau in the regenerated plate movement.

Figure 2.2.3-1.
Earthquake zones proposed by Miyamura (2.2.3-3)(Courtesy MlYAMURA 1967).
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(2) Earthquake induced by seismo-tectonic structure

Fc- the earthquake that should be considered in relation to the seismo-tectonic structure, based on the
zoning system shown in Figure 2.2.3-2, the maximum earthquake scale for the region is assumed, and the focal
location is determined from the viewpoint of seismology and geology.

It should be pointed out that Figure 2.2.3-2 only indicates that the maximum scale of earthquake taking
place in the region should not exceed the value shown in the figure; it does not indicate t'sa. 'he maximum-scale
earthquake can take place anywhere in the region.

Hence, in the case when the extreme design earthquake is considered as related R the earthquake tectonic
structure at a certain spot, it is a very important task to determine the epicentral posit'on.

Because the geological structure and past earthquakes are surveyed in detail to clarify their characteristics
in Japan, the epicentral position of the maximum possible earthquake may be determined considering active faults
and past earthquakes.

Earthquakes taking place in Japan can be roughly classified into earthquakes taking place near the boundary
of the plate on the Pacific Ocean side due to slip of the Pacific Ocean Plate and Philippine Sea Plate beneath the
Eurasia Plate, and earthquakes taking place within the inland crust.

In the vicinity of the plate boundary, major earthquakes take place repeatedly in the same region with an
interval of several tens of years to about 200 years. It is possible to defime the maximum possible earthquake as
related to the past earthquakes.

On the other hand, in the inland region, the interval of earthquakes taking place in the same region is long,
and it is usually more difficult to correlate with the past earthquakes clearly as compared with the case of the plate
boundary. However, for the inland region, it is possible tc make a detailed survey of the active faults; hence, the
maximum possible earthquake that may take place can be determined as related to the active faults.
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(3) Shallow focus earthquake

1 or the shallow-focus earthquake, although it is desirable that it be determined from the earthquake tectonic
structure of the region and the occurrence characteristics of the earthquake, it is usually difficult to determine the
earthquake scale and the focal position. Consequently, the shallow-focus earthquake is determined from the
viewpoint of the aseismic design of nuclear power facilities that the design is performed to ensure safety even in

' the case when an earthquake takes place very near the site, instead of from the viewpoint as related to earthquakes
that may actually take place.

As a result, as part of the design margin to ensure the seismic safety, for soy site, a shallow-focus
earthquake with a magnitude of 6.5 and with a hypocentral distance of 10 km is used as one u the extreme design
earthquake.

'3 Basic design earthquake ground motion

N^ '

As pointed out in the above section, based on the past earthquakes, active faults and seismic geologMal
structure, the maximum design earthquake and the extreme design earthquake are estimated, and then the basic
earthquake yound motions S1, S2 can be determined at the rock outcrop surface. In this evaluation, both the near
and d%nt earthquakes are taken into consideration according to the " Regulatory Guide for Aseismic Design."
tiowever, as the characteristics of seismic motion depends also on the epic,mtral distance in addition to the
earthquake scale, care should be excercised in determining the ground motions.

2.3.1 Charactet% ties of earthquake ground motion

Among the various characteristics of seismic motions, the maximum amplitude of seismic motion, frequency
characteristics, duration and amplitude envelop: time function, etc., are explained in the following.

(1) Maximum amplitude of seismic motion

a. Maximum amplitude of seismic motion

As far as the maximuca amplitude of seismic motion (maximum acceleration, maximum velocity, maximum
displacement) is concerned, it is believ-d that the source characteristics and the characteristics of the wave
propagation path are the major factors that affect the seismic motion. Various empirical formulas have been
proposed as functions of the magnitude and the epicentral distance.

Among them, frequently cited formulas are described as follows:

(a) Kanai's formula [2.3.1-1]

Kanai once observed the seismic motion in the pit of Hitachi Mine at a position 300 m oeneath the ground
surface. Based on the records, the displacement spectrum at the point 100 km from the hypocenter was derived,
and the following formula was found betweeri maximum value d,( ) of the displacement spectrum and its period
T,(s):
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(2.3.1 1)d = $3T/' 5

When the s elocity amplitude spectrum was derived, it was found that for periods in the range from 0.05-0.2
s to T., the velocity amplitude is nearly constant, and the uniform energy distribution mie exists for the seismic
motion at the bedrock, liased on these observations, the following formula was derived:

d = T x 10 s M DJ ks t- ut (2.3.11)0

o

This formula is based on the observation records with magnitude of h14.15.1 and with focal distance of
40-200 km. The aserage P-wase veloci:y at the ground of the c.bservation point is Vp = 5.4 km/s.

Afterwards, based on '.he records of the hintsushiro earthquake swarm, the following fonnulas were

proposed for acceleration n (Galb velocity v (kine), cad displacement do (cm) at the bedrock:o o

I
a - x 10aetu-Ou.mnw,r.gi61-Hvo (;3,3,3)

o T
(2,3,|.4)

. }()0.eiu Ou.mngg.,3ng , g gyny
(2.3.1 5)

d T x 10 ''"-0"' Woks -0 4* t s*4A

o

where X is the focal distance (km), hi is the magnitude, and T is the period of s.eismic motion (s).

(b) Okamoto's formula [2.3.12]

Based on the earthquake observaiion records obtained for Kinugawa Hydraulie Power Station, Okamoto
proposed the following formula relating recorded maximum acceleration a (Gal), magnitude hi, e.nd epicentral
distance A(km)

40 + 0 (2.3.1 -6)
log 640- - (-0.1036Af + 1.7244 Af-7.6(M) x

# 2

t00 ,s

The data adopted correspond to an earthquake with magnitude hi = 4.3-7.9 and epicentral distance A =
The

.
For earthquakes with larger hi, the epicentral distances are as large as sieveral hundred km.43.'40 km.

P wave velocity at the observation point is in the range of V = 3.4 3.6 km/s.p

(c) Watab/s forir.uin i;J.1-3}

Based on the records obtained where ground can be regarded as rock sites (with the S-wave velocity Vs

greater than 0.6 km/s), Watabe et al. proposed the following equations using peak acceleration records (74 records)
and peak velocity values (numerically integrated):

(2.3.17) .

A - 10 '*"- ' 3' k'sr .sa3

(2.3.1-8)V - 10 .e 7u-i.19a,s:- t 4a0

,
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where, A (Ga!), V (kine).

ne average value of the S-wave velocity weighted by the number of obsenation records is about 1.1 km's.
For horizontal components with r o directions, the average value is used,

b. Estimation of seismic motion intensity from falling tombstones and damage to wood-structure buildings

At present, there are few observation records in the world near epicenters of major earthquakes. Hence,
s.lthough the empirical formulas in the above section proposed on the base of actually measured results are suitab!c
for the region outside the source region, they often overestimate ground mrtions in the focal region.

One way to estimate the intensity of seismic motion in the focal region is by using the damage caused by
a past earthquake.

A useful method is to estimate the acceleration from falling tombstones and other monoliths (columns)
[2.3.14) and to estimate the acceleration from the collapse rate of wooden houses.

(2) Frequency characteristles of seismic motion in bedrock

ne frequency characteristics of seismic motion are determined by the combined effects of the source
characteristics, characteristics of propagation path, characteristics of the iocal ground near the observation spot,
characteristics of seismograph, etc.

In this section, we will discuss the evaluation mthods of the frequency characteristics of the seismic motion
at the bedrock where the effects of local soll can be excluded,

03aki's method [2.3.15)[2.3.16]s.

Based on 84 sets of records of accelerations in Japan and abroad, as well u Ge data of falling tombstones,
Osaki et al. prepared a pseudo-velocity response spectrum as a . netion of magnitu& M and epicentral distance 4
as follows.

(a) ne shapes of the pseudo-velocity response spectra (damping: 5%), normalized with respect to a
maximum velocity value of 10 kine of seismic motion, is shown in Table 2.3.1 1 and Figure 2.3.1 1.

(b) he maximum velocity value of the seismic motion can be represented by the following formula:

as 4y, . go W * M *-0 (2.3.19)

V: masimum velocity value at rock outcrop (kine)
P = 1.66 + 3.60/X
Q = 0.631 + 1,83/X

2 2X: focal distance (km) = (A + 9 )t/2
4: epicentral distance (km)
D: depth of energy releasing center (km) = 10135m.tA3s
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Table 2.3.1-1. Design response spectrum (damping fac or = 5%).

_
_ . . .

Control Points

Epicentral ,g g C D Ei

Magnitude Distance

Vield M h (Lm) T, Sy T, Sy Tc Sv To Sy T Syt

8 25 0.6 0.10 10 0.30 30 0.50 30 12

Near 7 10 0.7 0.10 11 0.23 24 0.45 24 7

6 5 1.2 0.10 17 0.13 21 0.35 21 3

8 120 0.5 0.20 18 0.35 32 1.00 32 26

Intermediate 7 45 0.02 0.5 0.13 11 0.33 28 0.80 28 2.0 19

6 15 0.6 0.10 10 0.25 24 0.60 24 12

8 350 0.5 , 0.22 26 0.37 44 1.20 44 42

I at 7 150 0.5 0.14 15 0.35 38 0.90 38 32

6 60 0.5 0.10 10 L 03 33 0.70 33 20
1

_..-

T: Period (s)
Sg 10-kine standardized response spectral salue (kine)

T Penod(s)
kiS .10-kine standard :ed response spe:trat value i ne)

(Log statel ' c p

>E

14

Velocitf response spectrum

^/
*

,o
r

(Log SA5le)

Pened
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Figure 2.3.1-1. Design response spectra [2.3.15).
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4

(c) When damping is other than $%, the response spectral value should be amended by the following
formulas:

y 1//1 + 17(h-0.05)exp(-2.57/7 ) when Ta T, (2.3.1 10)
o

(2.3.111)
9 1.0 when T 71

,

h: damping coefficient
!

T: T , Tn, Te, Tn, T ; in Table 2.3.1 14 i
To: effective duration of seismic motion (a) = 10 **ll

0

(d) When magnitude M and epicentral distance A are different from the values listed in Table 2.3.1 1,
first, linear interpolation is performed for M; then, for A, interpolation is made with the logarithm of
A.

b. Kobayashi's method [2.3.17)

Itased on the idea that if the spectrum of seismic motion is averaged for a number of earthquakes, a
spectrum similar to the ground amplification characteristics can be obtained Kobayashi et al. derived the velocity
rer.ponse spectrum at the seismic bedrock (corresponding to an S wave velocity of around 3.0 km/s) using magnitude i

M and focal distance X as follows:

(a) ne velocity response spectrum of the seismic motion recorded at each observation point on the ground
surface is divided by the amplification function of the soil, and the result is considered as the velocity
response spectrum (damping: 5%) for the bedrock.

The follewing empirical formula is derived for the spectrum.

logs (T) = a(T) M-b(T) logX-c(T) (2.3.1 12)
g

Sv,(T): velocity response spectrum (damping factor 5%) (kine)
M: magnitude
X: focal distance (km)
a(T), b(T), c(T): coefficients derived for each bedrock using the least squares method; they are

functions of period T(s).

(b) For this empirical formula, coefficients a(T), b(T), and c(T) were later amended by Midorikawa and
Kobayashi (19')8) [2.3.1-8).

|

| (c) in addition, Kobayashi and Midorikawa have (1981) [2.3.19] proposed the following empirical
formula with seismic moment (Mo)instead of magnitude (M) used as the parameter:

logs (T) = a(T)-(logMe-26.6)-b(T) logX +2.36 (2.3.1 13)g

(3) Estimation of seismic motion with the aid of fault model

| De area of the seismic fault plane increases as the scale of the earthquake increases. At magnitude 8, the

| area reaches a size similar to that of a prefecture (Translator's Note: size of a typical county in the U.S.). As a
result, it is difficult to take the focus as a point.
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Seismic waves are generated from the entire fault plane ney then overlap with each other and reach the
observation point. Consequently, in the vicinity of the focal region, the intensity distribution of the seismic wave
reaching the observation point no longer has a concentric circular form with the focus at the center, as predicted
from the conventional empirical formula with the assumption of a point source; instead, it is closely related to the

f profile of the fault plane and the propagation direction of the rupture.

Since the focal region is not a point, but has a certain size, the amplitude of the seismic wave in the focal
region or its vicinity does not increase significantly. Since the focus is distributed over the entire fault plane with
e certain size, when the spot becomes relatively near the focal region, it becomes difficult to ethibit the distance
attenuation phenomenon as predicted by assuming a point source. in this case, as the distance decreases, the
emplitude does not increase so much.

Several efforts have been made to try to explain the short-period seismic motion characteristics, and several
models have been proposed.

Generally speaking, the methods of the fault model can be divided into the following four types. In the
following, these models will be explained briefly.

n. Derenninistic model *

In the ' deterministic model,* the source process is harr31ed as a simple homogeneous process. It can be
furier classified to a ' kinetic model' in which the focal process is defined only by the kinetic parameters, and a
' stress relaxation model* in which the shear stress is analyzed as it relaxes while the shear destruction progresses
on the fault plane. Typical research work for the * kinetic model' was performed by Haskell, ne * deterministic
model* is effective for the long-period components with periods longer than several seconds. However, it has a
tendency to give a lower evaluation for the short-period component,

b. Probabilistic model

in "probabilistic model," the complicated focal process and rupture transfer process that actually take place
are treated in a probabilistic manner, so that the short-period component can also be evaluated. It may be further
divided into a model in which the dislocation function is considered an a random process with an assumed self-
correlation function, a model in which the fault is represented by irregular substips (e.g., by Sato).

,

- Sato's method [2.3.1 10)
A rectangular-shaped fault is divided into many small areas. For each small area, the rise time needed to

caeh the f' mal dislocation amount and the upture velocity are determined through stochastic perturbation in
calculation of the seismic motion,

c. Semiempirical model

According to the "semiempirical model? the seismic records of medium and small earthquakes with
identical or similar propagation path and source mechanism are superposed to simulate the seismic motion of a major
earthquake. Irikura, Tanaka et al. have investigated this approach.

- Irikura's method [2.3.1 11]
In this method, the records of forechocks or aftershocks are used. Based on the similarity rule between

major earthquakes and microtremors, the small earthquakes records are superposed to synthesize the seismic motion
of a major earthquake.

ne superposition number is determined on the basis of the ratio of seismic moment with the following
three factors taken into consideration: fault length, width, and rise time.
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E
d. Engineering model

in the ' engineering model," in order to evaluate the short period component including in the focal region,In this respect, Kobayashi
modifications are made using empirical formulas from the engineering point of view.
and Midorikawa applied the empirical formula for point source on each small divided region on the fault plane;
Suruki, Tanaka, and Sato applied empirical formula to correct the short-period component based on th * kinetic
model.'

- Kobayashi and Midorikawa's method [2.3.1-12]
In this method, it is assumed that the seismic motion envelope function is made of the superposed pulsen

generated from the small elements on the fault plane; the shapes of the pulses are determined using the
semiempirical formula related to the pulse obtained from the records of strong earthquaken; the pult.es are then
superposed to calculate the seismic motion envelope function. Since the envelope function calculated in this wmy
is for the scismic wave at the bedrock, the spectrum for the surface of ground and the maximum acceleration areThis model is used relatively widely in
calculated by taking the amplification of the soil into consideration.
earthquake damage prevention programs.

Duration of seismic motion and time variation of amplitude envelope(4)

Duration cf seismic motion is also an important engineering parameter, just as the matimum value ofi
seismic motion and its spectral characteristics. Various evaluation methods have been tried. However, the durat on
depends on various factors such as the rupture time (fault length, IJrupture velocity, Vg), the time needed for
propagation of the seismie wave to the ooservation point, propagation path of the seismic wave, and, in particular,
increase in the duration of seismic motion due to the repetithe reflection of the seismic wave at the local weak
grounds in the vicinity of the observation point. It is thus difficult to derive the duration of the seismic motion with
these factors taken into consideration.

Among the several empirical formulas proposed on the base of observation records using only magnitude
M as the sariable, the following formula is often used:

(23.114)
log T, = 0.31M - 0.774

In *is formula, the dura'. ion of the acceleration in each record is defined as the time from the rise start time

to the time ..en the value falls to 10% of the peak value.

As shown schematically in Figure 2.3.1-2, for the envelope curve of the amplitude of the seismic wave,
Jennings et al. [2.3.1-13), gise the function forms that illustrate riselfall of the sarious portions as well as their
duration times of each portion.

On the other hand, Osaki gives the duration time and time variation of the amplitude envelope as illu<trated

in Figure 2.3.1-3.
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2.3.2 Basic earthquake ground motion

(1) Earthquakes under consideration

When aseismic design is to be performed for a nuclear reactor facility, two types of earthquakes should
be taken into consideration: the maximum design earthquake and the extreme design earthquake.

He maximum design earthquakes, which represent the basic design earthquake ground motion S1, are
determined based on a seismological review of past earthquakes as well as highly active faults which may cause

earthquakes in the nea* future.

De extreme design earthquakes, which represent the basic design earthqurke ground motion S2, are
determined on the basis of engineering judgement on active faults and the seismotectonic structure of the site and

the surrounding region.

For earthquakes generating the basic design carthquake ground motions, both distant and close earthquakes

shall be considered.

In addition, a shallow-focus earthquake shall be considered for the basic design earthquake ground motion

S2.

Figure 2.1-3 shows the flow sheet for determining the basic earthquake ground motion.

(2) loput position of seismic motion

When aseismie design of a structure is to be performed, one of the important items to be considered is
whe-c to locate the position the seismic motion is defined. in the conventional method, the design input seismic
motion is defined on the ground surface. In recent years, however, it has also been defined at foundation level,
at supporting ground level, and at bedrock level as a result of the development and progress in the earthquake
engineering and analysis of seismic motion.

He input position of seismic motion may also depend on the type of structure and its natural period. As
a general rule for determining the seismic motion location, the input plant. has a certain expanse in the space, the
shear wave velocity on the plane is almost the same and the change in the shear wave velocity is less than that on

the ground surface.

For aseismic design of a nuclear reactor facility, the basic earthquake ground motion is determined at free
surface of the base stratum (rock outcrop) of the site as defined in the ' Evaluation Guideline.'

he rock outcrop (free surface of the base stratum) is a nearly flat surface of the base stratum expanding
over a significar.t area, and above w hich neither surface layers nor stmetures are present. He base stratum is finn
bedrock with a shear wave velocity, Vs, higher than 0.7 km/s (2300 fps), which was formed in the Tertiary or
earlier era and which is not significantly weathered.

(3) 5,eismic motion characteristics on the site

he standard seismic motion used for the aseismic design of a nuclear reactor facility is determined on the
basis ci the seismic motion at the rock outcrop of the site.

When the basic earthquake ground motion is to be determined, the various properties of the seismic motion,
such as maximum amplitude, frequency characteristics, duration, and time variation of amplitude envelope, need

to be determined.
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For the maximum amplitude of seismic motion. Kanai's empirical formula is usually used as 'hea.

formula to evaluate the strength of the seismic motion at the bediock since it has telstively small,

difference between the calculated values and the observed values.
b. %e frequency characteristics of seismic motion are determined on the basis of the design response

spectrum (referred to as %tandard response spcctrum* hereinafter) which was proposed for nuclear
reactor buildings or other rigid atmetures built on the bedrock according to aforementioned *2.3.l(2)a. |

Osaki's method * (see Table 2.3.1-1).
He maximum amplitude and frequency characteristics of the seismic motion are evaluated as a I

function of the magnitude of earthquake and the distance between the site and the focus where the
energy is released,

He duration of seismic motion and the time variation of the amplitude envelope are shown inc.

17igure 2.3.1-3.

Also, in order to determine the location of rock outcrop and the frequency characteristic of the seismic
motion, results of the following survey items are also taken into cornideration.

(1) Survey of clastic wave vehicity: Survey of clastic wave velocity at the site. If needed, suney to a'

portion with a significant depth.
(2) Measurement of microrremor: Measuremrnt of ambient micromotion at the site.
{3) liarthquake observation: Earthquake observation at the site.
(4) lisisting data for similar grounds.

In the case when the epicentral distance is small compared to the size of the site, it is also possible to
evaluate the seismic motion on the basis of the fault model, which takes ths geometric dimensions of the fault and
the rupture process into consideration. A typical method is shown in the above section *2.3.l(3)d. Engineering
model.*

Ilased on the results of recent resemh work (ll K-l), from the statistical analysis results of the caithquake
observation data obtained for hard bedrock, it is found that for earthquakes with the name magnitude and focal
distance, a clear difference in the response spectrum is developed due to difference in the shear wave velocity of
the bedrock. As a scuult, when the frequency characteristica of the a,.mdard seismic motion are to be evaluated,
on the basis of Figure 2.3.21, the standard response spectrum should be mdtiplied tiy a correcting coefficient
corresponding to the shear wave velocity at the rock outcrop.

Correction coefficient R and shear wave velocity V of the ground are defined as follows.s

{l) Correction coefficient R

R = 1.0 when V3 = 0.7 km/s, R = 0.8 when Vs = 1.5 km/s.

When 0.7 km/s < V3 < l.5 km/s, linear interpolation is performed on the two log-scale axes, net is,
the correcting coefficient is defined as follows with its shape shown in Figure 2.3.2-1.

R = 1.0 ; l', = 0.7 knVs

R =0.8 ; V, a 1.5 knVs (2.3.2-1),

R = (V /0.7)'" ; 0.7 kta/s < Vg < l.5 knVs j3,

I
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Figure 2.3.2-1. Shear wave velocity of ground vs. correction coefficient (V R diagram).3

(2) Shear wave velocity Vs f groundo

he shear wave velocity at the rock outcrop is used to represent Vs. For periods longer than 1.0 sec,
special consideration is needed when the aforementioned correction coefficient is used.

2.3.3 Generation of simulated seismic wave

For basic earthquake ground motions S and S , the simulated seismic wave is generated to fit thei 2

corresponding response spectrum on the base of the duration and the time variation of the amplitude envelope as
caplained in the above section on seismic motion characteristics.

(1) Although there are many methods for generating the simulated seismic waves, the method commonly
used at present is by superposing sinusoidal waves to curve-fit the desired response spectrum.

(2) De time history of acceleration wave X(t) as a function of time is represented by the following
formula:

N
(2.3.3-1)

X(t) = E(t) E A, sin (w/ + 4,)
i=1

where X(t); time history of acceleration wave
E(t): amplitude envelope

N: number of superposed Al
w;: angular frequency
A,: amplitude of each frequency component
4;: phase angle

he aforementioned methods can be divided according to the phase characterieties and amplitude envelope
;curves.
;

(1) Method in which the simulated seismic wave is formed using the phase charav -istics of the actual
earthquake.

(2) Method using the phase angle determined by a uniform random number and the amplitude envelope
;

curve as shown in Figure 2.3.1-3.

* \
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{3} Method using the phase of a uniform random number and different amplitude envelopes for different'
period ranges.

{4} Method in which the phase characteristics are prepared as a misture of pulse phase, exponential
functional phase a..d random number phase.

(3) ne fitness to the target response spectrum can be evaluated as follows. Damping of the response
spectrum is supposed to be 5%.

S (7)r'
R(T) = a 0.85 (0.02 s T s 2.0) (2.3.3 2)

S ,(7)y

where, T: period (s)
Sy (T): Response spectral value of simulated seismic wave
Sw(T): Target response spectral value

If the above condition is not met, appropriate correction can be performed repeatedly until the conditio:.
is met.

Figure 2.3.31 shows the flow sheet of the above method (2)-{2}. Figure 2.3.3 2 shows an example of
the generation of a simulated neismic wave.

2.4 Others

2.4.1 Earthquake prediction

(1) Earthquake prediction

Earthquake prediction refers to the prediction of the fotb ring parameters of the earthquake to take place:
location, scale, and time, on the basis of crustal movement, seismicity, geomagnetism, underground watet, etc.

For the major earthquakes u hich take place at the interplate with a repetition interval ranging from neveral
tens of years to about 200 years, there exists a rather high possibility for prediction. On the other hand, for the
earthquakes taking place in the imra-plate of Japan, since the recurrence period is estimated as about 1000 years,
prediction is rather difficult.

la 1%5, the Earthquake Prediction Research Project (2.1.1-1) was started under the suggestion of the
Geodesy Council, the Ministry of Education. His was the first time that the prediction of earthqual; was taken
as a national project in Japan. Later, in 1%8, a system for promoting the project was set up with he Coordinating
Committee for Earthquake Prediction as the mainstay, using the Tokachioki carthoake as the turning point, in
1970, eight areas of specified and intensified observation were assigned. Amendment was made in 1978 as shown
in Figure 2.4.1 1.

When a nuclear power plant is to be planned ir one of these regions, sufficient survey should be carried i

out with respect to the reasoning for selecting the specific area.

(2) large Scale Earthquake Countermeasures Act

As a background for drafting a law regarding specie.1 measures against large-scale earthquakes [2.1.12),
efforts were made to provide prediction information on large-scale earthquakes in the Tokai region (Tokai ]
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Figure 2.3.3 1. Flow sheet for generating simulated seismic wave.
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earthquake). For this purpose, measures for preventing damage have been proposed, and it tecame necessary to
support these measures by legal means.

liased on the following facts with respect to the Tokai region, the Earthquake Prediction Liaison Council
[2.1.1-3] believed it necessary to further strengthen the observation. Hence, in April 1977, Prediction Council for
the Tokai Area was set up.

He facts include:

{1} About 120 years have passed since the Ansei Tokai earthquake in 1854. It is clear that there exists
an seismic gap where no large-scale earthquake took place during this period.

{2} Signincant subsidence has been found since the Meiji era in the area from Onnezaki to Suruga. ,
,

{3) Horizontal compression in the no:1hwest southeast direction with Suruga at its center is observed.

In addition, public opinion is strong on the counter measures against earthquake dis. ster with a demand
for drafting a law regarding measures against earthquakes. As a result, large Scale Earthquake Countermeasures
Act was drafted and went into effect in December 1978.

His law is mainly characterited by the feature that it is a law of special measures against carthquakes
before the damage takes place. He earthquake taken as the object is the earthquake with magnitude of about 8 for
which the precursory phenomenon before the earthquake can be observed in relatively wide range.

At present, only the Tokal region is assigned as Area under Intensified Measures against Earthquake
Disaster.1. is believed, howeser, that in the future, with the development of earthquake prediction, other regions

may also be assigned. When a nuclear power plant is to be planned in any region assigned, it is necessary to make
a sufficient survey on the reasons for the siting and to take necessary measures.

2.4.0 Tsunami

Many nuclear power plants in Japan are located in coastal irgions. Hence, when the site is selected and
designed, the influcuce of a tsunami must be fWly taken into consideration. Tsunami is mainly caused by the uplift
and depression of ocean tettom in a wide range accompanying an earthquake,

of a tsunsmi is represented by V = (ghpr2 (g: gravitational ,in the ocean, the transfer velocity u

acceleration, h: depth of the sea), it is about 200 m's at a water depth of 5 km. Hence, it takes about 8 min for I

a tsunami genenited in the ceran 100 km away from the coast to reach the coast. As i' approaches the coast, the
water becomes shallower, the transfer velocity becomes slower, and the wave becomes more concentrated When
a tsunami hits a V- or U-shaped bay, the wsve may have a very large height in some cases.

In order to predict the height of a tsunami, the following measures are taken: f

(1) Survey of past tsunami records
(2) Investigation using simplified formulas

(3} Numerical simulation
etc.

In the survey of past tsunami records, evaluation is performed by extracting the references which record
the earthquakes that caused damage on the site and vicinity [2.1.2-1).

|
l
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As far as the simplified formulas are concerned, there is the formula proposed by lida [2.4.2 2)

m = 2.6M- 18.4 (2421)

where m is the tsunami's scale by Imal and lida.

On the other hand, Abe [2.4.2 3) used the recordt of tide gauge to evaluate the wave height of tsunami
generated on the Pacific Ocean side in the vicinity of J pan. He proposed the following formulas:

E, = log H + log a + 5.8 (2.4.2-2.)

M, a log #, + 1og a + 5.55 (2.4.2-3)

where, M,: tsunami magnitude
H: nuximum single-side amplitude in tide detection record (m)

H: maximum double-side amplitude in tide detection record (m)
2

A: shortest distance between epicenter and observation point on the sea (km)

The above formulas can be used effectively in deriving the maximum height of a tsunami for a in the range
of 100-3500 km. When they are used for historical earthquake for which M, is unknown, attention should be paid
to the correspondence with the magnitude.

For estimation using the simplified formulas, the influences of the ocean bottom topography, coast
topography, and source mechanism are not taken into consideration. Hence, they only give a simple estimated
value. In the case when a detailed study is needed, although it is difficult to determine the fault parameters, it is
still effective to perform the numerical simulation of the tsunami on the basis of the taw; model of the earthquake.
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Chapter 3. Grqlocical and cround survey

'

3.1 Summary of geological and ground survey

in order to ensure the safety of the nuclear power plant, it is necer,sary to perform a careful survey and
test of the geological conditions and ground, so that highly reliable construction works can be performed on the basis
of reliable analysis and design. Since the actual geological conditions and grounds have various different types, for
each type of geological coadition and ground, appropriate survey, testing, analysis, evaluation, design, etc., should
be performed with a good understanding of them.

'Ihis chapter refers to the report of " Survey / test methods of geological conditions and grounds of nuclear
power plants and evaluation methods of aseismic stability of grounds' compiled by the Japan Society of Civil
!!ngineers [3.1 1).

3.1.1 Summary of geological survey

ne purpose of the geological survey in planning / construction of a nuclear power plant is ta understand
the activity of the faults which should be taken into consideration in the aseismic design and to clarify the detailed
geology and geological structure in the periphery of the foundation of :he structure.

For this purpose, geological survey is performed for the wide region in the periphesy of the site (land and
sea) and for the region within the site.

For the wide-range geological survey, appropriate reference survey and topographic survey are performed.
On the base of the survey results, surface geological survey is performed along the faults and lineaments described -
in the references, in particular, in the region near the site, surface geological survey is implemented mainly by
performing detailed survey on the outcrop of the fault.

For the geological survey within the site, on the basis of the reference survey, topographic survey, surface
geological survey, etc., boriag survey and pit survey are performed to obtain knowled e of the detailed geological3
stmeture, as well as rock distribution and rock type, if needed, geophysical prospecting, trench survey, etc., are
also performed.

In these surveys, the activities of the faults to be considered are clarified, and the detailed geological
conditions of the bedrock around the foundation of the nuclear reactor building are determined. On this basis, soil I

'

classification and formation of soil model are performed, with results used as the data for safety evaluation of the
ground."

3.1.2 Summary of ground survey / test

On the basis of the results of the geological survey and the soil model, appropriate survey and testing of
the soil are implemented. De soil as the survey items include ground of the foundation of the ruclear reactor
building, peripheral slope of the nuclear reactor building, grounds of important outdoor und:rground structures, etc..
The survey / test are performed correspondingly in the various design stages; basic planning stage, design stage, and
detailed design stage.

In the basic planning stage, on the basis of the plans for arrangement of the nuelsar reactor building and
other structures, necessary surveys and tests are implemented to find the general propertici of the geology and soil.
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in the design stage, in order to investigate the stability of the wil of the object structures, necessary surveys
and tests are performed, such as the detailed survey on the geological stmeture and rock type, and the physical tests
of the rock and bedrock.

ne survey / test in the detailed design stage is implemented in the case when the stability cannot be fully
evaluated in the design stage. He items of survey / test depend on the specific ground.

3.2 Geological suney

3.2.1 IMrpose and scope of surv y

(1) INrpose of survey

ne main purposes of the geological survey performed in planning and building of the nuclear power plant
are as follons: clarification of the geological structure at the prescribed site and its peripheral region, preparation
of the data used for selecting the site, clarification of the activity of faults, and investigation of the detailed
geological state of the bedrock near the foundation of the structure.

In the survey of activity of faults, among the faults with various scales in the bedrock, the faults with high
activity are identified; for these faults, the activity, distribution, position, and size of the fealts that are needed to
insestigate the basic earthquake ground motion, are determined,

in the survey of the foundation bedrock for structures, the detailed geological structure, rock distribution
and rock type are determined for the foundations of the nuclear reactor building and other major structures, and the
results are used as the basic data for investigating the properties of the soil needed for design.

Figure 3.2.1 1 shows the llow chart of the geological survey.

(2) Scope of survey

The scope of geological survey is the range needed for drafting the construction plan and performing design
of the nuclear power plant; the scope should meet the standards such as the evaluation guidelines. He specific
surveys are divided to wide-area suncy and survey on the site.

he range of the wide-area survey is within a radius of 30 km from the site.(D For the land region, first
reference survey is performed for the appropriate region that includes the aforementioned range to find the
geological structure, etc., and faults and lineaments longer than 10 km are selected.A

Afterwards, topography survey is performed, and lineaments longer than 10 km are selected. For the
vicinity of the site, lineaments shorter than 10 km but believed to have a large influence on the site are also
extracted. In addition, major faults described in the referer.:es in the neighboring region within a radius of 30 km
are also taken as objects for survey, in addition to the surface geological survey along these faults and lineaments,

According to the present handt aok for safety evaluation of geology and bedrock of nuclear power plant(U

[3.2.1 1), as an item for evaluation in safety examination, for the land within a radius of at least 30 km from the
center of the site, geological diagram and its explanation should be furnished with appropriate evaluation.

*For faults with recorded activity in the Quaternary period in the references, faults with clear deformed
terrain, and faults related to seismic activities, even if they are shorter than 10 km, they are still taken as the object

for investigation.
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Figure 3.2.1 1. Flow chart of geological survey.

it is also necessary to perform a detailed surface geological sutvey in the region within a radius of 10 km from the
site.

For the sea area, if needed, the survey is performed with the survey region, survey method and survey
precision used for the land region adopted.

For the survey of the site, a more detailed geological survey is performed for the region within a radius
of 200 m from the center of the site where the nuclear reactor building is to be built.

3.2.2 Wide-area survey

(1) Survey planning

a. Types of survey

There are the following method, for wide-area survey:

{l) Reference survey
{2) Topography survey
(3) Surface geological survey
(4) Seabed geological survey
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b. Survey methods

(a) Reference survey

in the reference survey, the geological data within the region to be surveyed are surveyed and collected
from the existing references. Dere are a variety of different references for topography / geology. One should
collect as many of the published references as possible. Examples of the published literatures include the geological
maps and their expositions published by the Geological Survey of Japan and prefectural authorities; and the
literatures published in the journals related to geology, etc. Also, if needed, data not published may also b6 utilirrd.

Arough reference survey, one should grasp the contents of description of the general items, such as
topography, stratigraphy, geological structure, geological history, etc., the contents of description of th- fault
distribution, lineaments, standard topographical profiles, Quaternary-period crustal movement, etc., as well as the
contents of description of active volcanoes, large-scale earth slips, etc.

Among them, for the faults and lineaments, those which are longer than 10 km (including those which are
shorter than 10 km but are located near the site and have significant influence on the site) and those which have had

activity in the Quaternary period (except those which have no recorded activity in the latter period of the Quaternary
period) are extracted. For these faults and lineaments, the following data are norted: location, direction, length,
rupture width, displaecment, sense, lineament features, presence / absence of records of activity, etc. liased on these
results, each fault is classified as a fault estimated from references or a f ault whose existence has been verified.

0>) Topography survey

in the topography survey, the lineaments are determined using the existing topographical map (1/50,000,
1/25,000, etc., published by the Geographical Survey Institute) and aerial photographs (1/40,000-1/10,000, etc.,
taken by the Forestry and Field Agency, Geographical Survey Institute).

As the lineaments are surveyed, lineaments longer than 10 km and firmaments with clear terrain
displacement are extracted, are sorted according to the features of the topography, and are used as data to

study the existence and activl ., faults. Table 3.2.2-1 lists examples of survey of the lineaments. Table 3.2.2-2,
lists examples of tha survey contents.

(c) Surface geological survey

Surface geological survey is implemented in the range described in Section 3.2.1 (2) ' Scope of survey.'

For the region within a radius of 10 km from the site, detailed surface Ecological survey is implemented
to clarify the constituent rocks, stratigraphy, geological structures, etc. Also, in the survey along the faults and
lineaments outside the radius of 10 km, together with the survey of the fault outcrop, the geological structure and
rock distribution are also surveyed. It is desirable to confirm the presence of a fault by observing its outcrop.
However, in the case when a clear outcrop cannot be observed, investigation is made from the peripheral geological

structure.

For the faults and lineaments as the object of survey, appropriate sketches and descriptious of the fault

outcrops are performed. Since the size of a fault, in particular, the length of a fault, is important in determin:ng
the scale of a possible earthquake, careful investigation is needed of the continuity. Figure 3.2.2-1 shows an
example of a sketch of a fault outcrop.

To determine the activity of the fault, the characteristics of the upper layers on the fault,in particular, the
Quatemary-period layers (layers which act as indices for the fault's activity years, such as terrace deposit, volcano
ash layer, red earth, etc.), are surveyed. If needed, survey is also performed to determine the ages of these layers.
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Table 3.2.2. l. Examples of standards for judging the lineament [3.1 1].

Elements for juding
,

/ )
Classification Lineaments continuation direction,
of lineament Terrace surface Within mountain and hill continuation, altitude continuation, etc.

- Those for which on a Rose for which on a The continuous direction is oblique
clearly continuous ter- clearly continuous or perpendicular to the directions of

;

race surface there are terrace surface, there river-eroded scarps or sea-eroded
clear scarp, steep are clear scarp, saddle scarps. ;
slope, and other linear portion, and other - The direction of inclination is oppo-
continua which are linerar continua which site to the general inclined direction

Lineaments free of breaksge, form a uniform height of the topographical surface.
with high - Hose for which on a discontinuity. The continuous direction is identical '
possibility of number of different - Rose for which the to the direction of river-eroded scarp
dislocation terrace surfaces and river valleys and or sea-eroded scarp; the inclined

other terrain surfaces, ridges are systemati- direction is identical to the general
there exists a straight cally bent in the same inclined direction of the topographi-
continuation of scarp direction, with the cai surface. However, there exists a
and steep slope. bending amount being clear height discontinuity, and the

accumulative. difference in elevation is generally
uniform with good continuity.

- Rose for which on a - Those for which or, an he continuous direction is oblique
clearly continuous ter- estimated continuous or perpendicular to the directions of
race surface, there are terrace surface, there river-eroded scarps or sea-eroded
clear scarp, steep are scarp, saddle por- scarps.
slope, and other linear tions, and other linear he direction of inclination is oppo-
continua which are continus which form a site to the general inclined direction
almost free of break. uniform height discon- of the topographical surface.

."****".q''ilityage. tinuity. The continuous direction is identical*ll.' Poss 6 did al- to h dielu of hrodd m-

f dislocation
though the river val- or sea eroded scarp; the inclined
leys and ridges are not direction is identical to the general
clear, they are bent inclined direction of the topographi-
systematically in the cal surface. However, ther exists a
same direction, clear height discontinuity, and the

difference in elevation is generally
uniform with good continuity.

<
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Table 3.2.2. l (Cont'd). Examples of standards for judging the lineament [3.1-1].

Elements for juding

Classification Lineaments continuation direction,

of lineament Terrace surface Within mountain and hill continuation, altitude continuation, etc.

- nose for which al- - It is made of a nearly - The continuous direction is inclined

though there is a linear continuum of a little to the directions of river-
continuum of nearly scarps, saddle por- eroded scarps or sea-eroded scarps.

linear scarps and steep tions, etc., with uni- The continuous direction is identical

slopes on the te race hrm height disconti- to the direction of river-eroded scarp

" . " * * ' * * " ' 'surface, a portion of it nuities observed on or sea-eroded scarp; the inclined

is not clear. both sides. direction is identical to the general* *

Possibilit} of A portion of C _ ...- in: lined direction of the terrain )
dislocation

,

leys and ridges are surface. However, there m. ts as

bent in the same height discontinuity, and the differ-
direction, ence in elevation is generally uni-

form with good continuity. How-
ever, a portion is unclear.

- Those ier which al- - It is made of nearly - The height discontinuity is unclear;

though there are linear discontinuous the continuous direction is identical

i scarps and steep portions of unclear or inclined in the directions of river-
1.ineaments slopes on the terrace scarps, saddle por- eroded ser.rps, sea-eroded scarps,i

surface, there are tions, etc., with un- and the general inclined direction of;g 3;g

possibility of many discontinuous clear height disconti- the topographical surface; a portion
.

dislocatinn portic ss, and the nmt.ies on its two of it is broken to pieces.. .

pattern becomes un- sides,

clear.

- Those for which no It is made of discon- - Although a height discontinuity is

scarp or steep slope is tinuous portions of observed, it is unclear.

seen on the topograph- unclear scarys, saddle ne continuous direction is identical
i

ical surface. portions, etc., with or inclined to the directions of thei Unuments
caused by fa'- unclear height discon- river-crodul scarps and sea-eroded
tors other than tmunies on its two scarps, W tb general .mcuned. .

dislocation sides. direction of the topographical sur-
face, it is often broken in a discon-
tinuous pattern.
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Table 3.2.2-2. Examples of the content of judging of lineaments related to
identification of dislocation {3.1 1],

items for judgment Content of judgment

Presence / absence of a Whether there is a cumulative tendency of dislocation with the lineament at the
sense with a certain ten- boundary. In particular, for terrace surface with different heights, if the
dency lineament has an accumulated difference in elevation, there is a high possibility

of dislocation.

Degree of preservation of le the topographical configuration that forms the lineament clear or not?
topography form

Continuity of lineament is the lineament continuous or not on the standard topography? Does it have a
certain length?

Standard topography Does the standard topography lineament include terrace, volcano foot, fan-
shaped terrain or foothill mild slope? 'ihese terrains are believed to be formed
in the late Quaternary period.

Topographical configura. Does ;he linearnent topogrr.phient configuration contain reverse scarp, reverse
tion low scarp, wind gap, or bend? These terrain configurations are believed to be

closely related to the disloestion.

Lineament direction is the lineament direction perpendicular or oblique to the direction of the
i cenventional scarp? In the case of parallel direction, there is a high possibility

of forming scarp by erosion.

Linearity of lineament is the lineament linear or not? If it is not linear, there is a high possibility of
formation due to erosion and land slide.

.
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in addition, survey is performed on the substances within the fault, depending on the requirement (see Section 3.2.3
(1) b ' Survey methods *).

(d) Seabed geological survey

in the case when there is no data on the seabed geological structure, in particular, data on faults, and in
the case when it is necessary to evaluate the activity of e fait m the seabed as described in the references, seabed
geological suney is performed. In this case, suney is perforned on the stratigraphy, geological structure,
presence / absence of fault, as w 'I as the sire, prnperty and activity of the fault.

The references of the seabed geological structure are mainly provided by the officialinstitutions, such as
Waterw my Division of Maritime Safety Agency, Geological Survey Institute, etc. He methods used in the surveys
of the Seabed by these institutions depend on the purpose of each specific case. In particular, for the sonic
prospecting, there are unique features for each survey method including the survey depth, distance between
measurement lines, and resolution. When investigation is to be made of the geological structures, such as faults,
described in the references, it is necessary to have a sufficient understanding of the features of these methods.

As the geological
Seabed geological survey is mainly performed by using sonic prospecting method.

structure of the seabed is surveyed, information is obtained on the layer / rock distribution, fault distribution, their
scales and properties, and activities in the seahed. Reir relation with those in the land region is also clarified.
Figure 3.2.2 2 shows an example of the flow chart for inver,tigationof the activity of a fault in the seabed from the
sonic prospecting and related items for investigation.

(e) Other surveys

in addition to the aforementioned types of surveys, in order to find the profile cf layer wave velocity in
the deep underground portion, wide-area clastic wave survey is implemented if needed. Usually, the depth where
the layer wave velocity with a P-wave velocity is about 5-6 km/s, which is known as the seismic bedrock, to said

He scale and precision of the survey are determined appropriately according to thelayer are determined.
geological structure in the periphery of the site.

(2) Evaluation of geology / geological struen.c.,

Items for evaluation and investigationn.

Based on the esults of the surveys described above, evaluation is made as the following items are

investigated.

{l) byer name, distribution, properties, geological age, and geological structure
{2) Fault position, sir.e, properties, and active age

(3} Others
4; their sire and continuity in

For (1), the various layen and rock types in the survey region are - .k distribution in said region can
the horizontal and vertical directions are determined. In this way, the layer ano
be 1,lentified. In addition, based on the sequence of layers, their overall relationship or absolute formation age, the
formation sequence of the layer and rock can be determined. Figures 3.2.2-3 and 4 illustrate examples of the*

geological map and the lineament distribution map.

For {2), based ou the above (1} suney results of the object fault, its certainty of existence, sire, and
properties are clarified, and the results of survey and investigation of the fault length, activity history, and the final
activity age are summarized. For the fault that cannot be confirmed on the surface, investigation is made with
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reference to the r.vailable references, as well as the geological structure ano rock distribudon in the periphery of
The results are classified, acccrding to the final activity ages, to ind mr.esponding to S , faulti

the fault.
corresponding to S ,m and fault not considered for aseismic design, and are used as the data to determine the basic

2

earthquake ground motion (see Figure 3.2.2-5).

b, Representation form

He results of the wide-area survey are represented as the following geological maps.

(1) Geological map with a scale of 1/200,000 for the range within radius 30 km from the site.
(2} Geological map with an appropriate scale for the range within radius of 10 km from the site.

3.2.3 Survey on site

(1) Survey planning

Summary of surveya.

The following methods are used to survey the site.

(1) Reference survey
(2) Topography survey
{3} Ground surface geological survey
(4} Boring survey
(5} Pit survey
(6} Physical survey
(7) Trench survey
(8} Fault active years survey

Among these, surveys (6}, (7} and (8} are performed depending on the necessity.

For the entire area of the site, reference survey. topography survey, and ground surface geological survey

are inainly performed,

in the sicinity of the nuclear reactor building, boring survey is also performed. At the location where the
nuclear reactor buildingis to be constructed, boring survey with a large boring depth and pit survey are performed.

As far as the peripheral slope of the nuclear reactor buildingis concemed, judging from the analysis results
for the past cases of slope failure [3.2.3.1-4], the slope for which th- distance from the tail of the slope to the
nuclear reactor building is (1) smaller than about 50 m, or (2} smaller than about 1.4 times the height of the

W is taken as the peripheral slope of the nulear reactor building. However, the actual slopes have variousslope
topography and geological structures, it is necessary to make a careful study when the actual survey is performed.
For these peripheral slopes, the geolcgical survey needed for safety evaluation of the slope is mainly performed by
ground surface geological survey and boring survey.

WHere, the faults that cause basic earthquake ground motions S and S are called fault corresponding toi 2

Si and fault corresponding to S , respectively.2

fDe slope height refers to the difference in elevation between the tail of the stope and the highest point
of the peripheral slope near the nuclear reactor building in the range which may affect the nuclear reactor building
and other important facilities in case of slope failure.
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To evaluate the geological condition of the planned site of an important outdoor underground structures,:

boring survey is mainly performed. Figure 3.2.31 illustrates an example of the geological survey of the site.

b. Survey methods

(a) Reference survey

he survey method is based on the reference survey described in '3.2.2 Wide-area survey." Depending
on the requirement, the data in the vicinity of the site, including those unpublished, are collected and assorted.

(b) Topographj/ geological survey

Among the linennents deternined in the wide-area topography / lineament survey, those which are on the
site and in its vicinity are extracted and assorted according to the items in Section "3.2.2. Wide-area survey." In
the site and vicinity,4 pending on the requirement, a detailed topographical survey is carried out to study the
topographical ek:ns, and to perform topographical classification. For the lineament survey, lineaments including
those considered to be too short in the wide area survey are used as the data for evaluation of the fault activity.
Also, attention should be paid to the distribution of landslide topography, failure topography, and sand / stone
avalanche deposit topography.

(c) Ground surface geological survey

The purpose of the ground surface geological survey is to collect the detailed ground surface geological
data in the site and vicinity for determining the general directions and guidelines of survey in the site.

In the grouno surface geological study, the fallorfing items are surveyed.

{1} Type, formation age, distribution, and onditions of layers of rock
{2} Weathering / deterioration of rock
{3} Distribution, size, and properties of fault ruptured zone
{4} Distribution, scale, and properties of joint
{5} Presence / absence and features of landslide, ground failure, etc.

In particular, for the discontinuous planes observed in the Quaternary or other new cra layers, detailed
study should be performed to find out whether it is caused by fault or landslide. In the case when it is due to fault,
observation should be made of the relation between the Quaternary layers (terrace deposit, volcanic ash layer, red
soil, etc.) and the fault nd used as data to understand the final active period of the fault.

(1) lloting survey

The range of boring survey and the boring interval are determined according to the purpose of the survey,
For the site where the nuclear reactor buildingis to be constructed, considering that the range requiring engineering
examination is about twice the width of the foundation of the building, the boring survey range is about 200 m from
the center of the building's foundation. In principle, boring is conducted on the grid drawn within the range. De
grid interval is usually set as 40-50 m in order to find the geological structure, rock distribution and rock type for
the site where the building is to be constructed. However, it may be set wider in the case when the geolo-
gy/ geological structure is relatively simple.

For the boring survey on the site where ine nuclear reactor building is to be constructed, at least 5 sets of
all core boring should be implemented, with the depth determined in consideration of the survey range needed for

For the portion just beneath the planned foundation, the boring depth should not be shorter than the
anal) sis.
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In addition, in the case when the geological structure, distribution of rock and
planned foundation width. distribution of rock type are complex or when there are many types of rocks, more boring logs should be arranged.

Also, boring survey may also be performed for a general survey of the geological structure over the entire
area of the site, and survey of the peripheral slope and the foundation of important outdoor underground structure,

In this case, the range, number of logs and depth are
as well as for tracing me continuity of a specific fault.
determined according to the specine purpose.

the tv s of rock, status of weathering and
In boring survey, survey is made of the following items:

deterioration, rock type, cracks, rock classification; distribution, property and continuity of rupture zone; corei
sampling status; underground water status; boring hole status; etc. The results are summarized with an appropr ate
scale (Figure 3.2.3-2). In addition, pictures are taken of the cores.

(e) Pit survey

The main purpose of a pit survey is to obtain a detailed understanding of the geological structure, rock
distribution and rock types at the site of the nuclear reactor building and in its vicinity, so that the position of theh
nuclear reactor building can be determined. For this purpose, in principle, the pits are excavated so that t ey crossl h
at a right angle to each other above the elevation of the foundation of the reactor building, with a proper engt
considering the width of the planned foundation. In addition to the pit survey for the foundation of the reactor
building, pit survey may also be performed to survey the peripheral slope, and to trace faults, depending on the
requirement.

For the pit geological survey, the type of reck in the pit, weathering / deterioration state of the rock, rockl
classification, geological boundary, fault, rupture state of its periphery, etc., are surveyed, with the obtained resu ts
summarized in a pit unfolded diagram with a scale of 1/100 (see Figure 3.2.3-3).

(f) Physical survey

The physical survey methods ine:ude clastic wave survey (clastic wave propagation speed in bedrock).
electrical survey (resistivity and other electrical properties), gravitational survey (density), magnetic survey
(magnetic property), radioactive survey, etc.

(g) Trench survey

The purpose of the trench survey is mainly to clarify the following items:

{1} Confirmation of presence / absence of faults along the extended line from the existing fault,
{2} Confirmation of presence / absence of Quatemary activity for the fault to be evaluated.

The excavation position, size and number of trenches are determined according to the specific purpose. In
presence / absence of fault on the side wall and, if

the trench survey, sursey is performed of the following items:

present, the status of the fault, classification of the Quateraary layers, relation between the fault and Quaternarylayers, dislocation displacement of the fault, etc. The results are summarized in geological unfolded map with an
appropriate scale, sketch, etc.

(h) Survey of fault 'etive age

In the survey of the fault active age, the age survey of the layers related to the fault is mainly performed.
Alto depending on the requirement, evaluation of the intrafault material is also performed as reference.
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Methods used to determined the age of the layers dislocated by the fault or the age of the layers that covers
the fault include 14 method and other age measurement methods, as well as tephrochronology method, etc.c
Methods that may be used to study the intrafault material include surface textures analysis of quartz grains, fission
track method, ESR dating method, etc.

>
'

(2) Evehtion of geology and ;,eological structure

) a. Evaluation items
|

Based on the survey results described in the above sections, evaluation is performed on the following items:

{l) Names, distributions, properties, and geological ages of rocks and unconsolidated deposits that form
the ground, rock types, weathering / degradation status, geological structure

(2} Distribution and properties of fault rupture belt, history of fault activity, final active age
{3) Classification of bedrock L
{4) Others (land slide, etc.)

b. Forms of representation

The results of survey of the site are represented by the following geological maps.

{l) Detailed geological maps with the planned reactor core position in the center

For a range with the planned reactor core position in the center and with a radius of about 200 m, the
following maps are formed with a scale of 1/l,000 or smaller; at least one horizontal geological map at the level
of the bottom surface of the foundation of the building; and at least 2 vertical geological maps which are
perpendicular to each other and pass through the planned reactor core position.

{2} Wide-area ge7 logical maps
'

For the range within about I km from the center of the pir.nned site, a horizontal geologice.1 map and
vertical geological cross-sectional maps (at least in 2 orthogonal directions) with a scale of 1/5,000 or larger, in
addition, depending on the requirement, representation is also made for distributions and directions of joints and
seams, geological structure of peripheral slope, rock distribution and rock quality. Figures 3.2.3-4 and 3.2.3-5
illustrate examples of horizontal and vertical geological maps.

(3) Classification of bedrocks

a. Bedrock classification method

in principle, the bedrock classification of the ground for nuclear power plant is performed by classifying
the rock type and degree of rock quality on the basis of the geological elements. The basic classification is useful
for the detailed engineering tests to be performed later Classification of the bedrock is basically a combination of
claasifications of rock type and the degree of rock quality, in some cases, for several classes with nearly the same
engineering properties ~ the basis of the geological engineeringjudgment, it is also possible to handle them as the
same bedrock class.
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Bedrock can be roughly classified as hard bedrock and soft bedrock. Table 3.2.3-1 lists the types and
formation ages of the rocks that form the bedrock, various bedrock classification methods, and summary of the
correspondence to the bedrock constituent materials described in section *3.3.4 Classification of soil and engineering
characteristics and evaluation."

he engineering properties of the hard bedrock significantly depend on the degree of weather-
ing/ deterioration and the state of development of joint, schistosity and other separation planes. He hard bedrock
cla+sification method commonly used at present is a combination of the DENKEN-type 6-class bedrock classification
method listed in Table 3.2.3-2 and the appropriate rock type classification. Of course, in addition to the element
classification described in Table 3.2.3-2, depending on the actual geological elements at each specific location, it
is necessary to set up an appropriate judgment standard suitable for the characteristics of the intrinsic geological
elements to be cisssified for rock quality or the characteristics of the boring core.

On the other hand, for soft bedrock, the elements that define the properties of the bedrock depend more on

the intrinsic composition, age, etc., of the forming rock, rather than weathering, joint, etc. The soft bedrock in
broader sense includes bedrock which is made of rocks that origirally belonged to the family of hard rocks but have
been softened due to serious weathering. These bedrock can be handled as Class C or Class D in Table 3.2.3-2.

Among the soft bedrock, those which are made of rocks that are intrinsically soft are usually known as
sedimentary soft rocks (including pyroclastic rocks). However, it is difficult to classify these bedrock using the
same standard as for the hard bedrock. Hence, depending on the requirement, it is necessary to perform appropriate
classification according to the geological element standard For the soft bedrock (sedimentary soft bedrock) that
should be evaluated as the foundation ground of the nuclear power plant, they can be classified roughly into three
types according to the features of the geological factors and the engineering properties to be classified. %ese
features of geometrical factors and engineering properties are summarized in Table 3.2.3-3.

For the soft bedrock classified as in Table 3.2.3-3, if further classification of the bedrock quality is needed,
it is desirable to define an appropriate classification standard corresponding to the feature of the geological factors
at the spot. Usually, for the semi-hard soft rocks (soft rock, Class-1), they may be classified into 2-3 classes of rock
qualities with respect to weathering and joint status. For the new-period soft rocks (soft rock, Class-II) and
heterogeneous soft rocks (soft rock, Claas-Ill), they are usually classified into groups according to lithofacies or
layering features. In particular, if needed, depending on the joint development status, etc., they may also be
classified into two classes of rock quality,

b. Modeling of ground

The grotmd can be classified into the following types from the engineering point of vieve (see Figure 3.2.3-6).

(1) Isotropic ground
{2} Anisotropic ground
{3} Heterogeneous ground

he aforementioned classes are made mainly in consideration of model formation wnen the stability of the
ground is to be investigated. The classes may be further divided as listed in Table 3.2.3-4. Depending on the

actual situation, the model can be set up as a combination of these and other elemen'.s.

Classification of Cne models can be made in consideration of the co espondence between the featurec of

geometrical factors and the ground property types. By selecting Se appropriate model, it is possible to cla3sify the
various groups for performing tests on the prope-ties of the ground in an easy and rr.tional way (group dividing).
It is also possible to obtain the distribution of ground properties for design purposes without considering the
classification of the ground model.
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Table 3.2.3-1. Application of bedrock classification method and engineering classification.

Geological classification of bedrock Engineering Engineering

(see 3.3.4(3)) classification of classification for
ground constitu- property

Hardness of Bedrock classifica- ent material representation
Type of structural rock rock block tion method (see 3.3.4(4)) (see3.3.5)

Igneous rock

Paleozoic stratum - Hard rock: Rather fresh rock
- Weathered rock, deteriorated rock:

Mesozoic stratum Rocks degraded due to weathering
DENKEN-type

Hard Rocks and detenorat. ion. Depending on
.

Old tertiary period classificat. ion, etc.
the degree, the property may be
represented as soft rock B or soft
rock A (weathered soft rock).

a
Mio-
ceneg Classified into 2-3u
**#*'"*) g Class-I soft classes of rock Soft rock BW:

.5 3 rockm quality according to (Same as left)b g
'@ [ hard bedrockW3 .c;

h E a e Soft rock: Rocks
j k E E

with uniaxial
$ $ Plio- k c mpressive Soft rock BM:Class-Il soft In principle, only
g .h-- rock type strength (q,) less With relatiselycene

rock
z stratu m than 100-200 large consolida-

} kgf/cm 8'c tion degree, or in
2

= - handled as soft unsaturated stateClass-III soft rock.

r ek ('Ihosee ^ Groups are divided Soft rock Am:Pyroclastic jg with hard
according to rock Soft and in satu-rock substrate are
type and rock phase rated statetreated as

hard bedrock)
, ::= -

Win some cases, depending on the consolidation degree of the forming rock, it may contain a portion of Old
Tertiary period or Pliocene layer.

WWhen the rock test result is applied. rocks that correspond to the effective stress method are considered as A,>

those that correspond to the gross stress method are considered as B (see Table 3.3.5-1).
WDepending on the geological state at the spot, an appropriate classification system is set up.

!
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Table 3.2.3-2. DENKEN-type classincation of bedrock (3.2.3 5].

I

FeaturesName

it is rather fresh, without weathering and deterioration of the rock-forming minerals and grains.
The cracks and joints are well adhered, without traces of weathering along these planes.A

When it is rapped with a hammer for diagnosis, a clear sound can be heard.

The rock is hard without opening (such as 1 mm opening), crack or joint. He tissue is well
adhered. Ilowever, the rock-forming minerals and particles are partially weathered and

g
deteriorated.

When it is rapped with a hammer for diagnosis, a clear sound can be heard.

Except quartz, the rock-forming minerals and grains are weathered. However, the rock is still
rather hard.

Usually, it is contaminated by limonite, etc.; adhesion among parts separated by joints and
cracka is decreased a little. When it is hit hard with a hammer, rock lumps may be detached

Cu
along the cracks. On the surface of the detachment plane, a thin layer of claylike substance is
le ft.

When it is rapped with a hammer for diagnosis, a slightly muffled sound can be heard.

Except quartz, the rock-forming minerals and grains are weathered and becomes softened to a
certain degree. The rock also becomes softened to a certain degree.

The adhesion between parts snarated by joint or crack is decreased somehow. Rock lumps
are detached along the cracks under the common level of rapping with a hammer. A claylikeCy
layer is left on the surface of the detachment plane.

When it is rapped with a hammer for diagnosis, sound muffled to a certain degree can be

heard.

The rock-forming minerals and (grains) are weathered and soft. The rock is also soft.
He adhesion between parts separated by joint or crack is decreased. Rock lumps are

detached along the cracks under light rapping with a hammer. Claylike substance is found left onCt
the surface of the detachment plane.

When it is rapped with a hammer for diagnosis, a muffled sound can be heard.

Rock-forming minerals and grains are weathered and seriously softened. We rock is rathei soft.I
%ere is almost no adhesion betweet. parts separated by joint or crack. Debris falls off under
slight rap with a hammer. Claylike substance is found left on the detachment plane.

g

When it is rapped with a hanuner for diagnosis, a much muffled sour.d can be heard.
_

-
-
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Table 3.2.3-3, Basic scheme of classification of soft bedrock [3.1 1].

Examples of ranges of
physical pniperties of rock

blocks corresponding to
features of mek blocksm Engmeenng

properties
Possibility of q,, V V requiringp 3

2Class Features of rock blocks classification kgf/cm km/s km/s attention

Seedmck, shale, homogeneous tuff it is possible t.) classi- Strength / deform
and their laminates, mairdy of the fy the rocks into 2 3 ation character.
New Tertiary Miocene epoch, with grades according to the istics;
some of the Pliocene epoch and Old degree of weathering anisotropicity in
Temary peM For se Mon me and & gree of evelop- E 3.5 13 some cases,

Semi hard
a high conwlidation degree and ment of joints. Thesegg
freshness, the rock tissue is fine, grades correnp<md to 1 1 1(ClassI flowever, when hit by a hammer, a the engineering prop-,g
muffled mound can be heard. Also, enics. 50 2.0 0.9
the structural grains on the surface
may be deformed or separated easi-
ly. These are features <hfferent from
hard mck.

Mainly Phocenewpoch mudstone, It is usually difficult or Strength / deform
New- shale, sandstone and their Isminates, not needed. In some 100 2.3 1.0 ation character-
period he consolidation degree is small, cases, however, clas- istics, creep
soft nick and it may collapse easilf when hit sdication may be per- 1 1 1 characteristics,

(Class 11 by a hammer. The rock tissue is formed corresponding slaking charac-

soft rock) homogeneous with a rather simple to the level of develop- 10 1.6 0.5 teristies, etc.

geological stnicture and few joints, ment of joints.

Miocene or Pliocene-epoch volcano- Appropnate grouping Depending on
suptured rock, with a soft substrate can be made according the properties of
so that the classification standard of to the lithofacies, the substrate,

hard rock cannot be applied. Thue Classiliestion within standards of
lieteroge- is a significant portion with hetero- the same hthofacies 300 3.3 1.7 Class I or Class
neous soft geneous rock tissue which can be according to geological 11 are appbed,
rock seen by the naked eye. De con. factors is difficult. 1 1 1 ' particular,
(Class Ill glomerates are mainly made of cutphasis is set

soft rock) volcanic rocks, or the same soft 10 2.0 0.8 on heteroge-
conglomerate as the substrate, h neous and dis-
often forms a laminate with hard persion.
volcanic rocks, or is penetrated with
the hard volcanic rocks.

UThese are only rule-of-thumb values, not val.ies for classification.

I
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Ground surface geological survey
Boring / pit survey

Physicalsurvey
Rock test

Bedrock test
Trench survey,if needed

etc.

<r

Ueological
structure
Rock distributon
rock quality
chu!winn

,. <r

Isotropic Anisottopic ground,
Orouni heterogeneous

ground

iP

I isit possible to takei NO
| asisotropic according

to the detailed survey
esults?

YES
::

r--- C------ ;
'

r Stability evaluation for-- -
r------

l| Stability evaluation |
| forisotropic ground; anisotropic ground or ,'---------- "

{ heterogeneous ground '

: ': ' ' ! Note: Items to be described in Chapter 4.

Figure 3.2.3-6. Classification of grounds.
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Table 3.2.3-4. Ground models and their features [3.1 1).

Ground features Symbols

. * *
Generally speaking. homogeneous isotropic ,.;.;..

'

ground. For layers containing gravel, when the

. . ",f.,* ,. -
'-

..**. . ..- |.', Homogeneous s le of the gravel is much smaller than the
*

; ".'*'-ground widthof thefoundationof thestructure,ltis **

Isotropic included in the fami!y of homogeneous !. **.

.../.'**
ground. .

Ground with significant joints. When the
directions of the joints seem concentrated, it

) Joint ground is taken as anisotropic ground, when the
directions of the joints do not seem
concentrated, it is taken as isotropic ground.

.M. ', * 'Anisotropic Ground which is made of laminates of layers
h ving dinerent properbes and displays i

Layered anitropicity, of ground which displays ..%
ground anisotropicity as significant layering and " , , , ' -

Ground schistosity exist in an otherwise hon'oge-
-

neous ground. .
" " ,

****}. ..
Hetero- Ground which has a multilayer structure or --

++homogeneous an irregular structure made of two or more

ground types of layers having different properties. 4

. . . . . ..'.

Ground with localized deterioration caused by ::*/:'.*..',*/.
Heterogeneous Weathered / weathering. Since the properties usually :j/. .- * ;} '-

'

,

deteriorated change in a gradual transition, it is necessary . .- p*.-
*

ground to arrange an apppropriate zoning scheme for ,,..,,,y,..,,,

the rock grade. (. . . .
.

Ground for which the existence of fault y
Ground rupture belt or other weaklayeris an V

%
contain.ing important factor for evaluatmg the

fault rupture properties. v v
belt
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3.3 Sunev and soil test

3.3.1 Purpose of survey and test

The grounds that are taken as the objects of survey / test include ground of nuclear reactor building
foundation, peripheral slope of nuclear nactor building, ground of important outdoor underground structure, etc.
The purpose of the survey of the ground of nuclear reactor building foundation and the ground ofimportant outdoor
underground structure is to obtain properties of the soil needed for stability evaluation of the ground, evaluation of
design earthquake ground motions, and evalration of propagation characteristics of seismic wave motion. On the
other hand, the purpose o.' the survey of the peripheral slope of the nuclear reactor building is to obtain the
properties of the soil needed for the stability evaluation of the slope. He survey / test for each location is performed
in several stages: basic planning stege, design stage, and detailed design stage.

In the basic planning stage, the foundation rocks are roughly identified, and the rock classification and their
three dimensional distribution are determined based on geological and mechanical characteristics required for
performing basic layout of reactor facilities.

In the design stage, the soil properties needed for designing using the conventional method are evaluated
for each structure and slope. He properties of the foundation bedrock and the soil properties of each layer,
required for determining design input ground motions, are evaluated.

in the detailed design stage, additional properties are evaluated for the analytical methods needed to perform
more detailed stability evaluation in the case when the safety cannot be evaluated sufficiently using the conventional
method (see Chapter 4).

Figure 3.3.1-1 shows the flow sheet of the various survey stages.

3.3.2 Survey items and survey range

(1) Foundation ground of nuclear reactor building

Here, the foundation ground of the nuclear reactor building refers to the bedrockjust beneath the foundation
concrete mat of the nuclear reactor building and the peripheral ground.

a. Suncy methods

The following methods can be used for the ground survey / test of the foundation ground of the nuclear
reactor building.

{1} Survey of ground structure using boring and pit
{2} laboratory rock test
{3} In situ bedrock shear test
{4} Bedrock deformation test
(5) Elastic wave velocity test

in addition, depending on the requirements, survey / test may also be performed using appropriate boring
holes.
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l
i
I

.

C. Start 1> ^
<s,,> Note: Items to be described in Chapter 4.

u

Basic planning stage

Survey / test

u

Basiclayout plan j

1F

Design stage

Survey / test

P
/\

Doesit exceedthe standard Detailed design
NO

4, value of safety evaluationaccording to conventionaf -
-

ygn,is
--

method (slip surface method, Survey / test

etc.)? s /
YES ,; t,

'. Doe'n exceebe'aT4_ No _
Detailed design stage 11

stencard value of s
(sevaluation according te - Survey / test

'

<

stat |C analysis 2<' .;

% ,-

YES
,I %,

_,

poesit exceed theN NO.-

4'%eyaluation accordMQ tostandardvalue of safe}?;
dynamic analysjt>

% ,,<'
YES

; 4

1P

( End )
Figure 3.3.1 1. Survey stages and flow sheet of survey (3.1-1].
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b. Area of investigations

"Ihe area of investigations is determined three-dimensionally considering the area where the stress state
of the foundation rocks may be altered by comp'exity of the foundation rock structure, dead weight of facilities and
seismic loads. And the size of the model used for foundation rock stability analyses should also be considered.

The specific description can be found in section "3.2.3(1) Survey planning." Figure 3.3.21 shows the flow sheet
of survey / test of the foundation ground of the nuclear reactor building. Table 3.3.2-1 shows the test example.

(2) Peripheral slope of nuclear reactor building

a. Survey methods

For the ground structure, all-core boring and elastic wave velocity test are performed. If needed, pit survey
shall also be performed. For the soil properties, boring core or block sample is used to perform laboratory tests,
if needed, in situ test may be performed. In the case of excavated slopes, in addition to the invesigation of variation
of the underground water table during rainfall or snow melt, it is important to clarify mechanical properties of the
surface materials and rocks required for asussing the stability of the slopes under the stress-released status after
excavation. On the other hand, for the banking slope, it is important to evaluate the mechanical characteristics
needed to evaluate the stability in the consolidated state. Figure 3.3.2-2 illustrates the flow sheet of ground
survey / test for the peripheral slope of the nuclear reactor building,

b. Survey range

The survey range is determined in consideration of the size of the ground model for stability analysis
according to the slope's shape, size, geological structure and the constituent materials of the slope.

(3) Ground of important outdoor underground structure

a. Survey methods

For the ground structure, boring survey and, if needed, elastic wave velocity test are performed. For the
soil properties, in addition to the aforementioned survey, laboratory rock test using the boring core and in situ
bedrock test shall be performed. In the case when the ground at the site is considered to be similar to the
foundation ground of the nuclear reactor building, confirmation is performed by laboratory tests, etc. If the ground
is found to be identical with the ground of the nuclear reactor building foundation, it is possible to use the properties
derived for the foundation ground of the nuclear reactor building. In addition, for the backfill soil, it is necessary
to derive the properties of the desired consolidated state. For sandy ground, it is necessary to derive the
liquefication strength. Figure 3.3.2-3 shows the flow sheet of ground surveyitest of the important outdoor
underground structure.
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(. Start ) ]
'

Note : [~],<,[> ltems to be described in Chapter 4
|Geologicalsurveyin the hite la

.

(*)- Ground having fault rupture belt and other weak
1 stage

layers

Size, geological structure, surveyAest for safety Preliminary survey of gro,und
evaluation of foundation ground

-Heterogeneous ground
g o

Surve Aestforevaluatinggeolo icalstructure, Survey of geological stru'cture/ rock quality
heterostrata nterface adhesion streng ,and mechanical
properties of the various layers of the ground Ground surtace

-Layered ground survey, pit survey,
Surveyhest for evaluating the geological structure, hnrinn enruov.@

heterostrata interface adhesion strength,and strength / g
deformation prope oflayered ground

-Ground with veloped joint Survey of mechanical characteristics
SurveyAest for evaluating the scatter and

anisotropicity in strength and deformation properties Rock test, bedrock De gn
-

-Soft rock ground stage
Evaluation of differential settlement and scatter strengthtest

...........,
'y0esigns s., , p,{ccoetticient 50nvEtI0nal'm'e30i

'~ '

,,,

, Static seismic j 5Lotstabili evaluation
Leoefficient or equivalent
seisI56c6em5ent

NO Oveithe stand,ard
%alue of stability

evabgo,VSurvey / test cor- 9)responding to ~

characteristHCs of YES s
,

. ground

p..... ....,
. Design seismic coeffic ent Fr -- M ----

Sbtlesgy- ) :: Static analysis]
'

Detailed,

I coefficient or eau valent ' design
'seisWi5 c6e'fficient .l

,

'

Over the' standard sta0e

NO (yalue of stability
evaluatior

'

YES
o,p

[BIsic~eaitidub [ Dyna'micln'ak.'>s!s
~

uncticas. .; ::.....y.. .s

- NO Overthestandard-

f alue Of stabihtyd#
h evaluaQ0,0, *'

Studyof measures ::
Water drainage',etc. YES ( End ) "-

Figure 3.3.2-t. Example of flow sheet of survey / test and design of foundation ground of nuclear reactor building
[3.1-t).
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Example (1) of sursey/ rest of foundation ground of nuclear reactor building {3.1-1].Table 3.3.2-1(af.

Point F=_

Point E (sandstone.

Point A Point B Point C Point D (sandstone, mudstone lay-

Item (modstone) (mudstone) (ryholite) (granite) gravel) ered together) Results

Boring survey 9 holes 6 holes (exapand 2B (B: founda- 28: I hole; 30 holes 6 holes (expand: Layer / rock

about 1000 m) tion width) 1 IB: 23 holes
about 1.560 m), distribution,

total 92 holes underground
hole;

(expand: about water level,
IB: 4 or more 10,500 m) distribu-
holes (50-m tiert continuity/

j mesh) of rupture belto

7
6 S oles

- I hole (depth 5 holes 16 holes (depth V , V qualityc. p s
O

t 100-300 m) level, crack
j Elastic wave 5 holes 300 m) coefficient
E velocity test in
S boring holey
5

@ Pit survey Perpendicular at Same as Icft, Same as left, Same as left, Same as left. Same as left, layer / rock
's

j the portion just alw>ut 200 m about 670 m about 620 m about 320 m about 1,100 m distribution.
joint distribu-

over fot'ndation tion, distribu-)
.: ,

$ bottom, about tion / continuity

200 m of fault rupture
's beltg
3

- V,
2 50-m mesh, -

-

V,, V , dynam

elastic wa,*e Refraction meth- Refraction meth- refractive meth- Refractive meth- Refractive meth- Refractive meth-
] Ground sv face -

-

3

velocity test od: interval of od: interval of od, fan-like od, fan-like od: interval 2 m; od: interval 2.5 ic modulus of

Elastic wave 5m; famlike 5m; fan-like radiant methed radiant method fandike radiant m; fan-like clasticit3, dy-

method; interval radiant method: namic Poisson

speed test in pit radiant m.:thod: radiant method: interval 2.5 m ratio2m
interval of 2.5 m interval of 2.5 m

|
1

l

V
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Table 3.3.2-1(a) (Cont'd). Example (1) of survey / test of fotmdation ground of nuclear reactor building [3.1-1J.

' Point F (sand-

Point A Point B Point C Point D Point E (sand- stone, mudstone

Item (mudstone) (mudstone) (rybolite) (granite) stone, gravel) layered together) Results

Physical test About 270 picoes About 260 pieces About 300 pieces About 180 pieces About 560 pieces in pit: mudstone Specific gravity,
about 120 pieces, water

sandstone about absorptivity,
j 120 pieces density (effec-
2 In hole: mudstone tive porosity)**

about 90 pieces,e
e sandstone about
j 90 pieces
j

,

" o Uniaxial com- 269 pieces 258 piect.s About 280 pieces 95 pieces About 250 pieces In pit: mudstone Uniasial com-o

j pression test d=35 ~70 mm, d=50 mm, 4 = 50 mm, & = 50 mm, d=50 mm, 262 pieces, sand- pressive

j h = 80 ~ 135 mm h= 120 mm h=120 mm h=50 mm h=50 mm stone 265 pieces; strength (q,,),

In hele: mudstone static clastic
j 231 pieces, sand- modutus,
5 stone 154 pieces Poisson ratio

V,, V , dynam-
g Ultrasonic - 170 pieces About 300 pieces - About 250 pieces in pit: mudstoneo 3

202 pieces, sand- ic clastic
i velocity test of 4=50 mm,

stone 206 pieces; modulus, dy-
h= 120 mmd rocx In hele: mudstone namic Poisson

t$ 231 pieces, sand- ratio
stone 131 pieces

. . ~ , . .
_
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Table 3.3.2-1(a) (Cont'd). Example (1) of survey / test of foundatien ground of nuclear reactor building [3.1-1].

.

- , Point F
Point E (sandstone,

p Point A Point B Point C Point D (sandstone, mudstone layered
Item (mudstone) (mudstone) (ryholite) (granite) g'. vel) together) Results

'4-axial com- 135 groups - 23 groups 100 pieces About 120 pieces In pit: modstone v(c),do
pression test a = 1,3,6,10 a = 20 ~ 200 d = 50 mm, c=35 nun, 157 pieces, sand-

2 2kgf/cm , kgf/cm h= 100 mm h =70 mm stone 113 pieces;
i 4=35 ~50 mm, (5 stages) In hole: mudstoney

g h =70 ~ 100 mm 4 = 30 mm, 223 pieces, sand-
i ( h = 60 mm stone 116 pieces

c 4-50 mm,
y h= 100 mm,
I a== 1,3,5,8,13.20
3 kgf/cm2-

2 "

Tensile test - - 45 pieces 60 pieces Press to crack, In pit: mudstone Tensile (com-e
S 4=50 mm, 4=50 mm, 190 pieces 40 pieces, sand- pressive)
j h=50 mm h = 100' mm 4 =50 mm, stone 40 pieces; strength
,5 h = 50 mm In hole: mudstone

] 90 pieces, sand-
g stone 80 pieces

d=50 mm,%

h = 40 ~ 50 mm
-$
g Schmidt rock Measurement Measurement Measurement of Measurement Measurement Distribution of
} hammer test interval: 0.5 m; interval: 0.5 m; pit wall with interval: 2.5 m; interval: 5 m; scatter in resis-
W measurement measurement interval of 1 m measurement measurement point tance

range: 48 m; range: 40 m; range: 110 m; number: 9 (evaluation of
gramagnt

point number: 5 .
measurement measurement points / location nonuniformity
point number: 9 point number: 46 of ground)

points / location points / location location
,

- -. - en .

,_ m.,, , - ..,_F. 9 * v a
'
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Table 3.3.2-1(b). Example (2) of survey / test of foundation ground of nuclear reactor building.

Point F

| (sandstone,

Point E mudstone

Point A Point B Point D (sandstone, laminated with

item (medstone) (muddone) Point C (ryholite) (granite) gravel) each other) Results

-

' e5 earing capacity 10 Spots 4 Groups 2 Groups 16 Spots 12 Spots Vertical direc- Yield value,

test Load plate 4 30, Load plate d 30 lead plate 4 30 lead plate d 30, Load plate & 30 tion: 4 spots; limit bearing

cm 6C cm cm horizontal direc- capacity60,100 cm em Aa,=5
da,=5 kgf/cm kgf/ cur tion: 4 spots;2

load plate d 30jj
emy

>
,5 Step load r.:cp 2 Group 3 5 Pieces - - - Mudstene: 6 Upper limit

-

5 h strenpn test C 6 =50 mm, d = 50 mm, pieces; sand- yield strength

; (3 axial acceler- h = 125 mm h = 120 mm stone: 6 pieces (long-term bed-
-

c 3 =0,1,3,6,10 o3 = 0, 1, 3, 6, d =50 mm. rock bearingj :.ted crwp test) a

] kgf/cm 10 kgf/cm h = 100 mm capacity)2 2

o -a3 = 2.5 a3 = 4, 6, 8a -a3 = 2.5w ni
2 2 2

kgf/cm kgf/cm kgf/cmi e

1 j Aa, : Mudstone
210 kgf/cm

5|~ j
: Mudstone>

2

f
5 kgf/cm

L

Uriaxnal creep 3 Groups - - - - - Uniaxial creep |'

fai!ure test d=50 mm, failure strength
~ 1 h= 125 mm

4,= 22.5, 20.0,
17.5,150

2kgf/cm 1,>ad
:-

_ _ _ _ _ _
.

g
.. .

-



Example (2) of survey / test of foundation ground of nuclear reactor building.
Table 3.3.2-1(b) (Cont'd). _

Point F
(sandstone.

Point E mudstone

Point D (sandstone, laminated with
Point A Point B

Item (mudstone) (mudstone) Point C (ryholite) (granite) gravel) each other) Results

Bedrock shur 6 '% ots 4 Spots 6 Spots Block: 4 spots; Block: 5 spots; Block flow mesh- Failure surface

600x600 x300 600 x600 x200 700x700 mm lock: 3 spots imck: 3 spots es (4 pieces);

a = 0 ~30 600x600 mm 600 x600 mm attachment mesh-test
v u (4 pieces)mm mm

2

Aa,,=5 kgf/cm ay = 0 - 30 kgf/cm2

kgf/cm (6 stages)2

g Aa,=2.5 kgf/cm* o

@ (30 min)

liigh-pressure 3- 7 Groups 15 Spots (CU) -
-

-
- Failure surface

3 axial compression =50 mm, d=50 mm,

a test (block sam- h=125 mm h= 120 mm

$ ple) 43=0, I, 3, 6, a3= 0, I, 3, 6,
10,20,40 10,30 kgf/cn/

2kgf/cm

Tensile test 6 Groups (pure 5 Pieces (com-
-

-
-

- Failure surface

tensile), pressive failure)
0.1 kg//c:r'/ min 4=50 mm,

h= 100 mm __

h
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| Table 3.3.2-1(b) (Gm*d). Example (2) of survey / test of foundation greimd of nuclear reactor building. !

4
_,

i | Point F
l (sandstone, !
! Point E modstona [
! Point A Point B Point D (sandstone. Iammated with ;

Item (mudsto.4) (rnudstone) Point C (ryholite) (granite) gravel) eachother) Resmits h
'

Bedrock defor- 10 Spots 4 Spots 7 Spots 16 Spots 12 Spots Vertical. 6 30 Secant clastic !

mation test lead plate d 60, Lead plate d 60 4 30 cm, Imd plate 4 30, Lead plate 6 30 cm. 4 pieces, mc4ulus, tan- {_

;:s 5 300 cm em. Aa,=2 ay= 100 kgf/end. 60 era em horizontal,6 30 geti. 8 chstic !
j Aa,=2 kgf/cm kgflem (15 min) 50 cm. ev=50 c.m. 4 pieces, mc hius. defer-

" 2 2
'

25 (15 min) kgf/cm ,100 cm, vertical, d 80 mation coeffi- i

( ay=2D kgf/cm cm. 2 pieces cient2

e
i .o Bedrock creep 2 Spots 1 Spot - - - 2 Spots Crap coefficients

a test load plate 4 30 Load plate d 60 trad plate d 80
y em, a,= 6.12, 6, cm, e,= 6 cm. as,= It, i

W 2 2 20 kgflcm . last- kgf/cm . 4-12 kgf/cm .150
|ing for about 7 months days j,

days iu

i.

I

l
;

h

L.

[
_ 4

I
i.
!i

1

! ,-

1 :

j .

!

!
>

_ . _ . . . . -. I
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Table 3.3.21(c). E=. ample (3) of survey / test of foundation ground of nuclear tea: tor building,

item Point A (mudstone) Point 11 (mudstone) Results

High preuure 3 atial 7 Groups (UU) 15 Pieces (W) Deformation coefficient

ompression test (block 4 = 50 mm, h = 125 mm c= 50 mm, h= 120 mm
c

= 0,1,3,6,10,30
sample) 0 =0,1,3,6,10,20,40 033 2

kgf/cm kgf/cm2

3 asial compression test lach 3 groups (CU) - Deformation coefficient

(block simple), crude- & = 35 mm, h = 80 mm
2

} grained tuff
o3=0,1,3,6 kgf/cm

j 3 axial creep test 2 Groups (UU) 4 Pieces (UU) Creep coefficient

$=50 mm, h= 125 mm $ = 50 mm, h = 120 mm
k 22 o -0 = 6kgf/cm
t o,-o3= 6 kgf/cm 3

2

g (o3 = 0,0.5.1.5,3.0 o3 = 0.1,3,6.10 kgf/cm

j kgf/cm ) 30-40 Days2

2oi-oy l2 kgf/cmam
2$ (a3=0,1,3,6 kgf/cm )

Consolidation test 3 Groups 5 Pieces Consolidation yield

P = 2.5,5,10,20,40,160 &= 50 mm, h = 100 nun stress

kgf/cm P=Same as left2

Poisson ratio
Measurement of Polwon 1 Group -

ratio (3-axial UU test) 4= 50 mm, h= 125 mm
2o3=0,1,2,3 kgf/cm

Dynamic shear test 10 Pieces 9 Pieces Dynamic shear modulus

(= 108 mm, h= 30 mm c= 100 mm, h= 40 mm (G)

Imad: equivalent to load Same as left Damping

of soil emer (h)

y = 10-5 - 10-3 (I Hz) y : Same as left G/Go- y

y = 10-' (0.1.1,10 Hz) y : Same as left h-y

Initial stress measure- Horizontal two direc- - Three-dimensional stressf
o ment tions, vertical component, Check for

presence of structural
stress.

Check of presence of
3 asial compression test 3 Groups -

using layer boundary as c = 35 mm, h = 80 mm strength anisotropicity

parameter (UU) 0 = 1,3,6,10 kgf/cm with layer boundary as2
3

parameter.

108

o
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Table 3.3.2.l(c) (Cont'd). Example (3) of survey / test of foundation ground of nuclear reactor building,

item Point A (mudstone) Point 11 (mudstone) Results

3 atial compression test 1 Group c, 4 - w-

with water content ratio 4=$0 mm. hal25 mm
as parameter (UU) a3=0,1,3,6,10 kgf/cm2

Unlaxial compression !$ Pieces q, - w-

test with water content 4 = $0 mm, h = 125 mm
ratio as parameter

Ultrasonic velocity test 3 Pieces V , Ys - w- p
with water content ratio 4=$0 mm, h=$0 mm
used as parameter

Ultrasonic velocity test 4 Pieces Vs, V -Propagation- p
with propagation distance 4= $0 mm, h= 20 ~ 60 distance
used as parameter mm

%

e

. . _

m
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Figure 3.3.2-3. Eumple of flow chart of survey /te.t and design of ground of important outdoor underg.ound
stnicture [3.1 1].
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b. Suncy range

lhe suncy range is determined according to the site and shape of the structure, geological structure, etc.
'lhe intale pit (pump chamber) usually has 2 4 spots for boring. For the seawater duct and intale path, boring shall
be performed at an appropriate interval. The depth of boring is determined, in principle, to reach the common
ground with the foundation of the nuclear reactor building.

3.3.3 Properties needed for stability in estigation

The
1he main portion of the stability investigation for the ground is the evaluation of sliding failure.

evaluation of ground bearing capacity and tettlement, except conventional methods, may also be included in the
evaluation of sliding failure in many cases. In addition, in the case when an important outdoor underground
structure is built on sandy ground,it is necessary to evaluate stability with respect to liquefaction. I or the seawater
intake 6tructure, since it is usually long and large, c is necessary to evaluate the differential displacement during
an carthquake. 'lhe soil properties which are used to tvaluate the stability are mainly as follows:

(1) Weight of unit volume
(2} Static strength characteristics

(3) Static deformation characteristics
(4) Dynamic strength characteristics
(5) Dynamic deformation characteristics
(6) Damping constant

For practical analysis, the properties selected should be most suitable for the characteristics of the ground
and the analysis method. Correspondingly, the survey / test combination also depends on the specific case. Tables
3.3.3-1 through 3.3.3-3 list the existing examples of combinations of analysis method, physical properties and
survey / tests used. These can be explained as fol!ows.

(1) Static strength characteristics

The static strength is usually represented by the Mohr Coulomb failure criteria in the form of a simple
straight line. For the bedrock, the shear strength and internal friction angle derived in bedrock shear test and 3-axial
compression test are used.

(2) Static deformation characteristics

in the static analysis with bedrock as the object, the bedrock is usually taken as an clastic body and R
(secant clastic modulus) due to bedrock deformation test (plate load test)is used in many cases. In the case of soft
rock, in addition to that described above, E; (initial slope of stress-strain curve) or Ib (slope of straight line
between the point of 1/2 maximum asiat stress on stress-strain curve and oriF n)is used in some cases.i

I12
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|. Table 3.3.3-1. Example of stability tvaluation methods, properties needed for evaluation methods, and cornbinations of tests for deter nining the '

} properties (foundation grcund and sk,pe (ro:L bed ) [3.1 1].
1
i __ .

j
_

Properties

Unit volume Static eListic Static Poisson Ultimate bearing

| weight Static strength constant modulus ratio capacity
i
j T C, C" 4. c' E

l 2
| Analysis method (tf!m ) (tf/:rd) (degree) (tffm ) r Note

; Convenoonal method (seis- Bormg core sam- Bedrmk shear ten Same as left

ric coefficient method) plc, bkxk sample
(slip-surface method)

|
64 '

, Stane analysis Same as alwe Bedrock shear test. Same asleft Plate bad test Umaxia! compres-
' (long-term) 3-axia! comp es- (secant suffness). sion test. 3-anal

sion test 3-axial corrpres- compresma test
sion test

)' C (Es.EQ ,

un

! Static analysis (ds ing Same as above Same as above Same as atwve Same as almve Same as a%e

.' earthquake)
.-

Dynamic analysk Same as above Same as above Same as above'

i
Conventional Same as above Same as above Same as abme Beanng capaaty in the case of soft; 3

j method (seismic tew . rock- long-term:
3- coefficient method) gper limrt ys-id ,

i U salue; m canh- |

! E quake: the ultr- |
! j mate bearmg {
t careesty is used

separately
4

Conventional Plate load tet Umaual ccmpres- Else theoryo

! E method (secarr sffness) sen test. 3-atial (accordmg to
,

'

y compression test Bassinesq equa- <

5 temp

|
. .

%

1

t

\ , _ - . w , .m- -v ,- r w , e,



Nnatwas of te<s for de*ermxreeg se prttemes
Example of stabihty evalastr<m avsbods, m needed f.x evalumoon methods, and cer-:

TnNe 33.3-1 (Cons *d). (fourdanon ground ard s.ye (rxk bed) ) [3.1-1). -

Frv.m

Dynanne clasoc Dynarme Elaso: shear Dampeg

coef5cient Passrm ramo nwdulus coef5cient Creg coef5ciers

Dyn-r.A mength constant
bG. G,

#mD @) a. 8 WeC,. C,' d,. d,' E,

Analysis uvdM (tf/m ) (degee) (tfm') e,2

Conventional mech <d

(sersmse coef5cient
method)(sbesurface
nand)
Static analysas

Static analysis (durmg static strength Same as left Elastic wave veloci- Elastic wave Same as the

earthquake) is eften used ty test, dynarex vekxity teu stem of dynarrsc
4 (V . Vy clasec cseffi-shear ted. dy namre p

cient3-asial corrprevsr<m
-

test-
A

Dynanuc analysis Same as above Same as above Same as aNwe same as aNwe same as aNve Conv-remnally
awd values. dy-
namic 3-aual

ss test,m- . y m

dinamrc shear test

in the case of soft
rwk- Ng m

Cont-nramal urper hmit yieldx
3 method (smic value. in earth-
h coeffierent quake: the utte-
; s wy mate bearmg
y capactry as used
3

cn separately

In sms creep test Elasuc h vy

(accordrng to
j Conve,nal Ekese eg)
j medwd
j
e
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Table 333-2. Example of stahlmy evalumeon methods, prmernes needed for varmos evalcanon metinds. ami comH mm c-f a ses Er ceterwmang the verwas p svertes
(immdation grvund and s!cre (fault ruperare zone ami soil masenal) } .3.1-1j.

= = = -

| Propertes

Unit volume Staue rmsnm
weight ; Stade strength con < tant Static clastw rmdutus raa

.

p C. C' 4. 6' E
2

Analytical me6mf (tf!m') (tfTd) (degree) (rfim) e Nee

Conventmnal Block sample,in situ Faxial et,.,,u%. Same as left

methat (seismic densrry test test

coef5cient _d.od)

_
(strp-surface

3 methal) i
I

Static analysis Same as abwe : 3-asial m.3,s.- Sarne as left 3-axial compreswm 1-axial ceve
t ane shear test (Er EQ. test. conventenarytCong4mn) test.1

test, in seu shear test sunple shear te<t (Ed used values

Static analysis Same as aNwe Same as above Same as aNwe

(ira earthquake)

I
_

Dynamic scalysis - Same as abwe . 1 Sarne as ahne Same as above

.

sI

_ _ _

.. . . . . . _
.___.-.a
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Table 333-3. Exarrgie of stabsbry evaluanon rwthods, ,,m.ws needed for the varwas evaluston nrthm!s, amt * -- - of tests fw aa...__.g the vanna. L

i prtp (grmmd of importart outdoor undergrvund senscture) [3.1-11 [
>a

I

; & 'l

Urut vokme weight Static strength constars Dynarme strength constant >

r

i C, C' 4, 6' C C| +e +] |e
] Analytical method (tfIm') (tffm ) (degree) (tf!m ) (degree) Note [

2 7

f

Soil pressere Block sample, in situ 3-ad 1 compression Same as left i4

rdensity test test *

|
~

, i.

I L

Dynamic analysis Same as above Same as above Same as above Static strength is used Same as left i
. r

,, m mary cases >

I

Response Same as mixre '

a k.. .;n
metbwl

.

Liquefaction Same as above
'

r

>

h1
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i
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L
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I
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in the caw of clastic analysis for fault rupture belt or soil material, r; or lho is used obtained from the 3-
axial compression test. In the case ahen analysis in to be performed in consideration of the nonlinearity of the
ground, the deformation coefficient for nonlinear representation as a function of the stress or strain based on the
stress-strain curve in the 3 asial compression test may be used.

In the case when the earthquake stability evaluation is performed by static analysis, either static deformation
coeffi lent or dynamic deformation coefficient may be used.110 wever, when the former is used, the deformation
cannot be directly evaluated. }lence, appropriate judgment should be made in this case.

(3) Dynamic strength characteristics

in the case of stability evaluation by dynamic analysis, for the weak layers or weak ground with a low
strenph, the dynamic strength should be applied in principle. Ilowever, since many factors influence the dynamic
strengtt it is dilficult to make a general definition of the dynamic strength. Consequently, in dynamic analysis, the
static strengtn k " ed in many cases as the bedrock strength, so long as it is confirmed that 'the dynamic strength
is not less than the sta'ic strength."

; (4) Dynamic defor:aation characteristics

. In the dynamic aralysis with bedrock as the object, usually it is possible to ignore the nonlinearity of the'

bedrock. llence, with 113 aid of clastic velocity test or laboratory ultrasonic wave velocity test, the dynamic
deformation characteristica are determined from the elastic wave velocity (V,,, Vs). ~lhese values can also be
determined by vibration test or dynamic load test.

For soft rock ground, when a large strain due to seismic motion is estimated, analyses may be performed
uang nonlinear properties of the ground.

For the fault rupture mne and soil material, when they are analyzed as clastic bodies, the dynamic
deformation cha acteristics determined by clastic wave velocity test or laboratory ultrasonic wave velocity test can
be used, llowever, since the fault mpture zone and soil truerial display nonlinear deformation characteristics,
analpis is perfonned with the nonlinear characteristics taken into consideration in many cases, in these cases, the
strain-dependent deformation characteristics (G y relation) derived by dynamic 3-asial compression test, dynamic
shear test, etc., are applied,

(5) Damping characteristics

in the case when bedrock is analyzed and in the case when fault rupture belt and soil material are analyzed
as clastic bodies, the values conventionally used for these materials are often used. }{owever, in the case when
nonlinear analyses are needed, just as in the above G-y relationship, the strain-dependent h-t relationship derived
by dynamic 3 axial compression test and dynamic shear test is applied.

33.4. Classification of soil and engineering characteristics and evaluation

(1) Soil classification

When the modeling for studying the stability of ground is the primary purpose, grounds can be classified
from the engineering point of view into the following types: {1} isotropic ground, {2} anisotropic ground, and {3}
heterogeneous ground. For details of the geological classification of ground, please see "Section 3.2.3(3) Bedrock
classification.'
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(2) Fngineering characteristics and evaluation of soil

s. Isotopic ground

When the engineering characteristics are evaluated, the plate bearing test and elastic wave velocity test for
If needed, rock test and borehole loading test are alsothe deformation characteristics are mainly carried out.

performed. For the ,,rength characteristics, bedrxk shear tmt 4 mainly performed. If needed,the rock test is also
performed. To evaluate the characteristics in the depth direction, classification by observation of boring core, rock
test of core, borehole clastic wave velocity test, and borehole loading test are performed to determir,e the

In addition, for the foundation rocks which shows local inhomogeneitydeformation and strength characteristics.
such as those containing gravel and the foundation rocks with joint system, an evaluation of the results of rock test
and selection of the position and size for in situ test should be carried out very carefully. For example, for the site
of the loading plates used in the various tests, the diameter or side length of the plate should be 5-6 times the
maximum size of the gravel particles.

b. Anisotropic ground

ne tests should be performed in consideration of the preferred direction of the joint and the direction of
stratification. For in-situ shear and deformation tests of a bedrock, two to three tests are needed with different angles
to the plane of stratification of the rock in order to evaluate the strength / deformation anisotropicity due to the angle
between the loading direction and the direction of the stratification plane. He following are several examples of
measurement results of anisotropicity of bedrock.

(i) Measurement examples of anisotropicity of shear strength

Figures 3,3.4-1 shows an example of the results of a shear test of stratified bedrock. It can be seen that
the shear strength depena significantly on the angle of the stratification surface. Hat is, the strength with a small
angle with respect to the stratification (marked by x in the figure) is less than that in the case with a large angle with
respect to the stratification (marked by o in the diagram).

(ii) Example of measurement of anisotropielty of clastic modulus

Table 3.3.4-1 lists examples of elastic modulus of the bedrock determined by the plate bearing test. In the
case of this foundation rock, the development of schistosity is remarkable and the elastic modulus obtained by the
loading parallel to the schistosity plan is larger than that by the loading perpendicular to the schistosity plane.
Figure 3.3.4-2 shows an example of anisotropicity caused by the joint surface. This diagram was determined by
performing 3-axial compression testing of a rock sample cut out from the bedrock. It can be seen that as the angle
between the load direction and joint surface decreases, the clastic modulus increases.

For a ground made of strata of material of different properties, if the strata are relatively thick, for each
When analysis is to be made, the

stratum, the engineering characteristics are derived as isotropic properties.
anisotropicity is taken into consideration. We various test items used for evaluation are the same as those for an
isotropic ground.
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Table 3.3.41. tilastic modulus of anisotropic bedrock (in the case of Stratified rock).
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c. }{eterogeneous foundation rocks

He heterogeneous foundation rocks are characterized as the foundation rocks consisting of different type
and class of rocks and/or that consisting of rocks showing locally different extcuts of weathering and alteration.
Consequently. in the case when evaluation is to be made of the engineering characteristics, the ground is zoned
according to the geological structure. For each zone, the test methods used to evaluate isotropic ground are
adepted, respectively. He heterogeneity can be accounted for by using different propertica for each zone in ,

anal) sin.

(3) Classification of ground constituent materials

a. Clanification

ne constituent materials of the ground can be classified as follows from the engineering point of view.

{1}liardrock
{2) Weathered rock, deteriorated rock

{3) Soft rock
{4} Soil
{5) Weak strata (fault rupture zone, etc.)

In some cases, weathered and deteriorated rock are included in the class of soft rocks. Ilowever, it may
be more convenient to categorize them in separate classes for engineering evaluation.11ence, the above five classes
are used.

b. Definitions of various ground constituent materials

{1} liard rock

liard rock refers to rock with uniaxial compression strength usually higher than about 500 kgf/cm . Also,2

rock with uniaxial compression strength of about 200-500 kgf/cm which is sometimes referred to as intermediate2

hard rock is also taken as hard rock in this guideline.

{2) Weathered rock, deteriorated rock

Rock which has been made fragile due to weathering effects is called weathered rock, Rock which has
deteriorated due to actions of heat and hot water is called deteriorated rock. Progress in the weathering process,

i depends on the type of rock. For new-period rocks, since there exist few joints, fault rupture zones and other
geological separation surface, weathering makes progress from the surface layer, Consequently, the interior portion
remains fresh. On the other hand, for old-period rocks, since there are many geological separation surfaces,
weathering takes place not only from the surface layer, but also along the geological separation surfaces to the deep
interior portion. As a result, the interior may not be as fresh as in the aforementioned case. Chloritized rock,
carbonated rock, zeolitized rock, hot-water clay, and other rocks deteriorated by heat or hot water are all weaker
than the original rock. On the other hand, hornfels, silicated rock, propylite, etc., are harder and finer than the
original rock. ney can be treated as hard rocks.
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(3) Soft rocks

Soft rocks mainly refer to sedimentary rocks from the 'ler*it.ry e th. The mechanical characteristics of.

soft rocks are intermediate between soil and hard rocks. The major feature of wft rocks is that they are moie
consolidated than soil, while their gaps are larger than hard rocks and the soft rocks are weaker in physicochemical

2' function than the hard rocks. 1he uniasial compression strength is less thr. about 200 kgficm ,

(4) Soil

Soil refers to a sediment or loose deposit state of nolid particles formed by physical and chemical
weathering of rock. In some cases, it may also contain organi; substances.

{$) Weak strata (fault rupture zone, etc.)

The fault rupture mnes and other weak strata are generated in the tectonic movement, etc. The width of
the mne is in the range of several mm to several hundred m. However, since large zones are avoided in the
selection of foundation ground, we are concerned only with those with width in the range of several mm to several
m.

(4) Engineering characteristics and evaluation of soil constituent materials

a. Hard rock

in many cases, joints are developed in hard rocks; therefore, it is desirable to evaluate the foundation rocks
mainly based on in-situ rock tests supplemented by the results of laboratory rock tests. When various bedrock tests
are implemented for the bedrock with developed joints, arrangement is made to enable the average joint influence
to be taken into consideration in the test,

b. Weathered rock, deteriorated rock

'Ihere is no test method dedicated only to weathered rock and deteriorated rock. Hence, the various test
methods for hard rock and soil test methods are used in consideration of the hardness of the rock. During the
evaluation, it is necessary to perform analysis of the mineralogic observation, geological factors and origins.

c. Soft rocks

As far as formation is concerned, soft rocks cannot be clearly classified from the hard rocks. Cracks
caused by schistosity and joints, which are characteristics of hard rocks, can also be observed in soft rocks.
However, their influences on the mechanical properties are not as large as in the case of hard rocks. Usually, since
the results of rock test are in high agreement with the results of in-situ bedrock test, survey / test of the soft rock is
mainly carried out by laboratory test. Of course, if needed, in situ test may also be performed, in some cases it
is necessary to determine the creep characteristics.

d. Soil

Soil may be further classified, according to the dimensions of particles contained in it, into gravel, sand,
clay (silt, clay), etc. The adhesion among particles is w eak in soil. It usually displays a large deformation and may
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be affected easily by water. In addition, when its structure is disturbed by stirring, its mechanical properties are
changed significantly. %e engineering characteristics of soil include physical properties, strength characteristics,
deformation characteristics, compression characteristics, consolidationcharacteristics, water permeability, etc. Also,
for sandy soil, the liquefaction characteristics usually should be considered.

e. Weak strata (fault rupture mne, etc.)

he fault rupture wne is usually made of fault clay and fault breccia. Usually, fault clay has a lower
strength and lower rigidity than fault breccia. Consequently, careful investigation should be performed of the
mechanical characteristics of the fault clay. In some cases, evaluation of the mechanical characteristics of fault clay
and fault breccia is divided into two portions for survey / test.

As far as survey / test is concemed, for the dicturted sample, the physical test is mainly performed. For
the undisturbed sample, the mechanical test is mainly performed in some cases in-situ terits shall be performed for
strength characteristics and defornation characteristics. Table 3.3.4-2 lists the types of tests using undisturbed
samples and types of in situ tests. For the disturbed samples, tests shall also be performed sceording to ther.e
methods.

It is very difficult to obtain undisturbed samples by boring. llence, undisturted samples collected from
the pit are used for laboratory testing. In this case, it is necessary to prevent change in the water content and
saturation degree due to boring. For the sample used in laboratory test, if it is forced to naturate, the sample may
be disturbed. llence, test is performed for the saturation degiee in the natural state.

For evaluation of the meismic stability of weak strata, when a sufficiently large undisturbed sample can be
obtained, the dynamic strength shall be used, or, when it is confirmed that the dynamic strength is not less than the
static strength, the static strength can be used. According to the results of the comparison testa performed up to
now, in many cases, the dynamic strength is found to be greater than the static strength.

3.3.$ Representation method of properties and application in design

(1) Representation of static strength characteristics

%e static strength of a ground is usually represented as a function of normal stress or average principal
he strength depends on the type of ground, loading ronditions, etc. He following re the major itemsstress.

which should be taken into consideration when the strength characteristics are to be represented.

Type of failure criteriaa.

As ground failure is caused by ..ide, i.e., shear failure, the strength of the ground may be represented as
the maaimum shear resistance by the ground.
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Table 3.3.4 2. Types of tests of undisturbed samples and in situ tests of fault ruptiire rone and other weak
stratum material for evaluation of the bedrock stability [3.1 1).

I Evaluation purpose / Test type

long-term
stability eval.;
stability eval, long-term stability Safety evaluation
in earthquake evatuation in earthquake

Physical StreIngth Deformation Strength Deformation /
Subject test test test test dainping test Note

Physical tests Single-plane Simple shear, Dynamic Dynsmic Depending on

(natural water shear, simple 3-axial come simple shear, simple shear, the results of
content, satu. 6 hear 3-axial pression, dynamic 3- dynamie 3- consolidation
ration degree, compression (0 standard con- axial compres- axial compres- test, etc., the

Gplasticity solidation. Vy sion,G)or alon ' appropriate
index, density, consolidation static l-plane test pressure

Weak strata, grain sire, shear, simple range is deter-

such as fault etc.) shear,3 axial mined.
G3compression - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - -~~~~~~~~~~~~~ -------------- - - - - - - - - - - - - -

rupture renes, "In nome cases, in some cases, in some esses,
''C' cone penetra- load in boring microregion

tion, borehole hole, and other clastic wave I

shear, and in situ testa velocity test
other in situ
tests

(DConsolidation/ drainage test (CD test) is performed; it is also possible to perform consolidation /undrainage test
(CU test) with measurement made for the gap hydraulle pressure.

* Consolidation /undrainage test (CU test) is performed.

<
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1he commonly used failure criteria are as follow s:

{l) Mohr-Coulomb failure criteria
{2) Griffith's failure criteria
{3} Modified Griffith's failure criteria
{4) I milure criteria using parabolic representation
{5) Failure criteria using power function representation

Among the above failure criteria, the Mohr-Coulomb criteria is often used in practical applications, since
it can be handled in a sitnple wmy to evaluate the stability of the ground. In this case, the strength characteristics
of the ground can be represented by two strength constants (C, d). In addition, for representation, the range of the
stress to be considered should be clarified. l'igure 3.3.5-1 illustrates failure criteria {l)-{4).

b. Total stress representation and effective stress representation

(a) Soil and other groi.md materials

For a ground material *Aith relatively large porosity, the properties of the material depend on the pressure
of water filling the pores. 'Ihis is particularly important for soil. 'Ihat is, assuming the total stress applied to
saturated soil element in o, and the porewater pressure is u, then the effective stress o' can be represented as a' =
a - u. The effective stress can be used to represent the soil strength in a single defined way independent of 6e
drainage condition and the magnitude of the porewater pressure. However, in the case when the porewster pressure
is not clear, representation may be performed using the total stress instead of the effective stress for design and
practical app ication.l

As generation and dissipation of the porewater pressure causes variation in the safety factor of the stmeture
or fot:idation made of the soil, the application ranges are different between the case with total stress presentation
and the effective 4 tress presentation. Attention shr.uld be paid to this feature.

The total stress analysis method based on the undrained shear strength can be used for safety evaluation
during the period when the drainage condition of the porewater can be considered as undrained. For example, it

@ (When a 1)

T /<*T

[7 @ (When a
2),e

'/,'' Symbols

j,f' , / ,,, 'jf,' @ :-Mohr Coulomb failure entena
,,,'' t= t+ e1na e

Shear ,,',,' @ :-Gnffith fgiture criteria
8r = 4 ,, (1 + ,/,,)

"8 ,' 1;- - Modued Gnthth failure enteria,

' t = a o, + e.1

@ 2 ,' ;- - f ailure enteria wfth parabohe representatione
,f t r'r )*= 14 a/a, (Isasa),

a

fjr @ ,, (When a = 1) r- ra + f e
0 a Normalstress (When a . 2) r'- d e'j f

Figure 3.3.5-1. Types and profiles of failure criteria.
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can be applied to stabimy analysis and earthquake analysis for an aquielude ground under the so-called construction
condition in a very short period just after variation in the load conditions (see Tables 3.3.5-1,2).

(b) liard rock and other ground materials

For the bedrock made of hard rock with fewer pores, the effect of the pose water prruure may be
neglected as compared to the level and variation range of the stress under consideration, in this cae, the total stren
may te used to represent the strength characteristles.

(c) Soft rock

In recent years, it has been found that since soft rock has a relatively high porosity, the conerpt of elfective
stress may be applied in nome cases.

He behavior of the porewater pressure of soft rock is similar to that of sedimentary clay. Ilence, it is
necessary to study the long tenn stability problem of the slope of saturated soft rock on the basis of the et,ective
stress. Ilowever, for soft rock, measurement of the porewster prenure is usually difficult, and the influence of the ,

porewster preuure on the strength defonnation characteristics is not as significant as soil when the strength reaches |
i

a certain level. As a result, it is necessary to use the concept of total stress and the concept of effective stren
respectively in different cases depending on the magnitude of the strength of the soft rock.

Tables 3.3.5-1 and 3.3.5 2 summarire the relations between the type of structure and type of ground as
the object of safety evaluation and the test conditions.

c. ShorHenn strength and long-tenn strength
,

in the ease when the pore water prenure has a large influence on the strength, as pointed out in section
b above, depending on the drainage condition, either the total-stress representation or the effective-stress
representation is used for different ranges of application in this case, variation in the strength caused by generation
and dissipation of the pore water pressure is taken into consideration. Ilowever, for both the trdrainage strength
and drainage strength, long term decrease takes place depending on the streu conditMn, etc. The decrease pattern ,

can te evr!uated by studying the strain ratio effect and the creep strength. For the loug-term stability of the slope,
Skempton investigated [3.3.5 1] and pointed out the importance of deriving the residual strength. For the short-term
strength, please see Section '3.3.5(3) Representation of dynamic strength characteristics.'

d, Type of ground and method of deriving local safety factor

ne local safety factor is used as an index for determinieg the potential slide surface from the elements with
a small local safety factor, when the safety of the ground is evuuated along the slide surface using the finite element
method. For anfety evaluation, the safety factor of the e itire slide surface can be derived from the safety factors
of the elements along the potential slide surface.

As a result, even in the case when the local safety factor is somewhat lower than 1.0, successive calculation

can be performed to confirm that no progressive damage takes place. In this way, if it is found that the overall slide
safety factor is higher than the prescribed evaluation standard value, the safety of the ground is confirmed.

Stability of the ground should be evaluated for different phases: just after completion [of the structure),
long term, and during earthquake. In this case, as the state of generation of pore water pressure depends on the
hardness of the ground as pointed out above, it is necessary to determine the strength of the ground to derive the
local anfety factor,
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Table 3.3.5 1.- Types of bedrock and test conditions [3.1 1](nucle r reactor building foundation ground'h).

_

lead condition

Type of groundc2' long-term in earthquaken*

Soft rak in i.aturated Effective-stress strength is used as Total stress strength h used an

At*' state and with q,< 20 the strength; derived from CU test the strength; derised from CU

kgf/cm or CD test test2

Soft rock in saturated Total-stress strength is used as the Same as left

;g state with q,> 10 strength; derived from bedrock
094 ,

kgf/cm*, and soft rock i. hear test, uniasial compression

11 ' in unsaturated state test, 3-axial unconvilidated0

undrainage test (L at), CU

test, tensile (pressing cracking)
letit, etc.

liard rock Same as above Same as above

*lhe ground of important outdoor underground structures in defined in Tables 3.3.5- 1, 3.3.5-2.
*Ihe strength of the rupture zone material is determined accoring to soft rock A.
*lhe classification scheme of the soft rock from the geological point of view is discussed in Section *3.3.2(3)Il

liedrock classification." llowever, this scheme is not adopted here. Instead, the soft rocks are roughly divided
into typer A aed 11 with regard to the test method (total stress analysis method or effective stress analysis method)
used, from the standpoint of test performance.

H' Soft nicks which are relatively soft and belong to Type 11 sof t rock and Type lit soft rock in saturated state.
(5' Soft nicks which belong to Type I soft rock or Type 11 and Type til soft rocks in unsaturated state or having a

relatively large consolidation degree.
S'It is confirmed that the dynamic strength is not less than static strength.
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Table 3.3.5 2. Typea of ground and test conditions [3.1.1] (escavation slope, banking slope).

load condition / Strength needed for stability analysis

During and just after building After construction of structure
of structure (long-term and seismic stability)

Total stress Strength
strength (both determined by

Total-stress Total-stress long-term and CU or CD test;

strenFth (long- strength (long- seismic) deter- effectiveness

term) determined term) determined mined by in situ strength for long-
by in situ bedrock by CU test; use bedrock shear term strength,

shear test, UU CD strengtn for test, UU test. or total stress
test, or unistial sandy soil and uniasial com- strength for

Type of ground compression test gravel prest. ion test seismic strength
,

O
Sandy noil, gravel O (including

liquefaction)

Nornud consolidation CU strength is
and excessive consoli- O used in some O (3'
dation cases'3'

Clay
Excessive consolida-
tion (dry soil with O Same as above(3' O '3'

many cracks)(D

llackfill soil matenal O O
(unsaturated)

2q,< 20 kgf/cm
A and in saturated O O

gg[g state

rockG) 2q,> 10 kgf/cm
11 or in unsaturated O O

state

Hard rock O O

For the banking slope, this case is For the ev.svation slope, this case is
usually m st dangerous. Hence, usually most dangeroua. Hence,Nw
investigation is mainly performed in investigation is mainly performed in
this case. this case.

(hlt is necessary to take the influence of cracks into consideration.
*See note for classification of soft rocks in Table 3.3.51.
*In the case of excavation, the strength is determined considering the decrease in strength due to swelling caused

by water absorption under long-term loads in some cases.
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For grounds made of saturated soil material, fault rupture zone or other weak stratum material, and
trelatively soft rocks (with q, < 20 kgflern ), since the pore water pressure may rise easily, this feature must be

taken into consideration w ben the local safety factor is to be determined, in this case, in princip!c, !ong-term safety
evaluation is performed using the strength, deformation coef6cients under the consolidation drainage condition, la
the o lonal 3-axial compression test, the strength in the case of consolidated drainage is higher than the CU l
strengd . :he case when it is dif6 cult to perform the CD test and CU tests for the ground, if there exists a safety I

margin, the CU strength is to be used to study the sliding safety of the structure foundation ground, llowever, for
a swelling ground, the average principal stress decicanes due to cutting and digging, and the strength decreases due
to water absorption and swelling. Hence, for a certain stress range, it becomes CD strength < CU strength. For

,

such ground, it is necessary to determine the local safety factor by the strength determined under the CD condition. 1

Safety evaluation during earthquake is usually performed by determinirig the local safety factor from the strength |

determined under the CU cond: tion. In this case, the shear strength corresponding to the long-term stress (such as
the average principal stress) is believed to be applicable to seismic condition; hence, it is appropriate to determine
the local safety factor from the ratio of the above strength to the shear stress during earthquake.

On the other hand, for hard rock and relatively hard soft rock, the generation rate of porewster pressure
)is low; and there exists a sufficient margin of stretsgth. Consequently, the local safety factor can be determined

from the total-stress strength from the in-situ bedrock shear test and uniarial/3-axial corrpression test for both long-
term and seismic conditions. He same applies to the case of unsaturated ground. For soft ground, however, when

J
;

the sample is collected, as the stress is released, the state is disturbed manually. In addition, the status of generation
of the porewater pressure depends on the saturation degree and confinement pressure in a co:aplicated pattern.
llence, it is desired that the strength under the CU condition similar to the actual ground condition be used.

INetors that affect the sti ngth 1
c.

Usually, the static strength can be represented as a ft netion of normal stress or average principal stress,
in some cases, however, representation is made considering strain Je and anisotropielty. Hence, in the case when
there are factors that affect the strength in the ground, it is necessary to represent the strength with these factors.

(2) Representation of static deformation characteristics

ne static deformation characteristics of the grotad is usually represented by the stress-strain relation by
regarding the deformation behavior of the ground as a continuous body. Depending on the mechanical model of
the continuous body adopted, the stress-strain relation can be represented in various forms (Table 3.3.5-3).

For the nonlinear characteristics of the ground, usually based on the stress-strain relation from the 3 axial

compression test, the deformation coef6cients and Poisson's ratio are represented as functions of stresses [3.3.5-2 3].
In addition, for soft rock, fault rupture zone, and other weak strata, it is necessary to consider the dependence of the
deformation characteristics on the confinement pressure. He dependence of the deformation characteristics on the
confinement pressure is usually determined from the stress / strain vs. confinement pressure (overburden load in the
case of simple shear test). In the case of soft rock, the long-term deformation may become problematic in some cases,

in these cases, it is necessary to evaluate the creep characteristics. He creep characteristics are usually represented
using the Voigt Spring model.

(3) Representation of dynamic strength characaristics

!
a. Strength

Dynamic strength is defined as the strength under a single impact load or under a repeated load of a certain
amplitude at a certain repetition frequency. Its value depends significantly on the magnitude of the confinement
pressure and the presence of porewater. Hence, it is necessary to study the dynamic strength of ground and its i
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Table 3 3.5 3. Stress-strain relation and mechanical model.
l

j f(epresentation of
Mechanical model Stress-strain relation deformation properties I:catures

|
|

| Unear clastic body (t} = [D)E (o} [D]E is a strtss wtrain it is a basic mechanical
(t} ; Strain vector matrix, made of two model and can be applied

(o} : Stress vecte: clastic constants (such as easily
clastic modulus E and
Poisson's ratio)

Nonlinear clastic body d(t} = [f 4 d(o) [D]E is made of two it can represent nonlinear
clastic constants expressed deformation behavior
as the function of stress
and strain

Elastoplastic body d(t} = d(t}E + d(t}* f, g, and h represent yield it can represent irrevers-

d(t}E = [D]E d(o} function, plastie potential ible deformation behavior
d(t}P = h((ag/bo)df} function and hardening
Superscripts E,P represent function, respectively
" clastic' and ' plastic.'
respectively

representation method with 6e followng factors taken into consideration: loading speed effect, inertial force effect,
cyclic loading effect, inf1'. ente of irregular load, magnitude of confinement pressure, saturation state, liquefaction,
etc.

(a) leading spN effwi

According to the past experimental results, the strength of aand does not depend on the loading speed.x

However, as the conf'mement pressure increases, even for sand, its strength characteristics become dependent on
the strain rate [3.3.5-4]. It is well known that the undrainage strength of clay increases as the time to failure
becomes shorter. De relation between the load velocity and increase in the strength depends on the plasticity index,
water content, excessive consolidation ratio, etc. For rocks, although a clear strain rate effect can be seen with
respect to the peak strength, this effect is not as clear for the residual strength.

(b) Inertial force effect

When an earthquake takes place, the force acting on the ground can be divided into the dynamic stress due
to the seismic force acting on the micro elements of the ground and the body force, i.e., inertial force directly acting
on individual soil particles. Based on the results of researches on the effect of the magnitude of the body force on
the strength of dry sand [3.3.5-5), it was reported that under both vertical vibration and horizontal vibration, as the
vibration acceleration is increased, the shear strength of dry sand decreases. Ilowever, for the acceleration range
related to the engineering analysis, the decrease in the shear strength is not significant.
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(c) Cyclie loading effect

t

According to the results of tesearches on the effect of the magnitude of the dynamic stress on the strength
of the dry sand [3.3.5-5J, we have *

4, 4,,, < 4, (3.3.5-1)

where. 4s: 4 in static test
o.g 4 in the case when an initial shear stress is applied as a repeated load
do: 4 under repeated load after isotopic consolidation.

'

It can be seen that 4 of dry sand in repeated load state is larger then 4 for static load. In addition, when
the repetitive load test is performed for clay, after an initial shear stress with one of various magnitudes is applied
te the sample, then the vibration load is applied. His is because the dynamic strength depends on the magnitude
of the initial shear stress. For rocks, the strength shows almost no decrease at all for the number of cycles typical
of an actual earthquale |3.3.5-6].

(d) Effect of irregular load

Usually, the dynamic strengih under 6 regular load decreases as the number of cycles increases. For the
purpose of studying the difference between the dynamic strength characteristics under a constant stress amplitude
and the strength characteristics under in irregular load, the strength <leformation characteristics were studied using
a loading time history determined from the netual seismic acceleration waveform of TAIT earthquake (NS
component) [3.3.5-6]. As a result, it was found that when an irregu.lar load is applied, the dynamic strsmgth cf the
soil depends not only on the magnitude of the maximum load, but also significantly on the duration and waveform.
On the other hand, according to the test results for rocks, the dynamic strength is not less than the static stren2th
determined by the conventional test.

(e) Liquefaction

(i) loose sand

For naturated sandy ground vith a low density, when a repeated shear stress is applied is nearly an
undrainage state within a short duration such as an earthquake, as sand pasticles change relative posit. ion to fit each
other, the volume tends to decrease and the porewater pressure rises. When the effective stress becomes 0, the
shear resistance of the ground is almost totally lost, and a very large strain develops just as in a liquid. His
phenomenon is called liquefaction. In addition, due to the upward flow of the poderground water caused by the
liquefaction of the lower layer, liquefaction is also induced in the upper layer, his la called accondary hquefaction.
Figure 3.3.5-2 (1) shows the effective stress path and the stress-strain reistionsipp in the case when a certain suess

is applied repeatedly to the loose saturated sand sample [3.3.5 7]. It can be seen that after the etress states passes
a certain line (line of tiansform), the effective stress becomes nearly null as the load is removed. De shear strength
is lost and the shear strain increases drastically.
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Figure 3.3.5-2. Effective stress paths (left side) and stress-strain refrtion (right side)in hollow torsion shear tests
for loose sand and dense sand.
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(ii) Dense sand

For sandy g.ound with a high density (for example, with N-value in the standard penetration test of 20-30
or higher), there are few examples of liquefaction caused by pau earthquakes. Ilowever, according to laboratory
tests, even for a dense sand layer with a relative density of about 80% ar greater, it is found that the porewater
pressure rises and the shear rigidity decreases due to the repeated shear action.

Figure 3.3.5/2(2) shows the effective shear path and stress. strain Wation of a dense saturated sand sample
under rep Jed action of a certain stress [3.3.5-7). It can be seen that ev<m w'on ihn stress state passes the line of
transfu n, a large strain is not generated in the sand, and the shear rigidity is 'osi un'/ within a limited strain range.

la order to distinguish it from the liquefaction of loose sand, this phenomenon genvated in dense sand is
6. ally utlNIcydic rmbility. In consideration of these differences from loose sand, there 4 no need to be afraid
of tm danger of compi te la of the shear strength by liquefaction in dense sand. In teed it is important to
evaluate the strain range whert +s she t rigidity is lost (limit strain), i.e., evaluate the degrey of strain generated
in the ground due to earthqualc

(iii) Factors that influence liquefactii. nre gth

Factors that innuence liquefactii istrength of satura'ed +and includt density, confmement pressure, particle
size sad content of fme particle, m~.dMation shear loading history, particle's miersscopic structure and
cementat'on, initial shear stress, etc sweve; it is clear that the frequency has almost no innuence on the
liquefaction stra ' tud itself [3 1). On the other hand, since the frequency content of a seismic motion
has a large inna- . stre , in f .y ground, the frequency content should be considered ar me factor for
evaluating the pom ilf, J liqudain.

(iv) Judgment of liquefaction

{l} Method for -redicting liqrfetion

'Ihere are various meth. Js of preq; Sug liquefaction, ranging from empirical meihods to laboratory test,
and in situ liquefactior tests. Tutie ''.3.5-4 ts the types of pudiction methods and the necessary survey P ms,
tests and analyses. Among these m.4ods, dr:~ abtained by standard penetration test, granularity test,4,d other
conventional soilinvest;gstion methods are m 'ly used as the simple methods for predicting groun<8 Uquefaction.
In bb nethod, various stadards and guidelm published by various institutions are summarized. As liquefaction
of a dense sand groundis evaluated, it is desirrble that investigation be performed according to the now chart shown
in Figure 30.5 3 with full consideration of the differences compared to loose sandy grcund.

(2) Methods of determining liqu+ faction

For loose sandy ground r!.d dinse sandy ground, the liquefaction determining methods ilbstrated in Figure
3.3.5-4 can be applied. IF 1 ilquefaction stress reaio R cm be represented by the following formula:
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f Table 3.3.5-4. Types of liquefaction prediction method and necessary survey items [3.1-1).

_

Liquefaction pred.cting method Necesse rvey, test, analysis

Preliminary study based on records of past earth. Collection of earthhake damage recorde, survey of
quakes related information

Preliminary study based on topography and geology Microtopographic classification, fonnation of geo-
logical section maps

!
| Various standsrds (Road / Bridge Seismic Design Boring, standard penetration test, sampling granu-

Guidelines, Building Foundation Stmeture Design tarity test, determination of seismic force
Standstds, Bay Facility Technical Standards, Build-
ing De-ign Standards and Commentary, Regulations
Concerning Dangerous Materials, Road / Bridge -

Guidelines, tud Reform Business Program Design
Standards) and various simple prediction methods

Detailed prediction methods using liquefaction test Boring, standa.-d penetration tv 1, sampling PS
and seismic response analysis (including tus - detection, granularity test, (maximum' minimum+

which takes the accumulation and dissipation of density test), liquefaction test (dynamic 3-axial
excessive pore water pressure inte consideration) compression test, etc.), (test for deriving dynamic

deformation coefficient), Jetermination of seismic
l force, seismic response analysis (stability analysis

with excessive pore water pressure taken imo con-
sideration)

Methods which perform model test (vibration table, Vibration table test, stake table test, test using
etc.), in situ test, etc, explosion

Nt Items within ( ) are not needed in some cases.
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Figure 3.3.5-4. Uquefaction determining curve [3.3.5-9).

R - a {N" +(bN )" + c- 14.8 f(D )}i i g

f(D ) = 0.255 log (D /0.35) : 0.04 sD s0.6 mm (3.3.5 1)g g u

f(D ) = 0.05 : 0.6 s D s 1.5 mmg 3

where a, b, c, and n are constants, which are determined according to reference (3.3.5-9); Dg is the average
particle size (mm). For dense sand, the error is small even wh n c == 0.

(4) Representation of dynamic deformation and damping characteristics

Representation method of dynamic deformation and damping characteristicsa.

He dynamic deformation and damping characteristics of ground are used to evaluate the behavior of the
ground during earthquake. The dynamic deformation and damping characteristics are often represented by clastic
shear modulus, Poisson's ratio, and damping constant. Hey usually depend on the magnitude of the strain
generated and the confinement pressure. Hence, for dynamic deformation and damping characteristics as well as
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their representation method, evaluation should be performed considering the magnitude of strain and the influence
of confinement pressure.

Also, in order to study the soil structure interaction during earthquake or to design the structure considering
the ground reaction force, spring constants are used.

(a) Shear modulus of elasticity

(i) Deforma'. ion characteristics of soit using linear viscoelastic model

in the viscoelastic model, usually a dashpot which displays a resistance proportional to the velocity is used
as the model to represent the damping mechanism. Various combinations of the springs representing the rigidity
of the system and the dashpot have been proposed such as Voight type and Maxwell type models.

(ii) Nonlinear deformation characteristics of soil

Re relationship between stress and strain of the soit usually exhibits nonlinearity. When the strain
generated during an eartl ..ake is sufficiently small, the behavior of the ground can be fully analyzed with elastic
assumption. On the other hand, when the strain becomes larger, it is necessary to evaluate the change in the
deformation characteristics, i.e., a nonlinear behavior, is needed.

In many cases, the nonlinear dynamic stress vs strain relation of soilis usually represented by the stress-
strain relation v' hen a virgin load is applied on the soil (skeleton curve) and the stress-strain loops (hysteresis curves)
obtained under pre-cribed repeated loads on the soil. In the equivalent linear model, the skeleton curve is used to
determine t" shear elastic modulus, and the hysteresis loops for the damping characteristics For seismic response
analysis, thi iardin-Drnevich model and the Ramberg-Osgood model are often used [3.3.5-10].

(b) Damping constant

(i) Internal damping (material damping)

{l) Damping characteristics of soil according to linear viscoelastic model

Figure 3.3.5-5 shows the relations between damping constant h and radial frequency for the Voight model,
the Maxwell model, and the nonviscous damping moel, it can be seen that the damping constant increases
proportional to the radial frequency according to the Voight model; it is inversely proportional to the radial
frequency according to the Maxwell model, opposite to the Voight model. In the caw of the nonviscous damping
model, the damping constant is a constant independent of the radial frequency. Careful evaluation shoul be
performed when the damping model is selected for the relation between the stress and strain of the soil. Usrally,
the damping constant of the ground material is taken as constant irrespective of the frequency in the normal
frequency range.

{2} Nonline: damping characteristics of soil

As the nonlinear modeling of soil with stif hess determined from the skeleton curve and damping
characteristics from the hysteresis loops, there are the Hardin-Drnevich model (referred to as "H-D model"
hereinafter) and Ramberg-Osgood model (referred te as "R-O Model" her-inafter) [3.3.5-10]. For both models,
their formulas are frequently used for representing '.ne nonlinear characteristics of the soil .:aaterial.
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However, these models have some disadvantages, in the R-O model, the strength of the soil is not fully
taken into consideration, and it is difficult to determine the model :onstants. In the H-D model, only part of the
necessary constants can be determined experimentally, and the nonlinear characteristics of soil cannot be fully
represented. For both the R-O model and the H-D model, several modified models have been proposed. However,
the R-O model was originally proposed for metallic materials; and the H-D model was originally proposed for sand
or other soft material. Hence, these models cannot provide a sufficient representation for the mechanical
characteristics of rock material. In addition, it is difficult to apply thase models in the case when the deformation
of soil is significantly large, it is also possible to use the experimental data directly for analysis without using
formula representation.

When seismic response analysis is performed using an equivalent linear modeling, it is possible to use the
shear clasti; coefficient and damping constant as functions of the magnitude of strain. However, in the case of time
history integration analyses, the stress-strain curve at each time point is needed. Usually, due to the case in formula
representation and the simplicity of the response analysis, the H-D model is used more frequently than the R-O
model.

(ii) Dissipation damping of soil

Due to radiation of wave motion from the structure back into the ground, the vibration of the suocture can
be damped out. His is called dissipation damping of soil or radiation damping. Usually, in the case when the
dynamic interaction between the foundation and ground is taken into consideration, the damping is considered as
being composed of the internal damping of the ground material and the dissipation damping of soll. In the range
where the shear strain is small, the contribution of the dissipation damping of soll is believed to be larger Given
the same ground, the dissipation damping of soil increases as the s'ructure becorres stiffer. Given the same
structure, the dissipation damping of soil increases as the ground becomes softer.

(c) Spring constants

%e spring constants depend not only on the stiffness and distribution of the ground, but also on the
dimensions of the foundation. He following methods are mainly used to determine them. %e spring constants
include vertical spring constant, horizontal spring constant, roational spring constant, shear spring constant, etc.,
which are defined corresponding to the vibration states of the structure-foundation-ground system. Depending on
the theory used, they can be roughly divided into the static spring constant and dynamic spring constant.
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(i) Schemes for deriving static spring constant

{1} Method defined in Road / Bridge Substructure Design Guideline
According to this guideline, the static spring constants for calculating the ground reaction force for vertical

load, horizontal load and bending moment are determined.

{2} Method based on the theories on foundation slab on soil
For the static spring constants for the foundation slab on a semi-infinite elastic ground, there are theories

by Taijimi [3.3.5-11), Barkan (3.3.5-12), and Pauw [3.3.5-13).

{3) Method ming numerical analysis such as finite element method, etc.
For a complicated ground structure, the spring constants can be derived from the relations between applied

forces and displacements by using the finite element method, etc.

(ii) Dynamic spring constant

Generally speaking, the following two methods have been proposed as theoretical and numerical analysis
methods, respectively.

(1) Dynamic theory of foundation on semi infinite elastic ground
here are Tajimi's vibration admittance theory based on the theory of foundation vibration on semi-infinite

clastic ground [3.3.5-14), Kohori's grand compliance theory [3.3.5-15), and other methods.

(2} Numerical analysis methods
There are numerical methods using substructuring technique and FEM to account for the ground and

boundary conditions.

(5) Evaluation method of scatter in soil properties

a. Basic ideas

Scatter in the soil properties affects the results of design and evaluation. It is thus necessary to evaluate
the scatter and reflect it in the design by using appropriate methods considering the cause of scatter, its variation

amplitude, survey / test method, design method, evaluation method, treatment of design safety fact ar, safety
evaluation standard value, etc. Figure 3.3.5-6 shows the basic flow sheet for evaluating the scatter of the soil
properties. In the following, the flow sheet will be explained with reference to the sequential numbers in the
diagram.

{1} Survey / test for evaluating the ground
survey / test of the geological state of the foundation ground is implemented.

(2} Engineering judgment on the basis of survey / test results
in the case of a ground (such as hard rock) which is expected to have sufficient stability according to the

experience of both the survey /tes* in item (1} and past examples, there is no need to consider scatter in the
properties of the ground.

p} E . traction of properties needed for safety evaluation using schematic design method
The basic items for safety evaluation of the foundation ground and peripheral slope of structure include the

safety factor against sliding failare and deformation / settlement amount. The following properties of the ground are
needed for the evaluation.
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Figure 3.3.54. Basic flow sheet for evaluating scatter of ground properties.
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Safety factor against sliding failure: cohesion (C), internal frictional angle (c), weight per unit volume (g),

etc.

Deformation / settlement amount: elastic coefficient (E), Poisson's ratio (v), etc.

i these properties, C and 4 are the dominant factors for the safety factor against sliding failure; EAmr
is the domin at factor for the deformation / settlement amount. As a result, it is important to make appropriate
evaluation of the scatter of these properties of ground.

{4} Determination of the influence of scatter on the results of schematic design and the margin
Whether or not a detailed survey / test of scatter should be performed is determined by studying the degree

of innuence of the properties of the ground extracted in (3) using a simplified design method (sensitivity analysis).
In the case when the degree of innuence is low and there is a large margin with respect to the evaluation criterion
value, the representative values can be used for the properties of the ground. On the other hand, in the case when
the degree of influence is high or, although the destee of influence is low, the margin is also small, a detailed
survey / test should be made of the properties of the ground.

{5} 1mplementation of detailed survey / test of scatter
In the case when the influence of the property values of the ground un the stability evaluation is large, or,

although the innuence is small, the margin of the evaluation results is also small, a detailed survey / test of the ground
In order to

should be implemented in order to evaluate the degree of scatter in the properties of the ground.
determine the necessary data number, i.e., the so-called appropriate sample size, needed for evaluating the scatter
characteristics, it is impe: tant to make an engine; ring judgment in acidition to the statistical method.

{6} Degree of scatter
The results of the detailed survey / test are assorted to evaluate the degree of scatter. For the properties of

On the other hand,
ground with a small scatter, a representative value is selected based on engineering judgment.
for the properties of ground with a large scatter, it is necessary to select the representative value and distribution
type based on the observed scatter.

(7} Design / evaluation
Design and safety evaluation are performed in consideration of the scatter. The factors that cause the scatter

in the ground properties include both intrinsic factors and human factors. When the influence of sne scatter is to
be evaluated, the latter factor should be excluded as much as possible,

b. Design methods in consideration of scatter

The design / evaluation methods in consideration of the scatter of the properties of ground include {1}
deterministic methods and (2) probabilistic methoda. As far as method {1} is concerned, the overall representative
vah es (average values or most likely values) are used as the design properties of the ground; or, the values adjusted
appropriately from the representative values in consideration of the variation amplitude of the properties are used.
On the other hand, for method {2}, the design properties of the ground are taken as random variables and are input
into the design formulas as a distribution function. The evaluation results are also taken in terms of probability.
Method {2) is more tedious than method {1} in calculation; in addition,it is difficult to evaluate the societal and
economical aspects at present. Consequently, it may be considered as a design method for the future.

From the aforementioned point of view, at present, as shown by the references (3.3.5-16], the deterministic
method {1} is adopted as the design method with scatter in the properties of the ground taken into consideration.
In this case, design is implemented by adjusting by the amount of ka for the reprmenuive value p of the properties
ei ground for various designs. Here, a is the standard deviation of the property value, and k is the engineering

The value of k should be determined appropriately in consideration of the degree of scatter in thecoefficient.
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ground properties, degree of innuence on the results, reliability of the evaluation criteria, precision of the design
method, etc., so that the evaluation can be determined to the safe side.

3.4 Examples of survey and test programs

Survey / test should be performed in a rational way according to the basic planning stage, design stage, and
detailed design stage, as shown in Figure 3.4-1.

For the nuclear reactor building foundation ground, nuclear reactor building peripheral slope and
importance outdoor underground structure ground, the following seven ground models are selected, with examples
of their survey / test programs illustrated.

{1} Homogeneous ground (hard rock)
{2) Homogeneous ground (soft rock)
{3} Jointed ground
{4) layered ground

_

{5) Ground containing fault rupture zone and other weak strata
{6} Soil ground
{7} Backfilled ground

Tables 3.4-1-7 illustrate examples of survey / test. Among them, Tables 3.4-1-5 illustrate examples of the
foundation grounds of nuclear reactor buildings. However, they may also be applied within the necessary ranges
to the peripheral slope of nuclear reactor buildings and the foundation ground of important outdoor underground
structures. Table 3.4-5 describes the survey / test of the fault rupture r.one and other weak layer,

l
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Table 3.4-1. Survey / test exarnple of fot ndation ground of r.uclear reactor building [3.1-1]
(for |iard-rock he sgeneous ground).

|

l
Pmperties to be Survey / test Reladon with

Survey / tent Survey / test determined, range and design!analysu
Purpise stems condi6ons ete amount method Note

General geo- 1. Survey of
(4) Fv. the

, logical struc- geological
| hard rock,

ture in the site, structure and since the rock
rock type /rmk nick type / rock type, rock
grade dntnbu- grade

grade, weath-tmn, fault (1) Reference Fault survey, Withm site ering level,
rupture zone, survey bedrock dntri- crack distnbu-
and other (2) Ground butmn, pres- tion, etc , are
properties are surface geolog- ence/ absence of more compli-g surv eyed, and ical survey fault cated than

G the basse con- (3) Ground Bedrock depth, Penphery of those in they struction pro- surface clas6e V, the nuclear case of soft
~g gram of the wave survey reactor site rock, the mesh
{ nuclear reactor (4) Bonng Rock type /nwk Some as above, for bonng
g facibty n set survey grade distnbu- 50-100 m mesh survey isy up tion usually made

finer than that
for soft rock.._.......... ................... .......................__..... . . . . . . . . _ _ . .2. Evaluation it is performed

of schemaue to a level at
properties which the
(1) Physical g , e, w, Penphery of renral charac-
test (L , y the nuclear stristies of the
(2) Uniaxial reactor site rock can be
compression evaluated
test

The geological 1. Evaluation
structure of the of geological
founda6on structure
ground, me- (1) Boring Rock typelrock 5 or more
chanical prop- survey grade distnbu- holes with
erties, w ave tion depth greater,

propagation than the foun-
=

f charactensues, dation width,
.y etc., are sur- under the
f vey ed, safety ground surface

evaluation and
struerural (2) Pit survey Near immda- 2 or more pits
design of the tion bottom crossing each
nuclear reactor surface other with
facihty are [ length] about
performed the foundation

width
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! Table 3.4-1 (Cont'd). Survey / test example of foundauon ground of nuclear reactor building 13.1-11
(for hard-rock homogeneous ground).

7
Propertaes to be Surveyltest Relation with

Survey / test Survey / test determined, range and design / analysis

Purpose items conditions etc. amount method Note

2. Evaluauco
f propette.s ofo

bedrock

(1) Shear test Bedrock shear, C,& Rock type, Seismic stabili-

of bedrock or block shear rock grade ty evaluation
using conven-
tional methods
(slide, bearing
apacity, settle-c

ment)
(2) It is neces-

(2) Bedrock sary to make
deformation sure that no
test
- Deformation Vertical direc- E About 2 sites t'ailure takes

characteristics tion Bearing capaci- for each rock place when the

- Bearing ($ =30.80 cm) ty type / rock grade load becomes
about twice

strength the long-term
load on the
foundauon
bedrock

Pit side wall, Determination (3) Evaluation
(3) Elastic Refractive V, , Vs

'
{ wave velocity method (E, , eg) pit bottom, of ground of scatter of.

test (in pit) Direct method space between constant for properties on
g pits dynamic different siten,
g aseismic design with data used
6 for evaluatian

Pit side wall, Evaluation of of anisotrop-
(4) Boring in- V,,V3

hole test (PS E - Depth pit bottom, degree of icity

logging, in-hole space between property varia-

load test, etc.) pita tion in the
depth direction

.................................. ... ........................ .............

3. Evaluation
of rock proper-
ties
(1) Physical Boring core or g , e, w, % , For each rock

test block sample e, E, C, 4, a typelrock (2) Mecharical
i

(2) Uniaxial grade, it is test of weath-

compression, performed to a cred rock with

level which many cracks ir
3-axial com-

enables usually diffi-
pression, ten-

evalutation of cult to imple-
site (crushing) ment. Also,rock propertiestest

the mechanical
test results
usually are not
directly used
for design.
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Table 3.4-1 (Cont'd). Survey / test example of foundation ground of nuclear reactor building [3.1-11
(for hard-rock homogeneous ground).

_ __ _s-

Properties to be Survey / test Relation with
Survey / test Survey / test determined, range and design / analysis

Purpose items conditions etc. amount method Note
Dependmg on 1. Evaluation
the require- of imtsal stress
mert, for the of foundatmn
ground evalus- bedrock
tion of 3-di- (1) Measure- Imtial stress implement Static / dynamic
mensional ment of initial according to analysis
property distri- stress necessity
bution, evalua- ------------- - - - - - * - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - ---------------------------- - - - - - - - - - - '

i 2. Evaluationtion of scatter,
of daild

evaluation of
properties of

detailed proper-
-

foundationties, etc., are gg .| ,I' "
. (1) Boring in- VVP Ud test i .pN , J in k (1) For weath-detailed design r s d

hole test (PS E - Depth niend it the t ,so,dy- ered rock and** * ""'
logging, in-hole daign sts e '* [wr,s linear cracked bed-G -Deptho s
load test, etc.) utileed analysis, evalu- rock, nonhn-

ation of scatter eat evaluation
of properties at is needed

g the site
g (2) in situ Creep coeffi- (2) Loadedg creep test cient (<t, d) with self
g weight of

I nuclear reactor
building and

O other long-erm
load. Usually,
the Voight-
Spring three-
element model
is used to
derive the
coefficients.......................... ............--........ ....................... ..3. Evaluation Dependmg on

of dynamic
the test meth-

characteristics od, the defor-
of foundation

mation charac-
bedrock

teristics may
(1) Dynamic E ht Deterimnation vary sigmli-d
deformation of ground cantly in some
test constants for cases. Hence,

dynamic care should be
aseismic design taken in deter-

mining the
design con-
stants.
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Table 3.4-1 (Cont'd). Surveyltest example of foundabon ground of nuclear reactor building [3.1-11
(for hard-rock homogeneous ground).

Propertes to be Survey / tent Reladon with

Survey / test Survey / test determined, range and design / analysis

Purpose items conditions etc. amount method Note

The scatter of
4. Evaluation propertes is
of scatter of evaluated on

e ground proper- the basis of
I bes the various
f4 (1) Elastic survey resulta

{ wave velocity
test7
(2) In-hole load] testa
(3) Schnudt
rock hammer
test
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Table 3.4-2. Example of survey / test of foundation ground for nuclear reactor budding (L t.ll
(for auft sock homogeneous ground).

( ,

Relation w .9
Survey / test Survey / test Properties to be Survey / tent design 'analpr

Purp<me itema conditioon determined range amount method Note
lhe general 1. Survey of

5) For mitgeological geolopeal
rock ground, astructure in the strue and layered strue-site, dintnbu- rock type /rmL
ture is usuallytson of rock grade ,

developed.
type / rock (1) Reference i ault survey in site Since thegrade, and surv ey

major purponeproperbes of (2) Ground fledrock dntri- is to evaluatefault rupture nurface geolog- bution, pren- its continuity,belt, etc., are ical murvey ence/ absence of the bonng "

nurveye I and fault intenal can bethe data are (3) Ground liedrmL depth Penphery of made largerused to entah- nurface clastic V nuclear reactor than that ofp
hah the basic wave survey site the hard rockplanning of the (4) llonng flock type / rock ground.} nuclear rea< tor surface grade diatnbu- When thefaahty bonU bedrock datri-

E bution is to be
identified, for

j soft rak
d
T. ground, the

elastic wavej
velocity usual-m
ly incremsca
gradually as
the depth
iiwreasen;

hence, boring
nuncy is more
effective than
ground nurface
clastie wave
surve-....y.-..........._............ .............- . ....... .............2. Evaluation .......

of general
properties
(1) Physical w , e, w, Periphery of
tcat g,e nuclear reactor
(2) Uniasial site
compression
trat

s*Q
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. . . . . -
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Table 3.4-2 (Camt JA Example of nurvey/ teat of foundatmn ground for nuclear reactor buildmg (3.1.l|
(for matt-rock homogeneous ground).

Relation with

Sursey/ test Surveyitent Properties to be Survey / test design /analysin

INrpose items conditions determmed range amount method Note

ne geolopcel 1. Evaluation
structure of the of the geologi-

foundation cal structure of

ground, me- foundatmn

chanical prop- bedmck
ertien, wave (1) All core Rwk type! rock in a range with (1) For soft

propagabon horing grade distribu- radius of about rock ground,

tmn, pren- 200 m, 5 or usually a
characteristics,

eneelabsence of more holes homogeneous
ew., are sur- stratifiedfault with depth

eyed and the
greater than the structure isv

data are used
foundation displayed.

for the strue. Hence, it iswidthtural design of
the nuclear (2) 15 survey Rock type / rock 2 pita crc ing possible to

reactor facihty. grade distnbu- eash other with havea 8r ero

twn, pres. length about boring inter-

ence! absence of the foundation va!.

fault width
...... ... ......._.. ..- . . . . . . . . _ . . . .._ ._.........._......................

.

2. Evaluatmn
of rock proper-

B, ties

I (1) Physical w,e,w,q,, For each rock For soft rock,

C. &, E, r, o, type / rock usually there
j test

U (2) Uniasial UU (CU) grade, sur- are few joints

compression, boring core or vey/ test is and the tissueO

3-axial com- in pit aample performed to a is homoge-

level which neous; hence,
prenion, ten-

enables evalua- in many cases,
sile (crushing)

the bedrockemn of rocktest
properties properties c4 .

be evaluated
using the rock
properties.
(2) For a soft
rock with a
low consolida-
tion degree, q,

may be very
small in some
cases; hence, a

3-axial com-
pression test
with the actual
design load is
desirable. In
addition, in
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Table 3.4 2 (Gmt'd). Example of survey / test of foundatmn ground for nuclear reactor buildmg p . D
(for soft-rak homogeneous ground). ,

Relabon with
Survey / test Surv ey/ test Properties to be Survey / test design /analy sin

Purpose items conditions determined ange amount method Note

the case when
the variation
in properties
in the depth
direction is to
be surveyed,it

E is preferred
that the 3 a. sial
compression

_

test be per-
formed under
a confmement
pressure corte-
sponding to
the thickness
of the overbur-
den soil.

Usually, the
drainage con-
dition in the 3-
axial compres-

g aion test may
g be made ac-
g cording to

unconsolidated
undraining
condition
(UU), flowev-
er, for soft

I n>ck with g
of 10-20

2kgf/cm or
lower, a con-
solidated
undrainage

condition (CU)
is desirable.(3) Conaolide- p

y (3) Even forhon test
soft rock,
usually, the
consohdahon
yield stress

(P ) is muchy

higher than the
conventwnal
load of the
nuclear reac-
tor. For a
quantatative
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Table 3.4-2 (C<mr'd). Example of survey / test of foundabon ground for nuclear reactor buildmg [3.1.1)
(for soft-rock homogeneous ground).

,--

Relatmn with

Survey / test Survey / test Properties to be Survey / test ecsign' analysis

Purpone items conditwns deternuned range amount method Note

evaluation,
however, it
should be
impl mented
for relatively
soft rock.

(4) Usuaxial (3- In-pit sample Creep coeffi- Evaluation of (4) In practical
pplication,

axial) creep cient (a,S) settlement a

using conven- the coefficienta
deformation

Creep strength tional method can be derived
test Evaluation of using the
(5) Umaxial (3- In-pit sampic

long-term Voigt-Spring
axial) creep beanng capaci- three-element
strength test

ty usmg con- model
ventional meth- (5) Even in
od soft rmk, for

rwk with a
high strength,
this is not
needed even
when the

. decrease in

{ strength due to
creep is takena

Y
into consider-

k ation
Evaluation

may be made
by using the
step-up creep
test proposed
by Murayama

............................
.... .......- ..... ..............................
3. Evaluation
of bedrock
properties

(1) Elastic in boring hole V, , V , Dependmg on Determinaf m (1) For soft
s

requirement, of ground rock ground,
wave velocity E, ra

boring hole in constants for usually the
test

1.(l) dynamic velocity differ-

Pit wall, re- V, , V , Depending on aseismic design ence in small.
3 in addition,

fractive meth- Eo , ya requirement,

od, direct within pit in significant

method 1.(2) anisotropicity
is not dis-
played. Elence,
it is usually
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Table 3.4 2 (Gmi'd). Example of survey / test of foundation ground for naclear reactor building [3.1.1]
(for soft 4 rock homogeneous ground).

Relabon with
Survey / tent Survey / tent Propertica to be Survey / test design' analysis,

Purpone items condi6ons determined range amount method Note

possible to
i omit the clan-

tic wave ve-,

loeity test by
performing the
direct method

(2) Plate load Bearms capaci- In pit, for each Evaluanon of (2) It is neces-
(hearing ty rock type / rock bearing capaci- aary to con-
attength) test grade ty using con- firm that the

ventional meth- bedrock is not
od failed when

the load be-
~

comes three
timen the loag-
term load or
twice the
short term
load

(3) Plate load E in pit, for each Evalua6on of (3) Within the
(deformation) rock type / rock nettlement short4erm
test grade using conven- load amplitude

tional metind - range, cyclic
loading is
applied, andb the deforma-f tion coeffi-
cient, secant --

clas6e
modulus, and
tangential -
clastic
modulus are -
determined
according to
the require-
ment. It la
possible to
implement it
concurrently
as the bearing
strength test.

(4) Plate load- Creep coefli- In pit, for each Evaluation of (4) Long-term
ing (ercep) test cient (n,0) rock type / rock nettlement load is used

grade using conven- for load test
tional methods over a long

period. 'lhe
period is in
the range of 1-
3 months.
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Table 3.4-2 (Cont'ds. Example of survey / test of foundation ground for nuclear reactor building [3.1.1}
(for soft-rock homogeneous 6round).

Relation with

Surveyltest Survey / test Properties to Se Surveyltest design' analysis

Purpone items conditions dercrmined range amount method Note

For practical
app!ication,
the Voigt-
Spring three-
element model
is used to
derive the
coefficients

(5) Shear test Bedrock shear C, 4 In pit, for each Evaluation of (5) The verti-
or block shear rock type / rock slide using calloads

grade conventional should be

methods three or more
types

(6) Borehole E implemented if Evaluation of (6) It is effec-
loading test necessary settlement tive in the case

using conven- when there
tional methods exist sandrock

with a low
consolidation
degree andg

Q
other layer
dificult for

& boring in the
deep portion
of the founda-
tion bedrock,

in the bedrock
with deforma-
tion coefficient
E less than
about 10,000

2kgf/cm , the
value is usual-
ly smaller than
the value of E
obtained from
the results of
the plate load-
ing test.
Hence, atten-

tion should be
paid to this
feature dunng
evaluation.

I
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Table 3.4-2 (Cemt'd). Example of survey / tent of foundation ground for nucicar reactor building [3.1.1]
(for soft-rock homogeneous ground).

Relation with
Survey / test Surveyltest Propertas to be Survey / test design / analysis

Purpose items conditions determined range amount method Note

if needed, 1. Evaluation
evaluation of 3- of imtial stress
dimensional of icundation
primerty distri- bedrock
bution of the (1) Initial stress Imtial stress implemended if Static / dynamic (1) For a soft
soil, evaluation measurement necessary analysis rock ground
of ecatter in with relatively
detailed proper- flat ground
tica, etc., are surface, usual-
performed, and ly the stress
the data are state is isotro-
used for de- pie. tiowever,
tailed design measurement

is needed in
the case when
it is deter-
mined that the
topography
and geological

& structure are
G complicated
S and the imtial

} stress has a

y large influence
g on the analysis
t results.Q ............... .......- ........................- - - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

2. Evaluation
of the detailed
propertes of
foundation
bedrock
(1) Physical % , e, w, q, , Test imple- Static / dynamic
test E, ,, C, 4, o, mented in the analysis
(2) Uniaxial UU(CU) E-e design stage is (2) For the
compression, p-e utilized; added bedrock made
3 axial com- depending on of relatively
pression, ten- the necessity soft rock
site (crushing) compared to
test other soft

rocks, in order
to perform
static analysis
in consMer-
ation of the
nonlinearity, it
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Table 3.4-2 (Coni'd). Example of survey / test of foundation ground for nuclear reactor building |3.1.l|
(for soft-rock homogeneous ground).

Relation with

Surveyltent Survey / test Properties to be Survey / test design / analysis

Purpose itema conditions determined range ammmt method Note

is necessary to
evaluate the
nonlinear
characteristics

___________..__________...._______________________..___________ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .-

3. Evaluation
of dynamic
characteristics
of foundation
bedrock
(1) Dynamic 3- UU(CU) G-y, h-y Dynamic analy- (1) For rela-

Int t aample C, , e, sin tively hardaxial compres- i
sion test (dy- soft rock,

namic shear depending on

test) the character-
istics of the
input seismic
cuion, the
imiuence of
striin depen-
de ice is usual-

o ly small. In{ this case, it is
g possible to use

the dynamic
deformation7
characteristics

] obtained fromo
the elastic
wave velocity
as a substitute.

For the
dynamic
strength char-
acteristics, if a
sufficient
margin can be
obtained when
the static
strength is
used for evalu-
ation, there is
no need to
make a special
evaluation. In
addition, in
the case when
the dynamic
strength char-

|
acteristics are

156 i
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Table 3.4-2 (C<mt'd). Essenple of survey / test of foundabon ground for nuclear reactor buildang [3.1.1]
(for soft-rock homogeneous gnmnd).

Relatmn with
Survey / test Survey / test Properties to be Surveyhest design / analysis

Purpone items conditions determined range amount method Note

needed, if it is
found that the
dynamic
strength is not
less than the
static strength,
the static

] strength may
be used.

(2) Elaatse in boring hole V, , '!s . E . Test prformed Dynamic analy- .d
velocity tent rg in the design sin -

stage is un-

& hred; added

g according to
, necessityw

..........................-... ...................._............. . . . . . . . . . . . .
.. J 4. Evaluation Evaluation of*

of scatter of scatter of
gmund proper- pnyesties it
tien performed in
(1) Uruaxial In-pit sample consideration
compression of the various
tent nurvey results
(2) 3-axial In-pit sample
compression
tent

(3) Elasuc in pit
wave velocity
test

(4) Borehole in boring hole
loadmg test

(5) Schmidt in pit
rock hammer
tent
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Table 3.4-3. Example of survey / test of foundation ground of nuclear reactor buildmg [3.1-1]
(for ground with joints).

_

Survey / test

Survey / test Survey! test Properties to be range and Relation with

Purpose items conditions determined amount design / analysis Note

Ground withThe general Survey of
geological geological jointa is usual-

ly hard groundstructure of the structure and
ock typelrock (4) Hard rocksite, rock r

has moretype / rock grade grade
omplicated

distnbutwn, (1) Reference Fault survey On site c

distributions offault rupture survey
zone, and other (2) Ground Bedrock distri- rock typ-Jrock

urface geolog- bution, pres- grade, weath-properties are s

g surveyed, and ical survey ence/ absence of ering degree.

Q the data are fault cracka, etc.,

y used for the (3) Ground Bedrock depth, Penphery of than soft rock.

j basic layout surface elastic Vp nuclear reactor Hence, the

site mesh used for
g plannmg of the wave survey

a nuclear reactor (4) Bonng Rock typelrock Same as above, boring survey

j tacihty survey grade distnbu- 50-100 m mesh is usually finer

tion than tnat for
soR rock.

....................................... .......................... . . . . . . . . . . . .

2. Evaluation it is performed
to a levelof general
which enablesproperties

(1) Physical g , e, w, Vicinity of evaluation of

test q, , y nuclear reactor tne genral

(2) Uniaxial site chaucteristics
of rockcompression

test

StatisticalThe geological 1. Understand.
structure of the ing of geologi- proccasing of

foundation cal structure joint distribu-

ground, me- (1) Bortng Rock p/ rock Beneath foun- tion is needed

chanical prop- survey grade distribu- dation surface,

erties, w ave tion 5 or more
, holes with

c,ropagation
*

1

f haracteristics, depth greater
* and other than foundation
6 widthcharactensticse

are surveyed, (2) Pit survey Near founda. 2 or more pits

and the data (including joint tion bottom crossing each

are used for the survey) surface other with

structural length about

design of nu- the foundation

clear reactor depth

facility.
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Table 3.4-3 (Cont'd). Example of survey / test of foundation ground of nuclear reactor building [3.1-11
(for ground with joints).

Survey! test
Survey / test Survey / test Properties to be range and Relation with

Purpose items conditions determined amount design / analysis Note

2. Evaluation
of bedrock
properties
(1) Bedrock Bedrock shear C, 4 For each rock Seismic sta'aili- (2) It is neces-
shear test or block shear type / rock grade ty evaluation sary to con-

(in consider- using conven- firm that no
stion of flow tional method failure takes
mesh and (sliding failure, place under a
setting mesh) bearing load three

strength, settle- times the -

ment), smaller stationary load
strength value acting on the
is usually used foundation

bedrock or
(2) Bedrock twice the
deformation short-term
test load.
Deformation Vertical direc- E For each rock The defor-

characteristics tion type / rock mation proper.
Bearing (4 =30,80 cm) Bearing grade,2 sites ty is tested in
strength strength for each of 3 the vertical,

** different direc- direction and
I

tions the directions
E

perpendicu-f lar/ parallel to
the joints; in
this way,
anisotropicity
is evaluated,

(3) Elastic Refraction V, , V3 Pit side wall, Determination (3) Scatter of
wave velocity method (E , eg) pit bottom of ground properties in4
test (in pit) constants for different loca-

dynamic tions is evalu-
aseismic design sted, and the

Direct method Interval be- data are used
tween pits for evaluation

of anisotrop-
(4) Test in V, , V . E Deep boring Evaluation of ieity.3
boring hole (PS - Depth degree of Generally
logging, change in the speaking, the
borehole load properties in strength of the
test) the depth direc- ground con-

tion tairJng joints
is believed to
be reflected in
the results of
bedrock test.
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Table 3.4 3 (Corit'd). Example of survey / test of foundation ground of nucle reactor building p.1-1)
(for ground with joints).

Survey / test |

Surveyitest Survey / test Picperties to be range and Relation with

Purpow items conditions -leternuned amount desigdanalysis Note
'

3. Es aluation
of the rock
properties
(1) Physical Boring core or y, , e, w, q,, , For such rock
test block sample e, E, C, &, o, type / rock

(2) Mechanical grade, it is When it is (2) For weath-
unit performed o a possible to ered tock with

,
** Uniaxial degree at which form a ump!e many cracks,
E t is usuallycompression evaluation can containing '

i

.h test, 3-axial be made of ' joints, test for difficult to i

[ compression, properties anisotropicity is implement

tensile (crush- implemented nicchanical

ing) test tests.
Also, the

mxhanical
test results can
almost not bc

)
used directJy i

in design.

If needed, 1. Fvaluation
evaluation of 3- of initial stress '

dimensional of foundation
property diatri- ground
bution of the (1) Initial stress initial stress imp!emented Statiddynamic

soil, evaluation measurement
,

depending on ana!ysis

of scatter in
'

the requirement
-----------'- - - - - - - - - - - - -''---------- '- - - - - - - ~ ~ - - - * -----------*'' - - - " ' ' - ~ ~ ~ - -

detaded proper- 2. Evaluation
0"''"""''

(1) In the case '|
of detailed

performed, aM properties of when weath-
cred rock and 'E * ** "'' foundation

9 used for de- c M ed ML
5 tailed design Test imple- Statiddynnnue r ck exist, a |(1) Boring V, , V * Pd,s

Ilote (PS log- Go - Depth mented in the analysis nonlinear

d ging, borehole design stage is esaluation may i

] loading test) utilized be needed

o (2) In situ Creep coeffi- Evaluation ef (2) Loaded

creep test cient (a4 etc.) m:stier h prop- with long4erm
crties in diffe- load of self-
eut places weight of

nuclear reactor
budding, etc.
(JsuaUy,
Voigt-Spring
three-element
model is used
to determine
the coetficienta

,_
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Table 1.4-3 (Omt'd). Dample of surveylte-st of niundation ground of nudear reactor budeng 13.1 11
(for gnone with jointa). )

*
-. , , , _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ , ,

f Survey / tent

Survey /tc4 Survey / test | Pnvertsen to be range and Relatmn with

Purpose items conttmns determined amount design /analysin Note
:

-

j
3. Evaluauon (1) Dependug

of 6ynanue on the test

charac.crisuca method, the

of foundation deformauen ,

bedrock ths.actenst.ca

(1) Dynamie E Determinatwn may n.ry'

a
de formahon o( ground migru64.antly in

test constanta for ' soine car en.

dynamie lienee, care

& awiamie design should be

'4 taken in deter-
-

<

E nuning the

,j dengn con-
|

E stas.ts,

} ......... . ............ . . . . . . . . . . . ............ 4, . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .

4, f! valuation Scatter in thep
6 of scatter of pr operties .in ,

g:round pmper- evn.Nated un
,

ties the base of the
res.ults of tl e(1) i lastic 4

weve vehwrty various sur-

text Vey5

(2) llorchole
i

h>ading ted
|

(1) Schmidt
rock hammer
teat q q

-. _ _ _ - - ---- a mm _ . ._ -

5
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TaHe 3.4-4. Example of foundation ground surveyAcc af nuclear se.or buildmg p.1-11
(for layered ground).

-. m.z:n x_ . . . _ -

{'
| Sarv y/ test Relation to
isLw i urvey/ test Properties to i e range an.) design / analysis

Purp e { it av titions determined emourit method Note

i The - .ral J. Suruy of j (Note) Lay-' |

gett >g al vt epc i cred ground

structur of th struture uurJ may be made
site, Mt Du

'

rock type! rock i of hard rock
don of nKk grade or soft rock,

type / rock (1) Survey of Bedrock distri- In site Here, mainly
grade, 'auit ground surface bution, prem- hard rock is
rur.ure zone, geography encelabsence of described. For

E and other ' fault layered ground
E propernes c e (2) Ground Bedrock depth. Penpte y of made of soft

{ urveyed, and surface chtse V, nuclear reactor rock, please
c the data are wave test aite see the table
.5
c. ued for the 3) Borin; Pock type / rock 50-100 m mesh on soft rock

j basie layout ;survey grade distnbu- in site ground.

cc planning of nu- k.on
---'--'-----"------------- - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - --------*---- - - - - - - - - - - -'clear reactor
2. Evalua6on

ractlity
of a;eneral

properties .i

(t) Naical g , e, w, Nnphery of
,1test 4,y nucl-4r reactor

(2) Uiaxial site
'compression q

test I h
-

Geological 1. Evaluation Thickness and I
~

situcture of of geological layer slope

foundation struetve diAribution of
ground, me- (1) Boring Rxk type, deneath foun- each layer a te'

chamcal char- survey rock grade, g lation surface, studied and
teteriM cs, thickness of

'

a er n: ore are reflected in
wave propaga- | ! j each layer, hetes, with bedrock prop-

g tion character- layer d u c depi ',rewr erty survey

{ istics, etc., are than tim foun- and test pro-

g survep 4. and dation width; at gram

j the riata ar - ( the foundation
O used for da gn periphery,

of the nudar foundation
rc. etor facihty width x2

|
0) Pit survey 2 or moreints<

crossing e.dn

t .

other nerc the
fcundatim

f t arom
L -a Jr=:r== ~ , - ma n.=,c ,=,3== ara se merw==:a -

/

t
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Table 3.4-4 (Coru f). 'hample of fourulacun gniund survey / test of nudes.r reactor building p.l.1]
(for ls)ered ground).

;_

Surve) / test Relabon to P

Sun ey/ test Survey / tent Pnperties to be innte and design /suntynn
! Pu. pose items conditions determined airmunt medx=f Note

2. Esumabon Arunct;+ city<

of luirock of strength and

pnpernes defwmation

(1) Bedrock Flow meth, C, 4 For each rock Evaluation of are investigat-

shear test insertion mesh, type / nick grade sciamic stahili- ed. In this

(2) liedrock vrrtacal, hori- E, Beanns ty using con- stage, for the

deformation zontal, etc., 3 strength ventional meth- anisotnt city,i

test direcths od- ( liding the pnperties
fadure, beari ig on the safe
strength, settle- side are used

ment) to evah ate

(3) Ilorehole sliding fs 1ure,3

loading test beanng

(!) Elastic Pit side wall, V, , Ys Determination strength,

& w.ve speed test pit imttom, E, , r, of ground settleinent,
4

I negion between constants for vc., so that

E pits dynamic acis- in. margin of

f mic design safety con be
evsluated.

....................................................................... .....
3. Evaluation (2) In the case
of rock proper- of asturated

ties scft rock with

(1) Physical Ilonng cort or ti , e, w g< 10 20
2

tests block sample kgf/cm ,CU

(2) Mechinnical g , E, r C, For each rock test may be

tests $ o, type / rock grade performed. In

Uniasial of layered the cue of

compression, ground soft rock,

3 axial com- creep test and,

preuion, ten- if needed,

sile (crushing) initial stress

test measurement
are performed.

,

Depending on 1. Evaluation
the require- of dynamic
ment, aniso- characteristica

tropicity is of foundation
considered m bedrock
evaluation of (1) Dy tamic O,h-y Anisotnpic For anisotropicg
ground safety delonnation three-directions nonlinear

and the data test ground model,

are used to (2) Dynamic 3- UU (CU) 0,h-y *soutidary seismic coeffi-.

determine the asial compres- between differ. cient method is

ground pro- sion test (s!m- ent layers used for static

cessing needed ple shear test, FEM swalysis

for measures to torsional shear or dynamic

ensure ground test, etc.) analysis

stabihty
, -
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Table 3.4-5. Esarnple of h.und son ground survey / test of nuclear reacto+ builang (3.1 1)
(for ground umtaarung fault rupture tone ard other weak layers).

= m-
Survey / test Retarwn with

$urvey/ test Survey / test Propertire to be range and design' analysis
Purpose stems condabons determinal arnount method Note k

ne general 1. Evalusuon Penphery of it is necessary
geological of general site to study the
structure of the datnbubon of favorable
site, datnbu- fault rupture layout plan-
tion of rock toneg tung from the

g type /ns k (1) Reference distributaon
grade, f ault survey and spread of

[ rupture tone, G) Oniund C ult, rupture
and other surface geolog- tone, etc.

propertaes are ical survey

| evaluated, and G) Bonng
" the data are survey

used for the .

haste layout
planrung of the
nuclear reator
facihty

he distnbution 1. Evaluation Range needed Formation of
and mecharucal of detailed for safety gniund model
propertes of distnbution and inveaugabon of for design of
the fault rup- properties of major fault ground contain-
tare zone, ete., fault rupture itg fault svp- (5) For esam-
in the founda- zone ture zone and plc, survey is
non gnmnd are (1) Ground other weak performed (in
es aluated, and surface geolog- layers a rangel twice
the data are ical survey the foundataan
used for safety G) Pit survey width with a
evaluation of (3) Shaft depth about
the nuclear (4) Bonng the foundation

$ reactor faeibty survey width
I and me strue- - - - - - - - * - - - - --------------- - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - '

2. Evaluation Evaluation of Depending on
Es tural design of

of properties stabibty of the thicknessO ' ""#I''' (1, Physical y, e, w ground fn and properties
nanor facuity

tests stationary state of the rupture
Q)3asial C, 4. E - e and in carth- zone, appro-
compression g quake using priate test is
test, single- a eventional performed to
plane ahear test u ethod, calcu- evaluate the

Q) Bedrock C, e 'ation of abde properties.
ahear test ,1 stabibty, sup- Q) The maai-

p * force, mum gravael
settlement, etc. site is about

1/6 the size of
the sample. As
the test conds-
tions, UU or

164
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Table 1.4 5 (cont'd). Esangle of fourulation ground survey / test of nuclear reactor budding (3.1 11
(for ground cornaining fault rupture tone and other weak layers).

'

turvey/ test Relabon with
Survey / test Survey / tent Propertica to be raage and desigrt' analysis

Purpose items cordiuons determined anmunt method Note

CU for g> 10
2kgf/cm

CU for g<20
3kgf/cm (see

Table 3.3.5
1).

(4) In wiu E (4)In the case
deformation of thick softg

g test rupture belt

g (5) Elasue V, , V, , r, , W in de can

E * ** * <eh' city Go of a la's* cl'y
Q test content, con-

sobdation tcat
is performed
to calculate the
settlement
arrount and to
determine the
shear test
condsoons.

._

Depending on 1. Evaluation For the weak

the necennty, of detailed layer, the

prxessing of propertaes of mechanical

ground | data) is foundation characteristics

performed as bedrock are generally

required for the (1) borehole E P, Static FEM evaluated in an

detailed design load test (when analys or
average way. p$

and determina- the depth is dynande analy- Distribuumag
g tion of ground large and the sia in consider- of strength /

g safety measures layer thickness ation of deformation in

is large) nonhnearity the depth

(2) Dynamic 3 CU 0-y,h-y direction is

asist compres- C, , 4, confirmed.

sion test (sim- When the

pie ahear test) fault has a

(3) Ult anoruc V, , Vs , e, , large wi4
clastic weve G Schmidt rock

o
- hammer test* et

(in pit) is used
to evaluate the
homogeneity
of the ruptured
zone.

__

|
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Table 3.4-6. Eaample of suney/ test (for mod ground).

Survey / test Relabon to
Survey / test Surve> / tent Properties to be range and design' analysis

Purp<we items condiuons deternuned amount method Note

lhe general 1. Survey of Layer thickness
geologic al grological of ground sod,
structure of the structure type and distn-
ute and the (1) Ground leuuon status of

properties of surface geolog- connutuent

the ground mod scal survey matenals

are surveyed, (2) Cround V,
and the data surface clan 6e ,

y
5 are used to wave survey
b deterrrune the (3) Bonng N ulue
4 baue layout survey

--------****-------*---------**----------------------------------- - - - - - - - - - - - 'planrung of the 2. b aluauon
penpheral gg ,,,,,j
slope of the

propertes
""# #"'''*##"#

(1) Physical y, , e, w,
budding, etc.

sta

(2) Umasial q,, , e
compression
test i

The Geological 1. h aluauon I

structure, of p> logical
mechanical structure
characterishes, (1) Bonng Geological Im, bnented
wave propaga- sunty distnbution upon require-
tion character- ment in normal
isues, etc., are direction to the
surveyed, and object shye

-*-***--**--- - - - - - - - - - - - -------****----------------- - - - - - - - - * - - --**-------- 'the data are
. 2. Evaluation

used for design of d
of the peripher-

'^ ' D "I (1) 3-aunt UU,CU,CD C, $ E

f,
"U C I''' '''#'"' compreanion tet (E-c)
building, etc. g g,a k

j permeation test

o (3) Physical y, , e, w etc.
|test

(4) Standard N value Determinmuon

penetration test of liquefacunn

(5) Consobda- P Reference fory

non test determinatiori I
(6) Under- of butial stren

freund w ster
level observa-
tion

(7) Elastic V, , V s , E, ,
wave velocity r,
test (including
Nirehole test)

+
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Table 3.44 (OmtV). Ex6nple of survey / test (for soil ground).

Survey / test Relauon to

( Survey / test Survey /tcht Properties to be range and design' analysis

Purpioe items con &tions determined amount method Note
__

Depen &ng on 1. Evaluat:on
the require- of dynamic
ments, the . properties of
dynamic me Cround

V, , V E, ,charucal char- (1) Elastic 3

metenstaca of wave vekcity r,y
the gnend are test (inclueng
surveyed, and Lorehole test)
the data are (2) Dynamic 3- G - t, h - y
used for de- asial compres- C, , $4
taded design sion test (sim-

pie ahear test,
hollow torsion-
al test, etc.)

(3) Test of 1.iquefaction
hquefaction strength

(dynamic 3
stial cornpres-
sion teat)

167
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fable 3.4 7. Eaample of survey / test (for backfdled ground).

--

Survey / test Relatmn to
Survey / test survey / tent Propertien so be range and denigrvanalysis ,

Purpcae items condiuons deterrtuned amount method Note
~

The propertsen 1, Evaluatmn

{p of bacLfilled of progwrties of

9 ground are ba<, Lfdled
-

{ surveyed, and ground
the data are (1) Physical y, , e, w, Judgement ofg
used for tent Granularity liquefaction
ground stabdaty (2) Conwlida- Conmlidatmn

8 evaluadon tson test test

~

The physi- 1. Evaluadon
cal /mecharucal of propertsen of
charactenntxe backfdled
of the ground
backfdled (1) Pressure y, , Granularity Stade analysis
rt+.-l are ten dintnbutmn of backfilled

tovyed, and (2) Elaine V , V Ea , ground and itsp 3
the data are wave velocity ra applica6on inU used for the test (at the

E
atauc design of

basie design of location of the structure
f important above tent)

,

f underground (3) Plats load E
civil structures test

(4) 3 axial C, e
comprearnon
test

(5) Liquefac- 1,iquefaction
tion test (dy- strength
namic 3-aaial
comprenson

test)

dependmg on 1. Evaluatian
the require- of dynamic
ment, the properties of
dynamic char- os(Lfdled
acterinnet of ground

g the backfilled (1) Clantie V, , V , E , Dynamic de- From thes a
g ground are wave velocity a sign of strue- clastic waver

g investigated, est (at pressure sure (resper.se velovity test,
and the data test sites) analysis) and, the properties
are uned for (2) Dynamie 3 G-g, h-y if needed, of the actual
seismie re- aual comptes. C , d.a application in bacLfdleda
sponse analy sin sion test dynamic analy- ground are
of the structure (3) Elan 6e V, , V , Go sis of backfilled surveyed, and f

3
uase vehwity E*P ground the apprtpri-d d

i text (bac Lfilled ateness of the

f ground) properties used
in analysis are
studied in

~~
some cases

, I

I68
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Chapter 4. $.afety evelpation of cround and n'.eismic desien of un.jercround st.txtures

4.1 11asic g.iidelines of aseismic design

4.1.1 Evaluation of aseismic importance of ground and civil structures
.

According to ' Technical Gu delines of Aseismic Design of Nuclear Power Plants: Volume of importance
Clusification/ Allowable Stress, JEAG-4601 Supplement 1984' by the Electrical Society of Japan, for the evaluation
of the support function of indirect support structures and influence between equipment, it is necessary to confirm
that there exists no safety problem against the ground motions used for the aseismic design of the related equipment.

Table 4.1.1 1 shows examples of the ground and underground structures of nuclear power plants. Among
the underground structures, for example, the support structures (such as seawater pump foundation, seawater pipe
duct, etc.) which support the emergency water intake equipment (nuclear reactor auxiliary cooling seawater
equipment, etc.) are classified an indirect support structures. When subjected to the ground motions appropriate
for the aseismic design of the equipment supported by them, it is necessary to confirm that the function for
supporting the aforementioned equipment is not dagraded.

On the other hand, the structures related to the emergency water intake equipment in the range from the
sea to the pump chamber, such as intake inlet, water channel, etc., are classified as Class As. Since they have
various different structural forms, it is necessary to determine the design guideline for each specific structural form
in the aseismic design. Usually, they are handled as indirect support structures for the safest judgment.

De foundation bedrock of the nuclear mctor building supports the buildings and structures containing
Class As structures. llence, when evaluation of the seismic stability of the ground is to be performed, it is
appropriate to handle it as indirect support structure.

As far as the peripheral slope of the nuclear reactor building is concemed, as the peripheral slope itself
does not contain radioactive substances, nor does it directly support facilities containing radioactive substances, it
is not a structure with possible problem of influence on the environment by radioactive substances. Also, even if
a slope failure is assumed to occur during an earthquake, so long as it does not directly affect the nuclear reactor
building and the function of the nuclear reactor facility can :till be maintained, there exist no safety problems.
Herefore, when the seismic safety of the peripheral slope of the nuclear reactor building is to be ruluated, it is

'necessary to confirm that its collapse does not affect the nuclear reactor facility, etc.

in gddition to the items described above, the nuclear power plant also has various other structures, such
as circulation cooling water inlet / outlet facility, etc., as listed in Table 4.1.1 1. Hey will be explained in section
4.5 'Other civil structures.'

4.1.2 Guideline of consideration of design seismic force

For nuclear reactor t>uilding foundation bedrock, nuclear reactor building peripheral slope, and important
outdoor underground structures, any of them should not degrade the function of the Class A and Class As buildings
and structures, neither should they have secondary influence on the ability to maintain the function of buildings and
structures. Hence, in the aseismic design of these ground and t,aderground structures, the seismic force used is that
based on the basic earthquake ground motion S or 5. He method for determining the basic earthquake groundi 2

motion is described in Chapter 2.

For the seismic force used for evaluating the safety, a detailed description will be presented in section 4.?
and later for different types of ground and structures.
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I Table 4.1.1 1. Ground and underground structures (examples).

Classification Major equipment

Nu: lear reactor building foundation

tedrock

Nuclear reactor building peripheral

slope

important outdoor underground Underground structures related to emergency cooling facility:
Seawater pump foundation (intake pit)Structures
Seawater pipe duct
Water inlet
Water channel

Condenser cooling water inlet / outlet equipment
(Water inlet, water channel, exhaust channel, exhaust outlet)

Tank foundation
(Raw water tank foundation, pure water tank foundation, etc.)

Foundations of electrical equipment, machines, piping
Other civil structures (Foundation of substation eqmpment, cable duct, etc.)

Harbor facilities
(llreakwater, pier, dike, etc.)

Road, bridge, tunnel, retaining wall, etc.

_

4.1.3 11asic guidelines of safety evaluation

When safety evaluation is to te performed for the nuclear reactor building foundation ground and nuclear
reactor building peripheral slope, the results of ground survey and testing are used to determine the oppropriate
ground model; then, analpis is performed by using the sliding-plane method or other conventional method, or the
finite element method is used to implement the static analysis and dynamic analysis,

in principle, the nuclear reactor building foundation bedrock is selected as a stable bedrock with sufficient
bearing strength; hence, there is usually little problem related to safety. However, in the case when prominent
anisotropicity or signifiennt nonhomogeneity is found, uneven stress may be generated. As a result, it is necessary
to priorm detailed investigation of such factors as ground slip along the weak layer, bearing strength, settlement,
etc.

On the other hand, for the peripheral slope, it is necessary first to :letermine the range of the safety
evaluation to account for the distance from the nuclear reactor building, size of the slope, etc. In this respect, as

pointed out in section 3.2.3 " Survey on site " based on the results of the past cases of slope failure, the slope to
be considered is usually that w hich has a distance between its tait and the nuclear reactor building shorter than about
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50 m, or shorter than about 1.4 times the slope height, nere are several types of slopes, such as bedrock slope,
earth slope, banking slope, etc. When safety esaluation is to be performed, it is important to have a good
knowledge on the characteristics of these constituent materials and to select an appropriate method of analysis.

Figure 4.1.3-1 shows the flow chart of basic consideration on the safety evaluation of the foundation bed
and peripheral slopes. Ancismic safety evaluation of ground is performed by analysis ueing the sliding-plane method
or other conventional method which has been actually used in the past design and can be handled easily, as well as
by the static and dynamic analysis using finite element method, etc., which can treat more complicated conditions.
In this case, as shown in Figure 4.1.31, basically, investigation is performed in the sequence of analyses using
conventional method, static analysis, and dynamic analysis. In each analysis stage, if the pieseribed safety
evaluation standard value can be satisfied, there is usually no need to perform analysis with higher precision. He
safety evaluation standard values for the soil are listed in Sect;'n 4.2 ' Foundation pound of nuclear 60. actor
building' and Section 4.3 ' Peripheral slope of nuclear reactor building.'

For the important outdoor underground structures, there are the following features in aseLmie design.

{1} ney are mostly built under the ground.
(2) Dey are large in dimensions.

He safety of underground structures against earthquake depends significantly on the safety of the peripheral
ground. Factors related to safety of ground include sliding failure of ground due to slope, etc., liquefaction of
saturated sandy sci!, significant uneven settlement caused by liquefaction or slide. On the other hand, the major
factors that may degrade the safety of underground atructures include underground water, as well as buoyancy and
uplift due to liquefaction during an earthquake, if the safety of the ground is not degraded during an earthquake,
and the safety against buoyancy and uplift can be ensured, the seismic safety of the overall structure is believed to
be ensured, then the importance of investigation of slide, overturning, etc., of the structure is decreased. In this
case, the major purposes of the aseismic design include calculation of the appropriate structural cross section of
underground structures, evaluation of the safety function supporting the equipment system, and evaluation of the
seismic force on the equipment.

As pointed out above, the earthquake response of underground structure fully depends on the response of
the peripheral soil, and therefore an independent response is less important. Hence, the appropriate evaluation of
the earthquake response of noilis important in safety evaluation.

In addition, for a long structure, differential displacement t ,es place for the various portions of the
structure during an earthquake. In particular, large differential displacement may take place easily at the portion
where the soil condition changes drastically and at the joint portion between two structures having different
rigidities, in this case, evaluation of the differential displacement is needed.

Figure 4,1.3 2 shows the flow chart of basic consideration on the safety evaluation e oportant outdoor
underground structures.
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4.2 l'oundation ground of nuclear reactor building

4.2.1 Modeling of ground

(1) Survey and classification of foundation ground

the foundation ground can be classified as isotropic, anisotropic, and heterogeneous grounds on the basis
of the results of investigation of geology / ground. Hen, the kafety is evalanted according to the classification, The
analytical model is determined appropriately on the basis of geology, rock grade, and property distribution. Also,
the investigation range, boundary conditions, etc., are determined appropriately according to the relative location
between the nuclear reactor building and the weak layer (fault rupture zone, etc.), inclination of w cal layer, as well
as the analysis (static or dynamic analysis).

(2) Properties

The safety analysis of the foundation ground is performed by superimposing the stress state due to seismic
loads with the stress state under tue long term load condition. He analytical methods include shding-plane method
and other conventional methods, finite element method and other static analysis and dynamic analysis methods.
llence, the properties used in the safety analysis should be determined according to the specific conditions and
analytical xheme. Table 4.2.1-1 summarites the correspondence between analytical methods and properties.

Table 4.2.1-1. Correspondence between analytical methods and properties.

Properties

Static Dynamic

modulus Static modulus Dynamic

Analytical Specific Static of clastic- Poisson's Dynamic of Poisson's Damping

methods gravity strength ity ratio strength clasticity ratio constant

I

I"E{P "D' o om _ _ _ _ _ _

Static analysis O O O O - CA O* - q

l
. .;..

Dynamic analysis O OW - - O(' O O O

. = = = =

Mro evaluate the slide stability of the building fotadation bottom when a portion of th: building foundation uplifts
and is separated from the ground due to the seismic force (overturning moment fron building),it is preferred that
the residual strength of the ground be used as the slide resistant.

*When it is necessary to determine the deformation amount using a simplified static analy sis, it is preferred that
the dynande properties be used.

" Tor the strength used in dynkmic analysis, see section 3.3.3 (3) * Dynamic strength characteristics."
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4.2.2 Seismic design force

(1) Seismic force used for static evaluation

Scismic coefficient for grounda.

in prir.ciple, the design horimntal seismic coefGcient (Kn) at the ground surface is calculated using the
following formula, or, it is taken as the equivalent seismic coefficient derived ;n consideration of the seismie
characteristics of the ground on the basis of basic earthquake ground motion S .

2

K,, a n K, (4.2.2 1)3

where K: standard design horimntal neismic coefficient, taken as 0.2o

ng: correction factor depending on the region, taken as 1.0.
For the design vertical Seismic coefficient (Ky), it is taken as Ky = Kn/2.

When the said seismic coefficient is used, attention should be paid to the following items.

(a)'Ihe standard design horizontal seismic coefficient is taken as 0.2. 'this is detennined in consideration
of the results attained in the past which indicate that for the bedrock with an S wave speed higher than about 500
m/s, the maximum acceleration of basic carthquake ground motion S lower than about 500 Gal can be obtained

2

as the rule of thumb. Ilowever, since there are various types of grounds, when this is applied, sufficient care
should be esercised.

(b) 'lhe seismic force detennined by the seismic coefficient method is static. 'Therefore, the stability is
evaluated awuming the duration of loading is infinite. On the other hand, the inertia force actually acting during
the earthquake varies both in magnitude and direction. That is, according to the seismic coefficient method, the
inertin force is continuously applied. This assumption in much more severe than the case when an instantaneous
load is applied. Suppose the static load in the seismic coefficient method is regarded as a normal sinusoidal
acceleration wave with the seismic coefficient as the amplitude, in order to obtain the same acceleration response
spectmm as that of the seismic motion with a random waveform, the amplitude of the constant sinusoidal wave
should be reduced to 40-60% of the maximum acceleration amplitude of the typical seismic motions [4.2.2-1]. In
this sense, the value set as the design seismic coefficient is believed to correspond to a rather large peak acceleration
value.

(c) When the stability of the foundation soil is evaluated with the aid of the static seismic force, as the
conventionally adopted ground seismic coefficient, the horimntal seismic coefficient (Kn) is taken as 0.2 and the
vertical seismic coefficient (Ky) is taken as 0.1. As shown in Table 4.2.2-1, according to the results of past -
investigation of the design seismic forces, the analysis using the seismic coefficient approach usually yields the
equivalent results of the dynamic analysis using basic earthquake ground motion S:. As indicated by the analysis
examples in section 4.6.1 ' Foundation ground of nuclear reactor building,' the horimntal seismic coefficient of 0.2
ainest envelopes the following two types of seismic coefficients: equivalent seismic coefficient derived by
supe. imposing contributions by slip planes at various depths in the foundation soil, and the equivalent seismic
coetficient corresponding to the maximum horizontal shear stress distribution caused by the response of the soil to
basic earthquake ground motion S , etc. Correction factor, ni, for the region is a factor corresponding to al in2

the "New aseismic design method (draft)' [4.2.2-2]. In this case, however, ni = 1.0 is adopted following
' Evaluation guidelines of seismic design of nuclear rea: tors power plants: Nuclear Power Safety Committee,
July 20,1981" [4.2.2 3)(reterred to as " Evaluation Guidelines" hereinafter).
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Table 4.2.2-1. Sliding anfety factor of foundation soil (eaamples of investigation).

Analytical method

Basic earthquake

ground motion S2

Sliding-plane Static Dynamie (maa. acceleration)

Site method anal) sin analysis (Gal)

A 4.9 5.6 8.9 338

11 2.6 2.3 4.0 450

C 5.8 5.0 6.1 380

D 8.0 10.1 12.3 360

fim 1,9 2.9 2.0 600

F 7.0 7.3 7.6 370

mExamplss for over 500 Gal, and outside the range where horimntal seismic intensity 0.2 is applicable.

(d) he design horimntal aeismic coefficient of the ground adopted here corresponds to the upper-limit
value of the important structures other than the nuclear power plant facilities, such as dams, etc. [4.2.2-4]. In
addition,it is larger by 30% than the standard seismic intensity of 0.15 specified for the upper surface of the layer
with N value in standard penetration test over 50 and S wave speed over 300 m/s according to other aseismic
standards and guidelines [4.2.2-5].

(e) Usually, the seismic motion is amplified in the process of propagation from underground to ground
surface; hence, the value of the acceleration amplitude on the ground surface is larger than that in the ground.
Hence, the underground seismic coefficient can be taken as the same value as the value defined on the grourJ
surface regardless of the depth. In addition,in the case when the undergmund seismic coefficient distribution is
taken into consideration, the distribution pronle should be determined by using an appropriate method corresponding

to the specific ground.

b. Seismic force acting on ground due to building vibration

Because a building vibrates due to earthquake, the inertia force of the building acts on the ground as a
seismic force. Tte horimntal seismic force acting from the building on the ground is taken as the static seismic
force based on the ' Evaluation Guidelines' [4.2.2-3] or the seismic force caused by basic earthquake ground motion

S , whichever larger.
2

On the other hand, the vertical seismic force r .ing from the building on the ground is calculated by
applying a uniformly distributed vertical seismi: coefficient derived using the standard value of 0.3 and with the
vibration characte-istics of the building / structure taken into consideration (1/2 the maaimum horimntal acceleration

amplitude if the basic earthquake ground motion S is used).
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In the case when dynamic analysis is also performed, it is possible to omit the statie discussion using the
!

seismic force due to basic earthquake ground motion 5 *
2

c. Direction of action of vertical seismic coefficient

ne vertical seismic coefficient is combined with the horizontal seismic coefficients in the unfavorable
diection, which la usually taken as the upward direction.

(2) Seismic motion used in the dynamic evaluation

De horizontal seismic motion used in the dynamic analysis in obtained from the basic carthquake ground
motion 5 defined at the outcrop of the site by a deconvolution analysis to the level of the lower lmundary of the2

analytical model.

It is supposed that the vertical seismic intensity acts in combination with the horizontal seismic motion, both
acting in the unfavorable directions at the same time. De vertical seismic coefficient used in this case is determined
on the basis of the seismic force used for static investigation.

4.2.3 Aseismic design methods '

he following analyses may be used according to the requirement for safety evaluation v the foundation
ground,

{l) Analysis using sliding plane method and other conventional methods
(2) Static analysis
{3) Dynamic analysis

Usually, when a more detailed analytical method is adopted, the obtained results have a higher reliability,
llence, as shown in Figure 4.2.3 1, when the safety evaluation of the foundation ground is performed, investigation
is performed in the following sequence with increasing reliability: sliding plane method and other conventional
methods, static analysis, and dynamic analysis. If in any of these analytical stages, it is found that the safety
evaluation standard value described in section 4.2.4 (2) ' Evaluation standard value' is satisfied, more detailed
analyses can usually be omitted without any problem.

(1) Analysis using sliding-plane method and other conventional methods

a. There are the following types of sliding-plane method [4.2.3-1 and 2).

{l) Circular sliding plane method
(2) Plane sliding-plane method
{3} Composite sliding plane method

The specific scheme to be adopted is determined according to the shape of the sliding plane, which is
determined in the survey on the geological conditions and topography of the ground concemed.

For an isotropic soil, usually, the sliding stability of the building foundation bottom is investigated. If the -
safety rate is good enough, no further detailed analysis is needed.

For an anisotropic soil or a heterogeneous soil, in addition to the investigation of the sliding stability of
the building foundation bottom, it is also necessary to perform investigation of the sliding stability along a weaker
layer if a high enough safety rate is found, there is no need to perform a more detailed analysis on the sliding
safety, just as in the case of an isotropic soil.
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b. With regard to the bearing strength, the bearing strength of the ground obtained in plate loading test or
using bearing strength formula is compared with the contact pressure generated during earthquake for evaluating
the stability. As far as the defoimation la coneemed, if needed, the bedrock is con $idered as an clastic body for an
investigation using an eladie theory.

(2) Static analysis

in the static analysis, the finite element method or other method are used to determine the stress
distribution, displacement distribution, etc., in the ground; the results are used for evaluating the stability.

a. According to the scheme for determining the mechanical characteristics of the soil material, the analytical
schemes can be generally divided into the following two types:

{1} Linear analysis (clastic analysis)

{2) Nonlinear analysis (nonlinear elastic /clastoplastic/viscoelaritic analysis No-tension method, etc.)

In a nonlinear analysis, the stress distribution in the soil is rearranged according to the nonlinear
characteristics of the properties. llence, the sliding safety factor tends to be increased somewhat than in the case
of linear analysis,

b. Wnile the cross section and the analytical model range are selected appropriately based on the results
of the sliding plane method, the ma., rial properties, boundary conditions and element division of the model also
should be selected appropriately in cmsideration of the geological conditions and the building location.

c. The boundaries of the analysis model are determined by considering the topography of the site such that
the effect of the boundary conditions do not affect the stress in the soil under investigation. I'or the model width,
a i,atisfactory result can usually be obtained by extending about 2.5 times the foundation width to the both sides from
the center of the building.

d. As far as the boundary conditions of the model are concerned, usually,= in the case of long-term load
and vertical seismic force load, the lower boundary is fixed and the side boundaries are modeled as vertical roller;
in the case of horimntal seismic force load, the lower boundary is fixed and the side boundaries are modeled as
horizontal roller,

e. In the case when a significant nonlinearity in the mechanical characteristics of the soil material is found
and a significant influence on the stability evaluation is judged, the analytical method which reflects the nonlinear
characteristics of the material should be adopted.

f. 'ihe aseismic stability evaluation is usually performed using the following analytical sequence:

(1) Calculation of stress in the soil due to the self weight,
{2) Calculation of stress in the soil by seismic force.

{3} Calculation of the stress in the soil as the stresses in (1) and (2) are combined.
(4) Stability evaluation of the soil using the stress obtained in (3).
(5} if needed, stability evaluation et the soilis performed using the displacement obtained from the results

of {2).
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(3) Dynamic analysis

in the dynamic analysis, finite-element method or other methods are used to find the stress distribution,
dnplacement distribution, etc., in the ground, and the results are used to evaluate the stability,

a De analysis rnethods can be dassified depending on the solution of the equations of motion.

(1) Mode superposing method (model analysis method)
(2) Direct integration method
(3) Complex value analysis method (l'ourier transform method).

nese analytical schemes may also be divided into the following two ty pes of analytical methods according
to the method of handling the mechanical characteristics of the ground rnaterial:

{ l) 1.ir ear analysis (clastic analysis)
(2) Nonlineat analysis (equivalent linear analysis, step-by-step nonlinear analysis)

Usually, in nonlinec snalysis, as the strain level increases, the damping constant of the soil material
increases. llence, the response ame can be suppressed lower than that of the linear analysis, and the safety factor
against sliding failure to increase.

He results of analysis using the6e techniques are closely related to handling of boundary conditions and
Hence, when dynamic analysis is implemented, an appropriate method, that can fully display thesoil properties.

stress distribution and displacement distribution in the soil, should be used on the basis of a suitable engineering
judgment on the geological conditions and building layout.

b. De bottom of the dynamic analysis model is called the base ground for analysis. Its depth is usually
set at the position where there is no significant change in the maximum amplitude of the incident wave. l{owever,
ce long as the dissipation w ave motion due to the influence of topography and the buildingis negligible as compared
to the magnitude of incident wave motion, the basement for analysis can be made even shallower w hen the boundary
conditions are modeled such that the dissipation energy is absorbed by them.

In addition, recently, the bmmdary element method (BEM) has been used to treat the ground problem in
more and more cases, its basic solutirn can meet the Sommerferd radiation conditions and the infinity of the ground
can be evaluated unconditionally [4.2.3-3). llence, it is believed to be a powerful means for performing dynamic
analysis in the future.

he analysis range in the horizontal direction of the model for dyn=mic analysis is determinedr.
ng the features of the analysis m:thod. In principle, the width is selected to ensure that the responseonside

arctruci is similar to the response spectrum of the free field ground. I'or a homogeneous ground, the andysis
boundary is usually set at pointa separated (from the building]in the vibration direction of the building by a distance
over 2.5 times the width of the building [4.2.3-4,5,6]. However, by determination a nonreflective boundary on the
side, it is possible to reduce the analysis range.

d. he dynamic soil properties are used for the dynamic analysis he dynamic deformation / dampingD ese,
characteristics are usually represented by the shear stiffness, Poisson's ratio, and damping constant.

Since no
however, usually depend on the mrgnitude of the strain generated and the confinement pressure.
significant strain is generated in the bedrock, in many cases, it is assumed that there is no change in the propert!-4
during the earthquake. In the case when nonlinear mechanical characteristics are necessary for (Fe surface ground

In the case of
and weak layer, the static analysis results are used to evaluate the corresponding properties.
equivalent linear analysis, step.by-step calculation is performed on the basis of the prescribed relation between strain
and properties until convergence is realized.
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e. 'Ihe seismic stability evaluation is usually performed in the following analysis aequence:

{l) Calculation of the underground stress generated by self weight.
{2) Calculation of underground stress due to the action of the static vertical seismic coefficient.
{3) Calculation of the response values (underground stress, acceleration, displacement, etc.) due to the

action of the horizontal seismic motions.

(4) Calculation of the stress in the ground due to the sum of stresses of {l) {2) and {3}.
{5) Stability evaluation of the ground using the stress obtained in (4).
{6) If needed, the response characteristics derived in {3) are used for safety evaluation of the ground and

the evaluation of presence / absence of the unique dynamic cha'acteristics of the ground.

(4) Others

a. If needed, three-dimensional analysis is performed. However, as long as there is no geologically weak
surface, the three-dimensional analysis results usually have higher stability than the two-dimensional analysis results.
Hence, in the conventional case, two-dimensional analysis is believed to be sufficient.

b. In the case when the foundation ground contains weak layers, or there are locations with extremely
different stiffness values, if the mechanical model of a continuous body is used, a tensile stress region, or region
olth local safety factor below I.0 (see section '4.2.2. Safety evaluation *), may be generated in the foundation
ground, in the case when it is determined that the results affect the stability of the foundation g pund, it may be
necessary to study the seismic stability using more detailed methods, such as nonlinear elastic analysis, no-tension
method, etc., so that the redistribution of stress is taken into consideration [4.2.3-7]. However, since these methods

cre for analysis of a continuous body, for hard ground soil withjoint cracks and discontinuous surface, although
they are effective analysis methods for approximate prediction of the degree of deformation, they are nevertheless
inappropriate for studying the precise behavior of the discontinuous surfaces.

In the case when the tensile stress along weak layer is significantly developed so that a continuous plane
is formed or in the case when the behavior of the discontinuous plane is the main factor in determining the stability
of the foundation ground, the seismic stability is studied by using a joint model and other mechanical models of a
discontinuous body [4.2.3-8,9). When these mechanical models of a discontinuous body are used, evaluation of
pmperties of the model should be performed and the app:Opriateness should be suitably confirmed,

c. Depending on the method of treating the pore water pressure, the aforementioned analysis methods can
be divided into total stress analysis and effective stress analysis Usually, safety evaluation is performed by total
stress analysis. In the case when it is possible to make an appropriate evaluation of the pore water pressure
generated, the effective stress method may also be used to evaluate the stability. For further information concerning
ground type and total stress representatior./ effective stress representation, please see section '3.3.5. Representation
method of properties and application in design.'

d. In the case when the underground water level is higher than the bottom of the building foundation and
en uplifting pressure acts on the building, the sliding stability of the building foundation bottom surface is evaluated
with the uplifting force taken into consideration.
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4.2.4 Safety evaluation

(1) Evaluation items

Study of sliding failurea.

'ihe stability of the foundation is esaluated using the " sliding failure safety factor.'

(a)'the sliding failure safety factor used for sliding plane method is determined considering the equilibrium
of the shear force or moment with respect to the sliding plane, using the following formulas.

(Safety factor F,,, duc to equilibrium of moments)

Moment of force that can resist the slidinE__ (4.2.4-1)
7'' , Moment of force that tries to cause the sliding

; Safety factor F, due to equilibrium of shear forces)

p* , Sum of shear resistance forces on the sliding plane
Sum of shear forces on the sliding plane

(b) For the v.tatic and dynamic analysea when the foundation ground is modeled using the finite element
method, etc., the distribution of stresses on the sliding piane are used to calculate the sliding safety factors by

Also, in this case, the sliding planes necessary to evaluate are those for which it isformula (4.2.41), etc.
determined that a more detailed study is needed based on the results of sliding-plane method or those for which it
is determined a new evaluation should be performed to account for the distribution of local safety factor, direction
of the potential sliding plane (mobilized plane), etc. For the ground type and methods used to determine the local
safety factor, a detailed description is presented in section '3.3.5.

Representation method of properties and

application in design.'

b. Others

Depending on the foundation ground at the point of evaluation, in some cases, there may be evaluation
items other than the sliding failure which can affect the stability of the nuclear reactor facility on the basis of

For example, in the case of
engineering judgment on geology / geological structure, ground properties, etc.
heterogeneous ground and anisotropic ground, dep ; Jing on the nature of the heterogeneity and anisotropicity,it
is neceasary to investigate the following items:

(a)ln the case when a ground has soft rock and hard rock distributed in an irrrgular way so that there exist
very large differences in the local ground stiffness, or in the case when the ground has significantly deteriorated
portions due to weathering, underground water, rupturing effect, hot-water deteriorating effect, etc., it is necessary
to study the stress concentration in the ground and the different degrees of settlement.

(b) For the aforementioned heterogeneous ground or anisotropic ground, in addition to the study performed
on the deformation caused by the weak strata, there are some areas in which it is necessary to study the response
acceleration, response spectrum and stress to evaluate the presence / absence of unique vibration characteristics during
carthquake.
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1): Shortest d$tance from center of Mohr s circle to the failure envelope

Figure 4.2.4-1. Definition of local safety factor (example).

(2) Evaluation standard values

a. Evaluation of sliding

%e sliding plane method and static analysis method are based on the traditional seismic coefficient method,
in which the earthquake is regarded as a static phenomenon. In this analve me standard value for evaluating safety
is usually taken an about 2.0, independent of the type of found.stion gnw of the nuclear power plant.

In the case of isotropic grount evaluation is usually limited to the sliding of the foundation bottom surface.
Consequently, only the properties s' the bottom of the foundation need to be evaluated, and the analysis accuracies
of both the sliding-plane method and the static analysis are considered to be abom the same. Hat is, for itotropic
ground, it is possible to assume that the sliding-plane method and static analysis have the same level of general
acetracy. For these two analysis methods, the evaluation standard value is taken as 2.0 as in the conventional
scheme.

For heterogeneous ground or an anisotropic ground, it is necessary to study the stability of the sliding plane
along the weak strata in addition to the sliding of the foundation bottom surface. He sliding-plane method differs
from static analysis in that the stiffness and the nonlinear characteristics of the ground cannot be considered. As
a result, in certain respects, it is impossible to say that the ground characteristics are reflected fully in evaluating
the stability against sliding, herefore it is desirable that a certain margin over the aforementioned evaluation
standard value of 2.0 be considered for sliding-plane method.

For static analysis, it is possible to adjust the model corresponding to the characteristics of the ground.
Consequently, the analysis precision can be taken as the same for both isotropic ground and heterogeneous ground.
Hence, the evaluation standard value used for nonhomogeneous ground and anisotropic ground can be taken as
identical to that of isotropic ground, i.e., 2.0.

Also, the aforementioned evalaation standard values in the various stages are used for the following
judgment: if the obtained safety factor is greater than 'he evaluation stemdard value, the sliding stability is taken
as fully guaranteed, and the ground does not need fu ',er detailed evaluation.

Dynamic analysis is a method having much higher precision than the seismic coefficient method with
res sect to both property evaluation and analysis accuracy. As the evaluation standard value for sliding stability,
l.:i is used as the instantaneous sliding safety factor of dynamic analysis due to basic earthquake ground motion S .2
In consideration of the fact that the sliding safety factor of fill type dam and other important conventional public
facilities is taken as 1.2 for slidinE safety evaluation [1.2.2-4), selection of the evaluation standard value for the
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Table 4.2.41. Evaluation standard values for sliding of foundation ground of nuclear reactor building.(O

Sliding-plane method Static analysis Dynamic analysis

2.0 2.0 1.5

(DReference values for seismic evaluation of the foundation of nuclear reactor building with respect to sliding safety
factor.

instantaneous sliding sai- factor derived from the dynamic analysis of 1.5 provides a stricter condition for the
safety evaluation of the ground which directly supports the nuclear reactor building. +

b. Evaluation of items in section *4.2.4(1) Others'

Evaluation is performed for each item in section 'Others.'

4.3 Peripheral slope of nuclear reactor building

4.3.1 Formation of soil model

(1) Slope as object for stability evaluation
t

1he peripheral slope of a nuclear reactor building refers to the slope for which the distance between the
toe of the slope and the nuelsar reactor building is less than 50 m, or less than about 1.4 times the height of the
slope.

(2) Properties

The properties used for stability analysis of the peripheral slope of a nuclear reactor building can be
determined in the same wmy as in section '4.2.l(2) Properties."

(3) Other conditions that should be taken into consideration

in order to investigate the stability of the peripheral slope of the nuclear reactor building, it is necessary
to study the following items in addition to the seismic force.

a. Underground water

Usually, for slope stability analysis, the soil below the underground water level is taken as being in
saturated state. For the banking slope and ground made of soil material in saturated state, excessive pore water
pressure is generated due to the effect of the shear stress during earthquake, and the stability against sliding is
decreased. Hence, an effective measure for rr.aintaining stability of the slope is to actively lower the underground
water level using drain holes and drainage tunnels.

I
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. b. Initial stress mode

When the stability in earthquake 's to be studied the stress in the slope caud by excavation or banking

f is regarded as the inidal stress, its evaluation is usually performed by an analysis in consideration of the topography
and geological state. When there exists a large4cale fault or distorted layering structure in the periphery of the site,
the initial stress should be measured in order to confirm its influence

c. Liquefaction of soil

| In the case when the banking sicpe or the soit just benesth the banking soil are made of sandy carth or
other cArth materials, and also when the soil is below the underground water level, study of liquefaction should be
performed according to section '3.3.5(3) Representation of dynamic strength characteristics.'

4.3.2 Design seismic force

(1) Seismic force for static evaluation

in principle, the seismic force for static seismic evaluation is determined according to the following formula
or according to the equivalent seismic coefficient determined in consideration of the seismic characteristics of the
soil based on the basic earthquake ground motion S;.

(4.3.2-1)K,, = n, n, Ko

where K,: standard design seismic coefficient, taken as 0.2
ni: correction coefficient of the site, taken as 1.0
n2: additional response coefficient depending on site conditiotr, slope shape, etc., usu&lly taken as 1.5.

In principle, the vertical seismic coefficient is taken as 1/2 the horizontal seismic coefficient. They are
assumed to act in the unfavorable directions at the same time. When the aforementioned seismic coefficients are
used, the following items are taken into consideration,

a. For the basis of Ko = 0.2, please roe section '4.2.2(1) Seismic force for static evaluation."

b. According to above item (a) and the analysis evaluation of the equivalent seismic coefficient and sliding
safety factor (see section '4.6.2. Peripheral slope of nuclear reactor building *), the horizontal seismie coefficient
of 0.3 neatly corresponds to the seismic force caused by basic earthquake ground motion S . The response2

characteristics of the slope depend significantly on the slope shape and the seismic characteristics of the soil that
forms the slope. Hence, it is necessary to make sufficient consideration when they are used. As a rule of thumb
at present, the slopes to which horizontal seismic coefficient Kg = 0.3 can be applied include slopes which have
thin surface soil and thin talus and are made of soil having V greater than 300 m/s, with an average slope gentlers
than 1:1.2 and with a height less than 150 m. Also, the maximum accelerstion of the basic earthquake ground
motion S is lower than 500 Gal,

2

c. In the case when it is predicted that the seismic coefficient of the slope is significantly different from
the horitontal seismic coefficient (Kn) determined using the aforementioned formula, it is possible to use the
equivalent seismic coefficient derived in consideration of the seismic characteristics based on the basic earthquake
ground motion S or a modified equivalent seismic coefficient which is expressed as a function of the height.2
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d. Depending on the soil conditions, slope shape, and other states, the unfavorable direction of Action of'

the vertical seismic coefficient may be either upward or downward as determined by the relation between the s6 ding
force due to earthquake and the resistance force. In many cases that have been studied up to now, the unfavorable
direction is usually downward when the sliding plane is deep while it is usually upward when the sliding plane is
shallow.

(2) Seismic motion for dynamic evaluation

ne scismb motion used for dynamic analysis is determined r.ccording to section '4.2.2(2) Seisuuc motion
used in dynamic evaluation.'

4.3.3 Aseistnie design method

Stability evaluation of the peripheral slope of the nuclear reactor buildingis perfonned according to section
'4.2.3 Aseismic de*ia,n method '

4.3.4 Evaluation of stability

(1) Evaluation items

a. Consideration of sliding

in principle, s.afety evaluation of a slope during carthquak- is perfonned using the sliding safety factor in
consideration of the sliding along weak surface or in the unstable region, etc.

(a) ne alidmg safety factor on the sliding plane is determined from the definition in Equation (4.2.4-1).

(b) ne safety factor in static and dynamic analysis is also determined from the definition in Equation

(4.2.4-1).

In addition, the sliding planes to be evaluated are selected according to section '4.2.4(1) Evaluation items.' ,

b. Others

in addition to the aforementioned evaluation items, there are also cases when it is necessary to study the
distribution of local aafety factor, expansion of tensile stress region, and deformation of e.arth slope during
earthquake.. It should be noted that the local safety factor (see Figure 4.2.4-1)is only one of indices for *he local
damage of the individual elements in the finite-element method. As long as the elements with local r,afety factor
smaller than 1.0 do not for n a continuous sliding plane, it (the local safety factor) is not directly related to the
sliding failure of the whole slope. Irlowever, it is an effective index for ecluating the local stability of the slope.

(2) Evaluation standard values

a. Evaluation of sliding

When the seismic stability of the peripheral slope of the nuclear reactor building is evaluad it is or31y
necessary to make sure that collapse of the slope would not have secondary effect on the nuclear reacte building.
llence, except in certain special cases, there is no need to tackle the problem of deformation of the slepe.
Consequently, as long as only the safety evaluation of slide is taken as the subject, the slip-surface mxhod and the
static analysis method are believed to have the sam: malysis precision.
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Table 4.3.4-1. Evaluation standard values with respect to the r.e apheral slope of nuclear reactor building.0)

-- -

Sliding plane 'uMhod Static analysis Dynamic analysis
- ,, -

1.5 1.5 1.2
_

UNalues as index for selsmic evaluation of the peripheral slopo for sliding safers factor

According to section '4.3.2(1) Seismic force for static evaluits.' N design horirontal seismic |
coefficient Kn is taken as 0.3, which is about 1.2 3.0 times.u. ' for a filled-type tam. 2. [4.2.2-4), and is telieved I
te, be a rather large seismic force. On the other hand, for the standard value so evaluate the stability unng the )
aliding-plane method and excavation analysis method, a value of 1.2 to 1.5 has been ut,ed traditiona:ly regardless |

of 'he type of the slope, such as banking slope, excavation slope, natural slope, etc. In consideration of thet

sforementioned features, the evaluation standard value for the safety evaluation using the sliding-plane method and
static analysis is determined to be 1.5.

He dynsenic analysh has a much higher accuracy than the aforementioned two analysis methods based on
the seismic coefficient scheme. He evaluation standard value for sliding stability is determine 41 to be 1.2. His
value is equal to the sliding safety factor of 1.2 taken for filled-type dam in sliding stability evaluation using the
seismic coefficient method, llowever, since this sliding safety factor for dynamic analysis is used to evshista the
inetsnt.neous sliding condition, the safety evahtation of the slope is rather strict,'

b. Evaluation of items in section '4.3.4(1) Others'

Evaluation is performed of each item in 'Others.'

4.4 Irnportant outdoor underground structures-

4.4.1 thsic times
.

(1) Scope of objective structures
,

he important outdoor underground structures refer to the structures related to emergency cooling facilities,
such as water inlet, water channel, water pit (pump chamber), seawater duct, and other seawater piping support
structures. ney form a very long structure from the water inlet to the nuclear reactor building, and may be$

affected easily by such conditions as topography of the site, geology, structure layout planning etc. Consequendy, |

sufficient care should be exercised in their seismic design. Figure 4.4.1 1 illustrates an example of the emergency
cooling facility.
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(2) Fundios needed

For the seismic design of the emergency cooling facilities, the following functions must be maintained even
undc- the basic earthquake ground motion S or S -i 2

{1} lt should be able to take seawater with the prescribed flow rate through the water i- od send it to
the residual heat removal system after passing through the water channel, pump chamber, ard seawater pipe. Hat
is, it should be able to maintain the water transporting function of the water channel, the support of the pump, and
the support of ti_e seawater pipe.

(2) Even when the nuclear reactor is totally shut down after an e rthquake, the aforementioned functions
still should be main:.dned to maintain the safe shut-down state. |

4.4.2 !!. . a < hat should be taken into consideration

(1) Effects of earthquake

in the seismic design, stru-tures to be evaluated incl de the following types:

(1} Structures that support machines with high importance
(2) Structures that are mainly underground
{3) long and large structures.

For these structures, the following earthquake influences must usually be taken into consideration.

Stability of soil in the periphery of the structure during earthquakea.

ne structures as the subjects are usually unuerground structures. For underground structures, the seismic
safety strongly depends on the seismic stability of the surrounding soil. Consequently, depending on the degree of
seismic. stability of the surrounding soil, it is necessary to make drastic change for the ideas of the aseismic design
of the structure. As a resul., sufficient care should be exercised in its evaluation

| b. Deform-tbn of soil or earth pressure during ca.%uake

%e behavior of the underground structun, during earthquake depends on the motion of the surrounding
soil. Herefore, the. influence of earthquake on the structure is mainly due to the deformation of surrounding soil.
Hence, the seismic safety of the structure should 19 e 'luatec, mainly for the str-=s and deformation generated on
the stmeture caused by soit deformation,

c. Inertial force caused by dead and live loads, reaction force by machine

Although the influence of earthquake on the underground structure mainly comes from soil deformation,
the effect of the bertial force cannot be neglected for some structures, while for other structures, this effect may
be neglected. He live load comes from pumps, pipes, etc., which have different seismic inertial torce patterns due
to N-e different vibration characteristica. As a result, it is necessary to determine the i: ertial force according to
theae clut : eristics, and the reaction force en the support structures due to vibration of the machines should be
considered appropriately,

d. Differential displacement

in the regions between water inlet a . . vater channel, between water channel and pump chamber, between )
pump chamber and seawater pipe duct, betwo ; = ater pipe duct and nuclear reactor building, and in the adjvo :
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spans of water channel, seawater pipe Oct, end other long and large strucs ires, the behaviors during carthycake
depend on the r,truc'ure state, topograph), and soil conditions. Herefore it is , ecusary to study the effects of
differential displacemunt between structures.

Dynamic hydraulic pressure during earthquakec.

For water inte*, water cham, i, xater pit (pump chamber), etc., as their interior is full of seawater, the
inertial force of the int.:rnal water must be taken into consideration, in addition, for the water tower, the effect of
the external seawater should be taken into consideration as dynamic hydraulic pressure or additional mass.

(2) Properties

he properties s hich should be <:calua'ed are determined appropriately according to the items to be studied

and the means t.: d. In the case wbt.t soil improvement measures are applied to improve the stability of the
surrounding ; oil of the stru:tme, apropriate testing method should be adopted to confirm the improvement effect.

Table 4.45.-l li ts the gerotal relationshir between the test methods and the seismic evaluation methods.
For details of thoc survey / test met %.Js. pier.ae rv section "3.3 Survey and soil test."

4.4.3 Design seismic force

Dynamic analysis and its simplified form (response displacement method) are usually used for underground
structure, instead of the seismic coefficients method. However, because of past experience and simplicity, the
seismic coefficient method is used as a means of rough evaluation of the structure's cross section in the preliminary

design stage or as a means of making relative comparison with the conventional design. Ikcause of these reasons,
the seismic coefficienta for underground structures are determined in the following item 42).

(1) Seismic motion for dynamic evaluatmn

The i ari: ental seismic motbn for dynamic evaluation is determined on the basis of the basic earthquake
ground motious S or S at the rock euterop of the site. The basic earthquake ground motion S or S is determinedi 2i
at the roc! outcrop of the mite according to " Evaluation Guidelines" [4.2.2 3). The vertical seismic coefficient is
set at 1/2 of the maximum acceleration amplitude. The methods of evaluation of design seismic motion at the
structurnt site are different for the following two cases:

{'} in .he case when the structure is set on ground identical to the rock outcrop of the site, the design
seism mo, ion is based on the basic earthquake ground motion S or S rietenn'med at the reck outcrop.i 2

(2) In the case when the foundation of the structure is set on ground different from the rock oute. rop of
the site, the design seismic motion is de. ermined appropriately on the basis of the basic earthquake ground motion
at the rock outcrop in consideration of the seismic characteristics of the ground on which the structure is set.
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f Table 4.4.2-1, 1(elation between survey / test methods and seismic evaluation method [4.1-1].
I
l Seismic

l character. Stabihty of soil during
of ground carthquake Seismic analysis of struerures

Test method and soil Seismic Response
I Survey / constants to be Dynamic Statac Dynamic coefficient displacement Dynamic

test item determined analysis - analysis analysis method method analysis

Geological Geological soil structure
survey (inc!uding water table O O O O O O

leve;. .E )

Microtremor Geological soil structure O O O O

Elastic wave PS logging, refractive
test method; geological sod O O O O _

structure; V, , V , r43

Penetration test; N, etc. O O O O O O

Dorehole loading: Kg , O O O
E, , Py

In situ test
Plate loading; K, , E, , O O
Py

fledrock ahear; C, 4 O O O

tsical test; p, particle
'

6e, granulanty distri. O O O O O O
bution, consistency

Uniaxial; g O O O
i

''*"U Consohdation; P , etc.y O O
(for clay only)

Static triaxial, etc.; C'
O O O O

4, E, , r, , etc.

Dynamic triaxial, etc.; O O O O O
r, , R , E , G, h, etc.

( 10 indicatra close relation
O indicates a certain relation

% oil constant symbols
p Density . rg Dynamic shear strength

r, , ya : Static and dynamic Poisson's ratios h ' Damping constant
P , S-wave velocitiesN : Penetration resistance value V, , Vs -

K, , K, . Iforizontal and vertical reaction coefficients of soil P . Consolidation yield stressy

E, Ea t Static and dynamic modulus of elasticity g Uniaxial compression strength (C = 2C)
G Shear modulus of elasticity R, Liquefaction strength
C, & Cohesive force, internal frictional angle
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Table 4.4.3-1. Correction coefficient r.2 for different ground conditions.

Ground type n2
'

Ground almost identical to the foundation ground of the nuclear reactor
1'0building

Ground which is softer than the foundation ground of the nuclear reactor
1'5building and is expected to amplify the seismic coefficient

(2) Seismic force for static evaluation

a. Design horizontal seismic coefficient,

De in horizontal seismic coefficient (Kn) at the ground surface can be determined by the following
equation:

K, = n, n n K (4.4.31)3 3 a

where Ko: standard design seismic coefficient, taken as 0.2.
n: correction coefficient at the site, usually taken as 1.0.i
n2: correction coefficient according to ground conditions, with values listed in Table 4.4,3-1.
n3: coefficient due to factors other than those described above, usually 1.0.

In the case when the seismic coefficient is believed to be different from the standard seismic coefficients
shown here in consideration of past design cases, the equivalent seismic coefficient is determined based on the
seismic characteristics of the ground,

b. Underground seismic coefficient

The aferementioned Kn is used as the underground seismic coefficient. However, a lower value can be
used on the basis of dynamic analysis of ground or other appropriate method.

c. Vertical seismic coefficient

. In the case when the design vertical seismic coefficient (Ky)is considered, in principle, Ky = K /2, whichH
-is the value used for both the portion above ground and the underground portion. For the vertical seismic
cr. fficient, in principle, there is no decrease in the depth direction. However, if there is a decrease due to the site
conditions, the decrec$e pattern may be adopted.

4.4.4 Aseismic design method of structures

(1) Ascismic design sequence

'Re aseismic & sign of important outdoor underground structure is carried out according to the following
sequence (an example of the design sequence is shown in Figure 4.4.4-1).
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-
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'

5
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&

ICalcuiation of stress and strain I |
L I
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Figure 4.4.41. An example of aseismic design sequence of important outdoor underground structure [4.1-1).
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{1} Determination of basic requirements
{2} Evaluation of soil stability
(3) Design of structure

a. Evaluation of soil stability

The aseismic properties of the underground structure are closely related to the stability of the sunounding
soil. Hence, before the aseismic design of the r"ructure itself, it is necessary to perform safety evaluation of the
sliding of the peripheral slope and liquefaction of sandy soil, etc., according to the requirement.

b. Design of structures

(1) flasic design
In the basic design stage of the structure ndn body, the seismic force (seismic coefficient) used in the static

evaluation described in section '4.4.3 Design seismic force' is used for evaluation of the structure cross section
(first draft), etc.

(2) Detailed design
In the safety study stage of detailed design, the dynamic evaluation method described in section '4.4.3

Design seismic force" is used for evaluating the safety by " response displacement method" or ' dynamic analysis
method." If needed, the earthquake loading to the machine is detennined by ' dynamic analysis method."

(2) Seismic coefficient method

in the seismic calculation using seismic coefficient method, the inertial force caused by the self-weight of
the structure and the load, thn , -th pressure during earthquake, and the dynamic hydreulic pressure during
earthquake are taken into conslowation in calcuisting the member forces.

(1) When the inertial force during earthquake used in the seismic design by the scismic coefficient method
is to be calculated, the inertial force is calculated by multiplying the self-weight and live load by the design seismic

coefficient.

(2} The design horizontal seismic coefficient (Kg) and vertical seismic coefficient (Ky) used in the seismic
calculation by the seismic coefficient method are derived using the method shown in section "4.4.3 Design seismic
force."

(3} Either the defonnation c: , peripheral soil or the earth pressure is considered as the earthquake
effects received by the structure from peripheral soil. In the seismic calculation by the seismic coefficient
method, the earth pressure during eartY ake is taken into consideration. When the earth pressure during earthquake
is to be calculated, the conventional calculation fonnula may be used. When the conventional earth pressure
equation is used to design the water pit, seawater channel, and other underground structures, the structure's shape
and stiffness, the surrounding soil's behavior, etc., should be taken into consideration; the magnitude and
distribution profile of the earth pressure during earthquake should be tahn into full consideration; also, the method
of combining the soil pressures acting on the left and right sides of the underground structure and the way to apply
bottom shear force should be selected carefully.

(4} The overburden pressure during earthquake is calculsted from the weight of the overburden soil
multiplied by (1 i Ky). Upward (-) or downward (+) is selected to ensure the safer side depending on the
conditions.
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(3) Response displacement method

in the response displacement method, first, the free-field spectrum is determined; then, the spectrum is
input to the structure through the soil springs, and the member forces are calculated. At the same time, effects of

_ the initial force due to the self weight of the structure, dynamic hydraulic pressure, etc., must be taken into

] consideration, with these effect. superimposed with the effect of the soil displacement to ensure a design on the safe
side. In order to calcula-e the displacement of the soil during earthquake, the type of seismic wave, propagation
path, soil conditions, etc., should be taken into consi.' ration, with the conditions selected as most suitable for the
seismic evaluation of the stucture. He following wave propagation types are considered in the response
displacement method:

{l) Wave motion transmitted vertically in 'he soil .

] When the soil conditions are simple, usually oty the primary shear vibration mode of the soil is taken into
consideration. However, when the changes in physical yroperties of ground in the depth direction are obvious from
the results of ground survery, the displacement amt tude distribution of the soil is determined by using anli
appropriate analysis method, such as the multiple refhetion theory.

{2) Wave motion transmitted horizontally on the ground surface
in order to calculate the displacement of soil when the seismic waves are aseumed to travel horizontally,

it is necessary in wait until more data are accumulated. At present, a simple method, in which the wave motion
tranemitted along the ground surface is represented by a sinusoidal wave, is used for soft ground.

{3) More complicated wave propagation due to soil conditions, etc.
In the case when the soil is nonhomogeneous, or when the soil layers are inclined, etc., propagation of the

wave motion becomes complicated. In this case, the soil is represented by a discrete-mass model or a finite element
model. He displacement of the soil can be calculated using dynamic analysis,

,

in principle, the displacement of the soil is applied to the structure through soil spring. He soil spring
constants are determined appropriate from the results of ground survey, soil test, etc., with the shape and stiffness
of the structure taken into full consideration. The soil spring constants depend primarily on the properties of the soil.
in addition, they also depend significantly on the shape, stiffness, displacement pattern, etc., of the structure. Also,
when the nonlinearity of the soil properties during a strong earthquake is significant, they are also affected by this
nonlinearity. He optimum soil spring constants for the specific problem to be handled should be determined on
the basis of a good understanding of these features. For the calculation methods of the soil spring constants, please
see s '' ion *3.3.5 Representation method of properties and application in design."

(4f Dynamic analysis method

in the seismic ca' ulation using dynamic analysis, the structure and soil are represented by an appropriate
dynamic model to account for the vibration characteristics of the structure, and the displacements and forces of the
structure are evaluated.

(1} When a model is to k 'etermined for the structure and soil, the soil conditions, structure, structural
characteristics, functional characteristics, as well as analysis purpose, characteristics of input seismic motion, etc.,
must be taken into full consideration. Methods for modeling structures include discrete-mass model, finite-element
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model, etc. For the soil model, in addition to the aforementioned two models, the wave propagation may also be
calculated by using the one-dimensional multiple reflection model.

(2} ne various constants of the soil and structure needed for the dynamic analysis must be determined
from the results of the various material tests and ground survey with a full consideration of the analysis. In
particular, in the case of a strong earthquake, the soil materials display nonlinearity, which must also be taken into
consideration.

{3) When the finite element model or one-dimensional multiple reflection model is used, the stiffness and
damping constant of each portion of the model may be evaluated directly from the properties of the material. On
the other hand, when a discrete mass model is used, since the soil spring constants and damping constants are
closeiy related to the analysis method and the characteristics of the analysis model, evaluation should be performed
with these factors taken into full consideration. For details of the soil spring constants and damping constants,

please see Section '3.3.5 Representation method of properties and application in design."

[4) Methods for calculating the vibration response using these models include mode superposition method,
complex response analysis method, direct integration method, etc. It is important to select the method that fits the
conditions of the structure and soil and the analysis purpose.

4.4.5 Safety evaluation

Safety evaluation should be performed hr all of the items related to the seismic safety of the important
outdoor underground structures. He major items include stability of peripheral soil, safety of components, and
differential displacement.

(1) Stability of soil

Sliding of peripheral soil of structurea.

in the case when there exist a slope or a shore-protection adjacent to the structures and when the safety of
the structure during earthquake is predicted to be affected by the sliding failure of the ground, it is necessary to
examine the measures including the planning of layout of the slopes and the important outdoor structures. For
detailed description of the method of evaluating the slide stability, please see section "4.2.3 Aseismi design

methods."

b. Liquefaction r.nd rettlement

For sandy soil, when design is to be made of a structure, it is necessary to confirm the presence / absence
of liquefaction of the soil. When liquefaction during arthquake is expected, it is necessary to take the following
factors into consideration for the aseismic design: static / dynamic soil hydraulic pressures, increase in buoyancy by

the liquefied soil, settlement of the soil, etc. For a soil with a low concentration and a not fully consolidated
reclaimed ground, a possibility of a significant differential settlement and its effect on the structure should be studied
carefully For details about liquefaction of sandy soil, please see section '3.3.5 Representation of properties and
application in design."
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(2) Inspection of safety of structural components

Inspection of seismic safety of structural components is performed in principle by checking if the nate of
the components subjected to the seismic motion in the dynamic evaluation described in section '4.4.3 Design
seismic force' is below the ' limit state.'

Concrete structural componentsa.

Although several schemes have been proposed to calculate the limit valves corresponding to the ultimate
limit state or functional limit state (4.4.51], etc., for the reinforced concrete and prestressed concrete structural
components, a standard method has not yet been established. It is yet to be developed in the future. Hence, when
it is difficult to define the ' limit state' and the corresponding limit value, the safety is usually checked according
to the allowable stress design method. On the other hand, if the " limit state" at which the support function of the
structure can be maintained is clearly defined, and also the corresponding strength capacity, deformation limit, crack
width and other limit value; are def' ed appropriately, then, it is possible to check the safety by using the design

_
m

method based on this ' limit state."

b. Steel structural components

ne safety of water shaft and water channel made of steel can be inspected by checking if the strain of the
component concerned is below the strain corresponding to the " limit state." When the allowable strain is determined,
past research works and technical manuals [4.4.5-2,3] may be used as references. The :; train of the component is

! calculated using the properties of the material appropriate for the magnitude of the strain generated.

(3) Differential displacement

ne water channel, seawater pipe duct, and other linear structural components in the horizontal direction
are affected by the differential displacement of soil due to the spacious distribution of the seismic motion. On the
other hand, the water shaft and other vertical linear structural components are affected by the differential
displacement of soil in the vertical direction. When these structural components are designed and it is found that -
the stress and strain in the structural components during earthquake become greater than the allowable limit, the
shape / dimensions of the part should be changed or a flexible joint should be arranged at an appropriate position.
In this case, it is necessary to make sure that the differential displacement at the point is not greater than the
allowable limit.

For the joint portien between different types of structural parts with different vibration performances, such
as between seawater pipeduct and water pit, differential displacement may take place during earthquake. In this
case, the vibration characteristics of the various structural parts should be taken into consideration to make sure that
the differential displacement at the joint portion can be absorbed. Usually, a Oexiblejoint is arranged at the joint
portion.

In principle, the response values of the soil and structure system for which the differential displacement
needs to be evaluated are determined by dynamic analysis. However, in some cases, only the dynamic response
of the soil is calculated, and the response of the structure is evaluated statically on the basis of the soil responses.
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4.5 Other civil structures

in addition to the important outdoor underground structures described in the above section, the nuclear plant
also has various other civil structures, such as seaport facility, recirculating cooling water inter / outlet facility,
bridge, road, tank foundation, electrical / equipment / piping equipment foundations, water drainage route, retaining
wall, etc. The aseismic design of these civil structures can be performed according to the standards and guidelines
listed in Table 4.51 In addition, the design should ensure that these civil structures do not cause trouble for the
adjacent important structures dt.cing an earthquake. Careful evaluation should be made against landslide, flood, and
other natural disasters.

4.6 Analysis of problems related to aseismic design and examples of aseismic design

in this section, we will mainly discuss the items for attention in the aseismic design of the foundation
ground of nuclear reactor building, and important outdoor underground structures described in the above, as well
as the items for further evaluations regrading the seismic coefficient of the ground described in sections 4.2 and 4.3.
All of the cases described in the following are cited from the numerous studies performed by the Japan Society of
Civil Engineers (JSCE). For details, please see reference [4.1-1].

4.6.1 Foundation soil of nuclear reactor building

(1) Analysis items

(1) Width of soil model in static analysis
{2} Ground depth for base motion inpv in dynamic analysis
(3) Relation between seismic motion and equivalent seismic coefficient

For item (1), parametric study is performed on the influence of the soil model width on the analysis results
in static finite element analysis, and the standard soil model width is evaluated.

For item (2), parametric study is performed on the influence of the ground depth for base motion input
on the analysis results in dynamic finite element analysis, and the standard ground depth for base motion input is
evaluated.

For item {3), in the case when stabil;;y evaluation of the foundation soil is performed using the sliding-
plane method and static analysis, the seismic coefficient is used. Regarding the concept of the equivalent seismic
coefficient of the soil, a comparison is made between the soil's design horizontal seismic coefficient K g = 0.2 andi

standard seismic motion S -2

(2) Analysis models

Soil model for analysis and parameters of nuclear reactor buildinga.

Figures 4.6.1-1-3 illustrate the analysis model. In this case, the building is a standard BWR MARK-Il
nuclear reactor embedded in the soil 20 m below the ground surface.
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Table 4.51. Standards / guidelines of aseismic design of underground structures.

Standards / guidelines Publishers

1 Guidelines of Aseismic Design of Underground Tunnel (Draft) Japan Society of Civil Engineers
(published in 1976)

2 Specifications of Concrete Standards / Commentary (published Japan Scciety of Civil Engineers
in 1980)

3 Reinforced Concrete Structure Calculation Standards / Architectural Institute of Japan
Commentary ,

4 Building Foundation Structural Design Star.dards/ Commentary Architectural Institute of Japan
(published in 1974)

$ Road / Bridge SpeciGcations/ Commentary Japan Road Association
I. Section of common features

11. Section of steel bridges
_

(published in 1981)

Road / Bridge Specifications / Commentary Japan Road Association
I. Section of common features

Ill. Section of concrete bridges
(published in 1981)

Road / Bridge Specifications / Commentary Japan Road Association
1. Section of common features

IV. Section of foundation structures p
(published in 1981) N

Road /llridge Specifications / Commentary Japan Road Association
I. Section of common features

V. Section of aseismic design
(published in 1981)

6 Technical Standards / Commentary of Port Facilities (published Japan Port Association
in 1980)

7 Guidelines / Commentary of Aseismic Engineering of Aqueduct Japan Aqueduct Association
Facilities (published in 1979)

8 Explanation of Aseismic Design Guidelines (Draft)(published Japan Railway Facility Associa-
in 1979) tion

9 Second Amended Edition of Dam Design Standards (published Japan Alajor Dam Council
in 1978)

10 New Aseismic Design hiethod (Draft)(published in 1977) hiinistry of Construction

1i Technical Standards and Official Procedure for Hydraulic hiinistry of International Trade
Equipment for Power Generation (published in 1974) and Industry

12 Standards of Application of Structure of Oil Retaining Wall Fire Defense Agency
(published in 1977)
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( (Analysi$ conditions)

(1) Sidebokuda:y:Honzental reller

(2) Lower boundarv: Fixed

(3) $n11:Homogene*us soll~~

U ? oo m/s)B
BuiMng

(4) DeDthof ana!Yllunnut!:200m--

_
j,
*

Model width /

Model width building'

ModelName200 m m bottom width

200 m 2.5 Model- a

400 m 5.0 Model-b*

! 800 m 10.0 Model- c

Modelhatf width (1) 1600 m 20.0 Model-d

Figure 4.6.1-1. Analysis model (soil model width for static analysis).

(a) Soil model width in static analysis

A study was performed regarding the standard model width by static analysis on the four types of soil
model width shown in Figure 4.6.1 1 (the soil avxtel single-side widths measuring from the building center are 1.25
times,2.5 times,5 times, and 10 times the width of the building bottom, respectively). In this case, it is assumed
that the soil is a homogeneous soil without weak la, ers (with Vs = 800 m/s constant). Based on past analysis
examples, the depth of the soil model is taken as 200,u.

(b) Ground depth for base motion input le dynan analysis

As shown in Figure 4.6,12, the standard ground depth for base motion input is evaluated by performing
response analysis for the soil model having four types of depths (0.75 times,1.5 times, 2 times, and 2.5 times the
width of the building foundation, respectively) as the input base ground. In this case, the soilis assumed to be a
layered ground without weak layers. He soil model width is taken as 740 m.

(c) Relation between seismic motion and equivalent seismic coefficient

For the model shown in Figure 4.6.1-3, static analysis and dynamic analysis are performed, and comparison
is made on the relation between the dynamic seismic motion and the equivalent seismic coefficient. He analysis
model has a width of 800 m and a depth of 200 m to account for the distribution of weak layers.

b. Properties of soit model

Table 4.6.1-1 lists the various constants of tS soil model.

c. Seismic forces for evaluation

(a) Static seismic force (sliding-plane method, static analysis)

Independent of 'he depth, the following seismic coefficients are assumed to act on the soil at the same time
in the unfavorable directions:
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(Analysis conditions)

(1) SiQt.h0gadary:7.ansmitting b0undary
(2) Lcrer boundary: fixed

(3) Soil: See Table 4 6.11
(4) Ana!vsismodelwidth:240 m

1" Ii

Model- 1 Model-2o o

5< (input basement- 60 m) 5" (-120 m)

[ EL (m) I EL (m),

130 33 47 55 63 67 0 13|| 37 55 67 79 83 0 -

2T
. . 3urfacelayer "

. . _Surfacelayer"
, ,

27T 51 \ / 59 - 10 41' 59 \ /71 - 10.

87O (3D /OO (17) ($) 29 (49 /(34) (21) (5)
(32) 744)

31 Upperlayer 31 Upperlayer
_

(33) c45)
(84) '')

75 - - 60 33 - - 60, , , , , , , , , , , ,

120 m (48) Middlelayer
(49)

(50) _ - 12095 ,i.,,,,i.,,,

(Simple number indicator nodal point No.,

number in parentheses indicates element No.) 120 m

1o

Model- 3 Model- 4"

5"(-120 m) (-200 m)
,

la EL (m)
13Y 42 65 82 99 103 0

" i

5"
3 . . _Turfacelayer

[ EL (a) g 69 N / 86 - 10
10729 E- < 64 ) - (26) (5)

((60)59)E 2 Upperlayer13 37 55 67 79 91 _ 0 3'
^ Sprfacelayer27 " _a

47 ~ $9 '\ / 71
95 - 10 33 - - 60

-(61)29 (4e) /(3s) (2D (1)
(50

31 b.pperlayer (C3) b Mi r(59

33 - 60 (60 }
(5D

(65)
(54) 37 - a20

3' # '"
(55) Middlelayer --

(67)

83 ~~ - 120 68 [ lowerlayer
(57)

LOWerlayer (69)y
(50 4I h

105 - - 160 , , , , , , , , , , ,
~ 200,,,,,,,,,,, ,

120 m 120 m

Figure 4.6.1-2. Analysis model (depth for base motion input in dynamic analysis).
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Weight

3. wave perunit P0issOn
]r EL velocity:

EL. (m) volume ratio
o ) {,'7,)Surface layer -~ 0 (tf!w)

30
45 ty - 10 0st

Upperlayer portion # 200 1,7 0,4*

- 10
Middlelayer /eak stratum (1) # Weak stratum (2) * * ' ' ' '

ppo @ 0und < Ortion (thickness,2 m) _f (thickness:20g), g
800 2.1 0.4

[lowerlayer p0rli0n [
- 120

_ 60 m_ f
1M 2.1 0.37l# - 200"'" - 200' " " ' Input ground plane

Figure 4.6.13. Analysis model (relation between seismic motion and equivalent seismic coefficient).
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Table 4.6.1-1. Properties of the model soil used in evaluation.

Wed
Bedrockg Weak layer 2

layer 1 (hetero- Upper Middle Lower
Surface (ruptured geneous layer layer layer

item Units soil belt) portion) portion portion portion Note

layer thickness m 10 (2) (20) 50 60 80

The valuek is made

* " " * 2kgf/cm 1,940 2,350 9,400 22,000 38,400 58,700 tha f thea g,, c y )
dynamic

. modulus of
eluticity

] - 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.26 0.26 0.26
**' # " " *

;

*E E*# "" I 3tf/m 1.7 2.0 2.0 2.1 2.I 2.Ivolume

2Cohesion (C) kgf/cm 0 0.4 0.4 5 5 5

Intent friction
degrees 35 25 25 40 40 40

"" * * ' * 7'

m/s 200 200 400 600 800 1,000

* " "* 2kgf/cm 690 820 3,270 7.700 13,700 21,400
)

Dynamic
2modulus of kgf/cm 1,940 2,350 9,400 22,000 38,400 58,700

elasticity (E )d

Dynamic
Poisson's ratio - 0.4 0.44 0.44 0.42 0.40 0.37
(F )4

mp ng con-
% 2-20 2 - 20 5 5 5 5)

Depen- Depen.
dence of dence of
G, h on G, h onNote

shear shear
strainis strain is

Considered Con 5Idered
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llorizontal seismic coefficient: 0.2
Vertical seismic coefficient: 0.1

On the other hand, the seismic force acting from the building to the soilis calculated using the shear force
distribution coefficient A;in the height direction (value obtained from the dynamic response analysis).

(b) Dynamic seismic force (dynamic analysis)

Among the seismic motions listed in Table 4.6.1-2, five types of seismic motions (simulated seismic waves
No. 2, No,6, and No. 7 TAFT (EW), and Kaihokukyo (TR)) are delined and used at the rock outcrop surface
(with S-wave velocity greater than 700 m/s, location of EL. -60 m for this study). The input seismic motion for
analysis is obtained by conver'ing the seismic motions defined at the rock outcrop surface to the level of the input
ground plane of the analysis nodel through the one-dimensional deconvolution technique.

(3) Analysis rescits

Gr.iund model width in static analysisa.

;igure 4.6.1-4 shows the relation between the stress in the ground obtained in the analysis and the ground
model width for four types of ground models. It can be seen from these results that if the single-side width of the
model i4 greater than 2.5 times the width of the building bottom surfau, there is almost no difference for the
calculat d stress value in the ground. That is, the effect of the seismic force from the building on the ground can
be prorerly evaluated if the model's boundary is set at a distance 2.5 times the building bottom width from the
buildir g center,

b Ground cepth for base motion input in dynamic analysis

Figures 4.6.1-5,6 illustrate the distributions of response acceleration and shear stress along the central axis
o' the building. As can be seen from these figures, when the input base ground depth is taken as 1.5 times the
buhling bottom width,i.e.,120 m, the effects of the input base ground depth on the response characteristics of both
the buildmg and soil are not as sensitive for the analysis results. Consequently, good enough results can be obtained
when the input base ground depth of the soil model used for safety evrduation of the soil studied is taken as 1.5-2
times the building bottom width.

- Relation between seismic motion and equivalent seismic coefficientc.

Generally speaking, there are the following two methods for determining the equivalent seismic coefficient
of soit determination from the acceleration response values of the dynamic analysis, and determination from the

maximum shear stress distribution.

The equivalent seismic coefficient determined from the acceleration response is defined from the peak time
history value of the equivalent acceleration defined by the following equation:

Equivalent acceleration

{ (product of mass of the soll element assumed to slide (4.6.1-1)

end the response acceleration of the element)
,

{ (mass of the soil element assumed to slide)
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Table 4.6.12. Seismic motions used in evaluation.

Seismic wave name Max. accelcration (Gal) Magnitude Note

The maximum acceleration was
TAFT (EW)m 147 7.7 adjusted for analysis

(200, 300, 400, 500 Gal)

No.2 340 6.5 Shallow-focus urthquakes (S )2

No.3 353 8.0 Distant earthquake (S )2

Jimulated No.4 267 7.0 Near earthquake (S )
3

seismic
_

waves (D No.5 286 8.4 Distant earthquake (S )i

No. 6m 388 7.5 Near earthquake (S )2

No.7 407 9.5 Distant earthquake (S )2

TR 287 7.4 -

KaihokukyoA
1.II 193 7.4 - -

1

WBasic earthquake ground motion in reference (H.K-2).
* Records at Kaihokukyo (TR, LG) in Miyagikenoki earthquake in 1978.
WSeismic motion mainly used in stability evaluation of slope.
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Figure 4.6.1-4. Relation between soil model width and stress in ground in static analysis (stress value at a depth

of 45 m from the ground surface (EL. -45 m) ).
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Figure 4.6.1-5. Results of evaluation of depth of input ground plane in dynamic analysis (distribution of
acceleration along the central axis of the building (simulated seismic wave No. 2) ).
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Figure 4.6.1-6. Results of evaluation of depth of input ground plane in dynamic analysis (distribution of shear

Tss along the central axis of the buit'ing (simulated seismic wave No. 2)).
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The equivalent seiss coefficient [4.6.1-1] determined from the distribution of the maximum shear stress is defined
by the following equation:

'"~ '-8")K,,, = (4.6.1-2)
h,., p , + h, p,p

where Kn,: seismic coefficient at i-th layer
| r, | : maximum shear stress at i-th layer

p,: unit-volume weight at i-th layer
h,: thickness of i-th layer

(a) Equivalent seismic coefficient determined from acceleration response value

Figure 4.6.1-8 illustrates the equivalent scismic coefficients obtained from the results of dynamic analysis
_

,

'
for the slidmg plane as shown in Figure 4.6.1-7. It can be seen from the figure that, except for the simulated
seismic wave No. 7, the equivalent seismic coefficient is less than 0.2. On the other hand, as shown in Figure
4.6.1-9, the equivalent acceleratior for simulated seismic wave No. 7 becomes greater than 0.2 only in a fraction
of a second.

(b) Equivalent seismic coefficient determined from the maximum shear stress distribution

As can be seen from Figure 4.6.1 10, for the equivalent seismic coefficient (Km) determined from the
distribution of the maximum shear stress in the depth direction using the one-dimensional wave theory,0.2 is the
upper limit except for the surface layer portion. The results are in agreement with the equivalent seismic coefficient
determined from the acceleration response.

(c) Results of evaluation of design horizontal seismic coefficient based on sliding safety factor comparison

By comparing the sliding safety factors derived from the static analysis performed using a design horizontal
seismic coefficient of 0.2 with that from dynamic analysis performed using the basic earthquake ground motion S '

2
an evaluation can be made on the design horiuntal ricismic coefficient of 0.2. Table 4.6.1-3 lists the results of the
sliding safety factors determined using vadous analysis methods. Figure 4.6.1-1I shows the relation betwe-: $-
ratia of the safety factor of dynamic analysis to the safety factor of static analysis listed in this tatie and the
traximum acceleration of the basic earthquake ground motion S . This figure also includes the results of evaluation2

for a few existing sites. It can be seen from this figure that the maximum acceleration range of the basic earthquake
ground motion S , in which the ratio of the safety factors of the dynamic analysis to the static analyiis is greater2

than 1.0, is roughly below 500 Gal. As a resvit, the design horizontal seismic coefficient of 0.2 is believed to
correspond to the basic earthquake ground motion S with maximum acceleration of about 500 Gal. M addition,

,

2

the S-wave velocity of the ground soil > . the model for this evaluation is greater than 600 m/s, and the S-wave
velocity of the existing sites is greater than about 500 m/s. Based on the aforementioned analysis results, it can be
said that the design horizontal seismic coefficient of 0.2 for the ground is a value that roughly envelops the seismic
forces determined based on the basic earthquake ground motion.

]
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Figure 4.6.1-8. Comparison between equivalent seismic coefficient, response acceleration (represented in seismic
intensity) calculated in dynamic analysis and design horizontal seismic coefficient of 0.2.
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Table 4.6.1-3. Comparison of sliding safety factors obtained using different analysis niethods.

|
Analysis method

Dynamic aralysis
Sliding-

plane Sliding-plane Static TAIT Kaihokukyo No.2 ! No, ti No.7

No. method analysis 300 Gal 287 Gal 340 Gal 388 Gal 407 Gal
-._.

^
I 4.60 5.81 9.57 13.47 10.94 5.87

(6.05) ;

8.44 4.86
2 4.68 5.03 7.70 10=25

'

3 5.02 4.95 7.45 11.09 9.44 4 92
(4.73)

4 4.79 6.94 13.74 17.21 11.24 9.35
7

.-

5 4.58 5.14 9.83 21.40 8.47 7.14
5

_

6.lR 6.M W
6 5.39 5.89

(4.70)

7 4.96 6.12 11.37 23.09 10.41 8.43

732
8 5.33 5.24 10.15 19.97 9.45 '

5.84
. .

9 4.88 5.10 10.01 19.60 10.03 9.35

Note: Values in parentheus refer to the case when it is 400 Gal at the rock outcrop surface.
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4.6.2 Peripheral slope of nuclear reactor building

(1) Analysis items

For four typical types of s-> pes made of soft rock and hard rock, the sliding-plane method, static analysis,
and dynamic analysis are used to investigate the following items:

(1) Relation of safety factors using different analysis methods
(2) Relation between seismic motion and equivalent seismic coefficient

in item (1), evaluation is made of the degree of difference among the sliding safety factors derived using
various different analysis methods.

In item (2}, in the case when the slope stability is evaluated using sliding-plane method and static analysis,
the concept of the equivalent seismic coefficient is evaluated using the relationship between the slope's design
horizontal seismic coefficient Kg = 0.3 and the basic earthquake ground motion S +2

(2) Analysis model

Profile /dimensiotas of model slope for analysisa.

With the slope profile, topography, and geological structure of the existing site: as reference, the models
for analysis representing soft rock and hard rock are set up (see Figure 4.6.21). In addition, when it is necesaary
to determine the region for es aluation, the existing site examples and analysis conditions (boundary conditions, load

conditions) are taken into consideration.

b. Properties of arsalysis model
i

With examples of existing sites as references, the various constants of the soils that form the model slopes
are determined as listed in Table 4.6.21. Among these properties, the static / dynamic clastic moduli, Poisson ratio
and shear modulus of clasticity are calculated on the basis of the clastic wave velocity. He strength constants (C,
6) are determined with the results of in situ testing and triaxial compression test taken as reference. The damping
constant (h), etc., an determined with the past experimental data and results of past analyses. In addition, for the
surface soil, sandy mudstone, Class D bedrock, fractured zone, etc., the nonlinear deformation characteristics are

.

taken into account (4.1-1].

c. Seismic force for analyses

(a) Statie seismic force (sliding-plane method, static analysis)

The seismic force used in static evaluation should be determined by accounting for the slope's dynamic
characteristics, such as the amplification effect of the seismic motion observed in the actual seismic motion, In this
evaluation, however, the same seismic cmfficient is used for all the analysis cases. He vertical seismic coefficient
is taken as 1/2 of the horizontal seismic officient. In the analysis, the downward vertical direction is taken as the

,

unfavorable direction, based on the results of the preliminary analyses.

(b) Dynamic seismic force (dynamic analysis)

He seismic motions listed in Table 4.6.1-2 are used as the dynamic seismic force used in the stability
i

evaluation of the slope. Among them, simulated seismic wave No. 6 sad ~ AFT (EW) waveform, which are the
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Table 4.6.21. Properties of slope models.

go;g Properties

Analysis classifica- g E c $
Model method tion (tf/m)) (tf/m ) e (tf!m ) (degrees) h2 2

Surfve
1.8 - - 12.5 15 -,,; ,

Sliding.
plane Srmdy

1.9 - - 35.0 25 -

""'I8' "'methwir

Mudstone 2.3 - - 75.0 30 -

" . " " ' ' l.8 27,000 0.35 12.5 15 -

noil
Soft

Stat.ic Sandy'xk 1.9 85,000 0.35 35.0 25 -

analysis mudstone,jop,

Mudstone 2.3 370,00() 0.25 75.0 30 -

".N' * 1.8 27,000 0.35 12.5 15 0.10
soil

yna Sandy
1.9 85,000 0.35 35.0 25 0.05

analy sis muditone ,

__

Mudstone 2.3 370,000 0.25 75 r., 30 0.05

D 2.0 - - 20.0 20 -

.

C 2.1 - - 100.0 30 -

t
2 Sliding-

C 2.4 - - 300.0 40 -

plane
method Cn 2.6 - - 500.d 50 -

. _ -

Fractured
2.0 - - 4.0 25 -

zone

D 2.'O $0,000 0.30 20.0 20 -

Co 2.t 150,000 0.20 100.0 50 -

liard
Static Cu 2.4 400,000 0.20 300.0 C -

rock
"""' f ' ' Cu 2.6 600,000 0.15 i. 500.0 50slope

-

Fractured 20 20,000 0.40 4.0 25 -

zone
~

D 2.0 f9,000 0.30 26.s 20 0.10

Co 2.1 150,000 0.20 100.0 30 0.05

Dynamie Cu 2.4 400,000 0.20 300.0 40 0.05
analysis

Cu 2.6 600,000 0.15 500.0 50 0.05 '

Fractured
2.0 20,000 0.40 4.0 25 0.i5

zone

_. _ _ _ . _ . _ _ __ . . _ _ _ _. _ _ _ _
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representative sei6mic motions for the near carthquale and distant earthquale, are used as the major seismic forces
for evaluation. Also, in the stability evaluation, the horizontal plane at the tce of the slope is assumed as the rock
outcrop surface of the seismic motion.

d. Types of analysis

%e evaluation of the alc.re stability during earthquake is perforr ed us.r.g silJing-plane method, static
analysis and dynamic analysis. Methods used in the sliding-plane method include the simple scheme (modified
I ellenius method) and Janbu method. Static analysis is performed by clastic as well as nonlinear clastic finite
element methods. As the dynamic analysis, Complex response analysis method is applied to lineur a wul c.s
equivalent linear finite element models.

(3) Analysis results

Relation among safety factors obtained using different analysis methodsn.

Figure 4.6.2-1 illustrates the predetermined sliding planes. Figure 4.6.2-2(a), (b) compare the sliding
ufety factors obtained using different analysis methods. In these figures, sliding planes (A A) and (B-B) are are
and compouse sliding pin profiles which indicate the minimum sliding safety factors of the slopes obtained using
tts sliding plane method; sliding plane (C-C) is selected arbitrarily for comparison with sitding plane (A A). In
the figure, the seismic cocfficient of dynamic analysis is the value obtained by dividing the maximum acceleration
amplitude at the rock ot. trop surface of the input seismic motion by gravitational acceleration. From these results,
the following features can be found:

{1} Re safety factor by the sliding-plane method is the smallest.
(2) De safety factor by the dynamic analysis is the largest.

b. Relation between seismic motion and equivalent seismic coefficient

in order to study tha relation between the seismic force corresponding to basic earthquake groand motion
S and the seismic coefficient as in eatic seittaic force, various analyses were performed according to the scheme

2

shown in Figure 4.6.2 3 for t'.e .tismic force corresponding to a seismic coefficient Kii 0.3. He=

appropriateness of the results is discussed. In the following, the results of the evaluation will be presented. K,i
- 0.3 has been selected based on a comparisen between the sliding safety factors of the dynamic analysis and the

ic analysis and the seismic coefficient shown in Figure 4.6.2 2.

.' Seismic motion and acceleration response characteristics

Figures 4.6.2-3(a), (b) illustrate the distribution of the peak accelerations for the soft rock slope model
when TATT (EW)(200 Gal,500 Gal at the horizontal pla1.e of the toe of slope, which is the rock outcrop surface)
and No 6 (388 Gal at the rock outcrop surface) spectra are used, respectively. As can be seen from these results,
the maximum acceleration depends significantly on the material that form the slope and the profile of the slope.
In any case, (the maximum neceleration) along the slope increases as a function of the height, as it is magnified
from the acceleration value of the input seismic motion at the rock outcrop surface. in the model used in this
analysis, eacept for a portion of the surface layer, the responses are magnified by about 1.2-1.5 times that at the
rock outcrop surface.
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Table 4.6.2-2. liquivalent seismic coefficients on sliding planes selected.

Seit mic Shape of Soft rock Soft rock Hard rock Hard rock

Analysis motion sliding plane slope (1) slope (2) Slope (1) slope (2)

Arc A-A 0.12 0.14 0.28 0.21
.,.

(liW) Composite 1111 0.14 0.14 0.23 0.20

Arc C-C 0.17 0.19 0.14 0,14

1)y namic
linear I lim Arc A A 0.21 0.26 0.37 0.38

No 6
'

E #
388 Gal

Arc C-C 0.29 0.36 0.17 0.20

.
Are A A - 0.11 0.17 -

(liW) Composite 11-11 - 0.13 0.15 -

200 Gal
Arc C-C - 0.17 0.11 -

Arc A-A - 0.21 0.21 -

Dynann.e ,

6
equivalent C mp s te 1111 - 0.23 0.19 -

388 Gd
knearIliM

Are C-C - 0.36 0.17 -

Arc A-A - 0.26 0.41 -

. ,.7

(liW) Composite 11-11 - 0.29 0.36 -

500 Gal
Arc C C - 0.40 0.27 -

__
__

(b) Comparison betu een magnitude of equivalent seismic coefficient determined from the acceleration response
values and design horimntal seismic coefficient Kn = 0.3

Table 4.6.2 2 lists the values of the equivalent seismic coefficient acting on the soil inasses along the sliding

planes described in Iigure 4.6.2-l(a), (b). Judging from these results, when the sliding plane with the smallest
sliding safety factor is considered, the equivalent seismic coefficient is generally smaller than the value of the
seismic coef ficient calculated by converting the maximum acceleration at the sock outcrop surface, and is 50-97%
in this evaluation. Also, in some cases, on the sliding plane near the surface layer, the equivalent seismic
coefficient may be larger than the seismic coefficient of 3, In this case, the exceedence occurs only for a fraction

of time in the dy namic an.dysis.

It has been shown in the previous studies (4.2.2-1] that if the static seismic coefficient (i.e., 0.3) is
regarded as the acceleration aniplitude for a stationary sinusoidal wave, in order to obtain acceleration responses
identical to those obtained using a typical random waveform, it is needed to set the amplitude of the stationary
sinusoidal wave as 40-60% of the nmimum acceleration amplitude of the typical random motion. Cased on the
aforementioned viewpoint, the seismic coefficient of 0.3, used as the static design seismic force, is believed to be
a seismic force of nearly the same strength as the basic earthquake ground motion.
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(c) Comparison between modified equivalent seismie coefficient for slopes and seismie coefficient Kn = 0.3

In order to evaluate the distribution of equivalent seismic coef ficients alor.g the height of a slope for the.

basic earthquake ground motion S , with the horizontal plane at the toe of the slope taken as the standard level, the2

slope was r! iced horizontally with a 20 m interval; the distribution of the equivalent seismic coef ficient acting on
the sliced soil manes (referred to as ' modified equivalent seismic coefficient" hereinafter) is determined using
equation (4.6.1-1) based on the acceleration distribution of the linear / equivalent linear analyses determined, and the
results are compared with the constant seismic coefficient of 0.3

Figure 4.6.2 4 illustrates the distribution of the modified equivalent seismic coefficient for a mudstone
homogeneous slope model shown in the figure. On the other hand, Figure 4.6.2-5 illustrstes the distribution of
nulified equivalent seismic coefficient obtained using No. 6 seismic motion for the slope model shown in l'iyure
4.6.2 1.

Judging from these results, it can be seen that, except for the surface layer portion on the top of the slope,
in all cases, the modified equivalent scismic coefficient is leas than the seismic coefficient calculated using the

n almost all the cases with different seismic2maximum acceleration r. the rock outcrop surface. In additien
motions, slope shapes, and material characteristics, the values of the modified equivalent seismic coef ficient are less
than 0.3. At the surface layer portion of the top of the slope, although the modified equivalent seismic coefficient
is greater than 0.3, it may be considered to be enveloped by the seismir coefficient of 0.3 if the duration of the
equivalent seismic coefficient as the static seismic motion is taken into account.

(d) Results of es atuation of design horizontal seismic coef ficient based on comparison of sliding safety factors

The sliding safety factors determined using the slidingplane method with design horizontal seismic
coef ficient of 0.3 and using dynamic analysis for the basic earthquae ground motion are compared with each other.
In this way, evaluation is performed of the design horizontal seismic coefficient of 0.3.

;

Tables 4.6.2-3 and 4.6.2-4 list the sliding safety factors obtained from various methods and the equivalent
seismic coefficients by dynamic analysis. Figure 4.6.2-6 shows the relation between the ratio of the dynamic
analysis safety f actors to those obtained by the sliding plane method and the maximum acceleration of the basic
carthquake ground motion.

Judging from these results, it can be seen that although the equivalent seismic coefficient on the soil mass
along the sliding plane determined in the dynamic analysis is greater than Kn = 0.3, which is used in the sliding-
plane method; however, the safety factor determined using the sliding-plane method with a smiform seismic
coefficient Kn = 0.3 is usually less than those obtained by a dynamic analysis.'

Judging from the results of items (a)4d) in the above, in the case when ths seismic force is substituted as
static force on the basis of the seismie evaluation of the slope, the design horizontal seismic coefficient of 0.a for

a slope is believed to be a value which almost envelopes the seismic force corresponding to the basic earthquake
ground motion,

liased on the aforementioned analysis results, it is believed that the horirontal seismic coefficient Kn =
0.3 which is set as 50% higher than standard design seismic coefficient Ko = 0.2. which in turn roughly
correspcmda to the upper limit (see section *4.2.2 Design seismic force") of the basic earthquake ground motion
S met by the Light Water Reactor improved Type Standardization Aseismic Design Subcommittee, is a value with

2
an appropriate margin corresponding to the maximum acceleration of up to 500 Gal at the toe of the slope, and it
is considered to be the upper limit of the static design seismic force even when the response variabilities due to slope

shape and material properties are accounted for.

.
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Table 4.6.2 3. Conespondence between equivalent seismic coefficie-; and sliding safety factor.,

Sliding plane
'

Softrock Soft rock }{ard rock }{ard rock

Solution Seismic force and F "I' *F I'I FII
method safety factor AA BB AA BB AA BB AA BB

ik uivalentl
seismic 0.12 0.14 0.14 0.14 0.28 0.23 0.21 0.20TAR coefficient

(EW)
200 Gal Si d

.6 1 68 2.86 2.71 2.26 1.76 2.32 2.07Dynamic safe factor
analysis

(linear) Equivalent
seismic 0.21 0.22 0.26 0.26 0.37 0.30 0.38 0.31

No.6 coefficient
388 Gal

2.34 2.19 2.32 2.10 1.72 1.35 1.69 1.55f factor

Mn = 0.3 1.81 1.83 1.91 1.91 1.50 1.40 1,41 1,39n od y factor

Equivalent
* i'*i

Tm
- - 0.11 0.13 0.17 0.15 - -

coeffics.ent 6

(EW)
,

200 Gal Sliding
.6 2.83 2.62 2.01safety factor

- - - -

Equivalent,

'

Dynamic seismic 0.26 0.29 0.41 0.36 - -
- -

'

analysis coeffielent

9 "'""' #" 500 Gal
imear) Sliding

- - 2.15 2.34 2.02 1.53g ,, - -

Equivalent
seismic - - 0.21 0.23 0.21 0.19 - -

r6,. 6 coefficient
388 Gal

Sliding
- 2.41 2.44 j 2.53 1.98 - -

-

,,7,,y 7,go,

Sliding plane Sliding
- -

,

method H = 0.3 1,91 1.91 1.f') 1.40 - -safety factor

|
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Table 4.6.2-4. Correspondence between equivalent meismic coefficitnt and sliding anfety factor
on tr udstone homogeneous slope,

me -.
Mudstone homogeneous slots

Seismic motion / Profile of sliding plane

Kaihokukyo
No.2 No.3 No.4 No. 5 No.6 No,7 (TR)

340 Gal 353 Gal 267 Gal 286 Gal 388 Gal 407 Gal 286 Gal

Analysis rnodel A-A A-A AA A-A AA A-A AA
.

Equivalent
seismic 0,16 0.24 0.11 0.21 0.26 0.21 0.15

C"IIICI'n'Dyne.mic w % sis

(linear) Sliding
afety 3.08 2.43 2.95 2.52 2.38 2.41 2.88

fayr

Sliding- Slid g
E'""' 1.95Kn = 0.3 nafety Slid 2 >

analysis fador
method

m . . - .

e

|

|

|
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4.6.3 Important outdoor underground structures

(1) !!valuatic.n items

in this section, several typical structures among the various emergency water intake equipme nt, such as
water channel, water pit, and seawater duct, are selected for evaluation. He dependency of the calculatloc results
is evaluated regarding the analysis method, soil spring constant, application scheme of soil pressure duQ
earthquake in the seistnic coefficient method, etc.

(2) Analysis models

Parameters of analysis modelsn.

(a) Wate,' channel

ne water channel is a steel structure with an inner diameter of 4 m and a length of 200 m buried
horizontally in soil at a depth of 10 m. He surrounding soil consists of mandy layer (1) and bedrock. He bedrock
surface is inclined at an angle of 15' from the water channel end (EL -5.0 m), and becomes level after EL. -35.0
m (Figure 4.6.3-1). ,

'

(b) Water pit

|
The water pit is a reinforced concrete structure with a width of 50.5 m, a height of 20.3 m, and a length

of 70.0 m. It has 8 sets of water inlets and is buried in aandy layer (11), it is directly supported on the bedrock'

(Figure 4.6.3 2). Table 4.6.31 lists the long-term load.

(c) Seawater duct

ne seawater duct is a two-story reinforced concrete structure with a width of 8.80 m and a height of
i

4.70 m. It is buried in mandy layer (II) (Figure 4.6.3 3). Table 4.6.3 2 lists the long term load.

b. Properties of ground and materials of analysis models

ne ground studied in this case consists of upper mandy layer (1) (assumed to be alluvium), mandy layer (II)
(assumed to be diluvium), and bedrock. Their properties are listed in Table 4.6.3-3. In addition, the properties
of the materials of reinforced concrete, concrete, and steel are listed in Table 4.6.3-4.

c. Seismic force for analysis

(a) Dynamic seismic force (dynamic analysis)

Simulated meismic wave No. 6 is used. The '.crtical seismic coefficient is taken as 1/2 the maximum
acceleration amplitude of simulated seismic wave No. 6.

I

i
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l'igure 4.6.3 1. Structure of' w ater channel and ground configuration.
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l'igure 4.6.3 2. Structure of water pit and ground configurati .n.
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lable 4.6.3 1. long-term load (unter pit).

Item of condition Design value

Self weight The weigth per unit volume is determined as 2.4 tf/ttr' for reinforced concrete.

Water content it is full of seawater (specific gravity 1.03). (Seawater level EL.10.000)

2the load The load due to equipment. pipes, etc., is taker. as I tf/m on the ceiling plate
and center floor plate.

2Overburden load on it is taken a, I tf/m on the surface of the surrounding sand,
ground surface

Underground hydraulic With the groundwater level determined as EL.10.00, the hydrostatic pressure
pressure and buoyancy on the side wall and the buoyancy on the bottom plate are considered,

leng-term earth pres- The static carth pressure coefficient is determined as Ko = 0.5.
sure

v + 10,000
8,800

_

"""'
,,

@ 3.500 100 3.500 A
v + 7,100 lF ~l I 7I

,Ic(km <

m g
RSandylayer (1) ++ r.

~* a
' ' ' ' "

ry + 2,400
@u

,

v t0.000
T

Sandylayer (II)

v - 10,000
msT w

Bedr0ck

Figure 4.6.3-3. Structure of seawater duct and ground configuration.
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Table 4.6.3 2. Long-term load (seawater duct).

Item of condition Design value

Self weight The weigth per unit volume is set as 2.4 tf/m' for reinforced concrete.
__

Pipe load he pipe load is taken as i tf/m.

Overburden load on it is taken as 1 if/n/ on the surface of the surrounding soil.

ground surface

long term earth pres- %e static earth pressure coefficient is taken as Ko = 0.5.
sure

Overburden earth it in taken as the product of the unit-volume weight of the upper soil and the
pressure thickness of the upper soillayer.
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.

Table 4.6.3-3. Properties of model soil.

Sardy lay er (1) Sandy layer (11) liedrock
'

2Cohesive force C (kgf/cm ) 0.0 0.0 5.0

Internal friction angle 4 (degrees) 30 38 40

*' * * 8 7' '' I' ~

Weight per
unit volume Saturated weight u 2.0 2.0 2.0

3
' (tf/m )

In water weight y' l.0 1.0 -

Shear wave velocity Vs (m/s) 150 300 700

Damping constant h (%) Strain dependence is considered 2.0

Poisson's in air 0.45 0.40 -

f* LID (") In water 0.48 0.48 0 33

N value 15 35 -

Note: In this case, for the shear modulus of elasticity (G) and damping constant (h) of sandy layers (1) and (11),
the strain dependence shown in the following figure should be taken into consideration.
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Table 4.6.3-4. Properties of naterials. j

- histerial item of condition Design value ,

! t
3

'

i Reinforced concrete Weight per unit volume 2.4 (f/m
'

Young's modulus for calculating cross- 2a x 10 tf/m26

sectional force

40 kgf/cm **' '"4"I"' I 'I'' ' Y "' *"IC" "' 1.17 x 10 tf/m2
>

2 6

cross sectional force

Damping constant 5% !

3Weight per unit volume 7.85 (f/m
,

Young's modulus 2.1 x 10' if/m2
Steel

6 2Shear modulus of clastleity 8.1 x 10 tf/m

Damping constant 3%

,

(3) Analysis results

Comparison of analysir methodsa.

(a) Water channel

(i) Analysis methods and analysis conditions
,

The following three types of analysis methods are used to perform soil response calculation.
,

, 4

' {l) One dimensional multiple reflection (referred to as '' multiple reflection" hereafter).
{2} Two-dimensional FEh1 complex response analysis [4.6.3-1](referred to as 'FEht' hereinafter).
{3) Ituried tunnel method [4.6.3 2](referred to as ' burying' hereinafter).

Table 4.6.3 5 lists the analysis models and analysis conditions.

(ii) Evaluation items ;

The results obtained by using the aforementioned three methods are used to perform the soil-structure
response calculation using multi-input response analysis [4.6.3 3]. Evaluation of the following three items is '

,

performed.
,

{1) htaximum response acceleration
(2) hlatimum response displacement

(3) hiasimum member forces

(iii) Comparison of analysis results
.

{l) Figure 4.6.3-4 illustrates the maximum response acceleration distributions determined using different
analysis methods. Figure 4.6.3 5 illustrates the maximum response displacement distribution.
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Table 4.6.3 5. Analysis models and analysis conditions (watu channel).

}d
'One-dimensional multiple

uried tunnel method'renMion,
E

,. , ,,, . , o in o : 7, i 4.gii ,- | @ h hp M * M ,
,o n. j -.-..... -. u ,s s . . ,. ._a,

%
$ $

"

I . A two-dimensional FEM'
G' and h' obtained in, .

3 f,. J . / I| model it formed for the soil ' multiple reflection * are!,

- 6a:M b,<oa,Iii (EL. 4 5.(KO-EL -35.(X), used to form a diarrete-' ~ " ' ' " " " ' "
f width 200 m) (boundary mass soil model.
f. conditions: transfer bound- (1) Calculation of each soil] He soil model is deter- ary for the side surface, and column using discrete.-

g mined by dividing the soit viscous boundary for the mass model (soll springs
5 W into soil columns (1)-(13). lower surface). K , equivalent mass,3

i ne strain dependence of He shear modulus of clas- equivalent damping).-

the sandy layer is consid- ticity O' and d mping con- (2) Soll springs K for con.2

% ered using the equivalent stant h' obtained in ' multi- necting mil columns..
I 3, linear method. ple renection" are used as Damping t raumed to be
I } - De soll model is taken as the soil properties. proportional to the strain

} semi infinite layered ground ne soil response is calcu- energy.
and the soil response is lated by complex response he soil response is caleu--

calcu'ated using the one- analysis with the transfer lated by using mode super-
dimensional multiple renec- function detennined up to position method consider-
tion theory. 25 lit. ing fundamental mode

(0.623117) to 10th mode
(3.74 liz).

f
- For each soll column, the ne design scismic motion - He acceleration spectrume

design seismic motion is incident on the input (E+ F) at position EL
shown in section 4.6.3(2)is basement via a viscous -35 000 of soil column
incident on the assumed boundary as shown in sec- {l3} obtained in " multiple

{ input basement surface lion 4.6.3(2). reDection" is applied to the
,s (EL -35.000) foundation,

_
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Table 4 A3 5 (Cont'JL Analy sir, models and analysis conditions (water channel).

-- _~

~?
25

Multi-input re!.ponse analysis

I
<

E

.

E
v
.:

10.0 x 20 = 200.0
:

j. e

li - In the model, the water channel is represented by a beam and the soilis represented by-

@ discrete shear sprinFs (free only in the asial direction of the pipe).

6 The water channel self-weight and the wster contained (seawater = 1.03) are taken into

consideration as inertial forces.

}',5,
y

- Strain energy proportional-type damping is adopted (3% for piping,5% for soil).{ - The response and member force of the piping are calculated using the mode superposition
p

3 method for fundamental vibration mode (7.51 Hz) to 10th vibration mode (51.9 Hz).p <j

_

g ..

b%
According to item 8.4.3 in the ' Road / Bridge Guidelines * (Japan Road Association, Mayg ! 1980), the axial shear spring constant, which represents interaction between the piping and thej p
surrounding soil, is determined. The discrete shear spring constants at the various input pointsP, y,,

3 f
are calculated from this asial shear spring constant.

1

_

ne response of the pip- - De response at the posi- The response of the

.! ing burying level (EL tion corresponding to the piping burying level (EL.,

@ -5.000) of each soil piping input point is input -5.000) derived accord-

! column is input via the via the soil spring, ing to the mode ratio of
cach soil column from

g soil spring.
the response of each

!b discrete mass is taput via~

the soil spring.
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l'igure 4.6.3-4. Distribution of maximum response acceleration of water channel,
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I'igure 4.6.3 5. Distribution of maximum response displacement of water channel.
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1:or the maximum response acceleration distribution, it can be seen that the * burying * method gives a

relatively larger result compared with the other two methodi As far as the maximum response displacement

distribut;on is concerned, there is a tendency for the value to be larger to the sea side and smaller to the land side.
His is a common feature among the three methoJs. Quantitatively speaking, the ' burying * gives the highest

response value, followed by ' multiple reflection" and 'l Eht."

(2) l'igure 4.6.3-6 illustrates the distribution of the inaximum member forecs (axial force). As far as the
distribution of the nuaimum member forces (axial force) is concerned, for all three methods, tl distribution
patterns as nearly the same, with the maximum response located offset from the center to the land side. Quantita-
tively speaking, the " multiple reflection" method gives the largest value of 2640 tf, followed by 2480 tf for the
* burying * method, and 2170 tf for 'FEht." It is rather predictable that the ' multiple reflection * method gives the
largest responses for meruber forces as the continuity of soil properties between layers is not considered in the
analysis scheme. What is noteworthy is that, although there exists certain difference in the response acceleration
and response displacement, the member forces computed by the three methods are alnmst the same.

(b) Water pit

(i) Analysis methods and analyais condition

he following three analysis methods are used for calculation:

(1) I Eh1 [4.6.3 l]
(2) hiutti input response analysis
{3) Response displaecment method [4.6.3 3]

Table 4.6.3 6 lists the analysis models and analysis conditions. To determine the earthquake response of

the ground, the one-dimensional multiple tellection theory is used to compute the responses of the various layers
in the ground. Le strab dependency of the sandy layer is evaluated using the equisalent linear method. %e
location of the seismic motion input is the assumed input grotmd plane (EL. -35.0 m).

(ii) Items for comparative evaluation

Calculation is performed using the aforementioned three methods. Evaluation of the following two items

is performed.

(1) hlatimum response acceleration

(2) hintimum member forces

(iii) Comparison of analysis results

(1) Figure 4.6.3-7 shows the results of the maximum respume accelerat on distritelon derived using
various analysis methods, it can be seen that for the " multi-input resporse analysis ' and 'FEh! * there exists a
difference between the relative amplitude of the acceleration response of the ground a..d L water pit ('FEht":
ground 2 water pit; " multi-input response analysis *- ground s water pit). His might be due to the difference
in the model formation of the dynamic interaction be: ween the soil and stmeture. For the " multi-input response
analy sis." due to the relation between the predominant period of ground motion and the natural period of the coupled
vibration system, the vibration might be significantly amplified in the system.
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I'igure 4.6.3-6, Distribution of maximum member forces (axial force) of water channel.
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Table 4.6.3-6. Analysis models and analysis conditions (water pit).

TEM * * Multi-input response analysis * ' Response displacement method *

Siyfy[*jm ',", E .IbI[[ $
-+ .,- +. -w- , .

. }g:,. 5 r~ g- + - - +lw.vi., 5*
h: ~3.: =G 31 .. m

g 4.bg4. ._. E!3 ...p.-

,,, p,g ,q
. c .,-,g.

q. y ]1 3j_7_77 , ,

g_ ,
- _ , +

_ , , , ,, y
.i

'

j ywsy
.L . .1

mm-- r%rw!,w!y.,

.1L-si a , u r.5-.
~

.,*- . .

D U.**Et,5E L2m #015 "0 5 *?
.
8
E - In the model, the pit is repre- - In the model, the pit is repre~ in the model, the pit is represent-

2 sented by beam elements, and sented by beam elements, and ed by beam elements, and the not!

O the soil is represented by two- the soil is represented by dis- is represented by discrete springs

$ dimensional FEM. crete spnngs (lower surface: (bottorn suriace: normal / shear

$ - ne side boundary is taken as normal spnngs/ shear springs; spnngs; side surface: nor-

E energy transfer boundary, the side surface: normal mallshear spnngs).

}
lower boundary is taken as rigid spnngs/ shear springs).

foundatmn. - In addi6on to the self weight of
,

'C , In additwn to the self weight of the pit, the loads carried on the

3 the pit, the loads carried on the top! medium floor plates and the

top / medium floor plates u .1 the water contained are als,o taken''

g *(,s water contained are also taken into consideration as additional

j into consideration as additional mass.
Analysts is performed using the< mass.

- The converted values of G and h mode superpositmn method,
obtained in the soil respont.e with fundamental vibration mode
calculatmn are used as the val * (4.01) through 10th vibration
ues of the soil pnyerties. mode (41.6) supenmposed.

- The complex response method is . Damping is taken as the strain
used for calculation in the fre- energy proportional type- (pit:
quency range up to 25 Hz. 5 %, soil spnng on side surface:

5 %, soil spring on bottom: 2 %).

*MID

b: M

"1dif,ngpma- w .m .siH duli W irwu
m madE s,,o

+ ww. ..*d-**b-'--t1-i*144i+ft
v-4 E* ff .t.4.kdd-f-+~, -

g '

* i''' S
c % ,c ,

g. r--- wo .- a 5. -wo .m

he soil spring constant is calculated by performing static FEM analysia.
The analysis model is shown in the diagram above, with the pit portion

excluded. De boundanes are fixed both on the sides and on the bot-
tom.

- De converged value of G obtained in the soil response calculation is
used as the value of the soil property.
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Table 4.6.3-6 (Cont'd). Analysis models and analysis conditions (water pit).
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%e soil reaction coefficient is calculated using the displacement
distribution o due to a uniformly distributed load q in the direc-
tion of each spring.

L = q/b

- Re soil spring constant is calculated from the distribution of the
soil reaction force coefficient.
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au -n .

He response (acceleration time ne responses (aceclera. From the maximum response
history) on the assumed seismic tion / displacement time history) value obtained in soil response
input basement surface (EL of the various layers obtained calculation,
-35.000) obtained from the from the soil response calcula- 1. He maximum response

g soil response calculation is tion are input via side-surface displacement is input in the
8 input from the rigid foundation, normal springs and bottom same direction via the
j surface shear springs, normal springs on the two
8 side walls.

2. From the maximum re-
sponse acceleration distri-, , ,

bution, the horizontal sels-

mic coefficient is deter-
mined, and the inertial force

due to structure and over-
burden load on floor plate.

3. He average value of the
horizontal seismic coeffi-
cient set in 2. is used,
dynamic hydraulle pressure
ateording to " Guidelines of
Aseismic Work of Water
Facilities."
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l'igure 4.6.3-7. Distribution of maximum retponse acceleration (units: G) using different analysis methods (water

pit)
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{2) Figure 4.6.3 8 illustrates the distribution of the maximum member forces (bending moment). It can
be seen that the three tethods provide nearly the same results with respect to the location of the maximum rnember
forces, distribution pattern, and magnitude.

(c) Seawater duct

(i) Analysis methods and analysis conditions

%e following two analysis methods were used for analysis.
'

{l) FEM [4.6.31]
{2) Response displacement method [4.6_.3 2]

.

Table 4.6.3 7 lists the analysis models and analysis conditions. T determine the earthquake response of
ground, the one-dimensional multiple reflection thry is applied on the soil model to compute the responses of the
various layers of the ground. He strain dependency of the sand layer is evaluated using the equivalent linear
method. Tne kication of the seismic motion input is at the assumed input ground plane (El. 20.0 m).

(ii) Evaluation items

%e analyses using the above two methods were performed and the following items were evaluated:

(i) Maximum response acceleration,

{2) hhtimum member forces (bending moment, axial force, shear force)

(iii) Comparison of analysis results

! { l) Figure 4.6.3-9 illustrates the distribution of the maximum response acceleration (horizonal acceleration
only) obtained from ' FEM.' It can be seen that although the magnitude of response is a little larger at the duet
ceiling plate than the surrmmding soil, genenlly speaking, the vibration of the seawater duct is similar to that of -
the surrounding soil. This is because the effective weight of the duct is less than the surrounding soil; hence, there
is no self vibration of the seawater duct.

,

!

{2) Figure 44.3 10 shows the distribution of the maximum member forces obtained using the two methods.
It can be seen that these two nethods provide similar distribution shape and magnitude. Generally speaking, a
companison of m'mber force amplitudes gives the following tendency: " FEM' 2 ' response spectrum method.'

(d) Summary

From the aforementioned analysis results, it can be seen that for the maximum response acceleration and
the maximum response displacement, although there are differences in some cases between different analysis
riethods, there is no significant difference in member forces that is large enough to affect the cross-sectional design.

i

|

,

l
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Figure 4.6.3 8. Distribution of member forces (bending momer.:) using different analysis methods (water pit).
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iDTable 4.6.3 7. Analysis models and analysis conditions (seawater duct).

* FEM' ' Response displacement method'

l

;, E +'0 BOG

, _ _ _ .-_.. . ____( + 7.1_00 U.. W, gm
_. . _. _.,-

... _ . - -62,400 )
,

-
g ._.__ _c_,_t g-

trarsnmmg -- - -m
tandcy ---

ga
o

,
-- --. - 4"- ?- ,4

*o - 10 000g 7rw yzewrr m vmtm m rr=
{ v bgtd fat % tion j
)

|
m

9 7 - 20 000 * - * -

,

4.100 1.025 x 4 = 4.100

In the model, the duct is represented by beam - In the model, the duct is represented by beam
-

j elements, and the soil is represented by two- elements, and the soil is represented by dis-
y dimensional FEM. cmte springs (upper surface: normal / shear* .

g - he side boundary in taken as the energy trans- springs; side surface: normal / shear springs;
E fer b,undary, the lower boundary is rigid bottom surface: normal / shear Springs).( 5 founuation.

p - In addition to the self wight of the duct, the "
weighi of the pipe is also taken into consider-.,

ation as additional mass.
- The conveiged values of G and h obtained in

the soil response calculation are used as the
values of the soil properties.
He complex response method is used for calcu--

lation in the frequency range of up to 25 Hz.

+ 10 000
N-- -

'il
'

8|;
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!YI
,

4 .-

;.
... [3

3 :: rm.a
-

f kr) h
: 8A m - ?- .,A ,J ~ '* **

h
-

so .---dg so .- --- -
e 2.

r
1 - The soil spring constant is calculated usingy

static FEM analysis.
S - The analysis model shown in the diagram

above has fixed boundaries on both the side
walls and lower wall.

- De converged value of G obtained in the soil
response calculation is used as the value of the
soil property.
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Table 4.6.3-7 (Cont'd). Analysis models and anbysis co,tions (seawater duct).
.-,

..
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tqw ;
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c
k

- he soil reaction coefficient is calculated using) the displacement distribution 5 under action of
a tniformly distributed load q in the direction
of each spring

k = qi?

- The soil spring constant is calculated from the
distribution in the soil reaction feree coefficient.

E

b /
~ Y '5&%%%

~

}apper sunace snear forea._c
.

9 |'~ Maornum response

|}-f wwincement - Q** 'o'tc
_

Battom surface snur force/
$

t
1 1

- te .000
From the maximum response value obtaind in-

,,
the soil response calculation,

g De response (accelerati.an time history) on the 1. The maximum response displacement (differ-

j virtual seismic input base ground surface (EL ential displacement from the bottom surface)3

3 -10.000) obtained from the soil response calcu- is input in the same direction through the

{ lation is input from the rigid foundation. normal springs on the two side walls and
shear springs on the upper surface.

.5
2. From the distribution of the maximum re-

sponse acceleration distribution, the hori-
zontal seismic coefficient is determined, the
inertial force due to the body and piping load.

3. From the maximum shear stress distribution,
the shear stress of the upper-surface level is

applied on the t pper surface, the horizontal
stress equal to the sum of the upper-surface
shear force and inertial force is applied on

the bcttom surface.

-
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Figure 4.6.3-10. Distribution of maximum member forces using different analysis methods (seawater duct).
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b. Lvaluation of soil spring constant

(a) Water channel

(i) Calculation methods of soil spring constant used in evaluation

{1} Method defined in Guidelines of Road and Bridge (4.6.3-4]
{2} Method defined in Guidelines and Commentary of Aseismic Work of Water Facilities [4.6.3-5]

(ii) Evaluation items

{1} Distribution of soil spring constants
{2} Maximum member forces calculated by multi-input response analysis
{3} Eff-et of soil spring constant on maximum member forces.

Here, the member forces are calculated using the response displacement method.

(iii) Comparison of analysis results

{1} Figure 4.6.3-1I shows the distribution of soil spring constants calculated using two different methods.
In the figure, the " spring constant based on Guidelines of Road and Bridge' is calculated using N-value, and is a

2constant value of 3,840 tf/m ; the ' spring constant based on Guidehnes of Aseismic Work of Water Facilities' is
calculated using the shear modulus of elasticity of the surface layer of soil (here, the shear modulus of elasticity is ,

the converging value calculated by equivalent linear soil re conse calculation rncthod by the multiple reflection I

2 the sea side, and it decreases as the bedroM Ianalysis) is 6,270 tf/m in the thick portion of the surface i.,

2 '

surface becomes shallower towards the land side; it becotr .d$ if/m at the end portion.

{2} Figm 4.6.3-12 shows the member forces (axial forces) calculated using two types of spring constants.
It can be seen that the maximum value obtained form "the spring constant based on Guidelines of Road and Bridge"
is 2,630 tf, and the maximum value obtained from 'the spring constant based on Guidelines of Aseisnde Work of
Water Facilities' is 2,900 tf. Both the analysis results show the peaks at the same location where the bedrock plane
is inclined on the land side, Also, their distribution patterns are almost identical.

{3} Figure 4.6.313 shows the member forces (axial force) of the water channel when the values of the
soil spring constants are changed. Since the stiffness of the structure is higher than the stiffness of soil, the axial
direction of the water channel may be easily affected by the soil spring constant.

(b) Water pit

(i) Calculation methods of soil spring constants

{l) Method using static FEM analysis
{2) Method using the Guidelines of Road and Bridge and elastic theoretical solution [4.6.3-6](solution by

Tajimi on rectangular foundation)

According to method {2}, the normal springs and shear springs determined at the bottom surface of the
water pit are calculated using the elastic theoretical solution for bedrock; the normal springs and shear springs
determined on the side surfaces of the water pit are calculated on the basis of the Guidelines of Road and Bridge,
in this case, the depth of the water pit is taken as 70 m. (Shear spring constant = 1/3x (normal spring constant),
Also, both the shear spring constants and the normal spring constants are assumed to be distributed uniformly in

i the depth direction.)
:
i
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Figure 4.6.3-11. Distribution of soil spring constant (water channel).
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Figure 4.6.3-12. Distribution of maximum member forces (axial force) (water channel).
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Figure 4.6.3-13. Effect of magnituae of soil spring constant on axial force of water channel.
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(ii) Evaluation items

{1} Dependency of the soil reaction force coefficient and member forces on calculation methods of soil
spring constant

{2} Effects of depth of lower boundary of static FEM analysis on soil reaction force coefficient and

| member forces
(3) Effect of presence / absence of shear spring on pit side surface (static FEM analysis) on th maximum

member forces
{4} Effects of the values of soil spring constant on the maximum member forces

liere, calculation of the member forces is performed by using the response displacement method.

| (iii) Comparison of analysis results
i

{1} Figure 4.6.314 shows the distribution of soil reaction force coefficient obtained using two calculation
methods. Generally speaking, the magnitude determined by the ' method using static FEM analysis" is larger Also,

~

Figure 4.6.3-15 illustrates the distribution of 'he member forces (bending moment), it can be seen that the
distribution profiles obtained by the above two methods s.re similar to each other and coincide with the deformation
shape of the whole structure due to rnear deformation. The magnitude of the member forces determined from "the
spring constant using static FEM analysis" is about 0-20% larger.

{2} Figure 4.6.3-16 shows the distribution of soil reaction force coefficient in the case when the depth of
the lower boundary in the static FEM analysis is changed. It can be seen that the location of the lower boundary
has the largest ialiuence on the normal springs on the bottom surface. in addition, Figure 4.6.3-17 shows the

*

distribution of the member forces (bending moment, shear force). Although there is no significant difference in
the overall pattem, for the bending moment and shear force at the corner between the side wall and bottom plate,
the values obtainea for a shallow boundary (EL -35 m) are about 20% larger than those obtained for a deeper
boimdary (EL 95 ra).

{3} Figure 4.6.318 shows the distribution of member forces (bending moment) in the presence / absence
of the side-wall shear springs. It can be seen that there exists a certain difference in the bending moment on the
side wall. He value obtained "without springs" is smaller by about 15% than the value obtained "with springs."

{4} Figure 4.6.3-19 shows the member forces (bending moment, axial force) of the water pit when the
values of the soil spring constant are changed. In this case, the effect of the magnitude of the spring constant on
the member forces is small.

(c) Seawater dact

(1) Calculation methode of soil spring constant used for analysis

(1} Method using static FEM analysis
{2} Method according to Guidelines of Road / Bridge

[4.6.3-7]

Shear spring constant 1/3x (normal spring constant). Both the shear spring constant and the normal
spring constant are r.ssumed to be distributed uniformly.
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Figure 4.6.3-14. Distribution of soil reaction force coefficiem according to different calculation methods of soil
spring constant (water channel).
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Figure 4.6.3-15. hiember forces determined usi:.g different methods of calculating soil spring constants (water
channel).
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Figure 4,6,3 16 Distribution of soil reaction force coefficient for different lower boundary locations in static FEM
analysis used for calculating the soil spring constant (water channel).
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Figure 4.6.3-17. Member forces for different lower boundary positions in static FEM analysis for calculating the
soil spring constant (water channel).
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Figure 4.6.318. Comparison of member forces (bending moment) between pre ence/ absence of side-surface shear
springs (water channel).
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(ii) Evaluation items

{1} Maximum displacement and member forces (bending moment) according to different calculation
methods of soil spring constants

{2) Effect of magnitude of soil spring constant on the maximum member forces

Here, calculation of the displacement and member forces is performed using the response displacement
method.

(iii) Comparison of analysis results

(1) Figures 4.6.3-20, 21 show the distribution of displacement and r iember forces (bending moment)
determined using the two calculation methods. It can be seen that the difference between these two cases is small
for both the displacement distribution and the member forces.

(2) Figure 4.6.3-22 shows the member forces of a seawater duct (bendi ig moment) when the magnitude
of the soil spring constant is changed. In this case, the influence of the magnituk of the spring constant on the
member forces is small.

(d) Summarj

(i) Although the distribution of the soil spring constant may depend significantly on the method of
calculation in some cases, this difference r.evertheless has little influence on the member forces.

(ii) For an underground structure with a stiffness similar to or less than that of the soil, the member forces
do not depend significantly on the variation of the soil spring constant. However, attention should be paid to the
fact that this does not apply when the stiffness is large, such as in the axial direction of the water channel,

Consideration on earth pressure during earthquake using seismic coefficient methode.

For the water pit, the effects of using different loading schemes of the earth pressure during carthquake
on the seismic calculation results are evaluated when the seismic coefficient method is used. The results are
compared with those obtained by the response displacement method which uses dynamic seismic force. A horizontal
seismic coefficient of 0.3 and a vertical seismic coefficient of 0.15 are used as the static seismic force.

(a) 123ading methods of earth pressure during earthquake in analysis

(1} Active earth pressure + active earth pressure
{2} Active earth pressure + passive resistant earth pressure
{3} Active earth pressure + static earth pressure
{4} Active carth pressure + earth springs (uniform distribution)
{5) Active earth pressure + earth springs (triangular distribution)

Table 4.6 3 8 shows the combination of loading pattern in seismic cocificient method. Table 4.6.3-9 lists the kind
of load in the seismic coefficient method.
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Table 4.6.3-8. Load diagram for evaluation of the application scheme of earth pressure during earthquake
accordi.ag to the seismic coefficient method (water pit).

Load diagram

4 Inertial force

Active earth pressure
7g+

Active earth pressure ;

Active earth pressure S = 483.7 cf Actwe earth pressure
(293.1 t!) (293.1tf)

\
p Inertialforce -

Passive resistant earth pressure (483,7 tf)
+

Active carth pressure

PassNe resistant earth pressure S = 0 tf Actwe earth pressure

(776,8 ti) (293.1tf)

f. Inertial force
T

Static earth pressure g

Active earth pressure

Stat c earth pressure S = 527.2 ti Actwe eartn pressure

(249,6tf) (293.1 tf)

Horuontalsonn9 3 Inema! force
reactmn force 4

211.5 af ?!
Soil spring (uniform distribution) S& 483.7 in

2000 if/w

3' " ' YActive carth pressure Shear sonng reachon forca Actw earth pressure
565.3tf (293.1 til

Vsmcal sormg 10600 if/w

OtfInt

lnertal force

H0rI2ontal sprtDg
Soil spring (triangular distribution) 115.1 if

g,3 '7 ,g

+ " ""'"'"TOTTs
Active earth pressure , ,,,;, / shear sonngssocieg

._

33,, ,,

661.7 tf Actm eam pressure

(293.1tf)

Veox;at sonng 10600 if/w

Note: The inertia forces in the figure include the inertia forces for the self weights, load, and contained water,
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Table 4.6.3 9 Evaluation conditions used for evaluating earth pressure during earthquake.

__.

Item of condition Design value
-

Self weight

Taken as horizontal inertial force and vertical inertial force.
,

Live load

1he dynamic hydraulic pressure is evaluated using Westergard's formulaWater contained
(" Guidelines of Aseismic Works of Water Facilities").

According to the carth pressure formula during earthquake given by
Mononobe and Okabe.

(Kn = 0.3, Ky = 0.15 (upwards) )Soilload
Active earth pressure coefficient Kp,4 = 0.477 (in air),1.054 (in water).
Passive earth pressure coefficient Kop = 3.413 (in air), 2.285 (in water).
Wall-surface frictional angle 6 = 0*

(b) Evaluation items

(1) Effects of the aforementioned five types of ear.h pressure loading methods on the member forces in
the seismic coefficient method

(2} Comparison between member forces according to the seismic coefficient method and member forces
according to the response displacement method

(c) Results of evaluation

Figure 4.6.3 23 shows the distributions of the bending moment using the seismic coefficient method and
the response displacement method.

(1} The distribution in the case of " active earth pressure + passive resistant earth pressure" is different
from the distributions in the other cases. This is because a resistant earth pressure is determined to be equal to the
sum of the total inertial force and active earth pressure; as a result, the bottom shear force becomes zero, and the
entire water pit is subjected to a_ load state without shear deformation.

{2} The results of the response displacemerit method is similar to the results except in the case of " active
earth pressure + passive resistant earth pressure." la particular, in this case, the results are very sindlar to those
of the case of " active earth pressure + static carth pressure."

The same results are obtained for the evaluation performed on the seawater duct.

i

I
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Chapter 5. Aseismic Desien of Bui] dine Structures

5.1 11asic items

5.1.1 Basic guidelines of aseismic design
i P

Any nuclear reactor facility should have high enough earthquake strength to ensure that in any anticipated
earthquake the damage to the nuclear reactor facility does not become the cause of a major accident. For this
purpose, aseismic design should be carried out according to ' Guidelines for evaluation of seismic design of nuclear
reactor facilities in nuclear power plants: Nuclear Power Safety Committee, July 26,1981* (referred to as
' Evaluation Guidelines * hereinafter).

He basic guidelines for the aseismic design are as follows:

{1} In principle, the building and facilities should be a rigid structure.
_

-

{2} In principle, the reactor buildings and other important facilities should be supported or 'edrock.

{3} Re degree ofimportance of the earthquake strength of a nuclear reactor facility can be classified as
Class A, Class B, or Class C from the viewpoint of the effect on the environment of the radioactivity that
might be released during an earthquake. Aseismic design should be performed according to this
importance.

) (4} Re facilities of Classes A,. B, and C shouH be designed to resist the seismic force on the basis of the
! base shear coefficient w hich is determined according to the respective importance.

(5} For Class A facilities, design should be made to resist the seismic force determhed from the dynamic
analysis performed on the basis of the basic carthquake ground motion St. Among the Class A facilities,
the particularly important facilities are caUed Class As facilities. For these facilities, design is performed
to ensure the ability to maintain safety funcaon against the seismic force determined from the dynamic
analysis performed on the basis of the basic earthquake ground motion S2. Also, dynamic analy.,is should
also be performed for Class B equipment and piping, if there exists the possibility of resonance.

(6} For Class A facilities, in addition to the horizontal seismic force, the vertical motion should also be
taken into consideration. He unfavorable direction should be assumed for the vertical motion.

{7} During the proce<s for drafting the structural design and layout plan for a nuclear reactor facility,
consideration shoulo be made to reduce the possible effects of earthquake.

5.1.2 Classification of importance in aseismic design

Facilities of aseismic Classes As, A, B and C are as follows according to the functions of the facilities.

'

Class As Parts, amage of which may cause loss of coolant; parts which are required for emergency
shutdown of the nuclear reactor and are needeo to maintain the shutdown state of the reactor in
a safe state; facility for storage of spent fuel; and nelear reactor containment.

Class A Parts, which are needed to protect the public from the radioactive hazard in the case of a nuclear
reactor accident, and parts, malfunction of which may cause nadioactive hazard to the public, but
are not classified as Class As.
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Class B Parts which are related to the highly radioactive substance, but are not classified as Class As or

Class A.

Class C Facilities, which are related to the radioactive substance but are not classified in the above
aseismic classes, and facilities not related to radioactive safety.

Table 5.l}1 lists definitions of aseismic importance and facilities of the various classes. Based on their
functions, nuclear reactor facilities can be divided into the following groups: primary equipment, auxiliary
equipment, direct support structures, indirect support structures, and equipment for which the interaction of
equipment must be taken into consideration. Table 5.1.2-1 lists the facilities of various classes as the primary
equipment and indirect support structures for building structures.

ForThe primary equipment refers to the system equipment that is related directly to safety functions.
aseismic Class As facilities of the primary equipment, design should be performed with respect to the seismic force
determined by basic earthquake ground motions Si and S2. For aseismic Class A facilities, design should be
performed with resp, t to the seismic force determined by basic earthquake ground motion St.

The dirx, support structures refer to the support structures on which the primary equipment and auxiliary
equipment are directly mounted, as well as the support structures which directly bear the loads of this equipment.
On the other hand, the reinforced concrete structures, steel structures, etc. (building structures) which bear the loads

transmitted from the direct support structures are called indirect support structures.

For the indirect support structures, although they do not have safety functions themselves, they are required
not to hamper the safety functions of the equipment supported by them. Hence, although there is no definition for
the aseismic importance from the viewpoint of safety functions, it is nevertheless required to confirm that there is
no safety problem with respect to the earthquake motion appropriate to the equipment being supported.

A detailed description on the aseismic importance is presented in " Technical guideHr.es of aseismic designs
of nuclear power plants: Importance classification, allowable stresses, JEAG 4601, HO-1984" (referred to as "JEAG
4601, ilO-19M" hereinafter); the said guidelines should be used over similar guidelines.

5.1.3 Methods of calculating seismic force

The design seismic fue of Class ,a and Class A facilities is the static or dynamic seismic force,
whichever is the larger, determined using the fm owing calculation methods. For design of Class B and Class C
facilities, the static seismic force is applied.

(1) Static seismic force

Depending on the importance classification of the reactor facility, the horizontal seismic force is calculated
by multiplying the following story shear coefficients with the weight above the story concerned.

Class As and Class A story shear coefficient 3.0 C i

Class B story shear coefficient 1.5 C
Class C story shear coefficient 1.0 Ci

Here, the value of the story shear coefficient C is determined by takirg 0.2 as the basic story sheari
coefficient and by taking the dynamic characteristics of the structure, type of ground, etc., into consideration.
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Table 5.1.2-1(a). Definitions of aseismic importance and facilities of various classes?

Classification ""#Y '9"I"*"" I" ''***'"PP 'I**'"**"'''

and dermition Earthquake
of aseismic Classi6 canon of motion to
importance functions Application range Application range be aned

Class As: Parta, (i) Piping and equipment (1) Pressure containment (1) Reactor buildmg
damage of which that form the ' pressure of nuclear reactor (B) (2) Control building
may cause has of boundary of nuclear reactor (2) Containment of nucle- f3) Pedestal of pressure
coolant; parta coolant" (as defined in nr reactor (P) contamment of nuclear
which are required " Guidelines of safety de- (3) Containments, piping, reactor (B) S2for emergency s:gn in evaluadon of light pumps, and valves (4) Internal concrete (P)
shutdown of the water reactor facihties for belonging to the pres- (5) Auxiliary buildmg (P)
nuclear reactor and power generation") sure boundary of

_

are needed to nuclear reactor coolant
maintain the shut-

(i) Equipment for storage (1) Spent fuel pool (B) (1) Reactor buildingdown state of the of spent tuel (2) Spent fuel storage rack (2) Auxiliary buildmg (P)reactor in a aafe
state; facihty for (D) (3) Fuel handling building S2

storage of spent (3) Spent fuel pit (P) (P)

fuel; and nuclear (4) Spent fuel rack (P)

reactor containment (iii) Equrpment used for (1) Control rods, centrol (1) Reactor buildmg
applying rapid negative rod driving unit, and (2) Internal concrete (P)
reactivity for emergency control rod driving (3) Auxiliary building (P;
shutdown of nuclear reac- hydraulic system (the (4) Control buildmg (P)
tor, and equipment for portion related to the (5) Diesel buildmg (P)
maintaining the shutdown scram function) (B)
state of the nuelcar reactor (2) Control rod cluster

and control rod driv- -

ing unit (the portion
related to the scram
function) (P)

(3) Boric acid injecting
unit (transfer system)
(P)

(iv) Equipment for removal (4 Coohng system for (1) Reactor building
of decay heat from the isolating nuclear reac- (2) Control building
reactor core after shutdown tor (B) (3) Foundation of seawa-
of the nuclear reactor (2) liigh-pressure reactor ter pump, and other

core spray system (B) structures for support-
(3) Residual heat removal ing the seawater sys-

system (equipment tem (for craergency
required for cooling cases) (B)
mode operation in (4) Internal concrete (P) 2

shutdown state) (B) (5) Auxihary building (P)
(4) Suppression pool as (6) Diesel building (P)

cooling water source (7) Foundation of seawa-
(B) ter pump and other

structures for support-
ing the seawater sys-

tem (P)
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Table 5.1.2-1 (Omt'd). Definitions of aseismic importance and facilities of various ciassesP

l

mary equipment in imt suport stmwres

Classification Earthquake
and definition motmn to

of aseismie Clamfication of
importance funetmns Apphcation range Apphcation range be us*d

(5} M in steam feedwater
system (from pnmary
feedwater check valve,

through secondary side
of steam generator, to
main steam isolating

valve) (P)
(6) Autiliary feedwater

system (P)

(7) Condensate water tank
(P)

(B) Residual heat removal
system (P)

(v) Equipment which be- (1) Containment strue- (1) Reactor buildmg
A (2) Auxiliary building (P) gcomes a pressure barner ture

*

for preventing direct dis- (2) Piping and valves
charge of radioactive sab- belonging to the con-

stances in case of acciden- tainment boundary of (1) Control building
tal rupture of the coolant the nuclear reactor (2) Diesel budding (P) 3

3

pressure boundary of the (3) Reactor buildmg

nuclear reactor

Class A: Parts, (i) Equipment required for (1) Emergency core cool- (1) Reactor building

which are needed removing decay heat from ing system (B) (2) Control building

to protect the pub- reactor core after acciden- 1) liigh-pressure core (3) Foundation of seawa-

lie from the radio- tal rupture of the codant spray system ter pump and other

actne hazard in the pressure boundary of the 2) Low-pressure core structures for support-

case of a nuclear nuclear reactor spray system ing the seawater sys-

reactor accident, 3) Residual heat tem (for emergency

and parts, malfune- renuwal system use) (B)

tmn of which may (equipment re- (4) Auxihary building (P)

cause radioactive quired for opera- (5) Dias el Suithng (P) 3

tion in the low- (6) F iundation of seawa-hatard to the pub-
lie, but are not pressure core tea pump and other

classified as Class water injection structures for support- S i

mode) ing the seawater sys-
As

4) Automatic pressure tem (P)
relief system

(2) Suppression pool as
coobng water source

(13)

(3) Safety injection system
i

(P)
(4) Err.ergency core cool-

ing system (ECCS)(P)

(5) Water tank for ex-
change of fuel (P)

_
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Table 5.1.2-1 (cont'd). Definitions of aseismic importance and facilities of various classes.W

l -

Clawirication Primary equipment in& rect suy. port stmetures
I and definition Earthquake

of anismic Classification of motion to
importance functions Application range Application range be usedi-

: fai) Equipment, not includ- (1) Residual heat remov- (!) Reactor buildingj | ed in aseismic Class As al system (equipment (2) Control building
(V), for preventing release required for cooling (3) Foundation of seawa-
of radioac6ve substances to containment and for ter pump and other
the outside in an accident operation in spray structures for support-
accomparJed by leakage of mode) (B) ing seawater system
radioac6ve substar.ces (1) Reactor building (D) (for emergency use)

(3) Combus6ble gas (B)
concentration control (4) Primary exhaust pipe |

,

t system (B) (B)(in case of support
(4) Emergency gas treat- of exhaust port of

ment system and emergency gas treat-
exhaust port (B) meat system)

(5) Nuclear reactor con- (5) Auxiliary building (P)
tainment pressure (6) Reactor containment
suppressing equip- vessel (P)
ment (diaphragm (7) External shield (P)

; floor, vent pipe) (B) (8) Diesel buildmg (P)
(6) Main steam separat- (9) Foundation of seawa-

3ing valve leaksge ter pump and other I

control system (B) stmetures supporting -

{7) Suppression pool as the seawater system
cooling water wurce (P)
(B)

{8) Containment ripray
rystem (P)

(9) Water tank for re-
placement of fuel (P)

(10) Annulus sel(P) ,

{ll} Annulus air cleaner -
(P)

{l2) Containment gas
exhaust pipe (P)

(13) IIVAC foi auxiliary
safety equipment
room (P) (includ;ng
engineers.sg safety

facilities)

(iii) Others (1) Fuel pool water feed (1) Reactor building
equipment (for emer- (2) Auxiliary building (P)

1gency ose) (B) (3) Fuel handling building
(2) Borie acid so4 tion (P) 3injecting system (B) 3

(3) Spent fuel pool feed
equipment (for emer-
geney use)(P)

Internal structures of reac- (1) Reactor pressure con-
i tor tainment pedestal (B) S2

_

(2) Reactor building (B)
_
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Table 5.1.2-1(b). Definitions of aseismic importance and facilities of various classes?

ntary uguipment Indirect sur strucuarea
Classification

Earthquake
and derirutaen

motion to
of aneinmic Classification of

importance functions Application range Application range he used
;

Class D: Pare, (!) Eqmpment that contains Main steam system (from (1) Reactor building

which are related or can contain primary outside main steam isola- (2) Turbine building

to the highly radio- coolant in direct contact tion valve to turbine prima- (portion for supporting
y blockage value)(B)* the piping and valvesactive substance, with coolant pressure r 3

3from outade main
but are not classi- boundary of nuclear reactor

steam isolation valve
fied as Class As

to pnmary blockageand Class A
valve) (B)

(1) Main steam system (1) Reactor bui'.*ng
and i a water system (2) Turbine buidcg (B)

(B) (3) Auxibary building (P)
-

(2) React r coulant punfb (4) Internal comrete (P)
cation , stem (B) S,*

(3) Extraction system and
residue extraction in
chemical volume
control system (P)

(ii) Equipment for contain- Equipment for processing (1) Wasto *eettaent build-
ing radioneuve waste, wastes, excluding that ing

excludtng those which have belonging to Class C (2) Reactor building (P)

a small contert or a e.pecial (3) Auxihary building (P)

storage method, therefore
S gpossess a smaller ra&oac-

, w' tive effect to the public in-

case of rupture than the
annual exposure done al-
lowable outaide the periph.
eral nmnitoring region

; (un) Equiprnent which is (1) Shields with signiti- (1) Reactor buildmg

related to radioactive sub- cant effect in reducing (2) Turbine buildmg (B)

Maneca other than the the radiation level (3) Turbine pedestal (B)
radioactive waste, and the (2) Steam turbine, cord (4) Internal concrete (P)

e denser, feedwater (5) Auxiliary building (P)nspture of which may caus
an excessive radioactive heater, and major

exposure to the pubbe and piping (B)
employees (3) Condensing /deaaltang

equipment (B) Sn

(4) Condensate stnrage

tank (B)
(5) Fuel pool punfying

system (B)

(6) Control rod drive
hydraube system (the
portion containing

} radioactive fluid) (B)
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Table 5.1.2-1 (Cont'd). tit Snition- ' aistnic irnportance and facilities of various claues?

Clusifi:ation Pnmary equipment Indirect support as ..ures
_

and defituta.m Earthquak '
of aseianue Clausficatson of mouon to

| irnpirearce functmns \pphcatum range Appbcation sange be used

(7) Restuit building
crane (D)

(B) Fuel handhng equip-
ment (H)

, (9) Control tod storage
rack (!!)

(10) Spent fuel pol pun-
fying system (P)

{l1) Porta oAer than
~

lann C in the themi-
cal volume control
system (P)

(12) Auxihary building
crane (P)

(13) $ pent fuel pool crane
(P)

(14) Fuel exchange crane
(P)

(l$) Fuel transfer equip-
ment (P)

(iv) Equipmer.t in: conhag (1) Fuel pml cooling i Reactor building
spent fuel system (B) 2 Auxihary buildmg (P)

(2) Spent fuel pol-cool- 3 Fuel bandling buildmg
ing system (P) (P)

4 Foundation of neawater 8

pump and other struc-
tures suppirting the
acawater system (P)

(v) Equipment which do
not belong to aseismic
Clun As and Class A, and
is unec to suppt-u uissipa-
tion of radioac6ve suh. 3a
stances to the t2.uide when
the radionetave substaneca
are released

-
._

W
Courtesy 'JEAG 401, Supplet tent-1981*. with the contente reorganized in this tahic.

*In principle, there is no need to perforta evalunnon using basic earthquake ground motion $2. Ilowever, as it is the final
barner for preven 6ng dinipadon of the ;adioactive abstance, only the reactor containment boundary is taken as aseismic -
Class Aa For the isalanng value, the requirement in that it should maintain as isolatM state after basic carthquake ground
notion $2 takes pts.ce.

D%e CAD acheme is also included.

O'A tiwagh it belonga to aneinmic Class B, analysis should be performed to ensure no failure after basic earthquale ground
motion 51.

. , *$iis the acis.nic input to be apphed far ancimmic Clann P equipment
Y *0ths 1(Pb BWR; (Pr PWR: no nv L: BWk. PWR common.
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I or Class A facilities, the sertical seismic force is also considered, and it is assumed that the horitental
scismic force and the verticas seismic fone , , in cornbination at the same time in unfavorable direction. The
vertical seismic fone is calculated by takin 9 3 w the basic seismic coefficient and is determined by considering
the vibrational characteristics of building stn,uures, type of fotmdation, etc. 'Ile vertical seismic coefficient is
assumed to be mnstant in the height direction in addition, for a building or structure, its horiinntal strength
capacity should be mnfirmed to hase an appropr nte safety margin, corresponding to its importance, with retpect
to the required horitt ital strength capacity.

*lhe static senmic fone calculation method is defincJ in "Evaluati' n guidelines.* which are based on the
Standard fluilding Code regarding the seismic strength calculation 5. of structures. In addition, in recent years,
investigations base beer, conducted on the schemes for specifically applying the *lhaluation guidelines * for the
nucleu reactor facilities in nuclear power ple ... 7%e schemes may be briefly outlined as follows:

a l'or dynamic a .alysis of a rea wr building, which is significantly different from conventional buildings
with respect to weight and stiffnen dioribution, the fundamental period (T) of the building is determincd by the
eigenvalue analysis and is taken as Ge reference value; the story shear distribution coefficients (Ai) are derived
using modal analysis,

b. I or the dy .:nnie characteristic coef ficien.:(ly, based on the results of special investigation or research,
they can be modified within the range no tess than 0.7.

e As the r.tatic seismic force is ce culated, the ground surface is taken as the reference 6urface in principle;l

the horirontal 6eismic it. ity of the underground portion can be calculated by performing corrections
corresponding to the transurse wuse speed of the bedrock and the embedment depth. For the embe3 ment effect
on the horiinntal seismic inten ity of the underground portion, when it is pmved to be appropriate by reference
sunep, analysis, etc. the horizontal seismic intensity determined by analpis may be used

(2) Dynamic seismic force

'lhe horizontal seismic forces caused by the maximum design earthquake and the extreme design earthquake

(referred to as " dynamic horizontal seismic forces * hereinafter) are calculated by dynamic analysis from basic
earthquake ground motionr, S1 and S2, respectively, l'or Class As and Class A facilities, the dynamic horizontal
earthquake force is calculated from the basic earthquake ground i ,otion St. In addition, for Class As facilities,i
is required that thei Pety function be nutintained against the seismic force due to basic earthquake ground motion
S2. 'Ihe vertical seisnie force in combination with the said dynamic horizontal seismic force is determined by
taking half the value of the muimum acceleration amplitude of the basic earthquake ground motion as the vertical
seismic coefficient. llere, the sertical seismic coefficient is taken as a constant static seismic force in the height

direction.

Among Class 11 equipment and piping, for equipment w hich might resonate with the vibration of the support
structures, a dynamic analysis for the structure is performed by taking half the amplitude of the basic earthquake
ground motion S1, applicable for said Class A facilities, as the input. 'the dynande seismic force calculated in this
way is then used for the subsequent analysis of Class 11 equipment and piping. (See Table 5.1.3-1.)

5.1.4 load combinations and allowable limits

(1) load combinations

a. Types of loads

(a, leads that alw an act irrespectis e of the state of the nuclear reactor, such as dead load, live load, earth
pressure, water pressure, and load depending on conventional meterological conditions.
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Table 5. l.3-1. Seismic forces which should be taken into consideration for buildings
in nuclear power plants.

1

Dynamic seismic force

Class S atic seismic force Basic earthquake ground motion Si liasie earthquake ground motion S2

* lloriumtal seismic * 'ihe horizontal seismic force is the * The horirnntal scistnic force is the
force; ce.lculated seismic force on the building due t- seismic force on the building due to
from 3C basic carthquake ground motion Si basic carthquake ground motion 52
Vertical seismic * The vertical seismic force is caleu.* 'Ihe vertical seismic force is caleu-*

As force; calculated lated by taking half of the maxi- lated by taking half of the maxi-
from C mum horimntal acceleration ampli- mum horizontal acceleration ampli-S

tude of the basic earthquake ground tude of the basic earthqaake
motion as the vertical seismic ground motion as the vertical
coe f ficient") seismic coefncient")

'
* llorirontal seismic * The horizantal seismic force is the

force; calculated seismic force on the building due to
from :C basic earthquake ground motion Si
Vertical seismic * '!he vertical seismic force is calcu-*

A force; calculatet lated by taking half of the maxi- -

{from Cy mum horimntal acceleration ampli- i

tude of the basic earthc;uake ground
motion as the vertical seismie
coefficient 0'

'

* Horizontal seismie Not taken into consideration (investi-
force; calculated gation is conducted for equipment and

_
g

from 1.5C piping with the possibility of reso-
nance)

* I;orimntal seismic
C force; calculated - --

from C

C (story sh 'ar coefficient): Value determined with 0.2 taken as the basic shear coefficient and byi
taking the dynamic characteristics of the structure, type of ground, etc., into consideration.

Cy (vertical seismic coefficient): Value determined with 0.3 taken as the basic value, and the dynamic
characteristics of the structure, type of ground, etc., are considered.

*Iloth horizontal seismic force and vertical seismic force take place simultaneously combined in unfavorable
directions. The vertical seismic force is considered to be constant in the height direction.

,

1

i

f

4
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leads that act on the f acility depending on the state of operation.fb)
htate of operation: 'the operation state of the quelear reactor under the conventional normal, natural

condi.,uns.1he operation state includes the conventional operation State and the abnormal transient periods of the
ope rstion.

(c) loads that att on the f acihties in the state of accident,
State of accident: 1he state when the nuclear reactor facility is in an accident.

(d) heismic force, wind load, snow load.
The loads during operation and during accident includes the loads acting from the equipment and piping

systern; the seismic force includes the loads caused by the earth pressure during an earthquake, the reaction forces
from the equipment and piping system, slashing, etc. 'Ihe wind load is defined in the Standard Iluilding Code.
Ilow ever, it is not required to combine the seismic force and wind load. In snowy regions, the seismic force should
be combined with the snow load.

b. load combinations

1k combinations between seit.mic force and other loads are as follows.

(a) 'the seismic force is combined with the loads that always act and the loads that act on the facilities
during operation (conventic,nal operation period, abnormal transition period of operation).

(b) The seism;c force due to basic earthquake ground motion S1 is combined with the loads that always
act and the accident loads that act continuously over a long period of time.

Attention should be paid to the following itenu with respect to the load combinations:

I'or Class A facilities, it should be assumed that the horiwntal seismic force and the vertical neismic(i)
force ms. act simultaneously in unfavorable directions.
A certain load combination can be omitted from the consideration if other load combinations obviously(ii)
cause higher stresses.

tiii) When it becomes obvious that the time points of the
peaks of loads acting at the same time do not overlap each other, it it not always required to
superimpose the peak Stresses.

(is) To evaluate the supporting function of the structure that supports different aseismic class of facilities,
depending on the specific aseismic clast. of the facility, the seismic force is comb'.ned with the loads
that always act, loads that act on the facility during operation, and other required loads.

Q) Allowable limits

lhe allowable limits for the combination states of seismic force and other loads are as follows:

a. Class As structures

Allow able limits for combination with the seismic force due to basic earthquake ground motion Si or(a)
static seismic force.

The allowable stress according to ti.: appropriate regulations and standards is taken as the allowable limit.
When combining the loads due to accident, the allowable limit defined by (b) should be applied.
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Table 5.1.4-1. Load combinations and allowable limits.
_ _ _

Structure

Class lead combinations Allowable limits Remarks
,,

WSl* + Accident loads * Should have safety (1) Even for a phenomenon that may
margin with respect not be caused by earthquake, if

and to the ultirnate the phenomenor lasts ever theg
strength ca,ia:ity long period of time when anMS2 + leng-term loads accident takes place, the load due

+ leads in operation to this phenomenon should be
combined.As *Sl* + long term loads Short-term allowablo

(2) S2 represents the dynamic selimicand + loads m operation of Standard Building
force based on basic earthquakeA Code
ground motion S2.

Stawe seismic force (for Class 11) Same as above (3) Sl* represents the dynamic seis. -

11 + tong-term loads mic force and static seismic force
+ leads in operation (for Class A) based on basic

earthquske ground motion St.
Static neismic force (for Class C) Same as above

C + long term loads
+ leads in operation

(b) Allowable limits for the combination with the reismic force caused by basie earthquake ground motion
12.

%e structure should have a sufficient deformation ability (ductility) as an overall structure, it also should
have a safety margin with respect to the ultimate strength capacity.

De ultimate strength capacity refers to the nmimum strength limit at which the deformation or strain of
a structure increces significantly under monotonically increased loadings. In addition to the available empirical
formulas and results of modri experiments, if needed, tests are also performeo using models in consideration of the

structural characteristics of the corresponding portion. On the basis of these results, the ultimate strength capacity
is determined appropriately,

b. Class A structures

ne allow able stress limits determined r.ecording to the above section a(a) are taken as the allowable limits.

c. Class 11, Class C structures

De loads that always act and the loads that act on the facilities during operation are combined with the
static seismic force. For the stress determined due to thit load combinations, the allowable stress limits determined
from the regulations and standards believed to be appropriate for safety are taken as ths allowable limits.

d. Structares supporting facilities of different aseismic classes

The structure should have a sufficient deformation ability as an overall structure, it also should have a
safety margin with respect to the ultimate strength capacity. In addition, for a structure supporting a facility of
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different aseismic class, the functions of the facility should not be degraded due to the deformation of the supporting

structure,

llorirontal strength capacity of buildings or structurese.

The horirontal strength capacity of buildings or structu es should be confirmed to have an appropriate safety

margin with respect to the required horiinntal loads, according to the importance. As explained above, according
to the 'I! valuation Guidelines," tLe basic consideration for the allow able limits is such that the ' allowable stress limit

design' is performed for the SI earthquake motion, while the ultimate strength capacity with appropriate safety
margin is performed for the S2 earthquake motion. In addition, in the third modified standardiration plan, the
sllowable limits for maintaining the functions of structures against carthquake motion are being investigated using
the allowable structural limits of the reactor buildings themselves and the allowable limits required to the buildings

by the equipment and piping systems. For further details, please sec *S.3.4. Investigation of the maintenance of
the functions.'

5.1.5 Functions of buildings and structures

(1) Structure plan

For a nuclear reac'or facility, it is required to have a high enough aseismic safety level so that the loss of
its safety function by earthquake must not cause a major accident. For this purpose, when a structure is designed,
in addition to the structure itself, the aseismic properties of the various support structures of the equipment and

piping, should also be taken into consic cration in planning the structure.

For the structure, as pointed out in '5.1.2 Classification of importance of aseismic design,' there are
requirements on the functions as both a major equipment and an indirect support structure. As an example, for the
reactor building of a IlWR nuclear power plant, the building compartment of the nuclear reactor is classed as
primary f acility ahich is required to have the function of preventing leakage of radioactive substances to the outside
in case of an accident accompanied by selease of radioactive substances. Therefore, it belongs to class A in the
importance classification. Ilowever, a portion of the building which contains a spent fuel pool also belongs to class
As. In addition, it should have the function of a class As supporting stmeture of equipment and pp; which are

classified as class As.

In order to meet the various aforementioned requirements, it is important to carry out the design to satisfy

the requirements of function by implementing, in addition to the layout plan, a structural plan that can avoid
uplifting and cecentricity of the building.

(2) IlWR buildings

BWR buildings can be generally divided into two types: h1 ARK-1 and h1 ARK-ll. In the following, for each
type of building in BWR-type nuclear power plant, an explanation will be given with reference to application
examples of the buildings.

a. h1 ARK-1

Figure 5.1.5-1 shows an example of a BWR h1 ARK-1 nuclear reactor. The reactor buildirg is a reinforced
concrete building (partially made of steel frames) with a nuclear reactor compartment at its center surrounded by
attached compartments. The nuclear reactor building and miliary building are buiu ca single foundation mat
as an integrated structure. The plan view of Sie building 1,as a nearly square shape.
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I'igure 5.1.5-1. Example of 1.10 million kWe-clus llWR M ARK-1 reactor bui! ding,
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At the central gertion of the reactor building, there is a steel reactor containment vessel which contains the
reactor pressure containment, recirculation pump, etc. The reactor containment vessu is made of a dry well
consisting of an upper h:misphere and a lower cylinder, as well as a ring shaped suppression chamber surrounding
the dry well. The periphery of the reactor containment vessel is surrounded by a reinforced-conmle radioactive
shielding wall. Outside this, there are an internal box wall for dividing the reactor building and the auxiliary
building as well as an external box well that is used as the outer wall of the auxiliary building. These are the major
shear walls of the reactor building. As these walls are connected by strong floor panels to form a single body, the
structure is very rigid.

b. M ARK-ll

ligure 5.l.5 2 shows an example of a llWP, M ARK-ll reactor building. Just as in the case of MARK 1,
this reactor building is also a reinforced concrete building (partially made of steel frames) consisting of a nuclear
reactor building at the central portion and peripheral auxiliary building which are act on a single foundation me t to
form an integrated body. The significant difference from the MAFK 1 in this case is in the reactor containment
vessel at the central portion of the nuclear reacter building.1he coweinment vessel is made of an upper conical
part and a lower cylindrical part. Around this reactor containment vtanel, the radioactive shielding wall as well as
the inner box wall and outer box wall form the major shear walls of the reactor building.

(3) PWR buildings

PWR buildings can be general |y disided into the following three typen: 2 LOOP (0.5 million kWe-class),
31.OOP to.8 million LWe-class), and 4-1.OOP (1.10 million kWe-class) in the following, we will present several
examples of the 3 LOOP and 4 LOOP buildings in some representative nuclear power plants in Japan,

n. 3 1..OOP

l'igure 5.1.5 3 illustrates an example of PWR (3. LOOP) reactor building. The basic shape of the reactor
building is designed in consideration of the requirement to improve the aseismic properties, such as building stability
during an earthquake. At the center of a rectangular foundation mat, the containment vessel is installed. Around
this containment vu.el, peripheral buildings are arranged as part of the reactor auxiliary buildings, which are
integrated with the external shielding building to form a composite plan configura6on. Among the upper structural
parts, n steel containment vessel and internal concrete portion are installed on '.ne foundation mat, independently.

The steel containment vessel is a welded structure made of .n opper hemispherical portion, a central
cylindrical portion, and a lower dirhlike portion. The internal concrett igrtion) has a reinforced concrete wall
structure as its primary body, which is made of primary shielding wall, steam generator chamber, pressurired
clue.mber, and cavity wall, it contains the primary cooling equipment and other primary equipment and is placed
in the center of the foundation mat.

The outer shield building is a cylindrical building made of reinforced concrete with a dome attached. A
spherical dome is adopted to lower the center of weight to as to improve the aseismic properties. At a level below
the operation floor level of the cylindrical portion, the peripheral building'nas its floor and walls integrated with
each other to form a single baly. The peripheral building is a 3-floor building with shear walls.
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Figure 5.1.5-2. Eumple of 1.10 nillion kWe-grade BWR MARK-il reactor building.
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L. 4-LOOP

Figure 5.1.5-4 shows an example of a PWR (4 LOOP) reactor building. He reactor building is made of
reinforced concrete (partially rnade of steel frames). It consists of a reactor compartment, a fuel handling
compartment, and a peripheral auxiliary equipment compartment, which are integrated with each other to form a
single body. In consideration of the building stability in an earthquake and other aseismic properties, the basic plan
shape of the building is almost aquare. He reactor compar' ment is located at the center of the reactor building.
It consists of a lower portion made of reinforced concrete and an octagonal upper portion made of steel frames,
heing the containment vessel contained in it.

He containment vessel is mounted on the same foundation mst made of reinforced concrete as the reactor
building. It is made of a prestressed concrete cylindrical portion and a hemispherical dome portion, with a steel
liner plate erranged on the inner surface of this pressure-proof containment to prevent leakage. It also plays the
role of an external shield. He internal concrete has a reinforced concrete wall structure as its primary body which
consists of a primary shielding wall, a steam generator charnber, pressurized chamber, and cavity wall. It contains a
the primary cooling equipment and other major equipment, and is fixed at the center of the foundation mat. -

ha fuel applying compartment and the peripheral auxiliary equipment compartment are arranged outside
of the vivt compartment, Hey are mounted on the same foundation mat as the reactor compartment. De
peri;m t auxihary equipment compartment is a 2-story building with shear walls arranged.

b) Concrete containment vessel

s. General features

he reactor containment vessel contains the nuclear reactor as well as other equipment and piping. It plays
an important role in presenting dissipation of radioactive substances to the exterior by bearing the load caused by
the high preast re and temperature in case of loss of coolant accident. In the conventional schemes, in order to meet
the requirements of high pressure resistance and leak-proofness, a steel containment vessel is usually adopted,
llowever, recently, as the size of power plants increase, concrete has been used to make the containment vessel,
as it is favorable for construction. Compared with steel containment sessels, concrete containment vessels have
many advantages; better damping characteristics with respect to dynamic loads, a larger degree of freedom alth .

respect to shape and wall thickneas, and hence, ability for appropriate layout and design. From the viewpoint of
structure, the concrete containment vessels can be divided into two types: those made of reinforced concrete and
tnose made of prestressed concrete.

b. RCCV (containment vessels made of reinforced concrete)

In the new-type BWR plant (A BWV) a reinforced concrete containment vessel (RCCV;is adopted as the
reactor confinement vessel. For an RCCV, the prtssure-proof function is played by the reinforced concrete, w hile
the gas-tight leakage-proof funaion is played by f te steel (!!ner) arranged on the inner surface of the vessel. For
an RCCV, the structural design should be carried out to ensure no degradation in the pressure-proof property and
leakage-proof property even under seismic load, LOCA load, hydrau-dynamic load, etc. He reactor building has
a composite building form made of reinforced concrete. Usually, the RCCV and the building are structurally
connected by the various floor slabs, forming an integrated structure with a common foundation mat. He RCCV
has a dry well portion and a suppression portion. Water is sto~d in the suppression pool and can act as a heat-
absorbing source in case of an accident. He dry well portion contains t! e main steam piping, feedwater piping,
and the internal pump as the recirculating pump.
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c. PCCV (prestressed conctete containment vessel)

In order to resist the high tensile stress caused by the internal pressure. the PCCV has its dome portion
and cylindrical portion made of prestressed concrete with a prestressing force applied on the reinforced concrete
beforehand, and has its base foundath n mat made of reinforced concrete. A steel liner plate is applied on the inner
surface of these parts. The rebars are arranged appropriately to resist the flexural stress and in-plane shear
determined in the cross section. The structure is sufficiently safe against any .mticipated load conditions in addition
to accidents caused by loss of coolant. In this way, it can effectively prevent dissijktion of radioactive substances
to the exterior. Figure 5.1.5-5 shows an example of a PCCV, with the prestressed cot. crete portion made of a dome
portion and a cylindrical nortion, it has its own shielding function. In addition, in this example, leskage prevention
io played by a steel liner plate arranged on the inner surface of the concrete wall. The prestress force applied on ,

the concrete portion is obtained by pulling a tendon set made of 163 pieces of 7-mm-dianc ;r PC steel wire to a
prescribed initial force. The t ndon act consists of inverse-U-shaped vertical tendons which are arranged in a good
shape as projected from the upper portion of the dome, with their two ends anchored on the gallery located in the
foundation mat, and horizontal tendons in 240*-hoop shape anchored on buttresses, with 3 pieces of buttresses
arranged wi:n an azimuthel angle interval of 120'

i

(5) Other structures

in addition to reactor buildings and turbine buildings, there are other buildings. The building classification
and the content of co"ipment contained in it depend on the specific plant. Tables 5.1.5-1, -2 and Figures 5.1.5-6, -
7 explain the fune.it s.: ad structures of the other structures with reference to pract. cal examples of BWRs and
PWRs.
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Table 5.1.5-1. Example of a llWR.

Structure Major structure Functions

Turbine building Reinforced concrete; steel strue- It is used to contain various equipment, such as the
ture and steel encased reinforced turbin< tenerator, condenser, feedwater heater,
concrete structure reactor Jwater pump, etc.

-

Control building Reinforced concrete; steel frame The uppermost floor is the central control room; the
'

lower floors are cable processing chamber ard
switch gear chamber

Service building Reinforced concrete It contains an accar control facility, locker room,
shower room, acalth care room, chemical as,alysis
room, etc.

Waste disposal Reinforced concrete; steel frame It primarily contains the facility for processing and
liuilding storing liquid and solid waste from the reactor

building and in the exhaust pipe of the solid waste
incinerating equipment

Solid waste storage Reinforced corarete For storage of solid waste packed in drum contain-
room ments

Primary exhaust Steel frame; reinforced concrete For releasing exhaust from the air exchange and
pipe (foundation) conditioning system in the r actor building, turbine

building, waste processing building, as well as gares
from the emergency gas processing system

Also built on the power plant site are the water processing building, water intake equipment, water releasing
equipment, activated carbon rare gas holdup equipment building, seawater heat exe' anger bui! iing, office building,
etc,

Table 5.1.5 2. Example of a PWR.

Structure Primary structure Functions
1 ~

| Reactor auxiliary Reinforced concrete; steel frame It is acijacent to the reactor containment facility and
building is used to contain the following equipment: chemical

volume control equipment, residual heat removal
equipment, waste processing equipment, fuel ex-
change water equipment, fuel applying equipment,
fuel starage equipment, air exchange and condition-
ing equipment, sampling equipment, reactor auxilia-
ry equipment cooling water equipment, emergency
power source equipment, central control chamber,
etc.

Turbine building Steel frame and composite For containing generator, condenser, feedwater
steel-R.C. structure heater, feedwater pump, auxiliary equipment, etc.

In addition to'.he said buildings, also built on the pow er plant site are the solid waste storage room, water intake
facility, auxiliary steam equipment, outlet facility, water releasing equipment, office building, etc.
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5.2 Earthquake response analysis

5.2.1 General

in this section, we will primarily discuss the carthquake response analysis of tl reactor facilities. Due to
the nature of operation, there is a high requirement on the safety of reactor facilities; as a result, it is required to
perform earthquake response analysis carefully.

'Ihe reactor building is a typical rigid (short period) structure. Also, it is a composite structure consisting
of various structural forms and materials, such as reinforced concrete, steel, steel frame-reinforced concrete,
prestressed concrete, etc. It is most important in the earthquake response analysis of this type of complicated
r.tructure to set up a dynamic model that can correctly predict the dynamic characteristics of the various structures
based on the resuha of existing research and experimentation, and to evaluate the exiuired building response by
using appropriate analytical methods. In the following, we will describe schematically the process of earthquake
response analysis from the input of an earthquake motion model to building response results.

(1) Input earthquake taction

in earthquake response analysis, the basic earthquake ground motion is the most important factor in
determining the response rer.ults. In addition, the way to apply the basic canhquake ground motion at the free
surface of the bedrock also affects aseismic design very importantly, When a reactor building is set ou a so-called
bedrock outcrop surface, and it is considered that embedment can be neglected, usually the basic earthquake ground
motion is taken as the direct input earthquake motion. However, in other cases, depending on the terrain and
geology of the site, embedment depth of the building, etc., the input earthquake motion to the building-soil
interaction model is derived by performing a soil response analysis of the free field ground, using the mt J.ods s4
as a one-dimensional wave propergation theory.
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(2) Soil-structure interaction

Usually, for a reactor building, as it hss a rigid structure, the effect of lateraction with the ground during
an earthquake is significant. In particular, when the depth of embedment is great, the response of the building is
affected by the embedment; hence, when a dynamic model is formed, it is important to mske an appropriate model
of the embedment. He ground is usually modeled by replacing the ground below the foundation mat with equivalent
horizontal and rotational springs to form a sway / rocking model. In some cases, to account for the embedment, side
sway springs are added to the model,

i

When the influences of - Adment of the building, back fill soil, and peripheral foundation are
investigated separately, or when / 1 pent buildings are taken into consideration, the foundation may be
represented by a finite element met,= JEM) model or a discrete-mass parallel model. Recently, for an analysis
of the earthquake response, there is a case to use the substructuring method combining a boundary element method
(IlEM) and the FEM. He BEM is adopted to analize the semi-innnite soil, which is rational method for 3-
dimensional problem and boundary te:,tment. %e FEM is adopted to analize the peripheral soil of the building such
as back-611 soil.

For the purpose of modeling, in many cases, the results of in-situ tests and indoor tests are used for the
data on the ground properties used for evaluation of dynamic stiffness and damping. When a sway / rocking model
is used to express the effects of the ground in terms of horizontal and rotational deformations, from these dn, with
the foundation assumed to be a homogeneous clastic body, analysis is performed by using the Fround compliance
and vibration admittance theory, etc. Also, for each spring, the effect of radiation damping is taken into
consideration. As a result, each spring can be expressed in a complex form (complex stiffness) as a function of
vibrational frequency.

When the ground 's handled with the aid of a FEM model or a discrete-mass parallel model, it is possible
to use different clastic constants for different ground layers. In some cases, in order tc, express the dissipation effect
on the bottom and side boundaries of the model, a viscous damper may also be used.

(3) Superstructure model

he scheme for dividing the various parts of the reactor building into various vibration systems is related
to the structural design, and it is important for forming reliable models in consideration of the overall now of the
design. In many cases, the so-called bending / shear type lumped mass nodel with the mass concentrated on the floor
position is used, such as the bending-shear type model in which the various atructural elements stand on the
foundation mat, or as the single-cantilever model with all the structural element assembled in. Also, when the
stiffness evaluation is performed, in order to consider in detail the 3-dimensional effects due to orthogonal walls
for various walls, ownings of different sizes, etc., evaluation, in some cases, is done by FEM, etc. Further, in
forniing a model of the building, it is required to consider the structural elements which is important to the
equipment and piping designs.

In forming models, it is important to evaluate the stiffness, damping, and other properties of the structure.
ne stiffness is evaluated by the various regulations of the Architectural Institute of Japan. As far as the damping
is concemed, the conventionally used values (damping constants in Table 5.2.2 5) based on the existing data of
vibration tests and earthquake observation are used, and the vibration equations are treated in consideration of the
internal viscous damping, modal damping of each mode, strain energy proportional damping, complex stiffness, etc.

(4) Restoring force characteristics of shear walls and nonlinear uplifting chi m :uics of foundation mat

ne major structural elements of a reactor building are box shaped or cylindrical sheat walls. For these
shear walls, the restoring force characteristic cunes are determined e sed on structural tests using many test
specimens. Usually, the model of the shear wallis formed by the foregoing cantilever model with nexural and shear

s
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deformations, with the respectise skeleton curve bilinearly or trilinearly idealized. To descrite the hysteresis curve,
for the Detural deformation, the so-called matimum point orientation type, degrading type, or other models are
assumed; for the shear deformation, the origin orientation type; maximum point orientation type, or other models
are assumed. In addition, w hen the base portion of the reactor building is subjected to a large overtuming moment,
a portion of the foundation mat is assumed to uplift from the ground, and geometric nonlinearity is considered for
the rocking springs, which may be idealized by a trilinear model.

(5) Numerical analysis method for vibration equations

The methods for solving linear vibration equations include the spectral modal analysis method, time history
modal analysis method, direct integration method, frequency response analysis method, etc. According to the
spectral modal analpis method, the eigenvalues and natural vibration modes of the vibration system are derived;
from the spectra of the input carthquake motion, the maaimum response value of each mode is derived; then, the
required number of modes is selected and the response of the vibration system is determined using the Square Root
of the Sum of the Squares method (referred to as the 'SRSS' method hereinafter). According to the time history
modal analysis method, for each modo, the response of the SDOF system is obtained using the Duhamel integral,
etc., and the required modes are synthesized together. According to the direct integration method, the vibration
equation is directly derived using the Newnutrk 0 method, etc. According to the frequency response analysis
method, the frequency response in determined in order to utilize frequency dependent stiffness and damping,
followed by transformation to the time domain.

On the other hand, in nonlinear earthquake response analysis, the incremental-type equilibrium equation
isar. d by successise steps with a short time increase for each step of analysis. However, as the stiffness and
damping matrices change all the time, sophisticated techniques are required to treat the unbalanced forces and to
calculate for convergence in the nonlinear region. The analytical methods include the Newmark-0 method, Wilson's
6 method, and other numerical integration schemes. Anvway, for both the linear and nonlinear analysis, it is
important to study the time step interval, accuracy of solution, and numerical stability.

(6) fluilding responic results

As explained above, by implementing carthquake respont,e analysis, the response in acceleration, velocity,
displacement, etc., of the building can be obtained. From these parameters, the shear forces and bending moments
can be determined. At present, the cross sectional design of buildings is carried out primarily in terms of the shear
and bending moment. How ever, when the functionality of structures is evaluated, as will be explained in *5.3.4(2):
Consideration of allowable limits,' the energy absorbing capacity of sWetures may also be considered as an
allow able measure.

In order to study the building stability, the carth pressure on the foundation mat is determined from the
vertical force and the overturning moment. In addition, investigation is performed on sliding, etc., caused by the
uplifting force and shear. In order to design equipment and piping, the time history of the response acceleration of
floors and other required parts is calculated. On the base of this calculation, the floor response spectrum can be
calculated with the damping constants of the equipment and piping as the parameters. The aforementioned input
earthquale moun, ground properties, soil Spring evaluation method, building stiffness, etc., are believed to be the
variation factors for the floor response spectra. For design of equipment described in Chapter 6, it is the basic
requirement to use a 110% broadened floor response spectrum.

5.2.2 Evaluation of properdes of ground and structures

(1) Properties of ground

The dynamie analysis of a structure should be performed by using an analytical method that can reflect the
status of the ground and the structural characteristics of the building. As a result, for the values of properties used
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in these analyses, i.e., elastic coefficient and damping constant, it is required to perfor n evaluation according to
the specific purpme. %e test methods for determining the properties of the ground include static and dynamic test
methwis, in situ test method, and indoor tests using samples. In the following, various geotechnical and geophysical
test rnethods are evaluated and compared with each other in terms of the applicability to dynamic analysis, which
should refleet the actual soil behavior observed in real earthquakes and simulated dynamic tests.

As the major points of this section concern the properiles of the ground, with respect to the damping, the
intemal material damping should be primarily discussed, llowever, in the case of soil damping in the dynamic
onalysis, usaally both the internal damping and the damping caused by the dynamic interaction between soil and
structure need to be considered. in the following, we will present a descilption of the two types of dampings.

Figure 5.2.21 presente a achematie diagram of the content to be described here. For the elasticity
parameters of tne ground, it primarily shows the evaluation method of the shear wave velocity (S wave velocity).
For the donping, it shows the evaluation methods for the intemal damping and the dissipation damping due to
dynamic Interaction, separately. As far as the acheme for applying there foundation properties in t'.e dynamle
analysis is concerned, sections 5.2.3(l)b and 5.2.3(2)a will discuss the ground spring used in the sway / rocking
model and the evaluation of its damping; sections 5.2.3(i)c and 5.2.3(2)b will discuss the discrete system model,

c. Elastic coefficient

(a) Test method for deriving elat. tic coefficient of foundation for dynamle analysis

in many cases, the results of clastic coefficients obtained for the same ground by using different test
methods are different. Figure 5.2.2 2 shows the ration of the Young's modulus of the ground obtained by using
various test methods to the Young's modulus obtained from the clastic wave detection test, it can be seen from this
figure that there exists significant difference in the Young's modulus for different test methods. De reasons of the
difference are believed to be related to difference in strain level, difference in test conditions (in situ test vs. indoor
test, static test vs. dynamic test), etc.

Figure 5.2.2 3 is a schematic diagram illustrating the difference in the measurement strain level for various
4test methods. It can be seen that a difference about 10 exists for the strain level by different test methods. Figure

5.2.2-4 compares the in situ test results (abscissa) vs. the indoor test results (ordinate). For the in situ test, it is
required to check the existence of cracks in the ground and to evaluate the clastic coefficients. Figure 5.2.2-5
compares the clastic coefficient obtained from flat plate load test and that obtained from elastic wave test. It can
be seen that the ratio of the static clastic coefficient by the flat plate load test to the clastic coefficient by the clastic
wave test decreases as the stiffness of the rock increasca.

On the other hand, for the clastic coefficient of the ground used for dynamic analysis, the clas !c wave test
is considered as the most appropriate evaluation of the dynamic characteristics of the ground subjeted to an
earthquake. Figure 5.2.2-6 shows the relationship between the equivalent shear wave velocity (%) for thu gmtmd
evaluated from the vibration test results of the block foundation and reactor building, and the shear wave velocity
(Vs) obtained from the elastic wave test. Here, the clastic wave test refers to PS logging, elastic wave in adit, and
elastic wave between adits. De average value of the ratio of % to Vs is in the range of 0,95-1.06. His indicates
a good correspondence between the two velocities. Figure 5.2.2-7 shows the relation between the fundamental
period (Tons) obtained from analysis on the earthquake observation records of the ground and the fundamental
period (Temi) obtained from analysis on the test of clastic wave. He average value of the ratio of Tons to Tcm
is about 0.97, i.e., they are nearly the same. In addition, as shown in Figure 5.2.2-3, the strain level of the elastic
wave test is below 10d; as 6hown in Figure 5.2.2 14, the strain level of the design input acceleration is in the order
of 104 l{ence, the conclusion is that the elastic wave test, which is similar to the wave transfer phenomenon
during an earthquake, is the most suitable test method for determining the elastic coeffielent for dynamic analysis.
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(b) Scatter in clastic wave test results and clastic coefficient of ground for dynamic analysis

in chn ter 3, we have discussed the basic methods for evaluating the scatter in the properties of the ground,e

such as clastic coefficient, Poisson's ratio, specific gravity, etc. In this section, we will discuss the scatter in the 1

clastic coefficient of the ground, which has a particularly large influence on the dynamic characteristics of the

] ground during earthquake, on the base of the measurement examples. 'Ihen, we will discuss the related application
schemes in design.

Figure 5.2.2 8 shows the histogram of the ratio (Vs'/Vs), where Vs is the average shear wave velocity in
the same ground layer in PS logging and Vs' is the velocity within a microscopic depth interval (average velocity
Va' for an interval length of 4 m). 'Ihe average value and standard deviation are 1.05 and 0.19, respectively.

As shown in Figure 3.2.2 7, for the scatter in the fundarrvmtal period of the ground during carthquake, the
standard deviation is as snmll as 1067. This indicates that the sc .ser caused by the heterogeneity of the foundation
can be cancelled for the overall ground layer, and the effect on the dynamic characteristics is small.

Judging from the above two examples, it can be concluded that the scatter in the elastic wave test results
itself has a small effect on the evaluation of the dynamic characteristics of the ground layers as a whole, and it is
acceptable to use their average value for evaluation in the practical case.

(c) layered ground

in this section, we will discuss the situation when the layering of the ground has been confinned by the
elastic wave test (in particular, velocity layer sequence in the depth direction derived from PS measurement, etc.).
In the case when dynr.mic analysis is performed for a layered ground, the analytical model and analytical method
in consideration of the layering of the ground are us-A in this case, the value of the clastic coefficient determined
using the method described in the preceding sections can be used directly.
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Figure 5.2.2 8. Ratio of intt rval velocity (Vs') to average velocity (Vs)(Standards, Construction-4 [HYO, KEN-4]).

On the other hand, it is also possible to treat it as a semi-infinite homogeneous ground. Figure 5.2.2-9
compares the equivalent shear wave velocity (Vs), which was calculated to reproduce the peak vibration frequency
obtained from the vibration test of the block foundation, with the shear wave velocity (Vs) determined using the
correction method proposed by Tajimi, which accounts for the layering effect of the ground on the base of the
velocity layer sequence obtained ir. the clastic rave teat. The layer correction method proposed by Tajimi (5.2.2-1)
corresponds well to the experimental results, and this indicates that the layered ground can be handled as a semi-
infinite foundation.

(d) Strain depende-ey of stiffness

For the ground, as tl.e strain level increases, the stiffness decreases in a nonlinear way. He nonlinearity
of the ground depends on the type of soil and confinement pressure. 'Ihe strain levels corresponding to decrease
in stiffness are different for the sandy soil, clay sol, unsolidified ground, and rock foundation. Figure 5.2.2-10
shows the relation between the strain y and the shear stiffness ratia G/Go based on the indoor test results for sand,

clay, and sedimentary rock, with the relationship normalired for the strain (y/yo p yo : the strain level when the
value of G/Go becomes 0.8 of linear value). When the data are plotted using y/yo as shown in this figure, it is
possible to represent all the soil types, from unsolidified base to sedimentary rock, by a single characteristic curve.

On the other hand, it can be seen from Figure 5.2.2-11 that the decrease pattern of the stiffness of the clay
' soil in the ground during earthquake corresponds well to the indoor test results. Flowever, in this example, the data

are for the unsolidified soil, and they do not in:lude the data of the rock ground. The decrease in the stiffness in
the rock ground during earthquake can be studied by using the ene-dimensional wave theory as described below.
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As shown in Figure 5.2.2-10, if the normalized strain is considered, it is possible to remove the various
conditions, such as ground type, confinement pressure, etc. As a result, the nonlinear characteristics shown in
Figure 5.2.2-12 can be assumed for performing analysis using the one-dimensional wave theory. As an cammple,
Figure 5.2.2-14 shows the maximum strain distribution of the analytical results by using the analytical model shown
in Figure 5.2.2-13. In this case, with respect to the input of the maximum acceleration of 267.4 Gal at GL -205
m, the strain level of the sedimentary rock is in the range of 0.01-0.03 %. As shown in Figure 5.2.212, the

stilfness decreases by 13.5%. It is believed that even in the case of soft rock (is = 500 m/s), the decrease in
stiffness still has a small effect on the response to earthquake; for the rock ground harder than the sedimentary rock,
the decrease in stiffness is not large enough to be observed in analysis

(c) Method for determining clastic coelficients of ground used in dynamic analysis

in the above, we have discussed the evaluation method based on the elastic wave test, which is believed
to be the most suitable method for determining the clastic coefficients using the dynamic analysis. In order to
determine the elastic coefficients, in addition to the sheer wave speed, it is also required to use the compressive
wase s elocity (P-wave velocity) and specine gravity. For the P-wave velocity, it is possible to handle it using the
evaluation method for shear wave velocity. For the specific gravity, the conventional investigation method can be

used. llence, they are not to be described further specifically here.

When the elastie coefficients of the ground is to be derived from the clastic wave velocity and the specific

gravity, esaluation can be performed using the following clastic theory.

'

E = 2(1 + v)G
2 (5.2.2-1)G = pi'3/g ,

v = {(P,/V,f-2}/{2(P /V,f-2}p

}'-wave speed of the bed (m/s)Y -
p

V S+ ave speed of the bed (m's)*

3
2

E Young's modulus cf the bed (tf/m )**

2
G Shear electric coefficient of the bed (tf/m )*

.

Poisson's ratio of the bed*-v
3

p Specific gravity of the beJ(tf/m )*
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b. Intemal damping

In 'he process when a wave is transmitted within a ground, the major causes of damping are as follows.

- Damping caus d by Ca .& r stic properties within the ground (such as friction cmong partieb, motion

of viscous Guid that f'It a among particles, energy consumption required for particle r-arrangement,

etc.), known as *m.teh aamping" here.

- Danring caused by dissipation of the wave by reflection at boundaries due ,o tht heterogeneby and
discontinuity of the ground, known as " scattering damping" here.

- Damping caused by geometric wave surface expansion (proportional to r-l for the body wave,
proportional to r- U2 for the surface wave (where r is the distance)), known as * geometric damping *
here.

In the case when the analysis .cr earthquake response is taken into consideration, the material damping and
the scattering damping become the target tef the investigation. Hence, the damping determined in the interior of the
ground is a combir.ation of these damping, and it is known as equivalent internal damping. Figure 5.2.2-15 shows
an example of actual measurement of the damping of the ground. In the following, we will descnoe the 3 types
of test methWs for evaluating the damping of the rock ground as well as the parameters affecting camping and

damping constants.

(i) High. pressure dynamic 3-axial compression test

nderstand sne strain dependence of s asr modulus G and damping constaatb
he purpose of this test is to

. n the high-connnement pressure reg' o (10-200 kgf/cm ) using a high-pre-ure cycia 3-rial compresnon tester.2

He . 'nnnement stress in the test is the effective overburden pressure.15u.e 5.2.2-16 shows the results for GL
-74 - '$ m sandstone. The results of the tests peNrmed at 3 depths of the sc 'r%ne have similar trends. The
damping constant h a 1-2% in the low-strain region with sheer strain y =0.001 %, and h = 3 % for y =0.1 %. His
indicates the strain dependence of the dampi g. Mat not shown in the figure is that h= l% in the region where
y = 0.0001-0.02 % , without strain dependency.

(ii) S-wave measurement

Among the recorded waveforms of the S wave measured in a boring hole, th portion considered *., be
dirret wave was selected, und the reduction (attenuation) ratio in amplitude is derived for each frequency On the
omer hand, from the model of the ground the damping amount is estimated (damping due to geometric d.ssipation
of wavefront and damping due to reflection at the boundary surface). The difference obtained by st:btrzting these
dampings is taken as the internal damping of the ground. In this way, the damping evaluation is performed.

'The vibration frequency range for the evaluat or. is 10-50 Hz, where a large Fourier amplitude and a stablet

Figure $f 217 shows t e results of the sandstone ponion of GLh
logarithmic amplitude ratio are expected.
+70--275 in. As can be seen Trom this figure, there exists a certain : .pendence on the frequency, with h = 2-4%.

.
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Figure 5.2.2 'S. Damping const:.at obtained by seismic observation.

(iii) Neismic observation

The earthquake mo La is RT transformed and the horizontal component perpendicular to the transferl

direction is considered as SH wave; the portion considered to be direct wave is extracted and its with respect
to the response wase is used to represent the damping.

The records of GL. -200 m and GL. -70 m with a small variation in the ground elastic coefficients in the
Tertiary layer have been used for analysis, in this case, it differs from the S-wave measurement u. that only the
effect at the layer boundary is removed. Table 5.2.2-It lists the various parameters of earthquake. The analytical
results are shown in Figure 5.2.2-18. It can be seen that in the frequency range of 5-20 Hz, h = 2 8%.

As can be seen the aforementioned measuremeni examples, for the damping constants evaluated for the
same ground using high-pressure dynamic 3-axial compression test, S-wave measun nt, and seismic observation,
in the low-strain region, these damping constants increase in the following sequence o 5-2% for the high-pressure
dynamic 3-axial ,:ompression test, 2-4% for the S-wave logging method, and 2-8% for the seismic observation
method. The damping constant determined in the dynamic indoor test is calculated as the ratio of the energy
consun.mi during one cycle of vibration to the maximum strain energy. Therefore, the material damping i.e., the
damping due tc. the inelastic behavior of the ground, is obtained in this test.

Next, for the damping constant derived by clastic wave tests, such as plate tapping method, the dissipe. tion
of propagation energy due to the geometrical dispersion or reflection at a clearly recognized boundary can be
separated. However, it is quite possible that separatior, cannot be carried out for the dissipation caused by
heterogeneity or discontinuity of the ground (such as stratification, joint, exis;ence of lenses, etc.). If this is called
cs scattering dampir.g, then, the damping constant derived by the clastic wave survey is believed to include the
material damping and the scattering damping.

3

RT transformation: The observed two horizontal components (such as mc two directior.s of NS, EW directions)t-

tre transformed to a coordinate system hving two components, with ors mhc faction towards the epicenter (R
direction: radial) and the direction orthegonal to it (T direction: transvex '
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On the other hand, although the seismic observation makes usS of nearly the s.sme analytical sequence of
the clastic wave tests, it differs from the clastic wave test method in that the combination of the vr.rious wave
phenomena is represented by the equivalent SH wave. Therefore, it is considered to give the equivalent damping
constant.

On theIn the dynamic indoor test, the samples used are rock elements in perfect state without cracks.
other hand, for the clasti- wave test and seismic observation, the entire layer including the effects of layering and

It is believed that the damping constant determined from the elastic wave survey andjoints is taken as the object.
seismic observation also includes the sca+tering damping in addition to the material damping. Here, this portion
is called temporarily as the apparent internal damping. De same behavior appears for the damping determined from
seismic wave simulation analysis and spectral 6tting. That is, it also represents the apparent internal damping.
Recently, in the examples of evaluation of the damping of ground based c,n the seismic obstsation records, the soil
damping is found to be higher-mode-decrease type, and a relatively good simulation :an be obtained if the soil
damping is treated as an external damping (5.5.2-5).

He various damping characteristics determined by using the above various test methods usually have the

followmg relationship:

h ,, (= material dataping) < h% _ (= material damping + scanering damping)

<h m %,

For a ground w hich is relatively homogenous with no joint and with a negligible scattering damping, exce,t
for the case of an actual earthquake, the damping constants determined by indoor test and clastic wave test are
nearly the same (5.5.2-6). Similar to the case of stiffness, fra the strain dependency exists for the dampmg; as the
strain level increases, the damping constant increases.

Figure 5 2 2-19 shows the dependency of the damr;r:g constants of sedimentary rock and sandstone on the
normalized strain y/yc (where y is the strain,10.s 1 the strain at which the stiffness becomes 0.8 that of the linear

As can be seen from this figure, when the strain level increases, the value of the damping constantregion).
increases signiGeantly, indicating the strai- dependency of the damping constant. In addition, by using normalized
strain, it is possible to express 'eth the sedimentary rock and the sandstone by the saae characteriatic curve.t

m- , ,,

= Dyname wmpe shear test res dts of sedmenta '; NJ (5 2 2t

is - * Ovname 3 axial test results e tme undstone ($ 2.246

' b''"$ 5'*0* $h'3"2snenon unosm (5 2 2 $Damping
e dname 3 au tasneses e und satstone (5 2 2+

,
*

co a t o bname see war inonas s seemnwy rocn (5 2 2am , . ..

. . . , s ,.
1. , , ..t'

k $MO . .*5 -

.i

<.s. .t gg.M*
,

.., , .
o ei oi to so

Nornv4ed strain ry y

Figure 5.2.2-19 h-y,h-y/yoa relationship for seimentary rock and sandstone [ drawn from data in references

( 5.2.2-8)-(5.2.2- 10)] .
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Soil radiation dampingc.

he vibrabn energy which has entered a structure from the foundation makes the structure vibrate, and,
at the same time, is rei|ected from the interior of the structure and then partially dissipated into the ground. When
the mechanism of soil radiation damping is to be studied experimentally, a dynamic test is performed by shakind] a rigid foundation lying on the ground. In the following, we will explain the general properties of the soil radiation
damping on the base of experimental data.

The vibration test data of th_ rigid foundation (Standards, Construction-4 [HYo, KEN-4]) are all collected
from published references, including 39 papers published in Japan, and 18 papers published in other countries.
When they are classified according to the types of experiments, they include 26 horizontal shaking experiments, and
31 vertical experiments. Many grounds in the tests are on unsolidified ground. However, grounds with shear wave
velocity Vs higher than 400 nds are also included. In addition, there are two sets of experimental results performed
for rock grounds with Vs higher than 1,000 m's. In most cases, the dimensions of the rigid foundations are about
2-3 m, i.e., they are small to medium models. However, there are also 9 cases in which foundations no less than
10 m are tested. .

In the shaker experiment, usually, the resonance curve and phase curve are obtained, and simulation
analysis is performed to evahiate the results. In order to understand the soil radiation damping properties, t .e rigid
foundation is replaced by a sway / rocking model, and its foundat;on spring constants are derived from the results] of each experiment, and the c'ata are systematically analyzed. From each set of the experimental results, the
sway' rocking spring constans are derived by using the horizontal displacement and rotational displacement of the
foundation as well as their phase curves. Figure 5.2.2-20 shows an example of the results. It displays the complex
stiffness calculate!, from the experimental results. The damping constants derived from the real number portion and
the imaginary number portion are shown in Figure 5.2.2-21. It can be seen that the value of the soil radiation
damping is not constant; as the frequency increases, the damping also increases.

As explained above, the collected data of experiments involve various ground conditions an dimensions
of the rigid foundation; and the damping constants derived from the various experimental data 5 ave different

magnitudes and display various trends of variation. In order to extract the characteristics of the dissipation damping
caused by dynamic interaction and compare them with the theoretical solution, the results are narmalized to be
dimensionless with respect to the frequency. In addition, the said data are arranged by introduelig the effects of

,

the layering of the ground.

Figure 5.2.2-22 compares the experimental data with the theoretical values of the horizontal soil springs
with the abscissa representing the dimensionless frequency no(ao = w 6 / 9s, where w is the uc"al frequency,
A is the foundation bottom area, and is is the equivalent shear wave velocity), and the ordinate 'e,, senting the
damping. The data shown in this figure are for the grcunds which have a ratio of Ys in the surfaa layer to that
in the lower layer of about 0.5, and a ratio of the thickness of the surface layer to the founAtion width (Z /d)
in the range of 0.5-2.0. Here are significant differences among test data. However, if the data are plotted this way,

{

i

the general trend of the damping constant becomes clear, i.e., they increase as the frequency increases.In this
figure, the hatched portion indicates the range of the theoretical values (from the 3-dimensional wave theory)
corresponding to the range of layering propedy. It can be seen that the expenmental data (solid lines) correspond
well with the theoretical values (hatched region).

In the above, we have discussed "b. Internal damping," and "c. Soil radiation damping." When the
damping of the soilotructure interaction is investigated, however, it is required to make evaluation of both the soil
radiation damping and the apparent internal damping of the ground for the ss v ' rocking model.
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Pigure 5.2.2-22.
Experimental data and theoretical values of C.e damping constants of horizontal springs of theground (Standards, Construction 4 [IlYo, KEN-4]).

For the discrete SSI models, the basic modeling assumptions suel n the boundary conditions and the way
to input the earthquake motions are inter-related to the way of evaluatirc tu M damping. Ilowever, for the
damping of a soil system, usually the 4r .'internalti.'ry -is asihred Mile the dissipatien damping is
accounted for at the boundaries of the r

(2) Properties of structures

De structures in nuclear power plants are primarily made of reinforced concrete and steel frames. The
properties of the materials used are defirud nrimarily in the various standards, specifications, guidelines, etc., of
the Architectural institute of Japan. In the f'. lowing, we will preacnt a schematic description.

a. ..laterials used

he materials used for the major structural components are as follows.

(a) Concrete

Defined in JASS SN " Reinforced Concrete Constructions (5.2.2-12)."

(b) Reinforcing bars

Except the case when special rt...iorcing bars are used, they are def;ned in JIS G 3112 " Steel bars used,

in reinforced concrete" and 11S 3117 '' Reproduced steel ba s for reinforced concrete."

(c) Steel

He steel e . .d :
t' e steel ntaterials for nuclear power plants defined in JIS G 3101 " Rolled steel materials

for conventional ste % JIS G 3106 * Rolled steel materials for welded structures," and Public Notification of
the Ministry of Foreigu irade and Industry No. 501 " Technical standards for structures conceming nuclear powerplants" (October

30.1980)(referred to as "Public Notificatien No. 501" hereinafter).
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b. Material constants

in the conventional cases, the material constants are listed in Table 5.2.2-4.

(a) Young's modulus of concrete
Ggure 5.2.2 23 shows the stress strain curve of concrete. The Young's coefficient is usually expressed

by the accand modulus (the slope of the straight line connecting the point on the stress-strain curve and the origin).
In the conventional cases, the second modulus usuall; refers to the point of stress with a magnitude 1/4 or 1/3 of
the concrete strength.

Young's modulus of reinforcing bars and steel fumes(h)
For the steel materials used as reinforcing bars and se-1 frames, the Young's modulus is a constait value

of 2.1 x 1(f kgf/cm , independent of the yield point and the tensik stre .gth. For deformed reinforcing bart., as the2
6 2

cross. sectional area varies in the reinforcing bar's axial direction, although a value of 1.8-2,0 x 10 kgf/cm can
be obtained from the stress-strain relationship for the nominal cross section, because the value of steel ratio is on

6 2
a small order, the value used for design can be taken as 2.1 x 10 kgf/cm

On the other hand, for the Young's modulus of deformed reinforcing bar used in experiment, measurement
In the case when the Young's modulus of the material itself is to be

is performed according to the purpose.
determined, the ribs on the surface are cut off to form a plain bar. Then, the actual cross-sectional area is measured

Afterwards, the Young's modulus is calculated using the actual cross-sectionaland the tensile test is performed.
In the case when the yield point needs to be determined in the experiment, the tensile test is performed witharea.

the surface ribs remained, and the apparent Young's modulus is calcuhted by using the nominal cross-sectional area.
%e Young's modulus of 1.8 2.0 x 1(f kgf/cm appearing in the tess reports, etc., refers to this value.2

For the deformed reinforcing hars, the names and dimensions are defined as follows in the references

(5.2.2- 16, 5.2.2 - 17).

Name: Using the rounded value of the nominal diameter.
Nominal diameter (d, mm): A value calculated from the weight of unit length.
Nominal cross-sectional area (5, cm ): (0.7854 x d )/100 (rounded to retain 4 s'gnificant figures)2 2

Nominal circumference (1, cm): 0.3142 x d (rounded to first digital place)
Unit weight fkgf/m): 0.785 x S (rounded to retain 3 significant figures)

Shear clastic coefficient(c)
he shear clastic coefficient G is derived by using the formula listed in Table 5-2.2.4, which are well

known in the conventional clastic theory.

(d) Poisson's ratio
For concrete, it is usually assumed that e = 1/6 = 0.17. Actually, however, it depends on the type,

composition, age, and strengtb of the specific concrete used. The Po sson's ratio of steel is usually taken as e =
i

0.3, a value conventionally taken for steel materials.

(c) Coefficient of th rmal expansion
The coefficient of thermal expansion is used, for example, in determining the thermal stress of components.

5
%e coefficient of thermal expansion of concrete at rnom temperature is 1.2-1.5 x 10 f.C for the conventional
concrete,0.7-1.4 x 10 /*C for type-I lightweight eo, crete,0.5-1.1 x 10 j.C for type-2 lightweight concrete, and

5
3

0.7-1.0 x 10 /*C for type-3 and type-4 lightweight concretes.5
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Table 5.2.2-4. Constants of materials (5.2.2-13-5.2.215).

Coefficient
Shear clastic Poisson's of thermal Weight per

Youngi modulus coefficierit ratio expansion unit volume.
2 2 2M2terial E (kgf/cm ) G (kgf/cm ) e a (1/*C) y (tf/m )

2.1x10 > 15

Conventional , 2.3, g I 1.0 x 10-3 2.3 ai
~

concretet'
_

2(1 + v) 6
Y, g

R*i"I TCI"E 62.1 x 10 -- - 1.0 x 10-5 7.85 -

bars

' ##'
52.1 x 10' 8.1 x 10 0.3 1.2 x 10-5 * 7.85frames ,

d'l.ightweight concrete is excluded in this table.
d'If not specified otherwise, the specific gravity of the reinforced concrete can be taken as 2.4 tf/nf.

43'I.0 x 10-5 in the case of steel frame reinfarced concrete (SRC).

Strength

[ .'~~. 5] ,

Compressive '

,

stress -

ss'a
,'

Initbl Young's modulus, E
,

Secand modulus. E s
f

! 't" 0 15 Compressive stain, c
~ 0. 3 9g

l'igure 5.2.2-23. Stress-strain curve of concrete.
1

.13

|
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e

SOn the other hand, the coefncient of thermal expansion of the steel material is usually about 1.2 x IO /*C.
l{owever, at room temperature, steel and concrete display ne.arly the same order of expansion. For RC and SRC
structures, the two materials are considered to be a single body, with both coefficients of thermal expansion taken

8as 1.0 x 10 /*C.

(f) Design standard concrete strength
ne design standard strength of concrete is the compressive strength of concrete used as standard in the

structural calculation. We age of the material for determining the concrete strength suitable for the design standard
strength depends on the characteristics of the specific structure concerned, and is specified within 91 days upon a
general consideration on the design / construction conditions. Ilowever, several problems exist in this case; for
example, the compressive strength of concrete depends on the test method, and the c,otained values have a certain
degree of scatter. llence, for the compressive strength of concrete. it is required to determine the following two
points:

{l) Dennition of the compreuive strength in terms of test method;
{2) Judgment standard for determining how to set the design standard strength considering the scatter in

the actual values of the concrete strength.

For these features, please see JASS $N.

(g) Effects of concrete age
Figure 5.2.2-24(a) shows the effect of the concrete age on the compreasive strength, with the compressive

strength 28 days after casting is set to be unity. Figure 5.2.2-24(b) shows the effect of the concrete age on the
elastic coefficient, with the clastic coefficient of the concrete 28 days after casting is set to be unity. Investigation
is now under way on the behavior of increase in the Young's modulus and strength as the age increases.

(h) Relationship with dynamic clastic coefficient
it is believed that in the range of minute deformation (Iow stress degree), the concrete behaves as a linear

elastic material. IIence, the dynamic clastic coefGeicnt of the concret: can be derived from the linear clastic theory
In the case of linear clastic material, the dynamic clastic coef6cin.t is in agreement with the static clastic coefTicient.
Ilowever, for concrete in the low stress degree range, as i' has certain nonperfect clastic properties, the value of
the static clastic coef0cient may not be equal to that of the dynamic clastic coef0cient. For the clastic coefficient
of concrete used in the dynamic analysis of design, usually, the strain level is high. For this purpose, the values
given in " Table 5.2.24, Various constants of materials," may be used, which are recommended based on static tests
at relatively high strain level.

(i) Miffness of stmetural component
In the case when the self-constraint stress due to such as the minute deformation, minute vibration of the

structures, differential settlement, temperature variation, shrinkage of concrete, etc., the elastic coef6cient iisted
in Tahle 5.2.2 4 are used. In this case, the Young's modulus is determined using the values for concre:e When
the effects of the steel materials are taken into consideration, the values of the cross-sectional area and the second
moment of inertia are increasad to appropriate equivalent values. In som+ cases when a detailed analysis is -

performed for the thermal stress, the cracks in the concrete and the effxts of the steel materials ar; taken into
account.

c. Damping constar.ts

| fl.e values listed in Table 5.2.2-5 are currently used as the damping constants for the structures in response

( analyses. In the response analyser, of the structure, it is as import:.nt as the stiffness evaluation to appropriately
[ evaluate the damping properties of building and ground.
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Figure 5.2.2-24. Effects of age of concre on compressive strength and el.utic coefficient (5.5.2-18).
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Table 5.2.2 5. Damping coneants (Standards, Construction-5 [HYO, KEN-5]).

Damping constant h
Structural form (clastic renge)

Reinforced concrete structure 5%

PCCV 3%

Steel containment vessel I%

Steel frame building structure 2%

Ilolt-and rivet joint structure 2%

From a physical standpoint Taniguchi [5.5.219] classified the damping of structures as followa:'

{l) Due to the radiation to the surrounding medium.

{2) Due to internal friction of the structural materials.
{3) Due to the consumption of energ; through permeent deformation of the structural components.
{4) Due to friction among different parts or between the parts and other solids.
(5) Due to dispersion of clastic wave energy to the support material.

The conping of the structure is a synthesis of the above items, or several combinations of the
ciementionec ws. In particular, for a short period structure such as the reactor building, the dissipation
damping to the , ound has a large effect. In acidition, as d e complicated structures such as reactor building are
made of various maMrials and structural compor.ents, it is very important to select an appropriate evaluation method
for the damping property ia the seismic response analysis.

Due to the many experimental and analytical studies performed in the past, the mechanism and behavior
have been grad.: ally clarified. In the conventional analysis schemes, however, the above various damping effects
are handled traditionally based on the concept, 'the damping is expressed as a ratio to the critical damping for a
mode (equivalent damping constant)." For example, Housner, Newmark et al. in USA have proposed various
damping ca stants for different structures aM stress levels as the damping values of nuclear power plants. In
addition, the Nuclear Regulation C mmi . ,NRC) in USA 1.as defined the damping constants for different i

earthquake levels used in design (0,. rating tiasis Earthquake (OBE), Safe Shutdown Earthquake (SSE-).

as examples of the designs of nucl ar power plants in Japan, the damping constants for di.Terene)
structures are listed in Table ',.2.2-5. These alues roughly correspond to the data obtained in vibration tests,
earthquake observation, siur wall structural tests, etc.
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5.2.3 Interaction between structure / building and ground

(1) Analytical theory

a. Summary of the soil-str.acture interaction

A foundation supports we building, and, at the same time, acts as the medium for transferring the
| earthquake motion. He earthquake motion acts as an external disturbance on the building via the foundation. On

the other hand, the building influences the vibration of the peripheral groimd. In this way, the ground and the
building affect each other's vibration patterns. Due to the dynamic inte; , tion, the vibration of the building is

' transferred to the ground, causing damping of the vibration of the building. Hence, this mechanism is ca' led soil
dissipating effect or soil dissipating damping of the vibration energy (5.2.3-1)(see Figure 5.2.3-1).

He afon mentioned coupled effects of building and ground can be roughly divided into the effect at the
building foundati m bottom portion and the effect at the underground outer side wall surface portion. Their contents
are explained e follows: -

(i) cited at building foundation bottom portion
ne fotndation bottom portion plays ti.e roles as the input surface of the earthq.:ake motion transmitted

fr,m the lower byer, the primary resistant surface against the building's vibration, and the primary dissipating
surface of the vibration energy.

(ii) Effect at the unstground outer side wall surface portion
he underground outer side wall surface portion has the effect in increasing the input due to the soil

e,iom.ure Juring an earthquake, as well as in increasing the horizontal resistance surface and the vibration energy
'issir;ang surface.

In the analysis of soil-structure interaction, the effects of the resistance surfaces in above (1), (ii), and their
etfects as the vibration energy dissipating surfaces are evaluated using the various analytical models shown in 'r gure
5.2.3 2. In the following, we will present a schematic discussion on the theories of the above analytical r .dels,

b. Semeinfinite elastic body theory

H soil springs can be determined from the relation between force and displacement, that is obtained from ---
the elastic wave theory of tne grmnd modeled as a semi infinite clastic body. Several calculation methods are
available for a structc e lying on the ground including the ground compliance theory, vioration admhtance theory,
as well as other methods published in the foreign countries,

it is rather difficult to directly solve ina.siv.stic wave problere of the foundation mat ground system. Hence,
usually, the problem is solved as a stress boun tary value problem under the assumption that there is a certain
ground reaction distribution on the boundary beween the formation mat and the ground. Usually, the ground
t-action force distribution listed in Table 5-2.3-1 is adopted as the ground reaction force distribution. When the -

ground reaction force dinribution is to be assutied, the displacement of the foundation mat is not uniform. He
displacement and angle chang (rotational angld of the foundation mat listed in Table 5.2.3-1 are used for
estimating the soil springs.

(a) Ground compliance theory

According to Kobori's giound complianv tt cory [5.2.3-2]. wl- n a dynamic force Pe acting in vertical,u

horia,tal, rotational, and torsior. directions is applied on a rigid rectangular foundation m ; on a semi infinite
clastic body, displacement W can be reprem'ed Iy the following equation:
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Figure 5.2.3-1. Mechanism of transfer of earthquake mot on to building.i

- Convent:ena! method (trequency-independent type)

- Sway! rocking model Theoretical solution-

(SR model)
- Frequency

d' dence . Approximate method
Grouna comphance method

trteraction (D G C )

a cal
. V blation admittance

Oi:cete -- MDOF parallel model(gnd type model)

syttem model
* Direct method (one-step

method) - Finite element model(FEM model)
Substructure method

Thin-layer element modelp
- Other mode 6s

l- Boundary element model(BEM model)

Figure 5.2.3-2. Analytical models of soil-structure interaction.
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Table 5.2.3-1. Various schemes of analytical assumption, derivation method, and calculation method
(Standards, Construction-5 [HYO, KEN-5]).

Case

(1) Static spring on (2) Static spring on (3) Static spring on (4) Static spring by
the base of ground the be of vibration the base of vibration Barkan et al.

Item compliance theory admittance theorym admittance theory *

R eory Elastic theory E'astic theory Elastic theory Elastic theory

Semi infinite clastic Semi-infiiite elastic Semi infinite elastic Semi-infinite elastic*""
body bot, body body

In each direction, any
distribution patterns

" "" ""Vertical, horizontal: l',rizontal: uniform stribut i iformg b o
. uniform distribution; distribution; distribution (for verts-reaction . Vertical, rotational,

.

R tat.ional, torsion- Rotat.ional: tnangular cal / horizontal), trian.disuiWiop torsional: rigid platetnarigular distribution distribution guiar distributton-
. distribution

7 parabolic distribution
} (for rotational), csn
( be assume <l

Vertical: displace-
ment at the center of

Horizontal: displace- Average displacement the foundation bot-y ; , g
tal (w): displacement .

of vanous points on tomjment at the center of
1 ot:a att n f un 818 n m H n1 nta average

,

Representative at the cc.nter of the
I "; 4 = 0) displacement of thedisplacement") foundation Nrtom;

' ' ' .' "" **** "" ^ **8 * ""I.'
.nal

f undation bottom;W =u/bRotational: 4
""8 * "I I ##" ' ""I' * ("' '*# # '* * ' "" * "I ' "*I(x = b, y = z = 0)
the foundation bottom mean) arigle at the center of

the foundation bot-
tom

Coefficients fy,],,],,],7 a,, a, a . i , i, p,, p , p,y g g

mr s =e-
,

0)u = horizontal displacement in x-direction; v = horizontal di placement in ywirection; w = vertical displacement
in Islirection.

Deaction force distributions. '
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Table 5.2.31 (Cont'd). Various schemes of analytical assumption, derivation med.od, and calculation method
(Standards, Construction-5 [HYO, KEN-5]).

(Vertical) (Honzontal) (Rotational)

*-- Rigid foundationRigid plate distnbuton . -
.

L_
*

s

7

T |}
'~

Uniform or tnangular .-m ,y raatt ,.=

distobution U {_

* ' > Flexible foundation
s

-E"as -Parabolic distnbution ,- ,

-
,

. .

(3) Typical displacement (ground comptance)

Rotational; e
s

| Mw( = s. y- s = o)
W' s4- es

(5.2.3-1)W= %(u) + (f2(G))aG

w here d = VE; b, c: half the length of sides of the rectangular foundation mat shown in Figure 5.2.3 3; G: shear

clastic coefficient of foundation.

In equation (5.2.3-1), (f (w) + if (w)}/dG is the dynamical ground compliance (D.G.C). As it is thei 2

inverse of the spring constant, when D.G.C is replaced by equivalent spring constant K,i and dash-pot constant C,i,
the following equation is obtained.

I (5.2.3-2)fju) + ffa) =
Ck,a + l% ,,

llence.

"K =g

lb *Sb (5.2.3-3)

"C =

%/b*fhI
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Figure 5.2.3-3. Shaking state (5.2.3-2].

where, subscript 1 indicates the shaking direction, such as vertical (V), horizontal (11), and rotational (R) directions.

Figure 5.2.34 shows is and -i in the case when the aspect ratio (c/b)is varied as the bottom area of2.-

the foundation mat is maintained constant. The abscissa represents the dimensionless frequency s = w(p/G bc)l4o

(p = mass density).

'Ihe ground compliance when the frequency is 0 (rero) is called the statical ground compliance. Figures
5.2.3-5 shows the equivalent spring constant K, and dash pot constant C, corresponding to f and -f shown ini 2

Figure 5.2.34. For the foundation spring shown in Figure 5.2.3 5, the value at frequency of 0 corresponds to a
static spring represented by the following fornmla [5.2,3-2):

Vertical direction: K =
y

|sy

K, = 011orizontal direction:

Isn

K, = GV&TRotational direction: _

3fs,

(b) Vibration admittance theony

iAccording to Tajimi's vibration admittance theory, as a dynamic force Fe *' in the vertical, horizontal, and
rotational directions, is applied to a foundation mat surface on a semi-infinite elastic lxxty, the corresponding
displacement W car be expressed as follows [5.2.3-4).
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Figure 5.2.3-4. Dynamical ground co apliance [5.2.3-2].
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W = Pe*** %(u)-ig,(u)} (5.2.3-5)
/

K,: static soil spring constant

he proportional coefficient {gi(w) - ig2(w)) is called vibration admittance. Figures 5.2.3-7(a),(b) show
the gi(w) and g2(w) of a rectangular foundation mat when the ground reaction force distribution are By/(R .3 )u22 2

2 2and bus cos 0/(R -S )v2, where By and By are coefficients derived from the relations with axial force P and
moment M; R, S represent the plan lengths of the rectangular foundation mat shown in Figure 5.2.3-6.

As the f3undation stiffness is the inverse of the vibration admittance, the following equation can be derived
from equation (5.2.3-5):

I
K(u) = K (5.2.3-6)

f ,(u)-ig2(G)g

in the vibration admittance theory, K(w) is called the dynamic resistance coefficient.

ne aforementioned analysis is performed with respect to the changes in the shape of the foundation mat
and the various constants of the foundation. Herefore, it may be more practical to fornmlate diagrams and tables
as functions of the dimensionless frequency n (= wV'A / V ).o s

Equation (5.2.3-7) shows the formulas for calculating the foundation spring with respect to vertical,
horizontal, and rotational motions of a square foundation mat. Figures 5.2.3-8 (a), (b), (c) are diagrams for
calculating them. Rese calculation formulas and diagrams are formulated from the data obtained by calculating
the foundation stiffness of square foundation mats with side lengths from 30 m to 75 m with assumption of a
uniform distribution of ground reaction force with respect to the vertical motion and the horizontal motion, and a
triangular distribution with respect to the rotational motion hey are used for practical applications, in which the
foundation stiffness is derived using the bottom area (A), second moment of area of the foundation mat, as well as
the shear elastic coefficient (G) and Poisson's ratio (p) of the ground.

N
Vertical ducction. K ,+(Ky2 = 1 - v (a , + f an)y y

(5.2.3-7)Horizontal < ; etlan: K,,+iKy2 G[A (a , + f an2) ,

y

GZ'
Rotatlanal dhection: Ku + iKm = 1 - v (am +la )n

9

- - - . ,

/S

^d'2, .-. .

|

'
-|

26

Figure 5.2.3-6. Plan of rectangular foundation mat.
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In equation (5.2.3-7), when so = 0, i.e., when the frequency is 0, the values correspond to the static
foundation stiffness, which can be expressed as follows when the size of the foundation mat is 21, y 21,:

OMVertical direction: Ky- a v1-v

.(5.2.3-8)Horizontal direction: K, = G[J a, ,

!

Rotational duecdon: K, = nGZ' a,
1-v

where

:

{X = 251,
(5.2.3 9,

21,(2tf
,

Z, =
6

For further details concerning coefficients ay, a , and a , please see references [5.2.3-1,5.2.', .i,5.2.3-6].n n -

(c) Other theories

Barkan and Gorbunov-Passadov have derived formulas for calculating the foundation stiffness of rectangular

foundation mats with respect to horizontal and rotational motion. For a foundation mat of size 2e x 2d, these

( - calculating formulas become the following forms [5.2.3-7,5.2.3-8]:

0
Vertical direction: K, = p,[Ed [Barkan]

1-v
(5.2.3-10)Horizontal directiot: K, = 4(l'+v)Gp/c3 [Barkan] ,

. Rotational direction: K, = , O p,8cd [Gorbunov-Passadov]
8

-v

c. Discrete system raodels

'Ihe ground compliance theory ud vibration admittance theory shown in the above section can be applied
to a uniform ground that can be assumed as a semi-infinite elastic body. However, application of these theories
becomes difficult when the shape and composition of the surrounding ground becomes complex. Discrete system

|
' models, however, are effective in analyzing complex ground conoitions r ad in evaluating die embedment effect,

|- 'The discrete system models include the FEM model and MDOF parallel model. The primary features of these
models are as follows.
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Figure 3.2.3-9 MDOF parallel ground model.

(a) Multi-degree-of-freedom (MDOF) paraPal ground model

in this model, as shown in Figure 5.2.3-9(a), the foundation around the building is idealized and
represented by a number of soil columns witn only the horizontal degree of freedom, and the bottom of the
foundation mat of the building is supported by rotational springs in this MDOF system model. Each soil column
is modeled by a shear spring (E ) and axial spring (Kg) [5.2.3-9,5.2.3-10].3

As far as the boundary conditions of the model are concerned, in Figure 5.2.3-9(a), the bottom is fixed,
while the side surface is free; in Figure 5.2.3-9(b), the boundaries of the side surface and the depthwise side surface
may be viscous boundaries expressed by the following equations. At the viscous boundaries, it is pessit>Ie to
introdu:e the energy dissipating effect in proportion to the relative velodty of the various nodes at the boundaries
with respect to the free soil and the fixed bottom of the model.

Bottom boundary: C, - p P 4y
(5.2.3-11)Side surface botmdary: Cy= pV 4 ,

g

Depth-direction boundary: C, = p V 4f

p: density of ground; A: t.ibutary area of each damper C; V , V : S-wave velocity and P-wave velocity of ground.3 p

(b) FEM model

The basi. of the analysis theory usually is the frequency response (stationary respense) of a FEM model.
Here, we will only discuss some fundamental items. As shown in Figure 5.2.3-10,in this method, the model of the
groimd and structure is formed by using 2-dimensional or 3-dimensional finite elements. At the boundaries on the
side surface and bottom, in consideration of the dissipation of the wave energy, the following viscous boundary

prorosed by Lysme et al. {5.2.3-11]is adopted.
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Figure 5.2.3-10. FEM model.

- Bottom boundary: Standard Viscoes Boundary (referred to as S.V.B. hereinafter)

o = ap V,W (a = 1.0)
(5.2.3 12),

t = bpV 0 (b = 1.0)3

. Side-surface boundary: S.V.B. or Rayleigh Wave Boundary (referred to as R.W.B. hereinafter)

o = apV Df
(5.2.3-13),

T = bpV W3

In the case of R.W.B., a, b are values depending on Poisson's ratio, depth, frequency, etc.; p is the density.
of ground; V , V are the S wave and P-wave velocities; U, W are the horizontal and vertical displacements at thes p
boundary, respectively. S.V.B. is a boundary absorbing the energy of the body wave; R.W.B is a boundary _
absorbing the energy of the surface wave (Rayleigh wave). They are mechanically equivalent to dampers.

(2) Analytical methods

Sway / rocking modela.

At shown in Figure 5.2.3-11, the ground is replaced by sway / rocking r.mgs.- This methoo E known as
a sway / rocking model, or simply an SR model. In this model, the foundati .a is idealized to be a uniform semi-

. infmite elastic body. His method is used in calculating the foundation stift iess using theoretical formulas. It has
been used in many actual examples in design and research. Recently, on i ie basis of the existing analytical and
experimental research results, the soil spring has been investigated in an effo1 to find a rational yet simple method

. for evaluating them in the aseismic design of reactor buildings.
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Figure 5.2.3-11. SR model.

(a) Conventional method

As Shown in Figure 5.2.3-12, the foundation's dynamic resistance coefficient derived from ground
compliance theory and vibration admittance theory is a funcfon of freq;mney w, and can be represented by a
complex stiffness gK(w) + 1 K(w) (where gK is the real number portion, and:K 's the imaginary portion). In Figure3

5.2.3-12, wi ndicates the fundamental vibration frequency of the coupled syWu of thu soil and building. However,i
K(W) + 3 K(w)) is used directly in respnnse analysis at : eigenvalue analysis, it becomesif the expression (R 1

complicated. Hence, the soil springs are usually derived using the followirg approximate method. This method
is usually called the '' conventional method.''

Several methods can be used to calculate the soil springs that are independent of the frecuency. In one
method, as shown in Figure 5.2.3-12, the value at w = 0, i.e., gK(0), is derived; in another method, the calculation
formulas (5.2.3-4 through 10) presented in the preceding vection are used, and gK(w ) and K(w3) are derived whens i
w = wi n Figures 5.2.3 12. For the damping constants, in the former case, the conventionally used constant valuei
of 5 % or 10% is used for the horizontal and rotational components, irrespective of the base conditions; in another
scheme, the values listed in Table 5.2.3-2 for the S-wave velocity Vs (m/s) of the ground are used. Also, when

E(W ) add E(W ) are used for the complex stiffness, the damping constants can be derived using the followingR I I I
formulas:

Horizontal component: h, = ,K,(u )/2,K,(w )n 3

(5.2.3-14},

Rotational component: h, = ,K,(w )/2,K,(w ) ,i 3

(b) Frequency dependent method

This is an analytical method which considers the frequency dependence of soil spring and damping on the
basis of clastic wave theory. This method includes two schemes: a theoretical solution method, in which the
theoretical solution is used directly, and an approximate method. They can be selected according to the purpose
(Standards, Construction-5 [Hyo, Ken-5], Research, Constructiore13 [ Ken, Ken-13]). According to this method,
evaluation of the stiffness and damping between the ground and the building foundation's bottom, and its application
in earthquake response analysis are determined using one of the following schemes:

|
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-

| ,K(0)
' ,K( wi)
i
'

eK(w)

Soilspnng
1

! ,K(e)
5

; , K(%)

0 m
Frequency (w)

F;,,ure 5.2.3 12. Soil spring (dynamic resistance coefficient).

_

Table 5.2.3-2. Damping constants of ground (Standards, Construction-5 [Hyo Ken-5]).

|- Ground condition (V ) (m/s)3

Component 500 1,000 1,500

Horizontal hs (%) 30 20 10

Rotational hp (%) 10 7.5 5

(i) The soil stiftness is calculated using the theoretical solution based on clastic wave theory (complex
dynamic resistance coefficient depending on frequency w). For earthquake response analysis, the theoretical solution
is directly used in the frequency domain.

(ii) As an approximate method of scheme (i), the soil stiffness is calculated according to the following items t

(1}, {2), {3}, and the earthquake response aaalysia is performed using soil springs in the frequency domain or time
dont.in.

(1} The horizontal and rotational components of the soil springs (R ' R), are represented by the staticS

theoretical solutions of the clastic wave theory with frequency w = 0.

{2} The damping constants (hst, hai) of the horizontal and rotational components of the soil springs
corresponding to the fundamental frequency (wi) of the soil / building coupled system are calculated using equation
(5.2.315). Equation (5.2.3-15) has been obtained from a regression analysis on eigenvalue analyses in terms of
frequency and damping, where the foregoing vibration admittance theory was applied to evaluate the soil springs
of a typical reactor building with three soil conditions (Vs = 500,1000,1500 m/s).

t
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h,, = 17a - 2 J (5.2.3 15)o

h,, = 10a - 10o

where 1.0 < ao < 3.0

a: dimensionless frequency (wiv A/V )o 3

horizontal and rotational components of soit damping constant with respect to the fundamentalh33, hp3:
frequency of the coupled system (%)

V : S-wave velocity of the foundation (nt s)/
3

2
A: tl.c foundation mat area (m )
w: frequency (rad /s)

wi: nondamped fundamental frequen af soil / building coupled system (rad /s)

(3) For the damping constants (h , hg) of the soil spring, equation (5.2.316) is used as a linear3

approximation.

h
'

h,(u) = - #1 o
U

s
(5.2.3-16)

h
h,(u) = #1o

U
1

h (w), hg(w): damping constants of the horizontal anst rotational components of the soil springs.3

According to the aforementioned method, the viscous damping coefficient and complex stiffness can be
derived using equations (5.2.3-17) and (5.2.3-18), afte' the spring and damping constants of the ground have been
calculated.

* h ' 5,
' #

C, =
U

S

(5.2.3 17),

* h'' 5
~

C, = ,
U

1

Cs: horizontal component of viscous damping coefficient
C : rotational component of viscous damping coefficientg

K, = 5, 1 + l2h,, E
i a'' (5.2.3-18),

K, = E 1 + l2h,,2n U
( t;
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b. Discrete system model

(a) Multi-degree-of-freedom (MDOF) parallel model
,

For the purpose of modeling, the following methods are adopted to determine the number, width, and the '

layer thickness of soil columns, stiffness and damping of the ground, etc. [5.2.3-10]. Figure 5.2.3-13 shows an
example of the case where the foundation mat width is 81 m.

(i) Number of soil columns

The number of soil columns should be determined in consideration of the layering and geologic conditions,
size of foundation mat, and the backfill status of the building's periribary, in the previous research and analytical
examples, as shown in Figure 5.2.3-14,4 to 5 soil columns are um md the central axis of the building, each
representing the ground portion right below the building, as well as m the nearby, tuedium, and distant soil.

(ii) Soil column width

'Ihe soil column width is determined such that a soil mass with a width 4-5 times the foundation mat width
B and with a depth about 1-2 times B can be divided into 4-5 soil columns. That is, with the soil column width
right below the building as the foundation mat width, the width of the remaining soil columns is made as small as
possible depending on the properties of the ground right below or near the building. However, as the position
becomes farther away from the buil6ng, the influence of the building on the ground decreases, and the soil column
width can be i eessed.

(iii) layer Edr.. .s of soil ectumns

The layer thickness in a soil column in the vertical direction should be determined by considering the
required frequency range, using the following equation as e rule of thumb. In determining the layer thickne:.:s, if
viscous boundaries are used, it i. possible to decrease the above (12 times)B by about 50%.

V
#

(5.2.3-19)
f* - (4 -5)ll.

where f : maximum frequency (Hz); Hg: minimum thickness of a layer (m); V : S-wave velocity of the gmunds
(m/s). For example, in the response analysis, if analysis can be performed accurately up to about 20-25 Hz, by
substituting f = 25 Hz into equation (5.2.3-19), the following equation can be obtained:

V817* . (5.2.3-20)
100 -125

(iv) Stiffness and damping of soil

After the soil column width and the layer thickness have been determined as above, the shear stiffness (K )3
and axial stiffness (Kg) can be evaluated using the following method, where the axial spring is evaluated by
assuming it as a plane strain problem.
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GDL#K, = (tf/cm)
H,

(5.2.3 21),

EH,D
Ky= (tf/cm)

2(1 - v )L,

2 2E, G, v: Young's modulus (tf/cm ), shear elastic coefficient (tf/cm ), and Poisson's ratio of soi' - ese
clastic coefficients can be evaluated using equation (5.2.2-1).

He,1 . D: Layer thickness (cm), soil column width (cm), and length of building (cm), as shown in Figure5
5.2.3-15.

For the damping of shear spring and axial spring, a certain constant value independent of frequency is
adopted as the internal damping of the ground; the specific value of the damping constant is set in consideration of
the properties of the ground and the design conditions. For the rotational spring, the method using the static analysis
results of a 3-dimensional FEM model and the method using the theoretical or approximate solution of the SR model -
are usually used. As far as the damping is concerned, the damping constant in the SR model is being used. |

(b) FEM model

! When the ground is modeled by the FEM, the 3-dimensional model is more accurate and it is in better
i agreement with the theoretical solution. However, the 3-dimensional model requires a very long computing time.

Hence, a pseudo-3 dimensional FEM model, with the foundation met width in the depth direction (the direction
perpendicular to the shaking direction) taken as a single element and the boundary in the said direction evaluated
as a viscous boundary, is usually used as the analytical model for practical applications. Figure 5.2.3-16 shows an
example of the 2-dimensional FEM model with a foundation mat width of 81 m. In this case, the elastic coefficients
of the soil are evaluated by equatWn (5.22-1), and used for various elements.

In order to analyze the earthquake response for the soil / structure coupled system using the FEM model,
the through scheme shown in Figure 5.2.3-16 in which the entire system is handled as a single body may be used.
The substructuring method in which the building and base are separated at the ground boundary may also be used.
According to the substructuring method, the impedance of the ground, including the effect of interaction with thei

tattom of the foundation mat and the embedment effect of the building,is calculated beforehand, and the results
are coupled to the upper building.

Table 5.2.3-3 lists the features of the said two methods. Hence, it is required to select the method
appropristely according to the purpose of the response analysis, in the following, we will discuss several factors
for formation of the FEM model as shown in Figure 5.2.3-17, such as the model depth, its horizontal length, size
of the elements when the ground is divided by a grid, etc.

(i) Depth from bottom of building to bottom boundary of the analytical model

| The depth (H) from the building bottom to the bottom boundary of the analytical model depends on the
!

requirement of the accuracy in calculating frequency. According to the existing references [5.2.3-18], the effect
,

on the response is stull for H of about 1/2 wavelength in the case of a fixed boundary and for H of about 1/10
wavelength in the case of a viscous boundary. However, it is appropriate to consider these values as the minimum'

values for the depth from the bottom of the building to the bottom boundary of the analytical model. Based on this
consideration, suppose it is required to ensure accuracy in the region over 5 Hz the values of H listed in Table

,

5.2.3-4 can be used for the three types of ground conditions (V )-4

s

i
i
.
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Table 5.2.3-3. Comparison between conventional method and substructuring method [5.2.4-15].

Analytical method

7 Evaluation item Conventional method SubstructurinE method
Calculation cost For each analytical case, repetitive As independent calculation can be

{ calculation is performed for the performed for each step, there is
entire system no repetitive calculation

Formation of model for building Model can be made using 2- Precise models, such as three-
dimensional frame elements dimensional model, are possible

Nonlinear analysis Nonlinear analysis of foundation Nonlinear interaction analysis with
and building is possible the ground is impossible

3-dimensional analysis of ground Pseudo-3-dimensional analysis is 3-dimensional analysis i possible -

adopted for both input and grour.d

Evaluation of input Separation from the response Input can be handled independently
analysis step is impossible

Evaluation of soil stiffness Same as above It is possible to evaluate the soil
stiffness independently

Evaluation of interaction Same as above it is pssible to independently
evaluate the interaction force

Adaptability Combination with the other Can be cambined with other
analytical method is lirited analytical methods

I

,

_. Reactor

\\ building \\
i

R j \\
l i i i

il L
// HH //

$ VA5 Ny

f( If

k,

,
v

L

Figure 5.2.3-17, Basic factors in formation of FEM model.
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Table 5.2.3-4. V vs. H.s

Ground Wavelength with Viscous boundary Fixed boundary

conditions respect to ft
V (m/s) (AL = V3 /f) H(m) = AL /10 H/B 0) H(m) = AL / ? H/B 0)

s t

500 100 10 0.125 50 0.625

1,0(X) 200 20 0.250 100 1.250

1,500 300 30 0.375 150 1.870

0) Foundation mat width B = 80 m.

The results indicate that [the value of H] is up to about half the foundation mat width for a viscous
Hence, when a model is

boundary, and up to about twice the foundation mat width for a fixed boundary at most.
chosen regardless of the ground conditions and boundary conditions, the value of H may be set at about twice the
foundation mat width. Given this value of H, for the fundamental mode, it is possible to evaluate the energy
dissipation effect even if fixed boundaries are assumed. For the higher-order modes, however, because reflection
of energy takes place, generally speaking, adoption of a viscous boundary is appropriate.

(ii) Horizontal length of ground in model

The analytical examples up to now have indicated that in a viscous boundary model, if the horizontal length
of the ground (2L) is large enough to contain one wavelength (A) at a low frequency (f ) in analysis, the precisiont

of the analysis can be guaranteed for meeting the requirement of practical applications. As an example, suppose ft

= 5 Hz. Table 5.2.3-5 lists the values of 2L derived for 3 soil conditions. Judging from the above results, as a rule
of thumb, the horizontal length should be in the range of 2-4 times the foundation mat width.

(iii) Dimensions of elements

When the ground and structure are divided into elements for analysis, the dimensions of the elements, for
example the width (b) and height (h) in the case of rectangular elements, are related to the accuracy at a higher
frequency (f ) required for the analysis. In addition,in response analysis, the height has a larger influence on then
analytical results than the width.

In consideration of the aferementioned features, Lysmer proposed that the height be about 1/3-1/12 the

wavelength (A), or about 1/5 according to the existing empirical data. Table 5.2.3-6 lists the dimensions for 3 soil
conditions with a high frequency, such as 25 Hz, as a reference. In addition, as far as the width is concemed, in
consideration of the balance between width and height as well as the relation with the foundation mat, it may be
made stualler near the building foundation mat, and then larger farther away from the foundation mat,

c. Other ground models

Recently, a thin-story-element model and a boundary element method (BEM) have been proposed as
analytical models for overcoming the shortcomings of the SR model and the discrete system model. In many cases,
these analytical models are used in studying the earthquake motion incidence problem and impedance problem as
well as in simulation analysis of vibration experiment results and earthquake observation results. For further details
of these analytical models, please see the related references [5.2.3-14-17].
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Table 5.2.3-5. V vs. 2L.s

|
.w=.

Soil conditions V/avelength with respect to f 2L / B 40t'V (m/s) AL=V/f (2L / AL)3 s t

500 100 1.25

1,000 200 2.50

1,500 300 3.75
_

(DFoundation mat width B = 80 m.

_

Table 5.2.3-6. V vs. h.3

Wavelength with Height of one element (h)
Soil condition respect to fu

V (m/s) (Ag(m) = V / I ) 1/8 ~ 1/12 1/5s s n

500 20 2.5 ~ 1.7 4

1,000 40 5.0 - 3.3 8

1,500 60 7.5 - 5.0 12

d. Features of analytical models

Table 5.2.3-7 lists the features and limitations in application of the various analytical methods. In order
to analyze the earthquake response, it is important to select an appropriate model for the design and analysis, with
the features of the analytical models taken into consideration.

5.2.4 Linear earthquake response analysis

(1) Modeling of building / structure

Guidelines for modelinga.

The structures of reactor facilities are typical short-period structures. They are composite structures made
of various structures having different structural forms and materials. Hence, the characteristics of these structures
must be taken into consideration in setting up the vibration system model and for evaluating the mass, stiffness,
damping, etc. The vibration system models include the single cantilever model with mass concentrated on the
various floors, and the multicantilever modelin which the major structures are treated independently. In addition,
it is also possible to use the three-dimensional FEM model which can form a 3-D model for the roof stab,
foundation mat, major structural walls, and floor panels.
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Table 5.2.3-7. Features of soil-structure interaction models.
_ _ _ -

Types of analysis
models Features Limitation in application

ne soi! gJng car be cabulated 15 a Although the response analysis results areConventional
method relatively simple wsy using the static on the safe side, the damping constants

calculation fermula af the elastic wave do not agree well with the theoretical
theory. He damping constant of the soil solution and the actual phenomenon.
is set for each Vs independent of the
frequency.

Method 1 When there is no embedment,3-dimen- When analysis includes the embedment
neoretical sional analysis of the foundation can be effect, in addition to the ground compli-

j method performed using the ground compliance ance theory and vibration admittance

G theory and the vibration admittance theo- theory, it is required to evaluate the
ry. The theoretical values of the founda- stiffness and damping of the foundation

)T
y

tion's stiffness and damping can be calcu- portion around the side wall by other2
| lated, with a good agreement with the methods.g
} 4 actual phenomenon.

cis

{. hiethod 2 The soil spring is evaluated using the When analysis includes the embedmentm
Approximate static formula of clastic wave theory; the effect, it is required to evaluate the stiff-u

o method damping is evaluated approximately from ness and damping of the foundation
the theoretical values. His method is an portion around the side wall by other,

{ approximate method for practical applica- methods. The grounds suitable for this
u tion on the basis of the theoretical solu- method are primarily semi-infinite uni-

tion. form grounds. However, under certain
limited conditions, it may also be used
for a layered ground.

MDOF parallel The model can be formed in consideration ne rotational spring and damping must
mode of the embedment effect, properties of be calculated using the ground compli-

layer of the soil, irregularity of the topol- ance theory and the vibration admittance
c ogy, and other conditions of the soil, ne theory.

} 3 dimensional effect can be evaluated
FEM model approximately by assuming viscous Analysis by finite element model requires

y boundaries for the bottom surface, side a rather long computer time compared

14 surfaces ad cribgonal side surfaces of with grid-type model. As the 3-dimen-

6 the analytical modet. sional analysis requires a very long time,
usually a pseudo-3-dimensional analysis
is carried out.

Rin-layer model it is possible to evaluate an infinite region When the model of an irregular soil is to
by applying 3-dimensional wave theory be formed, it is required to use engineer-
for the periphery of the building. Com- ing judgment to replace it by an equiva-
pared to the FEM model, the calculation lent layered soil.
time and data gathering time are shorter.

| T BEM model Because the basic solutions contain an As the basic solutions include evaluation

) evaluation of an infinite region. there is of an infinite region, there exist limita-
no need to build a model with transfer tions in formation of a model with re-

| .E boundaries and viscous boundaries as spect to the variation in the type of ter-
E required with FEM. In a uniform founda- rain and the nonuniformity of the soil

tion, it is possible to handle the evalcation materials.
of the embedment effect of the building as
a 3-dimensional problem.

|

|
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Evaluation of the mass and rotationalinertia are usually evaluated by adopting a lumped mass system. For
structures with a predominantly bending vibration, the consistent mass system is used in some cases. He stiffness
evaluation is usually performed using the bending-shear beam idealizatior, method. However, FEM is effective in
performing the analysis by considering the effects of out-of-plane deformation and openings on the structural wall,
deformation of floor, etc. For evahtation of damping of the structure and ground, the Voigt model and the model
using complex damping are adopted for the soil dissipation and soil material dampings, in addition, when modal
damping constants are needed, the strain energy proportional type (model] and the method of complex eigenvalue
analysis can be used.

b. Evaluation of stiffness

(n) Bending-shear beam idealization method

For stiffness evaluation of the structures with box-shaped or cylindrical structural walls, such as a reactor

buildings, the method in which the structure is substituted by bending-shear beams is usually used as its analysis
_

is simpler than that of FEM. In this method, the web effect of the wall in the force direction and the flange effect
of the wall in the direction orthogonal to the force direction are replaced by the equivalent bending-shear beams,
in this way, stiffness is evaluated for the entire box structure.

The web effect and flange effect are dominant factors in determining the shear stiffness of the wall in the
force direction and the flexural stiffness of the wall in the orthogonal direction; hence, calculation of the effective
cross-sectional area of the web wall and flange wall is the basic step. As listed in Table 5.2.4-1, the effective cross-
sectional area can be calculated from the total cross-sectional area in the case of a cylindrical wall, and from the
cross-sectional areas of the web wall and the flange wall in the case of box wall, multiplied by the reduction factor
caused by the shape and openings of the cross section. In particular, for the flange wall, the idea of the effective
width of a slab with T shaped beams defined in Reinforced Concrete Structure Design Standard by the Architectural
Institute of Japan, published in 1982 (referred to as "RC Standard" hereinafter) is introduced.

f or a flange wall, as its effective width depends on the load distribution status, cross-sectional profile,
height and position, for a strict evaluation, it is required to perform FEM analysis. However, as a result of the
research work carried out in the past [5.2.4-1-3], there is an approximate method for determining the effective width
expressed as a function of the length and height of the web wall and flange wall of the box structure.

For stiffness evaluation of a structural wall having openings in it, the same FEM analysis for the above
effective width is effective. In the design, however, it is desirable that the evaluation be carried out according to
the magnitude of the opening rate (=(opening area / wall area)3C]. As far as the calculation method of the reduction

- rate of stiffness by openings is concerned, 'RC Standard" (published in 1982) shows in Clause 10 the experimental
results of the model test for studying the reduction in the value of D (transverse force-sharing coefficient) due to
openings, and in Clause 18 the following method used by Muto in aseismic design [5.2.4-4]: The shear deformation
6p of a structural wall with openings can be calculated using the following formula:

6, = 16, (5.2.4-1)r

where 6 : shear deformation of shear wall without openings.3

Reduction rate = r = 1.0 - 1.25P
Opening rate: P = (opening area / wall area)34

The above formula is applicable for P s 0.4. When P > 0.4, the solution method for a rigid-frame wall
can be used. In the design, by using the said formula for calculating the reduction rate, it is also possible to set the
equivalent wall thickness as (1.0-1.25P)t for a structural wall with a thickness of t.
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Table 5.2.4-1. Evaluation of shear stiffness and flexural stiffness.

Cylindrical type Box type

. Cross-sectional area of
Cross-sect.ional area Total cross section g gg

Shear stiffness

(GA) m
Shape factor 2.0 1.0

The effective width of

*[" * " Cross-sectional area * Total cross section the flange wallis*

considered

mG: Elastic shear modulus of wall; A: Cross-sectional area of structural wall after the reduction by openings is

taken into consideration.
*E: Young's modulus of wall; 1: Second moment of inertia after the reduction by openings is taken into

consideration.
'3'For boeshaped walls, the cross-sectional area for calculating the second moment of area with the effective width

taken into consideration.

(b) FEM

FEM is an effective means for stiffness evaluation and stress analysis of buildings. It can be used to
calculate the stiffness matrix used for response analysis, including the interaction effect between flat plate walls and
shells having a curved surface, the flange effect of an orthogonal wall, and other 3-D effects (5.2.4-5]. In FEM
analysis, the walls and the floor panel are considered to be collections of triangular and rectangular flat plate

three-dimensional analysis in consideration of the continuity condition of displacement with each nodeelements.
having 6 degrees of freedom (u, v, w, B B ,6,), or 2-dimensional analysis in consideration of only 2 degrees ofy y
freedom (u, v) may be performed,

in the analysis of a cylindrical shell, flask, or other shell shapes, the ring-shaped elements are usually used,
and the problem is handled as an axisymmetric problem. However, this method cannot be applied for evaluating
the characteristics of openings and asymmetric structures. In these cases, a three-dimensional analysis using flat
plate trapezoidal elements with 6 degrees of freedom is performed. Figure 5.2.4-1(a) shows a three-dimensional
model of reactor building. Figure 5.2.4-1(b) shows an example of a three-dimensional model of a shell with an

arbitrary shape,

c. Evaluation of damping

In performing a response analysis of the structure, in addition to stiffness evaluation, it is also an important
factor in determining the appropriate method to evaluate the damping performance of the ground and the structure.
In particular, for earthquake response analysis of a reactor building, which is a short-period structure, the soil
dissipation damping and the soil matcrial damping have a large influence on the response characteristics of the
vibration system. In this section, we will discuss the mathematical schemes for response analysis of the damping
characteristics as described in Section 5.2.2 " Evaluation of properties of ground and structures" and Section 5.2.3
" Interaction between structure / building and ground."
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(a)three-dimensionalmodelof areactorbuilding (b)three dimensionalmodelof ashell
(1/4 part:almodel) with an artdrary shape

Figure 5.2.4-1. Three-dimensional FEM model of structure.

|

(a) Viscous damping

The Voigt model is a general rnechanical model of the viscoelastic body theory. In addition, its
mathematical treatment can be carried out easily. Hence, this model is frequently used. For this model, in a
multiple-of degree-freedom system, between high-order frequency (wj) and the corresponding rrxxial damping
constant (h ), there exists a relationship that h /w; = constant (5.2.4-6]; hence, the following method is used to formj j
o damping matrix [C] when h needs to be dermed to be constant or to take an arbitrary value regardless of the value3

of w3. 'Itat is, when the frequencies and damping constants of all the modes are known, the damping matrix that
fits the relationship can be derived using the following formula [5.2.4-7]:

j [C] = [Af] [X] [II] [X]r [3fjr (5.2.4-2)
i

I' where, [M]: mass matrix; [X]: nondamped characteristic mode matrix

|I,

(11] : il
j

| (5.2.4-3)
11,

l

| 11, = 2h,w)hi,

t

|
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w,: jth nondamped angular frequency,
h,: jth damping constant
M : jth equivalent massj
m: maximum number

(b) Complex damping

As a method for evaluating the damping characteristics of structure, a complex spring constant model may
be used 15.2.4 8). nis complex spring constant has the property that the damping constant of the vibration system
can be dermed as constant regardless of vibration frequency. Wat is, this model differs from the Voigt model in
that it can defme a stress, that contains an damping resistance, which is irrelevan. to the strain rate and is only a
function of the strain. Hence, when the damping property is considered to be uniform for the entire structs.ra, the
complex stiffness matrix is expressed by the following formula, with the imaginary portio.;[K ] proportional to thei

real portion (Kg).

(5.2.4-4)[K, + fK,] = [K,] 1 + t2h)

w here h is the damping constant. E above equation is an approximate formula when h is small. Equation (5.2.4-
4) shows the stiffness matrix in the region where frequency (w) is positive. In the response analysis, formulation
is carried out for w in the positive! negative regions, with the stiffness matrix in the negative region defined as [Kg]

(1 - i2h).

When the building / structure which is the object of response analysis is a composite structure made of RC
and stwl frame, if the stiffness matrix [j ) and damping constant h are set for each structural element j, theK j

atrix of the overall vibration system can be expressed by the following formula with respect to thestiffne.
displau - mt vector of the overall system.

(5.2.4-5)[K,+ (K;] = b [j ,1( d2/s)K
f=1

where jh is the damping constant of structural element j, and m is the number of structural elements.

(c) Modal damping constant

When damping constants are defmed separately to different components with different structural materials
or different structures, such as RC, steel frame, etc., the methods for deriving the damping constants for various
orders cf vibration mode, i.e., modal damping constants, include the eigenvalue analysis method and the strain

energy proportional method.

According to the strain energy proportional method [5.2.4 9), first of all, the nondamped eigenvalue
analysis is performed from the mass matrix [M] and stiffness matrix [K] of the vibraton system, and the k-th natural
mode {X } is derived. Then, for each structural element, damping constant h is set, and the kth damping constantj

i

hg can be calculated from the following formula [5.2.4-10).

, .I
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h, = Efdx,lrggj[y,j (5.2.4-6)'

ElX )# lj lY lK
4 a

According to the eigenvalue analysis method, if the stiffness matrix [Kg + iKl of the entire system isi

derived, by solving the eigenvalue equation (5.2.4 7), the con. plex eigenvalue A can be derived, and frequency g
and damping constant h can be calculated using equation (5.2.4-8).g

[ A M + K, + iK,](X) = 0 - (5.2.4-7)2

w,= /Ah k , h,= A,,/e, (5.2.4-8)

(2) Input earthquake motion for design

In the design of a reactor facility, the basic earthquake ground motic~, defined as the earthquake to be
considered on the surface of the rock outcrop, is used. When the building is located on the surface of the rock
outcrop and the influence of the surface layer can be neglected, the basic earthquake ground motion can be used
directly as the input earthquake motion. However, when the effect of the surface layer should be considered and
when the surface of the rock outcrop is deeper than the bottom of the foundation mat of the building, the basic
carthquake ground motion is used to calculate the earthquake motion on the bottom of the foundation mat and the
bottom of the analytical model [5.2.4-11]. For the SR model and the discrete system model, the input earthquake
motion can be calculated using the following methods.

a. Input earthquake motion of SR model

For the SR model, when the building is set on the surface of rock outcrop, the basic earthquake ground
motion is used directly as the input earthquake motion. On the cher hand, when the effect of the surface layer
cannot be neglected, as shown in Figure 5.2.4-2(a), the sum of the it. ident wave E and the reflecting wave F oni i

. the bottom of the foundation mat is used as the input earthquake m stion, in this analysis, or.e-dimensional wave
analysis is performed using the incident wave E as the input to the I swer boundary layer of the free layer. Wheni
the effect of the surface layer is to be evaluated correctly, several uthods may be used, such as the method in
which a external force (-i')is applied to the bottom of the foundation nu for correcting the one-dimensional wave
analysis result {ii) for the effect of a ground with a hole in it, and the metd % which the ground with a hole is
analyzed using a 2-dimensional discrete system model (see Figure 5.2.4-5).

The said external force (-f') is a force that balances the surface force of the excavated portion. This force
can be d: rived from the product (rA) of stress, r, in the free ground at the bottom of the foundation mat surface
and bottom surface area, A, of the standard mat f5.2.4 33]. On the other hand, when the rock outcrop surface is
deeper than the foundation bottom, as shown in Figure 5.2.4-2(b), as incident wave E is inputian incoming wavei
E and an outgoing wave F are calculated at the bottom of the foundation mat. When the effect of the surface layer2 2

can be ignored, F = E:, then 2E becomes the input earthquake motion; when the effect cannot be ignored, the -2 2

input earthquake motion is given by E + F:.

L
t
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Figure 5.2.4-2. Calculation of input earthquake motion of SR model.

b. Input earthquake motion of discrete system model

As shown in Figure 5.2.4-3, for a discrete system model, if the position on the rock outcrop surface is set
according to the site condition, as shown in Figure 5.2.4-3, incident wave E is input to this position, and thei
incoming wave E and outgoing wave F at the bottom boundary of the analytical model can be derived using

2 2

response analysis of the free ground; then it is possible to use E + F as the input earthquake motion.2 2

For the discrete system model, the conventional method and substructuring method described in the
preceding section can be used. According to the conventional method, when the side surface boundaries are viscous
boundaries and wave boundary, as shown in Figure 5.2.4-4, the energy dissipation effect is evaluated by connecting
the side surface boundary.to the free ground. As far as the bottom boundary is concerned, in the case of a fiv..I
boundary, (E: + F ) is taken as the input earthquake motion as shown in Figure 5.2.4-4(a); in the case of a vi.cous2

boundary, from Figure 5.2.4-4(b),2E is taken as the input earthquake motion.

For the substructuring method, as nhown in Figure 5.2.4-5(a), the building is eliminan J, and the response
(U,V}T at the boundary between the building and soilis calculated by response analysis of a foundation with a hole
in it. Then, response analysis is carried out using this {U,V)T as the input earthquake motion on the bottom and
side of the building foundation mat. Usually, however, the foundation mat is assumed to be a rigid body, the
vertical response {V} is converted to rotational motion 6, and the response analysis is performed by using horizontal
motion {U} and rotational motion 6 of the building foundation mat as shown in Figure 5.2.4-5(b).

(3) Response analysis methods

a. Vibration equation

(a) SR model

In order to describe the 3-D behavior of the vibration system, it is required to have 6 degrees of freedom

(u, v, w, 0,, 0,, 0 ) for each node of the building and the ground. Usually, the respone: analysis of horizontal7

input, as shown in Figure 5.2.4-6, is usually performed for 2 degrees of freedom for each mass, i.e., horizontal
and rotational (u,, o ). As shown in Figure 5.2.4-6, when the earthquake motion G is input to the support end ofg
the model, the external force term f(t) becomes the inertial force, and is expressed by equation (5.2.4-9) according

to D'Alembert principle.
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Figure 5.2.4-4. Input earthquake mut.Sn of discrete system model (through method).
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Figure 5.2.4-5. Input earthquake motion and discrete system model (substructure method).
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Figure 5.2.4-6. Coordinate system of SR model.
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Ar)) = -[M]/)d (5.2.49)o

(fo}: coefficient vector for representing the load distribution.

Hence, for a multi-degree-of-freedom system with the degrees of freedom of each node represented by
horizontal displacement u; and rotational displacement e,i, the vibration equatio,. can be expressed in the viscous
damping form as follows:

[M](s)+[C]h)+[K]b) = -[M]/)#, (5.2.4-10)

where [M]: Diag [m, , I, - m; ,1; . ., mi I ]i
mi: mass of node I
l: rotational inertia of node ii

-

[K,] [K,,} _ K, -K)so
[K]= [K]=3

K, + C)s,[E,,} [K, + K,s] -K)so o,

[Kp]: stiffness matrix of building

[Ksrl' IKrs], [K ): reaction force matrix of building ess

[Rsl: stiffness matrix of ground

K ;, Kg: Sway spring and rocking spring of the foundation3

ho: height of the center of gravity of the rigid foundation

b) = b,,0, r_,u,,0,, ,u,,0 lr

f) = (1,0,. ,1,0, .,1,0}r

[C]: Viscous damping matrix. Similar to the above stiffness matrix, it is made of the viscous damping matrices
of the building and ground.

(b) Model of discrete system

(i) MDOF parallel ground model

For this ground model, as described in section 5.2.3 ' Interaction between structure / building and ground,'
depending on the way of treating the bottom boundary and side boundary of the foundation, the vibration equations
are represented in the following different forms [5.2.4-10).

When the bottom of the foundation is a fixed boundary and its side surface is a free boundary, the stiffness
matrix of the ground, Rs, becomes the following formula. The vibration equation is the same as the SR model
shown in the preceding item.

- If } IK /8c cala
[K ] = (5.2.4-11)

3
[K ,hd K,+EK /shc c
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Figure 5.2.4-7. Soil spring of grid-shaped model.

[Kc]: stiffness matrix for the ground modeled using a concentrated mass system
[Kai]: part of stiffness matrix [Kc] for the degrees of freedom of the foundation mat and the building as shout

in Figures 5.2.4-7
Kg: rocking spring constant
ha;: height to the rotational center of Kc;
(Uat . Uci ... Uom}: displacement vector of the ground.

When the boundaries on the bottom, side, and out of-plane direction of the foundation are taken as viscous

boundaries, the vibration equation becomes equation (5.2.4-12).

[Af]Ml+[C]MI+[K]W = -[Af](fo o-[C,]M-d) (5.2.4-12)lG

[C]: damping matrix of building and ground

(C ): damping matrix consisting of boundary dampers of the ground (diagonal matrix)3
{6,}: velocity response of free ground.

(ii) FEM model

When the bottom, side, and out-of-plane direction are taken ar nscous boundaries, the vibration equation
becomes the same form as that in the above section on the MDOF parallel model. Here, we show the vibration
equation for the ca.se where the side surface is a 2-dimensional transfer boundary, the out-of-plan direction is a
viscous plane and the bottom is a fixed boundary [5.2.4-13,5.2.4-14).

[Af]Ml+[K%) -[Af]!(o)G -W) +%-{7) (5.2.4-13)
o

[K]: complex stiffness matrix of building and ground

{V}: force due to out-of-plane damper, {V} = [Cc]{o - Ar}

{F}: force due to side surface boundary, {F} = [G)(u }r

[G): stiffness matrix of free ground

[ Col: damping matrix of out-of-plane damper (diagonal matrix)

[T): force related to energy transfer on the side surface boundary

(T) = R{u uf}
[R]: frequency-dependent stiffness matrix of the side surface boundary
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(c) Substructuring method

The vibration equation of the substructuring method is basically similar to the SR model, with differences
in the repr sentation of the talance between the force on the embedded portion and the force at the surfaces of
surrounding soil. That is, in this case, a term {D}, the force applied from the soli to the building, or driving force
as it is usually called [5.2.415] should be added to the right-hand side of equation (5.2.414). Equation (5.2/ 14)
is a vitration equation representing the complex stiffness form in the overs'.1 coordinate system shown in Figure
5.2.4-8. Also, the damping can be included by representing the stiffness in equation (5.2.4-4) in the complex
stiffness form.

pf](0)+[K]{U) + (D) (5.2.4-14)

[K] = [Kp] + [Ks(W)]
[Kp]: complex stiffness matrix of building

[K (w)]: impedance matrix of the foundation3

{D} = [K (w)]{U$}3

{Ud}: displacement of the embedded portion of a soil only, assuming a building does not exist.

As shown in Figure 5.2.4-9, without embedment, {Ug} becomes displacemem u of the surface of the freeo

gtound, and the driving force becomes (D} = Ks(w)u .o

When the absolute displacement {U} of equation (5.2,4-14)is expressed by the relative coordinate system
shown in Figure 5.2.4-9, the following equation is obtained:

U, = u + u'a
(5.2.4-15)

Uc - u +uca

Hence, if equation (5.2.4-14) is representxl by the relative coordinate system as the following equation,
it comes into agreement with the vibration equation of the conventional SR model.

I

[Af](g} +[K](u) = -pf]|[,)g, (5.2.4-16)

b. Eigenva'ue analysis

In response analysis, fer tha cases th t the natural frequency and mndal damping constant are necessary
or the seismic response is performed by modal analysis, it is required to perform an eigenvalue analysis. However,
when the stiffness matrix is a function of the fn:quency and is a complex matrix, or the model of the ground is
formed as an MDOF system, as well as when the mcdel is formed using a three-dimensional FEM, the matrix size
of the characteristic vibration equation becomes too large. As a result, it is required to make various numerical
efforts according to the matrix property and analytical purpose [5.2.4-16-19). Table 5.2.4-2 lista the typical
eigenvalue calculation method < used in response analysis. Their features are as follows:

(i) Power method (vector repetition method): This calculation method is effective in extracting some of the
Icwer or higher order eigenvalues and characteristic modes.
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Figure 5.2.4-9. He case without embedment.

Table 5.2.0 Typical eigenvalue calculation methods.

Characteiistic equation
Power method Transformation method method Others

Power method Jacobi method Danilevski method Lanczos method

hverse-power method Q R method Bairstow method Determinant method
Subspace method
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(ii) Transformation method: his calculation method can be used for calculating all the eigenvalues and the
characteristic modes. At first, only the eigenvaluer tre calculated. Hen, in many cases, only the required
eigenvectors are calculated.

(iii) Method using characteristic polynomial: la this method, the eigenvalues are calculated by exploiting
the fact that the eigenvalues are the roots o' the characteristic equations formed by the determinant expressed by
equation (5.2.4-17).

p(A) = det|K- AM| (5.2.4-17)

His method is effective in the eigenvalue analysis of complex coefficients. For the numerical calculation algorithm
and numerical analytical method of the various eigem ilue calculation methods described above, the reader is
referred to reference [5.2.4-20).

Recently, software for eigenvalue analysis has been published, so that the needs of users can be met in a
relatively easy way. For example, the eigenvalue analysis program package was assembled at Argonne National
Laboratories in the USA on the basis of the research work of Wilkinson [5.2.4-16). This package handles
eigenvalue analysis methods for real/ complex and symmetric / asymmetric matrices.

Seismic response analysis methedsc.

Seismic rerponse analysis methods can be roughly classified into the modal analysis method, the direct
integration method, and the Fourier transformation method as listed in Table 5.2.4-3. The modal analysis method
is for analysis of linear problems. Although it is required to perform eigenvalue analysis, by selecting appropriate
lower modes, the overall time history response can be calculated at lower costs. In particular, for the spectral
modal method, as the time integration is not performed, the calculation time can be further reduced. On the other
hand, among the direct integration methods, the Newmark-# method, etc., are applicable for solving clastoplastic
problems. When complex stiffness-form or frequency dependent-form soil springs are adopted, the Fourier
transform method can be used to handle only the elastic problem.

(a) Spectral modal method

In this analytical method, the trsponse spectral values of the various modes (jth mode, kth mode) are
calculated beforehand; then, the square root of the sum of the product of thejth mode and thejth mode is calculated
as the maximum response value of the system. It includes the "SRSS" method, Comp'ete Qur..iratic Combination
method (referred to as "CQC" method hereinafter), etc.

According to the "SRSS'' nethod, the spectral values of the various modes (jth mode) are calculated.
These values are assumed not to take place simultaneously; hence, the square root of the sum of the squares of the
various modes of response are combined. Hat is, the maximum response value is determined using equation (5.2.4-

18):

E |p $j j(e ,h)|2 (5.2.4-18)
SU =

j jj
\11

m

where U.: maximum response spectrum of various nodes

Spj: jth participation function

S(w),h): jth response spectrum; w; and n are natural frequency and damping constants, respectively.j j j
maximum number of orders of the superposed mode.m:
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Table 5.2.4-3. Classification of response analysis methods.

Response analysis method Numerical analysis method

Spectral modal method SRSS method, CQC method

Time history modal method (time integration method Newmark-S method, Wilson-6 method, central
f SDN system)

difference method, Runge-Kutta method, Houbolt
method, exter,uJ-force linearization method

D, rect integration methodi

Fourier transform method (frequency response Fast Fourier transformation (FFT)
analysis method)

In order to calculate the shear and bending moment on each story, it is required to calculate the shear and
admg moment of each mode, and then to calculate the square rc* of the sum of the squares. When the
aracteristic frequencies of different modes are well separated from each other, the correlation between the modes

can be ignored. The "SRSS" method can be applied in this case; usually, this methcd can be used in design.
How -ver, for a complicated structure, as the natural frequencies are close to each other, the effect of correlation
is larga. In this case, the "CQC" method, which enables evaluation of the correlation an.ong modes, is an
appropriate analytical method. According to this method, the maximum responses can be calculated using equation
5 2.4-19 (5.2.3-4, 5.2.4-21]:

b k p $g (w ,h)p,4,5,(u,,h )p , (5.2.4-19)U = j j jj i qm

v here U : maximum response of each node

Sj ), Sgdg: jth and kth participation factorsc
S (w),h,), Sg(wg,h ): jth and kth response spectraj t

m: number of superposing modes

pojg in equation (5.2.4-19) is called the " correlation coeff;cient," which can be approximately expressed
by the following equations:

, g8h h o o, (h o +h,o,)o ejij jj jt (5.2.4-20)
Elk

f = (ej - ej) + 4hAe o,(w] + o') + 4(h' + h,')o'w (5.2.4 21)* 2K j j j

When poja = 1 for j = k, and p g = 0 for j # k, the "CQC" method becomes identical to the "SRSS"g
method.
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;

(b) Time history modal method 1

1 %e time history modal method can be used to calculate the time history responses of the vibration equation ;

(5.2.4-10). Suppose the jth characteristic mode of the eigenvalue analytical results is q, the natural frequency is
,

w,, the damping constant is h,, and the participation factor is Sj then, at each time point, the response displacement
vector U(t) is given by the following equan:

(U(t)) = $($)p qgt) (5.2.4 22)
j

foi

where m is the maximum order of the superposed modes, q3(t) is the time history response displacement of a
SDOF, which is the solution of the following equation with respect to the input earthquake motion G tt):o

4}t) * 2h,uf }t) + w,'q)t) = -C (s) (52.4*23)l n

The various inethods listM in Table 5.2.4 3 can be used to perform the time integration for equation (5.2.4-
23). For the modal analytical tr.nhod, once the eigenvalue analysis is performed, it can be directly used for the
other input earthquake motion, and very accurate responses can be obtained by superposing only the dominant
modes. Hence, it is benefielat from the viewpoint of the cost of calculation. However, the modal method cannot i

directly account for the damping characteristics of the material. llence, by using weighting factors for model
,

vectors and adopting complex stiffness, the damping characteristics of the materials are reflected in determining the
modal damping constant.

(c) Direct integration method

~he method for directly solving the vibration equations in ** ame domain is called the ' direct integration
method,' which can be used for solving both line..r and ;.onlinear problems. He following successive integration
methods in the time domain are well-used in the field ,a structural analysis: Newmark-# method [5.2.4 22), Wilson-
6 method [5.2.416], and Argiris method [5.2.4-2,). For time integration, the important factors include accuracy
and stability. In order to achieve a high enor;h calculation accuracy, it is required to adopt a small enough
calculation time interval (At). Usually, at is cr. the order of 1/100,1/200, or 1/500 sec. However, it may be on
the order of 1/1000 sec for a vibration system with a particularly short natural period. For details of the various
numerical analysis methods, the readers are referred to the related references, in the following, we only discuss
the basic features of the Newmark-# method, which is a particularly well used time integration method.

According to the $ method, parameters 0 and y are used to express the displacement (0,.3) c.nd velocity
(U,, ) of the (n + 1)'th step fiem the displacement (Un), selocity (Un) and acceleration (0,) of the n'th step as
well as the acceleration (0,.i> of the (n + l>'th step as follows:

U,,3 = U, + 0,4i+(I- p)0,(At): + p 0,.3(4t)2
2 (5.2.4-24),

0,.3 = 0, + (1 - y)O,A r + y O,4r

According to this method, the values of 4, y in equation (5.2.4 24) correspond to the various titue-
integration methods listed in Table 5.2.4 4. In particular, when # = 1/4 and y = 1/2, the solution has a high
stability and is widely used. For the values of y and 6, the general stable condition is expressed by formula (5.2.4-

25):
.
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Table 5.2.4-4. Combination of J and y, and equivalent time integration method.

# y Tirae integration method
_ __

0 1/2 Central difference method

1 3/2 Regressive differrnee method

1/6 1/2 Linear accelerstion method

4/5 3/2 Gal:rkin method

1/12 1/12 Fox Goodwin me' hod

1/4 1/2 Average acceleration method

p > (0 5 + y)'/4 (5.2.4-25)

(d) Frequency response analysis method

he frequency responw analysis metitod is an analytical method which allows utilitation of the ground
impedance depending on the complex stiffness and frequency (w). According to this analytical method, displacement
U(t), velocity Olt), acceleration O(t), and input acceleration Co(t) in equation (5.2.410) are Fourier tran.cormed
as Utt) shown in the following equation:

U(u) = /*.U(t)t""'ds (5.2.4 26)

Hence, equation (5.2.4-10) etn be transformed into the vibration equation in the frequency demain shown
in the following equation:

[-o'M +iuC+ ATU(u)) = u (Mj{f)U (u) (5.2.4 27)2
o

When the mam, equation is solved for U(w), equstion (5.2.4 28)is obtained:

(U(u)) = [-u'M+fuC+ AT'u'lullf)U/u) (5.2.4-28)

Den, inverse Fourier transformation is performed for U(w) giving the time history response:
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U(r) = - I- 1".U(u)e''dw (5.2.4 29)
2n

ne indefinite integration of equation (5.2.4 29)is treated by Fourier series. In this case, if the component
of | w | > w/At can be neglected for earthquake motion O sampled by At, the Fourier transformation can ben

replaced by a finite Fourier transformation. For the earthquake motion (At = 0.01 rec) used in conventional
analysis, need to evaluate a frequency higher than 50 Hz is relatively rare; hence, the above condition can usually
be satisfied,

his method has the advantage that it is able to handle the ground leppedance of a complea frequency
dependence type. However, it is limited to analysis in the linear region, and it is required to solve the coupled
equations (5.2.4 27) for each frequency; hence, it requires a very long calculation time, nis disadvantage,
however, may be alleviated by reducing the calculation time by reducing the degrees of freedom for MDOF ,

superstructures, and by using a relatively wider frequency intervals, with the response values inbetween calculated
by interpolation. Also, in Fourier transformation, as the actual wave with a duration of T is treated as ifit is a part
of the infinitely long repeated record with a period of T, the linking effect may cause an error, his disadvantage,
however, can be avoided by inserting trailing zeros at the end of the input earthquake motion.

1

(4) Othen

Dynamic hydraulic pressure of poola.

When an earthquake motion acts on a pool containing water, the wster content is shaken, and a dynamic
hydraulic pressure acts on the pool wall. This phenomenon is known as ' sloshing." For the spent fuel pool, tank,
and containment used in the nuclear power plant, aseismic design is performed for the pool wall in consideration
of the dynamic hydraulic pressure, in this chapter, we will present only the general features of the spent fuel pool.
As far as the tank and containment are concerned, the readers are referred to Chapter 6.

He dynamic hydraulic pressure can be divided into the impulsive pressure caused by the inertial force of
the fired water and the convective pressure caused by the inertial force of the free water. He evaluation schemes
include the finitt element method [5.2.4 25), simplified calculation method [5.2.4 28] based on Housner's theory
[5.2.4-26,5.2.4 27], calculation method based on velocity potential theery [5.2.4 29,5.2.4-30], etc. Among these,

3 types of evduation schemes, the finite eiement method has the highest accuracy and guar ntees reasonable results,
ne other methods re simplified echemes for the purpose of deiign. ney only give approximate results
(Standards, Equipment-6 [Hyo, Ki-6]). In designs for practical implementatior,, the evaluation method of AEC TID-
7024 Nuclear Reactors and Earthquakes [5.2.4 28] based on the Housner theory is used as reference. However,
for the formulas shown in TID-7024, different coordinate systems are used for the impulsive pressure and
convective pressure; in addition, it does not provide an explanation of how to define the input motion when the
response analysis results of the building are used as input. Hence, we have rearranged the formulas conveniemly
for practical design. Rey are shown as follows.

For the impulsive pressure and convective pressure on the side wall and bottom wall of the pool, the
dynamic hydraulic pressure (tf) la unit length in the depth direction in the rectangular poal shown in Figure 5.2.4
10, can be calculated using the following formulas:
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Impulsive pressure

sinh /3 [
p, . pilb $ 1 Y N'

2 L \H' cash s!3 L'
'

( H,

(5.2.440),

h y d ve p c

r -- \

cosh E1
O U

c = S (w )plE d E f[L,
JP 3 i '- \4 {L 3\

d

where,

< 3

E I anh EE : fundamental angular frequemy of free watertw
\\2L d 2 L;

2 2p: mass of liquid per uni width (tf ' s /m )t

h: depth of liquid

H: H = h (h s 1.5L), H = 1.5L (h > 1.5L)
2L: width of the rectangular pool (m)

5: maximum response acceleration of the floor on w hich the pool is setting, or the average maximum response
2acceleration of the base floor and the upper-story floor (m/s )

S (wi): floor response spectrum for wi for S(t)x
t

g: gravitational acceleration (m/s )
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Table 5.2.4-5. Hydrodynamic pressure equations for rectangular pools.

I Side wall Base plate ! |

sinh.

+ a 0 11 11,Impulsive g pg y

2I
l ge tanh \$ t, i s * P p y{ 7P EPr* PLAYPressure i

cash \$ )i t ;

\ r

r _ 1

cash $2 5 ~x 1 'x" 1
P M ( thI,w * plS,{u,) 10 $ 2 L, cs"PConvective ~~ ~

A
4 L 3 r l, , f g' -

Pressure c
12 '- ' 5 11

$ C06h ~~

-.II. (\2L,cah
(\2L,

x: horizontal coordinate with the center of the bottom pool panel as the origin

y: vertical coordinate wR. the center of the bottom pool panel as the origin

Table 5.2.4-5 lists the various formulas for calculating the pressure distributions on the side w all(x = iL)
and bottom (y = 0) (Pw, i s. cPw. cP ) according to equation (5.2.4 30). For a structure such as a spent fuelP 3

pool, because of a strong structural design to resist a major earthquake, when the dynamic hydraulic pressure is
evaluated, there is almost no problem in assuming the pool as a rigid body. In addition, the stress determined in
the side wall and bottom panel of the poolis usually smaller than the stress determined by the seismic shear force
and thermal load.

As the aseismic design method for pools and other containment structures, the Architectural Institute of
Japan has drafted ' Guidelines and commentary of containment structural design [5.2.4-32]." In Chapter 4 of these
guidelines (Water containments), the general aseismic design method of the pool is described; in section 4.2.3
(loads), the dynamic hydraulic pressure is explained.

5.2.5 Nonlinear seismic response analysis

(1) Introduction
;

When subjected to the basic earthquake ground motion S , it is believed that a part of the reactor building
leaves ''s clastic region and enters the pla$ tic region. 'therefore, for practical seismic response analysis, nonlinear
anal)s , wthods are more realistic. From the structural point of view, the reactor building is primarily made of
shear walls. In order u analytically investigate its clastoplastic behavior, it is important to build an appropriate
model for the restoring force characteristics of the reinforced concrete shear walls. The shear walls of the reactor
building differ from the shear walls of conventional buildings in that they are primarily of box or cylindrical shapes,
and contain a large amount of reinforcing bar. Recently, various institutims have performed experimental and
analytical research on the restoring force characteristics of the shear walls of the reactor building. As a result, a
large amount of data have been accumulated. Based on these data, it is possible to specifically determine the
restoring force characteristics model used in nonlinear earthquake response analysis of buildings. For the restoring
force characteristics of the shear walls, various models have been developed. Here, we will discuss only a few
frequently-used models. In this section, discussion will be limited to shear walls made of reinforced concrete.
When steel frames are used in the reactor building as rigid frame structures or braced structures, their hysteresis
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,

loops are of a spindle form, which is similar to a bilinear fonn, or a slip form, and are different from structeres
made of reinforced concrete. Hence, appropriate evaluation should be performed according to the ' Steel structure
design standards,' and ' Steel structure plastic design guidelines' by the All

|
Also, in nonlinear analysis, in addition to the clastoplastic behavior of the building, the nonlinear effects

in the soil structure interaction should also be taken into consideration. As a method conventionally used at present,
analysis is performed by using soil springs; the uplifting due to execuis e overturning moment of the foundation can i

be handled by using a nonlinear rocking spring, In addition, when the behavior of embedment soil, etc., is
considered, it is required to handle the problem by considering the nonlinearity of the soil material. In this section,
we will present the pro,ent methods used for nonlinear seismic response analysis, and will also show some items
believed to be required for aseismic design of reactor buildings in the future.

|

(2) Res:oring for*.e characteristics of structure

As pointed out above, the shear walls of reactor buildinFs have the shapes of boxes, cylinders, cones, etc.,
in which the inner walls and outer walls orthogonal to the seismic force play the role of flanges. In addition,
compared with conventional thear walls, the wall is much thicker and the amount of shear reinforcing bars is larger;
hence, esen after cracking, the total (concret + rebars) strength of the wall is expected to inerease. Investigations
of the characteristics of the restoring force of the shear walls hwe been perfonned by model experiments and
numerical analysis by the finite element method, in this way, useful infonnation has been accumulated, and various
proposals have been made,

in the clastoplartic response analysis of the reactor building, the model of the building is formed by '

bending shear beams. Corresponding to this scheme, as shown in Figure 5.2.51, flexural deformation and the
shear deformation are separated from ech other. with hysteresis loops determined for each of them independently;
as these deformations are added, the tota: deformation of the component is obtained. In the following, the restoring
force characteristics of the shear defonnation and flexural defonnation will be discussed with respect to the skeleton
curve and the hysteresis loop.

a. Skeleton curse of reinforced concrete shear wall ,

in the clastoplastic earthquake response analysis of the reactor building, the trilinear approximation shown
in Figure 5.2.5 2 on the basis of the M4 relation and the t-y relation of the major aseismic elements, i.e., box wall
and cylindrical wall, is used. 'Ihe methods in determining the first turning point, the second tuming point, and the
ultimate point include the conventionally used method and the scheme proposed in the Electric Power Joint Research
(referred to as *EPJR" hereinafter) program (Research, Construction 2 [ Ken, Ken-2]).

(a) f* or deformation (r-t relation)

in the region between the origin and the first turning point, the elastic stiffness K, is

K, = cG (5.2.51)

where cG is the shear modus of elasticity of the concrete. In the conventional method, for both the box wall and '

the cylindrical wall, the sher 6r stress 7, at the first turning point is determined by the following formula:

t = 0.tr (5.2.5 2)e

no
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Le corresponding shear strain Si s determined by the following formula:i

y, = t,/cG (5.2.53)

Or the other hand, according to the EPJR acheme, the shear stress at the first tu. ming point is determined by the
following formula:

(5.2.5-4)t, = vgc (rc.o.)

The corresponding shear strain in determined by using equation (5.2.5-3). According to the conventional method,
for both the box wall and the cylindrical wall, the shear stress 72 at the second turning point is

t2 = 1.5 t , (5.2.5-5)

The corresponding shear strain y; is determined by using Kokusho's forinula [5.2.5-5) as follows:

t ,2 7-

y,.'2 (5.2.5-6)xy,
r 's ,

On the other hand, at ording to the EPJR scheme, the shear stress and the corresponding shear strain at the second

turning poi;.1 are determined as follows by using the values at the first turning point:

t2 = 1.35t, (5.2.57)

(5.2.5-8)y, = 3y,

At the ultimate point, according to the conventional method, the shear stress r,is defined using llirozawa's

formula [5.2.5-4] as follows:

0.0679 P''2'{c + 180) + 2.7 /P,o, + 0.1 o, (5.2.5-9)
t, =

-

g

VM/QD + 0.12

where, P,: longitudinal reinforcing bar ratit (%), Pg: transverse reinforcing bar ratio, o,: axial compression stress
in longitudinal direction, M/Q: shear span, 3: wall length in the force-acting direction in the case of a box wall,
or outer diameter is 'he case of a cylindrical wall, in particular, the following formula is used for PCCV:

(5.2.5-10)t, = 5.0fc

he deformation y, at the terminating point can be derived by using Kokusho's formula, with r2 n equationi

(5.2.5-6) replaced by r,. On the other hand, according to the EPJR scheme, the shear stress at the terminating point

is determined by using Yoshir.aki's formula [5.2.5-6] as follows:
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i
1 8,

'#when t, < 4.5 fc t, - 1- t + t,o

4.5K

.'3-1.8 1
QD, fC,

d
(5.2.5-11),

6

P, * P
t, = n ,o, * 0, * On

when t, a 4.5fc 's*A0fc

where n: Young's modulus ratio, a : axial compression stress in the transverse direction. "Ihe corresponding shearn
strain is determined as follows:

y, a 4.0 x 10-3 (5.2.5 12) -

Table 5.2.5-1 summarizes the results of determination of turning points and ultimate point in the t-y relation.

(b) Bending deformation (hi 4 relation)

In the region from the origin to the first turning point, the elastic stiffness K,is determined by the following
formula:

K, = c 1, (5.2.5 13)E

where, cE is the Young's modulus of concrete, I, is the effective second moment ofinertia, in the calculation, the
value of I, is evaluated by accounting for the effective cross-sectional area with the flange effect of the wall
orthogonal to the external force taken into consideration in the case of a box wall, or it is evaluated by using the
total eross-sectional area as the effective area in the case of a cylindrical wall.

According to both the conventional method and the EPJR scheme, moment his and curvature d at the firsti
point are defined as follows 'ising the formulas for columns for both the box wall and the cylindrical wall:

N'
..

|'

Af "

/e ' T*>
2,t (5.2.5 14)~

\

Af (5.2.5-15)4, . _i
= K,

where f, = 1.2 We, Fc: concrete compression strength, N: .ttial force, A,: effective cross-sectional area with
reinforcing bars taken into consideration, Z,: effective section modulus,

hfoment h1 at the second turning point is determined using comeational methods for the box wall and2

cylindrical wall. For the box wall, the following approximate formula for column (5.2.51)is used:
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Table 5.2.5-1. r-y relation.

Conventional method EPJR scheme

ri = 0.lfe 3, , gc(7c ,y)71

/cG Same as leftin ti m7

2 = 1.35r72 = 1.5r 772

72 K kusho's formula, equation (5.2.5-6) 72 = 3yi

llox wall, cylindrical wall: Hirosawa's 7, formu-
Yoshizaki's formula, equation (5.2.5-11)r,

la, equat.io> (5.2.5-9); for PCCV, t, = 5.0f.

y, Kokusho's formula, equation (5.2.5-6) y, = 4.0 x 10-3

(5.2.5 16)M, 0.Ba, g , d + 0.5N d(1 -N/(A,F ))o e

For the cylindrical wall (including PCCV), the formula of chimney (5.2.5-2)is used:

Af2 - 2tr sin 0, (2,o,P,+0.85F )e
(5.2.5-17),

1 ,N i

0' + n * o' P
-

2,o, P, + 0.85 Fc\ 2't

where a, re'nforcing bar cross-sectional area in a flange wall, A,: total cross-sectional area, ,a : reinforcing bary

yield stress, d: distance between centers of tensile / compression flanges (d = 2r + t in the case of the cylindrical
wall), r: wall center radius, t: wall thickness, P,: longitudinal reinforcing bar ratio (%). For both the box wall and
cylindrical wall, the curvature 4 at the second turning point is determined using the following formula from their2

respective values of M2

M,
4, - (5.2.5-18)*

u, K,

where, a is the reduction rate in stiffness:
y

(5.2.5 19)a, = 0.15 + 0.3P,
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where P, = P,/2 (P,: reinforcing bar ratio). On the other hand, according to the EPJR scheme, hi and 4 are2 2

taken as the flexural moment and curvature when the tensile reinforcing bar yields.

For the moment M, at the ultimate point of cylindrical walls, in the case of the conventional analysis, the
chimney fonnula (5.2.517) is used for evaluating the cylindrical wall in the same way as in the case of ht; at the
second tuming point. For the box wall, the following Ilirozawa's formula for A1, [5.2.5-4] is used:

Af, = 0.9a, ,o, d + 0.4av,o, d + 0.5N d(1 -N/(A,F )) 0.2.5 20)c

where a, is the web steel bar area. De curvature 4, corresponding to this hi, tatue can de ecleulated as the
curvature when the strain reaches 3000 p for the extreme fiber of the concrete, under the following assumptions
(5.2.5-3): {

i

{l) %e concrete on the compression side is within the clastic range. |
{2) De concrete does not bear tensile stress. I

{3} Re strain is assumed to remain in-plane.
{4) Although actually two or more rows of reinforcing bars are arranged, they are assumed to be replaced

by an equivalent row of reinforcing bars located at the center of the thickness of the wall.

On the other hand, according to the EPJR scheme, calculation is made by using the total plastic formula, ;

and the curvature corresponding to hi, is calculated as follows: '

$. < 20$3 then 4,= O S /X""
(5.2.5-21),

$,a 20&2 then $, = 20$3
,

I

where, X,is the distance from the extreme compression fiber to the centroid of the full plastic cross-section. Table
5.2.5 2 summarizes the definitions of turning points and ultimate point for the hi-4 curve.

b. Hysteresis loop of reinforced concrete shear wall

iin order to perform elastoplastic aeismic response analysis, after determining the skeleton curves, it is
required to determine the hysteresis rule for repeated unloading and loading process, in the following, we will
discuss the rules for determining the hysteresis rules in the elastoplastic seismic response analysis of the reactor
building, with respect to the r-y relation and hi-4 relation, respectively.

(a) Shear deformation (r-y relation)

Compared with the bending deformation, for the restoring force characteristics of the shear deformation,
the hysteretic energy consumption is smaller. Figure 5.2.5-3 shows an origin-oriented model conventionally used
as the hysteretic model of the shear deformation of the reactor building. Within the range where the absolute valuer

of the shear strain y does not exceed the previous maximum response value, the straight line connecting this
maximum response point and the origin represents the restoring force characteristics. Dat is, during unloading
from the skeleton curve, [the point] moves on the straight line toward the origin; for re-loading, it stays on the same
straight line. Ren, as the response point reaches the skeleton curve, the response point moves along the skeleton
curve until unloading takes place. His model has the shear behavior feature that the hysteresis energy is not
consumed at all if the previous maximum point is not exceeded; while the stiffness decreases together with the
damage. However, as the response point returns to the origin during unloading, the res* dual strain due to damage
accumulation cannot be taken into account.
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Table 5.2.5-2. M-c relation.

-

I Cons entional method EPJR scheme

hi, = f * NJA,) Z, Same as leftAf
f, - 1.2 !Ti

3 c

E Same as leftci t Af /( c 1,)i 3

llax wall: column approximate formula,
equation (5.2.5 16) 3f m'g f y

Cylindrical w all'h: chimney formula,2

equation (5.2.5 17)

#: * Af:l(o, K,) c' m+2
o, = 0.15 + 0.3P,

llox wall: Hiroxawa's Af, formula,
equation (5.2.5 20) Full plasticity formula

Cy lindrical w aill": chimney formula,*

equation (5.2.5-17)

I ' ** < Oc2 4. = OM / X.
e" Umemura, Takana'o method If c, P. 20c , 4, = 204,,

=====

t'The cylindrical w all includes PCCV.
M and c, are the flexural moment and curuture w hen the reinforcing bar on the tensile side yields.W

y

r2 ----------I
.

!rt - - - . . . ,
,

1 I

~7 ~7 f2 1 ,

| | 71 T2

: ;

' . . . . . .!

| -- ri
!

! ............ < ~ r*n.
*-

Figure 5.2.54. Origin-oriented model.
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Figure 5.2.5-4. Maximum point-oriented model.

Different from eis origin-oriented modei, the EPJR scheme (Research, Construction 2 [ Ken, Ken-2]) uses
the maximum point-oriented hysteresis loop shown in Figure 5.2.5-4. In the range where the absolute value of the
shear strain does not exceed the previous maximum response value, the restoring force characteristics are
represented by the straight line connecting the maximum response point and the maximum response point on the
opposite side (or the first turning point on the opposite side w hen the maximum response value on the opposite side
has not exceedod the first tuming point). That is, during unloading from the skeleton curve, the response point
moves on the straight line toward the maximum response point on the opposite side. During re-loading, the
response point stays on the sama c Mght line. Hen, as the response point reaches the skeleton curve, the response
point moves on the skeleton curve until unloading takes place. Just as in the case of the origin-oriented model, in
this model, too, no hysteresis energ) is consumed in the range within the maximum response point. However, the
decrease in stiffness in accompany with damage is taken into consideration. In addition, the effect of the residual
strain caused by the damage which cannot be evaluated in the origin-oriented model is considered.

In the slip type model [5.2.5-8), the so-called slip phenomenon is taken into consideration in describing
the restoring force characteristics of the shear deforma: ion, i.e., in repeated deformation cycles with a medium or
small amplitude after a large deformation, the stiffness is low; as the deformation increases, the stiffness increases,
and the strength is also increased. It is believed that the slip phenomenon is caused by cracks in the concrete and
failure of the bonding between the reinforcing bars and concrete. According 1:e the slip type model, the loop area
and the slope near the point with zero deformation (slip amount) can be evaluated more appropriately than in the
origin-oriented model. This ir an advantage. However, as the hysteresis rules are complicated, it is not yet actually
used.

(b) Bending def rmation (M4 relation)

He restoring force characteristics of the bending deformation have the following features: with the same
displacement amplitude, the hystereris curve is more stable and the hysteresis energy area is also large; under a
lower load, the stiffness is high, while as the load increases, the stiffness decreases, forming a spindle-sbped
hysteresis loop. Usually, the maximum point-oriented model is used as the hysteresis model of the bending
deformation. As the hysteresis rules and characteristics of the maximum point +riented model have been discussed

'

with respect to the shear deformation (r-y relation), they are not repeated here. However, when this model is used
for the bending deformation (M4 relation), there is a tendency to underestimate the hysteresis energy than in the
actual phenomenon. Hence, the following degrading trilinear model has been proposed.

He model which is based on the trilinear skeleton curve and uses the Masing type hysteresis rule to
represent the restoring force characteristics is called normal trilinear model. However, according to this model,
as the decrease in stiffness does not take place during the unloading process, it is impossible to incorporate the
maximum point-orientation property, the feature of the bending by steresis of reinforced concrete; in addition, there
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is a tendency that the hysteiesis energy wnsumptioi is overestimated compared with experimental results. In
consideration of these problems, I ukada [$.2.5 27] p oposed a degrading trilinear model by intrmlucing a decrease
in Stiftness during unloading process into the normal trilinear model to enable change in the consumption of the
hysteresis er,ergy by adjusting the stiffness reduction rate. According to this model, for an amplitude smaller than
the second turning point, it follow s the same hpteresis rule as the conventional bilinear model. On the other hand,
as unloading takes place from a point on the skeleton curve over the second turning point, the stiffness decreases,
and [the point] is oriented to the original maximum response point on the opposite side according to the hysteresis

rule of the bilinear mod 1. In addition, in the 5 table loop after the second tuming point, the hysteresis-related

equivalent siscous dampmg becomes a certain constant value depending only on the ratio of yield strength to
stif fness at the first and second turning points. This is another feature of this model.

Other degrading trilinear models for the elastoplastic analysis of the reactor building include the model
proposed by hiuto et al. [5.2.5-7] and the model proposed by EPJR (Research, Construction 2 [ Ken, Ken-2]). The
model proposed by hicto et al. is a combination of the two types: origin-oriented type and stiffness-degradation type.
The hysteresis rules are as follows: in the region between the first and second turning points, it is an origin-oriented
type; after the second tuming point, it reaches the 4-axis with a stiffness which is determined by connecting the
second turning point and the origin; after the c-axis, it goes toward the original maximum point on the opposite
side.

As show n in Figure 5.2.5-5, the degrading trilinear model of EPJR has the following features: Before the
maximum response value exceeds the second turning point, the hysteresis rule is the same as that of the maximum
point-oriented type model w hich is conventionally used, llence, the stable loop has no area. As the maximum value
exceeds the second turning point, a parallelogram shaped stable loop pointing to the maximum response point on
the opposite side (or the second turning point on the opposite side in the case when the maximum response value
on the opposite side has not exceeded the second tuming point)is defined, and the hysteresis energy is consumed.
In this ca e. the shape of the parallelogram is determined by the fact that the equivalent viscous damping is given
according to the maximum curvature. The turning point of the parallelogram is the point obtained by subtracting
2ht, from the maximum response value. The unloading stiffness of the stable loop is used as the stiffness for
repetition within a stable loop.

(3) P.estoring force characteristics of ground

Foundation uphfting nonlinearitya.

When the seismic input to the reactor building becomes large, uplining of the foundation may take place.
It is thus required to f'md the effects of this phenomenon on the foundation and the superstructure. Figure 5.2.5-6
shows the state of a uplitting foundation. In this case, the foundation is a rectangular rigid foundation mat with
length L and width 11. Acting on this foundation mat are a vertical force N and an overturning moment hl. As
moment h1 increases with respect to vertical force N, the foundation changes from a complete grounding state to
a uplifting state, with the foundation rotated by 6 with respect to the horirontal plane and partially peeled off from
the foundation, causing a decrease in the grounding length to D. In this case, the carth pressure determined on the
outermost edge of the grounding side of the foundation is called edge stress (P), and the moment under which the
uplifting phenomenon starts taking place is called uplifting threshold overturning moment. In the case when the
>Leleton curve of the uplitting rocking spring is induced, the following assumptions are made:

(1) The linear distribution cf the ground reaction force.
(2) No tensile force acts between the foundation and ground.
(3) The vertical force N is always constant, its applying point does not shift.

Of course, if assumption (1) is not made, the ground reaction distribution can be handled in a more realistic way

[5.2.5-11, 5.2.5- 12) .
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Figure 5.2.5-5. Degrading model.
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Figure 5.2.5-6. Foundation uplihing model.
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Under the aforementioned assumptions (1)-{3), the relation betw een moment hi and rotational angle 6 after

uplifting is as follows:

_

E.3: "a (5.2.5 :2)
u, No

where. hio is uplifting threshold overturning moment, and o is uplifting threshold rotational angle. When equationn

(5.2.5-22)is used, application of the vertical seismic force with respect to vertical force N becomes a problem.
In this case, nonlinear analysis is performed for the uplifting phenomenon subjected to both the horizonta' and
vertical ground motions simultaneously. It has been found that the results obtained by using the hi-0 relation with
consideration of the input vertical motion are nearly the same as the results obtained by using the hi-6 relation
without considering the vertical motion. Hence, usually it is neceptable just to use the hi-6 relation withotn 'aking
the vertical motion into consideration (Research, Construction 13 [ Ken, Ken-13]). Figure 5.2.5-7 si *ws the skeleton
curve of equation (5.2.5-22). In the practical analysis, the multi-linear line indicated by the dash-dot ILe in the
figure can be used as an approximation.

It is believed that due to uplifting of the foundation, the stiffness of the horizontal spring also changes
depending on the contact rate just as in the case for the rotational spring. However, its influence on the actual
response analysis is very small and can be ignored. As a result, the value before uplifting can be used directly

In addition, as far as the change in the dissipation damping due to uplifting isregardless of the contact rate.
concerned, usually, the values of the damping of the rotational spring and horizontal spring before uplifting can be
used directly, with their dependence on the contact rate ignored in the analysis. On the other hand, EPJR
(Research, Construction-13 [ Ken, Ken-13) has proposed a acheme in w hich the damping coefficient of the rotational
spring is changed in the same way as the reduction rate of the stiffness, while the value of the damping coeffic'ent
of the horizontal spring before uplifting is used directly.

b. Evahiation of contact rate

For seismic response analysis, the contact rate of the foundation mat can be evaluated by using the
following formula from the static equilibrium between the maximum overtuming moment and the ground reaction
moment as derived from the seismic response analysis by ignoring the influence of the vertical earthquake rnotion

and assuming a triangular distribution of the ground reaction force.

y.1 3.E (5.2.5 23)
M,n\

M
i
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Figure 5.2.5-7. M-6 curve for foundation uplifting.
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. where, it ' contact rate, h1 is the matimum overturning moment, and ht is uplifting threshold moment. Inl
additi .n, aiwo proposed is an energy balance scheme which can be used to derive the contact rate in a simpler way
withat teruting to the equilibrium of forces,

c. Effrets of clastoplastic characteristies of ground materials

In addition to the elastoplastic characteristics of the building and the nonlinearity of the foundation uplifting.
!be nonlinearity of the embedment soil and other ground materials in the periphery of the building also affects the
response behavior of the building. To account for the nonlinearity of the stress 4 train relation of the soil, the
seismic respome analytical me* hods can be divided into the equivalent linearitation method and the time-history
integration method. According ,o the equis alent lineariration method [5.2.5 13), the cyclic stress vs. strain relation
of soil at a certain strain amplitude is represented by a linear viscoelastic model having an equivalent shear clastic
coefficient and hysteretic damping constant, and the vibration analysis is performed in the frequency domain in
which the shear clastic coefficient vs. strain amplitude relation and the hysteresis damping constant vs. strain
amplitude relation are given. As this method usually has a shorter calculation time, it is effective for design
purpc*es. However, because it does not account for the changes in time of the equivalent shear clastic coefficient
and the hysteresis damping constant, it cannot be used in the case when the material characteristics of the soil,

change significantly in time, such as in the case of liquifaction. On the other hand, the time-history integration
method is a ruthod in which the time histories of the soll internal stress and strain are traced sueecssively, it
requires a hysteresis model for the stress-strain relation. Typical hysteresis models include the Rarnberg-Osgood
model [$.2.5-14), the Hardin-Drnevich model [5.2.5-15), the h1artin-Davidenkov model [5.2.5 16), etc. In the $ase
when the strain level is high and the soit material displays prominent nonlinearity, this method can provide analytical
results more reliable than those obtained by using the equivalent linearitation method. For the clastoplastic restoring
force characteristics of the actual ground, in consideration of the fact that near the ground surface, the vertically
incident Sil wave component is prominent, only the relation between the shear strain and shear stress in the
hortrontal plane is taken into consideration in most of the current analyses,

(4) Nonlinear response analytical method

c. Nonlinear vibration equation

Analysis of the nonlinear vibration equations may be performed by using the incremental method, the
iterative method, or a misture of these two methods. For the static nonlinear analysis, various numerical analytical
achemes have been proposed. On the other hand, for the dynamic nonlinear analysis, the effective analytical
methods are limited because the time region is divided into short time intervals for numerical enalysis. Usually,
the factors considered in selecting the nonlinear analysis method are as follows:

{1} 1eading condition on the system
{2) Restoring force characteristics of the system
{3} Required analytical accuracy
{4} Calculation size and time

in the practical analysis, it is required to select the most suitable nonlinear analytical method on the basis of the
above factors.

'Ihe incremental equations of motion used in the nonlinear response analysis is as follows [$.2.5-17].

E

f
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M,hD,*C,h0,+K,bu,=R,',, (5.2.521)

(5.2.5 25)R,*,a, = R,,,, - F - Fe - F,g
!

where %, C., K, are the mass, damping and stiffness rnstrices at time t, respectively; 40,,44, AU, are incrementa
of acceleration, velocity, and displacement, respectively; F , F , F., R, are the inertial force, damping force, internali 4
resistant force and external force vectors, respectively.

.

At present, there is yet no established theory for evaluation of the viscous damping effect after a pcrtion
of the building goes outside the linear region and enters the plastic region. Evaluation may be performed with the
viscous damping assumed to be constant without change from that in the linear region, or, it may also be performed
by using a variable damping assumed to be proportional to the tangential stiffness. Equation (5.2.5 24)is for the
case with a variable damping. In the case of constant damping, it becomes the following form:

Mh 0, * CA O, + Kh U, = R,,s,- MO,- C&,- F, (5.2.5-26)

b. Nonlinear numerical calculation method

he typteal methods that can be used to perform succes61ve l'itegration of irrement-type vibration
c ethod and the Wilson.equations (5.2.5-24) or (5.2.5 26) for each calculation time interval include the Newma

O method [5.2.517). Both of those two methods are considered to be a modified or i
,1 version of the linear

acceleration method, which assumed a linear change of acceleration over the time pt om t to t + at.

For the incremental method using the above successive Integration scheme, in the minute calculation time
interval at from a certain time point to the next time point, a varying external force increment is applied on the
system; during the period, the system is represented by a linear vibration equation with the restoring force
characteristics of the system assumed to be unchanged. Although these methods are usually effective in analyzing
the nonlinear vibration behavior, it is nevertheless required to solve for the inverse matrix of the linear combinatio.:
of mass, damping, and stiffness matrices during the calculation process, nis calculation must be carried out
corresponding to the stiffness matrix and dampitig matrix which vary at each time point of the calculation process.

i

| Therefore, as the degrees of freedom are increasui, a longer calculation time is needed.

On the other hand, for the iterative method, although the iteration number is large, there is nevertheless
no need to calculate the inverse matrix; hence, the calculation time can be significantly shortened as compared to
the incremental method for solving certain problems. A commonly well-used effective iteration method in nonlinear
vibration analysis is the load correction mettrod (5.2.5-18). In this method, the matrix is dete mined by using the
initial stiffness defined in the linear region. With this matrix taken as unchanged, the external forces are adjusted .

iteratively to meet the nonlinearity cf the vibration equations.

c. points for attention in the numerical calculation j

(a) Treatment of turning points due to variation in the stiffness

ne mrning points, which occur when the stiffness in the next time point differs from the stiffness in the
prxeding time point, include the following two types:
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{l) 'ihe direction of component deformation changes.

{2) Although the direction of the component deformation is the same as in the preceding ste,$, a tuming
point is oserpassed.

1he following 4 schemes may be used to perform numerical integration for a time interval which includes
a luming point.

{l) A method t_ 'ich the unbalanced force of the component overpassing the tuming point is calculated.

and is transformed to the unbalanced nodal forces of the vibration equations; in the next step, the'

unbalanced force is subtracted from the extemal nodal forces.
(2) A method in which when the tuming point is overpassed at the (1 + 1)th step, the boundary time is

calculated to estimate the weighting factors in terms of the time interval. Using this weighting factors
and linear interpolation, the stiffness of I th and (1 + 1)-th steps are combined to correct the stiffness

matrix and damping matrix; the recalculated values are taken es the values of the (1 + 1)th step; then,
in the following (i + 2)th step, correction is made again for the correct stiffness in the interval, in
this way, the calculation is moved forward.

{3) A method in which the boundary point is calculated by interpolating the response values of the two
points sanhiching the boundary point.

{4) A method iti which the calculation time interval is redivided to be finer in the vicinity of the turning
point, so that he unbalanced force due to variation in the stiffness can be minimized.

Among the aforemer'ioned methods, with methods {1} and (2) can be performed with a constant time
interval; methods (3) and (4) can be made by varying the time interval.

(b) Treatment of moment within element

For the rotational angle vs. moment relation and shear deformation vs. shear force relation, the values are
token as constant for each clernent. On the other hand, for the curvature vs. moment relation, the values of the
curvature are different at the two ends of the beam component. Hence, the following adjusting methods are used.

{l) 'Ihe end moments of an element are averaged to calculate curvature and tojudge yielding.
(2) The larger moment is used to calculate the curvaturo and to judge yielding.
{3) Each end is evaluated separately, and the stiffness reduction rates are averaged.
{4) The beam model using the transfer matrix method is applied.

In addition, the following models may also be used: plastic hinge method, dividing beam model, parabolic
model, condensation method, etc.

(c) Time interval and accuracy of solution of numericalintegration

in the nonlinear wismic response analysis, due to the decrease in stiffness, high-order frequer.s
components appear significantly on the response acceleration waveform, and the waveform becomes disturbed. As
a result, the maximam value of the response acceleration is sensitive to the change in the calculation time interval.
llence, in order to eraure accuracy in the nonlinear seismic response analysis of the same order as that in the line,.r
analysis, it is re41uired to make the calculation time interval much shorter than that used in the case of linear+

analy sis. While in the linear analysis, the reaults obtained with at = 0.002 see are almost the same as those
obtained with At = 0.008 see, in the nonlinear analysis, significant differences are developed between the case with

<

At = 0.004 see atA the case with at = 0.00! see: about 6% for the response acceleration, about 5% for the shear
f- force, and about 9% for the overturning moment; as the results obtained with at = 0.002 see are compared with'

those obtaincd with At = 0.001 sec, the difference is about 5% for the response acceleration and about 3% for the
shear force and overtuming moment. As a result, some authors indicated that at = 0.002 see might be a reasonable
value for perforte g the nonlinear analysis [5.2.5-24].n
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(5) Nonlinear response sharacteristics

Nonlinear response behasior of buildinga.

The nonlinear analysis in the aseismic design of the reactor building is performed to fmd the response
behasior of the tuilding subjected to the basic earthquale ground motion 5 . IJsually, as the plasticity increases,2

when the response of an clastoplastic system is compared with the response of an clastic system, the displacement
increases while the restoring force decreases. Hence, as the results of the electroplastic analysis are compared with
those of the clastic analysis. in the case when tie ductility factor is not very large, although the response
displacement is increased a little, the response acceleration is reduced; even in the case when the clastic analytical
results reach the yield strength of the design, it is still possible that there exists a certain margin in the yield
strength.

Up to now, the aseismic design of the reactor building is primarily performed by using ciastic analysis,
llowever, in order to provide sufficient safety margin in maintaining the funct!ons of the tuilding as well as the
equipment / piping system, it is also required to investigate the plastic behavior for the sake of economical design
of buildingt in order to perform rationale aseismic design w ith clastoplastic behavior taken into consideration, the
correct response state of the building should be found, I or this purpose,it is very important to perform clastoplastic
analysis by using the skeleton curve and hysteresis *oop which are able to fully represent the restoring force
chara;teristics of the plastic region beyond the first turning point, in addition, the results of the nonlinear response
.naly sis are also used in the study of the function maintenance and the safety margin as discussed in section 5.3.4
"lmestigation of the maintenance of the function * and in section 5.3.5 " Safety margin."

b. I ffect of nonlinear anal) sis on the floor response spectrum

Newmark has proposed a method in which the ductility factor is used to derive the nonelastic design
spectrum from the clastic design spectrum (5,2.5-21,5.2.5 22). The nonlinear responses of the equipment system
were studied using this method; as the mass ratio of the equipment to the building is increased, in addition to the
independent damping mechanisms of the building and equipment, the damping mechanism due to the interaction
between these two portions also plays an important role. In this case, it is required to perform analysis of the
building equipment coupled system. 11owever, in the case of a small mass ratio, the dynamic behavior of the
equipment is usually evaluated by using the Door response spectrum. When the nonlinear seismic response analysis
is performed, the important data in the equipment design include the changes in the shape of the floor response
spectrum and the difference compared with the results of linear analysis. The factors that affect the floor response
spectrum by the nonlinear analysis melude the characteristics of the input earthquake motion, characteristics of the
restoring force of the building, uplifting characteristics, etc. Rese factors are combined to display very complicated
properties. Attention should also be paid to the accuracy of the numerical integration method used for the analysis.

In the nonlinear analysis, usually the resonant frequency of the system is decreased. However, as the peak
of the spectrum shifts towards the side of longer period, at the same time, responses tend to increase at the short-
period portion. It has been found that this increase on the short period portion tends to become more significant
for a nonlinear elat. tic system that is represented by a uplifting nonlinearity, and it tends to become less significant
for an clastoplastic system. Hcw ever, further investigationis required in order to find the general trend with respect
to the relation with the input seismic wave characteristics and r, election of numerical integration. Kawakatsu et al.
[5.2.5-23) have performed spectral analysis for the nonlinear floor response of buildings having origin-oriented type,
degrading trilinear type, or slip type recovery force characteristics, and have investigated the effects of the input
earthquake motion and the restoring force charac, eristics of the building, it has also been reported that if the
foundation uplifting nonlinearity is analyzed directly as a continuous function without using the trilinear model, the
response increase in the short period portion becemca less significant. In addition to analytical works, foundation
uplifting tests are also being performed to determine whether the response increase in the short-period portion during
uplifting is caused by second-order or higher-order periods of the building, or caused by the accond and third high-
frequency components of the ground motion itself.
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5.2.6 Investigation of the building stability

As explained abos e, from the seismic response analysis, the response acceleration, velocity, displacement,
etc., of the building can be obtained. in addition, the overtuming moment of the overall building and the shear
force at the building base can be obtairsed. De ground should be stable against these forces, in order to confirm
the stability of the building, evaluation is made of two factors: contact pressure of the foundation bottom and sliding

( of the building. For the fondation uplifting phenomenon, it may be analyzed using an appropriate analytical
scheme, such as that described in Section 5.2.5 (3) * Restoring force characteristics of ground." He seismic forces
required for the stability evaluation include both the dynamic seismic force and the static seismic force.

(1) Evaluation of contact pressure

Evaluation of the contact pressure is made to see w hether the contact pressure, w hich is evaluated by taking
the sertical seismic force and underground water bueyancy into consideration together with the maaimum
overturning moment caiculated by a static analysis or the dynamic seismic response analysis, is within the rnargin
limits. Calculation of the contact force is done according to Clause 19: * Regulations on it. dependent footing
foundation * [$.2.6-3]in ' Rules and explanation of construction base structure design,' by the Architectural Institute
of Japan (1974).

According to the ' Evaluation guidelines,' the allow able limits are defined as follows: *ne allowable stress
determined to be appropriate with respect to the basic earthquake ground motion S , etc., is taken as the allowablei
limits, in addition, with respect to basic carthquake ground motion S , it should have an appropriate safety margin27

over the ultimate strength.* his is explained as follows: 'ne allowable limits for the contact pressure is defined
as the shortaerm allowable support force with respect to the basic earthquake ground motion 5 (2/3 the limit

3

bearing espacity [5.2.6 3]), and it should have an .ppropriate safety margin to the limit bearing capacity (strength
of the foundation) with respect to the basic carthquake ground mohon S .'

With respect to the basic earthquake ground motion S , the design is usually selected to ensure that thei
response of the building is not too far away from the clastic behavior. However, if the contact pressure is below
the short-term allowable stress, it is also possible to carry out the design by evaluating the influence of uplifting of
the foundation. In order to find the safety margin with respect to the limit bearing capacity for the basic earthquake
ground motion S , the fact that a safety factor of 1.5 is used for S can be regareded as a basis for engino ringijudgment.

(2) Evaluation of sliding

Just as in the case of the contact pressure, evaluation of sliding is also performed by taking the vertical
seismic force and water buoyancy into consideration togethn with the shear force transfer ~d from the building to
the foundation as determined by the static analysis or the dynamic seismic response analysis. Evaluation of sliding
include the following two items:

(1) Evaluation of sliding only at the foundation bottom
{2} Evaluation of sliding with embedment taken into consideration

Selection of the above two items is made with respect to the responte analysis model. he rule of selection

is as follows: for the soil-structure interaction, if only the foundation bottom is taken into consideratioa, (1} is
applied; if embedment is taken into consideration, (2} is applied.

For evaluation of sliding of the foundation bottom, a conventionally used scheme is to divide the shear
resistance [5.2.6-1] by the safety factor (see the above description on the evaluation of the contact pressure), and
une it as the allowable limit.
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(5.2.6-1)H, = CA + l' tan 4

where lip shear resistance acting between the tettom and ground (tf)
V: vertical force acting on the lettom (tf)

2A: effective load-bearing area of lettom (m )
2

C adhesive force between bottom and base (tf/m )
d frictional angle between bottom and ground (degrece

%,en =biment is taken into consideration, the appropriate evaluation method should be selected with

respect to the dynau analytical method. For example, when a dynamic analysis using 2-dimensional FEht model
is adopted, the obtained response is transformed to the equivalent static load; this load is applied on a sliding plane
in the FEh! model, and the shear resistance and safety factor are calculated for this plane, and the results are
compared with the nurgin limit [5.2.6 2]. In this case, as sliding of the ground is included in the investigation,
it is desirable that the safety factor be set according to Cr ,pter 4 ' Safety evaluation of ground and aseismic design

of underground structures.'

5.3 Stress ant.' =is and structural design

5.3.1 Intre luction

Stress analysis and evaluation of the various parts of stmeture are done by using the stress and deformation
d-trmined using the static seismic force calculation method and the linear or nonlinear response analysis shown in
the section of seismic response analysis. The stress analysis method, including modeling of the various components
of the structure, should be determined by taking the shape of the structure and load conditions into consideration.
'The structure and form of a reactor building are complex, and the wall thickness and slab thickness of the structure
are much larger than those of the conventionalbuilding. llence, the FEht analysis is mainly used as stress analysis,
in this section, we w!*' present in the form of lists the analytical methods of the various parts of IlWR h1 ARK-1,
ilWR h1 ARK-il, PWR 2 LOOP 2,3 LOOP, and 4 LOOP. In addition, the following major items in stress analysis

will be discussed.

(1) Input method and modeling of composite structure
(2) Formation of analytical model for thick concrete t.tructures of the containment facilities such as

fotmdation mat
(3) Evaluation of springs used in stress analysis of foundation mat
(4) hiethod of consideration of earth pressure in stress analysis

(5) Treatment of thermal strest in combination with S seismic stressi

(6) Accuracy of FEht analysis

Proportioning of the cross sections of the various parts of the structure is performed in principle by using
the various rules just as for the conventional building. As pointed out above, however, the walls of the reactor
building are thicker than those of conventional buildings and the reactor building is partially of a complex shape.
Therefore, certain special considerations may be required. The following features will be explained in particular

for reference.

(1) Evaluation method of combined stress
(2) Evaluation method of the cross section of foundation mat or other thicker concrete ecmponents.
(3) Design method of anchor bolts

(4) Evaluation method of flat slab structure
(5) Evaluation method of shear wall with openings
(6) Composite structure
(7) Splicing method for large-diameter reinforcing bars
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With respect to the stress in S and S earthquakes, and the stress under required load combination, it isi 2

required to investigate the function of preventing leakage, function of preventing successive accident, and supporting
function. As far as the limits for maintaining said functions of the various portions of the building, there is no
quantitative standard at present. At present, as a rule of thumb, the criteria of S for the allowable stress leveli
design, and that of S and S + LOCA for the ultimate strength design are commonly used. In the following, we2 i
will discuss the treatment method of the allowable limit values for the various functions required.

In the section of safety margins, an evaluation is shown with respect to the static seismic force and the
dynamic seismic force. For the safety margin with respect to static seismic force, although the quantitative
standards are not yet determined, those for conventional buildings may be taken as a reference for comparison. For
the safety margin with respect to the dynamic seismic force, although the value of the margin index is not yet
explicitly shown, in order to cover the safety requirement, a sufficient margin is made in the actual design.
Researches are now on going for the margin index and its quantitative standards. It will be possible to make a
judgment from the results of this research work in the future.

5.3.2 Stress analysis

(1) Outlines of building shape and structural form

in order to determine the method for stress analysis and the method of modeling, it is required to make
a good consideration of the type of the structure (reinforced concrete structure, steel frame / reinforced concrete
stiveture, steel frame structure, etc.) and the shape of the structure (cylindrical, square, etc.). Both the BWR and
PWR reactor buildings have their primary structures made of reinforced concrete. In many cases, however, the
columns of the uppermost story of BWR are made of steel frame / reinforced concrete structures. In addition, in
some cases, the roof and floor are made of steel frame structure. He fuel applying building of PWR also has a
steel frame structure, in addition, in some cases, the pedestal of the BWR reactor pressure containment and the
internal concrete of PWR have steel frame / reinforced concrete structure. He shell wall of BWR MARK-II, the
external shielding building of PWR 2 LOOP and 3 LOOP, and PCCV of 4 LOOP have a cylindrical shell structure
made of reinforced concrete. He inner concrete structure of the reactor containment vessels of PWR 2 LOOP,3
LOOP, and 4 LOOP is a structure made of polygonal wall corresponding to the LOOP number, ne spent fuel pool
of BWR and the spent fuel poci of PWR are made of thick concrete walls and basemat. ney are box-shaped
atructures supported on a building or foundation. For the peripheral buildings of BWR, PWR, and box-shaped wall
and the orthogonal walls are the major aseismic elements. In addition, the foundation mat shared by BWR and PWR
has a thick concrete structure. For both BWR and PWR, these different structures of the reactor building are set
on a single foundation mat. Tables 5.3.2-1 to 5.3.2-4 list the structural forms of the various parts of BWR M ARK-l,
MARK-il, PWR 2 LOOP,3 LOOP, and 4 LOOP. Young's modulus of the concrete used in the stress analysis is
calculated according to "RC Standards."

(2) leading conditions

Another important factor in determining the stress analysis method and modeling is related to the loading
conditions which are applied to the model or obtained from the analysis. For example, when the analytical method
and analytical model are to be determined for the shear wall, foundation slab, etc., it is necessary to determine
whether the load conditions of the analytical object are in-plane type, out-of-plane type, or their combination. In.

addition, when the seismic stress is to be calculated for each component, it is required to use a stress analytical
model, where shear force, flexural moment, acceleration, and displacement obtained from the static and response
analyses, are applied in an appropriate and conservative faction.
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. Table 5.3.2-1. Present status of stress analysis and evaluation metbmis (B%T MARK-I reactor building). ".
!

! External / internal Foundation of
; Component - wcils Shell wall reactor Spent fuel p;. Frame Foundation mat i
i

| Wall structure i

| Upper portion: !

I Structural form Wall struc+ure Wall stmeture Wall structure Wall structure Plate structure
"E"*"

shape'

Imer portion:! -- *

| cylindrical shape I
!
j- Vertical load ' Frame analysis FEM analysis FEM analysis FEM analysis Frame analysis FEM analysis !
>;. w
i " 1" S, mil,qi ke@ Frame analysis FEM analysis FEM analysis FEM analysis Frame analysis FEM analysis; o

r
I I 3
. 3 e .

I 2 !
*
E S c ith,de -(*8 t*' FEM analysis FEM analysis - FEM analysis |'S 2, 3 c1 e i

, v

| 05 '

Load of IlXM !
,. - - FEM analysis - - - >
;; (except thermal load)

[
i -

[j Hermal load - - FEM analysis FEM analysis FEM analysis - -

j
i -

i

: . . !
! % dynamic c id.qde force based on basic earthquake ground mouon S , and the static earthquake force ate represented. Ii

:. ' (*%e safety margm is investigated using the seismic response analysis results. ;
f i

.

,

i
'

e
.

r
;

i
;

t
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Table 5.3.2-1 (Cont'd). Present stat:ss of stress analysis and evaluation methods (B%R M. ARK-I reactor building).

3I . External / internal Foundation of
'

Compormt walls Shell wall reactor Spent fuel pit Fran.e Foundation mat

I Wall structure
'

Upper portion:
"#Structural form Wall structure Wall stnicture Wall structure Wall structure Plate structure

shape

lower portion: [
'

cylirdrical shape

. long-term allow- Iong-term allow- Iong-term allow- Ieng-term allow- Long-term allow- leng-term allow- r
Peration able stress design able stress design able stress design able stress design able stress design able : tress design }

Short-term allow- Short-term allow- Short-term allow- Short-term allow- Short-term allow- Short-term allow- '

*p3
$ 3 able stress design able stress design able stress design able stress design able stress design able stress design I

,,*
E

E margin margin des.ign design
-

Ultimate strength i. Study on safety Study on safety Ultimate strength Ultimate strength-5 S earthquakee 2 design
.

.

t

c
-3 Short-term allow- Short-term allow- Short-term allow-g3

| j
_

able stress design able stress design able stress design
_ _

' >
"3 Ultimate strength Ultimate strength

_ _3 g3
_ _

design design
_

Short-term allow-
In storm or heavy snow - - - -

able stress design")
. '

.

(" Generally, s'ocrt-term allowable stress design is performed, but in specific region, long-term allowable stress design is performei !

G'For the pressure and temperature of LOCA, the time lag is taken into consideration.,

0%e dynamic earthquake force based on basic earthquake ground motion S , and the static earthquake force are represented.
i

;

!

t

!, [



Table 5.3.2-2. Present status of stress analysis and evaluation methods (BWR MARK-II resetor building).

Extemal/ internal Foundation of

Component walls She:1 wall reactor Floor diaphragm Spent fuel pit Frame Foundation mat

Wall structure
Upper portion:

spherical seg-

Structural ferm Wall structure ment shape Wall stmeture Plate structure V'all structure Wall structure Plate structure

lower portion:
cylindrical

i
shape

Vertical load Frame analysis FEM analysis FEM analysis FEM analysis FEM analysis Frame analysis FEM analysis

M
m Frame analysis FEM analysis FEM analysis FEM analysis FEM analys;a Frame analysis FEM analysis1 S carthquakeo

i

5 "E
.c- E

S*
J'' -"' FEM analysis - FEM analysis - FEM analysis

f ~5 S earthquake24

*
_E
*

(except thermal load)
- - FEM analysis FEM analysis - - FEM analysisAccident load

Thermal load - FEM analysis FEM analysis FEM analysis FEM anUysis - FEM analysis

(3%e dynamic earthquake force based on basic earthquake ground motion S , and the static earthquake force are represented.i

"%e safety margin is investigated using the seismic response analysis results.
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Table 5 3.2-2 (C<mt'd). Present status of st ess analysis and evaluation me6ods (BWR MARK-II reactor building).

Extemallintemal Foundation of

Comporat walls Shell wall reactor Floor diapty Spent fuel pit Frame Foundation met

Wall structure
Upper portion:

spherical seg-

Structural form Wall suucture ment shape Wall structure Plate structure Wall structure Wall structure Plate structure

lower portion
cylindrical
shape

long-term long-term long-term Long-term Long-term Long-term long-term

Normal operation allowable stress allowaHe stress allowable stress allowable stress allowable stress allowable stress allowable stress

design design design Jdgn design design design

Short-term Short-term Short-term Short-term Short-term Short-term Short-term

W allowable stress a!!owable stress allowable stmss allowable twss allowable stress allowable stress allowable stressS carthquake
3

design design design design design design design
m
g

Ultimste Ultimatef Study on safety Study on safety Ultimate
_

strength design
_

strength design
g margin margin strength design

,

f Short-term Short-term Short-term Short-term Short-term

.@ LOCAC - allowable stress allowable stress allowable stress allowable stress - allowable stress

j design design design design design

Ultimate Ultircate Ultimate Ultimate
3+ AC - -

strength design strength design strungth design
-

strength design1

Short-term

In storm or heavy snow - - - - - allovable stress -

design *

With snow deposia, the longerm allowable stress design should be performed according to the specific region.W
>

For the pressure and tempera'xre of LOCA, the time lag is taken into consideratin.C
43%e d,rnamic earthquake force based on basic earthqur.ke ground motion S , and the =tatic earthquake force are represented.i

_____ -
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Present status of stress analysis and evaluation treods (PWR 2 LOOP, 3 LOOP reactor building).Table 5.3.2-3.

Reactor extemal building Foundation
.

Outer shield Inner concrete

Component building structure Spent fuel pit Fuel handling b!dg. Other buildings mat

Made of shear
Wall / flat slab y

walls with irregular

Cylindrical shell closed cross section Steel frame and structure; having Plate structure%. lls, floor panels brace structure multiopening sheara
Stmetural form structure and floor panel

walls
having multiple

openings
Frame analysis or

Axisymmetric shell Frame analysis or Frame analysis or F - % sis
_

cr FBI analysis FBI analysis FB1 analysis FBf analysis,y,

?
.

Frame analysis or
'*"*'I'"

.

#.xisymmetric shell Fi.me analysis or Frame analysis or
*"'""*'#*" FBI analysis

.

M $ 8 **'* "^ *,y
or FEM analysis FEM analysis FBI analysis

o 3
8

W -84 -
- FEM analysis#* *"* #-

S earthquake-
2

's Accident ic;d Frame analysis or

$5 (eteept thermal load)
~ FEM analysis

~
~

~
~

FBf analysis
(including outer

Axisymmetric shell FEM analysis FEM analysis -
- shield bldg., inter-

Temperature ioad or FT31 analysis g g
,

peripheral bidg.)

0%e dynamie ear +hquske force based on base earthqviake ground motion 5, and the static earthquake force are represented.1

(*%e safety margin is investigated using the seismic response analysis results.
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Table 5.3.2-3 (Cont'd). Present status of stress analysis and evaluation methods (PWR 2 LOOP. 3 LOOP reactor building).

... m .

* ##
Outer shield Inner concrete Foundation

Component building structure Spent fuel pit Fuel handling bldg. Other buildings mat

Made of shear
walls with irregular Wall / flat slab

Cyliadrical shell closed c oss section Steel franu and structure; havingStructural form Walls, floor pviels Plate (*ructure
structure and floor panes. brace structure muhiopening shear

having multiple walls
openings

. leng-term allow- Long-term allow- long-tum allow- Long-term allow- Long-term allow- 1.ong-term allow-
tmal Pmtion able stress deeign able stress design able stress design able stress design able stress design able stress design

Short-term allow- Short-term allow- Short-term allow- Short-term allow- Short-term allow- Short-term allow-u
S earthquake (3)oo

1j able stress design able stress design abl> stress design able stress design able ** ess design able stress designw

.c
t Investigation of Investigation of Ultimate strength Investigation of Investigation of Ultimate strength
h b *

safety margin safet7 margin design safety margin safety margin design
.o
N LOCA )C ** * * * * *
j design design

- - -

design
ua

3 g3 Ultimate strength Ultimate strength
_ _ _

Ultimate strength
design design des _gn

,

i

in storm or heavy snow - - -

; , - -

(3)With snow deposits, the long-term allowable stress design should be performed according to the specific region.!

G)For the pressure and temperature of LOCA, the time lag is taken into consideration.
(3%e dynamic earthquake force based on basic earthquake ground motion S , and the static earthquake force are represented.i
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Present status of stress analysis and evaluation methods (PWR 4 LOOP reactor building).Table 13.2-4.
s

|
- Reactor external building Foundation

.

Inner concrete

Component Containment structure Spent fuel pit Fuei handling bldg. Other buildings mat

Made of shear
Wail structure,

walls with irregular
8

Cylindrical shell closed cross section Steel frame and having shear walls
.

Plate structureW, alls, floor panels brace structure with multipleStructural form structure and floor panel '

openingshaving inultiple
openings

Frame anal is or
.

Frame analysis or Frame analys.is
Vertical load FEM analysis FEM analys.is pg ,,;, pg, ,;,

Frame analysis or pgg ,,,;y,;,Frame analysis or Frame analys.
5 S earthquake (3) FEM anaiysis FEM analysis FBI dysis FEM mlysisis

i2
.n .2

-

FEM analysiss, 7

} f (confirmation of Frame analysis or _p 3 __9- FEM analysis
= 1 S earthquake bldg.'s durability. -

FEM analysis2
E :n maintenance of
* functiors)

A

FEM analysis FEM analysis -
-

- FEM analvsisAccident load '

L (except thermal load)

Temperature load FEM analysis FEM analysis FEM analysis - - FEM ardysis
_

(3*Ilx dynamic earthquake force based on basic earthquake ground motion S , and the static earthquake force are represented.i

H%e safety margin is investigatal using the seismic response analysis results.
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Table 5.3.2-4 (Cont'd). Present status of nress analysis and evaiaation methods (PWR 4 LOOP reactor ouilding),

Reactor external building p

Component Containment structure Spent fuel pit Fuel handling bldg. Other buildings mat

Made of shear
Wall structure.walls with irregular

Cylindrical shell cinsed cross section Steel frame and having shear walls
Walls, floor panels . Plate structure

structure and Coor panel brace structure with multipleStructural form

having multiple openings

openings

long-term allow- Ieng-term allow- long-term allow- Long-term allow-

able stress design able stress design able stress design able stress designPM on
,

_

Short-term diow- Short-term allow- Short-term allow- chet-term allow-

S earthquake * able stress degree able stress degree able stress degree able stress degree'

design design design design i3.

& j
Safety margin Ultimate strength Safety margin Safety margin Based on the.c

j heb@e mvestigation design mvestigation mvestigatmn scheme shown in
Based on the

scheme shown ine *5.4. Concreteo "5.4. Concre'e Ultimate strengthj LOCA contamment." design
- - ~ containment."

c: ' " * * "
A - - -

Sg + LOCA des.ign

Short-term allow-

In storm or heavy snow - - able stress degree -

mdesign

WWith snow deposits, the long-term allowable stress design should be performed according to the specific region.
For the pressure and temperature of LOCA, the time lag s taken into consideration.C

%e dynamic earthquake force based on basic earthquake ground motion S , and the static euthquake force are represented.(3 i
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(3) Analytical methods

a. Analytical models and modeling

As pointed out above, the reactor building has a complicated structure with structural walls and slabs
thicker than those of conventional buildings. Hence, in many cases, the entire building and its various portions are
analyzed using FEM method. Tables 5.3.2-1 to 5.3.2-4 list the analytical methods of the various portions (buildings)
of BWR MARK-1, MARK-II, PWR 2 LOOP,3 LOOP, and 4 LOOP. Figure 5.3.2-1 show an cample of the
analytical model of PWR 3 LOOP.

As far as the stress analysis is concemed, the clastic analysis is usually done with respect to the short-term
allowable st ess design and the ultimate strength design. In the recent years, for the ultimate strength design, partial
clastoplastic analysis is also carried out.

b. Points for attention with respect to stress analysis

For the structural analysis of convent 3nal buildings, a reasonable simplified analytical scheme is adopted.
However, for reactor buildings, because the st eture and form are complicated as pointed out above, FEM analysis
is primarily used for conducting the stress ant.ysis. For the case which is difficult to use the existing standards,
calculations of the cross section and evaluation of the safety are done by taking the experimental results, etc., as
reference. For stress analysis, the primary points for attention are as follows:

(a) Input method and model formation scheme for composite structures

First, let's look at the input method of the seismic response analysis results to the stress analysis model.
For BWR as well as PWR 2 LOOP, 3 LOOP reactor buildin;s, they are usually composite structures made of
different types of structures. For these composite structures, it is required to consider the input method for deriving
the appropriate stress for the cross-sec'tional design of the various portions.

At present, the seismic response analysis is usually carried out by using the lumped mass model shown in
Section 5.2 " Seismic response analysis." For stress analysis of the upper building, the maximum value of the
reeleration or shear force output in the seismic response analysis is adopted, and nodal load or body force is acted
on the FEM model. As a result, the derived stress of each part becomes more or less the evaluation on the side of
safety. However, if the same detailed model is used for both the response and stress analysis, the computer requires
an extremely long computing time. This problem is to be solved in the future.

As far as the analysis of foundation is concerned, the basic scheme used is that the stress for the maximum
overturhing moment is given as the external force according to the upper structure's reaction force distribution, to
derive the stress; then, a partial engineering check-up is carried out for the stress during operation or in case of
accident. For the method of distribution of static seismic force in a composle structure, various methods can be
used for calculating the story shear force coefficient in a parallel structure wah different characteristics. As far as
the distribution of shear force is concemed, it is believed to be more reasonable to consider dynamic vibration
properties (such as the tendency of participation factors) as much as possible.

(b) Formation of analytical models for containment facility's foundation mat and other thick concrete structures

When models for FEM analysis are to be formed for the containment facility's foundation mat and other
thick concrete structures, the appropriate element type for analysis model should be selected in consideration of the
geometric shape of the foundation and matching of the upper structure and the fou iation. Usually, in the three-
dimensional FEM analysis of a thick mat part, such as the foundation mat of a react .r building, solid elements are
adopted in addition, plate elements with out-of-plane shear taken into consideration may also be adopted.
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Figure 5.J.2-1(a). Stress analysis model of PWR 3 LOOP reactor building.
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Figure 5.3.2-1(b). Stress analysis model of PWR 3 LOOP reactor building.
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(c) Evaluation of spring in stress analysis of foundation mat

When the stress analysis of the foundation mat is performed, in addition to the FEh! model of the soil
underneath and surrounding the foundation, the discrete spring method rnay also be used as the calculation method.
In this case, the value of spring at each node can be calculated by multiplying the foundation reaction force
coefficient of the vertical spring, which is used in the stress calculation in the conventional operation when the
vertical load is dominant, with the bearing area of each node. When the moment is dominant in the earthquake,
the stress can be calculated from the foundation reaction force coefficient of the rotational spring. He formula for

| calculating the reaction force coefficient should be selected appropriately in consideration of the stiffness of the
'

building and soil, shape of the foundation, etc., [5.3.212,5.3.2-13).

(d) Treatment of earth pressure in stress analysis

The earth pressures to be considered in the stress analysis of building include the static earth pressure,
which always applies, and the dynamic earth pressure, which applies during the earthquake. For the static earth

~

pressure, evaluation can be performed according to the ' Construction foundation structural design standards' by
the Architectural Institute of Japan. He earth pressure during the carthquake is considered to have an active earth
pressure state and a passive earth pressure state. Evaluation of the earth pressure load is usually done by adopting
the method preposed by hiononobe and Okabe. In addition, research being carried out on the appropriate evaluation
method of dynamic earth pressure. In general, for the earth pressure load applied to a building, an out-of-plane force
is applied on the outer peripheral wall of the underground portion. In addition, if there exists a difference in the
peripheral earth pressure between the two sides, a horizontal foru is applied for the underground portion of the
entire building.

(e) Treatment of thermal stress

Combination of the S xismic stress and the thermal stress is done according to the flow chart shown ini
Figure 5.3.2-2. The stress analysis is done on the base of clastic stiffness by using the temperature load derised in
the thermal conduction analysis. In this case, as the thermal stress decreases as the stiffness of the part decreases
due to cracks, etc., of the concrete part, the thermal stress is decreased Table 5.3.2-5 lists the decrease in thermal
stress. For details, please see the design method [5.3.2-1], related experiments [5.3.2-2 to 7) and the related
standards [5.3.2-8). In addition, for the stress due to the combination with the thermal stress, the crack cross-
sectional method [5.3.2-9 to 11] can be cured to calculate the stress level of the reinforcing bars, etc., for checking.

(f) Accuracy of FEh! analysis

Regarding the model discretization and the precision associated with the selected elements, an appropriate
selection should be made corresponding to the analytical purpose. For the element division and its precision, the
calculation method described in Zienkiewicz, O.C. "hfatrix f' mite element method" can be used as a reference. In
addition, at present, some foreign institutions am conducting research on the element division and precision of FEh!
analysis, such as 'NAFEhtS (Normal Agency for Finite Elements hiethods and Standards)" (UK).- This work will
also be available for reference.
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Figure 5.3.2-2. Flow chart of thennal stress design.

Table 5.3.2-5. Load combinations and thermal stress.

Allowable stress state lead combinations . Thermal stress

lotg-term I (D + L) + 0 + T Reduced to 1/2i
_

Short term 2 (D + L) + 0 + T + Ki 1 Reduced to 1/33 (D + L) + LO + T2

4 (D + L) + 0 + K The thermal stress ist.arnate 2

5 (D + L) + LO + K not consideredi

Symbols-- D + L: dead load, live load, etc.; 0: operation load; LO: load in L-accideat; T : temperature load
in operation: T : temperature load in I< accident; K : Seismic force due to S earthquake; K : seismic force due to2 i i 2
S earthquake.2
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5.3.3 Cross-sectional design

(1) Combination of stresses

ne combination of the seismic stress and other stresses is done according to the method of stress,
combination described in Section 5.1.4 %ad combination and allowable limits." Tables 5.3.2-1 to 5.3.2-4 list the
present status of stress analysis and evaluation rr.ethods for the containment vessel interior a .d foundation mat of
BWR and PWR reactor buildings, PCCV of PWR, etc. It is required to carry out the cross-sectional design by
combining the stresses for an Si earthquake and molant loss accident (referred to as "LOCA" or " accident'
hereinafter). Here, the accident stress to be combir.ed refers to t:mperature load, etc., acting for a long time after
the accident (abota 1 month after the accident takes place).

De seismic stress includes stress caused by the horizontal earthquake motion and stress caused by the
vertical earthquake motion. In this case, the stress, which is caused by the vertical earthquake motion and is to be
combined with the stress caused by the horizon *al earthquake motion, is the stress calculated assuming the vertical

-

seismic intensity corresponding to 1/2 of the maximum acceleration of basic earthquake ground motion S or S fori 2

both the S and S earthquakes.i 2

(2) Cross-sectional calculation met'od

a. Introduction

R Just as in the case of conventional buildings, calculation of the cross sections of reactor building is also
carried out by using the various standards for an apptcpriate evaluation. For example, in the case of allowable
stress level design for a reinforced concrete structure against stress in S earthquake, for the shear walls for whichi
the in-plane shear is the doudnar_t factor, and for tha floor slab, column, beam, etc., for which the out-of-plane load
is the dominant factor, evaluation is primarily carried out according to the 'RC Standards." For the ultimate
strength design, the data described in the ' Yield strength and deformation properties of aseismic design of buildings"
by the Architectural Institute of Japan can be taken as a reference,

in the case of reactor buildings, a!thcugh the primary structure is the reinforced concrete structure, some
of them also use partial steel frame structure, and steel frame / reinforced concrete structure. He cross-sectional
design for the beam, column, brace, etc., of the steel frame structure is performed according to the " Steel structure
design standards" by the Architectural Institute of Japan (1973)(referred to as "S Standards" hereinafter). On the
other hand, for the steel frame / reinforced concrete structure, the design is carried out according to the " Steel
frame / reinforced concrete structure calculation standards * by the ArchitecturalInstitute of Japan (1975)(referred
to as "SRC Standards" 1,ereinafter). For the ultimat: strength design cf the steel frame structure, the " Steel structura
plasticity design guidelines * by the Architectural Institute of Japan may be used as a reference.

In principle, the aforementioned various standards are used for designing the cross section.c of the various
parts. However, for the reactor buildiegs, as the walls are thicker than those of convention.1 buildings, and they
are partially of complicated shapes, cc.rtain special rules should be observed in this case. Some examples are shown
below.

b. Features for special consideration in cross-sectional design

(a) Evahtating method of combined stress

ne cross-sectional evaluation of combined stress may be perfonned as follows: for each axis, the amounts
of reinforcing bars are derived according to the methods for column, beam and shear wall in "RC Standards" with
respect to bending, tension (or compression), and in-plane shear force, followed by adding up the required
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reinforcing bar amounts. In addition, 'RC Standards * may also be used for the out-of-plane shear force of the
plate.

For the cross-sectional design method of a reinforced concrete column acted by both axial force and biaxial
bending force at the same time, the method of the old ACI standard 318-63 described in commentary Section 15
of *RC Standards" can be used. In addition, several researchers have conducted research on the composite stress.
In the following, we will present several references relatea to the design methods.

Umemura, Aoyama, et al. [5.3.3-1] have proposed a method for calculating the in-plane ultimate strength
of RC shear walls acted on by out-of-plane bending force based on a series of experimental results. In this scheme,
according to the out-of-plane bendi. g stress, the wall is divided to compressed zone and tension zones. For each
zone, the minimum of Q1 and Q2 are evaluated to represent the shear strength; Q1 is determined from the shear
force due to in-plane bending moment; and Q2 is the calculated shear strength. Ren, they are added and the sum
is taken as the in-plane ultimate strength of the owerall wall.

Kobata, Takeda, et al. [5.3.3-2] have proposed a method for calculating the in-plane and outsf-plane
ultimate strength of a wall acted on by in-plane and out-of-plane bending and shear on the base of experimental
results. In this scheme, for each of the two axes (in-plane and out-of-plane), the correlation curve between bending
and shear strength is calculated, and their envelope strength lines are taken as the ultimate strength correlation curve
of the overall wall.

.Aoyama and Yoshimura [5.3.3-3] have carried out experimental research on the ultimate strength of a wall
acted on by in-plane shear force and out-of-plane force. In this case, as the correlation between the in-plane force
and out-of-plane force are normalized and represented by arc, [the theory] becomes in good agreement with the
experimental results. As this is expressed by a diagram and table, Equation (5.3.31) and Figure 5.3.3-1 can be
used for representing this correlation. This equation can be effectively used to evaluate shear walls and slabs.

Q, '2 M, 52'f
,

ha( r a3 4 j

where Qj in-plane shear strength
,Qj in-plane shear strength when there is no out-of-plane bending, as determined from the various

empirical formulas

hij out-of-plane flexural strength
htj out-of-plane flexural strength when there is no in-plane shear, as determined by using the e-functionc

method and approximate calculation method.

(b) Cross-sectional evaluation method of thick concrete structures such as foundation mat, etc.

The foundation mat of a reactor building is a plate with large plane dimer.3 ions wid thickrass. Usually,
evaluation is made by using the cross-sectional calculation method of column and beam of "RC Standards" for the
stress derived by using FEh! analysis (solid elements, plate elements, etc.). When stress analysis is done udng
FEh! analysis (solid elements) for cross sectim designed by "RC Standards,' the stress shown in Figure 5.3.3-2
is evaluated with respect to the flexural moment, axial force, and shear force according to following Equations
(5.3.3-2) to (5.3.3-4), so that the amount of reinforcing bars is calculated for both the upper end and the lower end.
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Figure 5.3.3-2. Cal:ulation method of M. N, Q from FEM analytical stress.
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Af = Eof /84
(5.3.3-2)

N = E o 4, (5.3.3 )f
i

(5.3.3-4)p.Eg
I

where M: flexural moment of the part
N: axial force of the part
Q: shear force of the part
a,: tensile or compressive stress level of element (i)
7;: shear stress level of element (i)
A;: area of element (i)
I,: distance to the center of element (i)

In addition, the design rules for thick members in ACI Standard 349-80 [5.3.3-4] can be used as a reference
for designing thick concrete structures. Hermal cracks may be developed due to the heat of hydration. in this
case, one measure in the design is to b erease the amount of reinforcing bars used,

tc) Design method of anchor bolts

ne design of building's anchor bolts is described in the " Guidelines and commentary of designs of various
composite structures" by the Architectural Institute of Japan [5.3.3-5). In addition, the design method of the support
structures for equipment and piping'is described in "JEAG 4601, Supplement-1984." In addition, at present,
research is being carried out on anchor bolts. He recha of this work will be available for future designs.

When the shear force and tensile force are too large to be handled by anchor bolts, it is pessible to arrange
a concrete surrounding the foot of the steel frame, or to embed the steel frame [ foot]in the lower concrete. In this
case, the yield strength evaluation can be performed according to the amen &d version of the "SRC Standards"
[5.3.3-6]. In addition, Wakabayashi, et al. [5.3.3-7] may also be used as a rt>ference. He design method of the
anchor bolts of equipment and piping is described in Chapter 6 "Aseismic design of equipment and piping."

(d) Evaluation method of flat slab structure

For a reactor building, the walls and slabs usually are relatively thick for the shielding function and
aseismic function. In many cases, the floor is made of flat slabs, forming a wall-slab structure or a column-slab
structure. The stress distribution in the slab usually can be evaluated according to the description of flat slabs in
Section 1 of "RC Standards." In addition, in the case of the wall-slab structure, it is also appropriate to derive the
stresses in the wall and slab by FEM analysis, and to evaluate the slab according to the cross : ctional calculation
method of column o beam defined in "RC Standards." In addition, for the flat slabs, Kano and Yoshizaki [5.3.3-8]
have studied the fracture of the column-slab joint portion: Kikuchi [5.3.3-9] has studied the moment transfer
between column and slab. heir results are described in "RC Standards."

(e) Evaluation of a shear wall with openings

in pdnciple, the yield strength evaluation of the shear walls with openings, and the determination of
opening reinforcement are carried out according to the portion concerning shear walls in Section 18 of "RC
Standards " However, detailed standards are not yet available for the design method of shear walls having various

complicated openings, he following are research data for reference.
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Aoyama, et al. [5.3.3-10 and 5.3.311) have compared the features of various reinforcement methods for
a single-opening wall. Yoshizaki, et al. [5.3.3-12) have proposed a scheme for reinforcing a shear wall having a
number of small openings in it. The Construction Research Data (No. 6) by the Bididing Research Institute of the
Ministry of Construction [5.3.313] proposed a calculation method of reinforcing bars using the edge stress
calculation formula of a number of openings. In the following, we will present the methods proposed by Aoyama,
et al. and by Yoshizaki, et al.

(i) Evaluation method of single-opening wall [5.3.310 and 5.3.3-11]

He minimum value of the ultimate strengths calculated by using the following formulas assuming various
failure lines (such as those shown in Figure 5.3.3-3)is taken as the ultimate strength of the wall. His method is
applicable for both circular and square openings.

(5.3.3 5)0, = Q, * Q:
-

(5.3.3-6)
Q, = Q,s + 9,,+ Q,n

(5.3.3 7)*
Q,s = a io,s

(5.3.3-8)

] Q,, = 0.425(d/l)a,, o,o
(5.3.,3-9)

Q,o = a,o o, coso
(5.3.3-10) ,

Oc " *'
(5.3.3-11)

t, = (1.9 -0.7h/l) /F,

where Q,: u! imate shear strength of the wall
Qj shear force carried by the concrete
Q,: shear force carried by reinforcing bars
t: wall thickness
Q.h: whear force carried by transverse reinforcing bars
lo: bending span of the reinforcing bars
Q,y: shear force carried by the longitudinal reinforcing bars due to the dowel action
h/l: shear span ratio
d: reinforcing bar diameter
Qso: shear force carried by diagonal reinforcing bars (reinforcement of opening)
Fj design standard strength of concrete
a: yield strength of reinforcing barsy

a h: total cross-sectional area of transverse reinforcing Lars
a,,: total cross-sectional area of longitudinal reinforcing bars
aso: total cross-sectional area of diagonal reinforcing bars
0: angle of diagonal reinforcing bars.

(ii) Evaluation method of multiple openings [5.3.3-12]

With various failure lines assumed (such as those shown in Figure 5.3.3-4), the sum of the ultimate strength
is derived using the following formulas for each case. Den the minimum value among these sums is taken as the
ultimate strength of the wall. His method is applicable for both the circular and square shaped openings.
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Figure 5.3.3-4. Examples of failure lines assumed (in the case of multiple openings).

Q , = E Q,,+ 0 , (5.3.3 12)

E Q , = E ,t,,,,A (5.3.3-13)

(5.3.3-14)Q, = da, o,

w here Q ,: ultimate shear strength of wall
gr : ultimate shear stress level of portion (i), calculated using various strength formulas
;A: crou-sectional area of portion (i) (il t)
i:

wall length of portion (i)t

t: wall thickness
Q,: shear force borne by the diagonal reinforcing bars of the opening portion
a: total cross-sectional area of the diagonal reinforcing bars

x

a: yield strength of the reinforcing barsy

(f) Composite structures

For the composite structures. " Guidelines and commentary of designs of various composite structures *
published by the Architectural Institute of Japan [5.3.3-5), describes the design guidelines for the composite beams,
composite slabs of deck plates and concrete, composite structures of steel-frame and reinforced-concrete stmetural
walls, as wull as various anchor bolts for usual configuration. Among the composite structures made of steel plates
and concrete, for the concrete-covered steel pipe and concrete-filled steel pipe, the cross-sectional calculation method
and ultimate strength evaluation method are described in the amended version of "SRC Standards" [5.3.3-6]. In
addition, Yamada et al. [5.3.3-14] and Wakabayashi et al. [5.3.3-15] have performed researches on the ultimate
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strength capacity of the steel pipe components; Kato, et al. [5.3.3-16] have perfo med researches on the shear
strength of the concrete-filled steel plate walls.

(g) hiethod of splicing large-sized reinforcing bars (D29-D51)

For the reactor buildings, large-sized deformed reinforcing bars are often used, with mechanicaljoints often
used as the splices far the reinforcing bars. At present, lap splices are used. Although they are beneficial from
an economic point of view and 1 ave the ability to shorten the construction time, their applications are nevertheless
linuted by the standards. For th s reactor building, due to its special structural form, it is believed that the lap splice
may be well used for the large-sized reinforcing bars. From this point of view, experimental research is being
performed on the structural characteristics of the joints of large-sized reinforcing bars,

in this research work, on the basis of the multiple tests on the structural characteristics in the shear stress
and tensile stress, the conclusion is that in the cese of up to D38 reinforcing bars are used, 40 d (d; diameter of the
rebar) is enough length for lap length when covering thickness is 1.5 d. Herefore, 40 d is applicable even if
several .:plices are located in the same cross-section. For the lap splices of D41 and D51, a further investigatiori
is yet to be made. At present, in principle, mechanical joints are used for those.

5.3.4 Investigation of the maintenance of the functions

(1) Required functions and components

For the stresses in S and S earthquakes, as well as stresses under tne required load combinations, it isi 2

required to investigate the function-maintenance ability of the various parts. He topics for the investigation include
leak-proof functions, function to prevent secondary acciderits, the supporting function, etc.

The leak-proof functions include airtightness and watertightness. Airtightness can prevent the release of
radioactive substances to the outside of the building in an S earthquake, and are required for the reactor buildingi
(h1 ARK-I, II), outer shield building (2,3 LOOP), and reactor peripheral auxiliary equipment building (4 LOOP).
The watertightness refers to the good performance of the liner on the portion used for the storage of radioactive
liquids. It is required for the spent fuel pool (hf ARK-I, II), spent-fuel pit (2,3,4 LOOP), Sottom foundation mat
of the containment vessel (hf ARK.II), etc.

He function of preventing secondary accidents refers to the ability to prevent hazards in the safety function
of the higher grade equipment caused by damage, falling, or an overturning of the lower, aseismic-grade structure.
It is widely required for the various portions of the building against the carthquakes S and S .i

He supporting function indicates that the motion from the original supporting position due to overturning
or shifting of the equipment is within the allowable limit, or that the relative movement of equipment and piping
does not cause any damage. His should be confirmed with respect to both earthquake S and earthquake S -i 2

Almost all part of the reactor building should be considered for the evaluation of the supporting function as pipes
end equipment are located throughout the building.

For components and their functions, an investigation has been conducted in the Third Amendment
Standardization Survey (referred to as " Third Amended Standard' hereinafter) (Standard, Construction-7 [HYO,
KEN-7] and Standard, construction-8 [HYO, KEN-8]). The results are shov.n in Table 5.3.4-1 and Figures 5.3.4-1
to 2.
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Allowable limits in the function mainte umee of the various parts of reactor buildings as required by the equipment system.
Table 5.3.4-1.

_. Criteria of Characteristics fie

Earth- equipment maintaining the
functions Margins, etc.

Part quake system

Reactor primary building (MARK-I,11) Leakage of radioactive A negative pressure is

Outer shield (3 LOOP) substances to the out- maintained

Reactor peripheral auxiliary (4 LOOP) S side of the buildmg in
g

S car $ quake can be
iequipment building

prevented
Allowable membrane strain of concrete containment-vesselg'

a Spent fuel pool (M A RK-1,II) The Imer part in the No cracks are devel-a

[ Spent fuel pit Q,4 LOOP) storage porti<m of the oped in the liner ptv- liner is used3
8

b hquid is flawless ti<m

{ M ARK-II 4 LOOP

Contamment-vessel hittom (MARK-II) Prevent excessive
Membrane strain 5: 5 Membrane strain S Sc.

i2deformation in the

Foundation mat (4 LOOP) S, foundation mat that the Compression 0.004 0.005 C(psion 0.005foundation mat
Tensde 0.002 0.003 Tensde 0.003

S liner of the concrete
2

containment vesselt.2

$ cannot folk >w

{ Reactor primary Exwly (MARK-I,II) Prevent the accidents Structure or its p.ition Alkmable limit of structural twsfy

that the Class-As or is not damaged

'

j foundabon

y Shell wall (MARK-I,II) ClaseA equipmenti

g Reactor primary building (MARK-I,II) safety functi(ms are

Reactor auxiliary buildmg (MARK-I,II) lost due to damage,

7 (MARK-II) fall or overturns of the
8 Diaphragm floor lower aseismic grade
E Internal concrete 0,4 LOOP) S,

.g Fuel +eatment building (3,4 LOOP) S structures
2

5 Reactor peripheral auxiliary Q,4 LOOP)

$ equipment building

y Outer shield (3 LOOP)

8
E
s
u

E
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Table 53.4-1 (Gmt'd). Allowable limits in the function maintenance of the various parts of reactor buildings as required by the equipment system.

.

Criteria of Characteri. ies fort

Earth- equipment , mamtammg the

Part quake system functions Margins, etc.

Containment-vessel b com (MARK-l,lI) Equipment and pipirrg Parts i Parts I

foundation mat are restralned in the - No excessively large - (within the structural allowable deformatmn linnt, withm

Containment-vessel bottoni (MARK-1,II) allowable space from deformation . the allowable movement of egsipment)

cxternal foundation mat the original supporting - Anchor portien, - No yield mechanism is formed in the out+f lane direc-t
Reactor primag body (M ARK-l II) positions etc., are flawless tion

foundation - No shift, overturn, Parts 11 Parts II
,

f, Shell wall (MARK-I,lD or fa3ing of the - They can support - (within the structural allowable deformation liant, withinw
8 8 Spent fuel pel (MARK-1,II) equipment parts I the a!!owable nx4on amount of Parts I)

( Diaphragm floor (MARK-II) S - No relative move in - They do not cause - No yield mechanism is formed in the vertical d:rection

j Reactor primary buikhng (MARK-I,il) S the supportmg point exceservely large de- Parts III2

Reactor auxiliary building (MARK-I,il) . No dimmnection in formation in parts ! - A1!cwable limit of cornponent

Foundatmn mat (3,4 LOOP) the supportmg poini Parts III
3

Internal concrete (3.4 LOOP) - No conapse*
i
'

Spent fuel pool (3,4 LOOP)
Fuel +eatment buildmg Q,4 LOOP)
Reactor peripheral auxiliary (3,4 LOOP) .

equipment building |

Outer shield (3 LOOP)

L , ( .
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Figure 5.3.4-1. Various parts of reactor building (BWR) with function-maintenance ability required.
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Figure 5.3,4-2.
Various parts of reactor building (PWR) with function-maintenance ability requigd.
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(2) Consideration of the allowable limits

At present, there is yet no standard / rule on the limits of the various parts of the building to maintain the
functions as described in above section (1). Hence, at present, the criteria for maintaining the functions are taken
as follows: for S , the allowable stress design is performed; for S and S + LOCA, the ultimate strength design2 ii
is performed. He design for the ultimate strength level is performed with a sufficiently large safety margin, e.g.,
the design for out-of-plane shear reinforcement is designed based on allowable stress concept. Tables 5.3.21 to
4 list the presently used design criteria, in this section, we will schematically present the treatment methoa of the
allowable limits on the basis of the results of an investigation in the hird Amended Stanced (Standard,
Construction-7 [HYO, KEN-7] and Standard, Construction-8 [HYO, KEN 8]) (see Table 5.3.41), in addition.
EPJR is also perfrrming research in the allowable limits, which will be explained in Section 5.3.5 ' Safety margin.'

12ak-proof function (airtightness)a.

In order to prevent the leakage of radioactive gas from the building to the outside, the interior of the
buildingis designed to maintain n certain degree of negative pressure with respect to the exterior. For this purpose,
the dasign of building is currently perfonned based on allowable stress design. However, once the airtightness of
walls with cracks is quantitively established, the structural limit can be defined in terms of shear angle as related
to the degree of cracking in shear walls.

b. leak-proof function (watertightness)

In the present design, the allowable value for the strain of the liner [5.3.4-1]is applied at the bottom-
foundation mat portion of the confmement vessel. It is also being used for the fuel pool and pit. However, the
strain may be limited too low consideriig the properties of steel in preventing the leakage of the liquid. As long
as there are no cracks in the liner (including the welded portion), the localized buckling, etc., uy be allowed,

Function in preventing secondary accidentsc.

Examples of secondary accidents include the falling of part of the concrete structure of the ceiling or wall,
or the falling of a crane, causing damage to the equipment that are important for safety, in the latter case, it will
be allowable if the supporting function for the crane can be satisfied. In the former case, it is believed that it will
be acceptable if the structure or its portion does not collapse. That is, the margin can be determined the same as
that for the [ entire] structure. His value may be defined within a certain safety margin with respect to the
maximum yield point of the structure. According to the Third Amended Standard, the safety factor is recommended
to be 3 based on energy concept, i.e., the allowable level is defined such that the area defined by the skeleton curve
becomes 1/3 of the area corresponding to *.he m.nimum strength.

d. Supporting function

Depending on the scheme for supporting the equipment and piping, the supporting function is considered
for 3 ranks of parts (with a different meaning for the titles of the various parts). Parts I include the floor, walls,
ceiling, etc., which directly support the equipment and piping. Parts 11 include the walls, columns, beams, etc.,
that support parts 1. Parts ill include the walls, etc., that maintain the stability of parta 11.

According to the definition of the supporting function, for parts 1, the requirement is that there should be
no excessively large deflection or deformation of the overall part. As far as the local portions are concerned, the
anchor bolts, studs, and other anchor portions and steel-frame mounting portions should be flawless. Parts 11 must
be able to support parts I, and they should not cause excessively large deformation in parts 1. For parts III the
requirement is that they are acceptable so long as they do not collapse.
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It is rather difficult to make a quantitative formulation of above qualitative guidelines. Some examples are
shown in Table 5.3.4-1. In addition, as the equipment reaction force, etc., act on the walls and floor in out-of-plane
directions, it is required to evaluate the behaviors of these parts acted upon by both the in-plane force and out-of-
planeforce. However, the experimental data for the yield strength, etc., are not yet sufficient. At present, the
design is usually carried out as the stress level is held within the allowable stress. On the other hand, for the local
portions, it is required to confirm the strength of the anchot portion. However, for the strength of anchors
embedded in a concrete, which is under plastic condition, further study is to be made in the future.

(3) Ultimate strength design

In the investigation of the function maintenance, a determination is made with reference to the criteria of
the function of the equipment system. Hence, ifit can be confirmed that the criteria for maintaining the function
are satisfied, from the viewpoint of preventing secondary accidents, structural design may be performed with a
certain degree of margin with respect to the ultimate strength or deformation, Table 5.3.5-1 lists the major ultimate
strength formulas considered at present to investigate the ultimate-strength design of the building system. For
example, as pointed out above, for the parts which are reinforced for out-of-plane shear and are acted upon by in-
plane and out-of plane forces, a sufficient margin can be obtained by holding the stress level well within the
allowable limits.

5.3.5 Safety margin

I (1) Evaluation against static seismic force

Safety margin with respect to required horizontal strengtha.

:
; ne " Evaluation Guidelines * [5.3.5-1) pointed out that an appropriate safety margin is needed for the
| horizontal strength of the structure with :espect to the required strength according to the degree of importance. If

this is directly expressed it says that the value of the ratio of the ' horizontal strength / required strength" is.the index
of the static safety margin.

The horizontal strength can be evaluated on the basis of the shear strength and flexural strength of the
component. He typical formulas for the strength are described in the references listed in Table 5.3.5-1. In reactor;

building, the shear wall is almost never determined by the flexural yield capacity; instead, the horizontal strength
is usually evaluated by the sum of the shear strength of the shear wall. The strength formulas should be compared
with the restoring force characteristics used in the nonlinear response analysis (see Section 5.2.5(2) " Restoring-force -
characteristics of structure"). Accordiig to the Construction Standards, the required horizontal strength can be

| evaluated using the following equatie.i:
!

Q, = D, FgQ, (5.3.5-1

where Qo: required horizontal strength of each story (tf)
Ds: structural characteristic coefficient of each story
Fj shape characteristic coefficient of each story
Qs horizontal force in each story due to seismic force (tf)

b. Regarding the value of Ds

De value of D needed to evaluate the required horizontal strer.gth is determined by appropriately3

evaluating the vibration damping characteristics and the ductility. For the reinforced concrete structure portion, the
present design was 0.5 or a larger value. This value is believed to be rather conservative in consideration of the
fact that, compared with a conventional building. the box cross section of the reactor building has a greater

.
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Table 5.3.5-1. Typical component strength evaluating formulas.m

Component Shear strength Flexural yield strength

[5.3.5-2] [5.3.5-2]
[5.3.5-3] [535-4]

Reinforced concrete shear wall Aird Amended StandardA [5.35-5]
(Standard, Construction-6 [5.3.5-7]

[HYO, KEN-6])

[5.3.5-4] [5.3.5-7]
Reinforced concrete beam, column

[5.3.5-6] [5.3.5-8]

Steel bracse [5.3.5-9]
-

Steel beam, column - [5.3.5-9]

SRC beam, column (5.3.5-10] [5.3.5-10]

0%e numbers in the table refer to the numbers of references which describe the evaluating fonnulas.

W5.0 v'Fe.

restraining effect and the fact that the amount of reiaforcing bars is large, ne ductility can be evaluated based on
the experimental data for the reactor building shear walls accumulated recently, he results of the investigation

value of 0.4A45 even when the scale effect due to the difference between the test specimens and the
indicate a Ds
actual building is taken into consideration (Standards, Constration-3 [HYO, KEN-3]). Hence, in the future
evaluation of the D value, these data will be used,3

Lower limit of the safety marginc.

As far as the quantitative standard of the safety margin is concerned, an investigation is now underway.
For the conventional buildings, the value is taken to be 1.0. Herefore, the safety margin can be estimated

quantitatively by comparing with conventional buildings, in some cases (Standard, Construction I [HYO, KEN-3]),
in the first-phase design, the safety margin is approximately evaluated by estimating the st ngth of a building
designed with an allowable stress level against 3 times the specified seismic force. In st .ner scheme (Standard,
Construction-3 [HYO, KEN 3]), in the second-phase design, the 3-times mar @ m the first-phase design is
considered as the margin in terms of energy. When this is converted to the yield strength, the margin becomes

about V'3.

In addition, recently, based on the experimental data of the reactor building's shear walls, an investigation
It

was performed on the allowable limit for the aseismic design (Research, Construction-2 [ KEN, KEN-2]).
proposed the following reference value for the structure made of reinforced cone ete.

(5.3.5-2)Q3 = Q,/1.5

where Qj reference value of the allowable limit for the shear
Qj ultimate shear strength in each story (= r, A,)

Tj according to equation (5.2.5-11)
A: effective shear cross-sectional area3
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nis reference value is based on engineering judgment by performing a quantitative evaluation of the scatter in the
ultimate strength capacity of the shear walls, and also by accounting for the supporting function.

(2) Evaluation of dynamic seismic f en

Safety margin with respect to S earthquakea.
2

.

As pointed out in " Evaluation Guidelines" [5.3.5-1]. under 'he action of basic earthquake ground motion
S , the overall structure should have a safety margin in the deformation ability; and also it should have an2

appropriate safety margin with respect to the ultimate strength capacity. In this way, the reactor facility is made
with a higher structural safety than that of the conventional structure. If the criteria for the function maintenance'

of the various parts are stricter than these for the ultimate state, the margin is believed to be guaranteed by actually
confirming the function maintenance. There is still no detailed standard regarding the criteria for maintaining the
functions of the various parts as explained in Section 5.3.4 " Investigation of the maintenance of the functions."

Hence, in the practical design work, a sufficient margin is usually required. In addition, the evaluation of the safety
margin is still being investigated by various organizations.

,

Recently, the following reference value has been proposed for the deformation corresponding to the margin
limit of the reinforced concrete shear walls (Research, Construction-2 [ KEN, KEN-2]).

!

y, = y,/2.0 (5.3.5-3)
i,

!%: reference value of the allowable limit concerning the shear strain level
w: ultimate shear strain level of each story,4.0 x 10-3, see equation (5.2.5-12)

,

This value is determined by a quantitative evaluation of the scatter in the ultimate deformation of the shear.

wall by experiments, with an additional margin to account for the uncertainties in the design. It corresponds to the
'

reference value of the allowable limit of the strength described in "(1)c. Lower limit of safety margin" in terms,

'
of ti.e combined safety margin (i.e.,1.5 x 2.0 = 3.0).

5.4 Concrete containment vessel

5.4.1 General features

: (1) Introduction
i
.

The containment vessel contains the reactor and important equipment and piping. It should be able to I

prevent the dissipation of radioacti; n substances if the radioactive substances leak from the equipment and piping.
When the containment vessel is made of concrete, the structure is primarily made of reinforced concrete or presiress
concrete. The containment vessel differs from a pressure vessel in that it is not always acted upon by an internal

|| pressure, and its function is to form a barrier for tin leakage of radioactive substances in case of an accident. ;

However, since the internal pressure is also increased in an accident, the contalmnent vessel is also designed as a !
- pressure-resistant containment. For a conventional concrete containment vessel, a thin steel plate is arranged on j

. the inner side as a liner which can prevent leakage. The reinforced concrete or prestressed concrete structure is
i

| designed to have a sufficiently high yidd strength against the internal pressure. For PWR, when a concrete '

containment vessel is used, the design internal pressure is relatively high, and the containment vessel's internal
*

;

volume is also larget hence, PCCV wing prestressed concrete is used to make the semispherical dome and the '

cylindrical shell body for the vessel in PWR 4 LOOP plant. Also, for BWR, research and development are being -i

carried out for the practical application of a concrrte containment vessel. In this case, the containment vessel has
s

- o simple shape made of a cylindrical shell and a top slab. Since the intemal pressure is lower than that of PWR,
and the volume is smaller, the containment vessel may be made of reinforced concrete. '
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(2) Outline of technical standards

" Technical standards of concrete containment vessels for nuclear power plants (dn.rt)" [5.4.1-1)a.

As the concrete containment vessels for nuclear power plants were introduced in Japan, in order to form
suitable standards for them, in August,1975, the ' Seminar on Technical Standards of Concrete Containments for
Nuclear Power Plants * was convened. After many technical seminars and verification tests, " Technical Standards
of Concrete Containment Vessels for Nuclear Power Plants (drafts)" was drafted in November,1979. Afterwards,
in June,1981, the " Technical Seminar on Concrete Containment Vessels" was convened by the Nuclear Power Plant
Technical Advisory Committee for reinvestigating the content of said technical standards (draft), which was then
amended on the basis of the results obtained in the later tests. In November,1981, the amended version of the
standard draft was formulated. He standard (draft) consists of the following 6 chapters: Chapter 1, Introduction;
Chapter 2 Design; Chapter 3, Materials; Chapter 4, Implementation; Chapter 5, Liner; and Chapter 6,
Test / Ins ection.

In Chapter 1, the standard (draft) treats the concrete containment vessel as two types: reinforced concrete
structure and prestressed concrete structure; it dermes the rules suitable for the concrete portion and the liner portion
of the steel plate. Chapter 2 defines the design of the concrete portion which bears the structural strength of the
concrete containment vessel. It contains the basic contents and detailed design methods of the types and
combinations of design loads, design margin for each material, calculation of the stress, and the structural analytical
method. Chapter 3 and 4 define the materials used in the concrete portion and it's construction. Chapter 5defmes
the design, manufacture, construction, and inspection of the liner. Chapter 6 defines the tests and inspection methods
for confirming the sound performance (pressure resistance, leak-proof property) of the completed concrete
containment vessel.

b. " Guidelines and commentary of the design of concrete containment vessels for nuclear power plants"

[5.4.1-2)

These guidelines were drafted in August.1978 by the Subcommittee on Nuclear Power Plant Concrete
Structures of the Structure Standards Committee of the Architectural Institute of Japan. The design of a nuclear

power plant concerns the techniques in various respects. In determining the design conditions for the concrete
structures, attention should be paid to the following facts: each plant has its own design specification and the,
cortainment vessel made of a concrete structure requires a license from the Agency on Science and Technology and
the Ministry of Intemational Trade and Industry.

This draft consists of the following chapters: Chapter 1, Introduction; Chapter 2, Materials; Chapter 3,
loads and their combination; Chapter 4, Design and analytical method; Chapter 5, Design margin; Chapter 6
Detailed design scheme; Chapter 7, Design of liner; Chapter 8, Design of opening portion and through-holes;
Chapter 9, inspection and tests.

(3) Types of loads for design

For the design of a concrete containment vessel, the following loads should be taken into consideration.
|

a. Normal loads
Imads that always act irrespective of the state of the power plant:

{1} Dead load (D)
(2} Live load (L)
{3} Prestress load (F)

f

|
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leads in operation

leads that act in the normal operation or during an abnormal transition period in the operation:

{1} Operation pressure load (P )i
{2} Operafion piping load (R )i
{3} Operation therrr.al load (Tj)

c. Accident loads

ne accident loads include the loads in L-accidents and the loads in J-accidents. He load in LOCA refers
to the internal pressure, thermal load and piping loads caused by thermal expansion of the piping. The J-accident
load refers to the force acting by the high-temperature, high-pressure jet flow and the reaction force caused by an
g .ng jet in the case of a J-r.ccident, which converge over a short period of time.

{1} Pressure load in L-accident (P )2
{2} Piping load in leaccident (R )2

{3} Rermal load in L-accident (T )2

{4} Load in J-accident (R )3

d. Ieads related to natural phenomena

(1} reismic load

He following loads are based on the " Evaluation Guidelines."

S seismic load (K ): The seismb force caused by basic earthquake ground motion S or the static seismici i i
force, whichever is larger.

S seismic load (K ): The seismic force due to basic earthquake ground motion S -2 2 2

He importance class of the containmen: vessel is class As, for which the safety function should be
maintained against an S earthquake.2

{2} Weather loads

Wind load (W): According to implementation Clause 87 of the Construction Standards.
Snow load (S): According to implementation Clause 86 of the Construction Standards,

Imad during testc.

his is the load with the test state taken into consideration. The internal pressure Po in the test (the
pressure load with 1.15 times the design internal pressure) is taken into consideration.

f. Other loads

Depending on the site of the plant, the fall of a certain flying object, etc., should be taken into
consideration. Rese loads depend on the specific site of the plant.

(4) Load combinations for design and load state

When the containment vessel is designed, the various loads with different properties as described in said
item on the types of loads for design must be taken into consideration. Rese loads are different from each other
with respect to the probability of occurrence, simultaneous nature of the loads, etc. Hence, it is required to consider
the appropriate combination of the loads for the design for each load state with consideration given to the status of
the various loads. The load states of the combinations of the various loads for design are as follows:
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imad state 1: he state in the conventional operation.
Imad state 11: The state with the weather loads taken into consideration in the conventional operation,

the state of the abnormal transient period of the operation, and the state in the test.

Lead State 111: he state in an S earthquake or L-accident.i
Load State IV: he state assumed for a safety evaluation of the containment vessel.

T,ble 5.4.1-1 lists the load combinations and load coefficients.

(5) Design margins

a. Concrete

he design standard strength of concrete is o ter 210 kgf/cm in the case of reinforced concrete, and over
2

300 kgf/cm in the case of prestressed concrete. Among the allowable stresses for concrete, stress state 2 indicates2

the stress state when the load combination including thermal load is considered.

(a) Allowable stress for the compression of concrete

See Ttble 5.4.1-2.

(b) Out-of-plane shear stress bearable by concrete in the bottom portion
When it is required to investigate the punching shear due to the jet force, jet reaction force, etc., the section

of punching shear of the formation defined m item 19 of "RC Standards * can be used. In this case, the allowable
shear stress of the concrete has the values listed in Table 5.4.1-3, with a load state IV identical to load state III.

Allowable bearing stress of p[restressed concrete anchor portionand 0.9 F,, where A, is the anchor area and A is the anchor plate area.(c)
Lower than 0.45 F, x (A /A t

(d) Temperature lir.at of concrete
When the temperature limit listed in Table 5.4.14 is satisfied for the concrete temperature, the allowable

for the concrete is determined using the values given in this section. In addition, it can be assuaed that there is
no variation in the properties of the concrete. On the other hand, even when the temperature is over the limit, as
long as it can be confirmed by experiment that the temperature does not seriously affect, the value defined in this
section can be considered as reference. All condition except normal operation and long-t rm condition in a steady
state, refers to "short-term" In this case, transient state refers to "short-term *,

b. Reinforcing bars

(a) Allowable stress for reinforcing bars

See Table 5.4.15.

(b) Allowable stress for out-of-plane shear reit. forcing bars of the bottom portion

See Table 5.4.1-6.

(c) Allowable bond stress of reinforcing bars with respect to concrete

See Table 5.4.1-7.

c. PC Sars

%e allowable stress for PC bars is the smaller one in the values listed in Table 5.4.1-8. When the simple
tensile material is made of a collection of PC steel bars, the allowable stress value of PC bars can be used. What
are listed in Table 5.4.1-8 are values when a prestress is introduced. For the PC bar after completion of the
anchoring,0.7 F, or 0.8 F whichever is smaller, is taken as the allowable stress.y
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Table 5.4.1-1. Lead combinations and load factors,
r

| Load factors

Load time D L F _ P, R T S Wg i

Pressure Operation Operation
Load Dead Live Prestressed in piping thermal Snow Wind
state No. Name load load liad operation load load load !nad

' " " ' "
__

l 1 1.0 1.0 1.0 ;.0
operation

2 In test 1.0

11 3 In a storm 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
-

4 In snow 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

5 in S earthquake 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0i

ill 6 in L-accident 1.0

In (L-accident +7 1.0S carthquale)i

In S earthquake 1.0 1.0 1.08 2

9 in L-accident 1.0

10 in J accident 1.0

IV
in (L-accident +gg 1.0S earthquake)i

A-
in (L-ace dent

12 1.0 1.25+ hurricane)

In (L-secident13 1.0 1.25
+ hurricane)

._

For the hiad in parentheses, there is no need to combine the pressure determined right after the coolant-loss accident
and the maximum piping load with the seismic load, etc.

A combination of the loads should be appropriately performed by investigating the state of occurrence of the load and the
timing of the generation of stresa.

When it is clearly determined that the evaluation will not become more strict when a combination is considered with the
other loads, the evaluation of such a load combinations may be omitted.
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Table 5.4,1 1 (Cont'd). lead combinations and load factors.

Load factors

Load time Po P R T R K K2 2 3 i 2

Jet force
Internal Piping Thermal and jet

Load pressure Pressure in load in load in reaction S seismic S seismici 2
state No. Name in test L-accident L accident L-accident force load load

in normal, ,
operation

2 in test 1.0

11 3 In a storm

4 In snow

5 In S earthquake 1.0i

Ill 6 In L-accident 1.0 1.0 1.0

'" ''## #"' +
7 (1.0) (1.0) 1.0 1.0S earthquake)i

in S canhquake 1.08 2

9 in L-accident 1.5 1.0
--

10 In J-accident 1.0
IV

in (L-accident +
II 1.0 1.0 1.0S earthquake)i

" "## #"'
12 1.25 1.0

+ hurncane)

13 I" Ih'*?cident 1.25 1.0
+ hurncane)

For the load in parenthenes, there is no need to combine the pressure determined right after the coolant-loss accident
| and the maximum piping load with the seismic load, etc.
| A combination of the loads should be appropriately performed by investigating the state of occurrence of the load and the

timing of the generation of stress.
When it is clearly determined that the evaluation will not become more strict when a combination is considered with the

other loads, the evaluation of such a load combirutions may be omitted.

l

|
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Table 5.4.12. Allowable comprescian stress of concrete.

.

Lead state Stress state | Stressstate.ll

I. 11 0.33 Pc 0.45 Fe

Ill 0.66 Fe 0.75 Fe
i

Table 5.4.13. Allowa'.,.S shear stress for botton, concrete.

2Load state Out-of plane shear stress (kgf/cm )

I, 11 Lower than Fe / 30 and ($ + Fe /100)
._

Ill 1.5 times the above

|Table 5.4.1-4. Temperature limit of concrete ('C).

Temperature of concrete

Acting state of temperature load General portion Local portion

leng-term 65 90m

Short-terni 175 350m
..-

W enetstion portion of piping, etc.P

%e portion which te:eives a high-temperature jet flow due to rurture of the piping.

1

.
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2Table 5.4.15. Allowable stress for reinforcing bars (kgf/cm ).

Tensile and compressive [t:xngth]'"*

Welded

lead state SR24 SR30 SD30 SD35 SD40 metal mesh

1, 11 1600 2000 2000 2000 2000 2000

111 2400 3000 3000 3500 400() -

'"I'or reinforcing bars SD35, SD40 with diameter smaller than 25 mm. the tensile / compression [ strength] allowable
2for load states I and 11 is set at 2200 '.gf/cm .

PFor reinforcing bars SD35, SD40 :.i.n diameters of 51 mm the tensile / compression [ strength) allowable for load
2states I and 11 is reduced to lit 00 kgf/cm ,

Table 5.4.1-6. Allowable stress for out of-plane shear reinfr.ecing bars (kgf/enE).

-.-

Tensile and compression

Welded

lead state SR24 SR30 SD30 SD35 SD40 metal mesh

1, 11 1600 2000 2000 2000 2000 2000

til 2400 3000 3000 3000 3000 3000

_ ; ._ ___

2
Table 5.4.17. Aliowable bond stress between reiuforcing bars and concrete (kgf/cm ),

lead state Plain steel bars Defonned steel bars

I, 11 lower than 6/100 Fe and 13.5 lower than 1/10 Fe and (13.5 + 1/25 Fe)

!!! 1.5 x (same as above) 1.5 x (same as above)
<
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Table 5.4.18. Allowable tensile stress of PC bars.

Load state Tensile

1,11, !!! 0.75 F, or 0.85 F,

F,: Standard tensile strength of PC bars
F,: Standard yield point strength of PC bars

Table 5.4.149. Umit values for load state IV.

_

Material Strers Umit strain

Membrane 0.65 Fe'''*** 023Membrane + bending 0.85 Fe (Rectangular, parabolic distribution)

Re forcing
Standard yield strength 0.005

__

d. Umit values with respect to load state IV
See Table 5.4.19.

e. Application of allowable values

For load states 1-111, elastic allowable stress design is performed. For load state IV, it is out of the clastic
range for the Icad combinations assumed for a safety evaluation of the containment vessel. However, since the

j significant plastic state is not yet reached in this regian, the strength design is still performed.

For load states 1-11, since hurricanes and snow are included for the various load contents, it may not
necessarily be a long-t rm load. However, in consideration of the correspondence to load state Ill, the importance
of the containment vessel is taken into consideration on the basis of Japanese design system, and the allowable for
a long-term load is us xl.

For load state III, the allowable stress level in a short-term load is used for the design. For load states l-
Ill, the thermal load is taken as the design load. When the thermal stress is combined with the stress caused by
other external forces, stress state 2 is applicable, la this case, considering the self-limiting property of the thermal
stress, the allowable stress for the concrete is increased from that in stress state 1.

For load state IV, the safety is investigated from the strength design based on the ultimate strength capacity
of the cross section. In this case, the limits for the reinforcing bars and concrete listed in Table 5.4.1-9 are used.
In addition, for state IV, the thermal loed is not added to the load combinations.
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$.4.2 l'CCV '

(1) Intnxtuction
!

j

I ne general shape of PCCV (prestressed concrete containment vessel) has a cylindrical shell portion
attached with a dome and has a bottom made of a flat plate. ne shell portion tan a prestressed conctete structure'

to reduce the membrane tensile stress. ne bottom has a reinforced concrete structure which can guarantee the
structural strength He airtightness is maintained 1,y a liner applied on the inner surface of the concrete structure.
Figurc $.4.2-1 shows the structural concept of PCCV. |

| ne liner applied on the inner surface is used as the form for the concrete structure, llence, it is reinforced !

by a stiffener, which is also used as the fixing material of the concrete. On the inner side and outer side of the
concrete cross section, reinforcing bars are applied in two directions, i.e., in both the longitudinal and transverse i

directions. At the central portion of the cross section, a longitudinal tendon with a prestress apptied to it is set; at
the outer portion, a tendon is set in the circumferential direction, in the scheme illustrated in this figure, the
circumferential tendon is of 3-buttress form with 3 places of anchorages separated by 120' from each other in
addition, a 2 buttress PCCV scheme has also been proposed.

Figure $.4.2 2 illustrates an example of the arrangemeat of the tendons. In this example, for the
circumferential tendons in the conventional portion, they are fixed in a buttress manner every 240' with a distance
of 30 cm or 60 cm from each other. in the vertical direction,90 pieces in the inverted U shape are set up in two
directions. Here are 180 locations for anchorage on the tendon gallery. Generally speaking, the design of the
tendons is taken as a means for reducing the membrane tensile stress determined by a high internal pressure. He
tendon force is designed on *.ne basis of an eva%ilon of the effective prestress force in consideration of the loss
in the tensile force Wr 40 ears of operation.t

(2) Structural anals tis

a. General features

As far as the structural analysis is concerned, for the load combination described in Section 1.4.l(4) bad
combination for design and load State,' in principle, the stress is calculated by performing an clastic analysis on the
basis of the elastic stiffness of the components. Ilowever, for the discontinuous portion, opening portion, peripheral
portion of the penetration portion, and other portions with concentrated stress, the stress can be calculated in
consideration of the effect of the plastic deformation of the part.

I b. Analytical schemes

in consideration of the various loads acting on the containment vessel and their combinations, as well as
the loads acting locally and tie effects of the opening portion, it is rather difficult to represent all of these factors
by a single analytical model. Usually, the stress analysis of the containment vessel may be carried out using the
following methods: a method in which the containment vessel is represented by an axisymmetric model, with the
opening portion neglected; or a method in which FEM is used for the analysis of a 180' model obtained by
vertically dividing the model of the containment vestiel containing an opening portion, etc., or a 360' model, i.e.,
the model of the entire body.

De results of the various stresses calculated using these methods are combined in applic tion. Figure
$,4.2 3 shows an example of the stress analytical model of the shell portion of a containment vessel. For the
vicinity of an opening portion or other local portions which require a more detailed analysis of the stress, the portion
can be entracted for the more detailed analysis.
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Figure 5.4.2-3. Stress analysis model example.

(3) Cross-sectional design

'Ihe 6 tresses derived in the structural analysis are combined for each load State. ~lhe allowable values
suitable for the stresses are used to perform the cross-sectional design.

a. l'esign for membrane and flexural stresses

For design related to the membrane and ficxural stressen, usually, the xhemes described in 'RC Standards *
are used for performing the cross-sectional design. For the shell portion, the membrane stress is combined with
the in plane 6 hear stress to calculate the equivalent membrane stress for evaluation [5.4.1-1].

b. Design for shear stress

Foi the shell portion, the ultimate strength capacity is determined using the empirical formula proposed
for the in plane shear stress of cylindrical shes walls, and the actual shear stress should not become higher than
this ultimate strength capacity. For the out-of. plane shear stress, the ultimate strength capacity is calculated for the
cylindrical foot portion, which is dominant in the design, using the empirical formula (5.4.1-1) propoi,ed for the
out of-plane shear stress in test condition and in LOCA condition. In the design for the shear stress, for both the
in-plane and out-of plane directions, it is taken as 1/2 the ultimate strength capacity for load states I and 11; it is
taken as 3/4 the ultimate strength capacity for load state 111. For the bottom portion or a portion other than the shell
portion, the schemes described in 'RC Stendards" are used.

c. Design for thermal stress

For a concrete containment vessel, it is required to investigate the effect of the thermal stress. 'Ihe tl.ermal
stress is a type of self-limiting stress, and it decreases as the plasticity increases. In consideration of this property
of the thermal stress, the thermal stress cannot be treated as an external stress. Instead, the increase in the stress
due to an increase in the thermal load is calculated by accounting for the existing stress and the amount of plasticity.

In the evaluation of the ultimate strength capacity, it has been found from the experimental results that the
structural strength subjected to thermal loads is the same as the structural strength without a thermal load; hence,
in principle, the thermal stress may be excluded from the evaluation of the ultimate strength capacity.
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!Since clastic design is performed for up to load state 111, in one method, the s >ess is calculated in
consideration of the plastic stiffners of components under the stress caused by the other load. In another method, j
the crou-sectional stiffness is replaced by the equivalent clastic stiffness which has been reduced by the apparent
coefficient, which is combined with the stress caused by external forces. In this case, the reduction coefficient
(stress residual rate) is up to 1/3 for [ load] state Ill, and up to 1/2 for load states I and 11.

d. Analytical checkup for deeigned portion

When the crou-sectional design is carried out, the lootions required for the design should be appropriately
1selected. For example, the shell portion contains a conventional portion and discontinuous portion; the bottom

portion contains a conventional portion and a boundary portion with the upper structure; etc. He cross-sectional,

design should be performed in consideration of the kical peak stress caused by the discontinuity.

For the layout of reinforcing bars determined after perfor ning the cross sectional design of PCCV, the
following items are checked by analysis:

{1} In each load state, the possibility and amount of cracking, and the stress levels of the concrete and
reinforcing bar

(2) Deformation amount
(3) Reduction rate for therraal load

(4) limperimental checkup

As far as the experiments concerning PCCV are concerned, some preliminary experimente have been +
;

performed since the mid '60s. Since PCCV was actually adopted for the reactor containment vessel, various
experiments for the verification were carried out, ne major design loads for PCCV include seismic loads S andi
S , pressare load and thermal load in an accident, etc. ne experiments are carried out primarily for {l) in-plane

2

shear, {2) out of plane shear, (3) thermal stress, (4) liner, etc. In this section, we will present large-scale
experiments with an earthquake as the primary load among the numerous experiments performed for the various
load. and their combinations.

nese experiments (5.4.21) are a large-scale model test for PCCV against the seismic load, with the -

dimensions of the models being 1/8 and 1/30 the dimensions of the actual size, respectively, its purpose is to
confirm the soundness of the structure and the reliability of the design. For the 1/8 model, a static horizontal test
is performed. Since the model is large, the test has the characteristics of an actual proving test. For the 1/30
model, the plan is to arrange both a static horizontal test and a dynamic vibr tion test for the same model. Since
the static test and dynamic test are performed at the same time, the dynamic behavior of the structure can be
clarified, his in quite attractive. Figure 5.4.2-4 shows the flow sheet of the experimental research work,

ne results of the experiment in both the hodrontal static test and the vibration test can be summarized with
respect to the following aspects:-(1} failure made and ultimate strength capacity, (2} decrease in stiffness, {3}
damping constant. From the design values and experimental data, it can be seen that good results are obtained in
all of the following aspects: (1) behn.mr when a prestress is introduced, (2} behavior when an internal prenure
is applied, {3) behavior under the designed avismic load, (4} margin of resistance against the design load, {5)
design reliability,

ne major experiments related to PCCV, including the above experiments, are implemented as a part of
the tests for confirmation of the technical standards, nese experimental results are reflected in the amended draft

'

of the Technical Standards of Concrete Containment Vessels. As far as the confirmation tests of the technical
standards are concerned, the investigation is primarily made on the in plane shear, foot-portion out of plane shear,
and thermal stress of the concrete containment vessel. For further details, please see the articles of Aoyagl(5.4.2 2)

and Akino and Watanabe (5.4.1-1).
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Figure 5.4.2-4. Flow chart of experimental research.

5.4.3 RCCV

(1) Introduction

At present, RCCV (reinforced concrete containment vessel) is being developed in Japan as the containment
vtuel of BWR, liere, we will discuss the design concepts and metheds of the various types of RCCV. Figure
5.4.3-1 shows the structure of RCCV, which is a reinferred concrete stmeture made of a cylindrical shell, a circular
top slab, and a foundation mat. He cylindrical shell portion and the top slab portion are integrated with the reactor
building's structure via the floor slab and the pool girder, respectively. A steel liner is applied on the irmer surface
of RCCV to maintain the alttightness. Using the longitudinal and transverse stiffeners welded onte it, it is fined
on the RCCV.

(2) Structural analysis

a. General featurcs

The general features of the design 1o:3 and load combination are similar to those in the case of PCCV.
Ilowever, in the case of RCCV, the SRV load characteristics of BWR (the dynamic pressure load released to the
suppression pool to control the presrure variation during the operational process) and the chugging load (the dynamic
pressure toad applied on the suppression pool through the vent tube in the case of an accident due to rupture of the
main steam pipe) should also be taken into consideration as the design loads. He structural analytical method and
the cross-sectional calculation method are the same as those in the case of PCCV. In addition, for RCCV, an
evaluation of the concrete crack width and evaluation of the soundness of the structure of the containment vessel
are also carried out.

b. Analytical schemes

in principle, the stress analysis for the design stress calculation is an elastic analysis, llowever, for the
pettion in which a decrease in the thermal stress and st ess redistribution due to concrete cracks take place, an
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equivalent clastic analysis and elastoplastic analysis are carried out, with the results taken into consideration in the
cross sectional design. Since both the structural shape and loads are complicated, the clastic analysis makes use
of FEM. On the other hand, for the temperature distribution analysis (with a model finely divided in the heat
transfer direction), stress analysis,of the general portion (with an axisymmetric model, or three-dimensional model),
local stress analysis (three-dimensional model), etc., the model used is selected according to the specific content
of the analysis.

The design stresses are calculated by multiplying the basic stresses of the clastic-stress analytical result
,

subjected to the basic load, by the load coefficient listed in Table 5.4.1-1: then the stresses are added. As thei

thermal stress is decreased due to the cracks in the concrete, said basic stress is multiplied with a thermal stress
reduction coefficient, depending on the load state, and the result is then used as the basic stress.

(3) Cross-sectional design

in the case of cross-sectional design, for the design stress with respect to the various design loads and their
combinations, the allowable stress design and the ultimate strength design are carried out according to the load state

described in Section 5.4.l(4) %ad combinations for loads and load state.'

!
| (4) Experimental verification

_ The shape of the RCCV shown in Figure 5.4.31 is a prototype, which was the first construction of this
type in Japan.11ence, proving tests were performed for the following purposes.

(i) Confirmation of the soundness of RCCV against the external design forces
Although the design is carried out as an clastic design, at the design load level, the cross sections are

subjected to biatial tensile stresses (tension tension), which exceed the tensile strength of the concrete. Hence, the
amount of cracks and the stress redistribution caused by the cracks are determined by experiments, and the

j sotmoness of RCCV is confirmed.
1

|

!

f
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(ii) Confirmation of the safety margin of RCCV with respect to the primary design load
By comparing the primary design loads (pressure load, thermal load, seismic force, and their combinations)

with the ultimate capacity obtained from experimental results, tb safety trargin is confirmed.

(iii) Confirmation of the applicability of design standards and estabAhment of an evaluation of method of items
not defined in the standards
' Technical Standards for Concrete Containment Vessels Used in Nuclear Plants (draft)' primarily concerns

PCCV. It defines the design methods on the basis of various experimental data related to the containment vessel
structure made of a cylindrical portion, dome portion, and a foundation mat portion. However, as RCCV shown
in l~igure 5.4.3 1 is compared with PCCV, the wall thickness and shape are somehow different; hence, experiments
should be performed to confirrn the applicability of the technical standards (draft). On the other hand, the top slab
of RCCV is a donut-shaped circular plate. When a pressure load is applied, an in-plane tensile stress and an out-of-
plane shear stress are generated at the same time. At present, there are as yet no research data on the shear yield
strength with respect to this combination of stresses. Hence, basic experiments should be carried out to establish
the evaluation n,ethod.

(iv) Evaluation of the approp inteness of the design analysis method
he analytical method and design method used in the design are applied for the experimental simulation

to see if these methods are appropriate, in this case, the emphssis of the evaluation is placed on evaluating whether
it is appropriate to incorporate the actual phenomena of stress redistribution and thermal stress reduction caused by
cracks in the concrete in a safe and suitable way into the design method.

5.5 Analyes examples

5.5.1 BWR (MARK-il)

As an analytical example of the BWR reactor building, we will discuss M ARK-II (1.10 million kWe class)
and will present the results including the seismic response analysis and the cross-sectional design of the primary
portion of the building.

(1) General features of the building

he building is primarily made of a reinforced concrete structure, with its roof made of a steel frame (see
Figure 5.5.1 1). At the middle part of the building, there is an 8-story reactor compartment, with a 4-story
auxiliary compartment at its priphery. He building has a height of about 77 m as measured from the bottom of
the foundation. He reactor compartm.nt and the auxiliary compartment are located on the same foundation mat
with an integrated structure. He lower portion of the building has a plan shape measuring 80.5 m x 81.5 m. He
foundation me, is directly set on a support rock ground. he total weight of the building is about 0.33 million ton.
He building's structure has a shell wall, internal box wall, and extemal box wall arranged in sequence from the
ecnter surrounding the containment vessel. Rese shear walls are interconnected through the floor slabs. He
overall building is a structure with a very high stiffness.

(2) Analysis conditions

ne reactor building belongs to class A or class As. He reactor compartment, as a secondary containment
facility, belongs to design class A. As far as the seismic force acting on the reactor building is concerned, the
dynamic seismic force calculation from the S seismic response analysis or the static seismic force derived by somei
other calculation, whichever is larger, is taken as the horizontal seismic force, which is then combined with the
vertical seismic force derived from the vertical seismic coefficient to form the design seismic force.
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Table 5.5.1-1. 11asic canhquake ground motions (Standard, Construction 1 [HYO, KEN 1]).

Distance to Peak Peak'

Magnitude epicenter acceleration velocity Phase

(M) a (km) ((.ial) (kine) characteristics

8Srl 8.4 90 286.15 16.09 Taft 1952 EW
m

S,

Sr2 7.0 20 267.4 17.15 El Centro 1940 NS
d

S;-l 8.5 68 407.1 26.26 ilachinohe 1968 EW

.s
U *** "" "

S -2 6.5 7.2 340.13 13.24
2 distance 1966 N 40 %

_-

He cross section of the building is designed on the basis of the allowable stress determined according to
the Construction Standards, etc., from the stress calculated as a combination of the seismic load, the load that
alw sys acts, and the load that acts during the operation. In addition, since a y.ortion of the reactor building belongs
to the class As facility and it contains the equipment and piping of the As lass, the analysis should be performedc

by considering the nonlinearity of the various portions of the building and the foundation with respect to an S2
earthquake. He basic earthquake ground motions used in the analysis include two waves of an S canhquake andi
two waves of an S earthquake listed in Table 5.5.1 1. Figure 5,5.1-2 (a)-(d) show their standard spectra and the2

response spectra of the simulated seismic waves. Figure 5.5.1-3 (a)-(d) show their respective acecleration time
histories. Figure 5.5.1-4 shows the profile of the ground. For the ground supporting the building, the velocity of
S-wave Vs = 500 m/s. He rock outcrop surface is a rock surface which is 160 m below the building position and
has Vs = 700 m/s. In addition, for the input earthquake motion for the seismic response analysis of the reactor
building, the seismic response analysis of the ground is performed using the 1-dimensional wave theory on the ba;is
of the basic earthquake ground motions applied at the rock outcrop surface; obtained response motions at the
building's foundation are used as the input seismic motions.

(3) Seismic response analysis

a. Analysis model

As shown in Figure 5.5.1-1, a seismic force is acting on the EW direction in this example, in this example,
for the building's seismic response analysis model, the embedment effect is relatively small, llence, as shown in
Figure 5.5.15, the sway / rocking model (multi-cantilever model of the bending shear-type building)is adopted. In
this figure, the various structural elements of the building are shown, he damping constant of the building is
assumed to be 5%.

The properties of the ground are listed in Table 5.5.1-2, with the spring constant derived using the static
theoretical solution based on the clastic wave theory (Novak's theoretical solution is used to derive the side surface
spring constant). He calculation results are listed in Table 5.5.13. He damping of the ground is treated using
the approximate method in which the frequency dependence of the soll damping is determined approximately (see
Section 5.2.3(2) " Analytical methods").
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i Table 5.5.1-2. Properties of ground.

Shear wave sclocity (V ) m/s 500 700
s

5 1.7 1.8Ground density (pi) tf/m

Poisson's tatio (r) 0.42 0.41

4 4

Shear elastic coefficient (G) tf/m2 4.34 x 10 9.00 x 10

2 5 5

Young's modulus (E) tf/rn 1.23 x 10 2.54 x 10

Table 5.5.1-3. Spring constants of ground.

6
Bottom horizontal spring (Ks) tf/m 9 22 x 10

1

1D
Bottom rotational spring (K,) (f m/ rad 1.63 x 10

(K s) tr'/m 5.96 x 16Side horizontal spring 3

b. Eigenvalue analysis results

Figare 5.5.1-6 shows the eig-n alue analysis results. ne first-order natural period of the building as the
soil-structure interaction system is about 0.478 sec.

% seismic response analysisc.

Figures 5.5.1-7 (a)-(d) show the maximum response values as the results from the nismic response
analysis. For a long-distance earthquake, the maximum acceleration distribution has a value of about 270 Gal at
the foundation position and about S00 Gal at the roof position (the acceleration amplification factor at the roof is
about 3 times that of the foundation). For a short-distance earthquake, it becomes about 230 Gal at the foundation

position and about 770 Gal at the roof position (the factor is also about 3.3 times). At the first floor of the building,
the maximum story shear is about 69,900 t (story shear coefficient: 0.36) for a long-distance earthquake and about
53,400 t (story shear coefficient: 0.27) for a short-distance earthquake. He average shear stress of the shear wall
(the value obtained by dividing the response shear stress by the effective shear cross-sectional area) is up to 15.3
kgf/cm (long-distance earthquake, internal box wall,5th floor). In addition, this figu.e also shows the shear stress2

and bending moment caused by the static seisri.e force.
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1

%%. Pened (Set) [;ajp,ipatun

1 0.478 1.83

2 0.247 0.97

3 0.131 0.05

4 0.114 0.00

5 0.105 0.17

6 0.076 0.06 -

*
7 0.069 0.01

8 0.068 0.01

9 0.066 0.02

10 0.053 0.01

(a) Natural period and participation factor

B,

0 ,1.0

i....
.,

1st order 2nd order 3rd order,

. <- , ,. ,,

.. ,- ). ,

,,

iP' ,>
q

1< - - , , ,

1,- ', <- , , , ,
,,

'b P l> it (i, i qi

'i t>< ji

(b) Natural vibration mode (panicipation factor)

Figure 5.5.1-6. Eigenvalue analysis results.
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d. S *eismic response analysis2

I (a) Determination of restoring force characteristles for various parts

(1) Restoring force characteristics of building

For the restoring force characteristies of the bending-shear beam elements, the skelton curves and hysterests
loops are evaluated separately for flexure and shear deformation springs according to the EPJR schems. (see
Section 5.2.5 (2) ' Restoring force characteristics of structutt' ) Table 5.5.14 lists the various parameters of the
skeleton curve.

(ii) Rotational spring of ground

For the rotational spring of the ground, the geometrical nonlinearity due to the foundation uplifting is taken
into ccmsideration, and the M 0 relation of the trilinear type foundation uplifting shown in Figure 5.5.19 exists
between the moment and the rotational angle. (see Section 5.2.5 (3) ' Restoring force characteristics of
foundation.')

(b) S seismic response anrJytical results2

Figures 5.5.1 10(a)-(d) show the maximum response values of the building due to 5 earthquakes. Among2

the two seismic waves, for the long-distance earthquake that can provide a large-response to the building, the
maximum acceleration is atout 440 Gal at the foundation position ano about 1,200 Gal at the roof position (with
an acceleration magnification factor of atout 2.7 times). He maximum shear force of the story is about 97,500
t at the first floor position of the building (with a story shear coefficient of 0.50) and the average shear stress of
the shear wallis up to 21.9 kgf/cm (at the 5th floor position of the laternal box wall). In this case, the first turning

2

point of the r - y skeleton curve is slightly overpassed, and the other parts of the building are almost within the
clastic range. Figure 5.5.1 11 shows the plotted results on the skeleton curve for the response values of the lower
portion of the building.

'

e. Contact rate of the foundation

ne contact rate can be calculated using the formula derived from the statie balance (see equation 5.2.5 23)
shown in Section 5.2.5(3)b ' Evaluation of contact rate,' with results shown in Table 5.5.1-5. In this case, for both
the S and S earthquakes, the contact rate is 100%, i.e., no uplifting occurs.i 2

(4) Stress analysis and cross-sectional design c f major structural parts,

n. Shear wall

(a) Shear streas in the shear wall

Figure 5.5.112 shows the flow chart for the design of an shear wall. He shear stress distribution in
components is determined for designing the various parts of the shear wall (shear stress and flexural moment) and

i

to calculate the interstory displacement used in the design of a frame structure. He horirontal load during an
earthquake is assumed to be totally resisted by the three shear walls, i.e., shell wall, internal box wall, and extemal
box wall, and the horizontal displacements of these walls on each floor are assumed to be identical.

An analysis is performed using the design extemal forces ahich envelope the results of the response
analysis of the S earthquake and the static seismic force derived using other metheds. He loads are applied on the3

model shown in Figure 5.5.1-13. In this case, a correction due m torsion is made for the shear stresses.
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Table 5.5.1-4 Skeleten curve parameten concerning bending and shear.
,

r - y relatum M - # relatum

7 h f2 h b h M e M h M *)e r 2 1

<

Level (x10' (x10'* (x10' (x10-' (x10' (x10-*
(m) (kgflan ) ( x 10-*) (kgfled) ( x 10-*) (Igirem ) ( x 10~5) tf m) rusm) tf'm) rad m) tfw) radm) (2

,

| 4.2 10 3 4.858.5 18.2 2.t>3 24.6 6.08 55.7 4.00 2.8 43 4.6

50 3 19.6 2.18 26.5 634 55.2 4.00 4.2 5.1 73 4.4 15.6 5.5

39.8 20.1 2.23 27.1 6.69 54.9 4.00 8.6 5.4 15.2 43 32.2 6.0
j

i

31.8 20.1 2.23 27.1 6.69 56.6 4.00 15.6 5.4 29.0 4.5 64.8 7.4
~

?

' IW 24 3 20.7 230 27.9 6.90 54.7 4.00 19.2 5.6 35.1 4.6 73.4 73

i
! 18.0 19.8 2.20 26.7 6.60 53.5 4.00 17.0 5.2 50.4 4.4 68.4 6.5

,

i

12.2 20.5 2.28 27.7 6.84 51.7 4.00 19.2 53 59.1 4.6 72.4 7.1 ;

fh 6.0 21.2 236 28.6 7.08 55.9 4.00 20.8 5.9 723 4.9 89 5 10.8:

0.0 22.1 2.46 29.8 738 56.* 4.00 22.4 6.4 79.5 5.1 94 3 ?33

39.8 16.8 1.87 - 22.7 5.60 58.1 4.00 0.6 13.2 2.1 15.2 3.1 21.0 i

~

31.8 21.7 2.41 29 3 7.2' 56 3 4.00 2.6 13 3 57 9.8 7.8 15.5

243 22.7 2.52 30.6 7.56 56.4 4.00 3.8 12.7 8.1 8.7 11.0 13.2

: SW 18.0 23.5 2.61 31.7 7.83 56.9 4.00 5.2 12.1 10.7 7.9 14.4 11.5

12.2 25.7 2.86 34.7 8.58 62.2 4.00 7.5 12.7 15.2 73 20.0 8.7
;

6.0 26.8 2.98 36.2 8.94 63 3 4.00 8.0 13.7 16.0 7.4 20.8 8.1

0.0 27.8 3.09 37.5 9.27 64.6 4.00 8.6 14.7 16.8 7.5 21.6 7.5 I

I

! 12.2 16.6 1.84 223 5.52 57.4 4.00 12.7 2.5 29.5 2.6 59.6 5.1 t

l
!

OW 6.0 173 1.92 23.4 5.76 Sb.2 4.00 18.6 2.7 46.5 2.6 00.8 3.2

0.0 18.2 2.02 24.6 6.06 57.9 4.00 20.4 3.0 51.0 2.7 94.8 5.2
,
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Figure 5.5.1-11. Restoring force characteristics and response values of lower portion of building.

Table 5.5.1-5. Contact rate of foundation. '

Earthquake

S Si

Direction item long-distance Short-distance long-distance Short-distance

Overturning moment
2.87 2.73 4.21 1.916( x 10 tf m)

Eccentrie distance
9.0 8.6 13.2 6.0e(m)

EW
Eccentricity rati

0.1t 0.11 0.16 0.07(e/L)

Contact rate of
100 100 1(O 100foundation (%)

|
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Figure 5.5.1-13. Model for analysis of shear stress distribution (EW direction).

(b) Cross-sectional design of the box walls

ne box walls are d-signed to withstand the shear . tress and bending moment determined in the above
sectmn cn ' Shear stress in t. hear walls." In addition, for the underground portion of the external box wall, in
addition to said stress, safety should be maintained with respect to the cash pressure.

in the cross-sectional calculation, the shear stress is totally carried by the reinforcing bars. With respect
to the bending momcat, each box wall is treated as a column in the design. In addition, the stress caused by the
earth's pressure is also taken into consideration. Figure 5.5.1 14 shows an example of the cross-sectional design
example of the box wall.

b. Foundation mat

(a) General features of analysis

Figure 5.5.1 15 shows the design flow chart of the foundation mat. For the foundation mat, an analysis|

is performed by FEM as a plate supported on an clastic foundation, in addition, since the foundation mat is almost

symmetric with respect to the NS axis and EW axis passing through the center of the reactor, an analysis can be
performed for the half portion as divided by the EW axis.

Figure 5.5.1-16 shows the analytical model and its coordinate system. The model is divided into elements
of quadrangles and triangles. Each element is taken as a plate element made of homogeneout isotropic material.
For each :lement, the bending of the plate and the membrane stress are taken into consideration at the m.me time.
For the bending of the plate, the influence of the out-of-plane shear deformatior. is also taken into consideration.
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11y accounting for the stiffening elfects of the shear walls rising from te e foundation mat (external box wall,
internal box wall, and shell wall), the "fleplane assumptionn' is made for this portion. He supporting ground
is trpresented by the equivalent clastic spring in the model. However, it is presumed that no tensile force acts on
the spring. In addition, the thermal stress used in the cross-sectional design is the reduced value to account for the
flexural cracks of the concrete.

(b) Cross-sectional design of the foundation mat

Dased on the axial stress (membrane stress), flexural moment, and out-of-plane shes.t stress of the
foundation mat determined by the analysis, for the various portions of the foundation mat, the amount of reinforcing
bars ;s determined by regarding the cross 4ections in X and Y-d:rections as columns, and based on the "RC
Standards " in addition, the in-plane shear stress is considered in calculating the required number of reinforcing
bara For the out-of-plane shear stress, the increr.se in the allowable stress due to the shear span ratio (M/Qd,
where M is the bending moment, Q is the shear stress, and d is the effective diameter) is also considered.

For the various portions,' the cross-sectional calculation is performed for all of the load cases. Among
these, the layout of the reinforcing bars is determined for the largest required number of reinforcing bars. As the
function-maintenance ability of the load combination is investigated, the cross-sectional calculation for the cases
listed as (5) and (6) in Table 5.5.1-6 is performed based on the ultimate strength design. Figure 5.5.1 17 shows the
general features of the layout of reinforcing bars of the foundation ma' ebtained from the results of the cross-
sectional calculation.

,

(c) Contact pressure determined on the ground

Tahe 5.5.1-7 lists the highest contact pressure obtained from the FEM analysis of the foundation mat. As
can be seen from this table, the contact pressure on the ground has a sufficient margin with respect to the allowable
bearing capacity.

,

c. Shell wall

(a) General features of analysis

The shell wall is the primary shielding wall of the reactor. It is set on the peripheral side of the reactor
containment vessel. It is a reinforced concrete structure with a truncated cone-shaped upper portion and a
cylino-ical lower portion. As a structure, it acts as an shear wall in bearing the seismic force together with the outer
wall of the building. In addition, it also bears the load coming from the upper portion, the stress transmitted from

,

the frame structural portion, and the thermal stress due to the temperature gradient in the wall's thicknes: direction |

caped due to the increase in temperature within the reactor containment vessel. Figure 5.5.1-18 shows the design
flow chart of the . hell wall.

:n the structural analysis, the model of the shell wall is made by taking it as a collection of plate elements,
| and an clastic analysis is performed by FEM. The divided elements have a quadrangle shape with each element j

,

made of homogeneous isotropic material. For each element, the bending and membrane stress of the plate are taken
'

'

into considentim at the same time. For the bending behavior of the plate, the effect of the out-of-plane shear
detont , taken into consideration. He analytical models are shown in Figures 5.3.1-19 and 5.5.1-20.
For the shu .... it is assumed that the upper end of the foundation mat is fixed. However, the deformation
caused by the temperature of the foundation mat in the thermal load is also taken into consideration. In addition,

( the restraining effect of the slab is considered by replacing it with a bar elements. Since the structure of the shell
! wall is almost symmetric, and analysis can be made for the half portion as divided by the EW axis. In adultion, the
!

thermal stress used in the load combination is the reduced value in consideration of the flexural cracks of the
concrete.
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Table 5.5,1-6. toad comt 1ons (foundation mat).

--

Load combination Allowable stress

+

(1) D+0

(2) D + 0 + L*

(3) D + 0 + 1. Short-term

(4) D+0+S* -

i

(5) D + 0 + S,
Investigation of function maintenance~

(6) D+0+L+S* i

The combination of (5) and (6)is taken into consideration for the design of the reinforced concrete mat of the
;

bottom portion of the reactor containment vessel.
0: Deal load (self weight and equip-nent support load, suppression pool water weight, etc.)

leads in conventional operation (live load applied on the equipment, load caused by air bubble pressure0:
when relief safty valve is activated, etc.)

L*: Internal load in an accident (maximum pressure load when coolant is lost in accident)
le d in accident (load caused by pressure, temperature, and steam blown down in an accident involvingL:
t'e iss of coolant)

S(: Seismic load caused by basic earthquake ground motion S or static seismic forcei

S: Seismic load due to basic earthquaks ground motion S:
4_t

9

4
'

;.
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2Table 5.5.17. Muimum contact pressure (units: tf/m ),

Maximum Allowable
loao combination contact bearing
(see Taul;. 5.5.1-6) pressure capacity

long-term (1) 67 165

Vertical seismic, upward 97 330

Short term (4)
Vertical seismic, downward 107 330

Table 5.5.18. Load combinatim (shell wall).

lead combination Allowable stress level

(1) V + To Long-term

(2) V+T t

Short-term

(3) V + To + S:*

V: Stress applied from frame structural portion on various portions of shell wall; a combination of shell wall
weight, piping load, equipment load, live lead, etc.

To: hermal load in conventional operation

To: hermal load in accident
S *: Seismic load caused by basic earthquake ground motion S or static seismic forcesi i
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(b): Design of cross section of shell wall
|

Based on the axial force (membrane stress), bending moment, and out-of-pime shear stress of the shell wall
determined in the analysis, and with the various portions of the shell treated as virtual components in the X and Y
directions, the number of reinforcing bars is calculated using the formula for the columns in "RC Standards." In
addition, the required number of the reinforcing bars is determined by adding the number of reinforcing bars needed
for the in-plane shear stress. In esidition, for the out-of plane shear, the allowable shear stress is increased in
consi::eration of the shear span ratio.

He calculation ef the cross section is performed for each portion with respect to all the load cases. The
largest amount of reinforcing bars in this calculation determines the layout of the reinforcine. bars. Figure 5.5.121
shows the schematic of the layout of the minforcing ' ars for the shell wall as obtained in the calculation of the crosso
section.

d. Study on horizontal strength capacity of building

in order to ensure an appropriate safety margin of the horizontal strength capacity (Q,) with respect to the
required horizontal strength capacity (Q,), the horizontal strength capacity is calculated under the following
assumptions:

(a) For each story, the horizontal strength capacity is the sum of the horizontal strength capacity of the
various shear walls.

(b) The horizontal strength capacity of the shear wall is caiculated using the following formula:

'0,0679P,", (F,+ 180) +2 7go
'

Q, = Pg + 0.1on xA,. g
v'M/(QD) + 0.12i ,

where P : equivalent tensile reinforcing bar ratioa
#wh: strength of material of the shear reinforcing bar
P,3: shear reinforcing bar ratio (Pwh s 1.2 0
a: average axial stress with respect to the total cross-sectional arean

A,: shear effective cross-sectional area of structural wall.

The calculation of the required horizontal strength capacity for each story of the building is performed using
the method described in Section 5.3.5(1) " Evaluation of static seismic force." Here, the structural characteristic
coefficient (D,)is taken as 0.5. Table 5.5.1-9 lists the calculated strength capacity of various stories as compared
to the reqoired horizontal strength. The horizontal strength capacity has a rather large margin with respect to the
required horizontal strength capacity.

5.5.2 P%% (4 LOOP)

As an example of the analysis of the PWR reactor building, we will present the general features of a PWR
' 4 LOOP plant, from the seismic response analysis to cross-sectional design of the primary portion of the building.

(1) General features of the building

in a reactor building, the superstructures, i.e., reactor containment vessel (PCCV), internal concrete, and
containment-vessel peripheral building, are independently installed on a single foundation mat (see Figure 5.5.2-1).
In the following, we will present the general futures of these structures:

]
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Figuy 5.5.1-21. Schematic diagram of layout of reinforcing bars in shell wall.
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Table 5.5.1-9. Comparison of horizontal strer.gth capacity.

Horizontal strength capacity Required horizontal strength capacity
3 3Floor Q,(x10 tO Q,, ( x 10 t0

Crane floor 26.11 3.07

6th floct 28,69 5.94

5th floor 106.05 15.57

4th floor 87.62 31.13

3rd floor 98.74 39.83

2nd floor 134.37 47.14

ist floor 206.83 60.27

Underground tr.t floor 237.88 69.99

Ucderground 2nd floor 237.18 77.72

(
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Figure 5.5.2-1. Reactor building of PWR 4 LOOP (1.10 million kW class).'
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a. PCCV

PCCV is a reactor containment vessel made of prestressed concrete with an inner diameter of 43 m, an
intemal height of about 64 m, and attached with a semispherical dome. He wall thickness is 1.3 m at the
cylindrical portion and 1.1 m at the dome portion. For PCCV, using a prestressing system, the concrete portion
is always kept in a membranc compression stressed state. In addition, in order to maintain the sealing property of
the containment vessel, a 6.4-mm-thick steel liner is applied,

b. Internal concrete

The intemal concrete is installed within PCCV. It consists primarily of a primary shielding wall around
the reactor at the center of the reactor building and a secondary shielding wall that forms the steam-generating
chamber and pressurizer chamber; it is made of a reinforced concrete wall and contains the major equipment of'he
primary cooling facility. On the periphery of the secondary shielding wall, reinforced concrete l'oor plates (EL 8.9
m and El 16.5 m) are installed and are supported by a concrete wall and steel frame arranged on its periphery,

Containment vessel peripheral buildingc.

The peripheral building is a 2-story building which has nearly the same shape as that of the foundation mat,
i.e., nearly square, and it made of a reinforced concrete structure (partially made of a steel frame). Since PCCV
is arranged at the central portion, for the floor plates EL 8.9 m and EL 16.5 m, a circular gap is formed on the
periphery of PCCV, so that PCCV is structurally isolated. In the building's gen al portion, shear walls with a
thickneas of 1.0-1.5 m are almost symmetrically arranged. A portion of the wall forms the spent-fuel pool wall,

d. Foundation mat

The foundation mat is a reinforced concrete structure measuring 80 m x 75 m, with a thickness of 8.0 m.
It supports PCCV, internal concrete, and the containment-vessel peripheral building; in addition it forms the bottom
portion of the containment vessel.

(2) Analytical conditions

Since the reactor building contains the facilities of class A or class As, a dynamic analysis should be
conducted against earthquake S and earthquake S in consideration of the site conditions. He seismic force for thei 2

reaction building is either the dyriamic seismic force obtained in an S earthquake response analysis or the statici
seismic fon e calculated otherwise, whichever is larger. It is then combined with the vertical seismic force
determined by applying the vertical seismic coefficient.

The cross sections of the building are then designed on the basis of the allowable stress defined in the
Construction Standards, etc., with respect to the stress determined from a combination of seismic load, the long-
term load, and the accident load. The aseismic safety of the building is evaluated with respect to the S earthquake2
by performing the seismic response analysis in consideration of the nonlinearity of the various portions of the
building and ground. Here, the shear wave velocity (V ) of the ground supporting the building is 1000 m/s. Ins

addition, the basic earthquake ground motion listed in Table 5.5.1-1 is used as the input earthquake motion.

(3) Seismic response analysis

a. Analysis model

As shown in Figure 5.5.2-2, the sway / rocking model is usually used as the model for the seismic response
analysis of the building. In this model, for the superstructure, the reactor containment vessel (PCCV), internal )
concrete (1/C), and containment-vessel peripheral building (REB) are replaced by independent discrete mass system '

models, respectively, forming a bending-shcar type of a multicantilever model integrated at the base portion. Figure
5.5.21 shows an analytical example when the seismic force acts in the EW direction.
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As far as the stiffness is concemed, the shape factor of the shear cross-sectional area of a cylindrical wall
with respect to the total cross section is taken as 2.0; the shape factor of the shear cross-sections: area of the box
wall with respect to the web wall area is taken as 1.0. He second moment of inertia of the cylindrical wall is
calculated as effective over the entire cross section; the calculation for the box wall is performed with the effective
width of the flange portion taken into consideration. In addition, for the stiffness, the evaluation method using a
continuous body with FEM is adopted for the design. Table 5.5.2-4 lists the various stiffness parameters of the
building.

He properties of the ground are listed in Table 5.5.2-1. The spring constant is calculated using Barkan's
formula under the assumption that the ground is a semi-infinite elastic body. (see Table 5.5.2-2.) As far as damping
is concemed, the various data determined for the various building structural types as listed in Table 5.5.2-3 are :
used, with the da'a determined from the shear wave velocity (V = 1000 m/s) of the ground. js

b. Eigenvalue analysis results

he results of the eigenvalue analysis are shown in Table 5.5.2-5 and Figure 5.5.2-3. He fundamental
period of the building of the system integrated with the ground is 0.235 sec.

;

S seismic response analysisc. i

Figures 5.5.2-4 (ap(d) show the maximum response values obtained as a result of seismic response |
analysis he maximum response acceleration of the foundation position and the PCCV top portion are about 340
Gal and about 1700 Gal (the acceleration magnification factor of the PCCV top pottion to the foundation is about
5) for a long-distance earthouake; they are about 400 Gal and about 2000 Gal (the acceleration magnification factor
is also about 5) for a short-distance earthquake. The maximum response shear force at the PCCV foot portic;n is
about 28000 t (story shear coefficient: 0.99) for a long-distance earthquake and about 26500 t (story shear
coefficient: 0.94) for a short-distance earthquake. The average shear stress level is about 31 kg/cm for the long-2

distanc earthquake. In addition, the figure also shows the shear stress and bending moment due to the static
seistnic force,

ld. S seismic response analysis2 !

(a) Determination of restoring force characteristics for various portions

(i) The bending moment and shear stress of the flexural shear part are determined from the skeleton curve and
hysteresis loops described in the EPJR scheme as pointed out in Section 5.2.5(2) " Restoring fon:e characteristics
of structure." Table 5.5.2-6 lists the various parameters of the skeleton curve for the various portions of the
building.

(ii) Rotational spring of ground

For the rotational spring of the ground, the geometric nonlinearity due to foundation uplifting is taken into
consideration for the fort.:ation of the moment vs. rotational angle (M - 6) relation (see Figure 5.2.5-7) of the
trilinear-type foundation uplifting phenomenon as described in Section 5.2.5(3) ' Restoring force characteristics of
ground. "

(b) S seismic response analysis results

Figures 5.5.2-5 (a)-(d) show the maximum response values of the building due to an 5 carthqur.ke. Among2
the two seismic weves, for the long-distar.ce carthquake that gives larger responses, tne maximum response
acceleration is about 630 Gal at the foundation position and about 2800 Gal at the PCCV top position (the
acceleration magnification factor is about 4.4). At the PCCV foct portion, the maximum responss shear force is
about 41000 t (story shear coefficient: 1.45), and the avesage shear stress level is about 46 kgf/ctd. This is slightly
higher than the first turning point on the r - y skeleta curve. Figure 5.5.2-6 shows the results of the response
ar.alysis for the lower portion of each building as plotted on the skeleton e rve. For all of the other portions of the
building, except the PCCV foot portion, i' = within the el:u: tic range.
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m

Table 5.5.21. Properties of foundation.

Shear wave velocity (Vg) 1000 m/s

Soil density (p) 2.0 tf/m3

Poisson's ratio (v) 0.40

5Shear modulus of elasticity (G) 2.04 x 10 tf/m2

Young's modulus (E) 5.71 x 10 tf/m2 #5

_

Table 5.5.2-2. Spring constant of foundation.

Sway spring Rocking spring

Kn (tf/cm) Q (tf em/ rad)

4.17 x 105 4.8R x 1012

Table 5.5.2 3. Damping constants of various portions.

Reinforced concrete portion 5%
Building

"icoud concrete portion 3%

F

h ay sp s g E%
Foundation

Rocking spring 7.5%
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Table 5.5.2-4. Stiffness parameters of building.

Shear cross- Second moment Shear cross- Second moment
sectional area of inertia sectional area of inertia

Element No. (m ) (m') Element No. (m ) (,4)2 2

i 147 17,400 13 90 44,420

2 130 15,100 14 90 44,420

3 134 15,200 15 90 44,420

4 102 11,500 16 90 44,420

5 102 11,500 17 83 39,780

6 13 180 18 76 29,240

7 13 180 19 76 13,480

8 13 180 20 44 610

9 28 1,000 21 610 265,600

10 13 36 22 460 230,400

11 13 36 23 5,100 2,810,000

12 90 44,420 24 5,100 2,810,000
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Table 5.5.2 5. Natural period and modal damping.

Natural period Modal damping

| (sec) (0

let order 0.235 6.05

2nd order 0.148 13,71

3rd order 0.094 9.35
i

4th order 0.086 5.02

5th ord a 0.067 3.16

6th order 0.059 5.00

7th order 0.050 5.58

8th order 0.042 5.05

9th order 0.038 3.51

10th order 0.037 4.97

_.
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Table 5.5.2 6. Skeleton curve p.umn related to bending and shest f
4

r - y reistion M - 4 relatum !
t
*

ft 7 72 h 73 h M 4 M 6 M 62 3

(x10 (x10-8 (x10 (x10-8 (x10* (x10-84 4
Element .

(x10-$ (kgf/cm ) (x10-d) (kgf7cm ) (x 10-8) tf-m) rad /m) tf m) rad /m) tf-m) ' red /m) !2 2 2No. (kgf/cm )
t

i 17.9 1.81 24.2 5.43 66.7 4.0 35.4 0.770 143. 9.42 202. . 81.4 t

!

2 17.7 1.'s9 23.9 5.37 69.7 4.0 29.7 0.759 129. 9.10 178. 160.
i

3 17.6 1.78 23.8 534 69.7 4.0 - 29.7 0.754 131. 9.11 182. 160. i

4 17.2 - 1.74 23.2 5.22 60.7 4.0 20.7 0.712. 75.6 8.93 111. 143
,

t

5 17.2 1.74 23.2 5.22 62.8 4.0 20.7 0.712 75.6 8.93 111. 143.
,

1/C 6 17.2 1.74 23.2 5.22 46.5 4.0 135 2.95 331 35.5 439 577. i

!

7 16.7 1.69 22.6 5.07 46.1 4.0 1.29 2.83 3.24 35 3 431 590. i

8 15.9 1.61 21.5 4.83 43.7 4.0 1.14 2.61 1.81 33.1 2.44 662. |
'

g 9 16.2 1.64 21.9 4.92 41.4 4.0 5.62 2.15 13.5 26.7 18.1 534..

"
10 16.7 1.69 22.6 5.07 46.6 4.0 0.446 533 0.688 67.7 1.49 1160. (
11 15.8 1.60 21 3 4.80 39.0 4.0 0.422 4.83 0.561 66.6- 1.31 1332. I

:
12 42.0' 3.23 56.7 9.69 92.2 4.0 208. 1.34 454. 6.73 573. 41.6

13 41.6 3.20 56.2 9.60 '92.2 4.0 193. 131 360. 6.54 444. 52.6
t

14 : 413 3.18 55.8 9.54 92.2 4.0 187. IJO 326. 6.46 397. 59.1 i

f' 15 ' 41.0 3.16 55.4 9.48 92.2 4.0 185. 1.28 323. 6.44 394. 60.1

PCCV 16 41.0 3.16 55.4 9.48 92.2 4.0 183. 1.28 307. 6.41 371. 63.8 [
t

17
'

18' .

Taken as clastic (dome portion) !
19 i

r
20 1

21 '17.9 1.80 - 24.1 5.40 57.6 4.0 183. 0.278 643. 3.27 960. 45.7
REB i

[22 16.8. 1.70 '22.7 5.10 55.1 4.03 143. 0.252 425. 3.15 666. 55.1

,

;
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e. Con:act rate of foundation

The contact rate of the foundation mat bottom is calculated according to Section 5.2.5(3)b Evaluation of-
contact rate," with the results listed in Table 5.5.2-7. In this analysis, the contact rate is 100% in the Si
earthquake, and no uplifting occurs. In addition, the contact rate is 96% in an S: earthquake (long-distance).

(4) Stress analysis and cross-sectional design of primary structural portions

a. Containment-vessel peripheral building

As shown in Figure 5.5.2-1, the containment-vessel peripheral buildmg is built in the periphery of the
reactor containment vessel (PCCV). It is a 2-story building made of reinforced concrete (partially made of a steel
frame) with a plan size measuring 75 m x 80 m. In the genera! portion of the building, shear walls with a
thickness of 1.0 m to 1.5 m are arranged almost symmetrically, with a portion forming the used-fuel pool. The
de Jgn flow chart is shown in Figure 5.5.2 7.

Figure 5.5.2-8 shows the finite element model for the stress analysis of the primary walls and primary slabs
(EL 16.5 m, El 8.9 m) subjected to the horizontal seismic load. For the analytical model, EL 0.0 m is taken as
fixed and the model of the r'ab and shear wall is formed using the in-plane stress flat-plate elements. Tne horizontal
load is given as the nodalload in proportion to the concrete volume. Table 5.5.2 8 lists the combinations of the
loads taken into consideration for the design.

| With respect to the stresses in various parts obtained as the result of stress analysis, the cross-sectixal

j calculation of the shear v>all is performed using the following methods.

l
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|- Table 5.5.2 7. Contact rate of foundation.

)-
! Earthquake

S Si 2

Direction item Long distance Short-distance long-distance Short distance

Overturning moment

(M)- 2.32 2.49- 3.18 2.63
6(x10 tf m)

Eccentric distance
e 9.82 10.5 13.5- 11.1

(m) ~

EW -

"'"* 'Y 0.13 0.14 0.18 0.15e/L

Contact rate of
foundation 100 100 % 100

(%)

005%n of Slab Desi0n of wall Design of columnand beam

Calculation of stress on Wstress W W
d mm Calculation of stress

due tovertcalbad due to verticallead

Calculation h stress subiected1'

- Calculation of to theInterary duplacement
stress sublocted fromthe resds of sesmc
to eartn pressure calculation

,

Calcula nof Calcula onof Catu tionof
cross section cross section cross section

Figure 5.5.2 7. Design flow chart of the containment-vessel peripheral building.
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Figure 5.5.2-8. Analytical model diagram of contalment-vessel peripheral building.

Table 5.5.2-8. List of load combinations.

Conditions of external force Conditions of toeding

1.ong-term Continuous G + P + SN + Ei

Snow deposit G + P + SN 4 E2

= Short-term Hurricane G + P + SN + W + E3

Earthquake G + P + SN + K + E3 i
!

G: Dead load
P: Ilve load
SN , SN , SN : Snow loadi 3 3

W: Wind load
K: Seismic loadi
E: Earth pressure load
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'
N (Nmnber of reinforcing bars required

,
"

2 xf, for axial force in earthquake)

Q (Number of reinforcing bars required
,

*
2 x,/, fcr in-plane shear force in ennhquake) (5.5.2-1),

Af (Number of reinforcing bars required
,

"
f,xf for earth pressure)

A, = A, + A, + A,

where N: axial force
Q: shear force
M: bending moment
f,: allowable tensile stress of reinforcing bars
,f,: allowable tensile stress for shear reinforcing bars
A,: required number of reinforcing bars
j: stress center distance of the member.

Calculation of the shear reinforcing bars is performed according to the 'RC Standards." Figure 5.5.2-9 shows a
schematic of the Isyout of reinforcing bars derived from the results of a cross sectional calculation.

b. Foundation mat

The foundation mat in a reactor containment facility supports the upper structures, such as the reactor
containment vessel, icternal concrete, and containment-vessel peripheral building; in addition, it forms the bottom

| portion of the containment vessel itself. The foundation mat is a direct foundation made of reinforced concrete, and
1 is directly supported on the hard rock ground.

The plan site at the bottom is 75 m in the EW direction,80 m in the NS direction, and 8.0 m in thickness.
The relation between the building and the foundation mat is illustrated by the cross-sectional view shown in Figure
5.5.21, with the PCCV, internal concrete, and containment-vessel peripheral building independently installed on
the common foundation mat. Figure 5.5.210 shows a flow chart of the design of the fcundation mat. Since the
foundation mat forms the bottom portion of the containment vessel, the design should meet the requirements on the
concrete containment vessel. Ihc. design method is described in Section 5.4 * Concrete containment vessel."

|

| Figure 5.5.2-11 shows an analytical model using FEM for the foundation portion. The stress is calculated
for a 3 D model with the foundation mat portion made of brick elements and the upper structure made of shell
elements. Table 5.5.2-9 lists the ;oad combinations which are taken into consideration in the design of the foundation
mat.

As far as the cross-sectional design is concerned, the allowable-stress-level design method is used for load
stctes I-III and the ultimate-strength design method is used for load state IV; the number of reinforcing bars laidi

! out is calculated by dividing the total foundation mat into groups, with each group assumed to be a column acted
upon by the unit-width mernbrane stress and flexural stress with respect to the dominant design stress. Figure 5.5.2-
12 shows a schematic of the layout of reinforcing bars in the foundation mat as derived Sm the results of the cross-
sectional calculation.
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Table 5.5.2-9. ' List of load combinations (foundation mat).

__

Load combination

state No. Name Stress state 1 Stress state 2

" "
1 1 D + L+ Fe D+L+Fe+T wi

operation

11 2 During test D + L+ Fe + Po
-

3 D+ L+ Fe+ P (1) D+L+Fe+P (1)+T w(1)2 2 2
During L-accident

D+ L+Fe+ P (24)+T w(24)4 D + L+ Fe + P (24) 2 22

5 D + L+ Fe + K SNU D+L+Fe* K SNU+T wi i i

6 D + L+ Fe + K NSU D + L+ Fe + K NSU + T wg i i,,, During
S -earthquake D + L+ Fe + KgNSU D + L+ Fe + K EWU + T w? I i i

8 D + L+ Fe + K EWD D+ L+Fe+K EWD+T wi i i

"
D+ L+Fe+P (24)+K EWU +T w(24)9 D + L+ Fe + P (24)+ K EWU 2 i 22 i3

10 During L-accident D + L+ Fe + 1.5P (l)2

"*
IV 11 D+L+Fe+P:(1)+ K EWUig ,

During S accident D + L+ Fe + K EWU12 2

Stress state I refers to the stress state due to loads other than the thermal load.
Stress state 2 refers to the stress state due to all loads, including the thermal load.
D: dead load; L: live load; Fe: prestress load.

Seismic load
K SNU: S ecithquake, horizontal SN direction + vertical upward direction

3 i
K NSU: S earthquake, horizontal NS direction + vertical upward directioni i
K EWU: S earthquake, horizontal EW direction + vertical upward directioni
K EWD: S earthquake, horizontal EW direction + vertical downward directioni i
K EWU: S earthquake, horizontal EW direction + vertical upward direction2 2

Thermal load

T w: During normal operationt

T w(1): In accident (1 h later)2

T w(24): In accident (24 h later)2

Pressure load

Po: During test

P:(1): In accident (I h late *)
P (24): In accident (24 h later)

I
|
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Figure 5.5.212. Schematie diagram of layout of reinforcing bars in foundation mat.

Table 5.5.2-10. Maximum contact pressure (units: tf/m ),2

_

lead combination Maximum contact pressure Allowable bearing force

During normal operation D + L+ Fe 43 400

in S earthquake D + L+ Fe + K EWD R9 800i

in S earthquake D + L+ Fe + K EWU 71 8002 2

Table 5.5.210 lists the results of the maximum con:aet pressure derived from the FEM analysis of the
foundation mat. As can be seen from this table, the contact pres:ure on the foundation has a suffielently large
margin with respect to the allowable bearing capacity,

Prestressed concrete containment vessel (PCCV)c.

ne PCCV is made of an upper shell of a prestressed concrete portion, a bottom foundation of a reinforced
concrete portion, and a steel liner portion which is applied on the inner surface of the concrete portion to ensure
the leak-proof property. He upper shell portion of PCCV consists of a domed portion with a shell thickness of 1.1
m and a lower cylindrical portion with an inner diameter of 43 m and a thickness of 1.3 m; the inner height is about
64 m. In the concrete teructural portion that provides the structural strength of the shell portion, a prestress is
applied to reduce the membrane tensile stress.

He prestress force of the concrete portion is applied by stretching the inverted U tendons and hoop
t:ndons. ne inverted U tendons are arranged in grid form as they are p*ojected from the upper dome portion, with
the two ends of each tendon anchored on the upper portion of a tendon gallery mounted within the foundation mat.
In addition, the hoop tendons are arranged in hoop form with a central angle of 240'. He two ends of each tendon

are anchored on buttresses which are set for e.neh 120'. The arrangement of the tendons is illustrated in Figure
5.5.2 13.
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The design flow chart of PCCV is shown in Figure 5.5.214, with the design performed to meet the
! requirements on the concrete containment vessel. For details of the design, please see Section 5.4 * Concrete
! containment vessel.'

Among the major external forces acting on the shell portion, the pres'ressed loads due to vertical inverted-U
tendons and hoop tendont in the domed portion is considered to be a nodalload, and the pressure load for the radial
direction at the cylindrical portion in considered as a pressure. For the thermal load, the results of the temperature
distribution analysis is used. For the seismic load, the nodelload is determined to ensure the design Shear is carried
by various portions of the shell. In the 3 D FEM analysis model for stress analysis, the conventional portion of the
shell is represented by shell elements and the buttress portion by beam elements. Figure 5.5.215 shows the
analytical model. As far as the foot portion is concemed, it is analyzed using another model containing the
foundation rnat. In this way, its effect is taken lato consideration. Table 5.5.211 lists the load combinations
considered in the design of PCCV.

For load states I, !!, and lil, the allowable stress design is performed with respect to the stress calculated
by the elastic analysis. Since the thermal stress due to the temperature load is a type of self restricting stress, for
the load combination containing the thermal stress, the cross-sectional calculation is performed by accounting for
the reduction in the stiffness due to cracks. For load state IV, calculation of the stress is performed by clastic
analysis. When the calculated stress is rather large, the cross section should be determined using the strength design
method based on the ultimate strength capacity of the cross section to ensure the required safety margin in tenns
of the stress.

Calculation of the reinforcing bars in the longitudinal direction (meridian) and transverse direction
(circumferential)is performed by taking it as an assumed column acted upon by the unit width membrane stress and
flexural stress. Figure 5.5.216 shows a schematic diagram of the layout of reinforcing bars of PCCV obtained in
the calculation of the cross section. Figune 5.5.2-17 shows the allowable axial force-bending moment interaction
curve which indicates the yield strength of a typical part of the cylindrical portion. Such a interaction curve is
formed for each cross section, with the combination of all of the loads plotted on the diagram. It is confirmed that
the part has a sufficiently high strength,

d. Spent fuel pit

The spent fuel pit is located in the lower portion of the fuel handling compartment of the containment vessel
peripheral building. Its primaiy structure is a reinforced concrete wall structure.= As shewn by the flow chart for
the design in Figure 5.5.2-18, the design of the structural body include the horizontal load in en earthquake,
temperature load in an accident, and a conventional load.

Figure 5.5.219 shows the FEM analysis model for the stress analysis. For the analytical model, EL +0.0
m is taken as fixed, and the model of the shear wallis formed using in plane stress flat plate elements. For the load
in the horimntal direction, the shear stress in an earthquake is taken as the nodal load proportional to the concrete
volume. Table 5.5.2-12 lists the load combinations considered in the design.

With respect to the stresses in the various portions obtained in the stress analysis, the longitudinal
reinforcing bars in walls are determined by regarding them as a column. The required number of the reinforcing
bars is determined as the sum of the required number of reinforcing bars for the vertical axial force and out-of-plane
bending moment, and the required number of reinforcing bars fer the in-plane shear stress. On the other hand, the
transverse reinforcing bars in walls are determined by treating them as a beam element; the required number of
reinforcing bars for the out-of plane bending moment is then determined. When the direction of the horizontal
seismic force is in agreement with the direction of the wall, the required number of reinforcing bars for the in-plane
shear stress are added to give the required amouet of the reinforcing bars.
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Table 5.5.211. List of load combination (PCCV).

Combi-

Load nation

state Name No. Stress state 1 Stress state 2

1 I" " 9" 1 D + L + Fe + R D+ L+ Fe+T w 6 Rii
operation

il intest 2 D + L+ Fe + Po
-

D+ L+ Fe + K +T w+RiIn S earthquake 3 D+ L+1 e + K + Ri i iii

D+ L+ Fe + P (1)+T w(1)+ R2inl< accident da D + L+ Fe + P (l)+ R2 2 2
2

D+ L+ Fe + P (24)+T w(24)+ R2lit in L-accident 4b D + L+ Fe + P:(24)+ R2 2 2

D+ L+ Fe + P (24)+ K +T w(24)+ R2l< accident 5 D + L+ Fe+ P (24)+ K + R2 2 i 2
2 i

+ S earthquakei

in S cachquake 6 D + L+ Fe + K + Ri
-

2
2

in t< accident 7 D + L+ Fe + 1.5P (1)+ R2
~

2
gy

I'a dent
8 D+ L+ Fe + P (1)+ K + R2

-

2 i
g

bringlo_ad
R : in normal operationi
R : In traccident2

Table 5.5.2-9 lists the definitions of the other load symbols.
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Figure 5.5.219 Analytical model diagram of spent fuel pit.

Table 5.5.212. IJst of load combination (opent fuel pit).

State of external force lead combination

Normal time G+P

Normal time G+P+To

in S carthquake G+P+K,i

in S carthquale G + P + K + ToShort-term i i

in accident G+P+T,

| Ultimate in S carthquake G+P+K:2

In an accident: 1 pit pump is out of order
G: dead load
P: live load
K: S seismie loadi i
K: S seismic load2 2

To: normal thermal load
| T,: accident thermal load
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As far as the thermal stress is concerned, the bending cracks in the concrete are taken into consideration;
the crowsectional calculation is made by taking a 1/2 thermal stress in the long-term load combination and a 1/3
thermal stress in the short term load combination. Calculation of the out+f plane reinforcing bars is performed using
the 'RC Standards.' Figure 5.5.2 20 shows a schematie diagram of the layout of reinforcing bars in the major
portions determined from the results of the cross-sectional calculation.

e. Others

For PCCV, in many cases, high local stresses occur near the opening / penetrating hole, the portio's with
an abrupt cF ge in shape and stiffness, and in the vicinity of the tendon anchorage portion. lience, in order to
ensure tAe 4 sfety of the structure, appropriate reinforcement should be provided lience, we will present a design
example o; she equipment hatch. Readers should refer to Figure 5.5.214 regarding the relative position of local
designs in the design flow chart of the containment vessel.

He equipment hatch (Elli) is a circular opening with an inner diameter of 6.4 m arranged on the shell
portion and used for canying equipment into the reactor containmeit vennel, in the periphery of the opening
portion, the shell thickness is increased to reduce the influence on the conventional portion of the cylindrical wall.
he profile and dimensions are shown in Figure 5.5.2 21. He stress analysis is performed by 3-D PEM analysis
for a semicylindrical partial model with an azimuthal angle of 180' with respect to the equipment hatch as the
center, and from the EL +0.0 m foundation mat upper end to EL 35.82 m on the vertical plane. He analytical
model is shown in Figure 5.5.2-22.

As far as the finite elements used in the analytical model are concemed, for the vicinity of the opening
postion, both the brick elements and the truss elements are used; in the range in which the effect of the stress
concentration is small, shell clerants are used. As the boundary conditions, the cylindrical foot portion is fixed,
and the stress obtained from the stress analysis tesults of the general portion is used as the boundary condition for
the upper horimntal plane and vertical planes on the two sides; in addition, the restraint is applied to ensure
continuity.

he cross-sectional calculation is performed using the same calculation method as that for PCCV general
portion. For the ringbars around the opening, they are replaced by an equivalent concrete cross section. In this
way, their effect is taken into consideration in the cross-sectional design, in this w sy, local stress analysis and cross-
sectional design are performed to ensure that the strength of the entire structure is not reduced by the opening.
Figure 5.5.2 23 shows a schematic disgram of the layout of reinforcing bars determined from the cross-sectional
calculations.

f. Checks on horimrral strength capacity of bul. ding

He horizontal strength capacity (Q,) of each story of the building is calculated on the basis of the following
assumptions.

(1) ne total strength capacity of each story in any given building (containment vessel, intemal concrete,
reactor extemal building)is the sum of the individual shear wall strength capacities.

(ii) De strength of the shear walls of the various buildings are calculated using the following formulas
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Q, = 0.216F, A, (Cnntainment vessel)

Q, = 0.18F, A, (Internal concrete)

(5.5.2-2)
3

0.0679P,",*3(F' + 180) + 2.7po
',

r

P, + 0.l oo xA,Q, =
( #f/(QD) + 0.12 |

n
,

(Cnatainwnt-vessel peripheral building)
:

|

The required horizontal strength (Q,,) of each story of the buildingis calculated using the method described
in Section 5.3.5(1) " Evaluation of static seismic force." In this case, the structural characteristic coefficient (Ds)
is taken as 0.5. Table 5.5.213 lists the calculated results of the horizontal strengths of the various portions as ,

.)'compared with their required horizontal .trengths. .. j
V

,
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Table 5.5.2-13. Comparison of horirontal strength.

_
~

Requira . horizontal
llorizontal strength capacity strength

3Portion Q, (x 10' tf) Q,, (x 10 tf)

Upper portion pressurizing
5.62 0.54

room

Upper portion of steam
12.10 0.971/C

generator chamber

tower portion of steam 63.50 6.57
generator chamber

PCCV Foot portion 81.65 11.30

2nd floor 140.80 11.00
RED

ist floor 199.40 22.70
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Chapter 6. Aseismic de: Inn of eaylpment/pinine sysitml

6.1 11asic items

6.1.1 Basic guidelines of aseismic design

(1) Structure plan and aseismic support plan

In principle, the equipment / piping system of a nuclear reactor facility is designed in such a way that it '

enters the rigid structure category. Since the carthquake strength of the equipment / piping system (which refers to
the overall nuclear power equipment including the electrical instruments, etc.) depends significantly on the seismic
support nian- an appropriate seismic support plan is important to ensure a sufficiently high nrthquake strength,
in th', seismic support plan, it is important to arrange the seistnic supporting devices in appropriate position and
direr tion so that the thermal expansion of the equipment / piping system is restrained as little as possible and there
le ao eacessively large seismic response during an earthquake. On the other hand, in the case when the thermal
expansion is restrained, it is important to confirm that the thermal stress of the system is within the allowable limit.
Or the equipment for which the seismic support plan cannot be implemented appropriately, such as large-sized
tanks, etc., it is necessary to reinforce the earthq_uake strength of the equipment itself.

He equipment / piping systems of nuclear reactor facilities, depending on the aseismic importance, are
classified to Classes As, A, B, or C. For the important Classes As and A, in order to withstand both the static
seismic force and the dynamic seismic force, it is important to implement the seismic support plan from the
viewpoint of controlling the vibration frequency of the system, i.e., to make the system enter the rigid structure
category. For Classes 11 and C, it is sufficicat to design a seismic support u hich withstands the static seismic force,
For Class 11, however, in the case wnen the dynamic responses of the earthquake might be istge, it is necessary
to investigate the earthquake strength; if needed, the results should be reflected in the seismic support method.

For portions of the equipment / piping system with a certain degree of freedom in design, the position of
the center of gravity should be made as low as possible, and the mounting should be as stable as possible. In the
case when an equipment with a lower aseismic importance is closely located to an equipment with a higher aseismic
importance, it is necessary to check the configuration plan once more to make sure that the damage in the equipment
with a lower importance due to earthquake does not affect the equipment with a higher importance, In addition,
se long as the configuration plan is appropriate, the seismic support plan should be made easier and simpler. Since

y

u.e seismic support plan may cause trouble in the maintenance and service of the machines, a necessary and
sufficient optimum plan for ensuring the aseismic safety of the system is preferred.

4

For a light water reactor or conversion reactor, as far as the structure of equipment / piping syste,n itself
is concerned, usually the plate thickness is not controlled by the seismic load, and the effect of the seismic force
on the equipment is relatively small in comparison with the nonnat stress during operation. Ilowever, for the
support structure, since the seismic forte is dominant, appropriate strength design should be made in censideration

of the uncertain factor of scismic force, e.g., enough stiffness should be ensured for the support pointa. In
particular, the design of the anchorage, which is believed to be the most important portion in the aseismic dealgn
considering the likelihood of seismic damage. A sufficient attention should be paid to this portion since anchorage
is on the boundary between the building / structure and an equipment.

(2) Seismic analysis and safety evaluation

Depending on the aseismic importance, the equipment / piping systems can be appropriately classified to
aseismic Classes As, .A II, and C For each specific aseismic class, it is necessary to make sure that it is safe with
respect to the design seismic force.
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He design seismic force is calculated from the horitental static sciamic coefficient corresponding to each
aseismic class. In addition, for Classes As and A, the dynamic seismic force bued on the appropriate seismic
response analysis for the buie earthquake ground motions S ' S I e., the extreme design earthquake and the2 t
maximum design earthquake, and the static seismic force due to the vertical seismic coef6cient must be calculated.

De seismic anfety evaluation of the equipment / piping system is based on the calculations (design by
analysis) to confirm that the seismic stress bued on the appropriate stress / intensity analysis using the above design
seismic force combined with the stress caused by the other loads is within the allowable lituit. However, when the
ability of the equipment to maintain its function cannot be determined by the allowable stress calculations due to
the complexity of the equipment or lack of reliability in analysis scheme, the confirmation may be made by
performing vibration test, etc. (Evaluation using test).

;

ne primary stress due to the design seismic force (the static seismic force for all the classes, and the !

dynamic seismic force based on the basic ear.hqvake ground motion Sa for Classes As and A) is limited within the
yield point of the material used. When it is required to calculate the sum of the primary stress and secoadary stress,
the limit is set within a range without causing an exctasively large strain. His is based on the premlee that the
seismic response of the system stays within the range oflinear/ elastic behavior from the macroscopic point of view.
Hence, for the design by analysis, it is always necessary to calculate the primary seismic stress of the system
appropriately. However, for the secondary stress, evaluation should be made when it has influence on the
linear / elastic behavior of the system or on the low-cycle fatigue during earthquake. Of course, for aseismic Classes
As and A, judging from their importance of structure, when significant secondary stress might take p!sce,
appropriate evaluation should be ;nade of the secondary stress.

For the dynamic seismic face bued on basic earthquake ground motion S of aseismic Class As, it may2

enter the range of nonlinear /elastoplastic behavior. In this case, however, it is necesst.ry to make sure that the
ductility of the system is properly considered and there exists appropriate safety to maintain the chimate stremgth
of the system or the function.

In the case of an evaluation using a test, an appropriate vibration test or other type of equivalent testa i

should be performed by paying a due attention to the model scale law and the input motion characteristics at the
support joints. It abould be confirmed that there exists appropriate safety in strength and function with the effects
of the other related loads taken into consideration.

,

6.1.2 Classification of aseismic importance

.

An equipment system that consists of several equipment / piping systems can be class' lied as a primary
equipment or auxiliary equipment which directly or indirectly related to the requirement of function, or the direct
support structures which directly support the loads of these eqm pment. Consequently, as deecribed in Chapter 1,
section 1.2.2 'Classificat!on of aseismic importance," all the equipment correnpondin3 to the same cicssification ir4
function has the same uelsmic importance.

6.1.3 lead cornbination and allowable limits
|

Re guidelines of the load combination and allowable limi.ts are as follows. For details, please see
references [6.1.1 1), (6.2.2-1).

(1) lead combination
i

a. For phenomena which might be cwsed by seismic motion, their loads are combined,
b. For phenomena which are not caused by seismic motion, if the pmbability of simultaneous occurrence

of the phenomena and earthquake is high, considering tht probability of the phenomena and the duration of the load
as well as the probability of earthquake, their combination should be taken into consideration.
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(2) Allowable tiraits

a. Clus As

(a)In the cue who the seismic fore calculated by basic carthquako ground motion S or the static seismici
coefficient is combined with the oCier bad, in principle, an elutic state should be maintained.

(b)ln the case when the seismic force calculawd by the taale earthquake raund union S la combined
2with tho other load, in principle, an escessively large /e 'ormation sh uld be avoided,

b. Class A

Same as above a. (a).

l c. Classes B and C

In the case when the seismic forte calculated by the static seismic coefficient is combined with tue other r
toad, in principle, an elastic state should be rnaintained.

k
6.1.4 Dreign seismic force

he design seismic force is calculated on the basis of the basic arthquake ground motion and the static
,

seistric coefficient corresponding to the ar.,ismic importance of the coulpment.

6.1.S Earthquake respense analysis

(1) General responae analytical method

he equipment / piping syste:u is designed to withstand the static seismic force correspondin2 to the aseismic
importance. For aseismic Classee As cnd A, however, design is made to withstand both the static seismic force
and the dynamic seismic force. For Class B, the safety of equipment which might resonate with the vibration of
the support structure including the building is investigated using the dynamic seismic feree corresponding to Class
B. %e dynamic seismic forte is calcuisted by a seismic respc e analysis 'The selende response antipis of the
equipment / piping system is usually perfornal by the spectral mmial analysis method l'asad on the design floor
response spectrum sphe installation floor, he dealgn floor spectrum is usually taken as that of the no it appropriate
floor such as the floor near the center of gravity of the system er the floor v.ith the most aseismic support point;.
However, in the case when a further seismic safety evaluaticu is needed, a multi-input analysis or similar
approximate sualytical method may be performed usiog the above design 11oor spectra. In using the spectral modal
andysis unhod, all the rnodes should be cossiderud whose mode pasdcipation hetors are not negligible, the
superposition is performed by the Squate Root of the Sum of the Square method (referred to as 'SRSS" method
hereinafter) viith respect to the necessary response crJeulation of acceleration, displacement, stress, teution forces,
etc. Combination of the response die to vertical seismic coefficient and the horizontal dynamic response is
performed by adopting the absolute . sum methcd. For the nuclear teactor containment vessel, nuclear tractor
pressure vessel, and interns) components, at analysis model coupled with the primary building, or an eqaivalent
model using the "utstructt. ring method, should be adopted and e numeric.) time history stalysis should be
performed considering the size, comoles seismic support systems sad their importance in the relative displacement

,

between the suppwt jola;s. Of course, even if the structure is not very important, it is also possil 4e to caletaa*.e
the dynanyc seismic forces using t3e time history response analysis method with the ceismic response acceleration
waveform and the displacenwnt V "Yeform at the st pport points as the inputs.

For aseinmic Clkss As, it is acceptable to perfmm the elastic design for the basic earthquake ground motien
S using the linear spoetral modal saalysis method bas-d on the floor response spectrutn for S;. In addition, the2,

ductility of the system is evaluated, and the aforementioned nonlinear time history response analysis vaing inputs
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at the support points may be adopted. For aseismic Class B, if it is determined that the fundamental v;bration
frequency is resonant with the primary structure, dynamic evaluation using 1/2 of the floor response spectmm for
S design is performed to confirm the seismic Safety. For tht seismic response analysis, ifit confirmed to be safer
side, the approtimate method or simple method tnay be used (constant pitch span method, response evaluation

i

method using only fundamental vibration frequency).

e

(2) Analytical model

ne containments are usuilly tuodeled as a one-dimensional multi-degree of freedom-boding / shear beam

system; the piping are usually modeled u three-dimensional multi-degree of freedom-bending / tor tion /sherr beam
system; and the other equipment ms 4 be modeled similarly. A more detailed model may be neccatary to include
the ovalization effects for the conte,n rmt vessels and sloshing effeets for large storage tanks. hi addition, the'

discrete-mass system (concentrated conre: s3 stem) may be replaced by a continuous system (distributed constant
system) or a combined system. It mas aho Ip replaced by a finite elements model.

For the seismic support structures, since usu74y designed as a rigid structure, it is possible to assume the

( sepport points as being rigid. Flowever, for a relativdy large frame structure, if the stiffness is not higher enough
11 n that of the supported equipment / piping system, 'he riffness of the support should be considered. For anchor

vrtions, their stif fness (such as elongation of ancho; bo'Is, local bending of anchor plate, etc.) should be taken into
4

consideration from mechanical point of view.

In a discrete-mass system model, the inau position it usually set at the center of gravity of each element
on tined by subdividing the system. In the case of physkally concentrated mass (a pump in a piping system, etc.),
th, noncentrate.d mass is Sken at that point. We number of masses should be large enough to have enough number
e ' sh shapes to adequately express the vibration shape in seismic analyses. We points needed for stress

untiw ve at mass points or nodes.q
he range of the analytical model is usually from amhor (6 degree of freedom co_nstrained) to anchor or

free end. It is also possible to determine it by appropriately !L .lging the boundaries (such as the nor21e end of a
rigid piping container, the joint portion between a small-diamem @ and a large-diameter pipe, etc.) believed to
be distinguishable in a seismic analysis.

%e properties of each element of the analytical model indrJde he average moment of inertia, effective
s Tr cron-sectional area of each element, and other geometrical chaturistics of the system, es we'l as clastic
coen knt and other material mechanical characteristics that depend on & oerating temperature, etc. Each of
these , perties should be evaluated appropriately,

a principle, the damping is assumed based on the conn.,ntionally uw 1 sign damping constants in the
caseeJ4 .mmposite system with different portions having diferent damping %: .at htch as a compasite system
with !J % for containment, 2% for support frame, ed 2.5% for piping),it is pcQ s to calculate the modal
damping constants for use. The design damping cor.stants are usually determined from traditionally assurced values
for dastic analy;is at present. In this case, when the S seismic response of Class As equipment is also in the2

clastic range from the maewscopic viewpoint,it is believed to be appropriate to use this design damping constants.
Since the design dampin<; constant is detertnined in a conservative way, in the case of special investigation and
research, elastoplastic seismic response analysis, or equivalent clastic seismic response analysis, etc., it is possible
to adopt the corresponding daruping constant so long as it is proved to be appropriate.

Ihrthquake resome analysis and design seismic load?

For the asa de Class As and Class A equipment, such as the Typ i equipment, the Type 2 containment,
and the D o- 3 ec, y nent, the seismic load is determined on the basis of the seismic load due to S and S2 i

carthquak. , Nse ar2 lyses (moment. shear, axial force, etc.) and the seismic load due to the static seismic force.
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Between the seismic load due to the S earthquare and the seismic load due to the static seismic force, the more3

severe force is adopted in principle. However, at a site with high seismicity, if it is determined that the .eismie
load caused by the S seismic force is clearly stricter than the static seismic load, calculation of the latter may be3

omitted.

For a simple Class A model with aall rumber of masses, the S seismic response acceleration and the
3

static seismic coefficient are compared to en 9 other, and the more severe one is selected and used to calculate the
design seismic force.

For the static seismic force of the equipment system, in the case when the story shear coefficient of the
building in which the equipment system is installed is determined (the aseismic class of the building is assumed as
the same as that of the equipment system),1.2 times the coefficient is taken as the design horizontal seismic
coefficient in principle. However, for the equipment connected to the building (nuclear reactor containment vessel,
c'c.), outdoor equipment (tanks, etc.), etc., it is preferred that calculation be performed using modal analysis with
the appropriate base shear coefficient which is determined corre ponding to the aseismic class.

6.1.6 Stress / strength analysis

(1) Stress analysis of Class As and A equipment

In the case of an analytical model of discrete-mass and bending / shear beam system, the stresses in the
equipment / piping system caused by static seismic force or dynamic seismic force are calculated in terms of bending
moment (M), shear force (Q), and axial force (N).

Fortho a r ad Type 2 vessels, it is, in pdnciple, to adopt the stress analysis methods such as the shell
theory or finite element method, for simultaneous operating load conditions with seismic loads, M,iQ,iN.
However, it is also possible to calculate the stres~s during earthquake and the stresses in the operating state
separately, followed by adding them in consideration of the stress types and stress component directions.

For the Type I and Type 3 piping systems, the stress evaluation is usually performed by the absolute sum
of M Q, N calcu;ated for various cperating loads and the iM, iQ, iN due to an earthquake. When the absolute
sum is calculated, the sei.mic force direction and the stress component directions should be taken into consideration.

However, it is also possible to directly add up the stresses (a = CM/Z, C = mtress factor, Z = section modulus,
etc.) during earthquaks and the stress in the operating state.

For the other equipment / piping systems it is preferred that the stress analysis be performed by adding up
M, Q, N caused by the operating loads which should be combined with iM, iQ, iN due to the seismic force,
lu consideration of the din:ctions of the components. However, it is also possible to adopt the simpler method in
which the stress analysis is performed independently for each case and the obtained stresses are then added up on
the safer side.

Per the pad portion, lug portion, nozzle portion, seismic support leg joint portion, and othe~ portions of
the primary equipment, local stress concentration should be evaluated using the finite element method or the Bijlaard
method. Also, for the large-size self-supporting shell structures (containnwnt vessels, tanks, etc.), it is necessary
to perform the buckling safety evaluation due to iM, iQ, iN during earthquake.

The stresses caused by the seismic force are usually primary stresses. On the other hand, the stress caused

by relative displacement between support points of a piping systern, the stress in the containment vessel caused by
the relt.tive displacement of the upper building shear lug, etc., are secondary stresses. However, in the conventional

buildieg/ equipment tinr history response analysis, it is impossible to make a distinction between the primary and
,

| secondary stresses iM, iQ, iN. As a result, additional special analysis for this distinction is needed. Attention !

should be paid to this point. However, it is conservative to regard these iM,1Q, iN as the primary stresses.
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h primary stress due to the seismic forer usually represents all the intemal forces which are needed to
mm 1 *cquihbrium conditions of forces" against the external seismic forces (in the case o a ly icint portion of

r

a containmem, the local strer,s of tSe containment due to the leg reaction force = primary strent Consequently,
it is necessary to perform a detailed analysis of these stresses, and to evaluate tia mat,imum strtes.

The seconda y stress due to the seismic force meets the "self-balance condition." When the portion dere
it takes place cannot be ignored from the viewpoint of maintaining the function of the equipment system (s teh as
the joint portion between the vessel train body and the support skirt cylinder shell, etc.), it should be evaluated.

In the case of fatigue evaluation, which is required when the primary plus secondary stresses due to the
seismic force exceed the limit value, it is necessary to know the number of cycles during an earthquake. This may

be appropriately determinni on the basis of the characteristics of the response seismic waveform of the installation
floor and the seismic response characteristics of the system.

Combination of the stress due to the dynamic horizontal seismic force and the stress due to the static
vertical seismic force of the primary equipment is performed in principle by making an absolute som. However,
'SitSS" method may be used to combine the stress due to the othe, dynamic loads (such as the dynamic load when
the primary steam escape safety valve in the BWR containment vessel is retivated, etc.) and the stress due to
dynamic seismic forte.

(2) Stress analysis of Class B and C equipment

Usually, Class B and C equipment is designed according to static seismic force. Since static seismic force
is determined independent of the seismicity of the site. the design analysis evaluation method of the equipment is
standardized. The main parts in this category include vessels, tanks, pumps, blowers, piping, and ducts. For the
stress analysis / strength e /aluation for different types of equipment, the precondition is based on calculation of the
primary stress due to earthquake, with prescribed stress evaluation points, stiesa calculation formula, and calculation
sheet form (see section 6.6.3 " Class B md C equipment'). Consequently, design and analysis of Class B and C
equipment may be performed in this way if it is proved to be sufficient. For a Class B equipment which might have
a resonance problem, a dynamic study is required. For this case, the natural period should be calculated. For an
item which is not classified as a rigid structure, the evaluation using dynamic force is included in the format.

(3) Stress analysis of support structures

'Ihe seismic reaction of the support structure is calculated from the dynamic and static :eismic forces for
Class As and A equipment and mainly from the static seismic force for Classes B and C. The support structure
must be designed to withstand the seismic reaction. For Class As and A support structures, it is necessary to ensure
not only a high strength but also a necessary rigidity. However, for the support structures, too, there is a standard
design analytical evaluation method based on the relationship of " seismic reaction = load" and the viewpoint of
ensuring a necesury rigidity in the case of Classes As and A (see section 6.6.4 " Support structures'').

Hence, the stress analysis evaluation of the support structures should be implemented using a sufficient
method. An attention should be paid to the fact that the support structure design is closely related to the Steel
Structure Design Standard of the Architecture Institute of Japan.

6.1.7 Seismic safety evaluation

As far as the seismic safety evatustion of the equipment / piping system of the nuclear reactor facilities is
concerned, in the cee of * iesign by analysis," depending on the aseismic importance, it ir accessary to make sure
that the various stresses caused by the other loads to be combined with the design seismic force are within the
corresponding allowable stress limits. However, depending on the type of equipmen, " stem, the fur.ctional
requirement may not be sufficiently evatuated by only performing strength calculation. Care should be exercised
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in this case. In this respect, the ' evaluation by test," includes not only the strength evaluation, but also the
evaluation from the viewpoint of function maintenance. It is, however, important to confirm the similarity of the
test aamples and the appropnateness of the seismic input characteristics.

For the seismic safety evaluation of Class As equipment during G earthquake, if the elastoplastic response
of the building is significant, attention should be paid to the effects on the elastoplastic response characteristics ofr

the building itself, defonnation characteristics and floor response, as well as the reliability of the elastoplastic
behaviors.

6.1.8 Basic 1,equence of aseismic design

in this section, we will summarize section 6.1 " Basic items" in the form of a practical aseismic design
sequence. Figurt. 6.1.81 shows the basic aseismic design sequence of the equipment / piping systen, from an overall
macroscopic point of view, which corresponds to the explanadon presented in section 6.1.1-6.1.4.

For nuclear power equipment, the seinmic analyses (seisnie respcase analysis, stress / strength analysis, etc.)
which is important for the aseismic design has been explained in sections 6.1.5-6.1.7 with respect to the basic items.
Figure 6.1.81 shows a partially enlarged form of the corresponding sequence. Figure 6.1.8 2 shows a block
diagram concerning the seismic analysis. As further detailed blocks, we present Figure 6.1.8-3 (block disgram
concerning seismic response analysis), Figura 6.1.8-4 (block diagram concerning stress / strength evaluation of Class

,

.As and A equipment), and Figure 6.1.8 5 (block diagram concerning stress / strength evaluation of Class B and C
equipment).

nese figures are sequential design diagrame corresponding to those already described in section 6.1 " Basic
items.* Consequen'ly, explansilon of these figuras can be omitted. For details, please see the explanation in section
6.1 and in the following sections and the related flow charts. Table 6.1.8-1 summarires the <itles of these flow
charts, in the table (and in text), " Notification .No. 501' refers to Notification No. 501 of the Ministry of
International Trade and Industry ' Technical standards of stmetures related to nuclear power equipment for power
generation" (October 30,1980).

6.2 Importance classification

6.2.1 Basic guideline

%e nuclear reactor facility for power generation must have a very high aseismic property so that it will
not cause any major accident under any conceivable seismic force during the operation period. In order to reach.

this safety target, as shown in Chapter 1, "1.1.2 Aseismic design and safety design," the facilities should be
classified according to importance from the safety point of view, and designed accordingly. Hence, for the
equipment systems, that form of equipment / piping system, those which have the same functional requirements are
classified to have the same aseismic importance irrespective of the form (direct or indirect) of the function.

6.2.2 Summary of importance classification

Definitions of importance classification and classification accontii.g to function are listed in Table 1.2.2-1
and Table 1.2.2-2 in Chapter 1. In addition Table 6.2.21 lists the exan.ples of the classification of aseismic
importance for major equipment of the equipment / piping system. Several features in the importance classification

. will be presented in the followiag. For the background and details of importance classification, the readers are
referred to ' Technical Guidelines for Aseismic Design of Nuclear Power Plant: Classification of Importance
Level / Allowable Stress Edition, JEAG 4601-Supplement-1984* by Nuclear Power Institute of the Japan Electrical |

Association (referred to as "JEAG 4601-Supplement 1984* hereinafter).
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Table 6.1.81. List of design procedure drawings.

Common
Class Type (basic) Containers Pipes Pumpe Values Others

6.1.8 1 6.6.2-3 6.6.2-12 6.6.2 13 6.6.2 14
6.1.8-2

.D I 6.1.8-3 ~

6.1.8.4

6.1.8-1 6.6.2 15 *

' Penetrat.
6.1.8-2 6.6.2-16

,
portionType 2

6.1.8-3 91 ~, . .

As 6.1.8.4 6.6.2-19.

,

6.1.8 1 6.6.2-21 6.6.2-24
6.1.8-2 6.6.2-22 6.6.2-25

A 6.1.8-3 ~ ~ ~

6.1.8.4

6.1.8 1 s &Active ? -3'
: -

s .

equip. f
_ _

_

,

Electric.
' . 'y '. Board Tray Device Apparat.measure. 6.1.8-1 @n

s'

( 6.7-1 6.7 2 6.7-3 6.7-4
equip. *,

3 6.1.8 1 6.6.3-2 6.6.3-40
Blower6.1.8-2 6.6.3-44

_

C 6.1.8-5
_

_

6.6.3.1 6.6.345
,
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Table 6.2.2-1. Examples of aseismic importance c'/ ' cation of major equipment and piping system.

,.mmr

dab #9"I **"IE
Aseismic

importance HWR PWR

(i) Nuclear reactor pressure vessel; vestels, (i) Nuclear reactor pressure vessel; vessels,

pipes, pumps, and valves within the nucle- pipes, pumps, and valves within the nucle-

ar reactor coolant pressure boundary ar reactor coolant pressure boundary

(ii) Spent fuel pool (ii) Spent fuel pool

(iii) Control rods, control rod driving mecha- (iii) Control rods, control rod driving tnecha-

nism, e ntr I r d driving hydraulic system nism, control rod driving hydraulic system
Class As

(scram ftmetion) (scram function)
(iv) Residual heat removal system (cooling (iv) Residual heat removal system

mode in shutdown state) (v) Nuclear reactor containment vessel; piping

(v) Nuclear reactor containment vessel; piping and valves within the boundary of the

and valves within the boundary of the nuclear reactor containment vessel

nuclear reactor containment vessel

(i) Emergency nuclear reactor core cooling (i) Safety injecting system
(ii) Annular air cleaning equipmentsystem

Class A (ii) Standby gas treatment system (iii) Reactor intemal structures

(iii) Reactor internal structures

(i) Waste disposal system (i) Waste disposal system
|

Class B (ii) Steam turbine, condenser, feedwater heater (ii) Spent fuel pit water cleaning system

(iii) Fuel pool cooling syca

(i) Sample collecting system, floor drainage (i) Sample collecting system, floor drainage

"I * ** ''#' 'I' * * ' * # ' I

Class C (ii) Main generator / transformer (ii) Turbine equipment, main genera- i
'

tor / transformer

{l) For the main steam piping of a BWR, although the portion from isolation valve to main stop valve is
classified as aseismic Class B, evaluation. is made to ensure that it is not damaged by standard seismic motion S .i

(2) For the fuel assembly, evalua. ton is made related to the control rod insertion function with respect to
basic earthquake ground motion S -2

{3) The structures in the reactor are claasified as aseismic Class A; evaluation is also made to ensure that
basic earthquake ground motion S causes no problems in controi rod insertion and reactor core cooling.2

(4) In the case when a normally closed or separable valve is set in a small-diameter pipe directly connected
to the system equipment, the valve and the pipe toward the equipment side from the valve are taken as the same
aseisne alass as that of the system equipment. For instrument pipes, etc., without the aforementioned valves, the

port: 3re the fluid is contained is taken as the same aseismic class as that of the system equipment.

|
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6.3 lead combination and allowable limits

ne detailed content of this section is described in "JEAO 4601 Supplement 1984.' A summary is
presented here.

6.3.1 Basic gWeline

(1) Explanation of symbols

IlixS: Allowvble stress state with a special limit with respect to the stress generated by earthquake, with the
allowable stress corresponding to operating state III in " Notification No. 501' taken as the standard.

IV S: Allowab:e stress state with a special limit with respect to the stress generated by earthquake, with the4
allowable stress corresponding to operating state IV in " Notification No. 501' taken as the standard.

B S: Allowable stress state of aseismic Class B equipment in earthquakeA
C S: Allowable stress state of aseismic Class C equipment in earthquakeA
D: Dead load -

P: Pressure load in operating state of the plant (except the state after coolant loss accident) that should be
8combined with the earthquake

M: Mechanical load, other than earthquake load and dead load, which acts on the equipment in the operating
state of the plant (except the state after coolant accident loss) and should be combined with the earthquake 2

P: Pressure load generated after a coolant loss accident excluding the period just after the accidentt

M: Mechanical load, other than dead load and seismic load, generated after a coolant loss accident, excludingt

the period right after the accident.

Po: Mechanical load which is caused in plant operating state 1 or 11 (operation state Ill is also included in some
cases) or by the maximum allowable working pressure set in design of the equipment, and should be
combined with the carthquake.

Mp: Mechanical load which is caused in plant operating state I or 11 (operating sdte 111 is alr.o included in some
cases) or determined in design of the equipment, and should be combined wiA the earthquake. '

Pa: Design load due to the maximum allowable working pressure
Ma: Design mechanical load
S: Seismic force or static seismic force set according to basic earthquake ground motion Si 3

S: Seismic force set according to basic earthquake greend motion S2 2

Sn: Seismic force (Note 2) derived from the seismic motion suitable for aseismic class B uluipment or static
seismic force

Se: Static seismic force suitable for aseismic Class C equipment
S: Design yield strength, values defined in Appendix Table 9 in ' Notification No. 501'y

S,: Design tensile strength, values defined in Appendix Table 10 in " Notification No. 501'
S: Design stress strength, values defined in Appendix Table 2 in " Notification No. 501'

For tension bolts at pressure portion, values defined in Appendix Table 3 are used.
S: Allowable tensile stress, values defined in Appendix Table 6 or 7 in " Notification No. 501."

For Type 2 vessels, values defined in Appendix Table 4 are used. For Type 2 tension bolts in the pressure
portion, values defined in Appendix Table 5 are used. For other tension bolts in the pressure portion,
values defined in Appendix Table 8 are used.

81n each operating state, for P and M, the values set on the safe sid mch as the maximum allowable working
pressure, design mechanical load) may be used.

2ne seismic force derived from the seismic motion used for the aseismic Class B equipment may be taken as
1/2 the value of the seismic force derived from basic earthquake ground motion S .i
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f,: Allowable tensile stress. For support structures (ercept bolts, etc.), values defined in Article 88-31-A in
' Notification No. 501' are used. For bolts, uc., values defined in Article 88-3-2-A in " Notification No.
501" are used.

f,: Allowable shear stress. Same as r.bove.
f,: Allowable compression stress. For support structures (except bolts, etc.) values defined in Article 88-3-1-

A in ' Notification No. 501' are used.
f: Allowable bending stress. Same as above,3

f: Allowable bearing stress. Same as above.p

f(, f,*, f,*, f *, f *: Values are calculated by replacing the phrase of 'the value defined in Appmdix Table 9'3 p
by the phrase 't.2 times the value defined in Appendix Table 9' (in Articles 88-3-lC and 88 ? 2C in
" Notification No. 501') when said f,, f,, f,, f , and f are crjeulated. For th > other support structures, for3 p

the aforementioned f,-f *, the value of F in Article 83-3-1 A(A) of ' Notification No. 501' is selected asp
follows. Dat is, it is taken as 0.7 times the value defined in Appendix Table 9 or the value defined in
Appendix Table 10, whichever is smaller. For austenitic stainless steel and high-nickel alloy with normal
temperature higher than 40*C, the value is taken as 1.35 times the value defined in Appendix Table 9,0.7
times the value defimed in Appendix Table 10, or the value at room temperature defined in Appendix
Table 9, whichever is smallest.

ASS: Austenitic stainless steel
HNA: High-nickel alloy

(2) Aseismic Class As and A facilities

In the state when the load due to basic earthquake ground motion S and the load in operating state I are
3

combined, the facility (equipment / piping system) should stay in elastic state in principle. When the operating state
IV(L) is considered as the design condition of the equipment, such as ECCS, the load due to basic earthquake
ground motion S is combined with the load of either operation state I or operation state IV (L), and the facilityi
(equipment / piping system) should stay in elastic state in principle. In this case, the allowable stress is determined
by adding the special limitation on the seisms stress to the basic allowable stress at operation state III defined in
' Notification No. 501."

When the load due to basic earthquake ground motion S is combined with the load in operation state I,2

the facility (equipment / piping system) should not have an excessive deformation with degradation in the functions.
He allowable stress in this case is determined on the base of the allowable stress in operation state IV defined in
the notification, with the special stress limitation for the stress generated by earthquake taken into consideratien

For phenomena in operation state II or III, if the phenomenon is associated with the earthquake or if the
phenomenon lasts for a relatively long time, its combination with the earthquake should be taken into consideration.

(3) Aseismic Class B and C facilities

For aseismic Class B facilities, elastic design is performed with respect to the aseismic Class B design
seismic load. As far as the load combination is concerned, the combination of the load in the normal operation state
or abnormal transition period of the facility and the seismic load is taken into consideration.

For aseismic Class C facilities, consideration is made on the base of the combination of the loads of an
aseismic Class B facility and allowable stress.
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6.3.2 tead combination

(1) Operating sta.e ed combination with seismic loads

The seismic loads are combined with the loads in the following states. When evaluation is to be made of
the load combination, it is only necessary to evaluate the load combination which would give the most serious result
among the various load combinations to be considered, while the other load combinations with less serious
consequence may be ignored. For specific examples of loads with serious results, please see section '6.6.1
tead/ stress combination."

a. Operation state I

b. In operation state II, the plant 6tates induced by the following phenomena as the dependent phenomena
of earthquake

(For 11%%) -

(1) Offsite power loss
(2) Loss of feed water heating
(3) Erroneous eperation of recirculation flow rate control system
(4) "aiive in re.irculation pump
(5) 12 = cf e r 6ud.s load
(6) Closure of e ah etwm i :, wa ulvo
(7) Failure in T c8 wa.-: w- es
(8) Failure in presse e w wr.ratus
(9) Loss of totai feed we.: %w
(10) Turbine trip
(11) Scram

(For PWR)
(1) Fell of control rod cluster
(2) Partial loss of primary coolant flow
(3) Rapid increase in steam load
(4) less of main feed water to steam generator
(5) Offsite power loss
(6) less of overburden load
(7) Nuclear reactor trip

c. In operation state 11, the plant states induced by the following phenomena which are not associated with
the earthquake but may last for a relatively long time:

(For BWR)
(i) Combination with basic earthquake ground motion S i

(1) Erroneous operation of safety relief valve
(ii) Combination with basic earthquake ground motion S

2
None

(For PWR)
None
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i

d. : Among operation states lil, the plant states induced by the following phenomena as ;'--- --
associated with earthquake

(For BWR)
None

(For PWR)
*

(1) Abnormal pressure loss in the secondary cooling system
(2) Loss of primary coolant flow accident

t

e. In operation state IV, the plant states which are induced by the following phenomena which are not
assetlated with the earthquake but may last for a long time; the states immediately after the following ,='---- -
however, are excluded.

(For BWR)
(1) Combination with basic earthquake ground motion Sg

(1) Ioss of coolant accident <

(ii) Combination with basic earthquake ground motion S2
None

a

(For PWR)
(i) Combination with basic earthquake ground motion Si

(1) Imse of primary coolant accident
(ii) Combination with basic earthquake ground motion S2

None

(2) lead combination and allowable stress state

Table 6.3.2-1 lists the combinations of seismic load and other loads and the corresponding allowable stress
statee.

6.3.3 Allowable stresses of major equipment

(1) Allowable stresses of aseismic Class As and A facilities

In aseismic Class As and A facilities, the allowable stresses of vessels, pipes, pumps, valves, reactor core
support structures, reactor internal structures, support structures, and tension bolts of pressure portion are listed in
Tables 6.3.3-1, 6.3.3 2, 6.3.3 3, 6.3.3-4, 6.3.3-5, 6.3.3-6, and 6.3.3-7, respectively.

(2) Allowable stresses of aseismic Class B and C facilities

Table 6.3.3-8 lists the allowable stresses of the major equipment in aseismic Class B. The allowable
stresses of the aseismic Class C facilities are set just as those of aseismic Class B facilities.
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Table 6.3.2-1. Combinations of seismic load and other loads and corresponding allowable stress states.

Type")

Type 1 Type 2 Type 3 Type 4 Type 5 Others
~

Equipmera Vusel Equipmera Reactor
Assismic Imd Vesmis support Pumps ;,,,i Support,, n

'''"''"'' **lva structuresclass combinations piping Piping, ,,,, ,,, um
~

D+ P+M+S III S III S - - - III S -i A 4 A
- -

D + Po + Mo + Si - - III S III b ~ ~ III b III b III b3 A A A A

G DIV S ) III S ) -- - - IV S - -As D + Po+ M + Sit 4 A A
-

D+P+M+S IV S IV S - - - IV S - -

2 A A 4

D + Po + Mo + S: - - IV S IV S - - IV s IV S IV S -

g 4 x 3 4

A D + Po+ Mo+ Si - - 111 S III S III S - III S III S III S4 A A 4 4 4

B D + Pa + Ma + Sa
- - BxS BS BS - BS - BSA 4 A A

C D + Pa+ M + bc - - - CS CS - CS - CSd A A A A

0)ln principic, the equipment types are defined in 'Notifica on No. 501." Vessels / piping not defined in the
Notification are as follows:
1) For vessels / piping associated with the emergency reserve power generator facility classified as aseismic Class

A or As, the Type 3 definition is applied.
2) For ducts not classified as Type 5 piping, the definition of the Type 5 piping is still applied.
3) For vessels / piping other than said 1),2) and not defined in the Notification, the definition of Type 4 is applied.

GIFor ECCS and related (equipment] nee &l for operation in an accident, III b i8 applied.A
0)l) For the Class 2 vessels, P of the load combination (D+P +M ,+S ) in allowable stress state III S is takent t i i 4

as the pressure in the nuclear reactor containment vessel at the time 10-8 year after LOCA.
2) Since the nuclear reactor containment vessel is the ultimate barrier after LOCA, in order to assure the safety

margin for the overall structure, the combination of the maximum internal pressure after LOCA and the S,
seismic motion (or static seismic force) is taken into consideration. Evaluation in this case is performed usin;
the allowable limit of allowable stress state IV S.A
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Table 6.3.3-1. Allowable stress of vessels.

_.

Stressclass

Primary
membrane Special stress limit

Allowable Primary general stress Primary Primary
streas membrane + primary + secondary + secondary Pure shear Bearing

Type state stress bending stress stress + peak stress stress stress

$' '
0)t

|

l

% S., 1.5 times the S (53g, 3 ,, 5 y y
left column (1.5 S.)a

For ASS and HNA; Fatigue
Type 1 1.2 S= 3 S,, C) usage factor

0s 1.0 )% S,
For ASS and HNA;

1.5 times the S" (5)IV S ' % 5, '") len colum 0.4 S,4
5 S)

2.4 S,,

S, 'U)
'

,0.6 S., 1.5 times theg,^g 0.6 S 7
left column (1.5 S.)3

For ASS and HNA;
1.2 S

Continuous portion
0.6 S,

Discontinuous portion Fatigue
Type 2

' s# 3S C)'(1) usage factor
s;1.0m

,0.6 S,,
1.5 times theIV S 0'4 S,

(1."5 S )
A For ASS and HNA; left column

Continuous portion

f 2 S '0)
'

,0.6 S,,

Discontinuous portion
1.2 5

|
,
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' 'able 6.3.3-1 (Cont'd). Allowable stress of vessels..

Stress class

Primary
membrane Special stress limit

Allowable Primary general stress Primary Primary
stress membrane + pristary + secondary + secondary Pure shear Bearing

Type state stress bending stress stress + peak stress stress stress

' S, f
,0.6 S,) 1.5 times the Fatigue usage factor s 1.0,")III SA left column if primary + secondary

_ _

3 4 For ASS and WA;
stresses s2 S,,A se fatigue

1.2 S analysisis not needed. _

1.5 times theIV S 0.6 S"A left column<

0%e smaller value in parentheses.
A Evaluation is made of stress range by seismic motion only.
(3) Fatigue usage factor is derived from only the seismic motion, and it is added to the fatigue usage factor in

operation state 1 or 11 for evaluation.
") Evaluation is made of stress by seismic motion only,
ts' Data in parentheses refer to the case when the distance between the acting end of bearing load and the free end

is longer than the acting width of the bearing load.
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' Table 6.3.3 2. Allowable stress of piping.

Stress class

Allowable Primary stress Primary

stress Primary general (including bending Primary + secondary

Type state membrane stress stress) + secondary stress + peak stress

2.25 S.
When stress by

tonion > 02 S.,
tilaS 1.55" the flexural stress +

torsional stre9s

is 1.8 S. Fatigue usageg3
factor s 1.0 (3)a

3 S,
When stress by

t rs n > 0,73 S,,,
IV S 2S the fletural stress +a

torsional stress
is 2.4 S,,

' S'
'"3

S

N #a.
Types For ASS and HNA; Fatigue usage factor s1.0 (4)lii Sg

3 and 4 For ASS and HNA; 1.2 S If primary + secondary stresses s2 S,,G)
fatigue analysis is not needed.

1.2 S

** *
IV S 0.6 S*4 left column

'The span length of support should be kept smaller than the maximum allowable pitch to
3;g^3

Type 5 ensure the functions with respect to acceleration and relative displacement in earthquake.

IV S Same as aboveg

(USmaller value in parentheses.
* Evaluation is made of the stress range caused by seismic motion only.
04he fatigue usage factor by carthquake only is derived, and it is added to the fatigue accumulation coefficient in

operation state I or 11 for evaluation.
(4' Evaluation on stress caused only by seismic motion.
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Table 6.3.3 3. Allowable stress of pumps.

Stressclass

Allowable Primary stress Primary
stress Primary general (including bonding Primary + secondary

Type state membrane stress stress) + secondary stress + peak stress

S '0''
?

;% S., 1.5 times the
ggy^3 left column

For ASS and HNA;

Type 1 1.2 S, 3S m Fatigue usag
factor s1.0 )a

% S,
For ASS and HNA;

1.5 times theIV S r % S, '0' left columng

2.4 S,
-

80)1 5

46S.' 1.5 times the0
4 left column Fatigue usage factor s 1.0 *III S

For ASS and HNA; However, if primary + secondary stress

g,2 S s2 S,,A fatigue analysis is not needed

Type 3 I * * * * * *
IV^S 0.6 S" left columnand

other Evaluation on maintenance of operating funtdons
pumps A. Evaluation of function maintenance by calculation

he load acting on the bearing due to the seismic load obtained from static / dynamic analysis
should be confirmed as within the allowable load, if needed, other functions should also be

confirmed by calculation.
B. Evaluation of function maintenance by experiment

The ability to maintain function is confirmed by vibration experiment simulating an earthquake
or by static experiment with simulated load equivalent to the load acting in earthquake.

U) Smaller value in parentheses.
* Evaluation is made of the stress range by seismic motion only,
f3The fatigue usage factor is derived from the seismic motion only, and it is added to the fatigue unge factor in

operation state I or 11 for evaluation.
* Evaluation is made of the stress by schmic motion only.
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Table 6.3.3-4. Allowable stress of valves.

Type Allowable stress

Type 1 (a) Evaluation of pressure resistance function (valve)
Among the valves connected to pipes with outside diameters smaller than 115 mm, for

the electrical valves and pneumatic valves with particularly large driving portions, evaluation
is performed according to Article 81 1 1-B in ' Notification No. 501."

However, this does not apply to those for which appropriate measures have been taken to
prevent an excessively large stress during earthquake.

(b) Evaluation of mainte ance of operatig A nctions
For valves which are required to amintain operating functions during and after earth-

quake, confirmation should be made by any of the following measures:

A. Evaluation of function maintenance by calculation
The design load of the valve is derived by any of the following schemes:

(A) he maximum seceleration of the valve is obtained by analysis of the piping system.
(B) An allowable design acceleration is determined beforehand for the valve.

From the design load given by any of these schemes, evaluation is made to ensure
that the stress of the most-affected portion (usuaily the base of the bonet) among the
various parts, sueb an, yoke, valve body, stem, c.c., is not higher than the yield point ora

the limit value needed for maintaining the functicas.

B. Evaluation of maintenance of functions by experiment.
He maintenance of function is evaluated by vibration experiment that simulates an

earthquake or static experiment that simulates the load actir.g during earthquake.

'rype 3 (a) Evaluation of pressure function maintenance (valve)
and other in the case when the wall thickness of the valves is identical to that of the connecting
valves piping, in particular, for the electrical valves and pneumatic valves that have large driving

portions, evaluation is performed according to Article 81 1-1-B in " Notification No. 501."
However, this does not apply to those for which appropriate measures have been taken to

prevent an excessively large stress during earthquake.

(b) Evaluation of operating function maintenance
it is performed according to the rule for Type 1 valves.

:
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| Table 6.3.3-5. Allowable stress of reactor core support structures and reactor internal structures.

Stressclass

Primary Primary
membrane membrane

S ecial stress limitPrimary stress + stree.s + P

Allow able genieral primary secondary Primary +
stress membrane bending membrane secondssy Pure shear Bearing Torsional

filernent state stress stress stress stress stress stress stress

*'
111 S 1.5 S,,, - - 0.9 5,, 1.2 5,,,4 ;, y y

Structures % S, d '

other For AGS
and HNA; 1.5 timesthan bolts gy ^s - - 1.2 S"' 7 1.6 S"'

~

left column' % S, i (3 S,)

,2.4 S,,,

I ' 3 I ***
111^S 1.5 S* J 0,9 S

left column #

% S= >
'

t

llotts, % S, 0)
For ASS -

etc.
and HNA: 1.5 timesWS - -

A lenclumn' % S, i

,2.4 S,,,

0) Smaller value in parentheses.
WD..ta in parentheses refer to the case when the distance between the acting end of the bearing load and the free

end is larger than the acting width of the bearing load.
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Table 6.3.3-6. Allowable stress of support structures.

Stress class

Primary stress Primary + secondary stress .)
Allowable g {

stress Cornpr.e-
Compree-

Eleme st state Tea ii. sher ma a.ading a ring ,;o, sh t a.ndins s rtas aucuins

III S 1.5f, 1.5 f, 1.5f, 1.5/3 1.5f 1.5f/4) 1.5 f,Structures A f

other 3f,0) 3f,0.2) 3f o,3) 1.5 f,
**" I" IV S 1.5 f,* 1.5 f,* 1.5 f,* 1.5 f,* 1.5f * 1.5f *W4 f f 54

III S 1.5 f, 1.5 f, _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
,A

etc.
IV S 1.5 f,* 1.Sf,* _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _A

6) Evaluation is made of the stress range due to seismic motion only.
0)At the tag weld portion, it is taken as 1.5f, with respect to the maximum stress.
Of3 s derivM according to Article 88 3-1 A(D)in ' Notification No. 501.*i

W valuation is made of the maximum compression value of the stress obtained by adding the load due to theE

seismic motion to the stationary load due to self weight, therwl expansion, etc.
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Table 6.3.3-7. Allowable strees of tension bolts at pressure portion.

-

Stress classAllowable
strees Average tensile strees Primary + secondary

Type state Average tensile strees + bending strees + peak strees

| III b 2E 3OA m m
| Class 1 Patigue usage

,M #"s ci3

(Vessels) IV S 1.5 times the left column factor s1.0 0)
A

|
% S, ,(

Class ! III S 1.5 S.A
(other than -

Vessels) IV S 2 S,A

Ill S 2S 3S4
Fatigue usage

IV S 1.5 times the left column factor s1.0 G)
A

% S,,

Types 3 III S 1.5 .SA
_

and 4 gyAb 18

(3) Smaller value in parentheses.
0% fatigue usage factor due to seismic motion only is derived, and it is added to the fatigue usage factor in
operation state I or 11 for evaluation.

,

*
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Table 6.3.3-8. Allowable stress of vessels, piping, and pumps.

Stressclass
Allowable

Type stress state Primary general membrane stress Primary stress

g' 3(t)
r

S
#

Type 3,4 vessels 0.6 S,,
l or ASS and HNA,1.2 S

For ASS and HNA,1.2 S

g' 3(1)
<

S'
Type 3,4 piping 0.6 S,,

For ASS and HNA,1.2 S
For ASS and HNA,1.2 S

BS The span length of the support
4

should be maintained smaller than
the maximum allowable pitch to

Type 5 piping ensum that the function can be main-
tained with respect to the accelera-
tion and relative displacement in
earthquake

g' 3(u
r

S
Type 3 and other y

g g=>
(pumps For ASS and IINA,1.2 S

For ASS and HNA,1.2 S

(DSmaller value in parentheses.
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6.4 Design seismic force

6.4.1 Aseismic classification and design seismic force

For the design seismic force of equipment / piping system (referred to as ' equipment" hereinafter), either
the static seismic force or the dynamic seismic force is adopted according to the natural frequency. %ey are
determined according to the aseismic class of the equipment as shown in Table 6.4.1-1.

As far as the static seismic force of the equipment . . ,ncerned, the story shear force coefficient of the8

building in which the equipment is installed is taken as the seismic coefficient times 1.2, followed by a certain
degree of additionalincrease corresponding to the importance. For the additional increase corresponding to the
importance, the horir.ontal seismic force of 1.2 C is applied to Class C equipment; the horimntal seismic force for
Class As and Class A equipment are increased by a factor of 3, and the horimntal seismic force for Cless B are
increased by a factor of 1.5. In addition, when the standards other thss those for a nuclear power facility are
required for Class C equipment, it is necessary to make corresponding evaluation.

_

On the other hand, the dynamic seismic force is calculated by performing dynamic analysis using the basic
earthquake ground motions for Class As and Class A. Among Class B equipment, for those which nught become
resonant with the vibration of the support structure, the dynamic seismic force considered is taken as 1/2 the seismic
force determined by basic earthquake ground motion S .i

6.4.2 Static seismic force

(1) General indoor equipment

ne static horimntal seismic force applied on the general equipment install ~1 on the various floors of the
building is calculated using the story ahear coefficient of the building as the seismic coefficient. In this case,
application of the seismic coefficient is performed as follov.s. For the equipment installed below the reference
surface, the static horimntal seismic force is calculated on the base of the underground seismic coefficient balow
the standard surface determined for the building (see Figure 6.4.1-1).

a. Equipment supported on floor
he story shear coefficient of the story beneath this floor is used as the seismic coefficient.

b. Equipment supported by the wall
ne story shear force cocfficient of this story is used as the seismic coefficient.

c. Equipment installed on ceiling
he story shear force coefficient of this story is used as the seismic coefficient,

d. Equipment installed beneath the reference surface
he underground seismic coefficient at the vertical position where the equipment is set is used.

(2) Equipment-building interaction

For the equipment and structures in the building-equipment coupling model (primary containment vessel,
reactor pressure vessel, and reactor shield wall of BWR; nuclear reactor containment vessel, steam generator,
internal concrete, etc., of a PWR), the static seismic force is calculated using formula (6.4.1 1) in the ' Regulatory
Guide' [6.4.1-1), with the story shear coefficient used as the seismic coefficient. In this case, the distribution
coefficient of the story shear force in the height direction (A;)is derived using any of the following methods [H-K-
1).
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Table 6.4.1-1. Importance classification and design seistnic force.
--- w m

Equipment / piping system
Aseismic

Stat.ic setsnue force Dynamic scismic force 1

. .

;

class Horizontal Vertical Horizontal Vertical

As - - K(S)''7 K (S )3 2 r 2
,_

As,A K (3.6 C) W K,(1.2 Cvi (2) gk(3,) m J g,(Sg m5 f

B K (1.8 C) - 1/2 K (S ) A - d3 f 3 t

L K (1.2 C) - - -
3 f

WK (3.6 C) is the horizontal seismic force of the equipttent/ piping system determined accord'mg to 3.6 C. Cf3 f f

is the story shear coefficient determined on the base of the standard shear force coefficient (Q = 0.2) with the
vibration characteristics of building / structure and soil type taken into consideration; it is used as a subt.titute for the
seismic coefficient. In the case when the fouMation of the building / structure is set directly on bedrock, it is
decreased to 0.8 times the original value.

A ,(1.2 Cy) is the vertical seismic force of equipment / piping system determined from 1.2 C . Cyis determinedK v
regarding the seismic coefficient of 0.3 m a standard value, amd in censideration of the vibration characteristics of
building / structure and the type of soil. In the case when the foundetion of the building / structure is set directly on
the bedrock, it is decreased to 0.8 times the original value. Cy is taken as constam in the vertical direction.

WK (S )is the horizontal seismic force of the equipment / piping system based on basic earthquak3 gmmid motion 5 .3 2 3

WK (S )is the horizontal seismic force of the equipment / piping system based on basic earthquake ground tuotion S .3 i i
WK,(S ) is the vettical seismic force of the equipment / piping system calculated by regarding 1/2 the maximum2

acce:eration of basic earthquake ground mation S as ths vertical selsraic coefficient.2

WK,(S ) is the vertical seismic force of the equipmeat/ piping system calculated by rebarding 1/2 the maximumi
acceleration of basic earthquake ground motion S as the vertical seismic coefficier.t.i

MOnly those which might become resonant with the vibration of the support strveture are taken into conrideration.
"Ihe design basis earthquake ground motion is taken as 1/2 the seismic force de' ermined from the basic ear.hquake
ground motion S .t

"
j ,

Height
i Geis-

7 mi;
d* coeffi- # ;includng the corresponding setsmic coefficitat

b
-

MN [ ciert O : Not inc!adq th( corresnnding seismic
r-o , derived coefficient

fromp
~

story

n -o shea:
CGdifi-

cent
Reference surface

j j
;

Undergreund seisoc
w wm ou

,

y .j coefficient

Serstnic roefficant

Figure 6.4.1-1. Determination of seismic coefficients for conventionalindoor equipment.
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C = n:R,A,C, (6.4.11)

where n: importance factor (Class A: 3.0; Class B; 1.5; Class C: 1.0); 7.: zone coefficient (1.0); R,: vibration
characteristic coeffizient; Cp basic seismic coefficient (0.2).

Modal ata!ysis method #a.

According to the " modal analysis method * (Note 1), A; is calculated using formulas (6.4.12) and (6.4.13)
on the base of the nsults of eigenvalue analysis of the building equipment :nteraction sptem.

Ag*qsles (6 * ,l 2)

_

|8 'n Y
lI EWppAl i, jp: #vs J (5.4.1 3)

| EW,, s

where qn: reference valve of q, for discrete mass used in calculating A;; W,: weight of point s .s = 1 o i a S);
Aj: jih participatiou facor; O lJ,3: jth participation factor at point i; R : value of R, with respect to jth naturalf ij
per;od, h mode number taken into cor. sideration.

b. Static neismic coefficient method

According to the " Static seinnic coefficient tnethod" (Note 1), A;is calculated act ardhg to forn ala (6.4.1-
1) by modal analysis of the building mly or by using the fonnula described in the guidennes. In this tax, the static h
horizontal seisnue coefficient applicable foc the machine is taken as 1.2 tiraea the story shear force coefficient of !
the building.

c. Method using dynamic esalysis

According to the "nethod using dynamic ana'ysis" (Note 1), A is calenlated asing formula (6.4.14) base't
on dynamic analysis of the building equi ; ment interacting system s*jected to the design seismic motions;t

O' Q'
A, = E W,

-. (6.4.1-4)
U,

where Q : sesponse shear force at point i; Qi: response shear force o.' building at reference story; W,: weight of3

the portion ouppoited rt point i; W,: total weight.

(3) Outdoor equipment

For the static horizontal seismic force of the outdoor equipment, what the stnicture or foundt. ion is buried,
"

the seisade coefficient is calculated as 1.2 times the undergrolmd seismie coefficient or the seismic coefficient set
for the structure iu * Examination Guidelines"; when they are installed on the ground,just as >he conven'ionalledoor

'These names are not formal. 'Ihey are here ca ly for convenience.
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equipment, the story sheat force coefficient ut the installation positior. or .oundation is taken as the seismic
coefficient, which is multiplied by a fr.ctor of 1.2 and the obtained seisti?e coefficient is used for calculation in
principle.

For equipment direc@ |rtelled . 're.mts via foundation or support legs, etc., the story shear force
coefficient is calculated on the base of the distd 4 tion of a derived using any of the following methods, and the
ntutt is taken as the seistr; e coefficient in calet .ating tv atic horizontal seismic force,s

(1) Formula describec 12: the ' Guideline" (using the fundamental period ,1 the equipment)w
{2) Method using nnial nnalysis'

l} Method using dynamic analysis (Nom 1),

% te scific calculation methods a2e based on above section (2).
''

6.4J Scramary of dynamic seismic force

ne dynamic seismic force used in the aseismic design of equipment / piping systems is determined on the
base of the seismic force of Class As equipment with a high importance, in this section, we v 11 introduce a
sumruary in this r.snect. For details of calculatior; of the seismic force, please see section '6.5 Seismic response
analysis." 9

(1) Class As and A equiptnent

For Class T. equipment, the horizontal seismic force calculated accurding to eie dynamic a lysis fec basic
earthquake ground motion S is adopted (such as analysis of ground-building <quipruentinteractN e a.a. lysis using

3

design floor reejonse spectrum at the installation position). For Class As equir'~nt. which is pa. taularly in.pertant
among Class A equipment, the horizonal sei. mic force deriv < in the dynamk pro for basic earthquake ground
motion S is also used. However, v.nen it is deterrrined that the equiptr.ent is a nc. u meture (such as in the case

2
when Ac f4 udamental natural frequency of the egnipmcat is higl r thaa 20 Hz, m in A cas\ when the natura'.
vibration fi quency is higher than the region of domhett design floor response spe-nuut), the seiemic force is
calculated l um the seismic coefficient determined ot. trie base of the tsponse acceleration of tne b.iMing .c the
installation of the equipment. He venicM seismic feree u a6 :nen into ,arsideration fcr Class As and A M

equipment. In this case, thu vertical seismic force is detonniced from the vertical seismic coefficient which is 1/2
the max! mum acceleration of the basic earthquake ground metion (constant in thi vertical Crection) and is st.pposed j

to act simultaneously with the hcrizontal seisinic force in the unfavorable direction.

(2) C ass B equipment

Amoeg Class B equipment,'or that which rrdg'it t.ecome resonant with the vibration of the support structure
(including building /structne, etc.), th dyn anic seismic force is taken as 1/2 the seismic force determined from
basic earthquake ground inction S . He vertical seisusc torce is not taken into consideration. Here, the equipmemi
which might become resonant with the vibration of the #,upport stmeture refer to that which has the natural vibration
inquency of the equipment in the dominant region of the design floor response spectruin.

6.5 Earthquake respotne analysis

6.5.1 Floor ruptmn apectrwn

(1) Outlint ef *terrhairg flon respase spectmm

Artogt t';.e equipmmt/piging systems under evaluation for aseismic design, for those which can be
evaluated withou'.4.o Wderirc the it ttra ctbr. with the building, the floor resperse spectrum can be used, Usually,
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the nooi esponse spec?ntrn tan be formed on the concept shown in f qvre 6.5.l 1, i.e., the time history of the
response acceleration on ne building floor or on the installation lo% tion of the equipment / piping system is
calculated by dynamic analy sis of the buildir3g er the building-equipment imeraction system, and is used as the input ii

! wave. For this input wase, the response of the single discrete man system is calculated, he results are
( represented as the floor response spectruen in a diagram with the natural pr:riod as abseissa and the damping constant

| as parameters. -

Figure 6.5.13 shows an exaraple of the eticulation procer.ure of th; floor response spectrum. Acmrding
to this diagram, for the nuclear rt.sett.r building wtalysis model, dynamic analysis is performed for a simulated
meismic wave with a magnitude of 6.5 and an epicmrti distance of Q km. De time history response wave at
discrete mass No. 7 is calculated and used as the inpt.t wave for cahulation of the floor response spectrum with

,

natural period in the range of 0.051.0 see for a damping constant b = 1,3. and 4%. It can be seen that the floor
response spectmm has a peak that reflects the vibration characteristics of the nuclear reactor building.

De floor response spectrum can be calculated according to the following procedure. Suppose the
equipment is represented by a model of a one-degree-of freedom system (a single discrete mass), the equation of
modon t xomes,

mf+cf*Ax = mfo (6.5.11)

where m: rnass; c: damping coefficient; k: spring constant; x: relative displacement; fo: time history of floor
response acceleration.

Equation (6.5.1 1) can be rearranged to

.t'.2hu.9 w'x a -f, (6.5.1 2)

where h: damping constant (=c/2(mk)ld); w: natural radial frequency of vibration [(k/m)l4=2dr, T: natural
period].

Equation (6.5.12) can be used to calculate the acceleration for various values of h:

5,(T,h) = max (f +fo) (6.5.13)

As shown in Figure 6.5.12, with h as the parameter, S,is plotted against T, forming the floor response
spectra.

Since the equipment is represented by a single discrete mass model with characteristic period of T andi
damping constant of h , the maximum response acceleration during the period when said seismic motion fo acts cani
be derived from the floor response spectrum (Figure 6.5.14). Similarly, when the same seismic motion acts on
a system having several different natural vibration frequencies and damping constants, the maximuta response
neceleration can also be derived from the floor respont.e speurum corresponding to the design damping constant.

,

Usually, the floor response spectrum is calculated on the basis of the aforementioned time history
waveform. There are, however, o'her methods, such as the method in which the transfer function of the building-
equipment internetion systern is duern4ned, and the floor response spectrum [6.5.12]is directly calculated from
the target spectrum [6.5.13]. Following are several items to which attention should be paid when the floor response
spectrum is calculated on the base of the time history waveform.
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Time increment of time history waveform and numerical integration methoda.

ne esleulation precision of the floor response spectrum is related to the time increment of the input time
history waveform. In particular, the influence of the time increment tends to increase in the short period. It is also
related to the numerical integration method in this case. Consequently, in order to ensure sufficient accuracy for
the lower limit value of the period region needed, it is necessary to combine the time increment of the time history
waveform and the numerical integration method. ne numerical integration methods that may be used include the
Newmark-0 method, the Runge-Kutta Gill method, and the Nigam's tr.ethod,

b. Calculation interval of natural periods

When the floor response spectrum is to be formed, the calculation interval of the natural periods usually i

|should be determined for each plant considering the soil conditions, etc., to ensure an appropriate representation
cf the spectral characteristics in the predominant period cf ti e building. Tables 6.5.1 1 and 6.5.12 lists examples
of the calculation interval of natural periods actually adopted.

c. Others
|

ne floor response spectrum is only the calculation result of the matimutn value of the response values of |
a single discrete mass system. It does not mean ; hat the maximum values for the various natural periods take place i

at the same time point. Attention should be paid to this feature since the information concerning the time axis is
lost.

,

(2) Design floor response spectrum

For the design floor response spectrum (see Figure 6.514), it is important to evaluate the factors that
influence the floor response spectrum and their possible range T: well as the variation amplitude in the floor
response spectrum caused by these factors. It is also impc rtant is take the deviation in the natural period of the
equipment into consideration. In past research work [H 1;-2). evaluation has been performed according to the
procedure shown in Figure 6.5.1-5 for the soil properties, b tilJing stiffness, and calculation formula of soll spring
constant, which affect the variation .n the floor response spectrum, as well as the damping constant, phase
characteristics of the simulated earthquake wave, etc. As a twult, it is found that variations in these factors can
be covered if the floor response spectrum is shifted by i10 % |u the period axial direction.

Consequently, in principle, the design floor respon se sps':trum is taken as the floor response spectrum
broadened by 110% in the period axial direction. However, when the variation amplitudes of the aforementioned
factors are decreased due to site conditions, building conditions. etc., l'is also possible to reduce the aforementioned
shift rate (110%) for the floor response spectrum. His methM has bten pointed out in past research work [H K-

2].

6.5.2 Dynamic analysis model

ne seismic response analysis of equipment can be rough y classified into the following two types: analysis
performed with direct interaction with the ground /builda,g sysM nd analysis performrd with the indirect
influence of the ground / building system via the floor response spcf 'um taken into consideration, he former
analysis method is usually used for larger elze important equipme L sui h as the nuclear reactor containment vessel,
nuclear reactor pressure container and core internals. On the ev.r har d, the latter analysis method is usually used
for tanks, heat exchanger, pumps, piping and much other equipment. Consequently, analysis of most of the
equipment is performed using the floor response spectrum.
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i

|

| Table 6.5. l l. Ihample of calculation intenals of radial frequency of vibration.

Natural period Calculation interval (Aw: rad /s)

0.05 - 0.10 4.0

0.10 - 0.15 1.5

0.15 - 0.30 0.8

0.30 - 0.60 0.6

0.60 - 1.00 0.5

Table 6.5.12. Example of c&nlation intervals of period.

-

Natural period Calen,ation interval (AP. a)

0.05 - 0.10 0.002

0.10 - 0.20 0.005

0.20 - 0.30 0.010

0.30 - 0.40 0.020

0.40 - 0.70 0.050

0.70 - 1.00 0.100
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As pointed out above, for the important equipment, analysis is performed using an analysis model in which
the equipment interacts with the ground / building model. Details of the groun& building analysis model and tb'Here, we t .11
analysis rnethod are described in Chspter 5, 'Aseismic design of the buildings and structures.'
discuss only the analysis methcd characteristic of the equipment, in addition, we will discuss guideline for fornt sg
models for equipment not interacting with the building, and will present some examples in this respect.

Basic guidelines of formation of models for equipment / piping systemI"

in the following, we s ill classify the equipment into vessels, piping, and others for a discussion of the basic
guideline of the fortnation of models.

Vesselsa.

in principle, the seismic response < analysis model of a container is lo.med as a multiple larnped mass beam
model with the following basic principles.

(a) General principles

(i) Tb model is formed corresponding to its vibration characteristics.

(ii) The discrete maanes and nodes are determined in consideration of the major points in stress analysis
and to enable appropriate representation of the typical vibration models with attention paid to the mass distribution,
stiffness variation, dimensions, etc., of the container.

(iii) As far as the stiffness evaluation of the beam between discrete masses is concerned, in principle,
evaluation is performed of flexural, shear, and, if needed, torsional behavior, as well as stiffness in axial direction.

(iv) When the mass of the container is to be evaluated, in addition to the mass of the container itself, the
masses of the attached equipment, thermal insulation material, contained fluid, etc., are also evaluated as a discrete
mans system or a distributed mass system.

(v) In principle, the values of longitudina. modulus of elasticity and ahear modulus of elasticity of the
~

material used for stiffneas evaluation of the part are taken as those at the operating temperature of the element when
the seismic motion takes place.

(b) Evaluation on interaction with connecting piping

As far as the necessity for considering the interaction between the model of a container and the model of
the piping connected to it is concemed, the mass and stiffness of the container are compared with those of the piping

If it is determined thrt the interaction between them can be ignored, they can be
connected to the container.
separated from each other with a model formed for the container only. In other cases, an interaction model is
formed by including piping up to a range with a rather high piping stiffness.

(c) Evaluation on internetion between vessels and building

From ua interaction between a vessel and the building / structure supporting it, in the case when the mass
and stiffness of the stmeture that directly supports the vessel are similar to those of the container itself and there
exists a mutual influence between them, the two portione an taken as interactive *m the model.
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(d) Evaluation of support structure

in principle, the support structure of a vessel is represented by springs or elements by evaluating its
stiffness,

b. Piping

!
he model of piping is formed in consideration of the following principles.

(a) General prinelples

(1) ne pipir g is reptunted by a three dimensional model with s.iffneues determined by accounting for
flexural, shear, torsional and axial forces.

(ii) When there exist valves or other eccentric weights, the model should enable evaluation of their
'

influences.

(iii) ne range contained in a single model is defined as from one anchor point to another anchor point in
principle.

(iv) When there exists brancN piping, the model formed should enable its .nfluence to be taken into
considerati n.110 wever, when the diameter of the branched pipe is much smaller than that of the mother pipe and
the vibration of the branched pipe has little influence on the mother pipe, this rule does not apply.

(v) Re nodal points are set at points whe.e the stress is believed high and they are set with an appropriate
interval to enable full representation of the typical vibration modes.

(vi) In principle, the p: ping support structure is handled with the following boundary conditions.

Restraint: ne stiffness in the restraining direction le considered.
Snubber: ne stiffness in the restraining direction is considered.
Anchor: ne six directions an taken as fixed.
11 anger: Restraint is not considered.

(vii) As far as the mass of the piping is concemed, in addition to the mass of the piping itself, the
concentrated masses of valves, and the masses of thermal heat insulator and fluid in the pipes are also taken into
consideration as a disent:e mass system or a distributed mass system.

(viii)In principle, the values of the longitudinal modulus of elasticity and shear modulus of elasticity used
in the stiffness evaluation of piping are taken as those at the temperature of the piping when the seismic motion is
applied. Ilowever, in order to simplify the design, the following rules for the temperature may also be adopted.

Temperature of the fluid in the pipe when the seismic motion is applied, i
-

De highest temperature of the pipe or fluid in the operation state of plant or phenomenon in--

combination with the seismic force. :

He highest application temperature or the highest temperature in normal operation.-

c. Others |
| |

For equipment (core intemals, support structures, etc.) other than aforernentioned a. containers and b. I

piping, the model is also formed mainly using a multiple discrete mass or single discrete mass beam model.
!
l
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Depending on its vibration characteristics, the flexural deformation, shear deformation, or both are taken into
i

consideration.

(2) Venels

As pointed out above, the vessels in the nuclear power facilities can be classified as Type I to Type 4
vessels. De Type 3 and 'Iype 4 vessels are mainly the tanks which will be explained later. IIere, we will discuss
Type 1 and Type 2 vessels which are believed to be the most important and are usus!!y analynd by accounting for
the interaction with other structures,

s. Class 1 vessel

(a) BWR

ne nuclest reactor pressure vessel is the only BRW Type 1 venel, which is illustrated n<hematically in
Figures 6.5.2 8 and 6.5.216. Baed on the aforementioned basic guidelines, the model of the nuclear reactor
pressure vessel is compor.ad of flexural shear beams, with the model interacting with the building and nuclear
reactor containment venel. Figure 6.5.2 3 lliustrates an example of the building / nuclear reactor containment vessel
interaction analysis model.

(b) PWR

Typical PWR Type 1 venels include the nuclear reactor vessel, steam generator and primary coolant pump
which form the primary cooling equipment, which is illustrated schematically in Figures 6.5.211 and 6.5.2-19.
Generally speaking, the model is formed on the base of the aforementioned basic guidelines. As a conventional
seismic response analysis model, the center of the nuclear reactor container is taken as the fired end, while the
steam generator, primary coolant pump and piping connecting them are represented by a beam / discrete mass system,
with the support structure representeo by elements or springs. Figure 6.5.212 illustrates an example of the model.

Recently, in order to make the analysis more realistic, as shown in Figure 6.5.214, the building and the
primary cooling equipment are coupled, and the building / equipment interaction model is used for performing the
time history analysis,

b. Type 2 vessels

(a) BWR

Ae Type 2 vessel of BWR is the nuclear reactor containment vessel. Figure 6.5.2 1 illustrates the structure
of the BWR nuclear reactor coesinment vessel. %e nuclear reactor containment vessel has a shell structure and
is suppoded by the reactor building through shear lugs, it hu been found that the strzss due to the ovallration
vibration generated in earthquake is much smaller %sn the stress due to the internal pressure etc.; hence, the model
is formed using flexural shear beams according to the aforementioned basic guidelines. Figure 6.5.2 2 illustrates
an example of the ovalization vibration. Figure 6.5.2-3 illustrates an example of the analysis model, in which the
containment vessel is modeled by bending-shear beams, and the interaction between ground, nuclear reactor building
and nuclear reactor pressure vessel is considered. As shown in this figure, the nuclear reactor containment vessel
is represented by a model baving many discrete masses, which are located at the acam portion, hatch portion, wall-
thickness changing portion, inflection point and piping mounting portion of the containment vessel. In this way,
the seismic force can be calculated easily. Figure 6.5.2-4 illustrates an example of the eigenvalue analysis results

obtained using the analysis model shown in Figure 6.5.2 3.
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As shown in the example, for a BWR, the nuclear reactor containment vessel and the nuclear reactor
; pressure vessel are directly interactive with the ground and building in the model. nat is not because the

equ:pment and building are interactive with each other with respect to their dynamic characteristics; instead, this
is because the structure has a large scale in this case and is supported from various points on the building, and a
more accurate evaluation can be performed terjading the inputs from the reactor building.

I (b) PWR

As an example of the pWR containment vessel, the vibration analysis model of a cylindrical steel
containment vessel is to be discussed in this section. For the PCCV (prestressed concrete nuclear reactor containing
vessel), please see section 5.1.5(4)c. As shown in Figure 6.5.2 5, the nuclear reactor containment vessel is made
of a hemispherical head portica, a cylindrical barrel portion, and a di6h-like bottom portion. ne lower po-tion is

e

fixed in the foundation concrete of the nuclear reactor building. Consequently, an interaction model with the nuclear
reactor building is used for the time history analysis. Also in this case, the model of the nuclear reactor containment

. vessel is a multiple discrete mass beam model. As shown in Figure 6.5.2-6, the equivalent stiffuess of the model
"

is determined on the bais of the vibration frequencies and modes of the axisymmetric model. Although an ovalization
vibration is excited in the nuelcar reactor containment vessel during carthquake due to equipment hatch, air lock, ,

and other axially asymmetric masses, it has been found that the stress caused by this ovalitation vibration is much
smaller than the stress caused by the intemal pressure. He ovelization vibration has two series of vibration modes:
N (vibration in circumferential direction) and M (beam-type vibration in axial direction). He characteristic

:
vibration frequencies are shown in Figure 6.5.2 7.

(3) Piping

For the piping systems, a three-dimensional model including valves and pumps is used on the base of the
aforementioned basic guidelines.

a. BWR [Il K-10] '

As an example of the model of the piping system, a matel of the primary loop recirculation system piping
analysis model will be discussed here. Figure 6.5.2 8 illustrates schematically the BWR circulating system piping.
It's model is shown in Figure 6.5.2-9. For the BWR, circulating system's piping model, the discrete mass points
are determined at piping support installing points, locations of pumps, valves, etc., points of change in piping
diameter, nor21e positions, and other important points for stress evaluation. / |no, at the pipebends, evaluation of
the stiffness change should be considered; and, for the valves, pumps, etc., equivalent stiffness and mass are
evaluated in the model.

As will be explained later in section '6.5.4 Earthquake response analysis method,' the piping design is
usually performed using the spectral modal analysis method. He examples of the analysis resulis are as follows,
Table 6.5.2 1 and Figure 6.5.2-10 show the input accelerations and vibration modes for the BWR circulation system
piping. Table 6.5.21 lists the horimntal seismic coefficients and vertical seismic coefficients for each vibration
mode, with the horizontal seismic coefficients calculated from the floor response spectrum. Table 6.5.2-2 lists the
analysis results of seismic force (SS in the table) with respect to the reaction force and moment. W is the dead loa,i
due to the self-weight of the piping.
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Figure 6.5.2-7. Example of seismic response of ovalization vibration of PWR nuclear reactor containment vessel.
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Figure 6,5.2-8. BWR circulation system piping (example).
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Table 6.5.21. Input acceleration.

Response horizontal Vertical seismic I

Mode Natural period (s) acceleration (G) coefficient

I First 0.0787 0.82 0.16

Second 0.0751 0.74 0.16

Third 0.0608 0.65 0;16

Fourth 0.0511 0.66 0.16

Fifth 0.0481 0.66 0.16
.
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Table f. 5 2 2. IlWR circulation system piping seinnie response analysis results.. ,

i

Nodal Reaction force (kgf) Moment (kgf m)
1x> int
no. Imad X-direction Y direction Z-direction Around X-axis Around Y-axis Around Z-axis

W 87.0 898.8 -16.5 459.8 - 196.4 237.8

SXY I47.7 883.5 533.1 1708.4 204.5 146.0
112 SS

SYZ 105.4 626.2 3f8.4 1211.2 147.1 103.9
|

W + SS 234.7 1782.3 - 549.6 2168.2 - 400.9 383.8

W 146.5 432.9 64.2 - 21.5 90.5 - 335.0

SXY 573.4 186.3 453.5 120.7 659.6 135.7
210 SS

SYZ 545.5 178.1 598.8 161.5 869.4 137.1

W + SS 719.9 619.2 663.0 - 183.0 959.9 - 472.1

W - 22.8 806.4 238.3 433.6 392.1 - 807.8

SXY 170.2 374.8 223.5 91.9 65.1 353.8
223 SS

SYZ 219.4 519.8 , 305.6 127.4 80.7 491.3

W + SS - 242.2 1326.2 543.9 561.0 472.8 - 1299.1

W - 51.I 1422.0 171.5 1611.6 276.9 -1001.8

SXY 436.0 421.6 363.9 210.7 419.3 46.4
236 SS

SYZ 596.8 586.3 500.2 279.8 565.8 49.6

W + SS - 647.9 2008.3 671.7 1891.4 842.7 - 1051.4

W - 12.7 851.8 - 206.0 - 497.3 - 346.0 - 868.6

SXY 118.5 106.1 162.2 16.2 261.8 175.5
251 SS

SYZ l12.7 141.8 212.7 13.4 326.9 2141.0

W + SS - 131.2 993.6 - 418.7 - 313.5 - 672.9 - 1082.7 i

W -39.4 1452.0 - 149.8 - 1674.2 - 243.3 - 1027.8

SXY 106.0 171.5 107.3 301.4 184.5 82.9
264 SS

SYZ 145.2 178.2 105.5 306.4 249.6 79.9

W + SS - | 84.6 1630.2 - 257,1 - 1980.6 - 492.9 - 1110.7

Note-W: r, elf-weight; SXY: earthquake in X-direction; SYZ: carthquake in Z direction; SS: seismic coefficient

|
t
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b. PWR

As an example of the model of the PWR piping, we will discuss the model of the primary coolant
equipment. Figure 6.5.21i shows schematically the PWR primary coolant equipment. Figure 6.5.2-12 shows the
model of this equipment. As can be seen from Iigure 6.5.2-12, the seismic analysis of the PWR primary coolant
equipment is performed using a three-dimensional model. It consists of primary coolant pipe, steam generator,
primary coo nt pump, and support structure, with the primary coolant pipe having its fixed end at the ~nter of
the nuclear reactor vessel. I or the internal structure of the equipment, the weight is distributed in ti e various
disc.ete mass points, and the stiffness refers to the stif fness of the container barrel, pump casing, motor hand, etc.
Depending on the specific shape, the support structure's model is formed by equivalent beams or sprin4 elements.2

Just as in the ilWR case, the vibration modes of the PWR primary cooling equipment are illustrated in Figure 6.5.2-
13. Table 6.3.2 3 illui.trates the response acceleration at the various nodal points obtained from be analysis results.

(4) Other equipment

in the above, we have discussed several important equipment and piping items with analysis performed in
consideration of their interaction with the building. Ilowever, in the nuclear power plant, there are many other
important machines / equipment in addition to these vessels and piping, such as the core intemals, fuel assembly, heat
exchanger, pump, tank, etc. In the following, we will discuss the models and analysis guidelines for these
machines / equipment.

i

Core intemals and fuel av,emblyn.

(a) IlWR [6.5.2-1), [6 5.2 2], [6.5.2-3]

Figure 6.5.2-16 shows the configuration o' the llWR nuclear reactor pressure vessel and core internals.
As can be seen from Figure 6.5,2-16, the interior c . ine nuclear reactor pressure vessel consists of reactor core fuel
assembly, reactor core support structure, control rods, control rod guide tube, etc. For the fuel assembly that forms
the reactor core, each group includes four pieces, with their upper portion supported by the upper grid plate and
with their lower portion supported by the reactor core support plate and control rod guide tubes. He upper grid
plate and reactor core support plate are supported by a shroud that surrounds the fuel assembly. He shroud is
supported by a baffle plate and 6hroud support legs in the nuclear reactor pressure vessel. He control rods can be
inserted into the reactor core or removed from it through the control rod tube at the lower portion of the reactor
core. Each control rod is connected to the driving mechanism main body via a coupling mechanism. On the other
hand, the nutin body of the driving mechanism is contained in the control rod driving mechanism housing welded
to the bottom portion of the nuclear reactor pressure vessel. He control rod drive is further connected to the
accumulator of the scram system as the power source thmugh the CRD piping system,

ne seismic analysis of the nuclear reactor pressure vessel and core internals is usually performed using
the so-called multiple discrete mass beam model, according to which the stiffness is evaluated by the bending-shear
beam model and the weight is taken as concentrated mass in a discrete mass point system. Also, with the same
purpose as the ntainment vessel, an interactive with the building is considered. Figure 6.5.2-17 shows an example
of the seisnA response analysis model of the nuclear reactor building-nuclear reactor pressure vessel-core internal
coupled system. Since the fuel assembly that forms the reactor core, shroud, etc., are in water, the increase in the
virtual mass is taken into consideration when the model is to be formed. As an example of the model in
consideration of the effect of vibration in water, the model of the fuel assembly is described. In the seismic response

analysis, the fuel assembly is taken as elastic beams w hich are simply supported by the upper grid plate at the upper
end and by the reactor core support plate and control rod guide tubes at the lower end.
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Table 6.5.2 3. INmples of response acceleration of PWR primary coolant equipment.

(During S earthquake, units: G)i
__

X-direction earthquake Y-direelion earthquake

point X4irection Y-direction Z-direction X-direction Y <lirection Z-direction

no. acceleration acceleration acceleration acceleration acceleration acceleration

109 0.12 0.I1 0. 2.'. 0.07 0.22 0.10'

113 0.29 0.30 0.34 0.18 0.53 0.14

119 0.75 0.33 0.07 0.32 0.65 0.05

129 1.65 0.41 0.07 0.43 1,10 0.06

133 2.69 0.07 0.08 0.10 1.99 0.07

139 3.73 0.40 0.03 0.53 3.14 0 07

143 0.41 0.30 0.15 0.27 0.54 0.21
_

149 0.51 0.52 0,16 0.51 0 . 11 5 0.22

153 0.91 0.90 0.18 1.02 1.40 0.25

159 0$83 0.95 0.20 1.00 1 47 0.24
-.

163 0.53 1.01 0.22 049 1.55 0.16

169 0.35 0,63 0 24 0.52 1.03 0.19

366 1.21 0.42 0.28 1.31 2.09 0.21

179 1.05 0.35 0.27 1.16 1.80 0.20

183 0.46 1.01 0.31 0.67 1.50 0.35

189 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.01
_.m====-
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Although the actual reactor core is an asse.nbly of several hundred fuel assemblies, since all of the fuel
assemblP.s vibrate in the same phas:, the reactor core cr<n be represented by a model composed of a single elastic
bear... The relation between the fuel msembly and sbroud can be taken as an equivalent doubi eylinder as shown
in Figure 6.5.2-15. He inertial force of the mass matrix due only to water can be represcated as follow 6. In the
actual design model, the pressure vessel is further added to the aforementioned model, and the additional mass
matrix is formed for a three-layer cylinders, and the overall equation of motion is formed by adding the mass matrix
to the structural weight. Figure 6.5.2-18 illustrates an example of tha vibration mode of the model formed in this
way (Figure 6.5.2-17).

'

Af " - Af "- Af8 f gg
g- AI - Al" hf + 2kl s Sg F,V V O

) hi - virtual massV

Dhi - excluded mass
Fht - mass of water between cylinders

p displacement of fuel core

?g displacement of shroud

rp equivalent radius of fuel assembly

rp radit.s of shroud

(b) FWR

The '.8WR nuclear reactor main body is composed of the reactor vessel, internal structures, and fuel
assembly. For the reactor vessel, the noule lower portion is supported by internal conente via a support structure.
Figure 6.5.219 shows the configuration of the reactor vessel and internal structures. The corresponding analysis
model is shown in Figure 6.5.2-20.

ne interna: 7 truces can be divided into upper core intemal and lower core internal. He former-

structures include upper support plate, upper supprt raluma, upper core plate, control rod cluster guide tubes, etc.
He latter structures include core barrel, lower core plate, lower core support plate, lower core support column,
core baffle, etc. He fuel assembly that forms the reactor core has its upper portion supported by the upper core
plate and its lower portion supported by the lower core plate. The upper core plate is supported by upper core
support column and upper core support plate. He lower core plate is supported by lower core support column,
lower core support plate and core barrel. He core barrel and the upper core support plate are supported by reactor
vessel flange portions. The control rods can be inserted into or removed from the core through control rod cluster
guiding tubes at the upper portion of the core. Each control rod is connected to the driving unit via a coupling
mechanism. On the other hand, the driving unit is fixed to the nuclear reactor containment's upper portion. He
control rod driving unit uses a magnetic jack method. That is, during the operating state, the control rods are held
above the core portion; during an earthquake, since the power source of the control rod Giving unit is cut off, the
control rods fall by their own weight.

For the analysis of the internal structure, spectral modal analysis is usually performed using the floor
response spectrum at the mounting position of the nuclear reacter support structure. As will be explained later, for
analysis of the fuel assembly, nonlinear analysis sbuld be performed. As a result, according to the model shown
in Figure 6.5.2-20, the floor response time history at the internal concrete is used to perform the time Listory -
analysis, in thS way, the floor response time histories are obtained for the upper and lower core plates uaed as the
supports of the fuel assembly. The results are used as the inputs to the fuel assembly in the response analysis
performed separately. Figure 6.5.2-21 shows an example of the vibration modes of the reactor vessel and internal
structores.
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For the fuel assembly, in the core, the upper and lower nozzles are supported by upper and lower core
plates separated from each other by a distance of 6. However, in the case when the vibration amplitude of the fuel
assembly is larger than b during earthquake, collision would take place between the baffle plate and the support grid
of the assembly, and the collisions propagates to the adjacent assemblies in sequence, with a complicated nonlinear

group vibration response pattern.

As shown in Figure 6.5.2-22, in the analysis model, among the fuel assembly group arranged in the core
vessel, one row with the largest rod number is selected (for example,15 rods in the case of 3 LOOP), a group
vibration analysis model with impact spring,.and energy absorbing eternent set at the assembly support grid position
where the collision takes place is used to perform nonlinear analysis using two-point input at the upper and lower
core plates.

The vibration equation is shown as Equations (6.5.2-2) and (6.5.2-3). As far as the effect of water is
concerned, the mass matrix is formed with the displaced mass accounted for in terms of the added mass.

MR + CR + KX = -MR + F (652*2)
o

f[6 Jos

0 O o3 o

5 #m fa .

(6.5.2-3)F=< 0Xe= OX2 0,' a - ,

o

i ! 1

2, Xn f,
o

O ,00,. n,

where Xo: Absolute displacement of water vessel

X;: Relative translational displacement with respect to water vessel at nodal point i

0,: Relative rotational displacement with respect to water vessel at nodal point i
Total number of nodal pointsn:

f: Impact force or support reaction forcet

M: Mass matrix
- K: Stiffness matrix
C: Viscosity matrix

b. Vertical pumps, heat exchanger [H-K-10), etc.

'Ihe heat exchanger, pumps, and tanks used as nuclear power generation equipment have various different
forms depending an vertical, horizontal type and installation method. Among this equipment, we will discuss the
following items:

,
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Figure 6.5.2-22. Example of vibration analysis model of PWR fuel assembly group.

(a) Vertical cylindrical tanks with legs
(b) Horizcatal heat exchanger
(c) Vertical pumps
(d) Emergency diesel main body and generator, cable tray, electric board, duct, and tanks needed for

CVdluation of sloshing.

(a) Veritcal cylindrical tank

The modeling and calculation of natural period are performed according to the following guidelines.

(i) Assumption

To obtain the deformation mode, since the mounting positions of legs deviate from the center of gravity,
the legs' flexural and shear deformation (Type A) and the overall flexural and whear deformation of the entire tank
considered as a beam (Type B) are considered (see Figure 6.5.2-23).

(ii) Calculation model

According to the assumption in (i), the tank is taken as a single discrete mass vibration system with a fixed
lower end. However, when the anchor bolts of the legs form one line (viewing frorn the direction perpendicular
to horizontal force F) for each leg, the lower end of the leg is considered as simply supported.
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Figure 6.5.2-23. Deformation modes.

(b) Horizontal heat exchanger (see Figures 6.5.2-24 through 6.5.2-30)

(i) Assumptions

{1} He heat exchanger is considered as in operating state.
{2} He barrel of the heat exchanger is taken as rigid.
{3) ne first leg is mounted on the foundation by anchor bolts. he mounting portion is taken as fixed.
{4) For the heat exchanger which takes thermal deformation into consideration, since the second leg can

slide in the longitudinal direction, all the force in this direction is assumed to act on the first leg; for
the forces other than the aforementioned, it is taken as fixed.

(ii) Cal ulation model

According to assumptions (2) and {3} in (i), the heat exchanger is considered as a single discrete mass
vibration system with fixed lower end as shown in Figures 6.5.2-29 and 6.5.2 30.

For the heat exchanger as described in (4} above with a second leg able to slide in the longitudinal
direction, evaluation is made oniv for the first leg (see Figure 6.5.2-27).

(c) Vertical pump (K-K-8)

Figures 6.5.2-31 and 6.5.2-32 illustrate the analysis model of a vertical pump. He model used is a one-
dimensional model which ignores the interaction effect in the two horizontal directions at the bearing portion, etc.
As far as the pump structure is concemed, motor casing, column, barrel, shaft, etc., are taken as clastic beams with
flexural deformation and shear deformation taken into consideration; for the impeller, only the mass is taken into
consideration, while the gyro effect and rote.tional inertia are ignored. For the in-water bearing, the model is
formed as an equivalent spring the motor bearing is taken as a spring in the model with the spring constant
determined with reference to the experimental value and ball-and-roller bearing theory. He mounting flange pottion
is taken as a rotational spring with its stiffness taken into consideration. He water within the barrel casing is
evaluated as apparent mass.
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Emergency diesel body and generator, cable tray, electric board, duct, and tanks needed for evaluation of(d)
sloshing

he natural period of the diesel body and generator in the emergency diesel power generation equipment
In this case, for the

is calculated considering the flexural shear beam model of a single discrete mass system.
model, the smallest cross section is taken into consideration, and the eigenvalue analysis is performed in the
direction of the smallest stiffness. Figures 6.5.2-33 to 6.5-2-36 illustrates the schematic structure of the diesel body

and generator as well as the eigenvalue calculation model, respectively.

For board, rack, etc., cince they have been identified as rigid in the test, no model is formed for eigenvalue
Instead, static analysis is performed to identify the strength of the anchor bolts. For air conditioninganalysis.

system duct and cable tray, in the case when they are designed as support structures with a rigid configuration, no
eigenvalue calculation is performed. However, recently, some of them are designed not as a rigid structure. In
this case, the seismic performance should be confirmed by analysis or test of the board, etc., and dynamic analysis
is being performed using the model of simple support beams for the cable tray.

Figure 6.5.2-37 shows the appearance of the electrical board. Figure 6.5.2-38 shows an example of the
model using the finite element method. Figures 6.5.2-39 and 6.5.240 show examples of support of the cable tray.
Figure 6.5.241 shows an example of the analytical model [H-K-3).

Among tanks and containers containing liquid, when a large influence of sloshing is considered during
In the conventional schemes,

earthquake, an evaluation is also performed for sloshing (see Figure 6.5.242).
sloshing of liquid during earthquake is analyzed using Housner's theory. Recently, however, evaluation is also
performed using the velocity potential theory. ne container shape may be either cylindrical or rectangular. Since
the container wall is assumed to be a rigid body, the interaction effect with the container wallis usually ignored.
However, there are some design cases in which the mass-spring model of the tank itselfis combined with the mass-
spring model of sloshing (determined using Housner's method) to account for the fluid-interaction effxt.

(5) Support structures

in this section, as examples of the models for the support structure, we will discuss 'a. Horizontal three-
For these

barrel cylindrical container" and "b. Vertical cylindrical equipment supported at the waist portion."

support structures, the scheme of modeling for conventional equipment described in section '6.6.3 Class B and C
equipment' cannot be applied. As a result, modeling is performed in a unique way.

Three-barrel cylindrical container (see Figure 6.5.243)a.

(a) Calculation conditions

(i) The weight of the heat exchanger is taken as a concentrated load on the central axis of the barrel.
(ii) Each of the barrels of the heat exchanger is supported by two legs. He barrels are fixed to the frame

by leg-fastening bolts. Of the *= kgs, barrels can slide in the longitudinal direction.
(iii) The frame is supported by four legs, each of which is fixed to the foundation by the anchor bolts.

(b) Calculation method of natural period

(i) Assumptions

(1) he heat exchanger is trken as in the operating state.
(2) The barrels are fixed to the first legs.
(3) Since the joints at the second leg of each barrel can slide in the longitudinaldirection, the force in this

direction is taken as totally acting on the first leg.
(4) The legs of the frame mounted by the anchor bolts are assumed to be fixed.
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(ii) Caleulation model

According to assumptions (2}-{4} in (i), the model of this heat exchanger is made as a multiple discrete
mass model as shown in Figure 6.5.2-44.

b. Vertical cylindrical container supported at the waist portion (see Figure 6.5.2-45)

(a) Calculation conditions

(i) %e weight of the heat exchanger is taken as concentrated on the central axis of the barrel.
(ii) %e barrel of the heat exchanger is supported by four legs, which are fixed to the foundation by anchor

bolts. He four legs can slide in the radial direction of the barrel with respect to the foundation.

(b) Calculation method of natural penod

(i) Assumptions

(1) The heat exchanger is assumed to be in the operating state.
(2) legs, support frame, Aad foundation concrete are assumed as rigid.
(3} legs are mounted to the foundation by anchor bolts. His portion is modeled as spring support.
{ .} Re support frame can slide in the direction of displacement caused by thermal expansion of the barrel.
(5) he portion of the support frame mounted on the wall is considered as fixed.

(ii) Analysis model

According to assumptions (2}-{5}i n (i), this heat exchanger is modeled using a multiple discrete massi
model shown in Figure 6.5.2-46.
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6.5.3 Design damping constants

For the dynamic seismic response analysis of machines / equipment described in '6.5.2 Dynamic analysis
model,' the following values are usually used.

(1) For S seismic responsei

Eauioment Dampine constant (%)

Reinforced concrete structure (Note 1) 5.0

Steel frame structure 2.0

Welded structure 1.0

Bolt / rivet structure 2.0

Piping (Note 2) 0.5-2.5
Air conditioning duct 2.5

Cable tray (Note 3) 5.0
Pump, fan, and other mt Sanical equipment 1.0

Electrical board (Note 3) 4.0

Liquid sloshing 0.5

Fuel assembly (BWR) 7.0
Fuel assembly (PWR) (Note 4) 10.0-15.0
Control rod driving mechanism (BWR) 3.5

Control rod driving mechanism (PWR) 5.0

Primary coolant equipment (PWR) (Note 5) 3.0

For S seismic response(2) 2

%e values in (1) for S seismic response are also used for S seismic resionse.i 2

Note 1: Damping constant of reinforced concrete structure
his value is traditionally used as the damping constant of reinfarced concrete structures.

Note 2: Damping constant for piping design [6.5.3-1], [6.5.3-2), [6.5.3-3], [6.5.3-4), [6.5.3-6]
In (1), the damping constant for piping design is given as in the range of 0.5-2.5%. However, if

certain special conditions are met, it is possible to use the values listed in Table 6.5.3-1.
For all the vibration modes, the damping constants for design of piping are listed in Table 6.5.3-1.

However, if the specified conditions are not met, a damping constant of 0.5% should be used.
For PWR in-core instrumentation output pipe, [the damping constant] is taken as 2.5% irrespective

of the next table and the application conditions.

Note 3: Damping constants of electric board and cable tray [H-K-3]
He damping constants of the electric board and cable tray are as follows.

(i) Damping constant for design of electric board
%e damping constant for design of the self-supportinglocked electric board used in the nuclear power

plant is taken as 4.0%.
Items for attention when the damnine constant is used When the aforementioned design damping constant

is used, attention should be paid to the following items:
{1} When the structure of the electric board or the damping mechanism varies significantly in the range

surveyed, it is necessary to use an appropriate raethod to asas the damping.
{2} In the electric board stmetural design, for the anchor portion, welded portion and other portions where

a concentrated load is expected, appropriate margin should be ensured.
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Table 6.5.3-1. Damping constants for design of piping system.

1

Damping constant for design (%) l

With thermal Without thermal
Piping type insulation insulation

-

Piping system supported mainly by snubbers and frame
I restraints, with four or more supports (snubbers or frame 2.5 2.0

restraints)

Piping system having snubbers, frame restraints, rod re-
| !! straints, hangers, etc., with four or more supports (excluding 1.5 1.0

anchors and U-bolts); not belong to piping Type I
,

'

lil Not belong to piping Type I or II 1.0 0.5

Application conditions:i

{i} Re design damping constants listed in the table are applicable to piping systems which are independent
vibration systems from one anchor to another anchor.

| {ii} Re design damping constants listed in the table are applied in the case when the piping system is designed
| to have a period shorter than the ina-ntal period of the building to which it is installed.

| {iii} Re number of supports in the table is counted as follows: When there is a number of supports to s,pport
; in the same direction at the same support point, they are taken as one support. On the other hand, when there are
! several supports supporting in two directions at the same support point, they are counted as two supports.

{iv} For the supports, as viewed fmm the overall piping system, the position and direction should not be locally
( ncentrated.

(v} For the interval between support points, the following condi ions should be met:t

Total 4 d % system
| s 15 (m/ support point)

Number of support points of support
fixtures hin~1 for each piping unit

Here, the so-called support points refer to the location where the support fixtures are mounted. Even when a
number of support fixtures are mounted, they are still taken as one support point.

(vi} Based on the construction managemen* rules of the support fixtures, management of the construction should
be performed carefully.

,
(ii) Damping constant of cable tray

| For the solid-type or ladder-type cable tray used in the nuclear power plant, the design damping
constant is taken as 5.0%.

Note 4: Damping constant for fuel assembly (PWR).
He damping constant of the fuel assembly in a PWR is determined experimentally. It is taken as 10%

for the 17 x 17 type fuel assembly and 15% for the 14 x 14 fuel assembly.

Note 5: Damping constant for primary coolant equipment (PWR)
A damping constant of 3.0% is used for the primary coolant equipment of a PWR, including steam

generator, primary coolant pump, and primary coolant piping.
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6.5.4 Earthquake response analysis method [6.5.4-1), [6.5.4-2), [6.5.4-4)

When dynamic analysis is performed for the analysis model described in Section "6.5.2 Dynamic analysis
model" to calculate the absolute acceleration, relative acceleration, maximum relative displacement, maximum shear
force, maximum moment. etc., and to evaluate the design seismic forces, the most frequently used methods are time
history analysis and =pectral readal analysis. In time history analysis, the response of the system is calculated as
a function of time directly or after transformation to the modal coordinate system. On the other hand, according
to spectral modal analysis, the maximum response of each mode is determined directly using the design floor
response spectrum, and the maximum response of the system is derived by superposing the response of the modes.
Several schemes have been proposed to obtain the maximum responses to reasonably account for the correlation
among the modes. At present, the maximum response is usually obtained by "SRSS" of the responses of the modes.
However, when the equipment is coupled with the building analysis model shown in Chapter 5, "5.2.3 Soil-
structure interaction," in which the soil model is formed by complex springs, the analysis is performed in the
frequency domain with the input seismic motion treated by Fourier transformation.

He machines / equipment systems include those that are coupled with soil / building and those which are
analyzed without such interaction. Since the input seismic motion to the soil / building / equipment interaction model
is derived in time history form from the basic earthquake ground motion dermed at the rock outcrop surface by free
field analysis, the time history analysis method is usually used for the equipment coupled with the soil / building
system. On the other had, for the equipment / piping analyzed without interaction with the soil / building model, the
spectral modal analysis method is usually used to determine the seismic load. His is based on the following
principle: in the practical design, only the maximum value is needed without considering the entire time history.
Hence, according to a representation with the natural period as variable tad the damping constant as parameters,
it is possible to derive immediately the maximum response value (usugly, acceleratioc) with respect to a single
discrete mass model. Also, for the equipment represented by a multiple discrete mass model, usually "5RSS" of
the response of each mode is used [6.5.3-5].

Figure 6.5.41 illustrates the relation among the response analysis methods. He member forces shown
in Figure 6.5.4-1 include shear force and bending moment. For these member forces, stress evahlationis performed
according to the procedure explaned in section "6.6 Stress / strength analysis." In this way, tha aselsmic Asign
of the equipment /pipingis nerformed,

in the following, the analysis methods corresponding to the methods of model formation described in
section "6.5.2 Dynamic analysis model" will be explained.

(1) Equipment-building interaction

Class a equipment of the equipment-building equipment interaction system is analyzed using the models
explained in section "6.5.2 Dynamic analytical model," i.e., for BWR, the model for reactor vessel / internal
structures shown in Figure 6.5.2-19 and the model of reactor containment / reactor vessel in Figure 6.5.2-3 are used;
for PWR, the equipment-building interaction model shown in Figure 6.5.2-8 can be used for seismic response
anslysis. For these models of equipment coupled with building, time history analysis is usually used in the
conventional design. Dat is, as shown in Figure 6.5.4-1, the results of direct integration or modal analysis are
used. Details of these analysis methods were described in section "S.2.4(3) Response analysis method." hey will
not be repeated here. In the case of interaction equipment model, the following schemes are often used.

In the case when direct integrrilonis used, the Newmark-S method is usually used as the integration method
with # taken as 1/4 or 1/6. For the eigenvalue analysis method in the modal analysis method, when it is solved
as the general eigenvalue problem;
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Figure 6.5.4-1. Relation among response analysis methods.

{1} Conventional Jacobi method etc., are used; when it is solved as a standard eigenvalae problem;

{1} QR method
{2} Jacobi method and other transformation methods are usually used. Time integration for each mode

is usually performed by using;
{1} Runge-Kutta-Gill method
(2) Duhamel integration method (Nigam's method), etc.

Vibration modes for die equipment-building interaction model are shown in Figure 6.5.2-20 for reactor

( vessel / internal structures, and in Figure 6.5.2-4 for the equipment-buildinginteraction model of the nuclear reactor
l containment / reactor vessel.
i

(2) Vessels

For Class A vessels, as pointed out in section '6.5.2 Dynamic analysis model," if analysis is performed
using the equipment-building interaction model, the maximum shear force and maximum bending momen; obtained
from the bending-shear beam model are taken as the seismic load. On the other hand, for the vessel without
building interaction, if it is not rigid, seismic response analysis is usually performed using the design floor response
spectrum at the installation position. Spectral modal analysis is usually used as the analysis method. The general-
features of spectral modal analysis are described in section "5.2.4(3) Response analysis ndthod,' its basic principle
is described in section '6.5.1 Floor response spectrum." Hence, we will discuss the specific procedure of the design.
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After the eigenvalue analysis, for each mode, the equation of motion of the normal coordinate system is
determined as

1, + 2h,e,t, + w*x, o - SJo (6.5.4-1)

where h,: ith damping constant; e,: ith natural frequency of viber. tion: 4: ith partteipatiori factor.

Hen, acceleration a; is obtained for each mode with natural frequency ec|ron. the floor response spectmr2
As shown in Figure 6.5.4-2, the ith natural period is calculated and then a; isof the input seismic motion o.

determined. He spectrum shown here is obtained by broadening in the period direction as described in section
'6.5.1 Floor response spectrum."

Hen, transformation is made from the modal coordinste system to the oritinal coordinate system as
follows.

{f +fo}, 4th acceleration p,a(k (6.5.4-2)g

(X), ith displacement p,- (Xl, (6.5.4-3)
*s

's 1 ith men.ber fcree (K)(X), (6.5.4-4)
M, /

S: shear force; M: bending moment; (X};: ith mode vector (characteristic modeL

From the responus of each mode, the square root of : sum of the squares is derived using the "SRSS'
method for acceleration, disp 12. cement, and member forte.

Maximum response acceleration - b {f +fo}2
(6.5.4-5)

b(X) (6.5.4-6)
Maximum response dsplacement = h

2'

" S (6.5*4-7)
Maximum shear and bending ructuent, etc. = L

% i.:Af,

N: Number of modes up to the vibration mode considered to be rigid.
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(3) Piping 7
F

For Class A pipieg, the most often used seismic response analysis method is the spectral modal analysis
method described in section '6.5.4(2) Vesels." However, the time history analysis method described in r,ectiou .
'6.5.4(1) Equipment-building interaction" may also be used in some cases. Since the piping system is supported
at the multiple support points, it is believed to be appropriate to use the multi-input analysis method. Several
methods have been proposed for muhi-input analysis. Usually, however, the method proposed by Clough [6.5.4 2]
is used in the case of multi-input analysis of piping. Clough'd method is characterixd by the feature that the system
is defined by a sum of the pseudostatic displacement obtained from tho static equilibrium relationship and the
dynamic displacement. Finally, the equation of motion of the system becomes equation (6.5.4-8).

MP + Cd + KU = -MHD, (6.5,4-8)

J ht mass mstrix; C: damping matrix; K: stiffness matrix; 0,: absolute acceleration at support roint; H: transform -

matrix obtained from etatic equ'tiibriym relation.
.

Since equation (6.5.4-8) has the same form as that of the equation of motion trested up te : , in addition
to the multi-input analysis by the time history scheme, spectral multi-input analysis using the respu e spectrum at
the support point may also be used. In the design of piping with a huge degrees of freedom as a simpler and yet
conservat.ca way, the analysis method using a single input which envelopes the inouts at t| e various support portions
is preferred in many cases.

'Ihat is, for the seismic response analysis of the piping system, the analysis method mainly used is to
determine the seismic forces by spectral model analysis using the three-dimensional modei formed with the bending-
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shear beams (beams, piping elements) as described in section '6.5.2(3) Piping.' la the spectral model analysis
method, for the mo3e superposition r>f the member forces, the 'SRSS' method is usually used, and the absolute
value nm is usually used to combine the seismic input directions.

As an example of the result of spectral modal analysis, section '6.5.2 Dynamic analyrsis tuodel' presents
the vibration modes and response ulues for the BWR circulation system piping and the PWR primary coolant
equipment.

(4) Other equipment

The analysis methods that ue applicable for the heat exchanger, pumps, tanks and other equiptnent for
which the models are described in section 6.5.2(4) "Other equipment * are similar to those of the Class A vessels
and Class A piping. That is, if resonance might take place, response spectral analysis or time history analysis may
be performed. Also, for rigid parts, static analysis may be performed based on the seismic coefficient. If their
shapes and structure are the same a those of Class B or C equipment described in section '6.6.3 Class B and C
equipment," the analysis procedure described in su tion 6.3.3 may also be used.

(5) Sloshing

As pointed out in section 6.5.2, the walysis methods of slosning of liquid ir tank or container include the
method according to Housner's theory, the method according to velocity potential theery, and the finite element
method. At present, from the viewpoint of simplicity, the method us,ing Housner's theory is usually adopted as the
analysis method. In addition, when the sloshing response is evaluated by time history, the method usin.g velocity
potential theory is used.

In the following, we will discuss the method using Housner's theory and the method using the velocity
potential theory.

Houmer's theorya.

This analysis method is described in detail in TID Report 7024 (USAEC) [6.5.4-9]. It is an analysis
method of the vi5 tion in a tank containing liquid having a free surface, and has been commonly used in many
cases. Housner's theory can be used for a ground-contact liquid storage tank having a flat botto n and a rectangular
or circular uniform cross section. When a horizontal earthquake acceleration acts on a tank containing liquid, the
following two types of dynamic hydraulic pressure are generated in the contained liquid rnd act on the tank:

- Impulsive pressure caused by horizontal inertial force of liquid,
- Convective pressure caused by liquid surface sloshing.

Rese two types are analyzed separately to determine the design input to the tank. In this analysis method, the tank
body is assumed to be a rigid body, without considering the effect of interaction between liquid and ta.1k due to the
chstic deformation of de tank. He aforementioned impulsive pressu.e and convective pressure are as follows:

(i) Impulsive pressure (due to inertial force of the contained liquid
When the tank containing liquid is subjected to a horizontal acceleration, a portion of the liquid is taken

as a fixed mass which is rigidly connected to the tank wall. The inertial force caused by this fixed tnass is taken
as the hnpulsive force. We impulsive force per unit area is the aforementioned impulsive pressure (see
Figurc U 2-42).

(ii) Convective pressure (due to liquid sloshing)
When the tank contr,ining liquid is cubjected to a horizontal acceleration, vibratio s occurs in the liquid, with

a dynsmic hydraulic pressure acting on the side wall and the bottom. in this case, a portion of the liquid is taken
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as a free mass wf ch is fleaibly connected to the side wall. In addition, since the tank body is assumed to be a rigid
body, the m mum vertical displacement of the liquid surface (sloshing wave height) and the horirontal force acting
on the tank will can be determined from the maalmum relative vibration amplitude of the free mass. This
horirontal force is the vibration force, and the vibration force per unit area is the aforementioned convective
pressure (us Figure 6.5.2-42).

b. Velocity potentia! theory

The velocity potentit! theory is a vibration analysis method of liquid having a f.te surface. It has been used
recently for the aseismic design of conventionalindustrial facilities. According to the method using tha velocity
potential theory, the tank is assumed to be a rigid body in calculating the dynamic responte on the liquid contained
in it; the pasure distribution on the side surface e2.d bottom of the tank and liquid surface displacement profile are
calculated, and the design seismic foret, of the tank is determined.

'

6.6 Stress / strength analysis

6.6.1 Lond/ stress combination

(1) leads to be combined with schmic force

When the equipment / piping system is acted upon by a seism;c force as described in section '6.4 Design
seismic fo e,' it is necessary to evaluate the combination of the seismic load generated by the seismic force and
the loads wiich are generated in the operating state of the plant and should be combined with the earthquake.

For the load? which are not caused by carthquake but should be taken into com..deration in combination
with the seitmic load, the operation state is described in section '6.3.2 Imad Combination.' Since details are
described in 'JEAO 4601 Supplement-1984,* they **ill not be repeated here. Table 6.6.1-1 lists the other types of
loads that should be combined with the seismic loas

,
For the aforementioned loads, the !., ads tLat have significant effects on the facility are evaluated.

Among the loads that take place in a loss of coolant accident, the following loads whi$h act in a short
period are not combined with the seismic load.

{1} Jet force
(1} Jet reaction force
(3) Pioe whip load
Dj Dynamic hydraulic load of BWR suppression pool water

(2) Summary of calculation of seismic stress

in this section, we will discuss th general items for the stress /strerath evaluation performed on the base
of the seismic load obtainod in the seisau, response analysis described in section '6.5 Seismic response analysis.'

In strength evaluation in the aseismic design of equipment systems, usually, stress calculation is performed
and the result is compared with the allowable t.1s. In addition, in some cases, evaluation may be performed |n

.

Iterms of load; h. other cases, it is necessary to evaluate strain, deformation limit, and maintenance of function of
equipment.

Stress / strength analysis is performed using an appropriate method suitable for tlA equipment under
evaluation. The basic flow chart is shown in Figure 6.6.1 1. Generally speaking, there are the following two

' methods of stress evaluation:
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Table 6.6.l 1. Leads that should be combined with seismic load.

Type BWR PWR

Imad due to the highest pressure generated in lead due to the highest pressure generated in
case of turbine trip or totalloss of feedwater case of 'oss of overburden load or loss of off-

site power

is Reaction load when safety valve is activated * Reaction load when safety valve is activated
Ty,s s Dolt fastening force * Bolt biening force, etc.*

* Scram reection force, etc.

Pressure load and trechanict! load generated Same as left
after a loss of eaolant accident excluding the
period just after the accident

liighest pressure load for phenomenon which liighest pressure load for phenomenon which
should be superponed with the earthquake should be superposed with the earthquake

lead due to air bubble vibration generated None
Type 2 when safety relief valve

Pressure load and recchanical load generated Same as left
after a loss of c<alant accident excluding the
pericxl just after the accident

liighest operation pressure
T pe 3, 4, 5/

Design mechanical load

liighest prensure difference for phenomenon which should be combined with the earthquake

Core support Mechanical load for phenomenon which should be combined with the earthquake
str'Jcture

Pressure load and mechanical load generated after a loss of coolant accident excluding the
period just after the accident

Other pump 11 ghest operation pressure
support strue.

Design rnechanical load'

_ ._
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Figure 6.6.1 1. Ilasic flow chart of stren/ strength analysis.

|

Evaluation Sy streu intensity: It applies for Type i venels and piping, and Type 2 vessels; a detailed
stress analysis is performed for this evaluation.

Evaluation by maximum strus: It applies for general equipment and support structures; a relatively simple
stras calculation is performed for this evaluation.

For the strep calculation, depending on the importance of the equipment under evaluation and the
complexity of the shape, different schemes, ranging from precise schemes to simpler schemes, can be used. In
some cases, calculation is performed on a large-size computer using the finite element method, i. hell stmetural
analysis, beam analysis, frame stmeture analysis, etc. In other cases, calculation can be performed uslag the basic
formulas of strength of materials for simple shaped parts. In onier to derive the local streu of vr.r,;.ds, hijlaard's
method or the finite element method can be used. As a strength evaluatiot. method other than strus esaluation,
evaluation may be performed in terms of load. For this p trpose, the standard load or limit load can be calculated
beforehand, or, the allowable load can be assened by tests.

6.6.2 Class As and A equipment

(1) llanic items of stress analysis

a. Stras intensity

In the seismic design of Type i vessels, stius analysis is performed and the ruult it tombined with the
stren due to internal prusure load or other ioad for evaluation. Details of this stress analysis are described in
' Notification No, 501.' Accordies to 'Notificati- 9 No. 501,' the bule scheme for the design of pressure venels
is that the ' maximum shear stren theory' is adopted as the failure criterion, and evaluation is performed of ' stress
intensity.' According to the maximum shear stress theory, y hen the principal streues in the part are a , c . # ('ss a J
>02 > Os), yield takes place when the maximum shear stress %(a3 a3) becomes equal to the shear strus et the
yield point in the tensile test, la the uniaxial tensile test, as ai = Sy, o2 " 8J = 0, the yield condition becomes
%(a 0 ) = %Sy. In the design evaluation, by def' ming the stress a twice the maximum shear stress %(o3 - 0 )s 3 3

x 2 = ai a3 (similrr for a2 - 'i. 'A - 8 ) as 'strus intensity,' it is possible to make a direct comparison with the2

strength derived in the material strength test. Also, the evaluation method using the stress intensity may also te
used for Type 1 piping and Type 2 vessels.
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b. Stress classification

in the stress analysis, stresses are defined as fo' lows:

Pritrary stress: De term ' primary stress' refers to the normal stress or shear strus that meets the rule of simple
equilibrium with respect to internal forces, external forces and moments.

He primary stress is the stress genersted in an equipment to balance the inner pressure and extemal
loads. Hat is, the primary stress is characterlud by tb- feet that it is not self-restrictive. In other words,
this stros is generat d by ettemal loads and if it is distributed over the entire thic.tness beyond the yield
point, the msterial can no longer resist and failure takes place.

He prinwry strus can be further divided into general membrane 6.reas, flexural stress, and k> cal
membrane stress. For each of these stroses, there is a specific limit of stress intensity.

Secondary suess: ne term ' secondary stress' refers to the normal stress or shear stress generated due to restraint
by the adjacent portion and self rntraint. Dat is, this type of stress is characterized by the fact that it is
self-restrictive. In other words, as the seconduy stress takes place, even if the part yields and further
generates a little strain, there is no abnormal increase in the stress as a saturated state is reached for the
stress. Hence, no failure takes place frc,m the secondary stress only. Of course, this does not mean that
the strain generated by the secondary stress can be increased without limit. Instead, a limit of the stress
intensity should be determined in consideratien of the shakedown characteristics.

Typical examples of the secondary sucas include thermal stress and discontinuous stress. He thermal
stress is generated due to temperature difference in the part. Due to this stress, deformation is generated,
or, as the stress incre aes, a plastic flow initiates and the stress distribution becomes homogeneous over
the entire body.

Discontinuous stress is a stress which takes place due to discontinuous deformation at places when the

thickness of the part changes discontinuously, such as at a nor.z.le portion. Although this stress depends
on the internal pressure and external loads, it is in a very limited portion as viewed from the overall vessel.
Unlike the primary stress, which always maintains the stress state, in this case, as the stress increases, local
plastic flow takes place and the distributic,n of the stress become homogenized.

Peak stress. He ' peak stress' is a stress caur,ed by local discontinuity, stress concentration or local thermal stress
and it is additional to the primary stress and secondary stress. It is characterized by the feature that
although no great deformation is caused by it, whec it acts repeatedly, fatigue damage may take place.

In aseisrt.ic design, for the primr.ry stress evaluation only, the seismic load is combined with the other
loads; for the primary + secondary stress evaluation and primary + secondary + peak stress evaluation, however,
only the seismic load is taken into cor. sideration. In the fatigue analysis, evalotion is performed by determining
the fatigue usage factor fmm the primary + secondary + peak stress. In this case, several methods may be used,
such as the method using the number of equivalent number of cycles of seismic motion and the method in which
the fmguency of the stress range is directly derived from the time history evaluation of the equipment. In the case
when the number of equivalent number of cycles of seismic motion is calculated, it is possible to use either the peak
stress method (see Figure 6.6.1-1) or the energy conversion method (see Figure 6.6.2-2). In this case, the ' fatigue
usage factor" is obtained by adding up the ratio of the actual number of cycles in each stress cycle to the allowable
number of cycles corresponding to the repetitive peak stress intensity for all of the stress cycles.
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Figure 6.6.2-1. Determination of design number of cycles (peak stress method).
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Figure 6.6.2 't. Determination of design number of cycles (energy conversion method),
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(2) Tyle I quipment

a. Vessel

(a) Stress analysis flow chart

%e structural design against the seismic load for Type 1 vessels involves not only evaluation of seismic
stress, but alto internal pressure, heat, self weight, etc. It is a portion of the overall stress evaluation scheme
conesponding to the operation state of the plant. I'igure 6.6.2-3 shows the procedure of stress analysis of a Type
i vessel,

in the stress evaluation of the vessel, the loading conditions of self weight, internal prnsure, heat,
mechanical external force, ele., are considered, and the following portions are selecte<l as the stress evaluation
places:

- %e gortion with discontinuous cross section or shape.
- %e portion where significant stress is generated due to attached pipe force.

(he portion where a concentration of stress is predicted.-

- %e portion with concentrated external force from support structure.

Figure 6.6.2-4 (PWR) and Figure 6.6.2 5 (llWR) show the examples of the strus evaluation portions for
; nuclear reactor vessels selecte according to the aforementioned rules. Among these portions for evaluation, the

places where significant stress takes place due to the caternal seismic force include the nonJe portion and the
support structure mounting portion.

(b) Stress analysis methods

Depending on the shape and load type of the analysis portion, several schemes can be used for stress
analysis of the vest.el. For esemple, for the nonJe portion, in addition to the statically indeterminate method for
the internal prasure load and ?hermal load, and liijlaard's nwthod for the seismic load from the piping system and
other external loads; the f' mite element method may also be used for both cases, in the case of a 6-component load
such as an extemal load, it may be taken directly as the design load in some cases. In sone other cases, however,
evaluation is made by combining the load components on the anfe side. Table 6.6.2-1 illustrates an example of the
primary g neral mernbrane stress of a Type 1 vennel, in the following, the stress analysis methods will be discussed
with reference to the nouje portion.

(i) Statically indetenninate method

As shown in Figure 6.6.2-6, the nouje and other portions of the vessel are made of elements having simple
shape 4. In order to determine the strus in each element, the deformation of each element is determined

|
Independently using shell theory. Afterwards, from the condition of continuity of the displacement between different
elements, the force acting between elements, i.e., the statically indeterminate force is calculated; by adding the stress
generated by the internal pressure, et:., on the element independently and the stress due to the statically
indetenninnte force, the stress in each element can be calculated.

(ii) Stress due to external load

he stras in the nouje, etc., mounted on the vessel due to piping exten,al force and other external load
can be detennined in the following procedure. As the loads used in the analysis, the forces and bending moments
are assumed at the tip of the noule as shown in Figure E6.2 7. ne loads generated on the various cross sections
are shown in Figure 6.6.2-8.
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Figure 6,6.2-3. Flow chart of stress analysis of Type I containment.
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Y N,, H,, M, H. Load Component in radial direction

3 ut point 3 M. momentC

Cut point 4-

I" f |@ ~ , y,, ,, y,

k- 11111) 4
# 'N,

p

Figure 6.6.2-6. Model of statically indetenninate method,

F,
o

U
M, Mr

Center

of - p : Ts'

=ef ( t J ~.

B

Figure 6.6.2 7. Loads acting on nor21e,
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Figure 6.6.2-8. Loads on various cross sections of the nozzle.

Cross section (1)

r,' = r, r,' = r, r| = rs

M| = M, M| = M, M|=M,

Cross section (2)

r,' - r, r,' - r, r| - ra

M| = M, M| = M,-2,F, M| = M,-x;F,

Cross section {3}

F ,' = F , F,' = F, F| = F,

M| = M, M,' = M,-x,F, M|=M,-x,F,

Stremes on the cross so;tions of the nozr.le are calculated using tlie following stress calculation formulas.
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Cross sections (1) and (2)

(6.6.2-1)Crtss-sectional area: A = r(rj - r,')

(6.6.22)
Momerit of inertia: 1 = n(r'-r|)/4o

Stres: o,

in barrel's axial F, , M C (6.6.2-3)Z

dimetion (paints A,B): ,8 ,

A I

la barrel's circumferential F, M,C (6.6.2-4)
" ~I * f#

direction (points C,D): 8

sb (6.6.25)'
(Points A,B): t=

21 A

F
' e (6.6.2-6)(Points C,D): t= s
2I A

where, r : outer radius, ri: inner radium, C: radius of gyrationo

ne stress at the joint portion between nor.rje and vessel at ems section (3) can be obtained by using
Bijlnard's method. According to BIjlaard's method, the stresses are calculated using the following formulas
from the intemal forces N,, N,, M,, M, as dimenaionless variables generated in the cylindrical shell or
spherical shell by the 6 extemal force components F , P , F,, M,, M , M,.y y

,'. b 6M (6.6.27)2
i

3
-

s g

8 (6.6.2-8)
,, . ,

ne double signs indicate the stcesses on the inner and outer surfaces of the mounting portion.
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In the banel's axial direction (points A, B)

e, = (o,)F, + (o,)M, (6.6.2-9)

o, = (o,)F,*(o,)M, (6.6.2 10)

in the barrel's circumferential direction (points C, D)

o, = (o,)F, +(o,)M, (6.6.2-11)

e, = (o,)F, +(o,)M, (6.6.2-12)

Shear stress r

M, 4 1F(Points A,B): t= (6.6.213)
2nr|1 Kfd

M , * F'(Points C,D): *= (6.6.2-14)
2nr|t T'id

the following is an example of Bijlaard's method used in the case of a cylindrical sheil.

Billaard's method I6.6.3-31

Bijlaard's method is a method of ca'culating the simas generated on the shell side when an external force
acts on a rigid attachment mounted on a cylindrical shell or a spherical shell by using computing disgrams and
tables. The detail of this method are described in the irference.

In the following, on the base of the reference, we will present an abstract of the calculatica method in the
case when a circular attachment is mounted on a cylindrical shell, a case encountered frequently.

(a) Cylindrical shell parameters

(1) Shell parameter: y

Y = R.,/ T

where R : central radius of cylindrical shell; T: wall thickness of cylindrical shell

$93
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(2) Attachment parameter: #

0.875r,
S._

R,,

where to: outer radius of cylindrical attachment

(b) Symbols

- Ily considering the deformation of shell caused by various loads, it is possible to detennine the stress
symbols [(+)... tension, (-)... compression). (See Diagram 6.6.2-1.)

- In case 1, the force acting in the radial direction toward the center is similar to a local external
pressure; hence, the stresses generated by it can be clusified as follows:

Shell: compressive membrane stress
Outer surface at points C D: compressive flexural stresses
Inner surface at points C, D. tensile flexural strenes

- In cases . and 3, the oending moment can be taken as a pair of fc n with the same magnitude and
acting in opposite directions, and the strenes can be clusified as follows:

Shell at points 11. D tensile membrane stress
Shell at points A, C. compressive membrane stress
Inner surface at points A, C: tensile flexural streal,
Outer surface at points 11 D: tensile flexural stress
Outer surface at pcinta A, C: compressive flexural stress
Inner surface at points 11, D: compreuive flexural stress

(c) Stress calculation

When external forces act as shown in Diagram 6.6.2-2, the stresses are calculated as follows. In the

explanation. "l'igure 3C' refers to the figure in reference (6.6.3-3), with examples illustrated in Appendix Figures
1-3. As an example, the stress due to radial force (P) can be determined using the following procedure.

: p

-,y" .-
M' * $ 2C'

2C i

D C A BDC

CASI:1 CASE 2 CASE 3

P. Force in tadial direction

Mg Bending moment in circumferent;al direction
Mg Bendingmomentinaoaldaection

Diagram 6.6.21.
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-

| $
i

P

f$M t

Mc
V U, !
c y >

| r.4m, ' !,

O '

.--- Cylindncalattachment
sr

/ %

-- O- 7 7\ -,

'
N /

-T N-
.

--..... ..'.... - gg% t

;. p,
| Cylindricalshell

-[
P. Forcein radialdirection

: Bending momentinaxla! direction
: Bending moment in circumferential direction
* Torsionalmoment

,

V Axialshear force
: Circumferentialshear force

fg Radius of Circularattachment
,

Diagram 6.6.2 2.

(1) Circumferential strees (a,)

Step 1: According to ' Figure 3C' (Appendix Figure 1), # and y are used to determine dimenolonless
membrane force N,/(P/R.).

Step 2: Similarly, according to ' Figure !C' (Appendix Pigure 2), dimacaloniese bending moment (M/P)
is determined.

Step 3: From the known values of P. R., and T. membrane strees (N,fr) can be calculated:

$ , N, , p '

T r|R, R,T

Step 4: Similarly, flexural strees (6M,ff2) can be calculated: I

:,

6"+ . "t .E ,

Ts r Ts
'
.

Step 5: Hence, with appropriate symbols, the circumrematial strees can be expreened as follows:

,

N 6M*
o, = K*- t s K* T'T

1

P

i
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Appendix Figure 3. Stresses in shells.

(2) Axial stress (a,)

i Similarly, N,IP/R, and M,/P can be determined from " Figure 3C' and " Figure IC-1,' and stresses are
! calculated as follows:

"e . " . e
T PjR,, R,T

*> . 5.LP
78 e r2

| Hence,

o, = K, N, s K,_W,

Also, the stress due to M and Me can be ca.lculated in the same procedure as above.t

(iii) Finite element method (FEM)

According to finite element method, the analysis portion is divided into a fmite number of elements, and
the structural body is analyzed as an assembly of these elenents.
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According to this analpis method, for the nodal points determined to be compatible with the strain statesi

in elements and the boundty conditions, the relations between nudal forces and displacements are derived and the
results are summed up for all of the elements. nat is, assume the nodal load of the overall structure is [R] and
the unknown nodal displacement is [D], the equilibrium equation of the structure acted by known loads can be
represented by the following stiffness equation:

[R] = [K][D)

11y determining the displacement relation to ensure thewhere [K] is a stiffness matrix of the overall system.
continuity of displacements at the boundary of each element, the stiffness matrix for each element can be formed.
As it is summed up for all of the elements, the stiffness equation for the overall structure can be derived.

As far as the scheme of representation of load is concerned, pressure and mechanical loads are taken as
the equivalent nodal forces on the nodal points of elements; for the thermal load, temperature is directly input to
the rmdal points.

Figure 6.6.2-9 shows the procedure of stress analysis using the finite element method. Figure 6.6.210
6 hows an cammple of the snalysis model.

Since the stress calculated by the fmite element method is primary + secondary + peak stress, in order
to perform stress evaluation, it is necessary to classify it into primary stress and primary + *econdary stress.

(c) Clanification of stresses

Classification of the stress determined using the statically indeterminate method is performed according to
the location of the stress and the type of the load. (See Table 2.3 * Stress classification * in Chapter 1 of

' Notification No. 501').
In order

The stress calculated using the finite element method is a primary + secondary + peak stress.

to perform stress evaluation, this stress must be classified into primary stress and primary + secondary stress
according to the definition in section '6.6.2(1)b. Stress classification.' The basic scheme of the classification can
be explained with reference to the example shown in Figure 6.6.2-11.

(1) Primary stress

De primary stress is the average stress on the cross section. Therefore, it is obtained by averaging the
primary + secondary + peak stress over the cross section. In addition, as the general primary membrane stress
is a membrane stress which is not affected by the discontinuity of structure and stress concentration, it may be
obtained using the conventional equ.tions in some cases.

(2) Primary + secondary stress

For primary + secondary stress, first, the flexural stress, which is a secondary stress component, is
The flexural stress is calculated at any position of the crosscalculated; then, it is added to the primary stress.

section by first determining the bending moment and then integrating i followed by dividing by the section
modulus.

(3) Primary + secondary + peak stress

When the elements are divided very finely in the finite element method, since the sum of the stress includes
the peak stress, the results can be used directly. In the case when the peak stress component is not reflected, an
appropriate stress concentration factor is multiplied by the primary + secondary stress.
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_

In the case when the stressis due to
pressure, mechanical load, etc.: nodal forces

Read data |+*
due to pressure, mechanical load, etc.

-- In the case of thermal stress: Temperature at
nodal points (The temperatures at nodal:
points are calculated using a temperature
distribution analysis program.)e

Repeat for
Calculation of element stiffness matrix |allof the

elements
v

Incorporation into the stiffness matnx of the overall structure

_

According to the displacement boundary condition,
the corresponding row / column of the matrix are

deleted, and the matrix is rearranged.

,,

Calculation 01 unknown nodal point displacement

:
,,

Calculation of element's stresses (o,, o,, o,, t,,)
D

Repeat for

allof the
elements "

Calculation of principal stresses (o,, o,, c )
3

of element

i

Stress classification for the results

Output of results j

17igure 6.6.2-9. Stress analysis procedure using finite element methoci(in the case of two-dimensional axisymmetric
body).
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Figure 6.6.2-10. Example of analysis using finite element method.
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i

l

Strest line diagram (idealized for the

results from finite element method) S Pt mary + secondary + peak stresso n
7

5, (totalstress)
y S; Peak stress

Ss
- [S Flexuralstressi Average membrane stress

Sy q

| 8' 'Nt

!

o o

Figure 6.6.2 11. Stress classification (example in the case of calculation using finite element method).

(d) Stress intensity

he stresses obtained as results of analysis are classified ud are evaluated by determining the principal
stress and stress intensity according to the following procedure.

Calculstion of principal stress

he calculatal and classified stresses are summed up for each stress component.

he summed stress usually has 6 components, i.e., o,, o,, o,, t,,, r ,, t ne principal stres. .a o , a2+e u n

3 are calculated as the 3 roots that satisfy the following equation:0

0 -(o, + o, + o,) o . [, ,, . ,,,, , ,,, . th - t[- t',) o8 s

- o,o,o, + o,t',, + o,t[ + o,th - 2 t,,t,t,, = 0

When there are only components o,, o,, o,, r,,, the principal stresses og, a2+ c can be derived froma

o, + o, k (o,- 0,)* * t,2 (6.6.2 16)o ,os* ss g y

o, . o, (6.6.2-17)

Stress intensity

Among the followin.g three principal stress differences, the largest absolute value is known as stress
intensity.
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(6.6.2-18)S,=0-o, S3=o-o, S3=o asi 3 3 n 3 n

b. Piping

Typical cumples of the Type I piping include BWR PLR piping, PWR-primary coolant piping, etc. The
analysis models with respect to the seismic response analysis are described in section '6.5.2 Dynamic analysis
method" and section '6.5.4 Seismic response analysis method.' In the response analysis of piping, the seismic load-

obtained as a result of the seismic response analysis is regarded as a mechanical load, and evaluation is performed
with other loads also taken into considuation. He procedure of the stress analysis is illustrated in Figure 6.6.212.
The stress calculation formula for the Type 1 piping with respect to the seismic load are as fc!!ows. Evaluation is
performed in terms of the stress intensity based on ' Notification No. 501.*

In allowable stress states !!! S and IV S, the primary stress is calculated using the following formulas.(a) 4 4

(i) For nozzle and butt weld type tee |
1

S= *+ '" + 2M'r (6.6.2-19)
200t Z, Z,

|

2where S: Primary stress (kgf/mm ) ;
2 1P: Pressure in operation state which should be combined with earthquake (kgf/cm )

Do: Outer diameter of pipe (mm)
t: Dickness of pipe wall (mm)
M,,p: Bending moment due to mechanical load (including inertial force due to carthquake) of branch pipe

connected to the nozzle or tee (kgf-mm)

M,p: Bending moment due to mechanical load (including inertial force due to earthquake) of principal pipe
connected to the nozzle or tee (kgf-mm)

3Zg: Sectional modulus of branch pipe connected to nozzle or tee (mm )
3Z,: Sectional modulus of principal pipe connecter! to nozzle or tee (mm )

B , B , B ,: Stress factors3 2

(ii) For pipes other than those in (1)

' *+ 8' (6.6.2-20)S=
200r 2,

where M;p: Bending moment due to mechanical load (including inertial force due to earthquake) of pipe
3Z;: Section modulus of pipe (mm )

B: Stress factor2

S. B , P. D : Same as those dermed in (i)o

(b) In allowable stress states 111 S and IV S, the primary + secondary stress is calculated using the following4 4
formulas.
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I

(i) Noule and butt weld type tee

3* . .[21,I , @* (6.6.2-21)
4

,s

2, z,

where S,: Stress obtained by adding primary stress and secondary stseas (kgf/mn?)
M,,: Total amplitude range of bending moment generated by the irettial force and differential

displacement due only to seismic motica S or S of the branched pipe connecten: %tJe or tee
3 2

(kgf mm)
M ,: Total amplitude range of bending moment generated by the inertial force and diftstial

or $ of the principal pipe connected to nor/2 ce teedisplacement due only to seismic motion Sg 2

(kgf mm)
S

7,: 2ectional modulus of branch pipe connected to t.oule or tee (mm )
8

Z,: Sechmal modulus of principal pipe connected to noule or tee (mm )
C , C ,: Stress factors in item 48 of 'Notifk4 tion No. 501'3 2

(ii) Pipes othe: than those in (i)

(6.6.222)z, "3* .

where M s: Total amplitude range of bending ncment generated by the inertial forte and differentiali
displacernent due to seismic motion S or 5 ou'y (igf mm)i 2

C: Stress factor in item 48 of ' Notification No. 501'2

7: Section nodulus of pipe (mm')3

When 5, becornes larger than ' S., elutoplastic analysis defined in 'Notilication 501' abould te
performed.

(c) ne cyclic peak stress intensity used in the fatigue analysis of allowable stress states 1115 and IV S is3 A

calculated using the following formular:

#
s, . 2 (6.6.2-23)

2

2where S,: stress (kgf/mm )

S,: value calculated using the following formulas

(i) Far nonje and butt connecting type tee

Sb ''+'2'-2, (6.6.2-24)*
# z, ,
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(ii) For pipes other than those in (i)

$, . '' (6.6.2-25)

K . K e K , C , C ,, C are stress coefficienis defined in item 48 of ' Notification No. W1.' Mw, M,,,2b 2r 2 26 2 2

M., Z , Z,, Z are the same as defined in section (b) above. As examples of the seismic land and stress generated3 i
. *he piping, Tablen 6.6.2 2 and 6.6.2-3 list the seismic loads and primary stresses at representative points in the
PWR primary cooling equipment shown in Figure 6.5.213.

c. Purnp

For the Type i pump, the stress analysis is performd in the saa.e way as Type i vessels, with the
operation state of the plant taken into consideration. Figure 6.6.213 shows the stress analysis procedure. In the
stress analysis, the seismic load is taken as one of the external loadr. De seismic load applied to the pump is due
to the seismic inertial force generated in the pump body, the reaction force from piping and the support renetion |

force. As the pmp stress analysis meth I, the two-dimensional finite element method is used for the car,ing
subjected to the invnal pressure load, thermal load and init fastening load. In addition, Ilijlaard's method may
be used for evaluation of the nor.r.le portion and casing rr aunting portion subjected to the seismic load %ese
methods are described in the vemi section. Please refer to Ant section. j

d. Valve

Valves are designed against pressure and thermal loads according to ' Notification No. 501.' For the pipes
mnnected to the valves, aseismic design is performed on the base of ' Notification No. 501' as well as according
to item b above for the seismic load. %o stiffness of the pressure portion of the valve body is much higher than
the stiffness of the pipe connectej to it. He strength against the seismic load is also higher at the pressure portion
of the valve body than the piping sHe. As a result, even when no evaluation is made for the vr.!ve body with respect
to the seismic load, it is acceptable if the design is performed according to ' Notification No. 501." For purpose of
reference, Figure 6.6.214 illustrates the procedure of streas analysis with respect to the internal pressure load and
temperature load of the valve that is given in Article 81 of ' Notification No. 501.* For the valves connected to pipes
with outer diameter smaller than 115 mm, Article 81 of ' Notification No. 501' points out that no evaluation neest
be performod. He reasons are as follows:

(1) Da small-diameter valves are manufactured by casting or forging. %e actual thickness is much larger
than 'he minimum necessary thickness; hence, there is a sufficient margin in the strength.

Q) ne small-diameter valves are used for general purpose, and the safety of :he products is proven in many
cetual casca.

(3) he small diameter valves are for general use and have a large quantity, lience, it is difficult to require
to perform stress analysis for all of them.

(4) According to ASME, it is also defined that no stress analysis is needed for valves connected to pipes with

nominal diameter of 4' (outer diameter of 115 m.n) or smaller.

llowever, for valves which are predicted td have excessive high stresses during earthquake, 'MITI Notification
No. 501' Article 81 Item No. I points out that strength integrity should be confirmed according to stress evaluation.

|
However, the above provision is not applied for the case when appropriate n casures to avoid generation

of excessive high stress (for instance, fabrication of energy absorbing device) are used.
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Table 6.6.2-2. Easmples of wismic loads of PWR primary coolant piping.

Axial f rce (tf) 11ending m ment (tf m)
Evaluation

location Type of load F, F, F, Af, M, M,

Self weight - 0. 4 - 0.1 17.8 0.1 -42.7 -

'S, X Earthquake 131.9 3.6 24.3 0.9 47.8 8.4

S Y Earthquake 61.3 7.4 ' 10.0 4.9 21.1 ~ 17.5107 i

S X Earthquake 225.8 6.2 39.7 1.5 76.7 14.3
2

S -Y Earthqude 104.3 12.P 13.8 9.0 28.2 30.2
2

Self weight - 0. 4 -0.1 10.5 0.1 - 8.2 0.1

S X Earthquake 131.1 2.8 20.7 0.9 4.3 1.4
i

109 S Y Earthquake 60.7 5.9 7.2 4.9 3.3 3.3
i

S -X Earthquake 224.4 4.8 34.7 1.5 6.1 2.4
2

'

S -Y Earthquake 103.4 10.1 10.3 9.0 4.4 5.7
2

Self weight - 0.4 - 0.1 10.5 0.1 12.2 0.2

S X Earthquake 131.1 2.8 20.7 0.9 39.6 4.3
i

111 S Y Earthquake 60.7 5.9 7.2 4.9 12.5 8.4
i

S X Earthquake 224.4 4.8 34.7 1.5 67.8 7.3
| 2

S Y Earthquake 103.4 10.1 10.3 9.0 18.6 14.4
| 2

,

j Self weight -0.4 -0.1 10.5 0.1 13.5 0.2

S -X Earthquake 131.1 2.8 20.7 0.9 42.3 4.6
i

112 S Y Earthquake 60.7 5.9 7.2 4.9 13.4 9.2
i

S X Earthquake 224.4 4.8 34.7 1.5 72.2 8.0
2

I S Y Earthquake Id3.4 10.1 10.3 9.0 19.9 15.7
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Table 6.6.2 3. Examples of primary stresses of PWR primary coolant piping (Units: kgf/mm ),2

Stress due to
> external load %

Evaluation Stress due (self weight + Sum of Allowable
location to pressure earthquake) stresses stress

107 5.56 2.63 8.19

For S 109 5.56 0.38 5.94
3

S" = 26.5edqme !!! 5.56 1.f'l 7.06
."

.

I12 5.56 3.60 9.16

107 5.56 3.48 9.04

Forb 109 5.56 0.48 6.04
3 5* = 35.4carthquake 111 5.56 2.32 7.88

~

l12 5.56 5.54 11.10
- _ .

Shaosemensions! Load conditwas
metenals (element (mtemal pressure
omsen prcperties) ecemal kat inermal

I

I

Temperature distribut:on
camulatmn

<. .

Stress calculation I Stress calculation E dW Siress calculaE
{emaipresurei) (onemalload) (mtemai penure') (thermal stress)

i i

,I
f. tress Stress
classiftation classificaten

I

c .. .. . h . . . . . . . . . . . .....3
4 Amplitude fange of Faticus usap Ad'a0s vanatmr.m

k"'h ggonda9 gn9factor thermalstress

; _ i [
......... .....

eY secodah stress Fan ue Evaluation otNrh
enluanon evaluaten eva unton of beann9 stress

stms: ratchettmg

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Evaiuaton nr.g mime torce only

|Indates evdCon for seismic forte

'

Figure 6.6.2-13. Stress analysis procedure of Type 1 pump.
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Figure 6,6.2-14. Procedure of stress analysis of valve.
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(3) Type 2 vessels

a. Type 2 vessel main body

For the main txx!y of the type 2 vessels (nuclear containment vessel), an MDOP beam model is used as
part of the soil-structure interaction model to perform the seismic response analysis to determine the shear force
and bending moment. He procedure of the stress evaluation is shown in Figure 6.6.2-15 (PWR example) and
Figure 6.6.2-16 (BWR example).

He stresses due to the seismic load are calculated using the following formulas, and they are evaluated
in terms of the stress intensity.

M ' W
J C, (6.6.2 26)o' . _8 + i

Z A
-o r t >

o, = o, = 0 (6.6.2-27)

.b (6.6.2-28)
A,

where M: Bending moment due to seismic load at the calculation pointi
Z: Section modulus of containment vessel at the calculation pointi
Wp Self weight acting at the calculation point
A: Cross-sectional area of containment vecsel at the calculation point = 1rDt
D: Average diuncter of containment vessel at the calculation point
t: Wall thickness of containment vessel at the calculation point
Qi: Shear force due to seismic load at the calculation point
Cy: Vertical seismic coefficient at the calculation point
a,: Stress in axial direction
a: Stress in circumferential directiony

a ,: Stress in wall thickness direction
r: Shear stress

Also, for the stresses due to the seismic load, the evaluation points are selected at high-stress locations.
Figure 6.6.2-17 shows the evaluation points for a PWR. Figure 6.6.2-18 shows the evaluation points for a BWR.
De aforementioned stresses due to the seismic load are combined appropriately with the stresses due to self weight,
sueeses due to crane wheel load or shear lug local ioad, and stresses due to pressure in accident for stress
evaluation. Table 6.6.2-4 lists the examples of the primary general membrane stress of the PWR nuclear
containment vessel. As pointed out in section "6.5.2(2) Vessels," for the PWR nuclear reactor containment vessel,
in additioc to the response obtained by the multiple discrete mass beam model, there are also the ovalization type
vibration. In order to evaluate the effects of these vibration characteristics, an axisymmetric shell model is used
to determine the ovalization response. However, it is safer to evaluate the bunding moment at the fixed end, which
is important in the strength evaluation of the nuclear reactor containment vessel, by using the beam-discrete mass
system model.
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Load Seismicload Crane wheelload due to
the effect of seismic load

Dead load,

# pressure load,

|
mechanicalload,

A 'l thermalload

Shear (1) Bending (1) Horl2cntal seismic
Resutts of

force due moment due to coet'icient at crane
seismic

to seismic seismicload at the mounting pomon
anatysis

load at the point of evaluation (2) Vertical seismic
point of (2) Vertical coefficient at crane

evaluation seismic coefficient mounting portion
at the point of
evaluatiol;

o o o

Calculation of Calculation of axial /cir- Calculation of
Calcula'

axialstress cumferential stvsses (primary stress and strest
tt I

(primary general general membrane stress,loca' intensity
,he

membrane membrane stress, pn nary
SII'SI

stress) flexural stress)from FEM

d d

| Sumof stressesduetoseismicload (
l

| Calcu!ation of stress intensity |

b
'

Sum of stressintensityin
'

Cylindrical portion of nuclearcombinations of varcusloads
reactor containmentvessel

Bucklinc 1

r%xialstress
AEvaluation

#i Circumferential stress

lonble stress j

Figure 6.6.2-15. Procedure of stress evaluation of Type 2 vessel (PWR, as an example).
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l

m

Shear lug socalload
Load Seismic load due to the effect of

seismic load
Dead Icad. pressure

I load.mechanicalload,,

A 1 thermalloado

Resutts of (1) Bending Shear

seismic anaF sis moment due to force due/
Horizontalload at shear

seismic load at the to seismic

point of evaluation load at the lug moutning portion

(2) Verticalseismic point of

coefficient at the evaluation

point of evaluation

_

m o o ,

Calculation of stresses
Calcula- for each load

Calculation tion of Calculationof axial /
of axial shear circumferential stresses
stress stress

,

__

o o ,,

Sum of stress for combination ,,

of vanousloads

Calculation of stress intensity

4

'"! Evaluation
"

1

Altewable stress

Figure 6.6.2-16. Procedure of stress evaluation of Type 2 vessel (BWR, as an example).
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Point D: Upper end of elastic material
Point E: Lower end of elastic material (fixed point)

Figure 6.6.2-17. Points of stress evaluation of nuclear reactor containment vessel (PWR, as an example).
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Point C

Point B

Point Bg
L

-

.,

| Sand

S

/and
''

Point Ag

PointAMARK-il MARK- 1

Point A: Nrf.sar reactor containment vessel fixed point
Points B, C Shear lug mounting portions

Figure 6.6.218. Stress evaluation points of nuclear reactor containment vessel (BWR, as example).

+

Table 6.6.2-4. Primary general membrane stress of nuclear reactor containment vessel (PWR, as example).

LOCA + S Normal operation +
3

Normal operation WA seismic motion S seismic motion2

' point F " #y #y ~ #s #s"#a I " #y I'y " #s 8 ~ #s #x"#y #y ~ #1 1 #s ~ #s #a"#y E ~ #s I ~#a s y s 2

- 0.66 0 0.66 - 7.24 13.20 - 5.% - 4.40 13.20 -8.80 3.49 0 - 3.49
Point E

-10.08 - 3.12 -4.81 4.31

A 2 2 1- S, = 24.0 kgf/mm S, = 24.0 k'gf/mm S, = 24.0 kgf/mm
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At the fixed points of the nuclear reactor containment vessel, with respect to the axial compreasive force
and bending moment during earthquake, the following formala is used for evaluating buckling, ne fixed portion
is shown in Figure 6.6.217 as an example, with an clastic material, ne buckling evaluation, however, is usually
performal at a fixed point (point E) for conservative estimate.

a(P/A), a(M/2) s 1 (6.6.2 29)
la is

his formula is applicable with 1/R less than 5. When 1/R is less than 0.5 due to a stiffening ring, etc., the
effect may be analyzed by performing a separate evalustion.

P: Axial compressive load (kgf)
2A: Cross-sectional area (nun )

M: Rending moment (kgf mm)
3Z: Section modulus (mm )

2f,: Buckling stress with respect to the axial compressive load; it is calculated as below (kgf/mm )
2(b: Buckling stress with respect to the bending moment; it is calculated as below (kgf/mm )

2a: Safety factor; it is calculated as below (kgf/mm )
1: Barrel letsth (mm)
R: Average radius of the cylinder (mm)

i

Buckling stress with respect to compressive load (f)
i

F (q s qi)

f, - < Fx. 1- (F Y<(92}}(9 ~91) (9:# 9 "92)
(6.6.2 30)

'
4,(q) (q sa s800)

f 1

$,(q) = 0.65 I- (6.6.2-31)-exp 16[q1 -0 901
9i t j;

Buckling stress with respect to bending mom-nt (f )3

'F (q s q,)

If, * Fx l- (F-4,(93}}(q - y,) (y , < q < q3) (6.6.2 32)
_

$,(q) (q, s q s 800)
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f 1

-0.731 1 - exp ._1 g (6.6.2-33)4,(q) = 0.65 1 _

169t t j;

Safety factor (a)

l
i

1.0 (q s q,)

a=< l.0 + (q -q 3) (q 3 < q < 92) (6.6.2-34)

1.5 (q a q )
,

2where F: Values of F defined in Article 88-3-1(A) of " Notification No. 501' (kgf/mm )
2E: longitudinal clastic modulus of the material (kgf/mm )

t: Thickness of cylinder wall (mm)
n: R/t
g: 1200/F
92: 8000/P
g: 9600/F

b. Penetrated portion

(a) Strength evaluation c,f penetrated portion

Various types of pipes penetrate the Type 2 vessels (nuclear reactor containment vessel). At these
penetrated portions, it is necessary to consider the seismic load from the piping. In the design of the penetration
portion, as descried in the examples, the design loads are predetermined, and during design of the route and support
of the piping, efforts are made to ensure that the seismic load applied to the nuclear containment vessel is within
the design load range. His is because at the time of design of the nuclear reactor containment vessel, the detailed
design of the individual piper has not yet been finished, and it is impractical to calculate the seismic force for the
multiple pipes one by one and take them as the seismic input to the nuclear reactor containment vessel.

He basic scheme for determining the design load is that the stress due to the loads other than those loads
at the penetrated portion is subtracted from the allowable stress for the nuclear reactor containment vessel, and the
result is taken as the allowable stress for the penetrated portion for calculation of the allowable load. In (b) and
(c) of the next item, we will discuss the general schemes of the allowable load determination methods for BWR and
PWR. At the penetrated portions of the nuclear reactor containment vessel with large-diameter pipes or high-
temperature pipes with relatively large diameters, bellows are used in some case. The bellows are designed to have
appropriate shapes to account for the design conditions, i.e., the amount of displacement and number of cycles
during normal operation, earthquakes, and accidents. When the allowable load region is to be calculated for the
nuclear reactor containment vessel, the stresses at the containment vessel and the penetrated joint portion due to the
piping's external force can be determined using Bijlaard's method. When Bijlaard's method is applied, calculation
tables are usually used (6.6.3-3]. However, when calculation is to be made for the nuclear reactor equipment, the
range may be outside the range of the parameters in the available tables. In this case, extrapolation is needed.
When the extrapolation is too large, FEM analysis, etc., should be performed to assess the appropriateness.
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(b) Method of determining allowable load region in BWR

Figure 6.6.219 shows the procedure iur dete nining the BWR allowable load region.

(i) PCV allowable stress intensity

Here are two types of the stresses generated in the PCV barrel due to the piping external force during
carthquake: local membree stress and local flexural stress. Since the local flexural stress, which is a type of
secondary stress, is dominant, attention is paid to the primary + mecondary stress. He allowable value of the stress
range for the primary + secondary stress due to earthquake is 3 S. Hence, the allowable stress intensity for the
single-side amplitude due to :arthquake is 1.5 S.

Stress intensity (a *) generated in PCV due to loads other than piping extemal force(ii) s

ne stress range of the primary + secondary stress generated in the PCV barrel during earthquake includes
the stress range due to the seismic loads (vertical and horizontal) on the PCV body and the stress range generated
by the piping extemal force on the PCV barrel. Hence, in the case when the allowable load is determined with
respect to the pipit.g external fore, the stress a3* due to the load other than the piping reaction force, i.e., due to
the seismic load of the PCV barrel, should be taken into consideration. In this case, a3* includes the following
stresses:

|

{1} Stress caused by horizontal seismic load of PCV barrel (% range) j
{2) Stress caused by vertical seismic load of PCV barrel (% range)

,

I

(iii) Margin of stress intensity of PCV (a3) I

Since the allowable stress range due to earthquake only is 3 S, i.e., the % range is 1.5 S, the allowable
va!ue of the primary + secondary stress strength is obtained by subtracting from 1.5 S the seismic stress of the PCV
barrel. Hence, the margin af PCV stress intensity, i.e., the allowable stress (a ) with respect to the piping externals
force, is as follows:

|u ] = 1.5S- |aj j (6.6.2-35)
3

where, | | represents stress intensity. I

(iv) Allowable load region from PCV

(1) Stress per unit load at the penetrated portion

he stresses at the joint portion between the containment vessel and penetrated portion due to the extemal
force are obtained using Bijlaard's method. When the penetrated portion is modeled as shown in Figure 6.6.2-20,
if the dimensions of the nuclear reactor containment vessel and the penetrated portion can be determined, it is
possible to use Bijlaard's method to obtain the stresses generated at points A and B per unit load. He piping
external forces can be classified as axial forces and bending moments for each component. He shear force is found
to be small and can be neglected, and the stress is calculated from Me, M and P.t

(2) Allowable load region

|

| By using the stresses caused by unit loads of P, Me, M (a ,, aMc.. 6ttu), the allowable load regione p
! with respect to the piping extemal force can be represented as follows:
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Design Conditions, shape and material Design conditions, shape and mate' al

of PCVbarrel of penetrated portion

1- 4, o , g

Calculation of
stress with

Allowable Calculation of respectto unit Calculation Mowable

stress of stresses due to externalforce of stress due 8145s
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,
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___
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Figure 6.6.2-19. Procedure for determining allowable load region in the penetrated portion (BWR, as an example).
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Figure 6.6.2-20.

(6.6.2-36)|o,\ ' lo,,jP+ joye,jMc

jo,j = |o,,jP+ \o g,,[M, (6.t 2-37)u

where | | represents stress intensity.

In this case, since o is known in (iii), the a!!owable load region can be derived with respect to P, Mc or
s

P, M .t

(v) Umit load region of nozzle

(1) Margin of stress intensity of nozzle

ne stress other than the piping external force is axial stress. Evaluation is made of this axial stress.

He margins of stress intensity lo il.18s2] for the nozzle are defined as follows in consideratior, of thes

limitation of primary general membrane stress and primary + secondary stress.

Primary ettttt

For allowable stress state IIIx ,S

(6.6.2-38)lo ,[ stnin(S,,0.65,)-laj,|s
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For allowable stress state IV S, I4

lo | smin(S,, 0.6f,)- jo{|- (6.6.2-39)g

i |

| Here, lo *|, o 2*l are stresses due to the internal pressure of the sleeve, etc.s s

Secondary stress

lo,|=jS, lo | = jS ('6.6.2-40)s g

{2} Allowable load

The stress calculation is performed using P/A, M/Z The margin of stress intensity in {1} can be used to
calculate the allowable load.

lo ,| = P/A +M/Z (6.6.2-41)s

lo | = P/A +M/Z (6.6.2-42)z

(vi) Allowable load region of PCV barrel

"This is the regior which the allowable load with respect to the piping external force fully meets the
requirement of the load regions shown in (iv) and (v).

(c) Method for setting design load in PWR

(i) - C/V allowable stress intensity

The stresses generated 'oy piping extemal force due to earthquake in C/V shell are mostly secondary,

'

stresses. Consequently, the design external force is set corresponding to the allowable value of the primary +
secondary stress intensity of C/V. During an earthquake, the allowable value of the difference between the
maximum value and minimum value of the primary + secondary force is 3 S. Consequently, the allowable stress
intensity for the single amplitude in earthqur.ke becomes 1.5 S.

(ii) Stress intensity generated in C/V due to loads other than piping external force

As far as the C/V allowable stress intensity is concerned, although the stress range generated by earthquake
only is 3 S (single amplitude 1.5 S), the piping load determined here also contains the self weight of the piping;
hence, the stress due to the C/V self weight is also included to the stress generated in the C/V body. Consequently,
the sollowing * tresses are taken into consideration as the C/V body stresses in earthquake.

| {1} Stress due to C/V self weight (ati)
{2} Stress due to horizontal seismic load of C/V body (single amplitude) (a 2+ #L2)a

{3} Stress due to vertical seismic load of C/V body (single amplitude)(o lu
og,: Stress in C/V axial direction
op Stress in C/V circumferential direcuon
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(iii) Margin of stress intensity of C/V

To determine the allowable value of the primary + secondary stress intensity, since the stress amplitude
due to earthquake only is 3 S, i.e., the single amplitude is 1.5 S, the allowable value is obtained by subtracting from
1.5 S the seismic stress (single amplitude) of the C/V body. In addition, in this case, since the piping self weight
is included in the load, the stress due to the self weight is also subtracted from 1.5 S. Assuming a ,, a,t are the
margins of stress intensity of C/V, we have

logl - 1.5S- jon| (6.6.2-43)

lo | = 1.55-[oq + oq+ o | (6.6.2-44)g q

where | | represents stress intensity.

(iv) Allowable load region derived in m C/V

(1) Stress per unit load at penetrated portion

%e stress generated by the piping external force at the joint portion Letween the containment vessel and
penetrated portion can be obtained using Pijlerd's method. For the model of the penetrated portion shown in Figure
6.6.2-20, if the dimensions of the nuclear reactor containment vessel and the penetrated portion can be given, it is
possible to determine the stress genertted at points A and B per unit load.

%e parameters needed for the calculation are as follows.

R.: Average radius of contamment vessel
r: Outer diameter of penetrated portiono
t: Plate thickness of containment veasel

#: 0.875 r /Rmo
y: R /t

he relation between the load and stress generated point is listed in Table 6.6.2 5. The stress listed in the
table is the membrane + flexural stress in the circumferential direction. In this case, we have a i < a 2-p p

(2) Allowable load region

Among the stresses described in the above section, stresses caused by Mt and Me occur at different
locations, and the stress generated by Mc is higher than the stress generated by M . Consequently, the allowablet

Table 6.6.2-5.

Stress generated

1. cad Point A Print B

P o2ot pp

M ot -ut

Mc -' #Mc
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I

stress is derived for point B. As a result, assuming the stresses generated by unit load in the above section are I

5,3 and Dut, the limit of load at point B has a range represented by the following formula. Hat is, the limit
a, of the load is

o,=o P+cgMg (6.6.2-45)

with M = Mt - Me.

In this way, the allowable load region can be derived for P, M.

(v) Characteristics of piping limit bending moment and piping extemal force

For small-diameter pipes (usually smaller than 4B), the limit bending moment defined from the allowable
j stress of the piping itselfis less than the limit defined by the allowable load region of the C/V. Consequently, when
, the bending moment of the design external force is to be determined, the limit bending moment of the piping is

taken as the limit. He characteristics of the external forces for each pipe should also be taken into consideration.
For example, an excessively large reaction force should not take place in the flange stop and other special piping

j on the inner / outer surfaces of the C/V.
1

! (vi) Determination of design er.ternal force

! %e design external force is determined from the allowable load region of the C/V in consideration of the
characteristics of the pipiug's limit bending moment and the piping's external force, as well as experiences acquired
in the past.

In addition, since the position of the sleeve end plate of the fixed penet sted portion is offset eccentrically
from the plate center of the containment vessel (with an eccentric distance e), in addition to M and M , the s arey
also bending moments generated by P , F, in the nucicu reactor containment vessel. Consequently, the actualy
bending moments rpplied to the nuclear reactor containment vessel are as follows:

M, = Mj+cF, (6.6.2-46)

!

1

M, = M|+ eF, (6.6.2-47)

Hence, the alk,wable moments become

i

M| = M,-cF, (6.6.2-48)

|

M| = M,-eF, (6.6.2-49)

Although M, has no influence on the stress evaluation of the nuclear reactor containment vessel, this
moment is determined as similar to M and M,.y
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(4) Type 3 equipment

he Type 3 equipment includes ' Type 3 vessels,' ' Type 3 piping,' ' Type 3 pumps," and ' Type 3 valves.'
According to ' Notification No. 501," they refer to the following equipment:

{l) Equipment ne - or safe shutdown of the miuear reactor, and equipment needed for guaranteeing safety

in emergency. or this equipment, if failure / damage takes place, there is an indirect effect of causing
radiation harard for the public. (For the air conditioning duct belonging to the radioactive ray management
equipment, it is limited to the range from the penetrated portion of the nuclear reactor containment vessel
to the outer side isolation valve.)

{2) Equipment belonging to the circulation circuit of the fluid used mainly for driving the turbine and located
in the range from the Type I equipment to the nearest stop valve.

{3) Equipment other than that defined in {1} and {2) and located in the range fron. the penetrated portion of
the nuclear reactor containing vessel to the inner-side isolation valve or outer-side isolation valve.

These equipments are important equipments for safety. According to the aseismic importance classification,
it may be classified as Class A or Class As and require dynarx. alysis with respect to S and S earthquakes.i 2

Most of the vessels can be analyzed using the single discrete mass model, and the pumps are t,sually taken as rigid
bodies. Ilowever, for vessels and pumps with complicated shapes, analysis is performed using a multiple discrete
mass model. For the piping systems, in some cases, they are analyzed using a rnultiple discrete mass modelt in
other cases, they are supported with a predetermined support interval. As far as the valves are concerned, just as
for the Type 1 valves, if the seismic strength on the piping side can be confirmed, there is no need to perfonn
strengtb evaluation for the valve against the seismie load. For some Type 3 equipment, in addition to the strength
evaluation in earthquake, it is also necessary to confirm the dynamic function. For this feature, a detailed
description will be presented in section '6.7 Confirmation of functions of Class As and A equipment in

earthquake.'

a. Vessels

ne vessels can be classified as several types according to their shapes end support forms. He typical

forms are as follows:

- Two-leg-supported horizontal cylindrical shape
- Skirt-supported vertical cylindrical shape
- Four-leg-supported vertical cylindrical shape

Flat-bottom cylindrical shape

Although most of the containers car be analyzed using the single discrete mass :aodel, in seme cases, such
as a multistage heat eschanger, analysis may also be performed using a multiple discrete mass. Figure 6.6.2-21
shows the procedure of the aseismic design of the vessels. The stress evaluation is carried out for the barrel body,
support portion and foundation bolts. The procedure of the stress evaluation of the barrel portion is shown in Figure
6.6.2-22. Buckling evaluation is also performed for the barrel portion and skirt portion acted upon by the seismic
load. Usually, however, the stress due to the seismic load is small and it is almost always ignored in the fatigue
analysis. In the aseismic design of a Type 3 vessel, from the calculation of the natural frequency to the stress
evaluation, the formulas are almost completely available and shown in Figure 6.6.2-23.
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Figure 6.6.2-23. Aseismic calculation results of Type 3 vessel (example).
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b. Piping

A nuclear power plant has a huge number of pipes, including Type 3 pipes. As far as the aseismic design
of these pipes is concerned, for pipes having relatively 1 rge diameter and operating at relatively high temperature,
a detailed multiple discrete mass model is used for each of them according to the corresponding piping route and
support conditions. For the other pipes, standard support intervals are e" Tables 6.6.2-6 and 6.6.2-7 list the

examples of classification of the design methods of PWR and BWR.

For the specific piping system, aseismic design is performed under the following basic guidelines:

{1} In principle, for the important piping system, the seismic support design is performed to ensure that
the piping system is in the rigid region with respect to the dominant natural frequency of vibration.

{2} Except for Type 1 piping, bellows-shaped stretchable joints is used for the portions between support
points with a large relative displacement in earthquake.

{3) For pipes with a high tempersture of application, a hydraulic snubber or mechanical snubber can be
used to provide both the seismic support effect and the effect of releasing the thermal expansion.

'the stress / strength analysis of piping is described in detail in section "6.6.3(2) Piping."

As pointed out above, the aseismic design of piping is usually performed in combination with the design
of the support structure. Design of the piping and support structure is performed according to the aseismic design
procedure shown in Figure 6.6.2-24. The stress evaluation of Type 3 pipe is performed according to the procedure
shown in Figure 6.6.2-25. Calculation of the stress including the earthquake is performed using the following
formulas:

- Primary stress

*+.Sig +M4 (6.6.2-50)S=
400t 2

Primary stress (kgf/mn?)where S:
Pressure in operation state which should be combined with the earthquake (kgf/cnf)P:

Do: Outer diameter of pipe (mm)
Wall thickness of pipe (mm)t:
Stress coefficient, which has the value defined in Item 57 of " Notification No. 501" or the value of

in:
1.33, whichever is larger

M,: Bending moment generated by the mechanical load of the pipe (limited to the self weight and other
long-term loads)(kgf mm)

3Z: Sectmnal modulus of pipe (mm )
Bending moment generated by the mechanical load of the pipe (short-term loads, includingM:3
earthquake)(kgf mm)

- Variation value in primary stress + secondary stress

PD 0.75fffi + 1 M (6.6.2-51)o 2 ey" ,
400t 2
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Table 6.6.2-6. Aseismic design methods of piping systems (PWR, as example).

Type of piping Definition Piping shr.pe Aseismic design method
High-temperature piping - Class A (B) 1. The piping and equip- Multiple discrete mass

- Highest temperature ment interact as a beam model
used > 150*C coupled vibration

- Aperture 24 B system

2. Pipes with complicated
The aforementioned high- shapes
temperature piping and 3. Support mounting is
similar pipes performed irregularly.

(Due to limitation
imposed by the build-
ing shape)

4. Piping elements are
_

analyzed in detail.
-

1.nw temperature piping Others 1. Pipes with simple Simple model l)shapes. 1. Span simple support
2. Support mounting is beam

performed in a regular 2. Span simple support
way beam

3. Others

Table 6.6.2-7. Aseismic design methods >f piping (llWR, as example).

Aseismic oesign method Piping under evaluation

Computer analysis using multiple Dynamic analysis !. Class As, A, 8
discrete mass beam model Static analysis 2. Pipes with ecunplicated shapes

3. Piping elements are analyzed in
detail

4. High-temperature piping
5. Others

Simple method using the simple Based on natural frequency of 1. Class As, A. Il
model vibration
(Constant pitch span method)

2. Pipes with simple shapes
3. Others

Based on allowable stress 1. Class B, C

2. Pipes with simple shapes
3. Others
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2

where S,: Stress derived by adding primary stress and secondary stress (kgf/mm )

1: Stress coefficient, which takes the value defined in item 57 of ' Notification No. 501" or the value
2

of 1.0, whichever is larger
MA Total amplitude of moment generated by the inertial force of seismic motion S or S (kgf mm)

,

3 2

M: Total amplitude of moment generated by the relative displacement of seismic motion S or Si 2

(kgf mm)
P, Do, t,1, Z: Same as those defined in the above explanation for the primary stress

3

Figure 6.6.2-26 and Table 6.6.2-8 show the example of the multiple discrete mass beam model and stress
evaluation.

c. Pumps

Pumps can be divided, in terms of their aseismic structures, into vertical pumps which are analyzed usiu.
the multiple discrete mass model, and horizontal pumps -hich are taken as rigid bodies. 'Ibe ideas for forming . ;

!models for them are described in section '6.5.2(4) '7ther equipment.' As far as stress evaluation is concerned, for
the vertical pumps, it is performed for the column, support portion, and anchor bolts; for the horizontal pumps, it
is performed for the mounting bolts and anchor bolts. As far as the reactive force from the piping is concerned,'

because the pump portion has a much higher strength than that of the piping, the stress evaluation is usually not
implemented. Just as with the vessels, the aseismic design of pumps has also been fully established, with an example 1

|ibustrated in Figure 6.6.2-27.
,.

(5) Other equipment J

>
In addition to the Type 1-3 equipment, there is also other equipment which can be classified as Class A

or Class As accoating to its aseismic design importance, in the following, we will discuss the stress evaluation for
such equipment,

Core support structure and internal structuresn.

As pointed out in section '6.5.2(1) Basic guideline of formation of models for equy aent/ piping systems,"
for the core support structures, fuel assembly and inte-cal structures of a BWR, an MDOF bending-shear beam
model is used for performing time history analysis to derive the seismic load in consideration of the interaction with
the nuclear reactor building and nuclear reactor containment vessel. The seismic load is combined with the load
during normal operation for stress analysis to confirm that the stress generated is within the allowable range.

In the case of a PWR, the core support structures, fuel assembly and internal structures are analyzed by
a multiple Ocrete mass beam model having a distributed mass with interaction with the nuclear reactor containment -
_ taken into conJderation. In this case, the seismic load is derived using the sp:ctral model method ( Just as in the

,

case of a BWI the seismic load is combined with the other loads for stress evaluation. For the PWR fuel;
assembly, since ts vibration a a nonlinear problem accompanying hupact,' in the aforementioned model,' the time -
history response wave is input at the support point of the intemal concrete nuclear reactor containment, and the time
history response wave at the upper / lower core plates is determined.' 'lle obtained time history response wave is

_

_

used for the analysis of the fuel assembly to simulate complex vibration behavior due to group collision, and!

-- nonlinear time history response analysis is performed to evaluate the grid impact force of the fuel ar,embly and the .

L stress in the cladding. For the seismic performance of the control rod and fuel, analysis or insertion test which

_

simulates the control rod and fuel assembly is performed to confirm the insertion ability of the control rod and theb

ability to maintain its shape for removal of the decay heat (see 'JEAG 4601 Supplement-1984').
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Table 6.6.2-8. Example of piping stress in earthquake (PWR safety injection pipe)
2

[S carthquake; units: kgf/mm ji

Total streu ofm_

Primary stress
_

p 4 ,,

Primary stress Primary stress Secondary stress cuiary stress due

Nodal point no, except earthquake due to earthquake Sum of stress due to earthquake to earthquake

201 4.41 0.70 5.1I 2.32 3.8

204 4.33 0.39 4.72 2.1I 2.9 !

205 4.15 0.33 4.48 2.08 ,
2.8

207 4.15 0.27 4.41 1.68 2.3

211 4.23 JM3 4.7o 1,77 2.9

212 4.38 1.29 5.67 2.50 5.I

213 4.16 0.59 4.75 1.94 3.3

215 4.38 1.20 5.58 5.82 8.3

216 5.24 2.10 7.34 1.61 5.9

218 4.60 1.00 5.60 1.74 3J

{219 4.24 1.05 5.29 0.69 2.8
5

220 4.20 1.00 5.20 0.53 2.6

260 4.19 0.74 4.93 2.25 2.8
_

261 5.04 1.51 6.55 0.78 3.8

262 4.29 1.30 5.58 0.54 3.2 |
, - .
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Figure 6.6.2-27. Example of seismic calculaban results for Type 3 pump.
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b. Seawater pump

It is a vertical pump. For its column portion sxtended into water, flexural stmas ar? shear stress are
determined from the flexural moment and shear force using multiple discrete mass analysis, and the obtair xl stresses
are combined with the stress due to the highest pressure used for stress evaluation.

c. Spent fuel rack

The spent fuel rack is one of the facilities used for storing the spent fuel;it is classified as Class As in the
aseismic importance classification. For a certain period, the spent fuel is cooled and stomd in a spent ft el pit (pool).
In this case, the used fuel rack is used to hold the fuel assembly at the prescribed position.

In the aseismic design of the PWR spent fuel rack, strength evaluation is performed for the cdl which holds
a single fuel assembly, and the support structure which connects cells in the horizontal direction and traraits the
scismic force to the pit wall. Figure 6.6.2-28 shows an example of the analysis model for the single-cell body. %is
model is used to perform dynamic response analysis,12 obtain the cell's response and support reaction forces for
stress evaluation. He allowable stress of the support structure is used as the allowable stress.

In the aseismic calculation of the BWR spent fuel rack, strength evaluation is performed wr the rack body,
a.nd the foundation bolts for fixing the rack on the poolwhich assembles the cells that contains the fuel assembif

floor. As shown in F. . e 6.6.2 29, the analysis mob of the rack is teed for dynamic response analysis to
determine the rack resp e and load of anchor bolts for the streas evaluation.

d. Electrical instrun. ntation control equipment

(a) Scheme of aseismic design of electrient instrument 0 ion control equipment

lu the aseismic design of a nuclear power plant, in order to be able to shut down the nuclear reactor safely
in earthquake and to ensure the safety frnction later, i is necessary to confirm the ability to maintain the functionst
of the related electrical instrumentation control equipment. He functions of the electrical instrumentation control
equipment include information detection, signal transtnission, computation, various operation:d signats, as well as
instructions, recoiding, alarm, etc., for electric power supply and information feeding. He confirmation of functions
is desetibed in section "6.7 Confirmation of functions of Class As and A equipment in earthquake.' His section

' ,describes the outlines of th* mechanied strength evaluadon of the electrical instrumentation control equipment.

J., o
f ,p, ,iDrstnbuted mass model g

^ I o]f |

I d|] d.id]'
grw g- Uppersupportpomt > o

'

o.M.

3 ,

k II.I.| fe
- - o

[ |I p/LI o

L'hig
;

lhiLower support pomt D "., ,

MxVM%e ,:,,,,,,,,,,,, ~mm-

Figure 6.6.2-28. Analysis model of spent fuel rack Figure 6.6.2-29. Analysis model of spent fuel rack
(PWR, as examp% (BWR, as example).
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(b) Itoards

Far " lass A: an. I A boards, if an aralysis is possible, the adopted analysis model should be checked .
experinents' if an analysi . L not ponible, esperiment is performed to confirc.: the appropriater a*3 of the mechanical

| Mrength f" 'taininr. electrical functions. For equipment which already have certain teu data, these data are.

used. N .us C equipment, it is necessary to check the appropristeness of the tnechanical strength against the
seismic force e lrP ied to Class As and A equipment only fo * ,b that might affect functions of other Class As,
A equipmer.t in case of damage.

(i) Vibr6 5 m tent nethcd

la piirdple, the teard used in the test has the same structure as that of the actual equipment, with intemal
units (or s!mulated p@) attached to it, and it is mounted on the vittation test table using a method as similar to
the actual method as possible. In the test, first of all, a continuous sinusoidal wave scanning vibration tent is
performed to neasure the natural frequency of vibration, etc. Then, forced vibration test is performed to derive
the response acceleration at each portion, to confirm that there is no trouble in th.,::-b-la strength of the board.

(ii) Analysis nethod

By performing a iesponse analysis, in which the board is represented by a multip.e discrete mass beam
model and the dmign floor response spectrum of the floor on which it is mounted is input, or a static analysis, the
nechanical strength of the mejor beams mt :viort structures (anchor bolts, etc.) is confirmed. In addition, for
the teard for which vibration tests have i * raformed, its mechanical strength and appropriateness of function
are evaluated by comparing the test data i sd vs o. telemtion of the floor surface on which the panel is mounted.
As an example of the analysis of electrica! !- Q, the analysia model, eigenvalue analysis and stress evaluation of
PWR nuclear reactor's leard are shown in Iigure 6.6.2-30, Table 6.6.2-9, and Table 6.6.2-10, respectively.

(c) Instrumentation

As far as the instru nentation (contml switch, relay, breaker, detector, seismograph, etc.) is concerned,
for those in Class As and A, the parts are selected to ensure that the rsfety of the plant is not harmed even when
they operate erroncously. At the same time, for each part, vibration test is perforned to ensure the mechanical
strength nid appropriate functions.

'' -
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Figure 6.6.2-30. Analysis model of nuclear reactor's board (PWR, as example).
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Table 6.6.2-9. Eigenvalue analysis of nuclear reactors board (PWR, as example).

Participation factor
Natural frequency of

Mode no. vibration (Hz) X direction Y-direction Z-direction

1 28.4 0.009 0.233 0.002
~

2 40.7 0.001 0.364 0.024

3 50.2 - 0.080 - 0.136 - 0.087

4 51.4 0.748 0.188 - 0.033

5 53.7 - 0.364 0.708 0.007

6 58.0 - 0.058 0.238 0.005
,

|
1

Table 6.6.210. Example of stress evaluation of nuclear reactor board (Units: kgf/mnd).
1

!- .m-

in S carthquakeIn S earthquake 2i
l

Maximum Allowable Maximum Allowable
Stress stress stress stress stress

Tensilo stress 0.6 25.0 0.7 28.7
.

Shear stress 3.2 14.4 3.7 16.5

Compressive stress 0.6 22.0 0.7 24.7

portion
Flexural stress 5.2 25.0 6.1 28.7

""* 0 00.21 ) s 1.0 0.22 ) s 1.0
Combination + II'*"f*I

,_

** 0 0", 0.21 ) s1.0 0.22 ) s 1.0
g

Foundation
weldwi Sum of stresses 1.5 13.8 1.9 16.5
portion

C)Value calculated as (o, + og) /1.5 f
G)Value calculated as (o, /1.5 f) + (o, /1.5 f )g
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he part uut in the test is the actual part which is in power-on state and is fixed on the vibration table
using a method as similar as possible to the practical assembly method. For the parts of the same type and the same
form. hat should be made at least for one unit of equipment. ;

In the test, a sinusoidal wave or a sinusoidai beat wave is applied bued on the natural frequency obtained
in the scanning vibration test, in this cue, vibration may be performed at the acceleration level at the installation
location to check the mechanical strength and appropriateness of function. In another scheme, the erroneous '

operation hmit acceleration is determined and compared with the acceleration at the installstion location. In this
way, the mechanical strength and appropriateness of t' unctions can be assessed.

Class U instruments are those which form the boundary with the fluid. For these parts, it b only necessary
to check the mechanical strength to ensure that they would not be ruptured and cause damage to the boundary.

(d) Cable trays

ne esJamic design of the cable trays is basically the same as that for piping / ducts. hat is, the system
supported by the support structure is designed to ensure the cable support (strengs'4) function without generating
excessively high response under the seismic input condition applied to the syshm. Calculation of the support spans
can be performed using either of the following methods: the suppoit span is determined so that calculated stress
may be not higher than the allowable stress by performing dynamic response analysis; or the natural period is
predetermined to ensure that design is within the rigid region.

(c) Air conditioning equipment.

ne a:,aismic design of the air conditiocing equipment is described schematically in the section about the
streogth evaluation of aseismic Class A air conditioning unit and duct. Confirmation of function of fan damper, etc.,
in carthquake will be described in section '6.7 Confirmation of functions of Class As and A equipment.' he main
body of the air conditioning unit from the viewpoint of strength is the frame structure, which usually it. a rigic
structure. If needed, just as in the case of analysis of the electrical board, analysis is performed using a multiple
discrete mass beam model for stress evaluation of the beam part, welded portion, and anchor bolts. For the
allowable stress cf the beam part, the allowable stress of the support structure is e<! opted ne duct may have a
circulu or square cross-section he possible structures include welding, spiral, folding, etc. Just as in the case
of the low-temperature piping, the aseismic design of the ducts !s performed by determining the support span. When
the suppoit span is calculated, the sectional stiNess evaluation and buckling evaluation are performed with the
special features of the sheet structure taken into consideration. In these evaluation procedures, the funtas of thin-
wall cylinder or thin-wall retaagular shell based on the beam theory are snodified based on experiment.1

(f) Emergency power supply equipment

no emergency power supply equipment is important equipment classified as aseismic importance Class
As. It includes emergency diesel generator, battery, etc. Since their main bodies have a sufficiently rigid stmeture,
strength evaluation points are selected for anchor bolts in the aseismic design.

,

'In the modification, the appropriate correction coefficients are determined according to experimental results
and references.
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6.6.3 Class B and C equipment

(1) Vessels

Basic procedure of aseismic designa.

h major types of class B and C vemeJs are as follows:

{l) Skirt support vertical cylindrical venel
{2) Plat-bottom cylindrical venel
(3) Four-leg vertical cylindrical vessel
{4) llorizontal cylindrical vessel
(5) Lug-support vertical cylimitical venel

h general procedure of the aseismic design of these containers is shown in Figure 6.6.31. ht is,
according to the results of calculation of natural period from the gmeral shape of the container, the design seisade
coefficient is calculated, b obtained design seismic coefficient is used to perform stress evaluation for the barrel
body, support legs, anchor bolts, and other parts to te evaluated. Figurt 6.6.3-2 shows the stress evaluation
procedure. Figure 6.6.3 3 shows the example of a model for calculation of natural period. Usually, design of Class
B and C eqv:pment is performed using the static neismic coefficient. Ilowever, for some Clan B equipmmt which
might have resonance, evaluation abould be performed using the dynamic seismic force.

For each type, examples of the calculation meduxis of standard natural period and stress [Il-K-7) will be
presented. All of these calculation rnethods can be applied to Class As and A vessels, llowever, when the stress
es:culation is performed, it is necessary to take the vertical neismic coefficist into coeu.ideration. In the calculation
snethod to te described below, the uncertainry of the support condition is taken into munideration to provide
conservative results,

b. Skirt-support vertical cylindrical container (see Figure 6.6.3-4)

Conditions assumnd

(1) W weight of the container is concentrated si the center of gravity.
(2) 'the lower end portion of the skirt is fixed by multiple ancier bolts on the foundation and is thus tak.m

as a fixed end.
{3) 'the seisade force is assumed as acting on the container in the horizontal direction. W design seismic

coefficient in the vertical direction is not coeddered.
(4) in the came when a structure with restraint horizontal displacement is set on the tcp portion of the

container, this portion is taken as pin-supported.

Analysis conditions

(1) For the deformation modes, the flexural / shear deformations, when the container / skirt are considered
as beams, are taken inta consideration.

{2) For the skirt portion,if a manhole is arranged without reinforcement, the effect of the openingis taken
into consideration.
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pefinitions of rymbols (symbols commonly used in the calculation formulas of Class B and C equipment)

Symbol Definition of symbol Units
2A, Barrel effective shear cross sectional area mm
2A Atlal cross sational area of snchor bolts mm6

Ck Design seismic coefficient in horirontal directico -

D, inner diameter of barrel mm

E 12>ngitudinal modulus of elasticity of barrel kgf/mma

E, longitudinal modulus of elasticity of legs kgf/mm2

F Value defined in item 88-3-1 A(A)in ' Notification No. 501' kgf/mm2

F Tensile force acting on anchor bolts kgf5

fo Allowable tensi;e stress of anchor bolts acted upon by tensile force only kgf/rmn2

f,, Allowable tensile atress of anchor bolts acted upon by both tensile force and shear kgf/mm2

force simultaneously

fg Allowable thear stress of anchor bolts acted upon by shear force only kgf/mm2

G Shear modulus of elasticity of barrel kgf/mm .

2

|g Acceleration of gravity (=9800) mm/s2 j

G, Shear modulus of elasticity of legs or skirt kgf/mm )2

# Water head mm |

/ Moment of inertia of barrel mt?
K Spring constant kgf/r a[n
P, liighest pressure used kgfcmi

s Ratio of longitudinal modulus of elasticity of anchor bolt to foundatien -

~

S, Allowable stress of barrel kgf/mm2

S, Value determined in Appendix Table 10 in ' Notification 501' kgf/mm2

S, Value determined in Appendix Table 9 in ' Notification No. 501' kgf/mm2

T Natural period a l

Ii Barrel plate thickness mm
W EITective operatiorf we'ght of container kgfo

,_

#,#,#3 2 Attachment parameter cording to Reference [6.6.3 2] -

y Shell parameter according to Reference [6.6.3 2) -

p Specific gravity of liquid -
.

p' Specific weight ofliquid (= p x 10-6 kgf/mm ) kgf/mm3 2

ao Maximum value of primary general membrane stress or combined stress of barrel kgf/mm2

ai Maximmn value of prima stress in barrel kgf/mm2

03 Matimum value of tensile stress generated in anchor bolts kgf/mm2

0, Masimum value of the combined stress of legs, skirt or lugs kgf/mm2

r3 Maximum value of shear stress generated in anchor bolts kgf/mm2
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Definitions of symbols (symbols used in the calculation formulas of skirt-support vertical cylindrical container).

4

Syrnbol Definition of symbol Units

A,, Effective shear cross-sectional area of skirt nunz

D, Pitch circle diameter of anchor bolts mm
'

i Plate width corresponding to the area of anchor bolts mmt

Width corresponding to foupdation on compression side#2 mm
~

C, Coeffielent in anchor bolt calculation -

C, Coefficient in anchor bolt calculation -

D,,, Outer diameter of base plate mm

D inner diameter of base plate mmu
D Diameter of opening on skirt (/ = 1,2,3...) mmj

D, inner diameter of skirt )mm-

F, Compressive force acting on the foundation kg |
~

f,, Allowable buckling stress with respect to flexural moment kgf/mm2

f, Allowable tsekling stress with respect to axial compression load kgf/mm2

f, Allowable tensile stress of skirt kgf/mm2
- i

/, Moment of inertia of skirt mm* I

c Coefficient used in calculation of anchor bolts -

k 1. cad coeffielent for neutral axis in calculation of anchor bolts -

I Distance from joint point of barrel and skirt to center of gravity mm

Is,12 Distance from neutral axis to load acting point in e deulation of e aor bolts mm

I, Distance from center of gravity of container to upper end support portion 'mm
I, length of skirt mm

Af, Overturning moment acting on skirt kgf mm

Af,3 Overturning moment acting on upper end portion of skirt kgf mm

Af,2 Overtuming moment acting on lower end portion of skirt kgf mm
n Number of anchor bolts -

s, Thickness of skirt tam

W, Empty weight of the upper portion of container above the skirt joint portion kgf
Q Arbitrary horizontal force acting on the center of gravity kgf.
O' Reactive force acting on upper end support portion due to Q Uf
Y Maximum circumference on the horitrW cross section of skirt opening portion mm

: Coefficient used in calculation of anchor bolts -

o Angle determined for the neutral axis in calculation of anchor bolts rad

s; Safety factor with respect to buckling stress -

a, Combined compressive stries of barrel kgf/mmo 2
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Definitions of symbols (symbols used in the calculation formulas of skirt-support vertical cylindrical container).
(Cont'd)

um' Symbol Definition of symbol Units

a, Combined tensile stress of barrel kgf/mm2
a

a, Comprective stress generated on foundation kgf/mm2

a,i Axia. stress due to weight of skirt during operation kgf/mma

a,2 Axial stress due to bending moment of skirt kgf/mm2
,

a,i, ap Axial /circumferential stresses generated in barrel due to static water head or kgf/mm2

internal pressure

ao Axial tensile stress due to weight of barrel in operation kgr/7
a,3 Axial compressive strength due to empty weight of barrel kgf/mm2

2Axial stress generated in the barrel by earthquake kgf/mmaa
aa, Sum of circumferential stresses of barrel kgffmm
27, Shear stress generated in akirt by earthquake kgf/mm
2r Shear stress generated in barrel by earthquake kgf/mm
2a,, Sum of axial stresses in barrel (compressive side) kgf/mm
2a,, Sum of axial stresses in barrel (tensile side) kgf/mm
2

4:(s) Function of allowable buckling stress with respect to compressive load kgf/mm
24(x) Function of allowable buckling staess with respect to flexural moment kgf/inm2

6 Displacement amount of upper end of container due to load Q mm
' ~

6' Displacement amount of upper end of container due to load O' mm

6o Displacement amount at center of gravity of container due to loads Q, Q' mm
.

(s) Calculation method of natural period (see Figure 6.6.3 5)

(1) Calculation model

Based on the aforementioned conditions, the container is taken as either a single discrete mass vibration
model with a fixed lower end or a single discrete mass vibration model with a fixed lower end and a supported
upper end.

(ii) Natural period

(1) When the lower end is fixed

T se spriry constant K due to flexural and shear deformations can be expressed as follows:

IK.
I' (6.6.3-1)18

3E),(31 1, + 311,' + 1,8) + l +
1 2-+

GA, G/,,3E!
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Figure 6.6.3-5. Calculation model of natural period.

In this case, with the effects of manhole, etc., on the skirt cross section taken into consideration, the
sectienal properties of the barrel and akirt an be repreecnted as follows:

1, = (D, + t,)St, - (D, + t,)St,Y (6.6.3-2)

|

|

1Y - { (D, + t,) sin-8 (6.6.33)
J D, + t,,r

A,, = {n(D, + t,)- Y)t, (6.6.34)

1= (D, + f)St (6.6.3-5)

A, = n(D,+ff (6.6.34)

lience, the natural period can be derived using thic formula:

$ (6.6.3-7)
T = 2n% Kg

(2) When the lower end is fixed and the upper end is supt.orted

As shown in Fig a 6.6.34, the reactive force Q' generated at the upper md support pertion when a load
Q nets in the horizonal direction at the position of the center of gravity can be derived by making the displacements

'

of the upper end caused by differmt loads equal to each other.
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In the came of Figure 6.6.3-6(1),

1, = (D, + t,)8t, - (D, + t,)2t,Y (6.6.3-2)

r y 8
8Y={(D,+t,)t:a'8 (6.6.33)

A,, {n(D, + t,)- 1} t, (6.6.3-4)

I= (u, . yi (6.6.3-5)

A, = x(D, + f)r (6.6.36)

!

$ (6.6.3-7)
T = 2n)Kg

a = 0[(21+31,)

{21| +3t|l,+ 61)(1,+ l+ 1,)} (6.6.3-8)+-

. Qi , 91a

W, O 4,s
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In the case of Figure 6.6.3-6(2),

s, . O '(l * I4 . o ' ; . ,, ,i,
3E! 3E),

(6.6.3-9)

+ 3(l+l,)l,8 +1|} + '+ '

GA, G,A,

By setting formula (6.6.. /) equal to formula (6.6.3-9), we lu ve,

1

l'(2i + 31,) 21| + 31,'l, + 69)(l, + l + l,) | l,
0E# 0#s# OA Od* (6.6.310) Iqs . p. 8 s

,

(l + 1,)' , 3(1 + 1,)'t, + 3(l + f,)l,' + If ,1 + 1, ,I,

3El 3E), GA, G,A,
!

It is possible to determine displacement o at the position of the center of gravity as shown in Figure 6.6.3- |o
6(3), and the spring constant K can be represented by the following formula:

i

K=S=1 l' + 30'I *3ll *l's s a

b 3El 3E),o

'g,g 'f. I, ' , gY M'
(6.6.311).

Q, GA, G,A,, Qr 6Elr

31,'l + l| + 31)' + 31)l, + f l,'t,,

3E), ,,

The natural period is determined using formula (6.6.3-7).

j (b) Calculation methods of stresses

(i) Barrel stresses

(1) Stress due to static water head or internal pressure

la the case of static water head,

| p'HD'
'

o ,i = (6.6.312)

e,i = G (6.6.313)
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In the cue of intern ! pressure

g . P,(D,+ 1.21) (6.6.3 14)o
200t

o,, . P,(D, + 1.2t) (6.6.3 15)
400r

(2) Stress due to weight during operation

With the joint point between banel and skirt taken as the boundary, in the upper portion. a compressive
stress due to the self weight of the banel is generated; in the lower portion, a tensile stress due to the self weight
of the lower barrel portion and the weight of the content is generated.

_

For the upper banel (compressive stress)

W'
o,3 = (6.6.3 16)

n (D, * t)r

For the lower banel

W-W'no,, = (6.6.3 17)
n(D,4t)r

(3) Stren due to horizontal seismic force

The maximum bending moment due to the horizontal seismic force cacurs at the joint portion betweea
barrel and skirt. he axial stress due to this bending moment and the shear stress due to the seismic force are
determined as follows.

- (a) When the lower end is fixed

,

4C Wly o
(6.6.3 18)o au ,

n (D, + sft

i
;

2C W'

g 0
t- (6.6.3-19)

n (D, + t)t

1
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(b) When the lower end is fixed and the upper end is supported

4C,,W, I- (1 + 1,) (6.6.3 20)
og=

n {D, + t)21

f i

2C,Wo (6.6.3-21)
'-

't =
n (D, + ():

(4) Stress combinatirms
i

!

Ths barrel stresses calculated in (1)-(3) can be combined as follows.

Primary reneral membrane stress

(a) Combined tensile stress

o, = o,, (6.6.3 22) i

(6.6.3-23)o, = og + og + og

fa, + o, + fo,- o,)2 4,2) (6.6.3 24)om

(b) Combined compressive stress

o, = - 0 , (6.6.3 25)
4

(6.6.3 26) -o, = - og+og+og

When o , has a positive value (compression side), the following combined compressive stress is obtained,

fo,+ o,, + fo,- o,)2 + 4t ,I (6.6.3-27)2ou=

Since the primary stress is the same as the primary general membrane stress, its formulas can be omitted
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(ii) Skirt stresses

(1) Strees due to weight during opention

h mapressive stress generated at the skirt trattom portion due to weight during operation is calculated
by the following fortnula;

W'o,, = (6.6.3-28)
{n (D, + t,)- Y} t,

(2) Strees due to hodrontal neismic force

A bending moment acts on the skirt due to the horirontal seismic force. h axial stress due to this
m,ng moment and the shear stress due to the seismic force can be calculated as follows:

(a) When the lower end is fixed

M,
8,e * (6.6.3-29)

.
(D,+ t,)t,{ '(D, + 1,)- Q

1

*8
(6.6.3 30)t =

#

{n (D, + r,)- y} t,

where,
(
}

M, = C,W,(1, +l) (6.6.3-31)

(b) When the lower end is fixed and the upper end is supported

b axial strees is represented by formula (6.6.3-29). Bending moment M is taken as following Mst ors
Ms2, whichever is greater.

M,, = C,W, l I(i+1,) (6.6.3-32)
Q

M,, = C,W, 1, + l- (i, .l + l,) (6.6.3-33)
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|

r s

2C,W, 1I (6.6.3-34't<

,# .

{n (D, + t,)- }}t,

(3) Combination of stresses

The combination of stresses is represented as follows:

(6.6.3 35)o, . g/(o,, + o,,)2 + 3,,2

(iii) Anchor bolt stresses

(1) Shear stress

(s) When the lower end is fixed

"8 (6.6.3-36)t, .
n4,

I

(b) When the lower end is fixed and the upper end is supponed

f i

CW I- (6.6.3-37)ao
-,o .

54,

(2) Tensile stress

When the to.v r end is fixed, overturning moment Ms acting on the foundation is calculated using formula
(6.6.3 31), when the lesei end is fixed and the upper end is supported, it is calculated using formula (6.6.3 33).
In t},e case when the overtun.bg moment acts, the tensile load of the anchor bolts and the compressive load of the
foundation portion can be derived in consideration of the equilibrium between the load and displacement (see Figure
6.6.3 7), with the following procedure:

**
t, . (6.6.3-38)

n D,

(D -D,)-s, (6.6.3-39)i = g
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Figure 6.6.3-7. Diagram illustrating loads on foundation.
,

{a) Coefficient k is derived after g, a, are assumed:

,

I&= .

1 + e, (6.6.3-40)
-

so,
L

(b) a is -i ---!='.

'

a a cos*8(1-2k) (6.6.3-41)

(c} Constants e, z, C,. C, can be calculated as follos 9:

e=3 (s - a)cos a + j(n - a) + joinacos a
8

;
.t

2, (n - a)cos a + sin a "

j a-jalmacos a + acos's ,

sin a - s oon s
.

!
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os a +
f a -j sin a cas a + a cos'a'

'
(6.6.3-43)3, ,

z2, sina-acosa
c

i t

* ~ 8)' 8 " * 'I" "I
C' . (6.6.344)

1 + cos a

C' = 2% a - a com a) (6.6.3-45)
1 -cos a

!

{d) F, and F, are calculated using tlwee constants:
i

*W (6.6.346)
~

tF, =
eD,

F, = F, + W, (6.6.3-47) {
l

When no tasile forte ac*s on the foundation bolts, a is equal to w. Consequently, the values of formulas i

(6.6.3-42) and (6.6.343) when a approaches w, i.e., e = 0.75, z = 0.25, are substituted into fonnula (6.6.346). ,

From the obtained value of F,, the pr-/ absence of tensile force is judged as follows:

If F, s: 0, no tensile force exists.
If F, > 0, tensile force exists and the following calculation is perforsosd.

(e} a and a, are calculated:s

2F' (6.6.3-48)e, .
8:D,C,

F' (6.6.3-49)e' . ys,)p,C, ,
t

i

It is then checked to see if c3 and a, are vest Unilar to the values aw in {a}. In this case, e, and
a, are considered se the stresses between the anchor botts and foi-latkm.

(c) Evaluation method !

,

(i) Evaluauan of natural penod

Based on the natural period derived in (a), (ii), the design horimontal seismic coefficient is confirmed.
,
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Table 6.6.31

Stmas type Allowable stress S,

Primary general membrane streu Design yield attength 3, or 0.6 times design fracture
strength 5,, whichever is smaller. For austenitic
.iainless steel and high nickel allow, however, it
may also be taken na 1.2 times the value derme<lin
Appendix Table 6 in * Notification No. 501.'

(ii) Evaluation of stresses

(1) Evaluation of stress in barrel

(a) ne combination of stresses determined in *(b)(1)(4) Combination of stresses * should be lower than
allowable stress S, at the highest temperature of application for the barrel (see Table 6.6.31). The evaluation
scheme of the primary stress is omitted here since the calculated stress is equal to the primary general membrane
stress.

(2) Skirt strra evaluation

(s) ne combination of strcoes derived in '(b)(ii)(3) Combination of stresses * should be less than
allowable stress f.i

r y ,1 (6.6.3-50)f, =
1.5;

.5
6

(b) ne compressive membrane stress should meet the following formula:

9 o,, + y og s1 (6.6.3 51)
i Se $s

where, f,is defined as follows:

' 1200f, * F, when 'c (6.6.3-52) .
21, F

,

8000'lW,21
* 28, 1200'I

f' = F 1- - @' '

6800 <F,t F, ^ (6.6.3-53)

when 1200,D,+% 8000
F 21, F

.
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*

/, = # when #s' ' ' ' s 800 (6.6.354)
3

,

2', f 21,
ir

where 4 (x) is a function defined as follows:

##)=0.6b 1 -0.901 {1 -exp
..l.j (6.6.355)

16.r t ,

f is defined as follows:3

I#
f, = F, when 's (6.6.3-56)'

2', f 1,

\
<

!'m]'D,+b,,1200'1

. ,' r F ,)' 22' Ff, , y g. '

S400
>< (6.6.3 57)

1200 , D, + 2', 9600 ig
F 21, F

'

1

9600 , D,+ 2t' s 800 (6.6.!d8) -
# #

f = 4, when,

2', F 28,
g a

where 4 (x)is a funet.on defined as follows:2

fi (6.6.3-59) jep) = 0.6 1 -0.731 1 -exp -

g is the safety factor and is defined as follows: ,

*s32$ (6.6.340) '
*

*9 = 1, when
21, F

<

y 3 0.5F f D, + 2ts ,1200', ; 1200 , D, + 2t, 3000 (6.6.3-61)
6800 21, F, F 21, F,

' g

,

when 8000 , D,+2t' (6.6.342) .y = 1.5,
F 21,

!

!
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Table 6.6.3-2

Allowable tensile stressf,o Allowable : hear stressf,

r '
Formulas of calculation -e y,

1.5
y

1.5
--2, ,1,541

{3) Anchor bolt streas evaluation

ne tensile stress o of the anchor bolts derived b (b)(iii) should be less than the allowable tensile r. tressn

f, derived using the following two formulas. Shear stress r3 should be less than allowable shear str- of the'

bolts acted upon by shear force only,

f* = 1.4f,- 1.6t*
(6.6.3-63)

/. 5 /e

where fg ;, are defined as in Table 6.6.3-2.

Fla> bottom vertical cylindrical container (see Figure 6.6.3-8)c.

Assumed conditiem

{1) he weight of the contain r is assumed to be concentrated at the center of gravity.
{2) he container has its lower end plate (bottom plate) fixed on the foundation by multiple anchor telts;

hence, the lower portion of the benel is taken as fixed.
{3) ne seismic force is taken as acting on the container in the horizontal direction. The design seismic

coefficient in the vertical direction is not considered.

Analysis condition

{l) As the deformation modo, the flexural and shear deformations, when the entire container is considered
as a beam, are considered.

I

I

c,, w,

(H o
wa.

Anchor bolts J '.

Base p! ate
|

u)u4usucuauauauu/su/w/ wy>/</)Y
i i

/

| Figure 6.6.3-8. Schematic structural diagram.
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Definitions of simb211(symbols used in the calculation formulas for flat bottom eylindrical container)

Units
Symbol Definition of symtml

mm
th,, liffective outer diameter of base plate

mm
Du liffettive inner diameter of base plate

mm
D, l'itt.h circle diameter of anchor bolts

mm
t, I' late width corresponding to anchor telt area

mm
t, liffective width for compressive-side foundation

C, Coefficient in anchor telt calculation
-

C, Coefficient in anchor telt calculation
-

F, Compressive force acting on the foundation
kgf

Coefficient in anchor bolt calculation
-

e

A lead coeffielent for neutral axis in anchor telt calculation
-

h kgf
W, limpty weight of container

Coefficient in anchor telt calculation
-

z
rad~

Angle for determining the neutral axis in anchor telt calculationa
~ mm

I, Distance from foundation to container center of gravity

i 1 Distance from the neutral axis to load acting point in anchor bolt calculation mm
n2

n Numter of foundation bolts
-

2
liarrel's combined primary general membrane stress (compressive side) kgf/mm

ou 2

Itarrel's combined primary general membrane stress (tensile side) kgf/mm
o,.

2

o, Compressive stress generated in the foundation kgf/m m
2

Asial and circumferential stressen generated in barrel by static water head or k gf/mm
o, p og

intemal pressure
2

Axial compression stress due to empty weight of barrel kgf/mm
o.2 2

Asial strens due to horizontal seismic force acting on the barrel kgf/mm
og

2
Sum of primary general membrane stresses acting in circumferemi l 6irection of kgf/mma

o,
barrel

2
Shear strens due to horizontal seismic force acting on the barrel kgf/mm

r
2

Sum of primary general membrane stresses acting in the axial direction of the kgf/mm
o,,

barrel (compressive side)
2

Sum of primary general membrane stresses acting in the axial direc' ion of the kgf/mm
e,,

barrel (tensile side)
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(s) Calculation method of natural period

(i) Calculation model

Under the aforementioned conditmos, the container can be represented by the single discrete mass
oscillation model with fired lower end shown in Figure 6.6.3-9.

(ii) Natural pericd

*lhe spring constant K due to flexural and shear deformations can be calculated by the following formula:

IK=
g (6.6.344)

3u a<,

where the cross-sectional parame4ers of the barrel can be represented as follows:

I= (D,+t/s (6.6.3-65)

A, = x(D, + s)t (6.6.346)

llence, the natural period can be derived as follows:

T - 2n - (6.6.347)
h Kv

(b) Calculation method of stresses

(i) Stresses in barrel

{l) Stress due to static water head or internal pressure
in the case of static water head,

p'HD,
0: "

4 , (6.6.3-68)

og.0 (6.6.349)
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O 9%
w,

"
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ir

/f///////////// li/t'//t ////

Figure 6.6.3-9. Calculation model of natural period.

In the case of intemal pressure,

,*, . P,(D, + 13 (6.6.3-70)
200t

. P,(D,+ 1.24 (6.6.3-71),
400r

{2) Stress due to weight in operation
At the point where the barrel and the baseplate are joined, a compressive stress due to the self weight of

the barrel is generated:

(6.6.3-72)'

, , .
n (D,+ I)

{3) Stress due to horizontal seismic force
Dua to the horizontal seismic force, the maximum bending moment takes place at the portionjoining the

base plate. %e axial strees due to the beding moment and the shear stress due to the seismic force can be
calculated as followa:

4C,W)g
og = (6.6.3-73)

n (D, + f)2,

2C W (6.6.3 '74)no,, 8

n (D,+ t)

{4) Combination of stresses
ne stresses calculated in (1)-(3) are comi' 4 as follows:
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-

|
t
| Primary statral membrane streg

{a) Combined tensile stress

o, = o,i (6.6.3 75)

o, = o - oo+oo (6.6.3 76)u

fo, * 0, + /(o,-0,)3 + 4t } (6.6.3-77)
2%=

(b) Combined compressive stress
_

o, = - o,, (6.6.3-78)

o, = - o,, + og+og (6.6.3 79)

When e,, has a positive value (compressive side), the followbg combined compressive stress can be delsrmined:

{o, + o, + !!ci,- o,)2 + 4 5 } (6.6.3 80)
2o.-g

Description of ,i i prituary stress is omitted here because it is the same as the primary general membrane
stress.

,

(ii) Stress of anchor bolts

The stress calculation of the anchor bolts is performed in the sani way as in (b)(lil)and with fixed lower
end in section 'b. Skirt-support vertical cylindrical container."

(c) Evaluation method

(i) Based on the natural period derived in (s)(li), the horizontal deelga seistnic coefficient is checked.

(ii) Stress evaluation

in (c)(ii)in section '6.6.3(1)b. Skirt support vertical cylindrical container,' *(1} Barrel streu evaluation *
and '{3) Anchor bolt stiess evalw.lon' ere used here for stress evaluation.
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I

Caw,

w',"

>
%J' ~

ririsiurintinisQwnu <
N Anchor boltsy

Z

Leo 1 le0 2 080 d)

f/
!\ Leg 10eg 3)

* '

Zleg 2

X

for the leg part,the radial duetton of the barrelis taken as the f aris,
and the directen perpendtcular to it is taken as tie t-axis.

Figure 6.6.310. Schematic structural diagram.

d. Four-leg-support cylindrical container (See Figure 6.6.3-10)

_ Assumed conditions

{1} %e weight of the container is considered to be concentrated at the center of gravity.
(2) he seismic force acting on the container is assumed in the horirontal direction, while the design

# seismic coefficient in the vertical direction is not taken into consideration.
(3) In the case that anchor bolts ne snanged in a row (viewed in the direction perpendicular to horizcetal

force (Fo)), supporting condition at the lower end of the leg is assumed as simply supported.

Analysis conditi9m

{l) At the postion where legs are mounted on the barrel piste, the local deformation of the barrel is taken
into consideration.

(2) As the deformation modes, the flexural and shear deformation of the leg are considend.

(a) Calculation method of natural period

(i) Calculation models

%en are the following four types of calculadon models for t'e container as the support conditions of the
lower ends of legs are combined differently.

- Both legs I and 2 are fixed
- Poth legs I and 2 are simply supported
- Leg 1 is fined, leg 2 is simply supported )
- leg 1 is simply supported, leg 2 is fixed

Gpres 6.6.3-84.6.3-11 illustrate the deformation inodes in these cases.
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D$fmitions of symbols (symbols used in the calculation formulas of 4 leg-support vertical cylindrical container)

Symbol Definition of symbol Units
;

f Cross-sectiona? area of compressive fla[ of legsA
2mm

A
Cmss-sectional area of T shaped cross section composed of compressive flange ofg 2mmleg and 1/6 of the web

Width of leg bottom plate in radial directiona
mm

A, Cross-sectional area of leg 2mm
A,, Effective shear sectional area of leg with respect to ae. adial axis 2mm
A,, Effective ahear sectional area of leg with respect to C,e circumferential axis 2mm
A,, Shear sectional area of leg with respect to radia' axis 2mm
A Shear sectional area of leg with respect to circumferential axisg 2mm
b Width of leg bottam plate in circumferential direction mm
C Correction coefficient of leg with respect to bucklirdbestding moment -

C Half of the width of attachment at the root portion w$re die leg is attached to thei nun
barrel (circumferential direction of barrel)

:C Half of the width of the attachment at the roc; portion where the leg is attached to2 mm
the barrel (axial direction of b.tel)

'

C, Value obtained from Reference [6.6.3-2] -

C, Value obtained from Reference (6.6.3-21 -

d Distance it. radial direction frt,.n leg bottom plate end surface to anchor bolti mm
center

d Distance in circumferenti- direction from leg bottom plate end surface to anchor2 mm
bolt center

d Outer diamer of anchor bolts3 mm
D'.atarne fmm leg center n eccentric load aethig pointc

mm
Fo Horiio [ force in vibation model systern

'

kgf
|| f, leg's allowable conpressive stress kgf/mm2

"

f3, leg allowable fleural stress taound radial aia kgf/mm2

f3, Leg's allowable flexural stress arouond the axis perpendicular to the radial kgf/mm2

direction

f, 12g's L.owable tensile stress 2kgf/mm
h Height of leg cross section mm
i leg radius of gyration with respect to the weak axis mm
i Radius of gyration with respect to the web axis of T-shaped c:oss section made ofj mm

compressive flange of leg and 1/6 the web

1,, Moinent 01 it ertia of leg with respect to radial axis mm' ._
1,, Moment of inertia of leg with respect to circumferential axis mm' )

|
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Definitions of symbqh (symbols used in the calculation formulas of 4-leg-npport vertical cylindrical container)
(Cont'd)

Symbol Definition of symbol Units

Moment isf inertia around the web axis of the T-shaped cross section compo+ed of mm'
Ig

the leg's compressive flange and 1/6 the web
mm't, teg's torsional moment coefficient

IC , Constants according to Reference [6.6.3-2]
-

local spring constant with respect to cireurnferential bending moment in the root
-

portion where the leg is attached to the barrel (value obtained from Reference
,

[6.6.3-4]) ~

K, local spring constant with respect to lont.itudinaliending mnment in the root
-

portion where the leg is attached to the barrel (va'ue obtained from Reference

[6.6.34])
K, local spring constant with respect to the radial load at the root portion *vhere the

-

leg is attached to the barrel (value obtain:d from Reference [6.6.3-4]
mm

length of leg
m

I, Distance between central axes oflegs

I, Distance from foundation to center of gravity of the jper portion of container mn-

mm
l, Effective buckling length of leg

M Vertical moment at the root portion where the leg is attached to the barrel due to kgf mm
i

aeismic force in the Z-dir ction

M. Torsional moment at the root portion where the leg is attached to the barrel due to kgf mm

seim . iorce in the Z-direction

M Circumferential moment at the soot pornon eere the leg is attehed , the barrel kgf mm-

due to seismic force in the T.enlon

M, Vertical moment at the root portion nere the leg is attached to the barrel Jue to kgf mm

weight in operaticn

dending moment acting on th upper / lower ends of leg kgf mm
M,i, Mo

M.,3 Combined moment a ing ui 5 So%n portion of legs 1 and 4 due to earthquake kgf mm

in the X-direction

Ma Combined moment acting on the bottom p< tion of legs 2 and 3 d c to earthquake kgf mm

in the X-direction
'

M Combined moment acting on the bottom portion of leg 1 oro to eartnq0ke in the kgf mm
g

Z-direction

Mo
Combined moment reting on the bottom portion of legs 2 and 4 due to canhquah kgf mm'

in the Z direction

M Combin,' wment acting on the bottom portion of leg 3 due to earthquake in the kgf mm
g

7.. direction

N, Membrane force in axial direction generated in the barrel kgt/mm

N, Membrane force in circumferential direction generated in the barrel kgf/mm
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Definitigns of evmbola (rymbels used in the calculation formulas of 4-leg-support vertical cylindrical container)
(Cont'd)

w
Symbol Definition of symbol Units

n Nunher of anchor bolts for each leg -

Nu nber of anchor bolts acted upon by tensile force -
~

ni, n2 .

P Radial load of root portion where the leg is attached to the barrel due to weight in kgf
operation

P Radial load of roet portion where the leg is attached to the barrel due to earth- kgfi
quake in the Z-direction

O Circumferential load of root portion unere the leg is attached to the barrel due to kgf
earthquake in the Z-direction

R Axial force of leg due to weight in operation kgf

R Axial force acting on the leg due to earthquake in the Z-direction kgfi

R,i Axial force acting on legs 1 and 4 due to earthquake in the X-direction kgf

R Axial force acting on legs 2 and 3 due to earthquake in the Z-direction kg!o
R Axial force acting on leg I due to earthquake in the Z-directior. kgfg

R Axial force acting on legs 2 and 4 due to earthquake in the Z-direction kgfo
R Axial force acting on leg 3 due to carthquzke in the Z-direction kgfo
r,,, Aversge radius of barrel mm

u Distance from cer. tral axis of leg to center of barrel wall mm

X,, Width of foundation which receives compressive force mm
3

Z,p Torsional section modulus of leg mm
3Z,, leg section modulus with respect to radial axis mm
32,, Leg section modulus with respect to circumferential axis mm

6 Displacement of center of gravity due to horizontal force Fu mm

A, l.ocal displacement in radial direction of hrrel due to weight in operation a nun
e_-

4: local displacement in radial direction of barrel due to horizonta! torce Fo mm

A Displacement in horizontal direction of upper end of leg i due to horizontal force mmg

Fo

A3 Displacement in horizontal direction of upper end of leg 2 due to horizonts! force mm

Fo

A; Displacement in vertical direction of leg 1 due to horizontal force Fo mm
__.

6 Imcal angle of inclination at the root poition where the twg is attached to the rad

barrel due to weight during operat. >n

6 Angle of inclination of leg i due to horizontal force Fo rad

6' l_ocal angle of iactination at the root portion where leg i is attached to the barrel rad

due to horizontal force Fo

6 Angle of inclination of leg 2 due to horie.ontal force To rad
3

_

6o Ar.gle of inclination of central axis of barrel due to horimntal force Fo rad

66S
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Definitions of symbols (symbols used in the calculation formulas of 4-leg-support vertical cylindrical container)
(Cont'd)

Symbol Definition of symbol Units
aon ~ og Combined primary stress in barrel when seismic force acts in th Z-direction kgf/mm
2a 3 - og Combined prinary stress in barrel when seismic force acts in the X-direction kgf/mm
2

og - o,,3 Tensile stress generated in anchor bolts due to card. quake in the Z-direction kgf/mm
2og , o,,3 'lensile stress generated in anchor bolts due to earthquake in the X-direction kgf/mm
2

o,, , o,2 Compressive /C-xural stress of leg due to we:gnt in operation kgf/mm
2

o,3 ~ o,3 Compressive /flexurat stress of leg due to earthquake in the Z-direction kgf/mm
2o , - o,a Compressive / flexural stress of leg due to earthquale in the X direction kgf/mm
2o,, Sum of compressive stresses in leg kgf/mm
2o,, Sum of compressive-side flex :ral stresses around radial at's of the leg kgf/mm.

o,, Sum of compressivi> side flexural stresses around Axis perpendicular to the radial kgf/mia2

direction of the leg
ao,, Combined stress of leg in the casa when seismic force asts in the X-direction kgf/mm

~
2o ,,, o,g Combined stress of leg in the case when seismic force aeis in the Z-direction kgf/mm
20 Primary general membrane stress in circumferential direction of barrel kgf/mm3
2a, Primary general membrane stress in axial direction of barrel kgf/mma

1og , o,i Stresses in circumferential direction and axial direction of ba."i due to internal Lgf/mm
pressure or static water head

2
">2 Axial stress of barrel due to weight in operation kgf/mm

2og , o,3 Circumferential and st;ial stress in barrel due to vertical moment generated by kgf/mm
weight in operation

2Circumferential and axial stresses in barrel due to radial bad generated by weight kgf/mmop,og
in operation

u,3 Axial stress in berrel due to upping moment when seismic force acts kgf/mm
2o o Circumferential and axial stresses due to radial load when seisraic force acts in the kgf/mmg g

7-direction
2

o p , o,7 Cireurnferential and cial stresses of barrel due to vcrtical moment when seismic kgf/mm
force acts in the Z-direction

2op , o,, r ,imfe ential and axial stresses due to circumferential moment when seismic kgf/mm
fort ets in the Z-direction

~

l 2erentia and axial stresses due to radial load when seismic force acts in the kgf/mmop , o,, Ciret
X-dF on

Ti2umierential and axial stress due to vertical moment when seismic force acts in kgf/mm-
r-

opo, om
tne X direction

~ Tog i, o, n Circumferential and axial stresses due to circumferential moment when seisme kgf/r.m
force acts in the X-direction

2
oui, v 2 Sum of axial primary stresses in barrel when seismic force acts in the X-direction kgf/mmu

_
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Definitions of symbols (.ymbols used in the calculation formulas of 4-leg-support vertical cylindrical container)
(Cont'd)

Symbol Definition of symbol Units

a ,i ~ ag Sum of axial primary stresses in barrel when se' r.lic force acts in the Z-direction kgf/mm2

api, a 2 Sum of circumferential primary stresses in barrel when seismic force acts in the kgf/mm2c
X-direction

a i, ap Sum of circumferential primary stresses in barrel when seismic force acts in the kgf/mm2p
Z-direction

73 Shear streas due to torsional moment generated at the root portion wi. re the leg is kgf/mm2

attached to the barrel due to seismic force in the Z-direction
| Shear stress due to torsional moment generated at the root portion where the leg is kgt/mm276

attached to the barrel due to carthquake in the X-direction

27 ~ rg Shear stress generated in anchor bolts due *o earthquake in the Z-direction k ,f/mm _

&3

79, rg Shear stress generated in anchor bolts due to earthquake in the X-directicn kgf/mm2

r,i Circumferential shear stress generated at the root portion where the leg is attached Qf/mm2

to the Larrel due to earthquake in the Z-direction

Circumferential shear stress generated at the root portion where the leg is attached kgf/mm2rg
to the barrel due to earthquake in the X-direction

7, Axial shear stress generated at the root ~artion where the leg is attached to the kgf/mm2

f barrel due to the weight in operation

rg: Axial shear stress generated at the root portion where the leg is attached to the kgf/mm2

barrel due to earthquake in the Z-direction
'~

e Axial shear stress generated at the root portion where the leg is attached to the kgf/mm2r

barrel due to earthquake in the X-direction

7,i Shear stress of leg due to earthquake in the eection kgf/mm2

r,2 7,3 Shear stress of leg due to earthquake in the Z-direction kgf/mm2

g Shear stress of leg due to earthquake in the X-direction kgf/mm2r
.

-

A Etfective slenderness ratio of leg -

A IJnut slenderness ratio of leg -

Safety actor with respect to buckling -
fy

I
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(11) Natural period

For toch les and barrel, by forming the equations of equilibrium conditions for loads, moments and
deformations, the natural period is derived as follows.

(1} When both lege 1 and 2 are fixed (see Figure 6.6.311'
Prom the balance of horizontal forces

(6.6.3-81)2P, + 2Q = Fo

From the balance of overturning moment

2M -2M, + 2R,r, = F,(1,-l) (6.6.3-82)i

where

r, = (D, + 1y2 (6.6.3-83)

For leg 1, horizontal displacement, angle nf inclination, and vertical displacement are related to ech other as
follows.

P l' , P l ,(M -R,u)l2 (6.6.3-84)i i iAg=
3E), 0,A, 25),

where,

(6.6.3-85)u= - r"
2

0, = ( * ~ '"! + 8 (6.6.3-86)
E), 2E),

Rl
1 (6.6.3-87)A

p = AEu

The radial local displacennit and local angle of inclination of the barnt are as follows:
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j

A ,, = (6.6.3-88)
r,E

0,I
1

(6.6.3-89)=

r$p'E

where K, and K are constants for the local displacement due to radial load of the barrel and the local angle ofg

inclination due to longitudinal flexural moment according to Reference [6.6.34).

For leg 2, the angle of inclination and horizontal displacement are as follows:

+0 (6.6.3-90)80, - -
E), 2E),

0 < 0] - 8 (6.6.3-91)Ag = 3E), Gg , 2E),t

From the balance of the angles of inclination of leg 1 and the barrel,

O,+0'-O = 0 (6.6.3-92)
o

Since the torsional angle of leg 2 is equal to the local angle of inclination of the barrel, we have

6 = {Q's-M,)! K)f'
(6.6.3-93)=

3 G), 7|n15

where K, is a constant for the load angle of inclination due to the circumferential flexural moment based on
Reference [6.6.3-4).

From the balance of horizontal displacement of leg and barrel,

(6.6.3-94)Ag + A ,, = Ag+n63

From the balance in the vertical direction,

A,, - us,- r,0, = 0 (6.6.3-95)
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t

+

1

fBy substitwing formulas (6.6.3-86), (6.6.3-87), and (6.6.3-90) into equation (6.6.3-95), we have

_ (M,-R,u)l uP[ r,M) r,Ql' 0 (gg3,,gyR,8 u
_ _

A,E, E), 2E), E), 2E), .

By substituting formulas (6.6.3-P6L (6.6J-89), and (6.6.3 90) into equation (6.6.3-92), we have

M) _ 943 {M,-R,u)I P,l' K,M, _,,

E) , 2E), E), 2E), 7 ptg3

Equation (6.6.3-93) can be rearranged to

"OY '=0 (6.6.3-98)- -

O/, O/, r$p'E

By substituting formuhr,(b... 34),(6.6.3-88),(6.6.3 91)and (6.6.3-93)into equation (6.6.3-94), we have

P)' P,1 + {M,-R,u)l' K,P,
+-...$

3E), 0,4, 2E), . r,E
(6.6.3-99)

. Qi' _ Qi M,l' , nK)f, ,
Kh, O/a _ 2E), ,jp15

hence, for the 6 s ariables P , Q, R , M , M and Me, there is a group of equations (6.6.3-81),(6.6.3 82),
i i i 3

(6.6.3-96; -(6 t. 3-99). -

Displacement 8 of the center of gravity of the banel and natural period T can be represented by the
followba equations:

6 - A,, + A,, + (1,-l)0, + F, + F (6.6.3-100)a

i

K= .
6.6.3 101)

6

W (6.6.3 102)o

T=2n). Kg
;

e
D
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Here, the sectional' properties of the barrel can be expressed as follows:

I=((D,+t)'t (6.6.3-103)

A, = x(D,+ t) '6.6.3 104)

(2} When both lega 1 and 2 are simply supported (see Figure 6.6.3-12)
het as in ite came of {1), the following equations can be obtained'

2P +20 = F (6.6.3 105) 1o

I
!

2M -2M +2R r, = F (1,-l) (6.6.3 106) ;i 3 a o

i
!

P l* Pl )
a a +le (6.6.3-107)

>.
' A +g

38/n O/,

P l + M, = R u (6.6.3-108)i y

R,1
A,, = (6.6.3 109)

A,E,

K,P,
A ,, = (6.6.3 110)

rf

Kfti
0:r (6.6.34 H)*

rf,p'E

M a Qi (6.6.3-112)3

g = 3E), .G/ ,+- E +1e* (6.6.3 113)
8A
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6 + 0' - 0, = 0 (6.6.3-114)
'

e, = (O" ~ ')' . '

(6.6.3 115)
G/o r*p*E

A ,,+ A ,, = A ,3 + NO (6.6.3-116)3

A,, - me - r,0, = 0 (6.6.3 117) ,

Then, the natural period can be derived in the same way as in {1}.

{3} When leg i is f.xed and leg 2 is simply supported (see Figure 6.6.3-13)
In this case, we have the following formulas:

2p +2Q = p, (6.6.3 118)i

!

2M,-2M + 2R r, = F,(1,-l) (6.6.3-!!9)3 3

+ E8 ~' 8 8A,, = (6.6.3-120)+

3E), Gyt, 2E),

o, = ( ' ~ * 8

(6.6.3-121)+
E), 2E),

3

A,, = (6.6.3-122)
- A,E,

A,,= Y8
(6.6.3 123)r,E

0' = 8

3 (6.6.3-124)r',S E8
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M = Qi (6.6.3-125)3

A,3 - + OY +le (6.6.3-126)o35), 0,4,

0 + 0|- 0, = 0 (6.6.3-127)

,

0 - (Qu -M y = K)f,a;

3 (6.6.3 128)
0|s r|fG

(6.ti.3-129)A,, + A,, = A,, + uG3

A,, - u0, - r,0, = 0 (6.6.3 130)
2

'Ihen the natural period can be derived in the same way as in {l).,

(4} When leg 1 is simply supported and leg 2 is fixed (see Figure 6.6.314)
In this case, we have the following formulas:

2P + 2Q = F (6.6.3-131)i o

1
2M -2M + 2R r, = Fe(1,-l) (6.6.3 132)i 3 3

1

P,l* P,I
+le' (6.6.3-133)A,, = +

3E), G,4,

P l + M, = R s (6.6.3-134)i i

R,1
A,, = (6.6.3-135)

A,E, 3

A ,, = - (6.6.3-136)
r, E
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'N'0;= (6.6.3 137)
r.'Q E

8

"0 + 9'l'O-n (6.6.3-138)
E/, 2E),

9 0' Q l _ M )*by. (6.6.3 139)
3E/, O 4, 2E/,f

0, + 0| - 0, = 0 (6.6.3-140)

0* = (Q14 -M,)I K8,
(6.6.3 141)"

G/, rip'E

A,, + A,, = 3, . W . (6.6.3-142)

i,, - u0, - r,0, = 0 (6.6.3 143)

Hen, the natural priod can ce derived in the same way as in {1}.

(b) Calculation tuethod of stress

(1) Stresses of barrel

(1} St. esses due to static water head or internal prestare
in the case of static water head,

p'HD,
041 " (6.6.3-144)

3

(6.6.3-145)_
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i in the case of internal prnsure,

|

c,*, . $U * I ) (6.6.3 146)8

200

P,(D,+ 1.29 (6.6.3-147), , , ,
400r

{2) 54ress due to weight during operation

0o,, . (6.6.3-148)
n (D, + 1):

_

13} Stress at root portion where the leg is attached to the barrel due to weight in operation
When the leg lower end is fixed (see Figure 6.6.3-15)

R,b (6.6.3-149)
4

Since the displacement of the leg in the radial direction is equal to the local displacement of the barrel in
the radial direction,

$' , -P l* , -P l (Ru - M,)l' , y (s s 3 g$9;
3E), 0,4, 2E), r,E

in addition, the angle of inclination of the upper end of the leg is equal to the k> cal angle of inclination of
the barrel,

0 - (Ru -M,)I p.g 3 K,M,
(6.6.3-151)--

E), 2E), rfptg
.

I' rom the set of equations (6,( .3 *9) through (6.6.3 151), we have

K,' W ul'
gs | _

r,,E, 4 E),
o

_ . + _ , +12E), 0,A
M, = (6.6.3 152)

- + _' ' ; K, '
-

IK, t \'' g1 t
'

+ +

(3E), 0,4, - r E), rfp25 2E),g z

4
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of the leg is fixed. simply supported. !

1

(WJ4)u-M, ,

88P. (6.6.3 153)l' I K, I

+ +_
\ 3E), G,A, r,E
|

!

When the lower end of the leg is simply supported (see Figure 6.6.3-16), instead of equations (6.6.3 150)
and (6.6.3-151), the following equations are obtained:

,i' . -P l' -P-l + 0 l . (6.6.3-154)
3E), G,A, r,E

1

Pl+hi,= Ru (6.6.3-155)

0
,M,K

(6.6.3-156)
r|,p'E

For the above set of equations, we have

W
- 2 ul
4P- (6.6.3-157)

I, + r'p'E ' gs +-,'K|
+

K, 3E), G,A, r,E,
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W
M, = u-P l (6.6.3-158)

For the local stresses in the barril generated by vertical timding moment h(, shell parameter y and
cachment paraneters # are used and the values are derived from the table in Reference (6.6.3-2](marked with
*teris) in the fou; wing equations):

'
N* ''M'

#09" C,' (6.6.3-159)
M)(r,p), (r*,tp,r

'
N, u,8"?

0,3 * C,. (6.6.3-160)
Mj(rip),;ritp,r

r, = (D, + t)/2 (6.6.3-161)

Y = r,/t (6.6.3 162)

p,= C/r, (6.6.3 163)

0 " C/f. (6.6.3 164)2

2 (6.6.3-165)p. p,p

He loca. tresses of barrel generated by radial load P are as follows:

N ''p''
4op= - - (6.6.3-166)

P|r,, r,1,

N' * f p \'
a,, = - -| (6.6.3 167)

Y a; ?m$){ \

# is defia~t as follows:

|
|
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'
1 (6.6.3-168)E * l 3(@i/Da~l)(1-Ka')/0:02

When 0 /#2 < 13

(1 - pi p2)(I ~ K') /0:02 (6.6.3-169)l 2p= 1-

ne shear stress due to reaction for e R is as follows:

(6.6.3-170)t .u
4C)

(4} Flexural stress of barrel due to horizontal earthquake

C #8s~b(0 * $ (6.6.3171)a 8o .
21

(5} Stress at the root portion where the leg is attached to the banel caused by earthquakt in the Z-diiection
he value obtained by replacing unit load F by CnW in calculation of the -htracteristic perio3 in (a) iso o

used.

Just as in (3}, the local stresses generated in the barrel due to radia! load P are as follows:i

y* 3. r p 3
(6.6.3 172)

1

. _8o .

r ,fr,,P
z ,1,r

.I 16.6.3-173)2o .
P ir<i,, r ,t,

Just as in (3}, the local stresses generated in the barrel due to vertical bending moment M are as follows:i

N+
''M \'

o,, - C,' (6.6.3 174)8

M l(r|p), r'tQ,ig

o, .
' _ N, ' ' M'

- C,* (6.6,3-175)
*

(M / fi ( @); (r rp,
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The local stresses generated by circumferential moment M, are as follows:

'
N*

'
' M* '

C| (6.6.3-176)op= - ---

M,J{ rip), ritp,

r y' u r y' ,
ox= C| (6.6.3-177)

,M,/(r*S), ritp,

where # is defined as follows:

p. (6.6.3 178)
~

The shear stress due to circumferential shear force Q is at, follows:

t,,
=

(6.6.3-179)4Cti

he shear streas due to vertical shear force R is as follows:i

R
3

| g = 4C ' (6.6.3 180)( s

2

He local shear stress generated in the Mrred due to torsional moment M is as follows:
3

M,
T3= (6.6.3-181)

2 n C,'t

la this formula, when C > C , C is replaced by C -i 2 i 2

(6) Stress at the root portion where the leg is attached to Ge barrel due to earthquake in the X-direction
ne values obttined by multiplying the right-hand :aes of equations (6.6.3-172) through (6.6.3177) by

l#2 are used. Rey are a#,, a , in the case of radial loaa, a,io, a,io in the case of vertical bending moment, andx

ia,ii, a,ii n the case of circumferential flexural moment.

Also, the values obtained by multiplying the right-hand side of equations (6.6.3-179) through (6.6.3181)
by l#2 are used. It is r,4 in the case of circumferential shear force, 733 n the case of vertical shear force, andi
r, in the case of torsional moment.

| (7} Combination of stresses
ne stresses generated at the root portion where the leg is attached to the barrel as calculated from (1}-{6}

are combined as follows:
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(a} Primary general membrane stress

o = rnax(og,03) (6.6.3 182)o

where,

(6.6.3-183)og-og

(6.6.3-184)om = o,, + O22 + Oc

(b) Combination when earthquake acts in the Z4irection

Primary stress

A. Root portion of leg 1 (see Figure 6.6.3-17)

For the first point of evaluation, we have

(6.6.3-185)og -og+op+op+op+op

(6.6.3 186)o , - o,,+o:+Oc+0 / Ce + 0,4 + O27u z 1

w + 0=1 + /(8 - 0=s)2} (6.6.3-187)
0: U* w1

For the second point of evaluation, we have

(6.6.3-183)og-og+op+ap

(6.6.3-189)o:"Oc+04 + 0,4 + Oe+O2en

- 0=2f + 4(T + Ta}} (6.6.3-190)0:2 " Og*0a2+/(O rw

2C. 3

First eva!uation point

W
l
i

|
2 c,

Secono evaluation point - .. .

'N

y St:ffeningplate

Figure 6$.3-17. Evaluation points on barrel.
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B. Root portion ofleg 2
:|

For the first point of evaluation, we have )

ow"op +og+op (6.6,3 191)

8 s " o,1 + o * oo + 0 ,, (6.6.3 192)n

u"3o1 f g + 0,3 +/(og - o,,,)' + 4(t,; + t )'} (6.6.3 193)o
3

For the second point o' val atire . we have

,+op+op (6.6.?I>;

%* sa+og + o, (6.6.3 195),

t

few+0m, + /(0,- o,,;2 4(Tu + T )'f (6.6.3-1%)ou" s

{c} Combined primary strees when seismic force acts in the X-directio'2
For the first point of evaluation, we have

(6.6.3-197) .og"op+op+op+op+opo

e+o +oo + 0, + og + o, + o , (6.6.3 198)o:"O n mm

!

fog +ons +/(og-omi)' + 4(tu + t )'} (6.6.3 199)- ou"

Far the second point of evt antion,

(6.6.3-200)og"op+op+0,+opi

o+o +o,+o +o,+o , (6.6.3-201) -o,2 " a o g g,

one "- fog + o 2 + /(og-om2)' + 4(Tu+To + t )') (6.6.3-202)

}

h-
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| (ii) Stresses in legs

The calculation is performed for the leg with larger load.

(1) Stresses due to weight during operation

o,, E (6.6.3-203)
A,

N(|Ru - M,- P lp |R$ - M,|) (6,6.3-204)
,'

,

Z,

When the lower end of the leg is simply supported, we have

o,, . U (6.6.3 205)
Z,

r,, . S-- (6.6.3-206)
A,,

(2) Strenses due to earthquake in the Z-direction

R
o , . __8 (6.6.3-207)

A,

NQR u-M -P l[|R u-M j) (6.6.3 208)i i i i i
,' ,

Z,

When the lower end of the leg is simply supported, we have

(6.6.3 209)
o, .

a

P (6.6.3-210)
t , .

._5
A,,
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F

For leg 2, we have' '

o,.'""*0 8b 8!)
(6.6.3 211)

a

When the lower end of the leg is simply supported, we have

o, = b
(6.6.3-212)Z,

t,, . A + '

(6.6.3 213)A Z,g

{3} Stresses due to earthquake in the X-din etion

o, = (6.6.3-214)
@A,

snaxqR s-M -P fp |R u-M |)i 3 3 i 3e,7 = (6.6.3-215)NZ,

o, . '""*O '~ 8b N8!)
(6.6.3-216)

fZ,
;

-

When the lower end of the leg is simply supported, a,7, a.a are as follows:

8
a,7

N Z ,
(6.6.3-217)

O'o, = - (6.6.3-218)DZ,

P
+ - Q + -Q w - M'1

t, . (6.6.3-219)
NA DA CZ,g n

i. .

(
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(4 L,mbination of st.wes
%'e maximum stress in the leg is as follows. When the seismic foire acts in the Z-direction,

For leg 1:

(6.6.3-220)
0,e * -[[D,3 + 0,2 + Oc * 0,,)* + 3(T,s + T,2)2

For leg 2:

(6.6.3-221)
g = /(o,, + o,2 * De) * 3(T,1 + t ):o e

When the seismic force acts in the X-direction,

(''' }
0, * /(0:3 + 0,2 + 0,6 + 0,7 + 0,a)' + 3(T,i * Tu)*

(iii) Stresses in anchor bolts

Vertical load, horizontal shear force, torsional moment around vertical axis and overturning moment act
on the foundation (see Figure 6.6.3-18).

{1} When seismic force acts in the Z-direction

(a) Shear stresses

Ft,. the anchor bolts of leg I

P -P (6.6.3-223)ir ,, .
n4,

For the anchor bolts of legs 2 and 4,

}Q + P +
Qu-M,3 2

62 " (6.6.3-224)g4, 32r 32a-2d ,b-2d
2

nA*h(

+
22 ( 3,

When n = 2 and the bolts are arranged in a row perpendicular to the radial direction, we have

,"' , /Q + P Qu - M2 2 (6.6.3-225)e

2A, Afb-2d)2
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Figure 6.6.318. Leads generated by external loads acting on the foundation portion.

When the bolts are arranged in a row in the radial direction, we have

,** , /Q + P Q u - M2 2
e

(6.6.3-226)
2A, Afa -2d,)

When n = 1

,,, . h I0N* ~ ')
(6.6.3-227)+

A ng)s

For the anchor bolts ofleg 3

P +P
3

tu= - (6.6.3-228)
M 6

{b} Tensile stress

For leg I with fixed lower end, the moment and vertical load acting on the bottom portion of the leg are
as follows:

g = yg .ar,-R u-(Pl+M,-Rwj (6.6.3-229)iM
i

(6.6.3-230)Rg-R-Ri

>
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Suppose the ratio of moment to compressive load is

(6.6.3-231)e = M,,/ R,,

When R,3 is negative or when

, , f .d1 (6.6.3-232)
6 3

tensile form F is generated in the anchor bolt. This tensile force can be derived a follows.3

As position X, of the neutral axis is derived from

X,s.3 , g'y , W 'e+ - d, (6.6.3 233)'
2 (a -d - X,) = 0i

( 2, b ( . ,

the tensile force generated in the anchor bolt becomes

X,'
'

R,, ea +-
2 3 (6.6.3-234)(p, .

X
a-d -ji

Henee, the tensile force generated in the anchor bolt can be represented by the following formula:

F6 (6.6.3-235)o,, =
nA,

When the lower end of the leg is simply supported in the radial direction, no moment is gercrated. Hence,

when vertical load R,3 is negative, a tensile stress is generated in the anchor bolt.

(6.6 3-236)F, = - R,,

F* (6.6.3-237)o ,, . _. _
M,

For the anchor bolt at leg 2, when the lower end of the leg is fixed,

(6.6.3-238)
g = /(Q l-M )2 +(P l + M,-Ru)2M 3

(6.6.3-239)Rg=R
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m

are used to replace M,i and R,i, respectively, and the obtained stress of the anchor bolt is taken as g.

However, when the tensile stress of anchor bolt obtained by replacing a, b, d , and n, with b, a, d , andi 2
n2, respectively, is greater than ob2, the value is taken as ob2. When the lower end of the leg is simply supported
in the direction perpendicular to the radial direction,

Mg = |Pl+M,-Ru| (6.6.3-240)

Rg=R (6.6.3-241)

are used to replace M,i and R,3, respectively, and the stress of the anchor bolt obtained using equations (6.6.3-231)'

through (6.6.3-235)is taken as ob2. When the lower end of the leg is simply supported in the radial direction,
_

Mg - |Q1-M | (6.6.3 242)3

Rg-R (6.6.3-243)

are used to replace M,3 and R,i, respectively, and the stress of the anchor bolt obtained by using equations (6.6.3-
231) through (6.6.3-235)is taken as ob2. In addition, a, b, d , and ni are replaced by b, a, d , and n2, respectively.i 2
When the lower end of the leg is simply supported in the radial direction and the direction perpendicular to the
radial direction, only compressive load takes place; hence, no tensile stress is generated in the anchor bolt. For the
anchor bolt on leg 3, when the lower end of the leg is fixed,

Me = |P 1+M -R u +(Pi+M,-Ru)| (6.6.3-244)3 3 i

Rg=R+R (6.6.3-245)3

are used to replace M,i and R,i, respectively, and the stresses ef the anchor bolt obtained using equations (6.6.3-
231) through (6.6.3-235)is taken as ob3. In the case when the lower end of the leg is simply supported in the radial
direction, there is only compressive load; hence, no tensile stress is generated in the anchor bolt.

(2) When seismic force acts in the X-direction (see Figure 6.6.3-19)

(a) Shear stress

For the anchor boits on legs 1 and 4, we have

fp 13 1 42

-P + -

g.\5 t N; . 0"~ 't ;

(6.6.3-246)%
a - 2d ' * 3-28'r

[1Li *+
gh

y 2; s ;
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Figure 6.6.3-19. Directions of seismic forces.

When n = 2 and the bolts are set in a row in the radial direction,

12 t atfp
-L-P S+

(6.6.3-247), , h 14 14, Qu-M,
,

M 8A (a-2d )b 3 3

When the bolts are set in a row perpendicular to the radial direction,

l

\1 1 12ry
-P + -

(6.6.3-248),,hg 14, , Qu -M,t ,

NA>(b-2d,)6

When n = 1,

\1 1 \1fp S-P +

,,hg <g, ,1 ( s-M,) (6.6.3 249) |6Q
t ,

A Ands'b

For the anchor bolts on legs 2 and 3,

32 f 82rp
+P + -

% N rN, + Qu'M
(6.6.3-250)t , e

h5 * g* 'a-24'* 'b-2d,'*
3

'h ( 2 2; t 3

When n = 2 and the bolts are set in a row in the radial direction,
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1 p, r(2

,$} [ Qu - Af, (6.6.3 251)
2A

4A (a-2d)6 y s

When the bolts are set in a row perpendicular to the radial dimetion,

+2 1

r p' + P + S,2
-

, ) <4 t 4, . O 8 - Af, (6.6.3 252),

2A 4A,(b-2d)6
2

When n = 1,

,1 1 821 p' S~~ + P +

*' , $ g g, 16(Qu- Af,) (6.6.3 253)
A pggjs

(b} Tensile stress

With respect to legs 1 and 4, when the lower ends of the legs are fixed, the moment and vertical load acting
on the bottom portion of the legs are as follows:

Af,, =
(P l+ Af -R u)-(Pi+ Af -Ru)a g g s

(6.6.3-254)
f v2

(4(Qi- Af)J ;
+

3

R
R,, = R - '- (6.6.3-255)d

Similar to {1), the stress of the anchor bolts derived form equations (6.6.3-231) through (6.6.3-235) is
taken as a . However, if the tensile stress derived by replacing a, b, dg, and at with b, a, d , and n , respectively,w

2is greater than a , this larger value is taken as a .w w
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When the lower end of the leg is simply supported in the direction perpendicular to the radial direction,

(6.6.3-256)E(P,l + M,- R,u)-(Pl + M,- R u)M =a
8

Rn is expressed by formula (6.6.3-255). Just as in {1}, the stress of the anchor bolt derived using the set
of equations (6.6.3 231) through (6.6.3-235)is taken as o .w

When the lower end of the leg is simply supponed in the radial direction,

M,, = 1|Q l-M { (6.6.3-257)
3

8

Rn is expressed by formula (6.6.3-255). Just as in (1}, the stress of the anchor bnit derived using the set
of equations (6.6.3-231) through (6.6.3-235) is taken as oy. In this case, a, b, d , and ni are replaced by b, a,i

d and n2, respectively.2

In the case when the lower end oE the leg is simply supported in the radial direction and the direction
perpendicular to the radial direction, no moment is generated; hence, when vertical load Rn is negative, a tensile
stress j is generated in the anchor bolt.

(6.6.3-258)F, = - R,,

F (6.6.3-259)o g . .._3-
rL4,

For the anchor bolts on legs 2 and 3, when the lower ends of the legs are fixed, we have

r, 2

- Aa = d d (P,1 + M, - R,u) +(P l + M,- Ru)M

(6.6.3-260)

}pwI
-(Ql-M ) ,+< 3

14 .

R (6.6.3-26l)Ro=R+-l5

Just as in {l), the stress in the anchor bolt derived using the set of equations (6.6.3-231) through (6.6.3-
However, if the tensile stress in the anchor bolt derived when a, b, d , and ni are replacedi235)is taken as ag.

by b, a, d , and n2, respectively is larger than ag, the larger value is taken as ag.2
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When the lower end of the leg is simply supported in the direction perpendiculas to the radial direction,

I (P l+M -R u)+(Pi+M,-R14)Mg=
i 3 3 (6.6.3-262)

v*

Ro is expressed by formula (6.6.3-261). Just as in {1}, the stress in the anchor bolt derived using the ret
of equations (6.6.3-231) through (6.6.3-235) is takm as ag.

When the lower end of the leg is simply supported in the radial direction, we have
i
;

1

a = 1jQi-M | (6.6.3-263)M
3

4
iR,i s expressed by formula (6.6.3-261). Just as in {l), the stress in the anchor bolt derived using the set

of equations (6.6.3-231) through (6.6.3-235) is taken as og. In this esse, a, b, d , and ni are replaced by b, a,3
d , and n2, respectively.2

!
'

When the lower end of the leg is simply supported in the radial direction and the direction perpendicular
j to the radial direction, there is only compressive load, and no tensile stress is generated in the anchor bolt.
!

| (c) Evaluation methods

(i) Evaluation of natural period

Based on the natural period derived in section (a), the design horizontal seismic coefficient is confirmed.

(ii) Evaluation of stress

{1} Evaluation of stress in barrel

The evaluation is performed according to section "6.6.3(1)b. Skirt-support vertical cylindrical container."

{2} Evaluation of stress in leg

(a) The combined stress derived in (b)(ii){4} should be less than allowable tensile stress f.
i

f,.ff1.5 (6.6.3-264)\ .5,1

{b} The combination of compressive stress and bending-caused stress on the compressive side should satisfy
the following relation:

a2+of+a"s1 (6.6.3-265)-

|w |u |c
.
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|
A. f, is defined as follows:

When K :s A

'A F (6.6.3 266)
f, = 1.5 <[1 - 0.4(A JV3

When A > A

f, = 1.5(0.277F)
ys2r

(6.6.3-267)
(1;

where,

(6.6.3-268)A = igi

2n E, (6.6.3-269)

A=$ 0.6F

v = 1.5 + 2_T2 (6.6.3-270)
3(A,

*(l l ) (6.6.3-271)esg,
% A,

1, is the effective buckling length and is se* as 1.2 I when the lower end of the leg is fixed and as 2.1 I
when the lower end of the leg is simply supported.

B. f,, and fa are defined as follows:t

(A) When the leg is made of steep pipe,

(6.6.3-272)f, = f, = f,

(B) When the leg is made of rolled steel with weaker axis in the radial direction,

(6.6.3-273)f, = f,

fg is taken as either the value calculated using the following two formulas, whichever is larger, or (,
whichever is smaller.

6%

F



=

f '
g

f, = 1 - 0.4 f, (6.6.3 274)
CA I,

r fi

f, 'O.433E/[1.5 (6.6.3 275)
thr ,

where i is the radius of gyration of the atra around the web axis of the T-shaped cross section made of thet
compression flange of the leg and 1/6 the web. It is defined as follows:

_

b (6.6.3-276) _g,
) Ag

C is the value calculated using the following formula or 2.3, whichever is smaller; Ms2 and Mst a;e the
,

bending moments around the stronger axis at the two ends of the leg, respectively. In this case, the ratio of hk2
ito Msi s takra as less than one. It is positive in the case of single curvature and negative in the case of double

curvature.

ty % 1y \n
C = 1.75 - 1.05 -d + 0.3 -.A (6.6.3-277)

M,, , ( M,, ,r

(C) When the leg is made of rolled steel and the stronger axis is in the radial direction

After derivation in the same way as in (B), (b, is replaced by fa, and fa is replaced by f .u

C. Classification of the stresses is as follows.

(A) For leg I wh:n the seismic force acts in the Z-direction

(6.6.3-278)o, = o,, + og

o,= o +o, (6.6.3-279)g

o, = 0 (6.6.3-280)

When the stronger axis of the leg is in the direction perpendicular to the radial direction and the lower end
of the leg is fixed around the axis, bending moments Ms and Ms2 around the stronger axis are calce:ated using
the following two formulas. When the absolute value of Ms2 s larger than the absolute value of M , Msi and Ms2i si
are exchanged.
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(Same in the following)

M, = -(M, + M ) +(R + R )u (6.6.3-281)
3

Mg = -(P +P,)l-(M,+M )+(R +R )u (6.6.3-282)
3

When the stronger axis of the leg is in the direction perpendicular to the radial direction and the lower end
of the leg is simply supported around the axis, C is taken as 1.75.

(B) For leg 2 in the case when the seismic force is in the Z-direction

(6.6.3-283)c, = og

o, = o, (6.6.3-284)

(6.6.3-285)e, = o,

When the stronger axis of the leg is in the radial direction and the lower end of the leg is fixed around the
axis, the bending moments around the stronger axis become

(6.6.3-286)Mg-M3
M, = M - Q J (6.6.3-237)

3

When the stronger axis of the leg is perpendicular to the radial axis and the lower end of the leg is fixed
around the axis, the bending moments around the stronger axis are as follows

Mg = -M, + R u (6.6.3-283)

Mg = - Pi-M,+ Ru (6.6.3-289)

When the lower end of the leg is simply supported amund the stronger axis, C is set as 1.75.

(C) When the seismic force acts in the X-direction

o, = o + o,, (6.6.3-290)g

o,=o,+o, (6.6.3-291)

(6.6.3-292)e, = o,

When the stronger axis of the log is perpendicular to the radial direction and the lower end of the leg is
fixed around the axis, the bending moments around the stronger axis are as follows:
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y = - M + Ru + E {- M, + R,u) (':U'293)M g

#
(6.6.h2%)a = - Pi- M, + R u + A {- P,l- M, + R,u)M

4

When the stronger axis of the leg is in the radial direction and the lower end of the leg is fixed around the
axis, the bending moments around the stronger axis are as follows:

y, . I._ y, (6.6.3-295)

4
1 (6.6.3-2%)

o = A(M,-Q1)
M

When the lower end of the leg is simply cupported around the stronger axis, C is taken as 1.75.

(3) Stress evaluation of foundation bolts

Evaluation is performed according to section '6.6.3(1)b. Skirt-support vertical cylindrical container."

e. Horizontal cylindrical container (see Figure 6.6.3-20)

Conditions assumed

(1) The weight of the container and content is concentrated on the central axis of the barrel.

(2} if the anchor bolts used to fix the leg on the foundation are arranged in a row for each leg as viewed
from the direction perpendicular to the deformation direction of the leg, the inwer end (of the leg] is taken as simply
supported. Otherwise, it is taken as fixed.

(3} The container has its barrel supported by two legs, which are mounted on the foundation by anchor
bolts. Of these two legs, one leg can slide with respect to the foundation in the longitudinal direction of the leg.

(4} ne seismic force is taken as acting in the horizontal direction on the container. He design seismic
coefficient in the vertical direction is not taken into consideration.

!
,

.. __

( h
. .

| __N b k f_
'

Anchor bolt

r , , ,-

///W////HM///////////H///////H/////// Foundation

Figure 6.6.3-20. Schematic diagram of horizontal cylindrical container.
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Definitions of symbols (symbals used in the calculation formulas of horizontal cylindrical containers)

| Symbol Definition of symbol Un!*s

i ~ A, Leg sectional area mm2

2A,i Effective shear sectional area with respect to the longitudinal direction of the leg mm
2A Effective shear sectional ana with respect to the transverse direction of the leg mms2

2Ao Shear sectional area wius respect to the longitudinal direction of the leg mm
2A,4 Shear sectional area with respect to the transverse direction of the leg mm

a Longitudinal width of leg bottom plate mm

b Transverse width of leg bottom plate mm

C, Value obtained from Reference [6.6.3-2] -

C Value obtained frors Reference [6.6.3-2]f -

( 1/2 the width of attachment at the root portion where the leg is attached to the mm
barrel (transverse direction or barrel)

C 1/2 the width of attachment at the root portion where the leg is attached to the2 mm
barrel Congitudinal direction of barrel)

)d longitudinal distance between sides of leg bottom plate and center of anchor bolti mm

d Transverse distance between sides of leg bottom plate and center of anchor bolt mm j2

_

Distance from center of leg to eccentric load acting point mm |
e

2f, Allowable tensile stress of leg kgf/mm

h Height from foundation to the root portion where the leg is attached to the bairel mm3

h Height from fotmdation to the center of barrel mm2

I, Moment of inertia with respect to the longitudinal axis of the leg mm'

I, Moment of inertia with respect to the transverse ayis of the leg mm'

fi . Number of static loads divided as distribution of load -

J2 Number of static loads acting from leg 1 in direction opposite to leg 2 Goads on -

leg 1 not included)

f, Number of static loads acting from leg 2 in direction opposite to leg 1 (loads on -

leg 2 not included)

K, Leg spring constant (when a horizontcJ fon:e is acting in the transverse direction kgf/mm
of barrel)

K, Leg spring constant (when a horizontal force is acting in the longitudinal direction kgf/mm
of barrel)

K,K2 Constant defined in Reference [6.6.3 2] -i

l, Distances from leg 1 to various loads (the distance on the leg-2 side is positive, mm
the distance on the opposite side is negative)

to Distance between centers of legs mm

M Moment acting on leg bottom plate kgf mm
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|

| Definitions of symbols (symbols used in the calculation formulas of horizontal cylindrical containers)
(Cont'd)

Symbol Definition of symbol Units

M, Moment at root portion where the leg is attached to the barrel due to transverse kgf mm
seismic force

M,i Moment acting on leg bottom surface due to transverse seismic force kgf mm

M, Moment at root portion where the leg is attached to the barrel due to longitudinal kgf mm
seismic force

Mn Moment acting on leg bottom surface due to longitudinal seismic force kgf mm

M,M2 Moment at legs 1 and 2 due to operation weight of the barret kgf mmi

N, Axial membrane force generated in the barrel kgf/mm

N Circumferential membrane force generated in the barrel kgf/mm4
_

Number of foundation bolts for each leg -n

ni,n2 Number of foundation bolts, acted upon by tensile force -

P Reactive force acting on the root portion where the leg is attached to the barrel kgf

P, Vertical load acting on the root portion where the leg is attached to the barrel due kgf
to longitudinal seismic force

P, Vertical load acting on the leg bottom portion due to longitudina' seismic force kgf

P,i Vertical load acting on the leg bottom portion due to transverse seismic force kgf

R,R2 Weights loaded on legs 1 and 2, respectively kgfi

r, Average radius of barrel at the root portion where the leg is attached mm

ro Outer radius of barrel at the root portion where the leg is attached mm

t, Effective plate thickness of the barrel at the root portion where the leg is attached mm
.

W, Static load kgf
W, Weight of leg kgf

X,, Width of foundation acted upon by compressive force mm

2 Sectional modulus of barrel according to Reference [6.6.3-3] mm3

2, Sectional modulus with respect to the longitudinal axis of the leg 3 ~mm

2, Sectional modulus with respect to the transverse axis of the leg 3mm,

4 Half of the angle of the effective range of the barrel according to Reference rad
[6.6.3-3]

do Angle from barrel leg end portion to vertical axis rad

a% Combined primary general membrane stress of barrel when a transverse seismic kgf/mm2

force acts

2a% Sum of axial primary general membrane stresses in the barrel when seismic force kgf/mm
acts in the transverse direction

g Sum of circumferential primary general membrane statsses in the barrel when kgf/mm2o

seismic force acts in the trsnsverse direction
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Definitions of symbols (symbols used in the calculation formulas of horizontal cylindrical containers)
(Cont'd)

Symbol Definition of symbol Units

og Combined primary general membrane stress in barrel when seismic force acts in kgf/mm2

the longi:udinal direction

2ag, Sum of axial primary general membrane stresses in barrel when seismic force acts kgf/mm
in the longitudinal direction,

ag, Sum of circumferential primary general membrane stresses in the case when the kgf/mm2

seismic force acts in the longitudinal direction

a, Combined primary stress in barrel when the seismic force acts in the transverse kgf/mm2
n

direction

2og Sum of axial primary stresses when transverse seismic force acts kgf/mm
2aig Sum of circumferential primary stresses in barrel when transverse seismic force kgf/mm

acts

au Combined primary stress when longitudinal seismic force acts kgf/mm |
2

aux Sum of axial primary stresses in barrel when longitudinal seismic force acts kgf/mm !2

~

ue Sum of circumferential primary stresses in barrel when longitudinal seismic force kgf/mm |
2a

acts

a3 Tensile stress generated in the anchor bolts due to the longitudinal seismic force kgf/mm2

a62 Tensile stress generated in the anchor bolt due to transverse seismic force kgf/mm2

a,, Combined stress in leg when transverse seismic force acts kgf/mm2

a,, Combined stress in leg when longitudinal seismic force acts kgf!mm2

a,3 Compressive stress in leg due to weight in operation kgf/mm:

a,2 Sum of compressive and flexural stresses generated in the leg due to longitudinal kgf/mm2

seismic force

a,3 Flexural stress generated in leg due to transverse seismic force kgf/mm2

ap,og Circumferential and axial stresses generated in barrel due to internal pressure or kgf/mm2

static water head

a2 Axial stress generated in barrel due to longitudinal bending mcment of barrel kgf/mm2x

ag, a,3 Circumferential and axial stresses generated in the root portion where the leg is kgf/mm2

attached to the barrel due to weight in operation

a p , a,4 Sum of circumferential and axial messes generated at the root portion where the kgf/mm2

leg is attached to the barre! due to longitudinal seistnic force

api, a,y Circumferential and axial stresses generated due to moment at the root portion kgf/mm2

where the leg is attached to the barrel due to longitudinal seismic force

e Circumferential and axial stresses generated by vertical load at the root portion kgf/mm2v 2' #242
where the leg is attached to the barrel due to longitudinal seismic force

a,43 Stress in barrel due to horizontal load generated by longitudinal seismic force kgf/mm2

ag, a,3 Circumferential and axial stresses generated by movement at root portion wriere kgf/mm2

the leg is attached to the barrel due to transverse seismic force
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Definitiors of symbols (symbols used in the calculation formulas of horizontal cylindrical containers)
(Cont'd)

j Symbol Definition of symbol Units

tu Shear stress generated in anchor bolt due to longitudinal seismic force kgf/mm2

762 Shear stress generated in ancbor bolt due to transverse seismic force kgf/mm2

r, Shear stress generated at the root portion where the leg is attached to the barrel kgf/mm
due to transverse seismic force

r, Shear stress genersted at the root portion where the Mg is attached to the barrel kgf/mm2

due to longitudinal seismic force

T7,2 Shear stress generated in the leg due to iongitudinal seismic force kgi/cm
r,3 Shear stress generated in the leg due to transverse seismic force kgf!mm2

_

Analysis conditions

{l) The barrel of the container is taken as rigid, while the flexural and shear deformations of the leg are
taken into consideration.

(2) Since leg 2 can slide in the longitudinal direction, all of the forces in this directio. act on leg 1.

(a) Calculation method of natural period

(i) Calculation model

Figures 6.6.3-21-6.6.3-24 show the load state of the container wid the moment generated in the barrel.
Under the aforementioned conditions, the container is taken as a single discrete mass model as shown in Figure
6.6.3-25 and 6.6.3-26.

(ii) Natural period b longitudinal direction

The spring constant in Figure 6.6.3 25 is

K, =
h,8 h, (6.6.3-297)

+

12E), G,A,,

When the anchor bolts of leg 1 are set in a row as viewed from the transverse direction, the coefficient of
"12" in equation (6.6.3-297) should be replaced by '3."

The natural period is

Wo (6.6.3-298)T = 2n
3

) K(g
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Figure 6.6.3 21. Load state. Figure 6.6.3-22. llending moments at leg positions,
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Figure 6.6.3-23. local moment acting on barrel due Figure 6.6.3-24. Local noment acting on banel due
to longitudinalload, to transverse load.
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Figure 6.6.3-25. Calet.lation model of natural period Figure 6.6.3 26. C1culation model of natural period
in longitudinal direction. in transverse direction.
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(iii) Naevrai period in the transverse direction

he spring constant in Figure 6.6.3 26 is as follows:

I
K' =

h'(3h,-h ),(h,-h )h (h -h /2), h, _ (6.6.3 299)i 3 3 3 3 i

6E), E), Gy4,,

he atural period is

+ n. (6.6.3-300)T = 2x
) K,g

When R > R for the weight acting on the legs, Rg is replaced by R -2 i 2

(b) Calculation methods of stresses

(!) Stresses in barrel P

{1} Weights acting on legs

De weight acting on the leg can be derived from the balance of moments. in Figure 6.o.3 23, from the
balance of moments around leg 1 the following equation can be obtained:

b W/,-R I = 0 (6.6.3-301)2o
i=1

hence, the weigh s acting on the legs can be represented as follows:

R* W/i o _ (6.6.3-302)/I2
i=1

R, = b W - R, (*' I
g

fal

- (2) Bending moments

As shown in Figure 6.6.3-21, the barrel is taken as a beam acted upon by concentrated load.
,

Bending mments M and M at the root portion where the leg is attached as shown in Figure 6.6.3 22 cani 2
be expmesed as follows:
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N" W,|1] (6.6.3-304)g 4
sal

n (6.6.3-305)
W|I -8 lM* La as c

:=ff-jJ +1

{3} Stresses due to static water head or internal pressure

in the case of static water head, we have

p'#D
8o,, . (6.6.3 306)

2t

, P'HD
_

(6.6.3-307)s,

In the case of internal pressure, we have

'( 'o *, . (6.6.3 308)
200r

P,(D, + 14 (6.6.3 309), ,
400r

{4} Stress (at the root portion of attachment at ,eg 1) due to the longitudinal bending moment generated
by the weight in operation

The stress generated at the ro portion where the leg is attached to the barrel due to the bending moment

derived in {2} can be derived as follows.

According to Reference (6.6.3-3), this bending moment does not act uniformly with respect to the cross
section of the barrel; at the leg attachment portion, it is replaced by the bending moment in the circumferential
direction, and produces a local deformation of the barrel.

Now, suppose the range of influence of the stress in the barrel due to the longitud' albmding moment ism

up to the point Go/6 above the leg, the effective sectional area of the barrel with respect to the longitud' mal bending
moment becomes 20 of the cylindrical shell, as illustrated in Figure 6.6.3-27. Hence, the stress can be represented
by the following formula:

.b (6.6.3-310)o
Z
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\

Figure 6.6.3-27. Effective range of leg-attachment root portion.

*xhere, .

D,+t,
f. " (6.6.3-311)2

Z = r's' ( 0 *
O '** 0 ~ * 0|0

sin 0/0-cose j

{5} Stresses at leg-attachment root portion due to weight in operation

Local stresses are generated due to the leg's reaction force at the leg-attachment root portion of the barrel.

The reactive force acting on the barrel attachment root portion of leg I can be represented by the following
formula:

P=R (6.6.3-313)
3

According to Reference [6.6.3-3], the local stress of the barrel generated by this reaction force P can be
derived as follows:

y = r,/t, (6.6.3 314)

p3 = C /r, (6.6.3-315)
3

p , . c,fr , (6.6.3-316)

#,lB 2 1,2

(p3p2- l)(I -K') 0 02 (6.6.3-317)p= 1- / 1
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#t #2 < l./
,

p= 1 d(1-$3|02)(I-K')M (6.6.3-318)2
3<

From shell parameter y and attachment parameter # valites e.re used to obten constants from the table in
Reference (6.6.3-2] (marked by *); then the stresses are obtalnui as fo' dows:

y* s e.P8
1 r

og. (6.6.3-319)
Pr |r,, r,t, ,

'
og. . P,, (6.6.3-320)3

P|r,, r,t,,

(6) Stresses at leg-attt:hment root portion due to lot.gitudinal seismic force

Since leg 2 can slide free!) in the longitudinal direction, leg i deforms as shown in Figure 6.6.3 23, and
the bending noment and vertical load (force couple) acting on the leg-attachment root portion are as follows (see
Figure 6.6.3-29):

C,(W - W,)h (6.6.3-321)M, = o

(6.6.3-322)P, = C (W - W,)y o la

When the lower end of the leg is simply supported, the coefficient of 1/2 in formula (6.6.3-321) should
be replaced by 1, and the coefficient of 1/2 in formula (6.6.3-322) should be replaced by O.

Just as in {5}, the local stresses in the barrel generated by bending moment M and vertical load Pg can bei
derived from Reference [6.6.3-2).

.-

*2C,x

s 2 Ci s

t,

r.

Figure 6.6.3-29. Forces acting by leg on barrel.
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%e stresses generated by bending moment M are as follows:i

N,
' ' M, ''

Ops * Cs. (6.6.3-323)
MJ(r'0), riit p,ar

' N, ' ' M, '
%:= C,, (6.6.3-324)

Mj(r,0), (r*t,p,r

where attachment parameter # is defined as follows:

p . 'Q (6.6.3 325)

ne stresses generated by vertical load P are as follows:i

N*''P'
'

#

082 *
* -- (6.6.3-326)

P)r,, r,1,,r

' N, ' ' P \#

ox2 =
- -- (6.6.3-327)

P)r,, ( r,t,,r

in addition, due to the horizontal load, the following tensile stress is generated in the barrel:

C,{W - W,)ao,o = (6.6.3 328)
n(D, +1)t

Hence, the stresse generated in the barrel due to bending moment M , vertical force P and horizontal loadi i
are as follows:

(6.6.3-329)op=o+0H2p

o, = o , + o,o + o,o (6.6.3-330)g

!

|
When the seismic force acts in the longitudinal direction, the shear stress generated at the root portion where leg
1 is attached can be calculated as follows:

|
I
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8@0 ~ ')r,+ (6.6.3-331)
4C)

{7} Stresses at leg-attachment root portion due to transverse seismic force

When a transverse seismic force acts, bending moment Me generated at the root portion where leg 1 is
attached is as follows:

M, = C,R r, (6.6.3-332)3

(6.6.3 333).,7 .

The local stress generated in the barrel due to this bending moment Mc can be derived from Refennee
[6.6.3 2] using the same method as in {5} and {6}.

.

,

1

|
Shell parameter y is the same as in {5}, while attachment parameter # is defined as follows- 1

i

p . '/p p, (6.6.3-334)2

Hence, the stresses can be expressed as follows:

1 >.1y* y' ,
op= C,' (6.6.3-335)

,M,/(rlD), ,r$Pt,,

ao= C,' (6.6.3-336)
" '

,M,l{ rip), tript ,

In addition, when a transverse seismic force acts, the shear stress generated at the root portion where leg
1 attached can be expressed as follows:

t' = (6.6.3-337)v';

{8} Combinations of stresses

The stmssea generated in the root portion of the barrel where leg 1 is attached calculated in {3}-{7} are
combined as follows.
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- (a) Prunary general membrane stress

A. When longitudinal seisade force acts

g = max (o ,,0.) (6.6.3-338)o g

where, |

l

(6.6.3 339)og=op
(6.6.3-340)-on =c,+o +ogg

B. When trenoverse seismic force acts

.

w m) (6.6.3-341)o, = max (o o

where, ,

(6.6.3 342)og=op
(6.6.3-343) -ok*84*84

,

Hon.:e, the maximum value of the primary general membrane stress generated in the barrel can be
represented as follows:

o = max (o , o ) (6.6.3-344)o g

(b} Primary stresses

:
.

A. - When longitudinal seismic force acts
j
I

m)2+4s f (6.6.3-345)8u" (8g+8m)+/(8 -8tg

where

- (6.6.3-346)o34 = og+op+op.

m = o + o + o, + o, - (6.6.3-347)o g g
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B. When transverse seismic force acts

One " (Osce + Cla)+f(0 - 0 .)3 + 4t,2f (6.6.3-348)14 3

where,

(6.6.3-349)034 = op+ap+op

(6.6.3-350)0 ,=o,+o +og+og3 g

i

Hence, the maximum value of the primary stress generated in the barrel can be represented as follows: j
-

l
o, = max (o i, o ,) (6.6.3-351) !

n

l(ii) Stresses in leg
i

l
Calculation is performed for the leg subjected to the largest weight.

'

{1} Compressive stress due to weight during operation

R+W
8 8o,, . (6.6.3 352)
A,

{2} Stresses due to longitudinal seismic force

M
o, . ._E + _PJ. (6.6.3-353)

Z, A,

where,

1My = 2 ,W h, (6.6.3 354)-C a

When the lower end of the leg is simply supported, the coefficient of 1/2 is replaced by 1.

'Ibe shear stress is

CW8 8
to. (6.6.3-355)

a
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{3} Stresses due to transverse seismic force

he flexural stress is

C,(R, + W,)h,
ao= (6.6.3-356)

Z,

he shear stress is

C,(P + W,)
.

'

n
t, = (66.3357)

Ag

(4} Combination of stresses

in the case of longitudinal seismic force,

o, = /(o,, + o )' +3to b,.6.3-358)
o

In the case of transverse seismic force,

o,. = /(o + o )' +3tg (6.6.3-359)g o

Hence, the maximum stress generated in the log can be represented as follows:

o, = max'o , o,) (C63-360)g

(iii) Stresses in anchor balta

(1) When longitudinal seismic force acts

{a} Shear stress

8 0
5,, = (6.6.3-361)

rL4,

{b} Tensile stress

When a longitudinal seismic force acts, me moment acting on the leg bottom surface is
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! M=M (6.6.3-362)u

and the vertical load is

P, = R, + W,- P, (6.6.3-363)

Now, suppose the ratio of moment to compressive load is

e = M/P, (6.6.3-364)

When e is negative and when the following relatiou is satisfied

, > 3 + _d3 (6.6.3-365)
6 3

a tensile fece is generated in the anchor bolt. His tensile force can be derived as follows (see Figure 6.6.3-30).

He position X, of the neutral axis can be derived from the following equation:

X| + 3
e 3, X|- cuAp' 1e+3-d

1

(6.6.3-366)(a - d - X,) = 0i3

( 2, b ( 2

the tensib force generated in the anchor bolt becomes:

P, e 3+
2 3; (6.6.3-367)tp, ,

X
a-d *

g

3

_i
_

-

/%M
d, e

~
Pa

ik >

y w
Xs

, r-

6

_u

_
G

<

Figure 6.6.3-30. Load generated in foundation due io external loads acting on it.
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|
i

Hence, the tensile stress genersted in the anchor bolt is as follows:

i

F*
(6.6.3-368)og = n 4,f

When the lower end of the leg is simply supponed, no moment is generated on the leg's bottom surface;
hence, when the vertical load Ps is negative, a tensile stress is generated in the anchor bolt.

F, = - P, (6.6.3-369)

Is, (6.6.3 370), , , .
n4,

(2) When transverse seismic force acts

When weight R acting on the leg is larger than R , R is replaced by R in the calculation.2 i 2

(a) Shear stress

')"
t ,, = (6.6.3-371)

n4,

{b) Tensile stress

When a trancverse seismic force acts, the moment acting on the bottom surface of the log is

(6.6.3 372)M,, = C (R + W,)hy 2

The vertical force is

P,, = R + W, (6.6.3-373)

ne tensile stress is derived in the same way as in (1), except that Men is replaced by M. Psi y P , d2b 3

by d , a by b, b by a, and n2 by ni. De obtained stress in the anchor bolt is taken as %.i

(c) Evaluation method

(1) Evaluation of natural period

Based on the natural period derived in (a), the horizo:.tal design seismic coefficient is confirmed.
,
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(ii) Evaluation .>f stress

{l) Stress eval.n. tion of barrel
it is pc'ormsd according to section '6.6.3(1)b. Skirt support vertical cylindrical container.'

{2) Stress evaluation of leg
it is performed according to section '6.6.3(1)b. Stirt-support vertical cylindrical container.' Evaluation

of buckling is excluded.

{3} Stress evaluation of anchor bolt
in both the locgitudinal direction and transverse direction, evaluation is performed according to section

'6.6.3(1)b. Skist support vertical cylindrical container.'

f. leg-support vertical cylindrical container (see Figure 6.6.3 31)

Assumed conditi+ns

{l) With reference to the center of lug attachment, the weight of the container is divided into the upper
side portion and the lower side portion. For each portion, the weight is assumed to be concentrated at the center
of gravity of that portion.

(2) Mounting of lugs on the foundation is done by mounting bolts. At the mounting ponion of lugs on
foundation, stretching of the mounting botts is taken into consideration.

(3) De lugs can slide in the radical direction, they do not resist load in the radial direction.

(4) With rt.spect to the circumferential load, the lugs are considered to be a pin structure, and the center
between the mounting bolts as the axis of rotation.

However, in the case when the lugs have a structue that prevents rotation, it is possible to ignore the
rotation of the lugs.

(5) he seismic force is assumed to act in the horizontal direction on the container. He design seismic
coefficient in the vertical direction is not taken into consideration.

Analysis cogditip,mg

{l) He flexural and shear deformations of the barrel are taken into consideration.

(2) ne local deformation is taken into consideration at the mounting portion where the leg is attached to
the barrel.
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Ikfmitions of symbob (symtols used in the calculation formulas of lug-support vertical cylindrical container)

__

Symtel Definition of symbol Units
2

A, Effectne sectional area of mounting bolts mm
3

2
A,, Shear sectional area of lug with respect to vertical load mm

2

A, Shear sectional area of lug with respect to circumferential load mm
_.

Distance from lug end surface in radial direction to barrel wall center mma

b Distance from lug end surface in radial direction to center of mounting bolla mm

Distance from end surface of foundation platform to center of mounting bolts nt ac

C l{alf of the attachment width et the root portion where the lug is mounted on the mm
i

barrel (circumferential direction of barrel)

C lintf of the attachment width at the root portion where the lug is mounted on the mm

barrel (asial direction of barrel)

C, Value defined in Reference (6.6.3 2]
-

C, Value defined in Reference [6.6.3-2J
-

d Distance between mounting bolt centers mm

e llalf the width of lug bottom plate mm
l

E Imgitudinal clastic modulus of mounting bolt kgf/mm
3

Fo Horimntal force in vibration model system kgf

F 11orimntal force at the center of gravity of the upper portion of the vibration kgf
i

model system

F: llorimntal force at the center of gravity of the lower portion of the sibration kgf

model system

5 Vertical reaction force acting on mounting bolt due to weight in operation 8 kgf

Fn: Vertical reaction force acting on end surface of foundation platform due to weight kgf

in operation

F Vertical reaction force acting on mounting bolts of lug I due to horizontal forces Lgf
ii

F and F:i

F Vertical reaction force acting on end surface of lug 1 in radial direction due to kgf
i

horimntal forces F and Fi 2

F Vertical reaction force acting on mounting ~oolts of lug 3 due to horimntal forces kgf

F and F:3

F:: Vertical reaction force acting on end surface of lug 3 on foundation platform due kg7 ~
to horimatal forces F and Fi 2

~

Fu, F : Vertical reaction forces acting on mounting bolts of lugs 2 and 4 due to horimntal kgf
3

forces F and Fi
2

f, Allowable tensile stress of lug kgf/mm

H Distance between lug attachment center and center of gravity of the upper portion mm
i

H: Distance between lug attachment center and center of gravity of the lower portion mm
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Definitions of svinbols ( ymbols used in the calculation formde d W, oo.m vertira' ofiaA Val container)

(Cont'd', sww vvawg a n w. su , ,.,Symbol
Definition ".G &A IJnits

~.~....m..

K, local spring constant at the lug attacb.r e i a pwu m W ' # respect to -

--

the cittcumferential bending moment (i Qe d* Led O 'gnr% ry ; s.4g
a n w: s -

Kg lAcal spring constant at the lug attachnw) e it @+. GI h .a witin rupect to -

the longitudinal bending inoment (salue dehiv in reference [6.6.3-4))
k, Value defined in Reference [6.6.3-4) -

k; Value defined in Reference [6.6.3-4) -

'

k Spring constant with respect to inclination of the central axis of the barrel kgf mm' radi

k S ring constant with respect to horimntal movement of the central mais of the Lgf/mmP2

barrel

A
Deformation spring constant due to flexural and shear [ stresses) for the upper kgf/mm3

portion of the barrel

k Deformation spring constant due to flexural and shear [ stresses) for the lower kgflaun4

portion of the barrel

L Effective length of mounting bolt3 mm
Af ,Af Vertical moments at the root portion where the lug is attached to the barrel due to kgf mmi 2

horimntal forces F and Fi 2

Af Torsional moment at the root portion where the lug is attached to the barrel due to kgf mm3

horimntal forces F and Fi 2

Af, Circumferential moment at the root portion where the lug is attached to the barrel kgf mm
due to horiwntal forces F and F3 2

Af Vertical moment at the root portion '*here the lug is at: ached to the barrel due to Lgf mmf
the weight in operation

N, Membrane force generated in axial direction in barrel kgf/mm
N, Membrane force generated in circumferential direction in barrel kgf/mm

Number of mounting bolts for each lug
-

n

Angular velocity of vibration systemw
rad /s

O Circumferential load at the root portion where the lug is attached to the barrel due Lgf
to horimntal forces F and F3 2

R Vertical reaction force at the root portion where the lug is attached to the barirl kgf
due to weight in operation

R Vertical reaction force at the root portion where the lug is attached to the barrel kgfi

due to horimntal ferees F and Fi 2

6 Angle of inclination of the central axis of the barrel due to horiz.antal forces F rad
~.d F2

P imeal angle of inclination of the root portion w here the lug is attached to the rado

barrel due to weight in operation
;
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Definitions of symM1 (symbols used in the calculation formulas of lug-support s ertical cylindrical container)
(Cont 'J)

Units
Symbol Definition of symbol

rad
ei local angle of inclination of the root portion where lug 1 is attached to the barrel

due to horimntal forces F and F2i
rad

6 local angle of inclination of the root portion shere lug 3 is attached to the barrel
2

due to horizontal forces F and F2i

0 Circumferential torsional angle of lugs 2 and 4 due to horimntal forces F and F radi 2
3

rad
0,o Angle of inclination with respect to lug foundation due to weight in operation

rad
6,i Angle of inclination of lug I with respect to the foundation due to horizontal

forces F and Fi 2

rad
0,2 Angle of inclination of lug 3 with respect to foundation due to horizontal fot ees F i

and F2
mm

r, Av-rage radius of barrel

"/, Effective operational weight of the upper portion above the attachment center of kgf

lug

liffective operational weight of the lower portion below the attachment center of kgfW2
lug

mm)
Z,p lxg torsional sectional modulus

mm)
Z,, Sectional modulus of lug with respect to the radial axis

3

Z,, Sectional modulus of lug with respect to the circumferential axis mm

A,, llorimntal displacement of the central atis of barrel due to horizontal forces F mmi

and F2

A ilorizontal displacement due to the flexural and shear deformation of the upper mm
42

portion of barrel caused by horimntal force Fi

A,3 llorizontal displacement due to flexural and shear deformation of the lower mm

portion of barrel caused by horizontal force F:

b, llorimntal displacement of the center of gravity of the upper portion when a unit mm
i

horimntal force is applied to the center of gravity of the upper portion

6 11 rimntal displacement of the center of gravity of the upper portion in the case mm
12 when a unit horimntal force is applied to the center of gravity of the lower

portion

b florizontal displacement of the center c4 gravity of the lower portion when a unit mm
21

horizontal force is applied to the center of gravity of the upper portion

6 florimntal displacement of the center of gravity of the lower portion when a unit mm
22

horimntal force is applied to the center of gravity of the lower portion

Restraint coefficient (when rotation of lug is restrained = 1; when rotation of lug
-

e

is not restrzined =0)
2

Combined primary stress in barrel when seismic force acts in the Z-direction kgf/mm
ai - og

3

Combined primary stress in barrel when seismic force acts in the X direction kgf/mm
an ~ aign
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;

Defmitions of symbols (symbols uud in the calculation formulas of lug support ventical cylindrical container) '

t Cent 'd)

Symbol Definition of symbol Units
*

a - a33 Tensile stress generated in the mounting bolt due to seismic force in the Z- kgf/mm3 2

direction

a 4, a33 Tensile stress generated in the mounting bolt due to seismic force in the X- kgf/mm3 2

direction
~

a,, Mexural stress in lug due to weight in operation kgf/mm2

a 2 ' 8,4 Hexural stress in lug due to r.eismic force in the Z-direction kgf/mms 2

a,3, og Mexural stress in lug due to seismic force in the Z-direction kgf/mm2

ai, - a3, Combined stress in lug due to seismic force in the Z-direction kgf/mm2

a4,, a3, Combined stress in lug due to seismic force in the Z-direction kgf/mm2

a, Circumferential primary general membrane stress in barrel kgf/mmo 2

a, Axial primary general film stress in barrel kgf/mmo 2

a,,, - a,4 Sum of axial primary stresses in barrel in the case when seismic force acts in the kgf/ nun2

Z-direct'on

a,-og Sum of axial primary stresses in barrel in the case when seismic force acts in the kgf/mmy 2

Z-direction

api ~ ag Sum of circumferential piimary stresses in barrel in the case when seismie force kgf/mm3

acts in the Z-direction

api - a , Sum of circumferential primary stresses in barrel in the case when seismic force Lgf/mmg 2

acts in the Z-directior,

a, i , a, , Circumferential and axial stresses in barrel due to intemal pressure on static water kgf/mm2

head

42 Axial stress in barrel due to weight in operation kgf/mma 2

ap, a,3 Circumferential and axial stresses in barrel due to vertical moment generated by kgf/mm2

the weight in operation

a,4 Axial stress in barrel due to tipping moment in the case when the seismic force kgf/mm2

acts in the horimntal direction

o p , a,3 Circumferential and axial stresses at the root portion where lug 1 is attached to kgf/mm2

the barrel due to the vertical moment in the case when seismic force acts in the Z-
direction

Circumferential and axial stresses at the root portion uhere lug 3 is attached to Lgf/m7ag, og
the barrel due to the vertical moment in the case when seis.nic force acts in the Z-
direction

op,o,3 Circumferential and axial strenes at the root portion where lugs 2 and 4 are kgf/mm2

attached to the barrel due to the circumferential moment in the case when seismic
force acts in the Z-direction
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Dgfinitions of symbols (symbols used in the calculation formulas of lug-support s ertical cylindrical contamer)
{ Cont 'd)

Symbol Defmition of symbol Units
2

ap , a,, Circumferential and axial stresses at the root portion where Ings I and 4 are kgf/mm
,

attached to the barrel due to the vertical moment in the case when seismic force
acts in the X-direction

2
o p , a,, Circumfemntial and axial stresses at the root port:an where lugs 2 and 3 are kgf/mm

attached to the bnrel due to the vertical moment when seismic force acts in the
X-direction

2
o g n, a,3 , Circumferential and axial stresses at the root poriton uhere the lug is attached to kgf/mm

the barrel due to the circumferential moment in the case when seismic force acts
in the X-direction

2
Shear stress due to torsional moment generated at the root portion where the lug kgf/mm j

73 '

is attached to the barrel due to seismic force acting in the Z-direction
2Shear stress due to torsional moment generated at the root portion where the lug kgf/mmf6

is attached to the barrel due to seismic force acting in the X-direction
2

r,,2 Shear stress generated in mounting bolt due to seismic force in the Z-direction kgf/mm
2

79, r,,3 Shear stress generated in mounting bolt due to seismic force in the X-direction kgf/mm
2

7,3 Cirrumferet.tial shear stress generated in the root portion where the lug is attached kgf/mm
to the barrel due to seismic force in the Z-direction

2

fa Circumferential shear stress generated in the root portion where the lug is attached kgf/mm
to the barrel due to seismic force in the X-direction

2
r,3 Axial shear stress generated in the root portion where the lug is attached on the kgf/mm

barrel due to the weight in operation
2

in Ax;al shear stress generated in the root portion whare the lug is attached to the kgf/mm
barrel due to seismic force acting in the Z-direction

2
rg3 Axial 6 hear stress generated in the root portion where the lug is attached to the kgf/mm

barrel due to s,eismic force acting in the X-direction
2

7,3 Shear stress in lug due to weight in operation kgf/mm
2

r,2 7,3 7,4 Shear stress in lug due to seismic force in the Z-direction kgf/mm
a

r , r, Shear stress in lug due to seismic force in the X-direction kgf/mm
as

,
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(a) Calculation method of natural period

(i) Calculation model

Under the aforementioned conditions the container is taken as a two-discrete mass system of vibration
medel with the intermediate portion supported by springs as shown in Figure 6.6.3 32.

l

(ii) Natural period

he natural period of the two discrete mass system can be calculated as follows:

T=1 (6.6.3-374)u

W,W g

8(6: 62- S 6 i)u' -(6 i i + 6: 2W W)o +1 = 0 (6.6.3-375)3 i 2
8 8

2

where 6 , and 621 are the horizontal displacements of the upper and lower centers of gravity when a unit horizontal3

force acts on the pos'. tion of the upper center of gravity of the container: 612 and 6.,2 are the horizontal displacements
of the upper and lower centers of gravity when a unit horizontal force acts on the position of the lower center of
gravity of the conta.iner.

They can be expressed as follows:
.

0 : " {Il* *{+z (6.6.3-376)

i 1 1
1

1 H lli

(6.6.36' f)63=6 2 = _A A

-

2 t

6,, . _11'_2 . _1 . _1 (6.6.3-378)

1 4

Spring constants L , k , k , and k can be derived as follows:i 2 3 4

{1} Spring constant kg with respect to the inclination of central axis of barrel

Spring constant kg is expressed by the following formula:

41 (6.6.3-379)
8 2 2

where 6 is derived as fallows by forming the equilibrium equations of loads, moments and displacements with
respect to lug, mounting bolts and barrel.
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{a} For loads, moments and displacements of barrel

According to balance of horizontal forces,

I

|

F = F + F = 20 (6.6.3-380)o

According to balance of overturning moments,

F # -F U -M -M -2M -2R r, = 0 (6.6.3-381)3 2 s 2 3

where r, is defined as follows:

r, = (D, + s)/2 (6.6.3-382)

The local inclination angles at the root portions where lugs I and 3 are attached to the barrel due to
overtuming moment can be derived as follows from the values (denoted by *) derived from the table in Reference
[6.6.3-4) using the shell parameter y and attachment parameter S.

Y " F=l8 (6.6.3-383)

En = C /r.3 (6.6.3-384)
P2 - C /r,

(6.6.3-385)

p , g,sf pj (6.6.3 386)

'IM local angles of inclination can be derived using the following formulas:

0 M,K'-
(6.6.3-387)3

r S'E

0 " M,K''-
(6.6.3-388)2

rip'E

(b} For lug 1, when the inclination is as shown in Figure 6.6.3-33, from the balance of moments, we have

F,2a-F 3(a - b) + M = 0 (6.6.3-389)g

When F H < F H we havei i 2 2

F2(a - b - c) - F (a - b) + M = 0 (6.6.3-390)ig i
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Figure 6.6.3-33. Moments and forces acting on lug 1. Figure 6.6.3-34. Moments and forces acting on lug 3.

From the balance condition for vertical forces, we have

(6.6.3-391)F ~I +R = 0n ti 3

(e} For lug 3, when the inclination is as shown in Figure 6.6.3 34, from the balance of moments, we have

(6.6.3-392)
F (a - b) - F (a - b- c) + M = 0n n

When F H < F F , we have
i i 22

(6.6.3-393)
F (a - b)- F a + M = 0n n 3

From the balance condition for vertical forces, we have

(6.6.3 394)
Fu - F - R = 0u 3

(d) For lugs 2 and 4, when the inclination is as shown in Figure 6.6.3 35, from the balance of moments,
we have

(6.6.3-395)
-(F +I )' * M = 0-F +Fn n n sn

From the relation between stretching forces of mounting bolts, we have

F Fn n
(6.6.3 396)

d"e3
d

e+3

The inclination angle with nespect to the foundation of the lug can be derived imm the balance condition
of elongation and force of the mo.mting bolt (see Figure 6.6.3.16).
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Figure 6.6.3-35. Moments and forces acting on
lugs 2 and 4. Figure 6.6.3 36. Inclination angles of barrel and lugs due

lo overturning inoment.

For lug 1,

88 *0,' =
(6.6.3 397)nAJ,b

For lug 3,

I L,ts

o,2,M E,c (6.6.3-398)

For lugs 2 and 4,

F L*880=

A E, e + g (6.6.3 399)u
2,

The following relations are established among inclination angle of the banel's central axis, local lactination
angles 0 and 6 at the root portions where lugs are attached to the barrel, and inclination angles e t and e oflugs3 2

with respect to the foundation: s s2

|

i
!

. |
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,

(6.6.3-400)
0, - 0 + 0 = 03

(6.6.3-401)
0, - 0 + 0 - 02

(6.6.3-402)
a0, -2r,0 + (a - 6 - c)S, = 0

llowever, when F H < F H .i 3 2 2

(6.6.3-403)(a - b- c)0 - 2r,0 + a0, = 0g

The inclination angle 0 of the central axis of the barrel can be derived by solving the aforementioned set
of equations (see Figure 6.6.3-37).

{2) Spring constant k with respect to horimntal movement of banel2

Spring constant k can be expressed as follows:2

4.b (6.6.3-404)
ha

where Ag s defined asi

(6.6.3-405)
4g = (a - b)03

0 is derived as follows.3

From the balance of bending moments of lugs 2 and 4, we have

(6.6.3-406)
M, = Q(a- b)(1-c)

'the local inclination angles of the root portions where lugs 2 and 4 are attached to the barrel due to the
horizontal forces can similarly be calculated using the following formula form the value (denoted by asterisk)
derived from the table in Reference [6.6.3-4) using the shell parameter y and attachment parameter S.

(6.6.3-407)c0=
3 5r p's

where # is defined as follows:
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Figure 6.6.3-37. Displacement of central axis of barrel due to horizontal force.
I

p . t,'8g (6.6.3-408)

(3} 'Ihe deformation spring constant k due to the flexural and shear stresses in the upper portion of the3

barrel caused by horizontal force can be represented by the following formula:

F
4 -- L (6.6.3-409)

ha

w'nere, Ao is defined as

' " ' + NI 1 (6.6.3 410)A#= 3El GA,

The sectional properties of the barrel are represented as follows:

t (6.6.3-411)I= (D, + t)$

A3= x(D, + t) (6.6.3-412)

,

(4) The deformation spring constat k, due to the Oesural and shear stresses in the lower portion of the
barrel caused by horizontal force can be represe:: red ex follevus:
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k, . E (6.6.3.13)
Ag

where Ag is defined as follows:

Ff IEI2 (6.6.3-414)Ag= +
3E! GA,

(b) Calculation roethod of stresses

(i) Stresses in barrel

{l) Stress due to static water head or internal pressure

in the case of static water head
i

l

p'HD, ;

op= (6.6.3-415) ;

og=0 (6.6.3-416)

In the case of internal pressure

,*, . P,(D, + 14 (6.6.3-417)
200t

, . I (0 + IM (6.6.3-418)r 8

400t

{2} Stress due to weight in operation

0og. (6.6.3-419)
nt(D,+ t)

{3} Stress at the root portion where the lug is attached to the barrel due to weight in operation

According to the balance condition for forces in the vertical direction due to weight W in operation, weo
have
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Figure 6.6.3-38. Moments and forces acting on barrel and lugs due to vertical load.

4R- W = 0 (6.6.3-420)o

When the lug inclines as shown in Figure 6.6.3 38, from the balance conditions for moments and forces,
we have

F (a - b -c)- F (a - b) - M, = 0 (6.6.3-421)m oi

F -F -R = 0 (6.6.3-422)e oi

Just as in (a)(ii), the local angle of inclination of lug due to the weight in operation can be derived using
the following formula:

'S= (6.6.3-423)o r|p'E

Just as in (a)(ii), the angle of inclination of the lug with respect to the foundation due to the weight in
operation can be derived as follows:

01 * (6.6.3424)
0, = 'M,E,C

Iocal angle ofinclination in So f the lug-sttaclanenuoot portion is equal to lug's angle of inclination e :o so

0, = 0, (6.6.3-425)
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The aforessentioned set of equations can W eolval to ootain R, M ar<d Qi as fo!!ows:4

A.b (6.6.3 426)
4

.

R(a b-c)y,

,,44J,K[c' (6.6.3-427)

r|p'EL,

F,= (6.6.3428)
e

C

no local stresses in the barrel generated by vertical flexural moment .4 can be calculated using the |4

following foranulas froen the values in the table of Reference [6.6.3 2] according to sh di parameter y and attachtnant |
permuseer #: ;

1 y* s e r y' ,

Mot (r'n), rbo,C/
(6.6.3-429)o, a

I

y, \ * r y, 8r

o,3 - C/ (6.6.3-430)-

y,/(rip), srap,

whero A is deemed as follows:

s
p. (6.6.3-431)

no sbar strees due to reaction force R is

(6.6.3-432)tu = 4C,r

(4) De flexueal otross in the barrel due to the horizontal seismic forte is as follows:

*#'# @d N -8
e, . (6.6.3-433)

21
,

>

However, if W H < W Hz, W H abould be replaced by W H22 i 3
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{5) t at the root portion where the lug is attached to the barrel due to seismic force in the Z.

In the formula for calculating the natural period in (a), horirontal force F is replaced try CuW , and Fi 2
is replaced by Cu 2. %e obtained value is used in this case.W

Just as in (i)(3), the local streses in the barrel generated by vertical ber. ding moments M and M can bei 2
calculated as follows:

. . , .
'

N. ---".EE -

C
M,j{ rip), ritp,

'
r

''8 ' (6.6.3435)
M r

'
N,

"
'|M ,|' [C (6.6.3 436), +6 ,

Ml(r.,0),,r*rp,sr

'
N* *

C[ (6.6.3 437)

where 0 is defined as follows:

0= (6.6.3 438)

he local stresses generated in the barrel due to circumferential bending moment Me are as follows:

' - C,' (6.6.3 439)8et " -

,uj(r:p),,r,p,

'
N, "

' jM,j '
( '0' ^#0)'

}i){r'p), r'tp

whem # is dermed as follows:
i

p= h (6.6.3-441)
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b shear strees due to the circumferential shear force Q is

t,j = N (6.6.3-442)
4C tg

b shear strees due to the vertical shear force R is

bt,= (6.6.3-443)
4C 8s

m local shear strees ;r :.; : la the barre! due to toretonal anoment M is3

s|
t, a (6.6.3 444) |

2sC[t

When C: > C , however, C abould be replaced by C .2 3

{6} Stresses due to esionale force in the X-direction !

|
%e values obtained by amultiplying the right-hand eldes of equations (6.6.3 4341 tius.iah (6.6.3-437) and 1

(6.6.3 439) through (6.6.3-440) by IV2 are used for a , and a,e in the case of vertical bending rroment Ma, a, |
'

and ao in the case of vertical bending moment M , and ago and a,io in the eene of circumferentW bending2

moment. Also, the values obaalaad by switlplying the right-hand sidae of equations (6.6.3.442) through (6.6.3-444)
'

by 1(2 are used for r , la the case of circumferential shear force, tu in the ones of vertical shear force, and r,e
in the case of torolonal morrent. ,

{7) Combinations of stresser

b stresses ;-- -- ' at the root portion where the lug is attached to the barrel calculated in {1}-{6} are
combined as follows.

{a} Primary general membrane strees
:

o = m(e p g) . (6.6.3-445)o

e, = op (6.6.3-446) i

og = og + og + e, (6.6.3-447)

. (b} Primary stress wbni seismic force acts in the Z direction

A. At the root portion where lug i is attached (one Figure 6.6.3 39)

For evaluation point No.1, we have

$
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Figure 6.6.3 39. Evaluation points in barrel.

#w * 861 * 8W*865 (6.6.3-448)

8m1 * 84 * 8,3 + 84 * #w + 8,s '6.6.3-449)

8, = j{8g+8g+/(#g-#gf} (6.6.1-450)

For evaluation point No. 2, we have

8w " 868 (6.6.3-451)

#ms " 8,s + 8,3 + *s (6.6.3-452)

8 " if% + 8 +/(8w~#m[*4(i*Tp} (6.6.343)m n a

B. At the m portions where lugs 2 and 4 are attached

For evaluation point No.1, we have

8ess * 8e+#g (6.6.3-454)

8ms" #g+8,3+8,3 (6.6 1-455)

u * if% * #ms+Y(%~ 8ms[ +4(Td +T p} (6.6.3-456)o s

For evaluation point No. 2, we have .

-8w *8p+8p (6.6.3-457)

8 a 8g + 7,3 + 8,7 (6.6.3 458)w

*i. - if%%+/(% %f +4(Tu+T f}~ (6.6.3459)
s
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C. At the root portica where leg 3 is attac .ad

At evaluation point No.1, we h.ve

og = o,i + og+og (6.6.3460)
'

g = o + og + og + o + og (6.6.3-461)o g g

ts " if8w * 'W * k'w-'ep} (6.6.3 462)o

At evaluation point No. 2, we have

Oess" 8e (6.6.3-463)

ms= o +o,3+0, (6.6.3-464)o g

is " f f'ess * 8ms*/(86ss ~ 8 ass [*4(Tu+T p} (6.6.3465)8 a

(c} Combined priinary stress when seismic force acts in thu X-direction.

A. At the rtnt portions where lugs 1 and 4 arv ettached

At evaluation point No.1, we have

ew *8e+Up*0a (6.6.3-466)4

'o,, = og + o + og + og + o,s (6.6.3-467)o

o , = j {eg + o,, + /(o - o,,f + 4(t, + t,p } (6.6.3-468)
g g

At evduation po|nt No. 2, we have
,

f

4s2 " 8 : + 8 :o (6.6.3-469)0
4 6

m " 8,1 + on + 0, + 8eo (6.6.3-470)8

0 , = j {og+og +/(og-omr[+4(Tu+To+T pj (6.6.3-47I)
3 o

B. At the root portions where lugs 2 and 3 are attached

At evaluation point No.1, we have

.
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'

' M " '+1 * ' M * '48 (6.6.3-472)

%s * % + % + 'as + % + % (6.6.3-473)

% " if'w+ %s+/(8ess %sf +4(ts*T f} (6.6.3 474)-
s

I
At evaluation point No. 2, we have

'es* * ' 68 * ' 410 (6.6.3 475)

%, * % + % + % + No (6.6.3-476)
'

e,io - i{e ,+ % ,+/( % % ,f+4(1,,+1,,+1 tJ (663477)
s

(ii) Stresses in lugs

(1) Stresses due to weight during operation

M,
(6.6.3-478)og = 7

a

t*, . S- (6.6.3-479)
Ag

(2) Stresses due to seismic force in the Z-direction-

For lug 1: ,.

.

(6.6.3480)oo = Z,

(6.6.3-481)
t,,

.

For lugs 2 and 4, -

0,3 = (6.6.3-482)
Zg

t, . d .M1 (6.6.3-483)
Z, As

t
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For lug 3,

(6.6.3-484), , .

s

,g (6.6.3-485)

Ag

{3) Stresses due to seismic force in the X-direction

For lugs 1 and 4,

lu, , ju,|
," . (6.6.3 486)gz, Az,

! ! + b 8! +1 (6.6.3-487)t, =
NA Cz, fAg g

For lugs 2 and 3,

181. lu,j2
," . (663-***)Az, Az,

! + sl + A (6.6.3-489)t, =
NA 8z, 8Ag g

(4) Combinations of stresses

%e maximum stresses in the lugs are as follows. When the seismic force acts in the Z-directios,

For lug 1,

o , = /(o + o )2 + 3(, + gg)2 (6.6.3-490)
g g g

For lugs 2, 4,

0 , = /(o + o )' + 3(to+to)2 (6.6.3-491)
2 g g
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=

For lug 3,

e, = /(o + o,,f +3(tg+t,,f (6.6.3-492)g

When the seismie. force acts in the X-direction,

For lugs I and 4,

e = f(og + o,f + 3(tg+t,f (6.6.3 493)

For lugs 2 and 3, _

se"/('d*8f*3(Tw*T p (6.6.3-494)e m as

| (iii) Stresses in mounting bolts

| The stresses in the mounting bolts can be calculated as follows.

{1} When the seismic force acts in the Z <8irection

For lug 1,

88! * 08e,, . (6.6.3-495)
M e

For lugs 2 and 4,

g = b+b (6.6.3-496)o
I A M6 e {

g . lOI(I ~ 8) (6.6.3-497)t
M e

For lug 3,-

28!* R (6.6.3 498)o.g M e

(
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(2) When the seismic force acts in tim X-direction

For lugs I and 4

u = jF,i|+Fs3 * |F lsio (6.6.3-499)
On4 AAs s

g . IG(I" 8) (6.6.3 500)g

4 54s

1

For lugs 2 and 3,
,

!

u = |F,i|+ F , + [F ls sio (6.6.3 501)AM AAt
s o,

,, . IG(1 -5) (6.6.3-502)
454s

(c) Evaluation methods
1

(i) Evaluation of natural period

From the natural period derived in (a), the design seismic coefficient in the horizontal direction is
,

confirned.

(ii) Evaluation of stresses (see Table 6.6.3 3)

{l) Evaluation of stresses in barrel
it is performed according to section '6.6.3(1)b. Skirt-support vertical cylindrical container,'

{2) Evaluation of stresses in lugs
Evaluation is made of the combined strees in lugs derived in (b)(ii)(4) according to section "6.6.3(1)b.

.

Skirt-support vertical cylindrical container.' Evaluation of buckling, however, is excluded.

{3} Evaluation of stresses in mounting bolts
It is performed according to section '6.6.3(1)b. Skirt support vertical cylindrical container.'

(2) Piping

a. Basic procedures of anelsmic design

Piping is designed using appropriate design methods in consideration of sim, temperature of applicatloc,
etc. Table 6.6.3-4 lists the cimen of piping and the afpropriate standard design methods. De aforemeetioned
metho is are standard design methods, if needed, dynamic analysis should be perforned. Figure 6.6.3-40 shows

,

an example of a portion of the procedure used in aseisnue design of piping. '
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I; '- T:wle 6.63-3 (Cant'd). Example of strums evalunhan namits of fcer-leg vertical cylindrical container. i

! !
3. Evalumnon resehs 2+

-

(Units: kgf/amm )
; .. Part Material Stras Cale=:M stress Allowable stress i

L

: -
!

j l Primasry general
a = 03 So = 19.2 rN '?

i Barrel shell SUS 304 ruesbrane stress a
,_ o. e ;

Primary strees ai = 2.1 S = 19.2 !o a_ f
'

,

| Combased stress e, := 2.8 f, = 24.6 r
. m. T

2-- j
, a

%J
! N

4 3343 Conspressive/ flexural - EO+b s 1 '.
-

I combined strees far far fc i

| (b.,453=- evalunhon) b. L '

0.11
,n ,

"

!
L

Tensile stress a3 = 13 f, = .7 [
'

Anchor bolts SS41:

!'

h strees r3 = 1.2 f4 ; .6 !

i .

1,

ISince all stre=== are below allowable stremman, tiu sydenn is safe.
!

l
i

?
i

L
P

k

h

?

I
,

I

t

,
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( END)

| Pigure 6.6.3-40. Design procedure in Class B riping simple design method and dynamic analysis method.
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Tabale 6.6.3-4. Standard design methods of pipings.

_

Pipmg class Standard design method

Operating temperature Diameter Dynamic analysis method Simple design method

Large O O
ftigh

Small O O

Low O
.

O Design method used in principle.
O Dynamic analysis is performed when it is difficuh to apply the simple design method (Class C pipirg not

included),

|

b. Determination of support points [HLK-7] !

Among the simple design methods, for the vibration frequency-based constant-pitch span methd and the j

stress-1.ased constant-pitch span method, support points are determined with the support interval determined ;

beforehand according to natural frequency of vibration, piping diameter, etc. For the special portions, such as bend i
portion, concentrated mass portion, branch portion, etc., their specific characteristics are considered when the ,

'

support span is determined. Among the simple derign methods, for the modified seismic coefficient method and
dynamic analysis method, the piping system is represented by a multiple discrete mass system model; first,
temporary suppos: positions are set; then, the primary natural frequency of vibration is determined for the modified
seismic coefficient method, and several higher-order natural frequencies of vibration are determined for the dynamic
analysis method. The conventional eigenvalue analysis method is used in this scheme. Trial-and-error is performed
until the stress evaluation condition is satisfied a the temporary support positions. In this way, the final support
positions are determined.

(a) Frequency-based constant-pitch span method

(i) Guideline

(1} In order to prevent excessive vibrauon of the piping system due to earthquake, the support intervals
of the piping system should be smaller than the standard support span determined beforehand on the base of the
standard frequency of vibration.

i {2} The standard frequency of vibration is determined at the sufficiently safe side for the stress generated
in the piping in earthquake with respect to the allowable value.

(ii) Support of straight pipe portior.
|

{1} Support in direction perpendicular to the piping axis
He relation betweer pipe diameter and length in the case when th- two ends are assumed (3 be simply

supported is determined to ensure that the primary natural frequency of vibration becomes the standard frequency

| of vibration. The actual support span should be smaller than the support span determined in this case. As an
example, Tab'e 6.6.3-5 abows the standard support span when the standard vibration frequency is 20 Hz.
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Table 6.6.3 5. Examples of standard support interval when the two ends are simply supported
(standard vibration frequency: 20 Hz) [ Units: m).

,,
_

Nond dier With insulation Without insulation

(A) ?/ater Steun Water
~

15 A 1.36 1.'19 1.56.

24 A 1.56 1.60 1.75

25 A 1.78 1.85 1.95

40 A 2.I6 2.28 2.31

50 A 2.39 2.53 2.56

65 A 2.74 2.91 2.89

80 A 2.96 3.17 3.10 [
100 A 3.34 3.64 3.48

15dA 3.99 4.45 4.11

200 A 4.54 5.14 4.65

250 A 5.01 5.72 5.12

300 A 5.44 6.27 5.54

350 A 5.70 6.59 5.83

400 A 6.I1 7.08 6.23

450 A 6.50 7.54 6.61

500 A 6.82 7.97 6.93
~

550 A 7.07 8.37 7.18

600 A 7.45 8.77 7.55

650 A 7.68 9.14 7.78

750 A 8.10 9.54 8.20

800 A 8.30 10.17 8.39

900 A 8.77 10.81 8.86

(For Sch 40)

+,,. 745
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(2} Support in piping axial direction
When the straight pipe portion is long and the motion in the piping axial dirwtion is not restrained, support

in the axial direction is needed.

(iii) Support of bend portion

For a bend portion, the vit ration frequency decreases in the direction perpendicular to the bending plane
(out-of-plane direction). Hence, n:ar the bend portion, support is provided to suppress the out-of plane vibration
to ensure J.pt the length of the support interval is within the standard support span. Figure 6.6.3-41 shows an
example G 6e relation between bend angle and decrease in vibration frecuency [6.6.3-4].

(iv) Support of concentrated mass portion

(1} In the case of a concentmted mass, such as a valve 6e support span is detennined by multiplying a
reduction factor times the support span of the straight pipe portkn to ensure that the vibration frequency of tS
support interval is higher than the stadard vibration frequency (see Figure 6.6.3-42). However, it is also possible l
to directly suppon the concentrated mass portion at a position as near as possible. '

{2} la particular, in the case when an electrical valve or pneumatic valve is attached, zupport should be
provided to prevent generation of excessively large tcrsional morr.ent in the piping due to the eccentric load in the i

driving portion, so that no excessively large acceleration takes place during earthquake.
,

|
(v) Support of branched portion

In the case when there exists branch pipe, the support span is determined by multiplying a reduction factor
times the support span of the straight pipe portion to ensure that the vibration frequency of the support interval is
higher than the standard vibration frequency (see Figure 6.6.3-43). However, it is also possible to directly support
the branched portion at a position as near as possible.

(b) Support according to stress-based constant-pitch span method

(i) Guideline

The piping system is divided into straight pipe portions, bend portions, branched portions, concentrated
mass ponions and other standard structural elements. For each element, the support span is determined to ensure
that the natural vibration frequency of the element and the seismic stress value are within the allowable rangei.

For the overall piping system, the support points are determined in consideration of the combination of the
various elements.

.

(ii) Support of straight pipe portion

As shown in Diagram 6.6.3-1, each pipe is represented by an equally distributed load continuous beam
'

model supported at 3 points with a support span of1. The maximum support span is derived by performing dynamic
and static analysis. 'Ihe span adopted for support should be smaller than the maximum span.

(1) Design seismic force

t

| (a} Static seist : force
l See Table 6.6.."-6.
l
l
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,
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'

Y Y kt "

Bend angre

Figure 6.6.3-41. Example of bend a gle vs. vibration frequency coefficient.

''' %^%Q %
'

-

% %NNO
Support span e4 r, x %'

reduction factor o: g -Q,, l
'

u
s.:

* 'i.e.:
4 * 4. 5

4.1

0.4 0.3 e.3 8 46.5 1 3 3 4 8 le 30 30 44 to

-a
Weight of concentrated massy,

| Weight of constant pitch spanlength

S = Support span reduction tactor

x = position of concentrated load between support points

- (t = 0.5 when the load is at the center, x = 0.25 when the load is at 1/4 the span.)

Figure 6.6.3-42. Example of span reduction in the case of concentrated mass system,
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o

100

Reduction
factor
% 90 '

0 0.1 0.20.30.4 0.5
Position of branched point (0.5 when it is at the center,0.25 when it is at 1/4 the span)

Figure 6.6.3-43. Example of reduction factor for branched portion.

!

Illll. , , ,{l''lllolllllllllll

A 6 O (In this model, the support points are assumcd to
be restrained only in the direction perpendicular to
axial direction, and they are free with respect to

I I
axia! direction and rotation.): : : :

Diagram 6.6.3-1.

Table 6.6.3-6. Design seismic force (see Table 6.6.4-1).

Class Horizontal Vertical

B K (1.8 C,) -

3

C K (l.2 C,) -
3
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{b} Dynamic seismic force

%e dynamic seismic force is determined from the eigenvalue of piping and the design floor response,

; spectrum (1/2 S ). For Class C piping, however, the dynamic seismic force is not considered.i
!

{2} Analysis

:

For each pipu, the stress is determined from the design seismic force, in addition, the effects of the
internal pressure and self weight are taken into consideration to calculate the maximum support span by using the
tria'-and-error method.

{a} Consideration of pipe weight
%e weight of a pipe is the sum of the self weight of the pipe and the weight of water as the internal fluid.-

In addition, for piping with a thermal insulating material layer applied, its weight should sjso be taken into
consideration.

{b} Piping stress
He stresses generated in a pipe include seismic stress, and stress due to internal pressute and self weight.

%e sum of these stresses should be lower than the allowable stress.

{c} Vibration frequency of piping system
In principle, the natural vibration frequency of the overall piping rystem should be out of the frequency

region near the peak of the response spectrum of the building floor.

(iii) Support of bend portion

ne bend portion of piping is represented by a model of equally distributed load beams pin-connected
together and with their two ends fixed (see Diagram 6.6.3-2).

{1} Re natural vibration frequency should be higher than the natural vibration frequency of the maximum--
support span of the straight-pipe portion.

{2} Re bending moment when a seismic force is applied should be less than the bending moment due to
the seismic force for the straight-pipe portion with the maximum support span.

In this way, the support span is determined.

In additico, when piping system, support structure, etc., are to be designed, if it is necessary to increa*
l and/or 1, the following requirements should be satisfied simultaneously by arranging support structures to restraini 2

the out-of-plane vibration (see Diagram 6.6.3-3).

(iv) Support of concentrated mass portion

i
'

When a valve or other weight is attached to the piping, the piping is represented by a model shown in
Diagram 6.6.3-4 as a continuous beam having its two ends supported and having the concentrated load at an
arbitrary position.

The support span is determined to satisfy the following requirements:

{1} ne natural vibration frequency should be higher than the natural vibration frequency of the maximum
- support span of the straight-pipe portion.
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[ Note 1: /, + 4 < 4

[ j i(nterval which
i is support

4444444&4444
j j g satisfies @below.

/' ' /

Diagram 6.6.3-2.

i in .

S" /~, ,.
)-

? In + ls S is

/* _ is + ls & lo
, [ I,is the maximum support interval

Vibratian h at the straight pipe portion.

acting

direction ~~

Diagram 6.6.3-3.

K.

Note 1; 1,isthesupportintervalof the
concentrated mass portion." "

}lllljlll} 4 1}}}}ljllll}jjll} Note 2: Cis the length from the
supported end to the concen-O - O trated load point.

c Note 3: wis the weight per unitlength of: ;_

pipe.
' " ' '

: : Note 4: Wis the concentrated load.

Diagram 6.6.3-4.
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{2} When a .eismic force is applied, the sum of bending moments of the concentrated load and uniformly
distributed load should be less than the bending moment due to the seismic force of the straight pipe portion with
the maximum suppert span.

In addition, it is desirable that the support point be as near the discrete mass portion as possible.

(v) Support of branched portion

As showr in Diagram 6.6.3-5, the branched portion of piping can be represented by a beam model having
the three support ends of the T-shaped portions simply supported and with the branch pipe pin-connected to main
pipe for conservative estimate.

He support span is determined to meet the following requirements:

{1} The natural vibration frequency should be higher than the natural vibration frequency of the straight-
pipe portion with the maximum support span.

{2} %e bending moment when a seismic force is applied is less than the bending moment due to the
seismic force at the straight-pipe portion having the maximum support span.

In addition, it is desirable that the support point be as near the branch point as possible.

(c) Modified seismic coefficient method

(i) Guideline

he support points and support schdme are determined to ensure that the stress of th. overall piping system
is within the allowable range against the seismic coefficient which is determined conservatively in consideration of
the na* ural vibration frequency of the overall piping system and the frequencies of the building / structure that support
the piping.

(ii) Design seismic coefficient

in principle, the seismic coefficient determined on the base of the seismic force calculated from the design
floor response spectrum (1/2 S ) with respect to the primary natural vibration frequency of the piping system isi
used. However, for convenience's sake in design, when the static seismic force is larger than the aforementioned
seismic fome or when Class C piping is designed, the static seismic coefficients from Table 6.6.3-6 may be used.

la Note 1; isthelengthof themotherpipeof the
portt00.

#
C Note 2: C is thelength from the support point

# of another pipe to the mounting point

tJ of the branch pipe.

La Note 3: is the length of the branch pipe.

V la Notte 4: is the maximum support length of the
straight-pipe portion.

Diagram 6.6.3-5.
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(iii) Analysis and evaluation

According to the design seismic coefficient defined above, the supporting points are determined by. trial-
and-error to ensure that the combined stress of the seismic stress statically applied to the entire piping system and

the stress due to internal pressure, self weight and other mechanical loads is below the allowable stress.

(d) Dynande design method

(i) General items

%e seismic response analysis and stress analysis are performed for the entire piping Sycem. and the
support points and support scheme are determined to ensure that the stress generated in the piping system is below
the allowable stress. In the case when the static seismic force is 1stger than the dynamic seismic force, for
convenience's sake in design, the static analysis method which gives results on the safer side is usually adopted.

(ii) Design seismic force

(1} Static seismic force
ne static seismic force is listed in Table 6.6.3-6.

{2} Dynamic seismic force
ne dynamic seismic force is derived from the eigenvalue of the piping system and the design floor

response spectrum (1/2 S ). However, for Class C, the dynamic seismic force is not considered.3

(e) Other items that should be considered

(i) Piping running between different buildings / structures

For the portion of piping running between different buildings or other structures, the relative displacement
of the two buildings /stmetures should be taken into consideration.

(ii) Connection portion to equipment

in principle, support should be made as near the equipment as possible. Also, when the operating
temperature of the equipment is high, the thermal expansion of the equipment should be taken into consideration.
In addition, the nozzle reaction force acting on the equipment should be within the allowance range.

(iii) Outdoor piping
~

In this case, the behavior of the soil during earthquake, the relative displacement between building / structure
and ground, and the thermal expansion of the piping should be taken irto consideration. The flexibility of piping
with respect to the support structure and the flexible joir.t should also be taken into consideration.

(iv) Adjacent pipings

Arrangement should be made to ensure that there is no mutual interference between pipings caused by
displacement during earthquake.

(v) Support structure

he purpose of the suppart structure is to provide restraint against seismic force. It should be designed
- to have a necessary stiffness.
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ne support structure should have a sufficiently high strength against seismic force, thermal expansion of
piping, and self weight of piping,

c. Stress evaluation

The stress due to carthquake is cornbined with the stress due to self weight, internal p essure, and other
loads, and the result should be lower than the allowable limit. The stress evaluation procedure is shown in Figure
6.6.3 44.

The general parts far which the strest, evaluation should be performed are as follows:

{1} Anchor portion
{2} Nozzle portion
{3} Elbow portion
{4} Valves and other concentrated mass portions
{5} Support mounting portion

The standard stress evaluation results are tabulated. As an example, these results for Class B piping are
listed in Table 6.6.3-7. In this table, SP, SP , SM,, SM ,, and SM, are defined in Item 56 of " Notification No.i
501." Tney represent stresses due to the following loads, respectively:

P; Highest prescare in operation
Pg Highest pressure acting on the inner surface

Mp Bending moment generated by mechanical loads of the piping (self weight and other long termloads)
Mg Eending moment generated by mechanical loads of the piping (injection reaction force of relief valve

or safety valve, and other short-term loads)
M. Bending moment generated by displacement of support point and thermal expansion due to heat of

pipe.

Also, SS(SB) represents the seismic stress generated by S seismic force; S,(C) and S,(D) represent the allowablea
stresses shown in Item 5-6-2-C aad D of " Notification No. 501.*

(3) Other equipment

Pumps / blowersa.

The aseismic design procchre is shown in Figure 6.6.3-45. In principle, calculation of the natural period
of each piece of equipment is performed using a model of a single mass system under appropriate support conditions
suitable for the shape of the equipment. Typical equipment models are shown in Figure 6.6.3 46. In this case, for
the motor portion of vertical-shaft equipment and the horizontal-shaft equipment, the structure can be taken as a
single rigid body, and the natural period need not be calculated. In the following, the standard calculation methods
of natural period and stress are presented.

(a) Vertical pump

Calculation renditions

{1} The weight of the pump is divided into the upper portion above the mounting plane and the lower
portion below the mounting plane For each portion, the weight is taken as concentrated at the corresponding center
of gravity.

{2} 'Ihe pump is fixed by anchor bolts, etc., on a sufficiently rigid foundation or flange.
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Figure 6.6.344. Procedure of stress evaluation of Clas. B and C piping.
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Table 6.6.3-7. Example of Class B piping stress analysis results.

.

Primary and secondary stress Primary stress evaluation Primary + secondary stress
2 2 2(kgf/mm ) (kgf/mm ) evaluation (kgf/mm )

Stress due to Short-term Allowable Calculated Allowable
internal mechanical Calculated stress stress stress
pressure Stress due to lo d stress and Sa.ondary stress 1.0 S {I} + {2} + {4} Sa

Evaluation Allowable {1} SP self weight regional stress stress * {1} + {2} 1.2 S { I) + {2} + {3} Sa
point stress state (SP) {2} SM, {3} SM (4)SM, {1} + {2} + {3} 1.0 Sy** + {4} SS (SB) 2.0 Sy3

(1.11 ) 4.8 0.4 - 2.3 5.2 12.2 7.5 30.54 4

(I ' II ) 5.3 0.4 - 2.3 5.7 14.6 S.0 32.9A A

BS 5.3 0.4 1.2 - 6.9 25.2 2.4 50.4x
(l , II ) 4.8 0.5 - 1.5 5.3 12.2 6.3 30.5a A

(1.11 ) 5.3 0.5 - 1.5 5.8 14.6 7.3 R.94 3

BS 5.3 0.5 1.4 - 7.2 25.2 2.8 50.43

(1,11 ) 4.8 1.0 - 12.0 5.8 12.2 17.8 30.54 4

(1,11 ) 5.3 1.0 - 12.0 6.3 14.6 18.3 32.94 4

M BS 5.3 1.0 3.0 - 9.3 25.2 6.0 50.4A

(1 . II ) 4.8 0.4 - 1.7 5.2 12.2 6.9 30.54 A
'

(I * II ) 5.3 0.4 - 1.7 5.7 14.6 7.4 32.9A A

BS 5.3 0.4 1.8 - 7.5 25.2 3.6 50.44

(I ' II ) 4.8 0.3 - 3.0 5.1 12.2 8.1 30.5A A

(1,11 ) 5.3 0.3 - 3.0 5.6 14.6 8.6 32.93 4

BS
|

5.3 0.3 1.5 - 7.I 25.2 3.0 50.43

'(I ,11 ) represents stress due to displacement of support point and heat expansion caused by heat, B S represents stress due to relative displacement4 3 3
in earthquake.

**For austenitic stainless steel and high~ nickel alloy,1.0 S, or 1.2 S, whichever is larger.
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Definitions of symbo_lt (for common symbols, please see section 6.6.?(1)a)

Symbol Explanation of symbo! Units I

C, Seismic coefficient due to pump vibration
-

_

l Distance between pamp shaft center and anchor bolts mm

mm
1: Span of beam in calculation model (1)

mm
D Pitch circle diameter of anchor bolts

mm
d Nominal diameter of anchor bolts

n Number of anchor bolts
-

Number of evaluated anchor bolts with action of tensile force
-

nj

Q3
Shear force acting on anchor bolts kgf

2mm
A,, Minimum effective shear sectional area

2

G Shear modulus of elasticity kgf/mm
j

2

E, Imagitudinal modulus of elasticity kgf/mm

mm'
1, Moment of inertia

s
T, Natural period

kgf
W, Weight

i = 1: Upper portion above mounting plane
-

i = 2: lower portion below mounting plane (internal casing)
-

i = 3: Lower portion below mounting plane (external casing)
-

mm
h, Distance

i = 1: Distance between mounting plane and the center of gravity of the upper
-

portion

i x 2: Distance between mounting plane and the center of gravity of the lower
-

portion (internal casing)

i = 3: Distance between mounting plane and the center of gravity of the lower
-

portion (external casing)

H Distance between mounting plane and the support position mm
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{3} He seismic force is assumed to act in the horizontal direction on b pu np, and the u.rtied direction
is not considered.

(1) Calculation of natural period

As shown in Figure 6.6.347, calculation is performed for the single discrete mass rystem as a beam fixed
on the mounting plane,

he natural period for calculation model (1)is

T = 2n -W,r I,s I, (6.6.3-503)

'

+

\# 48'''i t'l 44 G ,o i1

he natural period for calculation models (2), (3), (4) is

T,=2n -W,' h,8 h, ' (6.6.3 504)+

\ E 3E t, A,G,,r s

he natural periods for .alculation model (5) are as follows:

Upper portion pper portion
' Anchor b0ft i,n .n. qg

0'
,9n ,',

-- internal Casing)t-qh
~-~

Owerp0rt0n
(externalCaSing)*

Upper portion
Upper 90fti0n -/

r i Anchor bolt a>- m

' T
'

ion
a . . 7

. G internalCasing) e s
,I >~ lower port 100 1M 1.-#

"" N (external Casing) "'"*d

* Support

Up erportion

Anchor bolt Upper portion

Anchor bolt HM.-
yi' o y

Ogrpoltton
o

' , .
J Q 4H*

j f,QrtA lowerportion W~
4

x a

Figure 6.6.3-47. Calculation models.
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(1) For the upper portion

T,= 2n
-W, ' h,' h, (6.6.3-505)

+

) 8 3E,1, AG
r a9

{2} For the lower portion

h| h, '' h* h, '
{W, + W,) 3E), A G,,13E), A gas (6.6.3-5%)a 1T,= 2n

' Q . h' . % . h, 'S8

A G,,A G,% 3E), 3E,1, aaq

where h , and h (h = h ) are the height of center of gravity of the entire portion below the mounting plane. |2 3 2 3
|

The natural periods of calculation model (6) is as follows:
1

{l) For the upper portion ,

!

T, - 2n
-W,# h[ h, ' (6.6.3-507)

+
A G,,) 8 3E,1, ag

{2} For the lower portion

53- (6.6.3-508)T, - 2 r h8 K

where

| hd.. h (3ff 2),
,

}. , hl h,
_

AaO, 6E,12 (6.6.3-509).
SK 3E), A G, H ||a .

3E 1, A G,2 a

(ii) Calculation of stresses

{1} Depending on the shape of the installation portion, there are two models for anchor bolt stress
calculation (see Figures 6.6.3-48 and 6.6.3-49). The stresses acting on the anchor bolts are calculated with respect

_

to the tensile forces and shear forces due to seismic coefficient, pump vibration and pump rotation moment.
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4 +
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. .

\ . /e *
|

I .I D .

Irgure 6.6.3 48. Square calculation model. Figure 6.6.3-49. Circular calculation model.i

f
{a} Shear stremes :-

%e shear forte of the anchor bolts is calculated as the shear force acting on the total number of anchor
bolts.

Shear force (Q)

3

Q,-EW,(C,+C,) (6.6.3-510)
bl

Shear strea (ry

5, . b (6.6.3-511)M s

where sectional area A of anchor bolt is3

A, = 3d2 (6.6.3-512)
4

'

i = 1: Upper portion above mounting plane
i = 2: Interol casing
i = 3: External casing

(b) Tensile stress

ne tensile force acting on the anchor bolts in the case of square calculation model is evalus.ted based on
the most conservative assumption; i.e., the base plate is assumed to rotate at one row of anchor bolts, and the other ---
row of anchor bolts are assumal to resist this movement.

~ Tensile force (Fy

3 s

. E W(C + C,)h,- E W,(1 -C,)l4 a (6.6.3-513)F, s
.
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The tensile force acting on the anchor bolts in the case of the circular calculation model is calculated for
the bolts farthest from the rotation point as the most strict condition, based on the assumption that the anchor forces
are proportional to the distance from the rotation point.

Tensile force (Fy

b Wjg C,)h, b W,(1 -C,)E
a.: 2

y* a.: (6.6.3-514)
3
g"0

Tensile stress (ad

F
o, . _.! (6.6.3-515)

A,

(iii) Evaluation methods

(1} Evaluation of natural period
Based on the natural period in item (i), the horizontal design seismic coefficient is evaluated.

(2} Stress evaluation of anchor bolts
it is performed according to section ('' and section "6.6.3(1)b Skirt-support vertical cylindrical container."

(b) Horizontal pump

Calculation conditions

(1} He weight of the pump is assumed as concentrated at the center of gravity.

(2} ue pump is assumed as fixed by anchor bolts on a sufficiently rigid foundation or frame.

{3} The seismic force is assumed to act on the pump in the horizontal direction, while the vertical direction
is not considered.

(4} Re overturning directions are determined according to the calculation models shown in Figures 6.6.3-
50 and 6.6.3-51. He direction with the strictest condition is selected for performing aselv : evaluation.

(i) Calculation of natural period

A horizontal pump is taken as a large block-like structure, with its center of gravity located near the center
of the block and with its lower surface fixed using anchor bolts. As a result, it can be taken as a rigid body as a
whole. The natural period is very small and can be ignored in calculation.

(ii) Calculation of stresses

(1} Stress calculation of anchor bolts

The stresses in the anchor bolts are calculated with respect to the tensile forces and shear forces caused
by seismic force, pump vibration and moment due to pump rotation.
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Definitions of symbols (for common symbols, see section 6.6.3(1)a)

Symbol Definition of symbol Units

C, Seismic coefficient due to pu.np vibration -

M Moment due to pump rotation kgf/mmy

l Distance between pump shaft center and anchor bolt mmi

1 Distance between pump shaft center and anchor bolt (l s; 1 ) mm2 a 2

d Nominal diameter of anchor bolts mm

n Number of anchor bolts -

nf Evahiation number of anchor bolts with tensile force -

h Distance from mounting plane to center of gravity mm

W Weight acting on the mounting plane kgf

Q3 Shear force acting on anchor bolt kgf

Overturning direction

O
h * +

o y
=

|i i1

Overturning support point /[[ l,1 f,''{'''

Figure 6.6.3-50, Calculation model (overturnng in direction perpendicular to the axial direction).

Overturning direction

A
i 1 1

/ / \\'
i i ,

Overturning suoport post'/ ' ,'[ [[.
' " " '

_

Figure 6.6.3-51. Calculation model (overtuming in axial direction).
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{a} Shear stress
ne shear force acting on the total number of anchor bolts is calculated.

Shear force (Q)

Q, = W(C, + C,) (6.6.3-516)

Shear stress (r)

Q
5,.*-. (6.6.3-517)

nA,

where sectional area A of the bolt is as follows:3

A, 14 2 (6.6.3-518)
4

(b} Tensile stress
ne tensile force on the anchor bolts is calculated as acting on bolts on one side as the strictest condition,

on consideration of overturning shown in Figure 6.6.3-50 and 6.6.3-51 with the other side of bolts used as rotation
point.

Tensile force (Fy

W(C"+ C')h Af'' w{l ~ C')IlF, = (6.6.3-519)
%nft,+l,)

Here, moment My due to pump rotation is for the calculation model shown in Figure 6.6.3-50. It doea
not exist in the case when the pump and the motor share the same base or when the calculation model is as shown
in Figure 6.6.3-31.

Tensile stress (ry

Fa,.-* (6.6.3-520)
A,

(iii) Evaluation methods

(1} Evaluation of natural period
Based on the natural period in item (i), the horizontal design seismic coefficient is evaluated.

(2} Stress evaluation of anchor bolts
it is performed according to section "6.6.3(1)b Skirt-support vertical cylindrical container."
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Figure 6.6.3-52. Fan (blower).

(c) Aseismic design method of fan (blower)(see Figure 6.6.3-52)

(i) General items

Since the main body of a fan (blower) has very rigid vibration characteristics, its aseismic design scheme
is based on (b) horizontal pump, in principle. Rat is, the calculation conditions are as follows:

(1} The weight of the fan (blower)is taken as concentrated at the center of gravity, and the seismic force
is assumed to act at this position.

{2) The base is fixed using anchor < bolts, etc., on a sufficiently rigid foundation or frame.

%e stress evaluation is performed only for the anchor bolts under the aforementioned conditions.

b. Duct and cable tray

(a) Duct

The aseismic design of a duct is usually performed using the following methods: in one method, depending
on the aseismic class suitable for the duct, dynamic analysis or static analysis is performed to calculate the wismic
load and to evaluate the strength; in another method, the span of the support is made shorter than the allowable
buckling limit length of the duct. In this case, for a duct in Class B or higher class, the dynamic seismic force or
static seismic force is used, depending on the natural frequency of vibration. For a Class C duct, homver, there
is no need to calculate the natural frequency of vibration.

Calculation of the support interval from the natural vibration frequency or allowable buckling limit is
performed using the theoretical formula derived under the assumption that the duct is a beam with its two ends
simply supported, with an appropriate safety margin taken into consideration.

(b) Cable tray

Just as in the case of a duct, for the cable tray, evaluation is performed according to its aseismic class.
For a Class A cable tray, dynamic analysis or static analysis is performed to calculate the seismic load and to
evaluate the strength, or the frequency-based contact-pitch span method is used; for a Class C cable tray, the stress-
based constant-pitch span method is used to select the support points. In this case, the various schemes used also
depend on the piping system.
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c. Crane

For the main body @$r) of the crane, evaluation is performed for a model of a beam han a ends

simply supported. In this case, since the vibration characteristics and stress generated depend on the trolley's
position,it is necessary to take them into consideration when evaluation is performed. In addition, since equipment
of high aseismic classes is located below the crane, it is necessary to ensure that the crane does not fall by the
seismic motion corresponding to the aseismic class of the equipment. In this case, when the strength evaluation is
performed for the support por' ion in consideration of the sliding of the crane, the following scheme is usually used.
That is, in the strength calculation of the support portion, for the running direction, the seismic coefficient at the
support portion cannot be larger than frictional coefficient between the rail and the wheel. On the other hand, for
the transverse direction (direction perpendicular to the running rails), since the girder is taken as a rigid body,
evaluation is performed by assuming that the seismic response acceleration with respect to the afot, tioned.

seismic motion of the building at the mounting position is transferred to the girder.

d. Condenser

he condenser is taken as a flexural shear beam or FEM with fixed lower end for calculation of the natural
vibration frequency, in this case, evaluation of stiffness is performed in consideration of the barrel plate, ribs of
side plate, and ribs of front / rear plates. As a result, when it is found to be a rigid structure or for a Class C
condenser, static analysis is performed. Usually, stress evaluation is performed of the interested points in the
structure, such as reinforcing parts, etc.

6.6.4 Support structures

(1) Outline of support structures

For the equipment / piping syste:a support structure, the support scheme is determined usually in
consideration of the load conditions as s ell as the functions required of the equipment / piping system, configuration,
service / maintenance features, construction features, etc. As a result, the following various structural forms may

be used:

{1} Legs, skirt
{2} Skeleton structure (electrical panel, air conditioning unit, etc.)
{3} Frame structure (piping frame restraint, support structures of air conditioning duct, cable tray, etc.)
{4} Other (piping seismic support, etc.)

When these support structures are designed, the following items are taken into consideration to ensure an appropriate
strength against the load transferred from the body of the equipment / piping system.

{1} When the seismic load on the body of the equipment / piping system is to be calculated, amplification
of the seismic input due to the support structure is evaluated appropriately and deter.aned. When it is determined
that the stiffness of the support structure is higher than that of the body of the equipment / piping system, it is also
possible not to consider the amplification of the seismic input due to the support structure.

{2} When the stress of the support structure is evaluved, rN only the seismic load, but also the effects of
the self weight and pressure or other mechanical load on the body of the equipment / piping system are taken into
consideration.

{3} The support structure should have the necessary support function. In addition, it should not hamper
the designated movement of the equipment / piping system under various load conditions.
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(4} la principle, the support structure is reliably fixed by using embedded fixtures set in the build-
ing/ structure, steel structure, or anchor bolts.

(5) He structure should be appropriate to enstue the access route and the space for maintenance and
service.

(6} When the thermal transfer from the equipment / piping system body is r.ignificant, the effects on the
nearby structures should be taken into consideration for the structure.

(7} In the case when separation is required from the other equipment / piping system in consideration of the
equipment / piping system, this requirement should be taken into consideration.

Stress evaluation is performed as follows [H-K-7] for the anchor bolts and embedded fixtures which transfer
the load applied on the aforementioned support structures to the building or other concrete structures.

_

(2) Anchor portion

a. General items

(a) The equipment is fixed by anchor bolts, etc., on a sufficiently rigid foundation or flange.

(b) When load due to earthquake or other external force is applied to the anchor bolt, the tensile force and
} shear force are taken into consideration.

(c) He base plate should be able to withstand the concrete reaction force and the pullout restraint force
from the anchor.

.

b. Stress calculation of anchor portion
,

%e methods for calculating the stresses in the base plate and anchor bolts that form the anchor portion are
as follows:

| (a) Stress calculation of base plate

(i) Guideline

(
| Evaltation is made by calculation to ensure that the lower end surface of the base plate can withstand the

concrete reaction force (f ) and the pullout restraint force (N) from the anchor bolts.

(ii) Guideline of calculation

(1} The concrete contact surface of the base plate is taken as a reinforced concrete column; the anchor bolts
acted upon by tensile stress are taken as tensile reinforcing bars.

(2} According to the " Reinforced Concrete Structure Calculation Standards of An:hitecture Institute of
Japan * [6.6.4-1), the tensile force (4) of foundation bolts, the concrete extreme fiber emapressive stress (f) and
the neutral axis are calculated.

(3} Confirmation is made to see if N and f, are within the allowable ranges, and to see if the stress in the
base plate due to N and reaction force f, is within the allowable range.
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(b) Stress calculation of anchor bolts

(i) Guideline

he horizontal force acting on the structure is resisted by the frictional force between the bottom steel part
and concrete due to boh fastening; in the case when the fastening force can be neglected, this force should be
resisted by the shear force of the bolts. Figure 6.6.41 shows the classes of the anchor bolts according to their
shapes.

(ii) Calculation guidelines

(1) In the case when the fastening force can be neglected, the overall horizontal force on the structure is
resisted by the effective number of bolts. On the other hand, when the friction due to the fastening force is taken
into consideration, the horizontal force of the structure as a whole should nst exceed the resistance due to the

friction of the structure as a whole.

(2} When the shear stress and tensile stress in the anchor bolts are combined in action, they are combined
in the evaluation. He calculation methods of stress and the allowance stress are determined according to the ' Steel
Structure Design Standards' {6.6.4-2] and "JEAG 4601-Supplement-1984.'

{3} Evaluation of concrete bond strength and shear strength against bolt tensile force is performed
according to "JEAG 4601-Supplement-1984."

{4} When anchor portion of nuclear reactor containing vessel has two rows of bolt cricles in the
circumferencial direction, evaluation of this part is sometimes performed with the following assumptions.

{a}%e anchor bolt circle is defined as the circle with the average diameter of the two circumferential
rows of bolt circles. Also, a anchor bolt is taken as an equivalent cylinder having an area equal to the total sectional

area of the bolt.
{b}%e stress varies linearly from the maximum tensile stress to th maximum compressive atress,

c. Expansion anchor

ne expansion anchor is arranged by drilling holes in concrete usmg a punching mach;ne. Chemical
anchor, hole-in anchor, or ather scheme may be adopted. Hey usually are arranged at locations where a light load

is applied. For equipment, the chemical anchor scheme is usually used; for electrical appliances, the hole-in anchor
scheme is usually used. When this operation is to be implemented, the form / dimensions should be selected after
conducting tests with regard to the actual working condition, or after confirming appropriate margin of the catalog
specifications.

(3) Embedded metallic parts

Table 6.o.4-1 lists the classification of embedded metallic parts according to their shapes.

Here is as yet no established standard evaluation method for embedded metallic parts. Usually, evaluation

is performed in the same way as the anchor portion.

%e evaluation methods adopted for the present design are listed in Table 6.6.4-2 and 6.6.4-3.
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Table 6.6.4-1. Classification of embedded metallic parts according to their shapes.

Type Shape Type Shape
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Table 6.6.4 2. Evaluation snethods of embedded rnetallie parts (Part 1).

|

Desigr.
Item standard kvaluation method

With respect to the loads of asial force N (tensile / compressive),
shear force G, bendmg moment Af, the load transfer la eutuated
according to the design standards listed in the left colur.5. In

f this case, the strength evaluation for the structural elemen i of
the standard embedJed metallic parts is as the low er left aidelead Column foot design M

"
vansfer OI K 7) . from the double line (with ordy N and G taken into consider-

f ' ation); .ne item for edition evaluation for special metallic parts
is as the lower right side (with N. O, and Af taken into consider-
atmn). Ilowever, for special metallic parts, the plate design is

evaluated in {3).

(1) When support is large {2) When support is small (3) The bending stress
Ooad applied on a large Ooad applied on central due to concrete beanns

Steel $tructure De- area). He benang stress point). The bending stress reaction force is checked-

sign Standards at the central portion is at the central portion is at p int X.
JEAO 4601 Supple- checked with the assump- checked with the assump-
ment 1984 (Chapter tion that the stud portion tion that the plate is fixedEmbedded
of Allowable Stress) is fixed and concentrated along the circle whichg Iyp ,,
'Notafication No. load is acting. connects the stude. A

-

ga b$0l*
Building Standard Tensile load Concentrated . Q.,.f '.-

_M load (tensile)9 *
Law 1 dtp

I Ny,{l.c4s'.

| {2) Top portion. As {3) Welded portion. It is
shown in the left figure, acceptable if the load of
w en a tensde load is k and rW @n is

{l) Round rod e car los an 50% of me
studded portion. Tensde j spp ,

bolt load + shear #'".3 ** * F'' *" '"* "# * ~

tion is checked at the welded porti n, the
load a portion indicated by the strength is guaranteed to

brokenhnes, be greater than 80% of
that of the stud material.)

4

| -
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Table 6.6.4 3. Evaluation methods of embedded metallic parts (Part 2).

; Design
item standard Evaluation rnethod

Atlal force F (tensile, compressive)-

r liending moment .lf7r -

lead .""* I I "Q
'

Shear forte O-

*(8" |4;.,transfer
b g., Torsional moment T

i"' / .g'y, ,

Magnitude of support is considered-

"
Mounting position of support is considered-

JEA0 4601.Sup-
piernent-1984

flexural stress due to tensile force in bolt j(Chapter of Al- -

Embedded lowable Stress) flexuisi stress due to bearing force of concrete j
-

plate 'Notificatior. No. Magnitude of support is considered
|

- -

501' Mounting position of support is considered |-

- Steel Structure !
De*3gn Standards ]

N
Studded f Combined stress due to tensile force N and i

.

3 ,,
bolt g shear force Q

u

I

|

t
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6.7 ConCrnation of functions of Class As and A equipment during earthquake

De functions of the equipment for which the appropriateness wPh respect to seismic motion should be i
confirmed include preuure resistance, strerggth and other static functions, as wc!) as dynamic functions needed for,

rotation, opening / closing, and othrt operations during or after earthquake. Among these functions, for the tatic
i .

functions, the strength evaluation methods described in section '6.1.2 Class As and A equipenent' or vibration tests
^

i
for strength and deformation may be used to confirm the appropriateness. In the present section, we will discuss i

fundamental idea of the methods which confirm whether the equipment maitain the required active function during;

and/or after earthquakes.

6.7.1 Active equipment i

. !

In a nuclear power plant, the equipment which is neuled to maintain the active functions during and/or after
design basic earthquake ground motion include the following: ,

(1) nose which are needed to make emergency shutdown of the nuclear reactor and to maintain the safe
shutdown state;

'
{2) Dose which are needed to protect the public from radioactive harard during a nuclear reactor accident.

More specifically, the equipment include control rod driving mechanism, emergency core cooling pump, nuclear
reactor containing vessel isolation valves, etc.i

For this equipment, in past research work, typical equipment which was selected for every type of
equipment to confirm the active functions during the design basis earthquake ground motion by vibration test or
detailed analysis. For the actual active cornponents, they are judged to be similar to the components that had been
confirmed in past researth work, confirmation of maintaining the act've functions is performed by checking if the
acceleration inputted to the active components is less than the acceleration confirmed in past research work . In
addition, confirmation may be performed based e, the response results which is derived from response analysis at
each part of the components, in that case fundamutal idea of confirmation should be as follows. His scheme,
however, is for existing equipment. If the eartha.uake conditions, equipnwnt structures, etc., are significantly
different from those of the existing equipment, specific detailed evaluation is needed.

(1) Control rod driving mechanism

For the control reds and control rod driving mechanism, it should be confinned that the control rods can
be inserted into the core within a period needed for reactor safety evaluation during earthquake. - -

(2) Pumps and motions
,

ne strength of anchor bolts and mounting bolts and the integri'y of bearings both in pumps and in motors
should be confirmed. For those with a long shaft, the aforementioned evaluation should te performed using a
multiple discrete model for analysis.

-(3) Turbine for driving pump -

Just as in the case of a motor, the strength of the anchor bolts and the rotating function of the bearings
should be confirmed. Confirmation of active functions is performed together with confirmation for the pumpsi

driven by the turbine.

(4) Emergency diesel generator

Since the main body has a sufficiently high stiffness, evaluation could be made only for the anchor bolts.
~

Also, it should be confirmed that the bellows in exhaust pipe are able to follow the displacement between the diesel
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|
engine and the diescl generator building during earthquake, sloshing of the lubricating oil sump tank and
appropriateness of the speed gear.

(5) Valves

1here are many types of vahes. The method for checking the function innintenance should be checked
by comparison of response acceleration with that of the sample established and evaluation of the strength for the
anchor bolts.

(6) Other equipment

Other equipment with active function requirements include fan, damper, refrigerator, air comprenor for
control, etc. Just as in the case of valves, the function maintenance should be checked by comparison of responte
acceleration with that of the established acceptable acceleration values, and evaluation of the strength for anchor
bolts. In addition, it is necessary to make sure that the fuel anembly does not hamper insertion of control rods and
can be maintained in a coolable shape.

6.7.2 Electrical instrumentation and control equipment

Usually, the electrical instrumentation and control equipment is connected to various types of boards,
apparatus, etc., and it is difficult to confirm its ability to maintain functions for the entire system at the same time.
11ence conGrmation of the function maintenance is performed by evaluating each board, apparatus, etc., and
summaridng the results to guarantee the functions of the overall system of equipment. 1he equipment can be
classified mainly into four types: boards, devices, apparatus, and circuits.1 heir abilities to naintain function are
checked as follows. The defmitions of the various types of equipment and corresponding examples are shown in
Table 6.7 l.

(1) lioards (see Figure 6.7-1)

A leard is an assembly of many apparatuses. llence, its structure and functions inust be appropriate to
resist the design seismic motion.

In the case when an analysis model is available and analysis can be performed easily, the ' scheme using
analysis * can be adopted. On the other hand, when an analysis model is not available or, although an analysis
model ia available, seismic property can be evaluated experimentally, the ' scheme using vibration test * can be
adopted,

llased on the vibration analysis or vibration test, judgment is made of whether it is a rigid structure, if
it is a rigid structure, the integrity of stmeture is confiimed by static analysis, on the other hand, if it isn't a rigid
structue, the integrity of the structure and function should be confirned by dynamic analysis or vibration test.

The following two methods can be used in the vibration test. In the first method, the boards installed the
actual apparatuses are used for vibration test; in the second method, the boards installed the dummies that can
simulate the actual apparatuses in vibrational characteristics and structures are used for vibration test. In the case
of using the dummies, confirmation for the installed apparatus is performed by measuring the response acceleration
at the mounting point of the dummy and omparing that with the verified function maintaining acceleration in
vibration test for the apparatus itself. In the case of analysis, confirmation is performed by comparing the response
ripectrum calculated at the mounting point of the apparatus with the spectrum verifidd in verification test for the
apparatus itself,

if the performance evaluated in the above is not appropriate, the practical counter measures such as
amer.dment of the design should be taken.
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Table 6.7 l. Classification, definitions, and examples of electrical measurement / control equipment.

Class Definition Examples

1. Ibard it is a portion of the electrical instrumentation Central control panels, locked power boards,
system. It is a structure rnade of steel beams, power center, control center, instrumentation
steel plates, etc., and containing apparatus, rack, on-site operation panel, static invertor
cables, etc., with the functions of processing battery charger, etc.
an', controlling signals in the electrical system
and instrumentation system, protection of
control of operation system, switching and
conversion of power, etc.

2. Device A portion of electrical instrumentation equip- Transformer, diesel generator, motor for
ment for conversion of electrical power or auxiliary equipment, motor / generator, batter-
conversion of energy les, etc.

3. Instrument Elements in the electrical instrumentation for Various types of detectors, signal emitters,
performing detection, conversion, operation, protective relays, control relsys, operators,
control, etc., of the signals or electrical switches, breakers, meters, transformers for
power to realire functions of electrical system instrumentation, current transformers, etc.
and instrumentation system. They are mount-
ed on panels or instriled at prescribed loca-
tions.

4. Circuits When circuits which include electrical wires, Cable tray, bus duct, electrical conduit,
cables, conductors, etc., are contained in the cable penetration, conduits for instrumenta-
structure made of steel plate or other material tion, etc.
to support and protect them, we asy, the
structured are included in the circuits.
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Figure 6.7 2. Aseismic design flow chart of devices.

(2) Device (see Figure 6.7 2)

'Ihe device is usually a rig!d strutture, and its function can te maintained as long as the structure is kep;
perfect, llence, the seismic evaluation is performed by static analysis to confirm the structural appropriateness.
If the device is not a rigid structure, however, the uructural appropriateness can be confirmed according to the same
flow chart as the panel.

(3) Instrument (see Figure 6.7.3)

Evaluation of instrument is pe:hrmed in two aspects: structure and function. As instruments are usually
mounted at different positions, verification test for the instrument itself is performed to Jetermine linuting input
earthquake motion that its functional / structural integrity is maintained in adsance. 'Ihen the seismic resistant
capability of instrument mounted is confirmed by comparing the response spectrum due to design basis earthquake
ground motion at the mounting position with the spectrum verified in verification test for the instrunwnt itself, it
is also possible to confirm the seismic resistant capability by sibration test for the instrument. In the vibration test,
the instrument should be excited by earthquake motion due to design basis carthquake ground motion at the
mounting position of the instrument.

Among instruments for those that can be taken as rigid bodies, such as a transformer for instrumentation,
as long ks the structure is perfect, the function can be mair_tained. In this case, confirmation of structural / functional
integrity is performed in the same way as for devices.

(4) Circuits (see Figure 6.7-4)

For circuits, ma long as the structure is sound, the functions can be maintained. As a result, only structural
evaluation is needed. In this case, the structural appropriateness is assessed using the dynamic analysis method
depending on the aseismic class and natural frequency of vibration, or by using the static analysis method in the case
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of a rigid structure, In the case when the circuit is installed between buildings or between building and ground
outside the building, the structure should be able to absorb the relative displacement during earthquake.

Besides, following erroneous operation are acceptable:

a. Erroneous operation to the safer side.
b. Erroneous operation in earthquake when the following two conditions are met timultaneously.

{l) The safety of the plant is not degraded even in erroneous operation in earthquake.
{2} 'The function recovers after earthquake.
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Chapter 7. PromeetL9ffutmt_tccinical topics

in recent years, the reliability of nuclear pow er generation has been improved based on actual construction
and operation. As the techniques for consolidating the achieved results of nuclear power generation for the futme
development are being improved, ellorts are made to improve the economic effect and safety. According to the:

conclusion reached at the ' Conference on improvement of Nuclear Power Generation" (Chairman: Masao
Mukar,aka, director of Intemational Energy Policy Forum), 'in order to improve nuclear power generation, it is,

|
necessary to establish an information processing system, to set up and improve the operation / service system, to

;

develop high-levellight water reactor technique, to increase overall efficiency of utilhies and manufactu ers, and 4

to in. prove the official business administration in the country. In this way, high reliability and a better economic
effect can be realiud,' in thin way, it is expected that the overall design of the nuclear reactor facilities will be
further streamlined. Aseismic design is a part of the above,

it is believed that the safety margin of the aseismic design of the nuclear reactor facilities is the result of -
accumulating the measures taken to ensure safety for the various amects of soil building-equipment, starting from
determination of the standard earthquale motion in light of the various uncertain factors. For the actual auclear
reactor facilities, there is as yet no experience of a major carthquake. In order to supplement knowledge in this
respect, many theoretical studies and tests have been carried out to increase the reliability of seismic design
technology. At the present stace, efforts are being made to pinpoint the uncertain factors in the vanous special
fields where safety consideration abould be rnade. He survey /research work is now performed at various '

government and civil institutions.
;

nese investigations and research are mainly within the range defined as the basic items required in the
Evsluation Guidelines of Aseismic Design of Nuclear Reactors in Power Plants used at present Oeferred to as
*Ilxamination Guidelines' hereinafter). Rey are useful to improve and streamline aseismic design, it is expected
that the results of these studies may upgrade aseismic design to a higher and more streamlined level.

On the other hand, efforts are also made on topics which are not included in the present ' Examination
Guidelines' and involve changes in the fundamental technical featurea, such as building the nuclear reactar buildings
on a soft ground to rnluce the seismic input into the facility, adoption of passive .uid active control systems or base
isolation structures for the nuclear reactor building, as well as for structurca and equipment within the nuclear
reactor building. Although there are many problems to be solved to realize them. since they involve a radical
change in the conventional practice and amendment of the ' Examination Guidelines,' it is still necessary to promote
them from the viewpoint of variety of niting and economic effect.

ne aforementioned Chapters 2 through 6, although certain new findings are included, are mainly a
summary of the present seismic design of the nuclear reactor facilities. In the present chapter, however, emphasis
is set on the prospects of the future technical topics for upgrading and streamlining aseismic designs in the various
fields.

7.1 Earthquake and basie earthquake ground motion

As far as earthquake and basic earthquake ground motion, which are the basis c' aseismic design, are
concerned, since an earthquake itself is a natural phenomenon, it is difficult to perform c:.perimental research on
it at present.110 wever, in order to improve the reliability, efforts are being made to establish an evaluation method, .

with the updated knowledge and technical know-how included,

in the following, we will present several items for which further research is needed.
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7.1.1 Formation of standard earthquake catalog

in order to determine the basic carthquake ground motion,it is neccuary to survey the past earthquakes,
active faults and seismo tectonie ttructure. One method involves using an carthquake catalog which is formulated

by a survey of past earthquaken and lists the time, focal position, and magnitude of each earthquake. Ilowever,
although the data for the carthquakes taking place since the early Meiji [aboot 1870] cra are relatively complete due
to measurenent using instruments, for the 90 called historical earthquakes taking place before the early Meiji era,
there are many uncertain points for their data listed in the earthquale catalog. As a result, for each nu. lear power
plant site, an independent detailed investigation is usually performed on the historical earthquakes which have had
relatively large influence on the site. In the future, it is necessary to funn a nore reliable catalog for the entire
country. j

i

i

7.1.2 I! valuation of seismmtectonic structure |

'Ihe evaluation of seismo-tectonic structure is performed on the basis of a map which determinen the largest

possible scales of earthquake that can take place at the various regions in Japan. 'lhis nuip is mainly formed on the ,

'

base of the states of the major earthquakes that took place in the past. In the recent years, the research work in this
field has achieml a rapid progress. As a result, based on recent observations of carthquakes as well as various
results of geophysical observation and data on active faults, it is neecssary to establish an evaluation method based
on plate tectonics and can reflect these results.

7.1.3 !! valuation of earthquake ground notion characteristica j

in recent years, a great effort has been maae to understand seismic motion characteristics of hard bedrocks
and amplification characteristics of seismic motion in bedrocks by collecting records of carthquake observation in
horizontal and vertical alleys for the bedrocks corresponding to the grounds of nuclear reactor building sites with
a reliable management system, and by using other records available bath in Japan and abroad. As a result, the
characteristics of the seismic motion have been gradually clarified. In the future, an even more rational evaluation
method is to be established. In addition, when investigation is to be made on the Q .atemary-cra bed in addition to
the present bedrock, it is necessary to establish an evaluation method for the seismic nmtion in a soft ground.

7.1.4 livaluation of seismic motion based on fault model

To evaluate the long period component seismic motions based on the seismic fault nodel, a simple model
known as the lla-kel model has been established and can represent seismic motion. On the other hand, for the
mechanism of generation of the short-period component, there are still various ideas on the physical parameter that
should be used to make a specific representation of the nonuniform rupture phenomenon. 'Ihere is as yet no unified
scheme in this respect. Consequently, in the case when the site is near a seismic focal region, there are several
different means for evaluating the seismic motion using the fault model. It is necessary to establish a standard
evaluation method in the future on the basis of the results of further research.

7.1.5 Vertical seismic motion

At present, for vertical seismic motion, aseismic design is performed with static consideration of the vertical
seismic load, llowever, it is believed to be necessary in the future to perform a dynamic seismic response analysis
with the vertical seismic motion as input. For horizontal seismic motion, a large amount of research results has
accumulated on the frequency characteristics, etc. On the other hand, for vertical seismic motion, it is still in the
initial stage of research, llence, it is necessary to establish an evaluation method of the characteristics of the
vertical seismic notion in the future.
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7.2 Geological / ground survey

in Chapter 3, the present technh}ues of geological / ground survey for construction of nuclear power plants
were summarizcd with the recent knowledge and technical know-how included. For the followingitems, however,
further research is to be performed to obtain a better understar. ding.

7.2.1 Evaluation of fault activity

in order to determine the basic earthquake ground motion at the site, it is necessary to perform a reliable
evaluation of the scale and activity of the active faults. For this purpose, much effort has been performed up to
now. liowever, as far as the evaluation of activity is concerned, further reseanh and development are still needed[

1

to improve the reliability and rationality, in uticular, for the seabed fault, an effective method to determine the
age of the seabed layers and a standard memod for reading the record of maritime sonic survey are yet to be

| established. At present, with the improvement in the reliability of the analysis of substances within the fault, the
evaluation of the activity of the fault in the bed can be made more rational by combining the conventional geological
and topographical methods. On the other hand, although it is possible to estimate the presence of a fault from the
geological point of view, it is rather difficult to clarify its presence from the surface geological survey. llence, a
better survey / evaluation method is to be established.

7.2.2 Survey method / evaluation method of gravelly bed

it is believed that the gravel ground has a rather high support strength when it is used as the support ground
of a large-size foundation structure.

As a matter of fact, in Japan, many skyscrapers are built on gravel ground.
In other countries, some nuclear power plants are built on gravel ground, liowever, although it is believed that the
seismic stability of the gravel ground in high, there are still many unclarified points concerning the survey / test
method of the gravel ground and the safety evaluation method of the gravel ground in the case of carthquake.

s

Consequently, it is necessary to develop in the future sampling methods and on-site test methods as the
gravel ground survey methods, evaluation methods of liquefaction resistance, prediction methods cf deformation
behavior during earthquake, evaluation of embedment effect of foundation to ensure the foundation safety, evaluation'

of foundation bottom shear resistance, evaluation of side earth pressure during earthqaake, and countermeasures
against underground water.

7.2.3 Evaluation of joint bedrock and discontinuous plane in bedrock

The topics yet to be solved in respect to evaluation of the mechanical characteristics of bedrock include
estabbshment of a method of evaluating the mechanical characteristics of bedrock having joints and other geological
separating planes and development of an effective survey method of the discontinuous planes in the bedrock.

For the former topic, it in necessary to establish a method of fm' ding statistical data concerning the
distribution and properties of the separating planes and to establish a method of evaluating the mechanical

| characteristics on the basis of formulation of the system of the various mechanical test methods corresponding to
the states of the separating planes.

For the latter topic, it is necessary to develop a technique for clarifying the bed structure in the order of
several tens of cm for a range to about 200 m undergro md, and a technique for automatically drawing the obtained
data in thmestimensional form, so that a more rational survey can be performed for the discontinuous plane in the
bedrock.
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7.2.4 Evaluation of tensils mength of bedrock

For seismic stability analysis of bedrock, tensile stress occurs in a wide range in the bedrock in some cases.
For a hard bedrock, of course, there is a tensile strength w hich can be evaluated in design. l{owever, in the process
of evaluating stability, in almost all the cases, the tensile strength of the bedrock is not yet taken as a resistance.
His is because it is difficult to evaluate the sepa:ating plane of the bedrock and its effect on the tensile strength.

Consequently, progress is expected with respect to the best evaluation method of the bedrock at the site
based on the theoretical explanation related to the geological survey and mechanical evaluation of the separatisg
plane, etc., as well as the methods for utilir.ing these results. In addition, together'with these research studies, many
tests of the tensile strength of bedrock are to be implemented to clarify 'he effects of stress path, ground condition,
dimensional effects, etc., on the tensile strength, by finding the correlation between the tensile strength and the other

properties.
i

7.2.5 Correlation between static properties and dynamic pmperties |
l
1

Although there is no special problem for a hard hedrock, for a relatively soft bedrock or weak Isyer, it is i

necessary to perform a detailed aseismic stability evaluation by a dynamic analysis. In this case, in order to
streamline the methods of bedrock survey / test, it is desirable to clarify the correlation among the physical
characteristics, static strength! deformation characteristiu, and dynamic strength / deformation characteristics of the |
bedrock for eacn type of bedrock. i

I
:More specifically, there are the following items.

(1) %e result of tmd survey / testa performed in the past are summarized to form a database, so that the
correlation among the mechanical properties and physical properties can be understood for the various bedrocks.

(2) %e parameters with the highest degree of correlation are selected appropriately to formulate the
wrrelation between the physical properties and the mechanical properties and the correlation between the static
properties and dynamic properties.

(3) liased on the aforementioned itsults, the survey / test method of the bedrock is streamlined.

7.3 Stability evaluation of ground and aseismic design of underground structures

in Chapter 4, the present methods for evaluation of aseismic stability of ground for construction of nuclear
power plants are summarized, with the updated knowledge and technical know how included,

flowever, for the followingitems, it is necessary to perform further research with the purpose of fuitner
improving the reliability and efficiency of the aseismic stability evaluation of ground.

7.3.1 Seismic coefficient for ground

in order to determine the seismic coefficient for the ground, the following methods may be used to be
consistent with basic earthquake ground motion Sp (1) the method in which the maximum dynamic shear stress
distribution in the ground is used; (2) the method in which the maximum value of the instantaneous acceleration of
the earth mass on the slip plane at various depths. For the seismic coefficient determined using these methods, the
seismic motion which varies in time is replaced by a static one. His may lead to a more severe condition than the
actual ground vibration under rapidly repeating syclic loads. From this point of view, it is necessary to clarify the
relation between the peak value and the effective value that actually affects the stability and to set an appropriate
seismic coefficient for a more rational aseisnue evaluation.
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In addition, for the underground distribution of the seismic coefficient and the effect of the soil type, at
present, research is being performed by the Underground Seismie intensity Division, Nuclear Power Civil
Committee, Japanese Society of Civil Engineers as a topic of joint research in the field of electrical powcr. The
results of this research are expected.

7.3.2 Earth pressure during earthquake

'

In order to perform a rational evaluation of the earth pressure in an earthquake, earthquake obt.crvation
of the underground structure and modal vibration test are performed. For example, the earthquake observation is
performed for LNG underground tank, etc. Up to now, data for medium and small carthquakes have been obtained.
According to these observation data and modal vibration tests, the value and distribution profile of the carth pressure
usually depend on the relative stiffness between the ground and structure as well as on the contact state of the

structure (attached on rock or not). Also, the earth pressure may be simulated to a certain degree by performing
analysis using an equivalent linear method. However, for evaluation of earth pressure in the case of a major
earthquake with residual displacement generated in the bedrock, more precise property representation and analytical
methods should be used. Based on these methods, a rational evaluation method of earth pressure during earthquake
that fits better with the actual situation will be developed.

7.3.3 Large deformation problem

When a weathered soft bedrock or' a soil ground is selected as the site, if the assumed seismic forte is
large, an analysis should be performed to predict the deformation and to deiennine the measwres against the
deformation. 'Ite earthquake damage to a structure is mainly caused by the repeated action of the 6 hear stress,
which leads to a decrease in the strength of the ground, accumulation of defonnation, and generation of excessive
pore preasure.

As far as the earthquake deformation is concerned, there are still many problems to be clarified. Research
should be made on the following aspects: (1) formulation of the accumulated behavior of the shear deformation and
volume change in ground materials, estimation of decrease in strength, and evaluation of excessive pore pressure;
(2) development of a nonlinear response analysis method using direct integration; (3) clarification of the deformation
mechanism and acquirement of actual data in vibration table test etc. Itased on an organic coordination of the
results of this research, a progress in the design method and its application will be achieved.

7.3.4 Limit-state design of important underground structures

In the conventional technique, the seawater duct, water intake pit, water intake tower, and other reinforced
concrete structures are designed on the basis of the allowable stress method, which, however, may not be rational.
It is important to perform the design by accounting for the functions required for the structure as well as the seismic
load level of S or S . For this purpose, for the S earthquake, it is necessary to establirh a large-deformationi 2 2

analytical method which can ensure that the strength capacity of the cross section following the concept of the
ultimate strength design, and to use it in the actual design on the basis of the model tests which prove the
appropriateness of the method.

Japanese Society of Civil Engine (rs (JSCE) is planning to adopt the limit state design method. Itis
believed that as this design method is applied to the important underground reinforced concrete structures, it is
possible to reduce the cross section and the amount of reinforcing bars used, in this way, the design of these
structures will become more rational.

7.4 Aseismic design of buildings and structures

Research on the nuclear power generation techniques involves various fields. For the aseismic design, there
are also various research fields with emphasis on the tests and measurements of seismic motion, nuclear reactor
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facility's vibration characteristics, aseismic structures, etc., as well as various analytical and evaluation schemes.
Recently, as a majoi theme shared by many parties, research has been carried out as Electrical Power Joint
Research.

in addition, under a contract with the Ministry of International Trade and Industry, the Nuclear Power
Engineering Test Corporation is carrying out a large-scale test on the interaction tetween the nuclear reactor
building and ground as well as the restoring force characteristics of the shear walls.

As far as standardiation of aseismic design is concemed, progress is being made in the field of
standardiration of the seismic design method performed as the Light Water Reactor Modification Standardization
Aseismic Design Survey (First hird).

In the future, in order to improve the economic effectiveness of nuclear power plants, a more retional
aseismic design is desired in the following, we will present the major topics related to stream'ir.ing the aseismic
design of the building / structures of the nuclear reactor facilities.

7.4.1 ilandling of soil structure interaction in design

For a long time, people have known the importance of an appropriate evaluation of the soil-structure
interaction in neismic design of the nuclear reactor facilities. Up to now, many theoretical and analytical researth
studies have been performed to address this problem both in Japan and abroad. Also, actual research works have
been perfornyd in Japan with respect to vibration experiment and earthquake otwervation.

As far as the interaction problem is concerned, relatively simple problems, such as the behavior of a rigid
foundation on a uniform semi-infinite clastic ground, have been fully clarified in theory, with results in good

in addition, for the case with a large foundation deformation, the
agreement with the actually measured results,
case with a complicated foundation shape, or the case when the ground has a layered form or irregular form, FEM
and other methods of discretization are developed as powerful means for analysis, llowever, in many cases, they
become three-dimensional problems and require a very long time for direct computation. A similar situation takes
place in the case when the building is buried deeply and in the came when the effect of the interaction with an
adjacent building must be taken into consideration. In the future, it is important to fir.d methods which can further
clarify these problems in a simpler way for handling in design.

7.4.2 Earth pressure during carthquake

he earth pressure acting on the underground unit of a building during an earthquake is affected by the
stiffness of the soil, the vibration characteristics of the structure, the characteristics of the seismic motion, etc., and
varies in a complicated way. Since there are few examples of buildings damaged by carth pressure in earthquakes,
the mechanism has not been fully clarified, and a rational evaluation method that fits well with the actual situation
is not yet established.

He earth pressure during carthquake should be evaluated as a nsult of the dynamic interaction among the
support ground and the fill carth on the periphery of the building, in this case, it u necessary to evaluate it with
attention paid to the geometrical nonlinearity such as the stress-strain relation of the support bedrock and fill earth,
the nonlinearity of the material damping, and the slip and separation at the contact plane between the building and

As far as the actually measured data of the earth pressure acting on the actual structure in anthe ground.
earthquake are concerned, since the history of observation is relatively short, sufficient data are not yet available,

in order to address this problem, it is desirable to perform various analytical discussion from the design

point of view with the results of experiment and measurement.

'
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7.4.3 Restoring force characteristics
;

'

Recently, many experiments have been performed on the restoring force characteristics, hysteretic'

characteristics and the major parameters that affect these characteristics for box-shaped, cylindrical, and other shapes
of shear walls of nuclear reactor buildings. As these parameters are wrted, they are entwted to play their roles

,
'

in the future design for improving the reliability of the analysis evaluation.
:
,

,

e

*Ihe future topics of the reinforced concrete si. car w alls include experimental classincation of the effects
. of strkin rate, variation in axial force, two-directional force application or other loading application method on the

,

|
restonng force characteristics, dynamic experiments using a vibration table, clarificrtion of the effects on stiffness
and restoring force chara:teristics for walls with openings from both esperimental and analytical approaches, etc.

,

Also, for composite shear walls with box. shaped and cylindrical walls connected at the floor, accumulation of
experimental data and analy tical research are desired.1he dif ference between the test specimens used in experimenti

and the actual building's shear walls, e.g., the effects of the difference hi their dimensions (scaling effects) and the
effects of the wall thicknen ratio, etc., shou!d be further clarified. It is alm necessary to further clarify the relation
between cracks in the shear wall and the requirement for the ability of a wall to maintain its function.

For the structural parts other than the shear wall, i.e., floor, foundation mat, partitioning walls SRC
structure, etc., it is necenary to clarify experimentally the restoring force characteristics and strength in order to

i achieve designs with a higher degree of freedom. ,

7.4.4 investigation of function maintenance
|

For investigation of function maintenance, the first irnportant task is to find out how to relate the functional '

requirements for the various portions of the building to the structural behavior of the components.1his is a basic
problem.

.

Evaluation of the building can be divided into an overall system and various partial systems. For the
overall system, the evahtation means of responses under basic earthquake ground motion S have been nearly2

} established, and the index for the safety margin can be calculated. in the future, efforts should be made to further
rationalire the system, and it is necessary to perform a more detailed investigation of the relation between the
behavior of the overall system and the functional requirement of the building. t

For the various partial systems, at present, design in performed on the suffielently safe side by using a
relatively simple evaluation method. Iloweser, in consideration of the variety of structural shapes and loading
conditions, as well as the plastic behavior and the ultimate strength, in order to establish a more rational design

&i
scheme it is necessary to perform extensive experimental and analytical research. Ir the plastic cnalysis, sufficient'
attention should be paid to the boundary conditions when analyses are performed for each portion separately.

.

7.4.5 On seismic safety margin i

According to the ' Evaluation Guidelines,' the horimntal strength capacity of a building / structure should
be attained with an appropriate safety margin, depending on the imporance, with respect to the required horimntal

,

strength capacity calculated according to the scheme defined in the Building Design Code. In addition, for Class
'

As btJlding/ structures, with respect to the combination of the long-tenn load, load during operation and seismic
force due to standard seismic motion h, the building /stmeture should have a sufficient margin of deformation ability

,

as an overall structure, and an appropriate safety nargin with respect to the ultimate strength of the build-
ing/ structure. For this safety margin, there is no quantitative representation of the lowest limit depending on the
importance,

in this respect, specific evaluation should be made of the reliability of the evaluation method of the strength
capacity or ultimate strength of the building / structure, the deformation ability, scatter in strength and deformation
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ability of the structure, reliability of the eva'uation method of seismic force caused by Sg earthquake, as well u
requirement of maintenance of the safety role of building / structure and maintenance of function in the plant facility,
On the buis of this investigation, the lower limit value of the margin can be determined.

7.4.6 Dynamic analysis of vertical motion

At present, for both building and equipment, a static evaluation method is performed on the vertical scismic
force, i.e., the seismie load caused by the vertical component of the acismic motion. According to the experience
of major earthquakes in the past, most damage is caused by horizontal motion, while the damage caused to a
building /strutture due to the vertical motion is quite limited.

For the building / structure of a nuclear power plant, judging from its structural features, the a'nplification
is usully small for the seismic response in the vertical direction. However, people in the USA and West Germany
still perform dynamic analysis for the response to vertical motion. In consideration of this tendency, it is believed t

that we should also take the vertical motion into consideration by combW.;g it with the response of horizontal
motion to find its effect on the design by understanding the mechanism of the response to vertical motion of the
nuclear power plant facilities. For this purpose, various research has been performed in the survey on

_

standardiration of the aseismic design of the light water reactor modification / standardization program and in the
form of electrical power common research, in the research performed up to now, much effort has been performed
on the analytical models of building / structure, effects of the foundation mat stiffness on the interaction between
building and ground, etc.

Since the vertical motion response of the building /stmeture has a significantinfluence on the vertical motion
response of the equipment / piping system, it is necesary to perform sufficient investigation of this problem in the
future. Many researchers have addressed the probleru of the vertical component of the seismic motion used as input
to vertical motion response analysis. Also, recently, many measurement records have been obtained. Ilowever,
a method is yet to be determined for the attndard seismic motion used ir. the design evaluation of nuclear power
facilities.

7.4.7 !!ase-balsted structures

Research on the base-isolation has been carried out in Japan for a long time. Recently, this structure has
been adopted for some buildings in New Zealand and the USA. France is the first country which formally adopted
the idea of base-isolation for the nuclear power plante. Here are cases where the base-isolation bas been adopted
for all nuclear reactor buildings in some PWR plants in South Africa and Funce. He foremost merit in adopting
the base-isolation in France is that with this earthquake-proof method, the plant can be designed as a standard design
which does not depend on the specific ground conditions and can be built anywhere. As adoption of the base-
isolation increases the freedom of aseismic design, it is believed that it will be further studied by various countries

in the future.

De tecimiques for using base-isolation in nuclear power plants include the total isolation technique, which
isolates the entire building, and the partial isolation technique, which isolates only a portion of the important
equipment. Rey are selected according to the plant configuration and aseisraic design conditions.

When base-isolation is adopted it is ne:essary to perform sufficient investigation of the reliability of the
isolation devices, maintenance, economical effectiveness of the plant as a whole, etc. In order to evaluate the
earthquake strength of a plant with base-isolation, it is important to ;1arify the effect of the long-period component
of the vismic motion.
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7.4.8 Site on Quaternary-period ground

in Japan, up to now '.he nuclear reactor buildings and other important buildings and structures have been
built on a rock site in principle. Recently, however, as a measure to enlarge the selection range of the sites of
nuclear power plants, investigation is also rnade of building nuclear reactor facilities on Quaternary-period ground.

A topic to be investigated in order to evaluate the aseismic safety when the nuclear reactor facility is built
on a Quaternary-period ground concerns the design seismic motion. His is related to the amplification of seismic
rnotion in the Quaternary-period soil. Also, in order to obtain the basic data for evaluating the safety of the soil
and earthquake strength of the structure, it is important to determine the survey of ground to be performed for
evaluating the properties of the soil.

f in consideration of the design of building and structure, it is neceasstry to pay a great deal of attention to
forming the model of interaction between the building and soil to perform seismic response analysis and to treat the
problem of nonhomogeneity of soll. For a softer roit, the earthquake response acceleration of the nuclear reactor
building can be reduced, and the seismic input to the equipment / piping system can be reduced. Rese are
cavantages. On the other hand, the displacement in earthquake is increased, and the interaction between the building
and the soil becomes dominant in the earthquake response. 11ence, sufficient attention should be paid to the
evaluation. Also, since the strength of the support ground is lower than that of the rock bed, in some cases, it is;

neceasary to reduce the weight of the building.

7.5 Aseismic design of equipment / piping systems

As far as the aseismic design of equipment / piping systems is concerned, a detailed description is presented
on the importance classification, load combination and allowable limit in ' Technical Guidelines of Aseismic Design
of Nuclear Power Plants: Volume of Imnortance Classification / Allowable Stress, JEAG 4601, Supplement-1984.*
%ese guidelines are believed to be sufficient to implement aseismic design.

On the other hand, Ae above guidelines do not provide a detailed description of aseismic analysis
tearthquake response analysis, - amic stress, strength analysis, etc.). His is because rapid progress in technology
is being achieved in this respect, and a fixed form of guideline could hamper further development in the technology
in this respect. Recently, however, it has become desiraFe to standardize the important portion in the seismic
analysis technology as the standards fer design due to the following reasons:

- Many examples have been accumulated in seismic analysis, and the importance of standardization has
been increased. At present, many items have almost become standards and are used routinely.

- On the other hand, with further development in technology, new knowledge is obtained and may lead
to better methods, llowever, if the conventional method is made standard, it would become difficult to adopt the
aforemiationed better methods, hat is, although new knowledge is obtained with the technical progreas, it would
be difficult to adopt it. his would lead to a decrease in the speed of technical development,

in this section, w e will discuss not only the standard routine methods in design, analysin and techniques
(standard techniques at present) for aselunic design of the equipment / piping systems, but also the new findings in
design rwthods, as well as the techniques which are expected to be standardized and adopted (powerful techniques,
based on t.ew findings) and the items of design, analysis and techniques (future techniques) which are expected to
have a significant technical development.

.
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7.5.1 Present standard techniques

in this respect, there are the following items:

(1) Method for determining the design floor response spectrum
(2) Spectral modal analytical methui of Class As and A equipment / piping systems
(3) Time history response analysis method of Class As and A equipment
(4) Method of analysis of seismic stress and strength of Class As and A eqidpment/ piping
(5) Seismic ana'ysis method of Class B and C equipment / piping systems

For these items, the present aseismic design techniques are described in letail in Chapter 6 'Aseismic
design of equipment / piping systems."

he contents of Chapter 6 can be used as the Guidelines of the Electrnal Society of Japan (Civil
Guidelines), llowever, there is still room for further improvement in the following respects: for item (1), the
i10% bmadening method in the period of the design floor response spectral model; for item (2), spectral modal
analytical method (SRSS). Also, for item (3), since the time history response analytical method (groimd-building-
equipment coupled system) depends on the time history response analytical method of the ground-buildinginteraction
system, further development is expected.

For a small-size light-weight equipment system, an independent vibration system can be assumed using the
floor motions as input according to the above items (1) and (2). It is desirable that this technique be standardized
for general application.

..

For item (4), the stress / strength analytical method and for item (5), Class B and C analytical method, the
degree of comple' ion is high. **. is believed that they may not limited to light water reactors and may be used in
a wider range.

7.5.2 High technology based on new knowledge
.

In this respect, there are the following items:
+

(1) Design damping constant
(2) Evaluation method of earthquake strength of support structural portion (including anchor portion)
(3) Evaluation method of aseismic safety of active equipment
(4) Other items reflecting high technology in design

,

As far as the design damping constant (item (2))is concerned, the conservative values are used. However,
according to the various tests and experimental research performed recently, the values listed in Chapter 6 are now - ,

used as the design damping constants of piping system, cable tray, ele:trical panel, air conditioning duct, etc. ,

hese values are used in the S earthquake linear response analysis. hey are the lower limit valuesi
considering the scatter in test data.

He conventionally used value of the damping constant for vessels is I%. Since the vessels are usually ,

the rigid structure with a low earthquake response amplification, the influence of the damping constant is small.
2

As a result, almost no testing research is performed on the damping. However, in the case when a rigid structure
is difficult to achieve for a large-size vessel, or for tlw future design based on dynamic analysis, it is desirable that
further data be collected in the future for damping values.

Due to the properties of the damping mechanism of the equipment system, there is a large scatter in the
data. For the elastic design of the system, it is appropriate to adopt its lower limit value. However, in the case
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of evaluation of the reliability of the entine system, it may be necessary to adopt other methods (such as the method
of consideration of the mun value-standard deviation vrlue). Related to this aspect, there remains certain items for
investigation on the value to be adopted for S earthquake-linear response analysis.2

For the aseismic evaluation of the support structural portion in item (2) and the dynamic equipment in item
(3), the main point is to find an evaluation method with higher reliability. At present, survey is performed with
emphasis on experimental research. The evaluation method will be established in the near future.

For the related S earthquake linear response analysis, however, it is still necessary to perform further2

evaluation of the value that should be adopted.

For the seismic evaluation of (2) support structure and (3) active equipment, efforts are mainly made to
develop evaluation methods with higher reliability. At present, survey is being made on the basis of various
experimental research. "Ihe appropriate evaluation method might be developed in the near future.

7.5.3 Techniques to be used in the future

in this respect, the following items are taken into consideration:

(1) Evaluation cf stiffness of support structures (including anchorage). i

(2) Seismic response analysis method of equipment / piping system having support structure with gaps.

(3) Seismic respom,e analysis methods with the three-dimensional input of the piping system taken into
consideration (including multi-input method, SRSS method, etc.).

(4) A(option of addition damping mechanism of equipment / piping system (pure damper).

(5) Base-isolation of support structure of equipment / piping system.

(6) Evaluation of the clastoplastic response of Class As and A equipment / piping system, in particular,
response characteristics of support structures.

(7) Evaluation of safety margin up to the limit for maintaining functions of Class b x A equip-
ment / piping system (including maintenance of functions of pressure portion and dynart quipment).

(8) Stochastic evaluation of seismic safety.

In order to further improse the rationality of a portion of the seismic analysis method (such as increase in
damping, decrease in response spectrum broadening rate, etc.), it is necessary to perform analysis with a higher
reliability with respect to factors important to ensure assumptions on the safe side, such as effects of deviation in
the natural frequency of vibration, deviation in the sesponse amplitude, etc.

- From this point of view, for the aforementioned items (1) stiffness evaluation of support structure, (2)
analysis of support structure with gaps, (3) multi input method, SRSS method, etc., it is desirable to evaluate the
effects of the analysis methods on the seismic response, relationship with the safety margin for the conventional
methods (items in sections 7.5.1-2), and to reflect the results in the guidelines.

Adoption of additional damping mechanism (pure damper) as item (4) is accompanied with development
- of damping mechanism (improvement of hydraulic dampers, etc.) and development of seismic analysis codes for
the discrete mass-discrete damping constant system. As the softer design for piping system is being considered for
future application, this survey is believed to be effective and desirable.
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For item (5), base isolation of vibration of equipment / piping system, it is desirable to evaluate the method
of partial isolation of the containment vessel's internal structure, emergency aluipment system, etc., and the
isolation dev,4 of the equipment system with soft structure-large displacement absorption structure, such as
piping / wiring, etc. '!he essential advantage of the base-isolation is in the establishment of standard configuration
of the equipment / piping system independent of the site and seismic conditions. As a result, it is desirable to perform
evaluation to realize practical application of the base-isolation of the overall nuclear reactor building.

For the final items of (6) elastoplastic response evaluation, (7) evaluation of safety margin up to the
function maintaining limit, and (8) .tochastic evaluation of seismic safety, in addition to the intrinsic problems of
the equipment / piping system, there are also problems with respect to the reliability of the seismic motion-soil-
building floor response. Consequently, it is very difficult to obtain a correct evaluation, which, however is the most
important factor in the seismic safety evaluation of the nuclear power equipment.

At present, efforts are made to evaluate the seismic motion-soil-building floor response as an intrinsic
problem of the equipment / piping system in addition, research programs are also carried out actively for as}wts
related to the seismic motion-soil-building [ floor] response portion.

l
.
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Postscriot i

in Japan, 33 nuclear power plants are in operation, and 17 nuclear power plants are under construction or
on drawing boards (as of July 1986). In other words, we will soon have 50 nuclear power plants in operation.
There is no doubt of the importance of the nuclear power plants as a type of energy source in Japan.

On the other hand, however, the developers of nuclear power plants have always been worrying about the
fact that Japan is a country with frequent earthquakes. As a matter of fact, special aseismic design measures have
been taken for nuclear power facilities starti'ng from Tokai No. I Power Plant, which is a gas-cooled reactor whose
construction parted in 1%0. and Tsuruga No.1 IJnit, the first light water reactor whose construction started in
1967.

At the time when Tokai No. I Power Plant was designed, the dynamic analpis method was not yet
established. More emphasis was put on m::. king radical changes in the ouilding's structural planning and core
structure from the viewpoint of aseismic design, while a static method was adopted for the analysis. On the other
hand, Tsuruga No. I Unit was 6 signed originally in the USA. Dynamic analysis, which had not been adopted in
the USA, was fully adopted, using earthquake records (El Centro, Golden Gate wave) as the input wave, with SR '

model adopted for the SSI analysis, and with a flexural-shear type multiple discrete mass model taken as the model
of the building. In order to perform design for equipment, floor response curves were formed; for the building,
equipment, etc., based on the importance ciassification, the design s.eismic force was also changed correspondingly.
In other words, the basic items of the aseismic design used at present were already established for Tsuruga No. I
Unit.

While Japanese take the aforetreraioned measures to ensure the aseismic design of nuclear power plants,
foreign countries are falling behind ta icke appropriate incasures in ti.is respect. In the USA, nuciestr power plants
located in middle / cast regions are now in operation almost without any aseismic design. At present, Americans are
paying attention to this problem by eva'uating the seismic safety of the facility on the basis of the internal margin
by using probability theory. In the LK which owns 35 gas-cooled reactors in operation and has never been
troubled by earthquake, people also begin to consider the effects of earthquake, which seldom takes place in
England, and they have decided that for the light-water reactors to be built in the future, the 0.25 O (SSE) seismic
motion will be taken into consideratiot: Hence, compared with the various foreign countries, Japan is a pioneer
with respect to the aseismic design of melear power plants, with appropriate measures taken from the initial period
when the nuclear power plants were fitst introduced to Japan.

In the initial period, the light-water reactors in Japan were introduced from the USA, with specifications
of the aseismic design made by the [ Japanese] clectrical companies while specific analysis / design was implemented
in the USA. The manufacturera and construction design engineers in Japan imitated the analysis / design method
in the starting stage. His is really an ironic phenomenon. Ren, " Technical Guidelines of Aseismic Design of
Nuclear Power Planta, JFAO 4601 1970' (Japan Electrical Association) was published in 1970'after two years of
evaluation since 1%8. His book plays the role of a textbook and has made great contribution to the education of
the related engineers. For example, the mechanical engineers usually are accustomed to using the seismic load
dermed in the hilding Standard Law in m2 chines with an acceleration of 0.2-0.3 G as the conventional value, ney
are psychologically reluctant to accept the fact that the response value of the mechanical system with a small
damping is oser 10 times the aforementioned value. With the aid of the aforementioned guidelines, however, the
engineers understand that a higher response may take place and that the aseismic design of nuclear power facilities
must be performed in consideration of the higher seismic l*a' they have never experienced.

Since Tokai No.1 Power Plant, it has become a rule that once the site of a nuclear power plant is
determined, the hirtory of earthquakes and the damage caused by them in the vicinity be surveyed. While the
American se smologists explain the cause of earthquake as due to active faults according to the elastic rebound-

theory (H. F. Reid,1910), the Japanese seismologists believe that the faults are manifestations of earthquakes on
the ground sarface. Dialogue did not exist among aeismologists and geologists. Since the late 60s, however, the
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ideas of plate tectonies have been widely accepted, and the relation between earthquake and active fault cannot be
ignored. As a result. in the ueismic design of the nuclear power plant, survey of the active faults has become an
important item with the active faults taken as the hypocenters of the earthquakes that are usumed for the aseismic
design. Since the sites of the nuclear power plants are always selected in the coastal area, survey of the active faults
should be performed not only on the land but also on the seabed. Since survey and judgment of the seabed geology
are difficult, this is still a challenging job at present, in ' Regulatory Guide for Aseismie Design of Nuclear
Facilities" (Japan Atomic Energy Commission) and ' Introduction to Safety Examination of Geology / Soil of Nuclear
Power Plants' (Nuclear Reactor Safety Special Examination Council), both published in 1978, the items conecrning

survey / evaluation of active faults are described.

Although the aseismic design of nuclear power plants was implemented from the very beginning stage as
peinted out above, the aforemettioned ' Examination Guideline * was the first standard published in written form.
It was the result of a tedious preparation process. In 1958, the Ministry of InternationalTrade and Industry act up
a ' Committee on Safety Standard of Nuclear Power Station,' which published ' Primary Report on Safety Standards *
in 1%1. A portion of this report has been incorporated into the aseismic design. However, it was only in the form
of a report.

Hen, the " Earthquake Countermeasure Subcommittee" in the aforementioned Safety Standard Committee
ws: uked to continue examination of the aseismic design by the Ministry of IntemationalTrade and Industry. His
subcommittee published ' Report of Survey on Aseismic !bsign of Nuclear Power Plants * in 1%5. In the preface
of this report, it was pointed out that 'the most rational Wenic design is based on dynamic analysis, llowever,
there is yet no publicly acknowledged result of the sr J ititative method for perfonning this analysis in Japan.-

Consequently, at present, it is difficult to publish i on the ueismic design for the t.uclear power plants.'

In order to prepare a st ndard for the aseisn . . s of nuclear power plana, the Minist:y ofImernhal
Trade and Industry asked the Japan Electrical Association to publish 'he aforementioned "JEAG 4601 1970" as a
civil guideline in 1970. Afterwards, a portion concerning importance chasification and allowable stress was added
to it. ne evaluation was started in 1976. In 1984, as a supplement to 'JEAG 4601 1970,* the ' Technical
Guidelines of Aseismic Design of Nuclear Power P! ant: Classification of importance level / Allowable Stress
Edition, JEAG 4601. Supplement-1984' was published.

On the other hand, according to the new aseismic design method for buildings, for which the study started
in 1972, an amended edition of the 'I.mplementation Las of Bulding Standard 5.aw' was published in 1981, in
addition, the aforementioned " Examination Guideline" drafted m 1978 was amended in July 1981. In this amended
edition, the horizontal seismic coefficient was replaced by story shear coefficient, and the formulas for calculating
the horizontal seismic force and the required horizontal strength are presented in *he commentary.

Since 1975, the Ministry cf International Trade and Indastry has been engaged in establishing the plan for
the improved light-water reactor standard. He purpose is to improve the reliability and operating efficiency of the
light-water reactor by using the independent technology of Japan, and finally to establish the Japanese type of light-
water reactor. As a measure taken in this respect, the aseismic design is standardized. Before 1980, this work was
directly pt rformed by the Ministry of International Trade and Industry, in the period of 1981 1985, it was
performed under commission at the Nuclear Power Engineering Corporation. As a result of this work, standard
design seismic motion was established, and ti.e aseismic design of buildings and equipment as well as standardization
of the analysis methods were realized.

Although the aforementioned ' Introduction to Safety Examination of Geology / Soil of Nuclear Power Plant,'
published in 1978, listed the items of survey for the vicinity of the site and the site itself, it did not describe the
survey metnod ard judgment standard. Hence, when survey is to be implemented, the specific guidelines should
be drafted. Also, among the facilities of the nuclear power plants, the civil structures have features that are
different from those of the equipment / piping, and the soil stability problem is out of the scope for design engineers
responsible for equipment design. In order to establish systematic guidelines for the aseismic design of the nuclear
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power plant in the civil engineering field on the basis of caisting methods, upon request by the Ministry of
international Trade and Industry, the Japanese Society of Civil Engineers started evaluation of the survey / test
methods of geology / soil and seismic stability of soil. As a result of this work, a report titled ' Evaluation Method
of Survey / Test Method of Geology / Soil and Seismic Stability of Soil of Nuclear Power Plant * was published in
1985. His report summarizes the experiences in actual nuclear power plants concerning the survey / test method |

of geology / soil and their representation, as well as the seismic safety evaluation methods for fcmndation soil of
nuclear power plant, peripheral slope, and important underground structures. It synthesized these experiences and
sununarized them, with many examples and data presented.

Since the " Technical Guideline of Aseismic Design of Nuclear Power Plant, JEAG 4601 1970* was
published in 1970,17 years have passed. During this period, about 30 nuclear power plants we e constructed,
which contributed to the accumulated aseismic design experience. At the same time, there is significant progress
in the technology of aseismic design and development in research and development, here are countless csamples
in these respects. While the companies actively push forward the pogram, the reviewers also made efforts to
establish the evaluation methods. As a result of these efforts, the standards become more consistent and
comprehensive.

In order to perform the present amendment of JEAG 4601, an Aseismic Design Division was established
in the Special Committee on Nuclear Power, survey Committee for Electrotechnical Standard, Japan Electrical
Association. All of the technical results obtained in the aforementioned background are summarized in forming this
new edition of ' Technical Guideline of Aseismic Design.'
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Attached data

Attached deta 1

Deemine and Related I.au

ne regulation of the practical nuclear reactor for power generation from the viewpoint cf prevention of
excessive adioactive exposure as described in section *l.1.1 Purpose of aseismic design * in Chapter 1, is mainly
performed or the basis of the * Electricity Utilitiesindustry law' as well as the ' Law for the Regulations of Nuclear
"ource Material, Nuclear Fuel hiaterial and Reactors,* which are based on the ' Atomic Energy Fundamental Act.',

Table 1 1 lists these laws and the guidelines of the Nuclear Power Safety Committee related to aseismic design.
In the following, we will present a brief explanation of the various items related to aseismic design up to the stage
of pre 4ervice inspection with reference to these laws.

When the electric power company selects the planned site and performs the various surveys and evaluations,
the hiinistry of International Trade and Industry (referred to as " Ministry of Trade" hereinafter) makes examination
of the environment and holds the first public hearing to listen to the opinions of the local ter dents and government.2

On the basis of these works. the construction program is sent for examination by the Electric Power Deveiopment
Arrangement Council if the program obtains the consent of the governors and various prefectures, the program
is included in a National Base Program on Electric Power Development, and sent to the Prime hiinister for
approval. Afterwards, the electrical compaay acquires the application for reactor construction permit (or license
for change in the case of expansion) from the hiinistry of Trade.

In the stage of the basic planning for the construction license, examitstion is performed on the soi* anfety,
seismic motion, and tsunami. For the major technical items, it is necessary to listen to the opinions of the Technical
Advisory Committee on Nuclear Power Generation under the hiinistry of Trade. In addition, the hiinistry of Trade
asks the opinion of the Nuclear Power Safety Committee with respect to the examination results. In this case, the
major technical items are surveyed! examined by the Special Examination Committee on the Safety of Nuclear
Rectors under the Nuclear Power Safety Committee. At this stage, the Nuclear Power Safety Committee performs
the second public hearing to listen to the opinions of the local residents and government again. Len, the Nuclear
Power Safety Committee reports to the hiinistry of International Trade and Industry. At this stage, the conser.: of
the Prime hiinister is obtained. After the report is accepted, i.e., after the so-called double check is completed,
the hiinistry of International Trade and Industry issues the licence for constmetion.

In the next stage, the electrical company applies for construction permit, with the detailed design examined
by the hiinistry of International Trade and Industry. Just as in the case of safety examination, for the major
technical items, it is necessary to listen to the opinions of the Nuclear Power Technical Advisory Council in this
detailed design stage, design of various equipment according to the basic guidelines, structural appropriateness and
function maintenance during earthquake are examined. At this time, a construction license for the buildings should
be obtained according to the Building Standard Code. Usually, the license for the nuclear reactor buildings is issued
by the hiinistry of Construction based on Clause 38' of the aforementioned cede. He hiinistry of Construction
makes his decision on the basis of the " Seismic Examination Report' (building structuir) furnished by the Technical

Advisory Council of the hiinistry of International Trade and Industry and the examination of the Architecture
Technical Examination Council of the hiinistry of Construction.

For the construction of a nuclear power plant, in each stage, examination before application is performed
on the basis of the Electricity Utility Industry Law. According to the Implementation Rules of Electricity Utility
Industry law (Clause 37, No. 4), each engineering stage is divided into 5 items (A)-(E). Among these items, the

Clause 38 of Building Standard Law points out that in the case when rpecial construction materials or structuralI

methods are used, approval of the minister of construction is needed.
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lportion related te aseismic design is item (A), which is related to the structure and strength, More specifically,
,

bedrock inspection and inspection of the seismic support structure of the equipment / piping of each equinment system
are performed. For the items and contents in this respect, please see Appendix 2, ' Test / Inspection.'
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Table 1-1. Laws and guidelines related to aseismic design.

| Type Summary

Itams Law of Regulations of in the application for license of estab!ishment, descrip-
related to Nuclear Raw Materials, tion is made of the seismic structure.
baaic Nuclear Fuel Materials and
design Nuclear Reactor, Clause 23

(License of Establishment)

On Examination Guideline in principle, for the condition of the site, there is the
of Nuclear Reactor Site and following requirement: *not only should there be no
Standards for Its Applica- phenomenon in the past that may become the cause of
tion (Guidelines) (Nuclear major accidents, there should be rio such phenomenon
Power Safety Committee) ever in the future. In addition, there should be few

phenomena that would proliferate a hazard." Earth-
quake is also included in these phenomena.

Sa'ety Design Examination The consideration of design with respect to natural
Guideline of Light-Water pheaomena has the following major requirements: for
Nuclear Reactor Facility for facilities impo, tant in safety, aseismic design classifica-

Power Generation (Nuclear tion is made according to the importance level; it is
Power Safety Committee) necessary to make the design able to withstand the

design seismic motion which is believed to be most
appropriate according to the past records and on-site
survey of the site and its peripheral region.

Examination Guideline of When safety examination is performed for aseismic
Ascismic Design of Nuclear design, in order to evaluate the appropriateness of the
Reactor Facility for Power design guidelines, the following guidelines are used for

Generation (Nuclear Power examination.
Safety Committee) (1) Basic guideline: With respect to any imaginable

seismic force, it should not become the cause of a
major accident.

(2) Importance level classification for aseismic design:
The nuclear reactor facilities are classified accord-
ing to the level of importance from the viewpoint
of the influence on the environment of radioactive
rays that may be generated in an earthquake.

(3) Aseismic design evaluation memi: According to
the level of importa ice of the facility, the calcula-
tion method of the seismic force is determined.

(4) Seistnic motion evaluation method: The method
for determining the scismic motion at the rock
outcrop surface on the site used as the seismic
motion for aseismic design is determined,
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Table 1 1 (Cont'd). laws and guidelines related to aseismic design.

Type Summary

(5) Combination of loads and allowable limit: ne
basic methods for combining seismic load and
other loads according to the importance level of the
building / structure and equipment / piping system as
well as the methods for determining the allowable
limit are determined.

(6) Explanation: " Judgment Standards for Evaluation
of Active Faults," etc.

Examination Guideline of He portion of radiation measurement system in Class 1,
Radiation Measurement in i.e., the radiation measurement system which provides

'
Accident of Light Water information for assessing the function of the radiation
Nuclear Reactor Facility for barrier, is designed as aseismic Class A.
Power Generation (Nuclear
Power Safety Committee)

Introduction to Safety Tbe standards of survey range, survey items, survey j
Examination of Geolo- methods, etc., for geology and geological structure of l

gy/ Soil of Nuclear Power the site and its periphery, as well as strength character-
|

Plant (Nuclear Power Safe- istics and deformation characteristics of the bedrock on I

ty Committee) the site, are determined,

items Cleuse 41 (Engineering The calculation sheets of the seismic design of nuclear
related to Program)of Electrical power equipment is attached to the Application for
detailed Business law Engineering Program License,
design

Minister *r Instruction of (1) Clause 4 (establishment of protective facilities,
Technical Standards on etc.): In the case when there might be damage
Nuclear Power Equipment caused by landslide, fault, avalanche, flood, tsuna-
(Ministry of International mi/high tide, differential settlements of foundation
Trade and Industry) soil, etc., appropriate measures are taken to set up

protective facility, to improve foundation soil, etc.
(2) Clause 5 (aseismic property): Evaluation is per-

formed to ensure that the public is not exposed to
radioactive hazard when earthquake takes place.

(3) Clause 9 (material and structure): He naterials
and structures of the containers and piping of the
nuclear reactor facilities must conform to the stan-
dards defined in the following publication: Notif-
ication No. 501 of the Ministry of International
Trade and Industry " Technical Standards of Struc-
tures of Nuclear Power Equipment for Power
Generation" (October 30,1980).
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Table 1-1 (C<mt'd). laws and guidelines related to aseismic design.

Type Sununary
_

(4) Clause 22 (emergency shutdown equipment):
'

Equipment is set up to ensure that in the case when
the nuclear reactor cannot operate safely due to
earthquake, the state is detected and the operation
of the nuclear reactor is quickly tumed off auto-
matically.

Technical Guideline of Chapter of importance Level Classification
Aseismic Design of Nuclear (1) Basic tems: Items required fer safety in earth-
Power Plant, JEAG 4601- quake, definition of importance level classification,
Supplement-1984, Impor- classification of functions, specific classificat on

~

i

tance Level Classification / examples, etc.
Allowable Stress Edition (2) Reference data: Relation between operating strae
(Technical Guideline of and earthquake, maintenance of function of c'ynam-
Japan Electrical Society) ic equipment in earthquake.

Chapter of Allowable Stress

(1) Basic items: Guideline of allowable stress determi-
nation for facilities of various classest combination
of operating state and standard seismic motion;
classification table of allowable stresses.

(2) Allowable pressures of facilities: Allowable pres-
sure table and e.xplanation of equipment of various
classes of facilities.

(3) Reference data: Background of allowable stress
determination, aseismic design evaluation nudiod,
etc. i

Items Clause 43 (Examination Each stage of the construction is subject to exandnation
related to before application) of Elec- of the Ministry of Trade; the facility can be used only
inspection trical Business Law after it passed the examination,

The item related to aseismic design is item (A): Struc-
ture, strength, and leakage.
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Attached data 2: Test / inspection

Introduction

in the attached, we will present a summary of the tests related to the aseismic designs of the
building / structure and equipment / piping of nuclear power plants, as well as the pre-service inspection performed
during the construction process.

As far as the test methods in the soil survey are concemed, we will summarize the test methods in the
various stages of design in an implementation of ' Chapter 4. Stability evaluation of ground and aseismic design
o| undo aund structures."

2.1 Test / inspection in soil survey-

Table 2.1-1 summarizes the tests usually performed to evaluate the physical characteristics and mechanical
characteristics of the soil for a nuclear power plant. For more details, please see the reference listed in the same
table. Table 2.12 summarizes the items and contents of the inspection before application for the foundation of the
nuclear reactor containment vessel in item (A), pre-service inspection.

P
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Table 2.1 1. Test methods in soil survey.

1 Type Test purpose Test content References

The physical Physical test Samples in boring core or pit JISM 0302 (Compressive
characteristics are used for measurement of strength test method of ro-ks)
and mechanical specific gravity, water content. JISM 0303 (Tensile strength
characteristics of water absorptivity, effective test trethod of rocks)
the rocks that porosity, etc. - JISA 1110 (Test methods of
form the founda- specific gravity and water

Ultrasonic The pmpagat. ion velocity of absorptivity of coarse aggre-tion ground are
surveyed; the vel city mea- ultrasonic waves in samples of g,,,)

surement boring core or pit is measured. - Soil Quality Test hiethod (Soildata are used for
soil stability Engineering Institute)
evaluation and - Nippon Kogyo Kaishi(Feb-
structural design Uniaxial com- Samples in boring core or pit ruary 1964)
of the nuclear pression test are used. The dimensions of - Engineering Properties of j

reactor facility. samples usually have a diameter Rocks and Their Application J
of abot.t 50 mm and a height of in Design and Operation (Soil
about 100 mm. Engineering Institute)

Rock
. - Major Points of Ve ocity

tests 'I. .riaxtal com- Samples .in boring core or pit Measurement in Rock Test |
pression test are used. The dimensions of

,

(Physical Prospecting Tech- 1

samples usually have a diameter nical Association) |
of about 50 nun and a height of - Rock Standard Test Method in i
about 100 mm. 'National Railway Bureau

i

Tensile test Samples in boring core or pit (Draft)(Teddo Gijutsu
are used. The dimensions of Kenkyu Hokoku. No. 663,
samples usually have a diameter 1969)
of about 50 mm and a height of - Civil Engineering Test Stan-
about 100 mm. Split-cylinder dard (Draft) (Ministry of
test is usually performed. Construction)

- Survey / Test Method of Geag-Uniaxial Mainly performed for soft
(triaxial) rocks. Samples in pit are used, raphy/ Soil of Nuclear Power

Plants and Evaluation Method
,

creep defor-
f Seisnue Stability of Soil

mation test
(JSCE)

The mechanical Bedrock de- Plate load test. l. cad plate has a - Guideline of in Situ Deforma-
characteristics formation test diameter of about 30 cm. Up to tion / Shear Test of Bedrock
and wave propa- the maximum load,3-5 load (JSCE)
gation character- levels are divided. On each - Soil Test Method (Soit Engi-
istics of the foun- load level, stepwise load- neering hstitute)
dation bedrock ing/deloading is perfcirmed. - Soil Survey Method (Suil
are surveyed; the The standard loading rate is set Engineering Institute)

2Bedrock results are used as 5 kgf/cm / min. - Engineering Properties of
tests for soil stability Rocks and Their Application

evalulation and in Design and Operation (Scil
structural design Engineering Institute)
of the nuclear - Survey / Test Method of Geolo-
reactor facility. gy/ Soil of Nuclear Power

Plant, and Evaluation Method
of Seismic Stability of Soil

.

I

(Sail Engineering Institute) |
_ _ - -.
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Table 2.1-1 (Cont'd). Test methods in soil survey.

Type Test purpose Test content References |

Dedrock shear Block shear test or rcck shear
test test, Vertical load: over 4

2stagen. 0.5 kgf/cm / min is
,

taken as the standard shear load '

rate. |

Bearing Plate loading test. lead plate
strength test diameter: about 30 cm. He

<

limit bearing force is derived.
Bose-hole With the boring hole wall
load test loaded by hydraulic pressure,

the deformation characteristics
of bedrock are surveyed.

Test of clastic Pit-wall clastic wave survey
wave velocity (refractive wave method)
in pit Interpit clastic wave survey

Bedrock
(direct wave method)tests

PS logging Boring hole is used. Vibration
source: P-wave - explosion,
hammer falling; S-wave - plate
knocking

Dynamic Plate load test. Dynamic load is I

deformation applied. Lead plate has a diam-
test eter of about 30 cm.
In situ water Boring hole is used. Usually,
permeation Rudion [ transliteration) test,
test

Schmidt rock He repulsion degree of the,

hammer test bedrock is surveyed. He mea-
surement interval is about 0.5
m. The measurement points are
about 9 points / location.

The physical Physical test Measurement of specific gravi- - Soil Test Method (Soil Engi.
characteristics ty, water content ratio, grain neering institute)
and mechanical size, liquifaction limit, plastic - Soil Survey Method (Soil
characteristics of limit, etc. Engineering Institute)
class (D) bed. - JIS A 1202 (Specific gravity
rock, surface test of soil particles)
soil, fault rupture Triaxial ne dimensions of the sample - JIS A i110 (Specific gravi-
belt and other compression . usually are as follows: Diame- ty/ water absorptivity test of
weak strata dis- test ter: 50-100 mm; Height: 100- conglomerate)

Soil test tributed on foun- - JIS A 1203 (Soil water con-200 mm
dation soll and tent test)
peripheral slopes - JIS A 1204 (Soil grain size
are surveyed; the test)
results are used Dynamic The dimensions of the sample
for soil stability triaxial com- usually are as follows: Diame-
evalulation and pression test ter: 50-100 mm; Height: 100-
structural design 200 mm
of nuclear reactor
facilities.

|
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Table 2,1-1 (Cont'd). Test methods in soil survey.

Type Test purpose Test content References

Indoor water Constant water level method. - JIS A 1203 (Liquid Property
.N permeation varied water level method Limit Test of Soil)

test - JIS A 1206 (Plastic Property

Consolidation The dimensions of the sample Limit Test)
test a;c usually as follows: diame. - Foundation of Soil Dynamics

ter, about 60 mm; thickr ess, (Kashima Publishing Co.)

about 20 mm. - Survey / Test Methods of Geol-
"

Standard Boring hole is used. N-value is t dE I io e od
penetration measured. ,7 3,;,,;, 3,7,,y ,7 3,;j
test

(JSCE)
Soil test Single-plane The dimensions of the sample

shear test are usually as follows: diame-
ter, about 60 mm; thickness, |
about 20 mm.

'

I Simple shear ne dimensions of the sample
test are usually as follows: diame-

ter, about 50 mm; thickness, ;

about 20 mm. j
Dynamic The dimensions of the sample
simple shear are usually as follows: diame- )
test ter, about 50 mm: thickness, '

about 20 mm.

De mechanical Initial soil Over coring method, AE meth- - Soil Survey Method (Soil
characteristics of pressure od Engineering Institute)
the fot.adation measurement - Bedrock Mechanics for Civil
soil are surveyed; . Engineers (JSCE)
the data are used Bedrock Mainly performed for soft . Engineering Properties of

Other for soil stabil'- creep test rocks. Plate load test. Load Rock and Applications in
tests evaluation ant plate diameter: about 30 cm. Design / Operation (Sail Engi-

structural design Loadmg time: 1-3 months. neering Institute)
of the nuclear Uniaxial Performed for relatively soft - Measurement and Analysis of
reactor facili y. (triaxial) rocks. Samples in pit are used, Bedrock (Soil Engineering

creep damage Institute)
test
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Table 2.1-2. Inspection before application for foundation of nuelcar reactor containment vessel,

item Content

inspection of geology of foundation (1) Classes and distribution states of rocks and bedrocks; develop-
ground and ground properties ment degree and distribution state ofjoints, seams, etc.;

. properties, scales and distribution states of faults, rupture
belts, weak strata, etc.

(2) General properties of rocks that form the foundation ground;
mechanical characteristics of bedrock.(H

Inspection of construction (1) State of construction which may change the conditions of the
rupture belts, weak strata, etc.

(2) Underground water level and state of operation of water
drainage equipment.

(3) Assessment of depth of foundation bed.
(4) State of leanness of ground surface.

(DAssessment is performed to ensure that there exists no significant difference between the prediction made for
acquiring the license and the actual state after the foundation bedrock is dug; depending on the state of the ground,
it is performed with appropriate test items and test amount.

2.2 Test / inspection for buildings / structures

(1) Purpose of test / inspection

When the aucicar power plant equipment is to be actur.Ily used, it is important to perform testing / inspection
to confirm that the equipment is suitable for equipment conditions and poses no safety problems. Hence, from the
viewpoint of seismic safety evaluation, testing / inspection for the seismic support structure should be performed at
appropriate stages for the typical equipment with aseismic safety Class As and A. In this case, testing / inspection
is performed with the purpose of confirming that the operat ng state of the seismic support structure of the
equipment, the vibration characteristics of the facilities, etc., fit with the aseismic dedgn conditions and various
standards and are free of safety problems.

(2) Pre-service inspection

Inspections must be perfonned on all the equipment before they are used. And the equipment can be
operated only after the results pass the regulations defined in Utility Industry Law in each stage of the construction;

process. Rese inspections are called " Pre-Service Inspection".'

!
Each of the construction stage, as described in the Utility industry Law's implementation Rules, has live

items of inspection, which are denoted from (A)-(E) in the Law. Structure / strength test must be carried out for
aseismic design and they are described in item (A). He facilities as the objects and the test and inspection methods'

F - are as follows.

Assessment of the structure / strength is performed for the nuclear reactor containment facility and soil.

;_ Inspection is performed of their materials, structures and strength for the nuclear reactor building and internal
' concrete. The inspection method and assessment are performed according to J ASS 5N and the regulations defined -

in the related JIS just as for conventional reinforced concrete structures. Inspection of foundation soil is described
in Section '2.1 Test / inspection in soil survey."*

,

#
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(3) Other tests

a. Fon:ed vibration test

he vibration characteristics of the nuclear reactor containment facility are an important property which
determines the magnitude of the seismic load acting on the facility. ne vibration characteristics are assessed as
one of the properties / functions by performing forced vibration test.

The objects include the nuclear reactor buildiag, internal concrete, containment vessel, etc. In the test,
forced vibration is performed by an installed vibration machine on a portion of the facility, and the vibration
characteristics (vibration frequency, vibration mode, damping constant, etc.) are measured.

As an example, attached Figure 2.2-1 illustrate the case of a nuclear reactor building (BWR MARK-Il
type), in the test, two large-sized vibrating machines are set on the fuel exchange floor of the building to perform
forced vibration in the horizontal direction, and the aforementioned vibration characteristics are determined by
measuring the displacement amplitude and phase difference of each floor.

b. Earthquake observation

in order to find the seismic response characteristics of the nuclear reactor building and to assess the scismic
response analysis method, earthquake observation is usually performed.

In the test, seismographs are set up in the building and on its peripheral ground to observe the seismic
motion. In this way, the input seismic motion, maximum seismic responses (mainly acceleration), natural frequency
of vibration, damping constant, etc., can be measured. On the basis of earthquake observation and simulation
analysis, the analysis model and analysis method of the nuclear reactor building are evaluated.

As an example of the carthquake observation, attached Figure 2.2-2 illustrates the case of nuc! wr reactor
building (PWR 2 LOOP).

c. Interaction test using rigid foundation

in order to assess the dynamic interaction between the soil anu building experimentally, interaction test
using a rigid foundation is performed in some cases.

In this case, vibrating machine test is performed to assess the vibration characteristics of the rigid
foundation and its surrounding soil. %e test using rigid foundation differs from the aforementioned building forced
vibration test in that the test is simpler in modeling, and the test can be implemented in an ideal atate. By
performing the interaction test and simulation analysis, the stiffness and damping characteristics of the spectral range
important for the aseismic design can be assessed, and the appropriateness of the soi!-building interaction model can
be assessed

Attached Figure 2.2-3 illustrates an example of the interaction test using a rigid foundation. The test is
4

perfornwd by using a vibrating machine to apply a forced vibration of a rigid foundation (a concrete block
measuring 15 m x 15 m x 13 m) set on hard bedrock, and measuring the responses of the rigid foundation and its
surrounding soil using displacement gauges mounted on them.
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Attached Figure 2.2-1. Example of forced vibration test of nuclear reactor building (BWR MARK-II type). "
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Attached Figure 2.2-3. Example of interaction tests using a rigid foundation.

2.3 Test / inspection of equipment / piping system

1. Test I

The strength design of nuclear power plants can be divided into design by analysis and design by test. In
addition, as will be pointed out later, in order to assess the maintenance of performance / functions required of the
pumps and other dynamic equipment; both analysis and test are performed. In this section, we will discuss the tests
for design and the tests for design confirmation, which refer to the tests performed during design anc the tests
performed to confirm the design by using actual equipment, etc.

(i) Tests for design

The material strength is the basis for evaluating the seismic properties of the equipment and piping system.
This is true not only for the seismic load but also for the other loads. The materials used for the important
equipment / piping systems which are required to have high strength in the nuclear power plant arc defined in
Notification No. 501 of the Ministry of International Trade and Industry " Technical Standards of Structures of
Nuclear Facilities for Power Generation." When other materials are used, however, tests may be needed to confirm
the yield strength, tensile strength, etc., of the mate:ists. In particular, in the case when analyris is not performed
on the support structures, according to Notification No. 501, in order to confirm the strength of the support
structures, testing is performed by making several test samples, and the allowable load is determined for them.

As pointed out in Chapter 6, the seismic force is determined i e malysis. One important parameter is the
damping constant. Usually, conventional values are adopted for the damping constants of die equipment / piping
system. However, for certain structures / materials used in the nuclea power plant, the appropriateness of the
damping constants of the equipment / piping system is assessed by performing vibration test before they are actually
used.

(2) Tests for confirming design

For the pumps, valves, dampers, fans, and other dynamic equipment, as well as relays, etc., among the
electrical meastrement/ control apparatus described in " Technical Guideline of Aseismic Design of Nuclear Power
Plant: Importance Classification / Allowable Stress Edition, JEAG 4601-Supplement-1984" by Japan Electrical
Association, in some cases, it is difficult to assess the behavior and function maintenance ability during an
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earthquake. In this case, it is necessary to perform the vibration test by using a vibrating machine or a shaking
table. Also, it is necessary to perform the same evaluation on the inserting property of the control rods during
earthquake.

In addition, the vibration characteristics of the nuclear power equipment are an important factor in the
calculated seismic load. in order to assess them, the vibration test must be performed. 'Ihe objects for the test are
selected appropriately considering the importance of equipment.. Depending on the equipment, tapping, wire cutting
or other free vibration test or forced vibration test by a vibrating machine is performed in this way, the vibration
characteristics (natural vibration frequency, damping constant, etc.) are assessed.

2. Inspection

When equipment is to be uwd for practical application, it is important to confirm that the equipment is
appropriate for the design conditions without safety problems. Hence, from the viewpoint of seismic safety
evaluation, at appropriate stages of construction, inspection of the items important for the seismic support structures
is performed mainly for the typical equipment of aseismic importance Classes As and A to make sure that the

_

seismic support structure of equipment is appropriate for the various standards without safety problems. When the
inspection is implemented, it is important to confirm that the equipment / piping systems are usually the standard
equipment, and that the equipment w inspection objects is selected on the basis of assessment of the appropriateness
of the various tests and inspection.

In addition, during the application period, regular inspection is performed at the important parts of the
equipment / piping support structures to ensure their safety fanction.

(1) Inspection before operation

The inspection of equipment / piping support structures is mainly performed for the structures / strength of
the equipment / seismic support structures. The contents of the inspection are as follows:

(1) Inspection items

Items of equipment / piping support structures mainly related to the operating state, such as mounting
position, restraint direction and adjustment scheme of piping support structures, structurel strength (parts, welding,
etc.), interferences of other structures, etc.

(2) Inspection method

The appropriateness of the construction management is confirmed by the construction management records,
etc, Also, for the construction state, visual observation and actual measurement are performed to make sure that
there are no safety problems.

(3) Inspection period

In principle, the period after the corresponding system is installed is the most suitable period for the
inspeciion.

(2) In-service inspection

During the period of operation, regular inspection is perforcaed for importmt parts among the equip-
ment / piping support structures, and visual observation is performed to make sure that the appropriatess of these
parts is maintained. Implemer.tation of the inspection is performed with reference to " Inspection During Application
Period for Equipment of Light-Water Nuclear Power Plant, JEAC 4205-1986" drafted by Japan Electrical
Association.
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Attached data - 3. Earthquake detecting equipment

in a nuclear power plant, if something happens and the nuclear reactor cannot operate safely, the state is
detected by a safety protection system and the operation of the nuclear reactor is shut down automatically. During
an earthquake, if certain abnormal phenomena caused by the earthquake take place so that the nuclear reactor cannot
be operated safely, the nuclear reactor is finally shut down by this safety protection system.

In the case when the seismic motion is greater than the design seismic motion for the equipment which is
important for safety, in order to effectively ensure the safety, the nuclear reaction should be shut down. For this
purpose, earthquake-detecting equipment is arranged as a safety protection system, which can shut down the nuclear -
reactor when the earthquake intensity is above a certain level.

For the carthquake-detecting equipment, the location of the seismometer, the scram level and the earthquake o

scram logic circuit are as follows:

(1) Location of seismic trigger

The location for the seismic trigger of the earthquake-detecting equipment should be determined by
considering the object for which the seismic motion is to be detected; and the selected location should be easy for
maintenance / inspection and should be able to ensure high reliability. As a result, the location is determined on the
same floor where the equipment is placed. ,

1

More specifically, in a building which contains equipment important to safety, the seismic trigger is set in
the horizontal direction on the lowest story of the building to detect the seismic motion input to the building. In
some cases, a seismic trigger in the horizontal direction is also set on a typical floor among the upper floors, and
a seismic trigger in the vertical direction is set on a typical floor.

(2) Scram level

This is the predetermined value at which the nuclear reactor is shut down automatically by the earthquake
detection device. From its purpose, it is necessary to detect it in a reliable way in the case when a seismic motion
(about S seismic motion)correspot. ding to the design seismic streng*h of the equipment which is important to safety

3

takes place.

*

(3) Earthquake scram logic circuit

The earthquake detection device is a safety protecting system which can auto natically stop the nuclear
reactor quickly as the earthquake takes place. Based on the basic design guideline of the safety protecting system,
as shown in Figure 3-1, the earthquake scram logic circuit may have the form of " double 'I out of 2'" or the form
of "2 out of 3."

" Double 1 out of 2 "

Se:smic acceleration is large (A) g-
Or
'l ISeismit;acce!eration is large (8)

and Nuclear reactor scram
Seismic acceleration is large (C) _ g

or
Seismic acceleration rs large (D) d

'2 out of 3'

SeismlC accelerallon is high (1)
I

Seismic acceleraton is hign (II) 2/3 logic Nuclear reactor scram

ISeismic accelerationis high (Ill)

Figure 3-1. Earthquake smm logic circuit.
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Attached data 4. Inspection / service after earthquake

When an earthquake takes place during the operation period, since the equipment is designed according to
the seismic force corresponding to their respective aseismic importance, the influences on the different items of
equipment are also different from each other. Hence, when the operation is to be continued or when the operation
is to be restarted, it is important to confirm the integrity of the various equipment from the viewpoint of ensuring
the safety of the nuclear power plant. On the other hand, from the viewpoint of power supply, it is undesirable to
interrupt power generation frequently or to suspend power generation for a long time. As a result, in consideration
of the fact that each piece of equipment is designed according to its respective aseismic importance, the inspection
scope and content are defined corresponding to the magnitude of the earthquale that takes place.

As an example, the contents of inspection after the earthquake are as follows, depending on the magnitude
of the earthquake that takes place:

(1) In the case when the earthquake has an intensity equal to or higher than Class C design seismic
intensity, it is necessary to check if there is any abnormal phenomenon in the equipment by monitoring the various

_

alarms in the central control room and by walk-down.

(2) In the case when the carthquake has an intensity equal to or higher than Class B, it is necessary to
strengthen the above step in checkbg the presence / absence of abnormal phenomena and to confirm the
appropriateness of the engineering safety by performing operation testing.

(3)In the case when the earthquake has an intensity equal to or higher than Class A, it is necessary to
perform careful inspection of the equipment, including that within the containment vessel, and to check - tunction-
maintaining ability of the equipment that is important for ensuring safety.

In addition, as indices of the inspection after earthquake, it is possible to install devices that can display
the acceleration when the acceleration becomes higher than a centain level at typical locations in the central control
room.

!
In addition, for the aforementioned contents, detailed survey is needed according to the specific local '

conditions of the power plant, etc.
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Appendix

i

Appendix 1.1.ist of various tests and_tesearch

|

IntroductiqD

As far es the n$eismic design of the nuclear power plant is concerned, up to now, numerous tests and
researches have been carried out or are being carried out in the government, electric power company, plant maker,

ennaemetion companies, etc. In this appendix, we present a list of the major research efforts in the industry.

With respect to the sources, the twearch items are classified into the following groups A, B and C:*

A: Items which have been published in periodicals of societies, technicaljournals, etc. [( A) indicates that the
items have been partially published in periodicals of societi s, technical journals, etc.]

B: Items which have not yet been fully published, with only their abstracts published.
r items which have only their titles published.

Re ref ene number. in the main text are defined as follows:*

K-C-1 - (Chapter 2, items related to seismic motion)
K T-1 - (Chapters 2,4, items related to geology, soil, civil structures)
K-K-1 - (Chapter 5, items related to buildings / structures)
K-KI-l - (Chapter 6, items related to equipment / piping system)

Symbols in the list have the following meanings.*

- DK (P. B) represents PWR BWR Electrical Power Joint Research
- DK (B) represents BWR Electiscal Power Joint Research
- DK (P) represents PWR Electrical Power Joint Research

References are listed in the " Notes," column, with the following abbreviations:*

- KDK: Nippon Kenchikugakkai Taikal Gakujutsu Koen Kogaishu [ Proceedings of Symposium of Architecture
Institute of Japan).

- K KS: Nippon Kenchikugakkai Kanto hibu Kenkyuhokokushu [ Reports of Research, Kanto Branch of
Architecture Institute of Japan]

- KP.ll: Nippon Kenchikugakkai Rombun llokokushu [ Transactions of Architecture Institute of Japan).
- G AK: Researches Based on Annual Program of Safety Research of Nuclear Power Facilities of Nuclear

Power Industry Safety Research Special Division, Nuclear Power Safety Committee.
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(Chapter 2. Items related to earthquake / seismic motion)

Number Research item Major content Period Note

DK K-C-1 Research on seis- A De purpose is to perform earthquake observation on the same 1977-1935 KDK (Kinki),
mic motion charac- bedrock as the rock on which the nuclear power plant is construct- September 1980,
teristics (part 1, ed, to accumulate the effective basic data for seismic engineering. Part I
part 2) and to establish the method for evaluating the design seismic mo .

tion.

DK K-C-2 Research on seis- A He purpose is to evaluate the propagatio characteristics of 1981-1985 KDK (Hokuniu),
mic motion charac- seismic motion by vertical array earthwe observation within September 1983,
teristics of bedrock bedrock with hard soil as the object, and to obtain the basic data part 1, part 2
(part 1, part 2) of design seismic motion used for analysis of the amplification

characteristics of seismic motion in bedrock and the response of
the soil-building system as needed in the aseismic design of nucle-
at reactor facilities.

DK K-C-3 Research on seis- A For the Neogene-period sedimentary rocks, by performing vertical 1981-1985 Butsuri Tansa,
mic motion charac- array observation, the propagation characteristics of ceismic Vol. 39 No. 2,
teristics of motion are evaluated, and the basic data for the amplification May 1986

g Neogene-period characteristics of seismic motion in bedrock, the dependence of
sedimentary rocks stiffness and Amping property of bedrock on strain, and the*

design seismic motion used in the response analysis cf the soil-
building system are obtamed

DK K-C-4 Survey and re- B in order to improve the reliability of the earthquake catalog which 1981-1985
search of historical is used as the basis for determining the standard seisraic motion
earthquake data used in the aseismic design of nuclear power plant, the historical
(part 1, part 2, part records of the historical earthquakes are surveyed and used in

3) compiling the earthquake catalog.

DK K-C-5 Survey and re- C In order to rationalire the evaluation of the design standard seis- 1985-1986
search on seismo- mic motion, plate tectonics is surveyed. Based on the recent
tectonics earthquake observation and geophysical observation as well as the 1

data of active faults, the conventional seismic tectonic structure is
reinvestigated. In addition, based on results of the recent seisna-
logical research (fault model), the design seistric motion is
evaluated.

L _

_ . _ _
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(Chapter 2 Items related to earthquake / seismic motion)-Cont'd

Number Research item Major content Period Note
1 DK K-C-6 Research on stan- C Earthquake observation was performed at the eastern portion of 1986-1990t

dard seismic motion Kanto, Izu, and Fukushima-ken. He ot servation records are
evaluation method accumulated for evaluating the seismic motion. Also, the existing
based on earth- data in Japan and abroad are used in analysis to evaluste the
quake observation seismic motion for aseismic design of nuclear power plant.

(Chapters 3,4. Items related to earthquake, ground, and civil structures) -

t

Numter Research item Major content Period Note I
'

Electrical K-T-1 Research on fault A The purpose is to perform surv::y/research on the distribution state 1977-1990 Oyo Chishitsu 22-
,

|
Power activity and activity of the major real fruits, analysis of tissue and struc- I, pp. 67-86. ;

Central ture of fault rupture belt, measurement of activity age by sub- EPCRL Research'

! Research stances in the fault, displacement measurement of fault / soil, and Report Nos.
Laboratory standardization of evaluation method of fault activity. 377011,380004,
(EPCRL) 380044,381029

,

E Electrical K-T-2 Research on classi- A A scheme is formed for classification of bedrocks of sedimentary 1983-1984 JSCE: * Survey / test
Power fication of soft rocks of Tertiary period and Quaternary period. method of geolo-
Central bedrocks gy/ soil of nuclear
Reserreh power plant and
laboratory evaluation of

method of seismic
stability of soil"

Electrica! K-T-3 Research on me- A By performing laboratory tests, the static strength, deformation, 1980-1983 EPCRL Resear-h
'

Power chanical chmac- creep characteristics, dynamic strength and deformation character- Report Nos.
Central teristics of istics of mudstone are evaluand and explained in a unified way. 382011,382012,
Research mudstone 382013,382014
I.aboratory

| 382059,383004

)
>
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(Chapters 3,4. Items related to earthquake, ground, and civil structures}-Cont'd

Number Research item Wjor content Period Note

Electrical K-T-4 Research on me- A By performing laboratory tests, the statiddynamic strength and 1982-1935 EPCRL Research
Power chanical charac- deformation characteristics of fault rupture belt material are Report No. 384033
Central teristics of fault investigated, and a new scheme for survey / test method is pre-
Research rupture belt materi- pared.
Laboratory als

Electrical K-T-5 Evaluation method A By performing laboratory experiment concerning the dynamic 1981-1932 EPCRL Research
Power of stability of dense strength characteristics of dense sand, evaluation of the effects of Report Nos. -

Central sandy soil in earth- sand particle structure and disturbance on the dynamic strength. 383025,38'32o

Research quake evaluation of the in situ dynamic strength of a dense sandy soil
I aboratory using standard penetration test, and evaluation of the stability of a |

'

dense sandy soil in earthquake are perforraed.

Electrical K-T-6 Prevention of lique- A Research is performed on the method for preventing liquefaction 1980-1984 EPCRL Resead.
Power faction of saturated in earthquake due to the water evacuating effect. This research Report Es.
Central sandy soil by gravel provides the specific design scheme for this mahod. 3 O IO,382058.
Research pile 383006,383060,
Laboratory 384002oc

*
Electrical K-T-7 Evaluation method A In order to establish a safety evaluation method of soil in consid- 1982-1985 EPCRL Research
Power of scatter in soil cration of the scatter of the properties of the soil, property scatter Report Nos.
Central properties analysis, analysis program, and dispersion influence evaluation, 3R4004,384025.
Research etc., are implemented. 384026
I2boratory

Electrical K-T-8 Seismic stability of A A model slope is used for slope destruction and vibration destruc- 1977-1982 EPCRL Research
Power large-scale slope of tion experi nent and numerical simulation. He static and dynamic Report Nos.
Central nuclear power plant destmetion phenomena, comparison of analysis results, and stabili- 381030,382020
Research ty evaluation method are analyzed, and the evaluation method for 382021,382022.
I2boratory the seismic coefficient is discussed. 380057,381003

_ _ _ _ _ _ .

. . . . . . . . .
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Items related to earthquake, ground, and civil structures)-Cont'd(Chapters 3,4.
Period Note

Number R~ arch item Major content
1983-1985 EPCRL Research

Quantitative determination of elasticity and d=mping property of
Electrical K-T-9 Evaluation of elastic A

bedrock at nuclear power plant site in block vibration experiment.
Report (permission

Power damping of bedrock by Electrical Busi-
Central of block vibration ness Association is

Research experiment needed)

Laboratory 1982-1984 EPCRL Research

Electrical K-T-10 Small-region elastic A Method for in site measurement of small-region elastic wave

Power wave test method velocity is developed. He shear test locations, properties of weak
Report No. 3'2043

layers, etc., are clarified.
Central

. Research
Laboratory 1980-1984 EPCRL. A Review

He aseismic design methods of LNG tanks, intake shaft intake
Electrical K-T-11 Research on seis- A

Power mic property of pit, and other underground structures are clarified by experiment,

Central underground struc- observation and analysis.

Research ture

Laboratory 1980-1984 EPCRL Research
He seismic response design method of important outdoor civil

] Electrical K-T-12 Ateismic evaluation A Report
structures of the emergency water intake system of nuclear powere

Power of important out-

Central door civil structures plant is classified.

Research of nuclear power

Laboratory pisnt (psrt 1)
R::sponse displace-
ment method and
dynamic analysis

1971-1974 EPCRL Research
He behavior of ground piping system, i.e., emergency auxiliary

Electrical K-T-13 Seismic property of A Report No. 74004

Power ground piping equipment cooling water intake piping, is evaluated.

Central system (evaluation

Research of seismic property

laboratory of cooling water
intake piping for
condenser of nucle-
ar power plant)

-_
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(Chapters 3, 4. Items related to earthquake, ground, and civil structures)--Cont'd

Number Research item Msjor content Period NoteElectrical K-T-14 Analytical evalua- A The bdevior of facilities for emergency cooling of auxiliary 1977-1982 EPCRL ResearchPower tion of behavior of equipment (intake pit. seawater piping duct) set on soft soil.
Central underground struc- Report No. 382030

Research ture in earthquake
bboratory

Electrical K-T-15 Streamlining of B The in situ test data of bedrock. are collected and analyzed, and 1984-1990 EPCRL ResearchPower evaluation method laboratory experiment is performed for the simulated rock materi- Report (to beCentral of bedrock engi- als. In this way, a practical method for making a simple engineer- published in CivilResearch neering ingjudgment on the seismic property of the foundation bedrock in Engineering Insti-bboratory the nuclear power plant is proposed.
tute)Electrical K-T-16 Reduction in effec- B By performing in situ observation, in situ test and laboratory Same as Same as abovePower tive seismic input model experiment, the seismic effect of the foundation in earth- aboveCentral quake due to the burying effect is clarified.

Research

Laboratory

$ Electrical K-T-17 Applicability of B Model experiment that simulated the base isolation systems is Save as Same as abovePowe- base isolation sys- implemented; a method for numerical simulation of the base- aboveCentral tems isolation system is developed.
Research
Laboratory

Electrical K-T-13 Proposal of design B By evaluating the dymunic mechanical characteristics of the Same as Same as abovePower method in consider- reinforced concrete, and clarifying experimentally the ultimate aboveCentral ation of the nonlin- strength of the cross section of the seawater duct, the analysis
Research ear behavior of method is improved
Laboratory structure

t

I
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Items related to earthquake, ground, and civil structures)-Cont'd(Chapters 3,4. Period Note
Major content

Number Research item 1980-1982
In order to streamline the aseismic design of nuclear power plant

DK K-T-19 Research on evalua- B
equipment, the importance of the object structure and its behaviortion of soil in earthquake are taken into consideration in deriving the basic
g 3elines for the fault survey, soil survey, and test method,
which are formulated in standard forms. 1983
For a nonhomogeneous foundation ground containing fault rup-

DK K-T-20 Research on stabili- B
tured belt and other weak st ata, the behavior in earthquake and

ty evaluation meth- the effect of the weak strata are clarified, and the safety evalua-od of nonhomoge- tion method of the nonhomogeneous foundation ground is investi-
neous foundation
ground gated.

(Chapter 5. Items related to building / structures)
1984-1986

In order to determine the appropriate design seismic force in a
DK K-K-1 Research on C

nuclear reactor facdity, the present method of calculation of static
(P. B)

streamlining the seismic force of the underground pottion is improved. In addition,
seismic force de- by carthquake measurement and simulation analy sis of the vibration

$ sign for nuclear test results, the appropriateness of the analysis method is proved.
" reactor facilities On the basis of past research results, a dynamic analysis method

with a high enough precision and reliability that can relax or even
delete the regulation of the static seismic force is developed.

1981-1986 KDK.1985 (Struc-
The ultimate strength and restoring force characteristics of the ture I), pp. 823-

(P, B) K-K-2 Research on evalua- C
nuclear reactor building are clarified; the evaluation method of the 826tion method os (A)
seismic margin with respect to S earthquake is established in2seismic margin of consideration of the reliability of the evaluation, a lower limit of

nuclear reactor
the safety margin is proposed.

1982-1984 KDK: 1984, pp.building
With the wall plates acted upon by in-plane shear forces, such as 1765-1774; 1985,

(P, B) K-K-3 Experimental study C
shear wall, etc., taken as the objects, the structural characteristics pp. 583-5%on the structural (A) of the various lapjoints are assessed experimentally, and the

charr.teristics of appropriateness of the lap joints is assessed. In addition, experi-larp-diameter bar ments were performed to investigate the joint forms for reducing
joint construction time of reinforcing bar assembly; the large-diameter

bar lap splice method that can be adopted, and the applicable limit
were proposed.

_
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(Chapter 5. Items related to building / structures)-C<mr*J

' Number' Research item Maior content Period Note(B) K-K-4 Research on re- C
In order to nuke a more correct evaluation of the sibration behav- 1980-1983sponse behavior of
ior of the nuclear reacter building in earthquake including thenuclear reactor high-frequency region, vibration experiment and analysis of abuildings
contracted model of the nuclear reactor building, analy-
sis / evaluation of the input seismic motion, and evalestion of the
input reduction effect are performed.

(B) K-K-5 Research on seis- C Research and development is performed for the soil-structure 1980-1984 KDK: 1984, pp.mic stability of (A) interaction which is used for evaluating the uplifting of nucIcar 689-696; 1985nuclear reactor reactor building embedded deep!y, dynamic earth pressure distri-building butien, and behavior in the deformation process of the backfill (Structure 1), pp.
soil. 165-174

(B) K-K-6 Experimental re- C Basic experiments on the thermal cress in the reinfo.ced concrete 1981-1983 KDK: 1983, pp.search on the ther- (A) structure were performed On the basis of past research, the 1549-1544; 1984,mal stress of rein- streamlining method and the sectional design method are estab- pp. 2321-2326forced concrete fished.
structure

DK K-K-7 Research on new C In a reactor building, steel girders, which are embedded in con-.
(j (B) structural method 1983-1984

crete slab, can be used to support the deck plates to form a com-
of reinforced con- posite section. For this structure, the structural characterinics,
crete and steel slab

operation property, and economy are investigated. The feasibility
of this new construction method is assessed.

(B) K-K-8 Research on cutting C In the case when a high-strength concrete is adopted for the 1983-1985cost by adopting
nuclear power plant buildirg, the problems in design and opera-high-strength con- tion are evaluated, and experiments are performed to assess the

crete
material charaderistics and the structural characteristics. In this
way, the effM in cutting the cost is evaluated in an everall way,
nd design du aru accumulated.a

i
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Items related to building / structures)-C<mr'd Period Note
fChapter 5. Major content

1984-1985Number Research item
in or ter to p tfou apriropriate evaluation of the soil pressure in
earthq2ake aang on the reactor building's underground walls and(B) K-K-9 Research on C

streamling the the b& dor o % nderground portion iri earthquake
design of a deeply ment effect), observation of soil pressure in conventional

case and in earthquake and analysis evaluation are performed. and |(em?buried foundation'

of nuclear power a rational soil pressure calculation method is deseloped. '

1984-1985, plant building
For the dynamic analysis model with a high reliability including
the high vibration frequency region, esaluation is performed

C r;>

(B) j K-K-10 Research on

mainly using the FEM model to streamline the seismic analysis.streamlining the
scismic analysisd
model of nuclear

1980-1982reactor building
With the overall building and quipment/ piping system taken as the

iB) K-K-11 Experimental re- objects, the vertical seismic motion is determined, and the analysis
C

model and analysis method with respect to the vertical seismicI
search on analysis '

inethod of sertical motion are evaluated. In this way, research is performed to estab-
lish an appropriate dynamic analysis method for the building andseismic motion

equipment / piping system with respect to the vertical seismic
motion. 1981-1934
Survey / evaluation were performed on the aseismic property ofg
nuc! ear reactor facility which does not stand en rock; the design

C
(P,B) K-K-12 Research on#

method for assessing its possibility of realization was established,aseismic ecpability^

of nuclear reactor and the experimental test was performed.
facility set tip on5-

Quaternary stratum.
y Research cn

aseismic property
of Shinritsu-type
r,uclear reactor
bui! ding (name"
changed after 1983)

,
_
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(Chapter 5. Item.a rehted to building / structures)-Cont'd

l } Numirer Research item Major content Period Note

| DK K-K-13 Research on appro- C Appropriate evaluation rnethod is established for the soil-building 1985-1987

priate evaluation interaction of nuclear reactor building for the following items:
method of soil- - Soil constants for dynamic analysis ;

structure interaction - Dynamic interaction between building bottom surface and soil
- Embedment effect of building
- Uplifting of foundation during earthquake.

Nuclear K-K-14 Test on dynamic B Vibration experiments are performed usir.g a large model simulat- 1980- KDK.1984, pp.
Power interaction between (A) ing BWR and PWR buildings. The contents include experiment of 2301-2312

Engineering building and soil foundatir ily, experiment of upper structure nmunted on
Corporation founda' , n . experimem of interaction among buildings, and

experimem on side surface restraint effect due to difference in
burying depth of foundation.

Nuclear K-K-15 Test of restoring A For BWR-MARK-Il type building and I/C of PWR 4 LOOP type 1980-1984 KDK: 1982, pp.

|
Power force characteristics building, small-model and partial-model test were performed to 957-970; 1984

| Engineering of nuclear reactor their basic restoring force characteristics data, and whole model pp. 2331-2338

| Corporation building test was performed to verify restoring force characterirties for
design. In addition, tests are also performed to evaluate the scale

,

g effect. |.!

"
'

Electrical U K-16 Experiment for a A Experiments were performed by using cylindrical specimens to KDK:
Power model of a nuclear evaluate the safety in the ultimate state and the behavior before 1978, pp.1827- ;

Central power plant con- the ultimate state when internal pressure and seismic force act 1834; 5

Research crete containment simultaneously during a RCCV accident; the experimental results 1979, pp.1381-
12boratory vessel, which in- and the analysis results are compared with each other in the 1382;

clude internal pres- evaluation. 1980, pp.1847- '

sure by LOCA and 1850;
horizontal forces 1981, pp.1417-
acting simulta- 1418
neously

_
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(Chapter 5. Items irlated to building /st:uctures)-Cont'd
Period Note

Number Research item Major content _

Electrical K-K-17 Test for 1/15 A in order to assess the behavior under a combination of major October Prestressed con-

Power PCCV model under loads assumed in design of PCCV, a 1/15 model is used to 1979-1980 crete, January

Central action of internal perform tests under active of internal pressure, thermal and hori-
1981, pp. 68-78

Research pressure, thermal, zontal seismic load.

Laboratory and horizontal load
June 1974- KDK: 1976, pp.

Tokyo K-K-18 Experimental re- A Experiments were performed to evaluate the behavior of shear

Electric search on strength walls of BWR building, such as box wall, cylindrical wall, the 1974 1577-1582; 1978

Power Co. and restoring force conical wall and their combination during earthquake, and for fiscal year pp.1619-1628.

characteristics of evaluating the effects of openings. (studied by KKS: 1978, pp.
Tokyo 177-188.

reinfcreed concrete University)
shear walls

Tokyo K-K-19 Experimental study A For a single opening in a wall, the effect of the reinforcing (Performed KKS: 1979, pp.

Electric of reinforcing method of the periphery of the opening on the performance of the by Tokyo 129-132: 1980,

Power Co. method around the shear wall with the opening in earthquake is evaluated, and the University pp.157-IP
on cem- 1981, pp. ill-

openings in a rein- ultimate strength is casulated.
nission) 132

forced concrete KDK: 1979, pp.
shear wall 1495-1498; 1980,

'

$ pp.1643-164A;
1981, pp.16'd-*

1632; 1982, rp.
1487-1488

1977-1978 KRH April l')80,
Kansei K-K-20 Experiment of A Experiment was performed on the behavior of cylindrical shear

Electric horizontal force wall in earthquake when a horizontal force acts on the external pp. 57-67 ,

Power Co. acting on cylindri- shield wall of a PWR building; the various properties were

cal reinforced evaluated.

concrete shear wall

..

_ . _
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(Chapter 5. Items related to building / structures)-Conr*J

Numbre Research iter, Major .y Penod Note

Kansei K-K-21 Research on shev A This research was perfor_aed to obtain the data for designing a 1977-1973 KDK.1970, pp.

Doctric strength of cylin - PWR building PCCV. With the internal pressure and W.a 13 0-1402

Power Co. drical wall mm/e of force varied. two series of tests were performed for the cylindri-
prestressed concrete cal wall: torsional force test and horizontal force test. The shear

strength was evaluated.

Kanse K-K-22 Horizontal force A In order to assess the integrity and strenge of PCCV in the case 1978-1979 KDK.1980, pp.

Bectric experiment of 1/8 - of wudad load in earthquake, experiment was performed with 1851-1860

Power Co. model of pre- combination of internal pressure and horizontal seismic force for
stressed concrete an acewate 1/8 scale model.
conr=inmcat vessel

Nippon K-K-23 Dynamic and static A In order to assess the vibration characteristics and asersmic KDK.1980, pp.

Nuclear experiments of the capacity of a PCCV experimentally, vibration test and static 839-852

Power Co. structural strengtl, horizontal force test were performed. Also, on the basis of the
of W,a static experimental results, the restoring force characteristics
concrete contain- model was set up to perform response analysis. 'lhe results are
ment vessel m M with the experimental results.

Japan K-K-24 Research on seis- A in order to assess the strength of the internal concrete structure of KDK.1982. pp.

tj Atomic mic property of PWR type 4 IDOP building. horizontal force experirrrnt was 947-954,

Power Co. internal concrete performed for a 1/10 contracted model to evaluate the restoring
structure of PWR force characteristics.

-

reactor's contam-
ment vessel.

Power K-K-25 Research on the A A three-diuMus.1 FEM nonlinear analysis program suitable for 1950-1986 KDK 1985 |

Reactor and
'

internal ecocrete evaluating the nonlinear behavior of structures having complicat- (Structure I), pp.

Nuclear structure of reactor ed shapes, such as the internal concrete structure has been devel- 869-333

Fuel Devel- building oped. Its content is as follows: in order to develop a technique
opment Co. that can predict the t.ehavior of a structure acted upon by bori-

(PNC) zontal force or thermal and honzontal lead simultaneously from
elastic respo:se to failure, a program was developed, and, at the
same time, simulation analysis for vanous experiments was
performed to evaluate the reliabilirf and applicability of the

_ - - _ . _ I---



(Chapter 5. Items related to building / structures)-Cc ir*J
Pened Note

Number Research item Major conten:|

g
analysis method. In addition. analysis is also performed in con-
sideration of the temperature dew of material constants of
a scoerete structure at a high ternperature over 100'C as related
to thermal deformation and stress. The effects on deformation
and stress are evaluated.

1985-1956 KDK.1955A di.ect calculation method of floor 1sgese sg4 uu. is pro-
Obayashi K-K-26 Direct calculation A (Structure !). pp.

Corp. method of floor posed. From the target spectmm of seismic motion, instead of a 757-760; Obeyashi
simulated seismic spectrum. a floor w spectrum is directly Corp. Technicalresponse spectrum
calculated in this method. Regean-h Institute

In order to evaluate the maximum combined iwgmse of horimn- 1932-1934 Nhsso Jishin
Obeyashi K-K-27 Research on the A

tal motion and vertical motion inputs in earthquake, analysis is Kogaku
Corp. maximum compos- Shings p uw-

ite response of performed to determme the equivalent maximum resp-w amount [S;mp. of Seismic
horizontat. motion as a single input. Eng. of Japani
and vertical motion 1982, pp. I129-
in earthquake t 136; KDK.1934

pp. 659-6M)

O KDK: 1977.pp.
In order to evaluate the behavior in earthquake of BWR-MARK-oo

Kajima Co. K-K-28 Structural experi- A 1727-1732
ment and analysis 11 type building, hoiizontal force test of the half model of the KRH: August
on behavior of rein- building is performed. The results are muricd with the results 1978, pp. 35-42;

of FEM an*1ysis and earthquake response analysis. Sqha.- 1978,forced concrete
reactor inilding in pp. 37 44
earthquake

With a BWR-M ARK-il ad..nced reaactor building taken as the 1979-1930 KDK: 1980, pp.
Shimizu K-K-29 Horizontal force A 1839-1842; 1931

Co. expoast of a object, models are formed for the major seismic elements of pp.1419-1420cater box, inner box nd shield wall; and borizontal force exper-model of reactor
building iment is performed btain the basic data for determining the

restoring force de%stics.

..
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(Chapter 5. Items related to building / structures)-Gmt'd

Number Research it m Major content Period Note

Taisei Co. K-K-30 Strength and de- A The characteristics of a shear wa!! having many small openings 1o79-1983 KDK: 1980, pp.

forma: ion of rein- are evaluated in a horizontal force experiment. 'The ultimate 1645-164 4 1951,

forced conese:e strength calculation method for the shear wall having randmnly pp.1623-1628:

shear wall having arranged openings is evaluateJ. 1983. pp.1539-

many small open- 1542:1934.pp.
2343-2346ings

Konkurito
Kogaku. January
1934, pp. 91-105

Taisei co. ."-K-31 Research on foun- A The ba e mat trplifting is taken as a three dimensional motion: 1931- KDK: 1933, pp.

dation uplifting of model experiment using a three-axis vibration table and analysis 1591-1592 1985

reactor building evaluation using a newly developed spatial analysis method are (Structure 1). pp.

gimud Various features coneeming stream!ining of the 799-S00

analysis method of the foundation uplifting problem have been KRH. June 1984,

clanfied. pp. 32-39
Taisei Corp. Tech-

riology Research
Center,1985

oo

O pp.137-146
SMIRT (8th).

1985 K5/9, pp.
203-208

|

Science and K-K-32 Research on build- A In order to obtam data concerning the restoring force 1982-1985 KDK: 1983, pp.

Technology ing restormg force characateristics of a reactor building. horizontal fe ce experi- 1495-1522: 1984

Agency and ' characteristics ments were g.fua for small-sized model and partial model. pp. 2363-2394;

Constr. Co. For the small-sized model, de composite effect of a box wall 1985, (Structure

(Todr, Sato. and a cylindrical wall and the effect of the half symmetrical part I). pp. 835-863

Nishimatsu. model were evaluated. For the partial model, the effects of

Kumagai, flanges of shear wall. heavily reinforced concrete, openings,
Maeda, concrete wum;ve stragth.' etc., were evaluated.

Hazama.
Fujita)

. _ _
.
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(rh>Mer 5. Items related to building / structures)-Gmt'd

NugJ,cr Rewch item Major content | Period Note

Internal ptessure test and thermal stress test were perfe . d . ' ' 1932-1983 SMIRT Bth).
Takenala K-K-33 Research on in- A 1935 H6/9. pp.
Komuten plane thermal a circular plate made of reinforced concrete and having an

239-295
Co. stress in opening opening. It has been found that they are effective for clarifying

portion of rein- sleeve thrust force property. elastic analysis result of thermal
stress. time variatico of thermal propagation in the sleeve. andforced concrete

containment vessel thermal stress analysis method of the periphery of the epening
portion using nonlinear FEM analysis.

Takenaka K-K-34 Research on dy- A In order to eva!uate the seismic safety of reactor building in 1975-1932 KDK.1977. pp.

Komuten namic interaction consideration of the adjacent building influence en the soil-strue- 629432. pp.
811-814

Co. between buildings ture interaction, an evaluation method of soil spring a stiffness
SMIRT (6th).evaluation method of building. and earthquake response analysis

1981 K2/0method have i.e a developed.,

)

0
0
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(Chapter 6. Items related to equipment / piping system)

Nurder Research item Major content Period Note

Building K-K-1 Rmrch a non- C With a large-sized model of a nuc! car reactor building, the 1981-1985 Genanken [ Nuclear

Research linear .% restoring characteristics of the building are assessed, and a more Safety Research}.

Institute analysis :ational aseismic design method is developed. A nonlinear analy- July 8,1983. p. 49
sis method for equipment / piping is developed, and its apprcpri-
ateness and limit of applicatim have been evaluated by analysis
and experiment.

National K-K-2 Research on eva!u- C Vibration experiment is yo,fvi.a for % myon.t/ piping system 1982-1986 Genanken [ Nuclear

Disaster atim of seismic important for safety; the safety margm in earthquake is con- Safety Research},

Prevention safty margin of firmed. September 4

Science & equipment / piping 1985. p.169

Technical system
Center

Nippon K-K-3 Research on evalu- C The damage probability of building. quiyuwit. piping, etc.. due 1981-1986 Genanken [ Nuclear

Nuclear ation method of to earthquake is evaluated for each aseismic design importance Safety Research}.

Power damage probability class; the aseismic design margm and the accident probability in July 8.1983, p. 50

Research caused by earth- a destructive eartl4:ake are assessed.
,

L

y Laboratory quake

Nippen K-K-4 Research on devel- C in order to prevent nuclear reactor accident in earthquake, the 1981-1982 Genanken [Naclear

Nuclear oping method for m%n,cy operation wntent is evaluated systematicsily. 'Ihe Safety Research).

Power emergency opera- mspection items and methods performed after an earthquake July S.1983, p. 50

Research sion during earth- takes place are dctc . sed to check if the nuclear power plant
Laboratory quake and inspec- can be restarted for operation.

tion method after
earthquake

Nuclear K-K-5 Survey on forma- B Survey on the aseismic design analysis method of the major 1976-1985

Power tion of standards nuclear power genertion equipment-equipment system. design
Engineering for aseismic design floor response spectrum determmation method, damping con-
Corporation, (mechanical sys- stants of specific equipment ymyneit aseismic design and
Ministry of tem) determination of model, dynarme evaluation method of seismic

International property of equipment.
Trade and
Industry

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
,
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(Chapter 6. Items related to equipment /pipirg system}-(Gmt'd)
Period Note

Number Research item Major content
1930-1935

Nuciar K-K-6 Test for proving B For the major nuclear power g-neration 97 scat of P%R and

Power seismic reliability BWR, such as reactor containment vessel, primary cooling

system piping, pressure containment in-core structures. etc.,Engineering
seismic reliability tests were performed and evMusted.

Corporation,
Ministry of
Intemational
Trade and
Industry

1980-1954
Same as K-K-7 Vibration test of B General vibration 'est of piping system that simulates the actual

equipment, single-part vibration test of support parts related to
above pipine system

the general vibration test, vibration test of the frame system of
piping-support and multi-input vibration test of piping are imple-
mented; the seismic analysis code of the piping system is evaluat-
ed and the basic data for modifying the seismic analysis code of

the piping system are obtained.
1980-1982 SMIRT (8th).

DK K-KI-8 Research on main- A Vibration test is perfvuied for the typical type of the dynamv
1085. No. K14'l-

tenance of function equipment needed for maintaining function to obtain the data foreo

14'4correlation between function maintenance limit and affecting
"

of dynamic equip-
factors. '_m the basis of these data, the method for assessment isment in earthquake
developed. '

loSfM oS1
DK K-KI-9 Experimental test B Vibration test is perfwnzd fer board. pressure / pressure-differ-

ence transducers for monitoring in accident. and indicators ferof seismic property
of elecirical instru- monitoring in accident. It is experimentally proven that the

mentation equip- function is good enough fer the seismic motion for an intermedi-

ate seismic coefficient (XO Ga!).ment

DK K-KI-10 Research en damp- A in order to uend the damping constant consentionally used in 1973-1931 | ASME.1933, [
JI'N The 4th *

the aseismic design of piping systems, vibration test! analysis ofing charactermics Natiornal Longress
of pipit.g in nucle- the piping model is performed. and reasonable vrlues are det-r- on Pressure Vesselt

i ar power plant mined. and PipingTech-
nology

)
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(Chapter 6. Items related to qQ t/ piping system)-(Cont *d) I,

Number Research item Major content Pened Note !
en-

l

DK K-KI-11 Experimental B For the overall %1dir g and equipment / piping. the dynamic 1980-1982 J j

research of analy- response analysis method for the vertical seismic motion is
j
;i

sis method for established. .

vertical seismic
;

.
t

motion
.

DK K-KI-12 Experimental A For the dynamic equipment iuipctant for safety and with re- 1980-1982 SMIRT (8th), j

(P) research on main- quirement on strength and dptamic function in earthquake (longi-
1985, No KI4/I- |
I4/4 |tenance of function tudinal ECCS pump, certain types of valves for cumpsy ,

[
of active equipment diesel, fan blower, compressor. etc.). maintenance of function is

in earthquake assessed experimentally and the conventional analysis method {,

|j
and evaluation standard are established.

DK K-KI-13 Research on exper- B General test evaluation is pJew-d for the durability and reli- 1980-1981 ;

imental evaluation ability of the mechanical snubber shich has a better '. vice |
I

of mechanical property than the hydraulic snubber.
i,

snubber t

; I

O DK K-KI-14 Research on actual B The vibration characteristics of the fuel assembly 12 the case of 1980-1981i r

ability to maintain action of acceleration in the horirental and/or vertical directiens |w
i

function in case of in earthquake are clarified. In addition, the scram inserting

vertical vibration property of the control rod drive device (CRD) is confirmed. ;

of core fuel and
;

,

CRD during earth-
i

quake.

DK K-KI-15 Study of seismic B A simulated seismic load is applied to the internal pump's motor 1981-1984

property of intema! casing portion: the appropriateness of the intemal pump in
,

!earthquake is asseswd, and the strength against the earthquake ispump
evaluated

I
;
,

i

fi

I
:

I
L

i

I
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(Chapter 6. Items related to equipment / piping system)-(C<mt"d)

Period Note
Number Research item Major content

DK K-KI-16 Research on damp- A In order to prevent excessive design in the aseismic design. the 1979-1950 ASME 1013.
JON The 4th

ing characteristic = damping constant and accompwying esaluation method are

of nuclear power improved according to survey of the data in the publications in National Congress
on Pr-5sure Vessel

gwyuent (equip- Japan and other countries, as well as the experimental data
and Piping

ment / piping) accumulated.
Technolgy

DK K-KI-17 Research on estab- B In order to establish a rational aseismic design method for the 1933-1085

lishment of a ratio- equipment / piping system of the nuclear power plant. a better
nal aseismic design method is established for evaluation of the seismic input to the

method cf grip- . equipment / piping system and analysis of the ympuxat/ piping

ment / piping system system. As a result, the cost of the construction is reduced.

J Research K-KI-18 Verification of A By performing vibration test of needle model and sma!1-sized low-1971 Hitachi Review.
Vol. 52. No.10

Laboratory analysis method of piping model, the vibration characteristics of threcsfimernional
1970

of Manu- piping system piping are measured; the results are compared with tne analysis
results obtained using the analysis program for venfication of t!ufacturer i

program.
O

Same as K-K]-19 Verifiction of A Vibration test is performed for the reduced model of the nuclear 1 % 2-1933 Kikaigakkai*

above shell vibration reactor containment vessel which has a thin shell structure, and Rombunshu. Vol. j

SI. No. 462.1985
analysis program for a simple-shaped tank tuodel. The results are compared with

the analysis results of the analysis program so that the program
is verified and the appropriateness of the simple analysis method

is evaluaL-d.

Same as K-KI-20 Test of fluid dy- A Rise in the free liquid level and rise in pressure on internal wall 1 % 2-1933 Toshiba Review,

surface in core and tank are measured. The qmpia cr.ess of Vol 28. No. 5,

above namic property 1973the design method and analysis program is check-A c Ge same
time, the interactive effect of water and sbeh can be evahted-

, -
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(Chrpter 6. Items related to +ym,t/ piping system)-(Cont'd)

Number Research item Major content Period Note ;

. Research K-KI-21 In-water vibration A Reduced models of core shroud and other insmre strustwts are 1 % 0-1972 Hitachi Review,

Laboratory test of in-core made to vibrate in water. In this way, the pmukmass effect of Vol. 53. No. I1.1
,

water and the damping castant of the structure are measured. 19-'I
j of Manu- structures Toshiba Review, |' facturer g Vol. 27. No. 8 !

1972 |

Same as K-KI-22 Test of fuel assem- A Vibration test is imimud in air and water for fuel asxuely 1 % 9-1975 Todibe Review,

'

above bly vibration with actual dim. ; ens supported in the same way as in the Vol. 33. No. 8,;

actual machme. In this way, the analysis constants, such as 1978

equivalent stiffness, equivalent length, dampmg constant, etc.,
are derived.

Same as K-KI-23 Test of vibratice of A Vibration test is performed in water for reduced model that 1970-1978 Kikaigakkai 1

above rod group in water simulates the fuel assembly. By -ming the behavior of the Rmut Au,

i fuel assembly as a group and the mutual vibration connecten, Vol. 49 No..
'

the appropriateness of the analysis program and the appropriate- 440,1983
j

ness of the simple design formula are verified. Toshiba Review,
j g

Vol 36, No. 7 j"
1981 !

!Kikoren: No. 700-
17,1970; No. :

i s10-4, 1971 |
; |'

Same as K-KI-24 Experimental test A To verify the insertion function of the control rods in earthquake. 1969-1976 Mitsubishi

above of inserting prcrr - the static and dynamic insertion characteristics of the control Genshiryoku [
1'

ty of control rods rods are experimentally studied using actual control rods. control Giho, No. 2 j

rod drive mechanism, and simulated fuel assemb!y. Toshiba Review, |
Vol. 28. No. 5.

~

1973 [
;

;

i
!

!
t
'

i

!

a

f
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,
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(Chapter 6. Items related to equipment / piping system)-(Cont *d)
.t

Number Research item Major content Itriod Note !
I

Research K-K-25 Test of duct equiv- A Static and dynamic tests are performed for Ae actual-sized model 1975-1979 Kukichowa, Eisei- [
| Laboratory alent stiffnes of thin-wall structure, such as air conditionmg duct; the equiva- kogakukai Kinki

of Manu- lent stiffness is ma and the analysis method by analysis Shibu Gakujutsu r

facturer program is established. Kenkyu Happyo [
; kei Ruulwas !

[ Proc. of Symp. of
'

Kinki Branch of [
} '

Air Condition- [
ing! Hygiene En- [

. gineermg Society), !i

No. 22,1983 f
Same as K-KI-26 Experimental test A For various electrical parts and panels, vibration test is per- 1970-1983 Hitachi Review. I
above of seismic property formed using a vibration table to make sure that the panel is of Vol. 57, No. 7,. [

of electrical parts rigid structure. In addition, it is confirmed that the response 1977 r
accelerat;on of the electrical parts is not over the allowable limit. Toshiba Review,

, , Vol. 28. No. 5 tM 1973 (
Same as K-KI-27 Seismic test of A By using a real-size model of the control-rod drive device, the Toshiba Review,

! above control red drive scram characteristics test and design method in earthquake are Vol. 27 No. 8,
device assessed. 1972

Same as K-KI-28 Seismic analysis of A Development of nonlinear response behavior .%.u;ed with 1970 SMIRT (2nd). I
above fuel assembly impact and verification using model experiment. 1973. K6/10 |'

Same as K-KI-29 Seismic response A Development of seismic response analysis method of thin-wall 1972 Mitsubishi i
i above analysis of nuclear shell having asymmetric mass and verification test using inelastic Genshiryoku Giho, ;
; reactor contain- model. No.3 }
] ment vessel

!

! Same as K-K-30 Seismic experiment A Experimental test is performed for the vibration characteristics, 1974-1975 Mitsubishi
; above of electrical valve strength, and function maintenance property of electrical valve. Genshiryoku G'ho. !
| No. 8

i,
,
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(Chapter 6. Iterns related to equipment / piping system)-(Cont'd) i
j

!

I Number Research item Major content Penod Note [

1 Research K-KI-31 Vibration charac- A Assessment of the vibration characteristics of primary cooling 1972-1976 SMIRT (5th), f
i

Laboratory ter:stics test of ' equipment of 1/4 scale plastic model. 1979 K13/8

| of Manu- primary cooling
facturer equipment i

| Same as K-KI-32 ,e.tical seismic A Development of analysis method of fuel assembly in vertical 1978 Mitsubishi,

above analysis of fuel direct ~on and assessment test using a real-size model Genshiryoku Giho. i

No.20,

assembly
|

Same as K-KI-33 Test of vibration C Assessment of vibration charactwistics and damping of cable 1980 j
t

above characteristics of trays and electrical wire conduits with typical shapes.
cable tray and

,

electrical wire _

,

conduit
.

I
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AppJnsjx 2. Improvem_rnt of standardiution crocrams
'

d

[ptroduction

in order to establish the light-water reactor technology, the hiinistry of Intemational Trade and Industry
had performed the improvement of the technology and the stant'ardization for consolidation of improved technology.

For the improved standardiration program, the first sun'ey w:= performed from 1975 to 1977; the second
survey was performed from 1978 to 1980; and the third survey was pertermed from 1981 to 1985. As a portion
of this program, standardintion of the aseismic design of the first survey and the second survey was performed by
the hiinistry of International Trade and Industry, while the third survey was performed by the Nuclear Power
Engineering Cerporation under cominission from the hiinistry of Internati>nal Trade and Industry.

In the first program, feasibility study of plant was performed for th : fundamental arrangement of PWR and
IlWR. In the second survey, the equipment arrangement program is determined for the basic configurations and
basic stmetures of the standard PWR and IlWR buildings. Efforts were ma le for the specific item such as aseismic

design methods from the second program.

i and S ) are detewined for the modifiedIn the second suney, the standard seismic motions (S 2

standardization suncy of the nuclear reactor building due to near and distant earthquakes at the low-frequency
earthquake region and the high-frequency earthquake region. The seismic motions are used at the basic earthquake
ground motion in the later modified standardintion survey.

In this section, we will summarize the major items for the aseismic design of the secon 1 and third modified

standardiation sun eys. For the buildings /structuren, however, due to the relation with the citalon of the main text,
only those related to the third survey are presen'ed.

The numbers cited in the table are defined as follows:*

H K-1 - (Chapter 5, items related to building / structure)
H-K!-l - (Chapter 6, items related to equipment / piping system

838
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Appendix 2. Survey of improved standardization for building sys;em.

| No. Item hiain content
I H-K 1 Basic earthquake ground For the effects of bedrock characteristics on the design response

motion and design seismic spectrum, the earthquake observation records obtained for various
motion bedrocks are used for statistical analysis; depending on the shear

wave velocity, the reduction factor of the design response spectrum
is derived as taken as the standard design method. As far as the

I
shape of the vertical motion response spectrum is concemed, the
bedrock array observation records in Japan are used to perform
statistical analysis to assess the vertical resporn.e spectral profile.

li K-2 Formation method of It has been found that by taking the phase information of the simu-
simulated seismic wave lated seismic wave into consideration, it is possible to form a simu-

lated seismic wave that can satisfy the respnse spectru n corre-
sponding to the damping constant. In this way, a standard simulated
seismic wave can be formed.

H . K-3 Calculation method of static Using BWR and PWR plants as examples, simple calculation formu-
seismic loads of building and las are developed for the fundamental natural period (T) and story
structure shear distribution coef ficient (A;).

In addition, evaluation is made of structural characteristic coeffi-
cients (D,) based on the existing experimental results. In addition,
evaluation is made of the underground portion of the building and
underground structure.

Dese resulta are summarhed to establish a standard design method
for calculating the static seismic force of the building and structure.

H-K-4 Evaluation method of ooil ne actual state of soil survey is assessed, and the methods for
constanta for dynamic analysis Landling the scatter of soil constants and soil strain level are studied.

it has been found that the scatter can be evaluated using the mean
value, and that the strain level almost does not enter 'he nonlinear
region for the assumed seismic wave (ht 7.0, A = 20).

Also, as related to the interaction with the foundation, the stiltness
and damping are evaluated with stiffness and damping treated using

[ a discretization method. Rese results are summarized to establish a
standard evaluation method for evaluation method of soil constants
for dynamic analysis.

H K-5 Seismic response analysis Based on a rational simplified method (D method) for homogeneous
method of soil structure inter- and isotropic soil, a method which is applicable for layered soil is
action model developed and its problems for application are clarified.

As a result, it is found that it is difficult to determine the reduction
coefficient of the damping constant in case of layered soil in the
region of so = l-3. Based on these evalluation results, the appropri-
ate simplified method (D method) for homogeneous soil is taken as
the standard design method.

839
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Appendix 2. Suncy of improsed standardization for building sptem-(Cont'd).

No. Item hiain content

II K 4 livaluation method of restor- livaluation has been made of the validity of the proposed skeleton

ing force characteristics curve, shape of hysteresis loops, I7likt clastoplastic analysis of
overall model of IlWR type buiiding, etc.

As a result, for the skeleton curve proposed in the second Promotion
and Sta:.dardization Committee of LWR, the names and symbols of
the skeleton curve are partially changed, and the applicable range
for the ultimate shear strength (r,) of PWR 4 LOOP PCCV and the
hysteresis characteristics proposed are clarified.

Il K-7 Allowable limit for several llased on the survey of the allowable limit values of the reinforced
functions of building and concrete structure, and endurance function of leakage, a specific

structure in earthquake resis- building is selected as the object for studying the functio,. mentioned
tant design above. In addition, evaluation is nade of the applicability of endur-

ance function of leakage.

Il K-8 hiethod for evaluating the flased on the survey results, the supporting functions are evaluated,
support function of building As examples, the supporting functions of the nuclear reactor build-
and structure ing and ilWR turbine building are studied.

Il K-9 livaluation of response analy- Survey is made of the existing references related to the vertical
pis method in vertical diree- response analysis. With regard to the contnet ratio of the base,
tion dynamic response analysis is performed for simultaneous horimntal

+ vertical inputs.

840
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Appendix 2. Survey of improved standardization (equipment / piping system).

No. Item Main content |

H Kl 1 Calculation method of static With BWR and PWR reactor buildings taken as the examples, Ci
seismic force of equipment distribution derived by dynamie analysis and C, distributions using
system various static analysis methods are compared with each other to find

out the appropriate static analysis method, in addition, for various
outdoor tanks with different sizes, the C, distribution derived by
dynamic analysis and the C distributions derived by the variousi
static analysis methods are compared to each other to find the
appropriate static analysis method.

K-KI 2 Formation method of design Re factors that affect the variation in the floor response spectrum in
floor response spectrum the period axial direction are extracted. While sensitivity analysis is ,

implemented, piping system response analysis is performed to assess
the safety of the present method. As a result, although the design
floor response spectrum has a broadening rate of 110% in princi-
ple, the widening rate can also be reduced according to appropriate
evaloation.

K KI 3 Evaluation method of damp- For the damping constants of piping, electrical panel, and cable
ing in equipment / piping tray, the various vibration test results are assorted and analyzed.
system Instead of the values conventionally used in the design. the damping

constants based on test results are proposed.

H KI-4 Coupled /decoupled analysis ne coupled /decouled response analysis of the two discrete masses
of building-equipment system system of building-equipment system are compared with each other.

he selection standards for the coupled analysis and decoupled
analysis are assorted, and the appropriateness of the conventional
method is displayed.

Il K 5 Vertical response calculation By using the dynamic vertical seismic coefficient derived from the
of equipment vertical dynamic response analysis of the building, test calculation of

the equipment / piping system is performed. After comparison with
the present method, it is found that there is no problem with respect
to the conformity.

K-KI 6 Evaluation method of sloshing Comparison among several methods is performed. As a result, it is
found that although the simple calculation method of the velocity
potential theory of Hausner can be found to perform the design in a
simple way, the value obtained is rather conservative. On the other
hand, the method of time history response calculation using FEM
gives more appropriate values.

H K-7 Standard design method of Aseismic design methods have been assorted for Class B and C
Class B and C equip. vessels / tanks, pump floor, piping, duet, tray, and anchorage,
ment / piping systems

H Kl 8 Aseismic evaluation method Based on the procedure of evaluation of the existing re$earch re-
of dynamic equipment sults, test calculation is performed for the various typical dynamic

equipment. Based on the result of this calculation, the modified
program is studied as a standard procedure of evaluation.

Il KI-9 Evaluation method of equip- For the strength calculation formula based on the present regula-

ment / piping anchorage tions, the applicability with respect to the experimental values is
studied it is found that the pullout strength is in good agreement
with the ACI standard formula, with a small scatter.

841
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Appendia 2. Survey of improved standardiration (equipment / piping system)-(Cont'd).

No. Item Main content

Il Kl 10 Combination of stresses in Results obtained by the present method, the SRSS methcdand the
vertical and horizontal diree- absolute sum method, in which the combination of the vertical
tions dynamic seismic coefGeient with the horizontal seismic forces is

considered, are compared with each other. As a result, it is found
that while the present method gives safer results, the SRSS method
with a combination of the vertical / horizontal directions provides
more appropriate results.

Il Ki Il Seismic analysis method of For equipment in high safety classes, i.e., aseismic Classes As and
rnajor equipment A, the conventional achemes of the earthquake response analysis and

stress analysis are assorted, and the standard calculation method and
evaluation method are specineally discussed for each item of equip-
ment. In addition, the damping constant in S earthquake is dis-2

eussed in consideration of high stress and high strain level.

11 Ki-12 Limit load of equipment For the determination method of limit load of the main equipment,
system while the limit load is derived using the stress evaluation method,

the standard load is calculated. In addition, the limit load is included
with respect to the load derived using the standard design floor
response curve,

ll Ki-13 liquipment support structure Evaluation is made to see the degree of streamlining for the equip-
and limit load ment used in a low earthquake frequency region as compared to that

used in a high frequency regin (in particular, with respect to the
support structure). The conclusion is that it is important to have the
floor response spectrum decreased,

ll Kl 14 Floor response spectra for The sway / rocking model is used to perform seismic response analy-
standard design sis for a standard nuclear reactor building. He design floor re-

sponse spectrum with respect to seismic motion for standard soilis
prepared,

li KI-15 Evaluation of standardization Evaluation is performed of the necessary itenu described in the
of seismic calculation manual seismic calculation manual. Assortment is performed to simplify the

calculation manual and to improve the operation efGeiency, For the
Class B equipment with standardired design method, the examples
of description are presented.

H KI 16 Seismic evaluation method of As an indet of the aseismic design of the piping system, for types of
standardired equipment and limit spectrum methods are set, and the appropriate method as the
machines seismic property evaluation method during the process of standard-

irition is extracted, in addition, during the standardization of the
piping system, the method is discussed that allows variation in the
layout; the effectiveness of the method is confirmed,

li-KI 17 General evaluation of With reference to representative examples, evaluation is performed
aseismic design of equipment of the engineering judgment content, its reason, and its effect on the
system stress evaluation.
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Appendix Table 2-I. Summary of survey on modified standardization (building system).

Major items Minor items Method of evaluation Results or proposals

Basic carthquake Determination of spectrum The inwd bedrock data are assorted For the conventional Osaki wtrum. the
with M-a. V taken as the pararreters agreement in the case of Vs = 0.7 k m'sground motion and corresponding to bedrock s

design seismic characteristics (regression analysis). is good As V mereaws, the agreements
decreases. It is yuW that the behavior

vibration
be represented by a penoddependent
formula.

8 Study of vertical motion By statinical evaluation of array system it is confirmed that the second Improve-
=

smhmi. Av h 26m aum em W aksha. mt M Wm6m % ram is3
E the spectrum shape is evaluated. apptcpriate.

E Transformation method form Onedimensional wave propagation theory. The types of the transformation methods
,5
2 standard seismic motion to FEM scheme are exemplified.

**i'"I# "5 " '
.h

As the two-dirmensional problems for Examples of calculation are presented for

3 evaluating the influence cf topography, the case when there exists terrace topog-

evaluation is made using FEM for P. Sy raphy in the periphery of the building (the
waves and using the Grecis function for height of the terrace and the angle of the

O Su waves. slope are taken as the parameters).,

Generation method of Suitability of spectrum with Comparison of the time histories and A misture of pulse phase, expviwatit.1

simulated seismic wave respect to two damping spectral characteristics of waves depending functional phase. and uniform random

ccnstants (h = 0.01. 0.05) on the phase characteristics def'mition. number piu se has a good -w,.nnience.-

Calculation method of Seismic regional coefficient Z = I.0 for aII of Japan

ie static seismic force of (Z)
3d building and structure
=2
i{ Vibration characteristic General judgment is made in consideration It is determined as R', = 0.8.

oy coefficient (R,) of reduction in input seismic motion (a),
vibra. ion characteristics of building (#).

jj and reduction due to mi< duct depth (3)
EJ
.! E (R's = ord 1rR ).s

.s .2 Fundamental natural period Eigenvalue analysis is performed2a

06 m
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i Appendix Table 2-1. Summary of survey on modified standardizanon (building system)-f ont 4). {C
i,

'
1 Majw items Minor items Method of evaluation Results or proposals
1

1 Calculation method of Story shear distribution 'Ihe modal method using the vibration ;

static seismic force of coefficient (A) system with eigenvalue analysis in consid- i
'

building and stracture
, -

crat.on of soil influence. !
,

i *g Structural characteristic Test calculation is made using the formula For reinforced emcrete structure with y

-j $E coefficient (D ) according to Building Standard Law and shear wall as the major aseismic element. (s,

the guideline of energy equivalence of ' it is set as D = 0.45. [o 3

] e$ [structure.
a

i
'5 &* Shape characterisf.ic coeffi- It is set as F = 1.0. j3

J ]5 cient (F.) t

.c :: I

jt Treatment of underground Evaluation of diffeience in ee char- 'the portmo below the soil surfa e with !m
a portim acteristics due to w,1Aa using FEM embedding effect is taken as the under- !e

{ ground portion. The urdwv A seismic |5a corflicient formula according to the [
$ * Building Standard Law * is applicable !U

>

! g Safety margin The lower limit value is taken as 1.6 for [*
Class A.1.2 for Class B. and 1.0 fer b

Class C. I
t

Evaluation method of Elastic parameters of soil Study of numerical differences due to By clastic wave tests (PS logging. elastic
'

soil constant for dy- difference among the various survey meth- wave exploration etc.). The mean value is
namic analysis ods. Evaluation of variabilities corre- taken for the above test results. For a

ty spor. ding to the pened derived by analysis hard soil, there is almost no decrease in
}

5 5~3 from the elastic wave test and the period the stiffness; hence, the aforementioned I

[T derived from the observed earthquake test value may also be used.
i

| .E records. Study of the soil strain level in
;

| jI the case of earthquake by dynamic analy- [T *::i sis of hard soil t
: I li
; G Stiffness and damping of soil the stiffness /damptng of soil spring Good wmuam to the theoretical j
j spring of sway / rocking obtianed from the existing results of vibra- value. However. it is necessary to consid-

r
'

i model tion exprimental te>ts for block foundation eer the effect of the portion where the
and nuclear reactor buildiing. $tratification influence is significant.

,

. . . . f
I' (
i !

i
*
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Appendit Table 2-1. Summary of sursey on modified standardization (building system)-(Cont JL

Major items Minor items Method of evaluation Results or proposals

Seismic response Method of treatment of Response comparison is implemented for D method, which can display the depen-
analysis method of stiffness and damptng of soil results obtained using the conventional dence of damping on f+ gy is useful
soil-structure model sprin;; of sway /rocling method (static spring. dampmg), frequen- for design.

model cy d+uaw method, constant soil

$ spring method, and rational simplified
R method (D method).
E Evaluation of sway / rocking In order to form the input wave, on~E,

model in consideration of dimensional wave teary or two-dis-n-1-j.3
-

g embedment al FEM are used. In order to evaluate the
t: 2 soil spring. the existing D-method or side-
5 surface spring method is used.

Couwwu of discretization Comparison is made between the grid type If appropriate measure are taken for
model and FEM model. forming the model, the two show the

same response.

Evaluation method of Appropnateness of skeleton Comparing the existing structural experi- Proposal i* made for vanous evaluation

h restoring force charac- curve mental data and FEM elastoplastic analysis formulas at the first turning. second
teristics results with the values of the second Im- turning and maximum yield strength

provement and Standardtzation Programs. points in trilinear skeleton curves of M4,

gj Qq relations.

jj Appropriateness of hysteresis M4 relation: peak-oriented

}$ rule Qq relation: originemited
=c
eg Allowable limit in Determination of allowable Using a safety factor of 3 in energy ab- As the a!!owable limit values, p = 2 for

3j function maintenance limit value of structure sorption shear ductility factor and p = 10 for

jg of building / structure bending.

I ' "'IS*N " '6"8 Allowable limit value re- The request from the equipment / piping Dm.umerion of allowable value for
j'$ quired by wmyu t system systan is mad sa characteristics of maintainingleak proof furiction.

e the -

Evaluaten method of A -mt of deforms- Assortment of basic guidelines. Survey of Evaluation methods are summarized and

support function of tion / strength existing plant status. the test calculation is presented for the
ty7 cal building.ibuilding / structure

- sm_ -
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Appendix Table 2-2. Survey of improved standardization (equipment / piping system).

Major items Minor items Method of evaluation Results or yivfvs.ls ;,

! Calculation method of Application method for With the BWR and PWR nucler reactor ne vibration mode of the eigenvalue !

| static seismic force in equipment / structure in build- buildings taken as examples. the C, distri- analysis result of the building is used for
'

equipment system ing bution derived from dynamic analysis modal analysis. .

4

results is mmya with the C distribu- [34

tions according to various static analysis j

methods. }
, ~

or tanks of different - As a simplified method the tank is simu- |i Application tnethod for For she sa .

|
outdoor equipment sizes. the e derived from lated by two-discrete mass mcdel. and the [

] tynamic ympared with primary mode is used for the modal i
%

$ .f C ,.1. .g to various method.'
3

d Tatic r 41y' .
jI .c

i t 'o .Ibe factors that affect the variation of the ne floor response spectrum can be en- [EE Formation method of Study of the necessary

j $-- design floor response broadening rate for vanous {+ floor response spectrum in the period axial
closed by i10% broadening. He fluctu- (

t

e spectrum factors rection are extracted, and sensitivity ation width of the affecting factors isji
'

,

.$ ^[ ' analysis is implenented. quantitatively displayed. f

0" Summary of proposals for hping system response analysis is per- For the design floor response spectrum f) g
the necessary broadening formed to assess the safety of the present 110% broadening is performed. Based i

j w

rate method, and die sensitivity analysis results on an appropriate evaluation. however. it;
are summartzed. is possible to decrease the broadening

' rate.

Regression analysis is performed for the Instead of the conventionally used values. j4

j various vibration test results; the damping the damping constant determined by i

j constant in earthquake is calculated. sarious pipings and support conditions is [

} assigned. j
Evaluation methed of Damping constant of piping De sibration test results of the actual Instead of the conventionally used values. }g

{ ~S
damping of equipment / system equipment are assorted. the damping damping constant based on the vibrationg
piping system constant in earthquake is calculated. test results is presented.; =-

E
.E-

| .$.g Damping constant of panel ne decoupled/ coupled response analysis ne selection standards of coupled analy- f
5. b . and cable tray results of single 4iscrete mass system of sis!deceupled analysis are assorted; it is i;

T$ equipment-building are compared and found that the present method is gyropri- f,

i 3 evaluated. are.
~'

>

y

L,

,

! t
2 - ;

:
r
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Survey of improved standardization (equipment /pipir system)-(Gnt'JJ.Appendix Table 2-2.
results or proposals

Method of evaluationMinor items

Coupled /decoupled Study of coupled /decoupled
Effects of the decoupling po-:ition and the in consideratiet. of the support system ofMajor items

difference in the overall system model on the equipment to te studied, the separn-
analysis of building- standards of two-discrete

the wsfense values are evaluated.
tion position is selected.

equipment system mass system
From the dynamic vertical seismic coefTi- The vertical motion nsfense has no great

!, actual equipment model cient derived using the vertical dynamic
difference from the present static verticalDecoupled analysis using
seismic coefficient. There is no problem

response analysis of the building. testN calculation of the equipment piping system for the agreement with the present meth-/

|E$ is performed. The results are c wred od.
gy.g with those of the present methu .

For We simple calculation method, al-Ej.g
N Equipment's vertical Vertical response analysis of comparison is made among Hausner

tnouga the design is simpie, the results
motion response calcu- major equipmenUpiping ti.cory, velocity potential theory and FEM.

obtained are rather conservative.~

lation system

Sloshing evalunion Comparison of conventional

method methods

Standard design meth- Standard evaluation method
Evaluation of standard aseismic design

Standard design method are assorted fer

I' od of Class B and C of containers, piping / duct, methods of Class B and C containers,
the Class B and C vertical four-leg op-

tanks. pump /fiocr. piping, duct, tray, and port tank, skirt support tank, flat wttom 1
!

equipment / piping and pump / fan tank, horizontal single-barte! ylind<r*
anchorage container, leg-support vertical cy3ndr.kal

container, vertical / horizontal pump; fl er
and anchorage; the standard design po e- i

g
y dure is summarized for piping, duct, and

tray.,

y Based on the evaluation procedure for the
For the existing evaluation procedure, the

Seismic evaluation
Test calculation of typica;

existing research results, test calculation is
items needed fer evaluation are extracted,

;; method of active equipment and the evaluation examples are present-
perfor.ned for the various types of typical

j equipment ed.
equipment.

Modification of standard
For the standard evaluatien procedure. the

The scheme of modifying the existingOs

conformity of various types of equipment
evaluation procedure is studied as a stan-

evaluation sequence
[ and the modification scheme are investi- dard method.

gated.

_
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Appendix Table 2 ~ Survey of improved standardization (equipment / piping system)-(Conr*JJ. |

Major items Minor items Method of evaluation Results or proposals

Evaluation method of Comparison of evaluation Evalurtion is made of the applicability of For both anchor bolt and embedding |
equipment / piping methods the strength calculation formula based on plated, good agreement with ACI regula- !

anchorage the present regulations with respect to the tion formulas has been found, and the'

experimental values. dispersion width is also small.

3 Combination method Comparison of combination Results are compared between the present SRSS method is approprtate as a method

-5 of vertical / horizontal methods using practical method using vertical static seismic coeffi- with combination of vertical and horizon-
E stresses piping system model cient and the method in which absolute tal directions. j<

sum is derived for the combination ofg j1

i j dynamic vertical seismic coefficient and p

horizontal [ seismic coefficient] as SRSS. !'
! 2 !

f Seismic analysis meth- Stress evaluation method of With respect to equipmetn with high safety For each item of equipment, the standard 3

;- 3 od of major equipment Type I containments Type I level, such as aseismic Class As and A. calculation method and evaluation formu- 'f
) piping. Type 2 seismic response analysis method, stress las are presented. Also, study is made of [

*

]- containment *s penetration analysis method and other conventional using a damping constant in S: earth- ;

[ portion and major equipment methods are assorted with emphasis put on quake in consideration of high f
[ { the discrete mass system spectral modal stress / strain level. I

j- analysis. [
z

Umit load of equip- In order to set the limit load of the major The design method of the limit load is ;

ment system equipment, the limit load is derived ac- presented. In addition, it is pointed out j
<

cordmg to the stress evaluation mthod, that the limit load is also included in the t

% and, at the same time, calculation of the load derived usirig the standard design f
"

ga standard load is investigated. floor repse e !;

= ~o r
=

3 |~
'

Equipment support Study , performed to find the degree at Although it is i- Ole to fully streamline }
} structure and limit load which the equipment for the low earth- the support structure of equipmenupiping

{jj quake zone can be ratiornlized as com- for the lower earthquake zone. it is found ;

i 0; pared to those for the high earthquake as an important conclusion that the floor
[zone (in particular, with respect to the response spectrum can be reduced after-

;
support structure). ydfmining detailed study of the nuclear ':

,

reactor building.
|

I
r
r

!
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|

|
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Jion (equipment piping sy stemHGmr VI./
Apperdix Table 2-2. Survey of improved standardit: ,

Method of evaluation
Results or proposals

Major items Minor items

gg Standard design floor Formation of design floor With the aid of sway / rocking model, the For each of the standard seismic motions,

seismic response analysis of the standel including horizontal motion and vertical
jE response curve response spectrum

reactor building is performed to form a motion, the design floor response spec-

jj response spectmm of the floor on which trum is derived for soils with V3 = W.
1,000 and 1,500 m/s respectively..g.5 the equipment is instaIIed.j[

Study of standardiza- Standardization of document Study is performed of the items needed Examples are pented for Class Hxo

for seismic calculatioa manual; assortment equipment with standardized design mets-
tion of seismic calcula- format

is performed to simplify the calculation od.
tion rnanual manual and to improve the efficiency of

operation.

Seismic evaluation Method of determir.ing limit As index of seismic property of the piping The constant value limit spectrum method

system, four types of limit spectral meth-
or the mode group constant value limit

ods are set up. De features of these spectrum method is found appropriate formethod of established spectrum

methods and their application schemes are evaluation the seismic property when themodel of nrthquake
and machines mohl is to be established.evaluated.

e
.E Standaal routine of estab- Study is performed of the method which Assessment is made of the effectiveness,

*

lished z.xxlel af piping sys- allows variation in the layout when the of the method of making the primary5
modei of the piping system equipment is natural period smaller than the target

tem
to be established. period.

Overall evaluation of Degree of influence of fac- The aseismic design method is surveyed The argur Mats for the engineering judg-

aseismic de:ign of tors on stress evaluation for the equipment / piping; the engineering
ment in the aseismic design of equip-

judgment content for the design is studied. ment / piping and the effects of the engi-
equipment system neering judgment on the stress evaluation

are discussed with reference to typical

examples.



Appendix 3. Aseismic specifications of various power plants.

'

Power Plant A Power Plant B Power Plant C Power Plimt D

Reactor Type BWR: MARK-il BWR: MARK-I PWR: 3 LOOP PWR:4 LOOP

1.0 Support ground of nuclear reactor
facilities

1.1 _ Geology Mudstone Ladennelmudstone Sandstone, conglomerate. Granite
laminate clay slate

1.2 - Density 1.73 t/m* 2.1 Um' 2.7 t/m' 2.4 t/m>

I.3 - Propagation velocity of shear wave 0.49 km/s 0.7 km/s 1.8 kuvs 1.6 km/s

2.0 s)esign standard .

2.1 - General features (earthquake deter- Exammation Guideline of Examination Guideline of Eumination Guideline of Exammation Guideline of
mination extbod, static seismic Aseismic Design' 1978 Aseismic Design,1981 Aseismic Design 1978 Aseismic Design 1981
forte, verticci seismic coefficient,

g etc.)
~

2.2 - Classification ofimportance degree Same as above Same as above Same as above Same as above

2.3 - Allowablelimit/ equipment-piping Same as above Same as above Same as above Same as above

sy m
2.4 / Building-structures Same as above. Same as above. Same as above. Same as above,

Standards of Architecture Standards of Architecture Standards of Architecture Standards of Arthitecture
Institute of Japan Institute ofJapan Institute of Japan Institute of Japan

3.0 Basic earthquake ground motion (for
design of Class As and A nuclear reac-
tor facilities

3.1 - Assumed position (rock outcrop Gl. - 180 m GL - 20 m GL - 31.5 m GL. - 17 m
surface) (= EL - 168 m) (= EL - 14 m) (= EL - 18.5 m) (= EL - 10 m)

(Building foundation
bottom surface) |

_ _ - . _ _ _ _ _ _ _
-

= > - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - -
-- -

- - - - - - - - --
-

- ,
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Asessmic specificatiens of various power plants-(Gnr*d).Appendix 3.

Power Plant A Power Plant B Power Ptar.t C Power Plant D |

f B%R MARK-II BWR: M ARK-1 PWR: 3 LOOP PWR:4 LOOP

|
Reacto< Type

ISO Gal 450 Gal I83.5 Gal 365 Gal
~

! 3.2 - Maximum design esrthquale -+ h-

| dard earthquake S / maxim:nn accel-a

erator (simulated seismic ware) o

450 Gal 1,530 Gal 525 Gal 1,00f) Gal
k

2 (Standard response (Stsndard respe (Standard espon* (Standard response3.3 iMaximum acceleration of response'

1 spectrum spectrum) spectrum) spectrum) d

I
spatrump 3 532 Gal

3 600 Gal 371.8 Ga! & 370 Gat

|37 - Extr-me design earthquaAci-- Pasic 270 Gal & 370 Gal

carthquake groend motion 52
/ maximum accel-ration (simultted
seismic wave) 3

,3.5' / Maximum acceleration of response 668 Gal & l.137 Gal 2.020 Gal I 086 Gal & 1,137 Gal 1,43) Gal
3

2 (Standard responre (Standard response (Standard respense (Standard response'

'

snecirr m) spectruni) spectrum) spectrum)spectrum2

FEM- FEM FDtU
Conventional method g3.6 Safety evaluation / analysis method of

nuclear reactor facility support soil (slip-surface method, ;
etc.) ^

3.7 / Soil seismic coefficient
- 0.2 0.2 0.2

,
_

4.0 Seismic analysis of nuclear reactor

4.1 - With analysis method /S,' Grid-type model, Grid-type model, Sway-rocking rnodel, Swsy-rocking model, ubuilding

. elastoplastic time history clastoplastic time history clastic time'oistory clastic time history

response analysis response analysis re=portse analysis response anc!ysis

Sway rocking model, Sway-rocking mocel.I
Sar.e as above Same as abov-

elastoplastic time history clastoplastic time history4.2 With analysis method /S2

response analysis response analysis
_. __

_T

4
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Appendix 3. Arismic specifications of various power piants-(Omr*d).,

?
.

Power Plant A Fower Plant B Power Plant C Power Plant D

Reactor Type BWR: M ARK-Il BWR: M ARK-I PWR: 3 LOOP PWR: 4 LOOP:

1

4.3 - For S / base shear coefficient' O.59 0.'74 0.68 - 1.I ;6

64.4 / Maximum response acceleration et 09G 2.0 G 2.2 G 2.8 G
tco portion ,

s. - - - I

&

5.0 S ismic analysit of major equipment
_

i
_

5.1 - Nuclemi reactor containment Gri+ type model, coupled Grid-type n;odel, coupled Grid. type model. coupled Grid-type model, coupled
~

.esel/ analysis taethod to building, elastic time to building. elastic f m to building, elastic time to building, elastic time.

[ history response analysis history response analysis uist .'ry response analysh history response analysis
'

65.2 /Maxinum response acceleration O.7 G 1.2 G 4.0 G 3.3 G
during 32

5.3 - Nuclast wactor containment / Grid-type model, coupled Grid-type model, coupled Floor response spectrum. Floor response spectrum. [
,'

O analysis method to building, elastic time to building, elastic ''~e modal analysis modal analysis '

history response analysis history respoesyw. , _ f
5.4 /MaOmum response acceleration 0.9 G 6 ' 7 71.E G 2.0 G 2.9 G !

during S2 !
.,

t1.5 - Main steam piping (within nuclear Floor response spectrum. Floor r-p spectrum,['aoor response spectrum. Floor response spectrum, I

reactor contamment ves ell / modal analysis modal analysis mods' taalysis modal analysis
'"

g

analysis rrthod j,

5.61 / Maximum acceleration of floor 1.9 G 5.6 C 5.b G 4.0 G
sesponse wtmo during S i)

,

2
i_m

_ . . t. _ ;

'Damintha Guideline of Aseismic Desiga Concercag Nuclear W . ~,eneration Facilities (same ?x the items in the right-hand columns in this line).2Maximum elue for 595 damping end la C.2-0.3 sec..

!
3Determined e* cording to shallow-fxus earthquake and other ea6 A
*For a seismic urce based on basic earthquake ground motion S. ,

.5Upper surfav af foundation mat.,

%'alue baseds twtic seismic force.i

7Maximur ; .e of finor response spectrs f within a major chaw + period.

i

p , . _ _ _ _ _ . .
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| Appendn i Recent sutvey report _n{inttaglate earthquakess

This portion of survey reports is prepared as a reference for * Chapter 2.12-ethquake and basic carihquake
It summarites the major earthquake features, source parameters, damage states, earthquakt.ground motion."

phenomena, etc., for four typical carthquakes in Japan and three typh al carthquakes in other countries, among the
major inland type carthquakes that took place in the past to years. s

ne content of this appendis is based on citations from the references. As f ar as the fault parameters are
conecrned, different researchers pmvide different datn. IIence, only th- typical data are cited.

He earthquakes under our cosideration are as follows:

(1) 1974: Of f Izu Peninsular liarthquake

(2) 1975: Central Oita-Len liarthquake

(3) 1983: Tottori lirthquake

(4) 1984: Western Nagano Len liarthquake

(5) 1976: Northern Italy liarthquake

(6) 1979: Imperial Valley liarthquake

(7) 1983: Coalinga !!arthquake

i,

-
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No.1 Name of earthquake: 1974 Izu Peninsular Offing Earthquake

Origin time: 8:33'27' a.m., May 9,1974 (Japan standard tiive)

Epicenter: 138'48'E, 34'34 *N,

Magnitude: 6.9 Focal depth: 10 km

Summary of earthquake [1,2)

De earthquake took place at the south end and offing ofIzu Peninsula. De seismic motion with fierce
vertical movement hit hard on the south portion of the peninsula, with loss of human lives and damage to buildings
and civil structures. For the single-fold seismograph set at frozaki Monitoring Station, both the vertical and
horizontal displacement components were off scale, and it is thus impossible to estimate the amplitude, period, etc.
As far as the amplitude is concerned, both the horizontal and vertical components of the amplitude were certainly
over 6 cm. De duration of the carthquake was about 15-20 sec.

The features of this earthquake include many earth cracks, generation of faults, lanoslide, falling rocks,
etc., at the damage region. De southern part of the Izu Peninsula has a con: plicated topography with low
mountains 100-300 m above the sea distributed in it. Here exist many faults and discontinuous liens of topography
related to the faults among them, it is believed that severt! faults were active in this earthquake. He landslides
and falling rocks were induced by the movement of these faults.

He damages caused by the earthquake were rarveyed on May 13 by Shizuoka-ken Hazard Countermeasure
Headquarters as follows: killed and missing persons: 29; injured persons: 74; completely destroyed houses: 121;
half-destroyed houses: 242; partially damaged houses,1,274; broken road sites: 69; landslide sites: 91. A
prominent feature of this earthquake damage is that the houses were damaged not only by simple vibration, but also
by fault activities, which cause foundation shear, separation / rotation between foundation and columns, etc. In
addition, many houses were crushed by landslides. Most of the killed and missing persons were due to landslide
crushing. It is believed that the landslide and road damage are also related to the faults. He damage was
concentrated at 'he southern portion of the Izu Peninsula. In particular, the damage was serious for the western
region around Irozaki. He eastern regica seemed to have lesser damage.

C
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Seismic intensity by JM A According to [3]

Maximum seismic intensity: 5, at T orak;
-

Seismic intensity distribution
Figure 1 illustrates the distribution of the seismic :ntensity. At Iroraki, near the epicenter, the earthquake
w as as strong es having a seismis- intensity of 5 refined by the Japan Meteorological Agency. In addition, the
seismic motion propagated widely in central Jarm with the following seismic intensity distribution: 4 at

Shituoka, Mishima, Yokohama, Tateyana, Oshima, Shinshima; 3 at Hamamatsu, Nagoya, lida, Suwa,
Kawaguchiko, Kofu, Chichibu, Maebashi, Tokyo, Choshi, Miyakejima, etc.; and 2 at Osaka, Hikone,
Karuitawa, Kumagaya, Mitto, Onahama, Shirakawa, Chiba, Irago, Tsu, etc.
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Figure 1. Seismic intensity distribution.
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Fault parameters According to [2]

Fault length: 25 km Width: 15 km Depth: 10 km

Dip angle: 75'NE Dip direction: N43'W

Mo: 1.1 x 1026 dyne cm Source displacement: 1.0 m

Slip type: right strike slip Rise time: 2.0 s

Rupture velocity: 2.5 km/s Stress dron: 57 bar

Figure 2 shows the fault positions. According to several sets of data, several seismic faults developed in
the region from Irozaki to Mera through truma. They are all large-angle right transverse deviation faults, m

with dirutions of WNW near Irozaki, NW near truma and NNW near Mera. Although there is a certain
variation in the direction, the general pattern is an are shape stretched in the SW direction, ne distance
between A and G is about 7.0 km; the distance between A and Z or W is about 9.5 km; also, since the fehlt
extends to the seabed in the southeastern direction from A, the length is over 10 km. Among these faults, for
the portion in A-G (Irozaki, truma fault), although it is impossible to determine whether it is a single fault
sequence or is made of 2-3 faults arranged in stepping form, in consideration of the rela' ion bet en its
position and epicenter and the earthquake magnitude, it is believed to be the major fault related to the focal
plans of the earthquake. The slip displacement is as large as 30-40 cm in the Irozaki, truma region at the
southeast portion of the fault line; while the slip displacement decreases drastically for the northwest portion.
As far as the slip direction is concemed, it is mainly right transverse slip. At the Irozaki Iruma region, there
is also a southbound upward component with a slip displacement about half that of the transverse slip
amount.

The otb-r seismic faults, i.e., H-1, J-K, L, M-N, etc., are minor faults parallel to the aforementioned
major faults. Rey are also right transverse slip faults, with slip displacement muci maller than that of the
Irozaki, truma fault. In addition, they do not extend for a great length, it is believea that these minor faults
converged underground to the fault at the Irozaki, truma region.i

!
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Fault positions
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Damage caused by earthquake According to [1,2]

Features of damare

.

He features of damage are as follows:

(1) ne damage. is concentrated in a relatively limited region.

(2) ne causes for loss of human lives are landslide and cliff collapse.

(3) he most prominent feature is crushing of structurca by landslide and precipice collapse, folicwed by the
damage caused by soil and foundation slip. On the other hand, damage caused by vibration of the structure
itself are less significant.

_

Distribution of damare

ne damage is concentrated at the south portion of the Izu Peninsula. In particular, the damage is serious at
the western region aro,md Irozaki. On the other hand, the damage is less significant at the eastern region. Figure
3 shows the damage distribution of various structures.

(i) Slope collapse

(1) Complete collapse of beach precipice near the focus
ne coastal line from near Okuirosaki to Mera via Nakaki, Iruma, and Yoshida.

(2) Minor landslide directly caused by seismic faults
Northern part of Nakaki, Iruma, Soutt'ern part of Mera, Northern part of Mera to Eastern part of Koura.

(3) Landslides with different magnitude caused by the existing faults
Sata, Kichijo Shimokamo and vicinity

(4) Others, collapse of unstable slope
villa formed land in northern part of Kichijo

(ii) Buildings / structures

1) Regions with direct damage caused by the seismic faults
Iroraki, Iruma regions

(2) Regions which are coastal low land with concentrated dam- ' although they are not composed of very,

soft soil
Koura, Mera, and Tauma regions

(3) Damage in weak soil .
Street land of Shimoda-shi

(4) Damage on slopes
Nakaki, Ochii, ihama, and a portion of Shimokamo

j (5) Damage to land and mountains
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(iii) Civil structures

For civil structures, except for the blockage of roads by falling sand and rocks due to collapse of slopes, the
damage is concentrated in the various regions of Irozaki, Nakaki, Iruma, and Koura. Among them, the damage
to the former 3 regions is limited to the vicinity of the seismic faults.

Tyrileal damace

(i) Collapse of slopes

he amount of collapsed soil reached 10' m , At the Nakaki region where 27 persons were killed or are3

missing, collapse of the eastern slope of Mt. Ochihata was due to the relatively thin layer of collapsed materials
2 3deposited on the shallow-valley slope formed in ancient landslides 10 -10 years ago, and a certain amount of in

situ weathered niaterials. At a portion of the landslide surface, the existing fault plane in the NNE direction was
exposed.

(ii) Buildings / structures

The damage to the different types of structures was as follows:

(1) For the RC buildings, the harm level was low, and there was almost no fatal damage to the main
structure.

(2) For 2-story or 3-story inouses and shops made of steel structure finished with mortar, there was significant
damage on the outer walls, such as cracks, peeling, etc.

(3) For the 2-story beildings at truma region made of RC blocks, some collapsed, while some were almost
unharmed.

(4) For wood houses, there was significant movement of roof tiles as well as significant peeling and cracks
on the mortar outer Walls.

(5) In addition, as far as the stone structures are concerned, the monitoring tower near the beacon at Irozaki
was completely destroyed, other structures were also seriously damaged. Also, damage was also
significant for stone treasure houses.

(iii) Civil structures

De damage to different types of civil structures was as follows:

(1) Damage to roads

(a) Traffic roads were blocked due to collapse of hillside, precipice, or slope above the roads.
Several sites in the Irozaki-Nakaki section of Shimota-Ishimuro-Matsu711 railway line, Chogano, Ochil.

(b) Partial collapse of road surface due to settlement of filled soil or damage to filled soil walt
North part of Nakayama region and the region near Koura of Margant Line.

(c) Harm due to seismic faults
Northwestern part of Irozaki region, northern part of Nakayama region.
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(2) Bridges

For the Tengo Bridge at the northern part of Koura region of Maragaret Line, the bolts for bonding the girders
to shoes were detached; the concrete at the bridge table mounting portion of the fr.ll preventive device was peeled
off, in addition, it was found that the joints of the high rail near the fixed end were detached and the soil portion
with the bridge platform settled.

In addition, for the simple pedestrian bridges (widths: 2-3 m, span between supports: 4-5 m, made of
concrete plates) near the seismic fault at the Iruma region, the bridge platforms slipped and the bridges were in a
state close to falling.

(3) Retaining walls

About 20-30% of the pertaining wall in ihama region collapsed. They were all dry walling gravel. In the
truma region, the unreinforced concrete retaining walls were cut due to the seismic faults.

(4) Harbor structures

At Koura Harbor, the concrete surface of loading land cracked and sank; the retaining bank, which is rather
new, slipped and inclined by several centimeters.

(5) Tunnel

Cracks developed in the Nakaki Tunnel located in the northern part of the Nakayama region near the seismic
fault.

,
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! arthquake records According to [5, 6, 7]
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No.2 Earthquake name: Central Ohita Len Earthquake in 1975

! Time of earthquake: 2:35'51.0", April 21 (Japan standard time)

Epicenter: 131'20 E, 33'08'N

i Magnitude: 6.4* Depth of focus: 0 km

Summary of the earthauake i1.21

Kyushu is a region where major earthquakes are less frequent as compared to other regions in Japan.
According to the publication of the Ministry of Construction (July 25,1952), for all of the nine prefectures [Shu)
and 7 counties (ken) including Yamaguchi ken, the horizontal seismic coefficient is 0.8 times the standard value,
in particular, major earthquakes are rare in Ohita-Len and Fukuoka ken. For example, among the earthquakes over
a ccriain magnitude described in " Annual of Natural Sciences" (1973 edition), there are only two cases within Ohits-
ken: one in the year of 1596 (33.3*N,131.7'E, M = 6.9), another in the year of 1597 (33.3'N,131.7'E, M =
6.4). In several cases, this region is affected by earthquakes with foci outside the county. The foci of these
earthquakes are in Ehime-ken near Hyuga nada and Bungo Channel; the magnitudes are over 7.

The title earthquake had its focus in the volcano region of Kuju, Aso, etc. Typical examples of recent
carthquakes due to this focus include the earthquake on January 22,1975 (M = 5.5), and the earthquake on January
13,1975 (M = 6.1), with focus near Mt. Aso. He title earthquake had the highest magnitude among the
earthquakes having foci in this volcano region.

%e epicentes ,f this earthquake is near Yutuinmachi, Ohita-gun, Ghita-Len. Serious damage took place
at a portion of Yufulnmacri and Shonaimachi of Ohita-gun, Kaju-cho of Kusu-gun, and Naoirimachi of Naoiri-gun
in Ohita-Len. De region Oth damage was limited. The regions with particularly large damage were located in
the WNW ESE direction. Certain houses were totally destroyed in Teratoko and Okunameshi of Kuju-machi,
Uchiyama of Shonabmachi, Shiote of Naoiri-machi, etc. %e region where houses were half damaged is an
elliptical region with a major diameter of 28 km and a minor diameter of 12 km, with the major diameter in the
WNW-ESE direction. In the reg __ n outside the aforementioned region, the degree of damage to houses and the
falling rate of tombstones decreased rapidly. Landslides, falling rocks, ground cracks, and road cracks took place
at many sitca.

He scismic motion was in a short impact form, with the transverse vibration lasting for a short time.
Also, there was no verified example of fault displacement in the ground surface layer, and there was no report of
fire after the earthquake.

Death: nobody; totally destroyed houses: 76.

*All the data were published by the Meteorological Agency.
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Seismic intensity distribution According to (1]

Maximum seismic intensity: IV at Obita, Aso

Distribution of seismic intensity
Figure 1 shows the distribution of seismic intensity in a wide range o published by the Meteorological Station
of Fukuoka District.
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Figure 1. Distribution of seismic intensity in a wide range. Data courtesy of
Meteorological Station of Fukuoka District.
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Fault parameter According to (3)

Fault length: 10 km Width: 20 km Depth: 0 km

Dip angle: 75'SW Dip direction: N50'W

Mo: - Fault displacement: 0.1 m (left transverse slip),

0.3 m (normal fault)
e

Slip type: - Rise time: -
--

-

Rupture velocity: Stress drop: -

Fault riosition
he fault displacement of the ground surface due to the earthquake we.s not determined. Figure 2 shows the

~
- - -

focal position together with the known distribution of active faults near the focus.
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Damages by earthquake According to [1,2,3,4,5)

ba_ lures of damare

The damage caused by this earthquake included damage and falling of buildings, ruptures of roads,
retaining walls, bridges, etc., landslide, damage to railway, etc. This damage was limited to Shonai-machi, Kuju-
machi, Yufuln-machi, and Naoiri-machi. In addition, the major damage region was relatively narrow. A prominent
feature of the earthquake damage was that the falling and damage (complete damage) of the wood houses were
relatively less serious.

On the other hand, damage of high-stiffness objects, such as retaining walls, roads, M stone treasure
houses, etc., was significant, such as the reinforced concrete buildings at Yufuin-machi which were seriously
damaged. Dese are believed to be the features of the damage caused in hilly regions by medium-level inland-type
shallow earthquakes. In this respect, for the Imaichi Earthquake in 1949, the Mt. Hidaka Earthquake in 1970, the
Izu Peninsular Offing Earthquake in 1974, etc., although they differ from each other with respect to the damage
status, they all have the common feature that for the r.eriously damaged region, the acceleration was extremely large,
and structures with high stiffness could be damaged by the amplitude of this acceleration. On the other hand, for
the wood houses, a large strain was left, while the damage of roof tiles was rather significant.

Summary of damage

Table I lists the damage to humans and objects as surveyed by Disaster Treatment Headquarters of Ohita-
ken at 4 p.m., April 24. As pointed out above, in this earthquake, the damage was concentrated in Shonsi-machi,
Kuju machi, Yujuin-machi, and Naoiri-machi. He seriously damaged regions were further restricted, itis
necessary to present the detailed damage states by further dividing these regions.

- Damage to buildings

The seriously damaged regic,ns included Uchiyama, Naono, and Asono regions of Shonai machi, Okue and
Yuhira regions of Yufuin-machi; Terasho region of Kuju-machi; Muda and Okufutaishi regions of Chi machi; and
Shiote region of Naoiri-machi.

Buildings that were senoualy damaged include Kuji Lakeside Hotel, Yamanami Highway Fee Collector
Station, and sports warehouse of Terasho Division of Tachinoya Primary School of Kujimachi. In addition, damage
also took place at Odanoike Rest llome, Kariba Pavilion, Yamashimo Lakeside Village Yamashimo Clubhouse of
Kuju Country Club, etc.

Since Kuju l2keside Hotel is located near the focus, it was seriously damaged with a portion of the guest
rooms collapsed. However, there were few injured persons. he acceleration can be estimated according to the
state of objects falling in the hotel: for seat stands [ sic] (for 6 seat stands,5 fell, I leaned): 0.44 G; for clubhouse
lockers (about 1/3 of them fell): 0.29 G. On the other hand, screens (0.36 G) and vertical ashtrays

(0.37 G,0.82 G) did not fall. Judging from the deformation of the hotel and its nearby buildings, it is believed
that a seismic acceleration hit here in the N10'W-S10'E direction.

- Damage to roads

According to a survey by Ohita Engineering Division, Kyushu Region Construction Bureau, Ministry of
Unstruction, and Sxond Repair Division, Facility Maintenance Department, Japan Road Corp., there was almost
no damage to the National Highways No.10 (Daibu-shi-Nakatsu-shi) and No. 210 (Yufuln-machi-Hita-shi), while
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for the 18.1 km section between Yufuln-machi and Kuji-machi of ths Beppu A!.o Highway (Japan Road Corp.),
3 3there were 3 sites of road collapse (7,500 m ),2 sites of collapse of cutting slope (280 m ) and cracks of road

(numerous).

- Damage to highway bridges

With slightly damaged bridges excluded, there were four highway bridges damaged: Kono Bridge, Asahi
liridge, Ogiyama Bridge, ano en unnamed br.dge in the southern part of Ogiyama region.

_
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Table 1. Damage status.

Ilarm to Seriously injured 3 persons

human' Slightly wounded 19 persons

58 houses

Completely damaged 268 persons

56 subsections

93 houses

"** E' " ll..f damaged 387 persons
,

91 subsections

2,089 sections

Partially damaged 7,938 persons

1,980 subsections

Nontesidence buildings (stone treasure houses, Completely destroyed: 30 buildings

warehou :i, storage houses) Half destroyed: 68 buildings

Completely damaged: I school

Damage to education facilities of schools, etc. Half damaged: 13 schools

Others: 22 cases

Report on simple water channels 5 facilities

Damage to rivers 6 sites

Damage to roads 182 sites

Damage to bridges 3 sites

Damage to farmland 218 ha,1,366 sites

Damage to forests (landslides, land slip) 94 sites

Damage to railway facilities 28 si.cs

Damage to communication facilities 2 sites

Total amount of financial loss due to damage 32,935,000,000

(Note): According to survey by Disaster Treatment Headquarters of Daibu-ken as of the afternoon of
April 24,1975.
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Earthquake records According to [6]
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Figure 3. SMAC records recorded at Beppu Port. (Characteristics period: 0.14 sec,
sensitivity 12.5 Gal /mm, braking critical damping, distance to epicenter: 30 km).
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No.3 Earthquake name: Tottori Earthquake in 1983

Origin time: 1:51 a.m., October 31,1983

- Epicenter: - 133'57'E, 35'26'N

Magnitude: 6.3 ' Depth of focus: 10 km

.

Summary of earthauake fl.21

in this earthquake, only slight damage took place in a limited region. However, for the city hall of
Kurayoshi-shi located 10 km from the epicenter, significant damage took place due to eccentricity of the building,

it is believed that this earthquake took place in the interior of the aftershock region of the Tottori -

Earthquake of September 1943, with the fault direction in the conjugate direction that is nearly orthogonal to the
Yoshioka/Kano fault. Based on the survey questionnaire for the local residents, it was found that the region with
high seismic intensity is distributed along the peripheral active fault.

It was found that the amplitude was high along the E-W direction near the epicenter and along the S-N
direction it. the region separated from the focus by a certain distance,

l'

,

,

_ _ ._

*All data were published by Meteorological Agency.
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Seismic intensity distribution in Ac' cording to [2,6]
various regions

Maximum seismic intensity: 4 at Tottori

Distribution of seismic intraitty
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Figure 1. Seismic intensity distribution of Tottori Earthquake in 1983.
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intensity distribution of questionnaire survey)
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Fault parameters According to [1,4,5]

Fault length: - km Width: - km Depth: - km

Dip angle: Almost vertical Dip direction: About N60*E

Mo: Fault displacement:

Slip type: Strike slip Rise time: -

Rupture velocity: - Stress drop: -

Source mechaniun 6]]en_hed distribution_
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Figure 3. Projection of upper hemisphere. Figure 4. Magnitude over 1.5.
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Earthquake damage Due to [6]

Eratures of damam
Sight damage in limited regions were reported.

Tvoical damare
Significant damage took place for the secondary floor of the eastern portion of Kurayoshi City Hall, a 3-story

RC building located less than 10 km from the epicenter.

_5'F G2 SC G2 SD G2 B'C G2 N'C G2 NC b5C G2 N'C
{C1 C1 C1 C1 Cl C1, C1 C1

G1 G1 G1 G1 G1 - !! G1 G1 3
I C1 Gl' C1 C1 |C1 C1 C1 C1 Ci_

SF G2 SC G2 BC G2 BC G2 NC G2 NC G3 NC G2 NC ,

I ! ! | |
0

6498- 40161 - 649864P8 a a a-

P:ane view of secondary of the eastern portion of City Hall and damage to the
various columns (SF; shear failure; EC: bending cracks; SC: shear cracks: NC,

no crack)

Figure 6. Damage state of the eastern portion of Kurayoshi-shi City Hall.

Damage took place due to torsional vibration caused by eccentricity. Judging from the state of falling of
nearby tombstones, it is believed that the vibration in the E-W direction was dominant, and that this component
acted in the shorter edge direct %n, which is one of the reasons for the damage. For the passage in the second
floor fmm the road, the suuta end was in a fixed form, while the north end was deformed to one side. At any
rate, it was effective to evaluate the damage from the defects of the building.
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Earthquake phenomenon Act 'rding to [6,7] '

-.
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Figure 7. Acceleration records at Sakalminato and Kobe (by Port Technical Research Institute).
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Figure 8. Acceleration records of Myouken Bridge (Civil Research Institute).
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No.4 Earthquake name: Westeni Nagano-ken Earthquake in 1984

Time of tremor: 8:48'49.4", Septeraber 14, 1984

Epicenter: 137'33.6'E, 35'4 4.3 * N

Magnitude: 6.8- Depth of focus: At rather shallow place within 10 km

-

Summag of earthquake II.21

At 8:48, September 14,1984, a strong earthquake with a magnitude of 6.8 and with the focus at southeast

region of ML Mitake, Otaki-mura, Kiso-gun Nagano-ken took place. Its felt tremor region was as wide as reaching
Fukushima-Len in the Tohoku Region as well as Tottori-ken, Okayama-ken, etc., of the Chugoku Region. Since
the focus of this earthquake was shallow and it took place in a hilly region, a large-scale landslide of Mt. Mitake

_

as well as slope collapse and avalanche of sand and stone took place. 29 persons were killed, and serious damage
was caused to rivers, roads, bridges, forest, homes, etc.

Many aftershocks took place after the main earthquake. The largest aftershock with a magnitude of 6.2
took place at 7:14, September 15,1984, at the west end of the aftershock region of the earthquake, its aftershocks A
also formed an aftershock region, with a characteristic distribution similar to the aftershock region of the main
earthquake.

.
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| Seismic intensity distributWn in Accordirig to [1]

differcat places

Muimum seisn2ic intensity: 4 et Kofu, lida, Maizuru, Suwa
. . _ ---.

Seismic intertsitY distribut[Lv)
The seismic intennity at diffcunt p16 es are at follo'va:

Seismic intensity 4 (Intermediate trenor): Kofu, lita, Maizuru, Suwa
Seismic intensity 3 (Weak tremor): 'lokyo, Yokobanu, Maebashi, Shizucka, Fukui, Kyoto, Toyama, Nagano,

Tsu, Wajima, Hamamatsu, Irago, Kumagaya, Toyooka, Nagoya, Osak:., Gifu, Matsumoto, Safukiyama,
Takeyama, Nara, Oramenki, Mishima, Yokkaichi, Hikone

Seismic intensity 1 (light tremor): Oshima, 'lettori, Kanazawa, Chiba, Okayama, Tateyama, Utsunomiya,
Tcada, Tsuruga, Kuuizawa, Chichibu, Kawnguchiko, Fushiki

Seismic intensity 1 (Minute tremov): Mito, Niigata, Ornhama, Ueno, Saigo. Owase, Aikawa, Wakayama, Ajiro,
Matsufiiro, Yonago, Kobe, Irozaki

*the felt tremor region is rather wide.

I

1

1

3 1 2

' e '., , @ . .. h . 3;' '

. , s . . . - ,

*

,3

*
1 ,e

o
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Figure 1. Seismic coefficient distribation published by Meteorological Agency.
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Faalt parameters Accord pg to [1]

Fat:lt length: 12 km Width: 8 km Depth: -

Dip angle: - Dip diwior About N70*E
%..

Mo: 2.9 x 1025 dyne em Fault di= placement: 1.0 n.

Slip form: R,ght strike sIsp Rise tine: -

Rup re velocity: Stress drop: 32 bar

As the mechanism of the main shock, the ript strike slip type fault with direc60u of N70'E was deriwi
from in initial mo. ion push-pull distribution diagram. In addition, for the maximui aftershock on S:pternber g
13, t left riip farit in direction N20*W cmd conjugate to the faultof the main shrek was derived. Judging from
the range of afterstock distribution during one day after the principal tremor, the fault is believed to have a
length of 12 km and a width of 8 km. The average displacement of tl e fault in a range of about i2t?% is
estirnated to be abort I m. The seismic moment is derived as about 2.9 x 10 dyne em, and the tatic stress25,

drop amount is d: rived as about 12 bar.
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7 Earthquake |amage According to [1]

ne earthquake that took place in the western part of Nagano-Len was a shallow-focus inlarr' g < earthquake
.tr .: scale lopein hilly region, he damage was characterizcJ by the feature that the focal region had

- topography and that the geography and soil had volcanic properties. Figure 2 shows the dis'-
n of damsge

test .n the' in the region. Since Otaki-mura, Kiso-gun, Nagano-Len is located at the epicenter, it was nit n
earthquake. Also, v -ious damage took pi::e i the surrounding villages nd cities it. Lgano-ken c.no Gifu-ken.
As far as the degree of damage is concerned, the degree was rather low except Otaki mura, which was hit hard
with serious damage.

he features included large-scale avalanche of sand and stone and s ope collapse at the hit. hiitake

.

Geography. The slope collapse caused by topography, geology, and sr il conditions led to harm to humans, asI

we l as damage to structures, roads, tunnels, and bridges,l
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Figure 2. Distribution of seismic intensity and d:. mage 4 ttus in westem part ,

of Nagano-ken and eastern part of Gifu-ken.

.

hiajor damage: During the principal tremor, a large-scale avalanche of sand and stone took place on thej-
south side of hit. Slitake He large amount of sand and stone flew into the Otakigawa River to form a dam and1 ;c :

'I'" partially blocked it. In addition, the roads were buried and the forest was damaged. In additioA slope collapse

i ,7 also took place at Takikoe, h1aaukoe, Kiyotaki, and hiitake Plateau, with damage caused by the sand and stone.'
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| 1 a.rm to humann: 29 persons were Lilled by avalanche of saud and stone and slope collapse. Also,4 perse',s
were ser ouely wounded, many others were slightly wounded.

Civil s:cueturc.s: Darnage to roads, bridges, tunnels, etc., was mainly caused by the damage to retain ~ngi

wn!!s due to collapse of sand and stone of the slope topography. As sand and stone shd the roads and tunne.%i

were burhd and the bridges were hit and damaged
| Woc,J houses. l>Lrge-scale darnage, including complete destruction and half destruction of houses, was

1.imited to OkaDmura. It was all caused by avalanch: of Sand and stone. The partial-damage region is in
Nagano ken around Otaki mura, with such lamage phenomena as roof tile, fumiture falling, and cracks of
window class.

Th mnforced concrete structures and steel frame structures, such as the large buildings of schools and
social acticity centesi. were not completely damaged. 'Ihe features in the damage include destruction of the
expar sion joints in the reinforced concrete structure and buckling of the braces of the steel frame structures.

Damage to retaining walls: Since the topography is charaterited by slopes, retaining walls are arranged to
malmain the step differeners for roads, houm, and farm land. As these retaining walls were damaged, the roads

>

were blocked, the houses settled unevenly and becarr, inclined. Damage was particularly signi6 cant for the
portion using filled soil retaining walls.

iluildings' internal space, buildings' periphery: ,tithough the buildings / houses themselves were not harmed,
damage nevertheless took place to falling, shifting, dropping of various equipment set in the intemallertrnal
regions of the living space. In particular, for furniture, cluhrnnt, propane gas tanks, petroleum storage tanks,
and screen 9, as they were set t p without consideri:,g r.arthquakes, damage took place in many cases.

,
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Earthquake phenomenoa According to [1]
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Figu e 3. Records of JMA l-fold seismograph at various Wen '.on points
(courtesy Meteorological Agency).
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No.5 Earthquake name: Northern Italy (Friuli) Earthquake in 1976

Time of tremor: 20:00'11.6*, May 6,19% (UTC)

Epicenter: 13.26' E, 46.35 ' N

Magt.itude: 6.5 (Ms) Depth of focuw: 9km

Summarv of earthauakei1.21

968 persons were killed (on June 18). The catastrophic region mns 80 km it, the E W direction and 70
km in the S N direction. In particular, with center at Gemona on the Tagiamento River, more than 50% of the
houses w cre destroyed in an area rtmning 45 km in the E-W direction and 20 km in the S-N direction.

According to the Italian government, the value damaged was about 1200 billion the (1440 billion).

Since this region used to have few earthquakes, many buildings were constructed without seismic
consideration, an.d were thus seriously damaged. On the other hand, since the ground is good, damage to civil
structures was less serious. Several seismic faults running in the N20'E direction have been confirmed. Damage
and soil settlernent from tops of precipices were significant. Also, at Gernona, liquefaction was observed in certain

portions.

tir!t

The time of tremor is published in NElS.
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Seismic intensity distribution in According to [1]
different places

hintimum 6eismic intensity: X (nvxlified hiercalli scale) at Gemona
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Fault parameters According to [1. 3)
.

Fault length: 30 km Width: 15 km Depth: 8 km

Dip angle: 75's Dip direction: N14'W

Mo: 3 x 10 s dyne cm Fault displacement: 0.33 m1

Slip type: Thrust fault Rise time: 1.0 :

Rupture velocity: 2.9 km/s Stress drop: 12 bar
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Figure 2. Source mechanism of main shxk and aftershocks.
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Earthquake damage Accordir:g to [1]

. _ .

Features of dama_gt

%e 3 regions of Venmne, Gemona and Owppo were hit seriously by the esnhquake. Almost all of the
ancient buildings in these areas were destroyed. Considering the scale of this earthquake, the damage was
extraordinarily serious, in addition to these three areas, significant damage to buildings as well as rock collapse
and landslide also took place at lluija Majano, S. Daniele, Tarcento, Vedronra, lesescra, and Moggio/Voline in
the north, F5gagna on the vrest side of Taglianmnto, etc. He damage range of the earthquake ran about 80 km
in the E-W direction and about 70 km in the S-N direction. In particular, over half of the houses were destroyed
in an area nmning 45 km in the E-W direction and 20 km in the S N direction. At Venrnne and Osoppo, over 90%
of the population lost thir homes.

As far as the seismic intensity of the earthquake is concerned, the seismic intensity (Mercalli scale) is X
for the periphery of Gemons, which stretches in a slender shape from NNE to SSW. He region with a 6eismic
intensity of Vil stretchen in this direction to the east along the Alps. Damage also took plate in this sange.

For Gr.mona, Osoppo, Moggio, etc., which were hit hard by the earthquake, since they are hilly regions
having no houses, no serious disaster was caused. However, at lirauline, Carnin north of Venron, Tarcento,
Flagogna, and other regions with large-scale rock collapse, cracks developed in the foundation rock, with large gaps
for some cracks and with slips for some others. In particular, in the areas hit hard by the earthquake, it is believed
that such cracks were developed on the bed of rock (bedrock), w hich, together with the existingjoints, cracks, and
faults, may cause tremors again in the future.

there are two features for the topogiaphy with serious harm:

i) Among the alluvial fan land formed by the Tagliamento River, the region along the hills was hit hard.
In particular, the disaster was serious for Venmne, Gemona, and Osppo [ sic; Osoppo),

ii) Among the residential areas in the hilly regions, those near precipices or on steep hills were hit hard.

He regions with many old buildings made of stones and bricks w cre hit hardest. If this factor is excluded,
the damages are found concentrated at the alluvium adjacent to hills. %is is because, in such a region, the
thickness of the alluvium is in agreement with the resonance periods of the buildings. In addition, since the
alluvium has its two sides surrounded by hills, i.e., hard soils, there is no way for the seismic energy to be released.
As a result, the seismic energy is concentrated and causes a large tremor. %is idea, however, is yet to be verified.
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LTIEdAa.nHIS

The types of buildings in the disaster region can be divided as follows: (i) old houses manually made of
stones and bricks (mainly of 2 or 3 stories); (ii) new apartrnent buildings made of bricks by constructors; (iii) RC
high-rise apartment / office buildings; (iv) oi.e-story plant buildings made of RC/Cp; (v) churchea/ bell towers, and
other special buildings. All of these buildings were it. In particular, darnage to (i) and (iv) was significant. For
types (ii) and (iv), the damage was more significant for those with thirner walls. In particular, the piloti-type
[ transliteration) buildings and buildings using hollow bricks were weak to damages.

The catastrophic disasters took place at Majano, where a 6-story apartment building collapsed, causing the
death of alcut 80 persons. Also, a barracks at Gemons collapsed and killed about 60 soldiers.
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Earthquake records According to [1]
- . _ _
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No.6 tiarthquke name: ImperN Valley Earthquake in 1979

Time of tremor: 23:16'54.29*, October 15,1979 (Greenwich standard time [1])

Epicenter: 115.33'W [2), 32.63*N

local magnitude: 6.6 [1) Depth of focus: 10 km [3]

_

Summary of earthquake f4.51

As shown in Figure 1 [5), a transform fault runs through the Imperial Valley in Southern Califomia. His
transform fault is composed of the San Andreas fault, transform fault, and the Cerro Prieto fault at the boundary
between the North American plate and the Pacifie Ocean plate. As a result, earthquakes including the Imperial
Valley Earthquake (El Centro Earthquake), take place frequently and repeatedly. Als region has thus attracted
many seismologists, geologists, and engineers for topographical survey with a purpose to clarify the mechanism of
the carthquakes.

His earthquake, the largest one in recent years on the Imperial fault near the border between USA and
Mexico, on October 15, 1979, was monitored by meny seismographs and strong-motion seismographs. ne
obtained data are so abundant that they have never been available to the researchers in the seismological engineering
field,

ne moment magnitude was 6.5; the epicenter was located in northern Mexico ne range was so wide
that even structures at El Centro in California and its vicinity were damsged. Dere were ground surface motions
for the four fault belts.

His earthquake caused a monetary loss of $21.10 million and wounded 73 persons. No deaths were
reported in the USA. ne er-11 number of wounded persons is due to the fact that the most populated regions are
not located in the strongest tremor portion. ne two most significant damage cases are as follows: partial collapse
of the 6-story Imperial County Service fluilding made of concrete and complete collapse of a steel frame water tank
located South of Ilrawley.
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'

Fault parameters According to [3,6,7]

Fault length: 35 km Width: 10 km Depth: 10 km

Dip angle: 90' Dip direction: S$3*W

Mo: 7.0 x 1025 dyneem Fault displacement: 67 cm (Note)

Slip type: Right transverse slip Rise time: -

Rupture velocity: 2.5 km/s Stress drop: 5-10 bar

Fault twsition
Based on the well-surveyed topgraphy at the Imperial Valley area, it has been found that this earthquake

was cau ed by the motions of the Imperial fault and litswley fault.

-
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Danuges caused by earthquale According to [8]

halutes of damare

The focus of this carthquale was located in Mexico.110w ever, the fault generated on the ground surface
runs through American cities, such as El Centro, Brawley, Imperial, llottville, and Calenico. The material damage
is concentrated in the region within several km from the fault. Since the population density is low in this area,
nobody was killed. (llowever,9 persons were killed in a similar earthquake at trarly the same place in 1940.)

- Danuge to buildings

'lhe most serious darrage in this earthquake took place at the 6-story imperial County Service Building.
The piloti columns at the east end portion of the first floor of this building were emshed and the building was
damaged. Except for this building, there is no building higher than three stories in this region. Damage to other
buildings was mostly nonstructural damage, tuch es broken window glass, etc. Weakly anchored mobile homes
received a certain amount of damage.

According to Reference [7], the maximum ateeleration of the seismic motion in the vicinity of Imperial
County Service Building was 0.27 G for the vertical motion and 0.24 G tt.t the horizontal motion in 2' and 92*
directions as marked clocksise from the north direction.

- Damage to tanks

Three of the ten high rise water tanks in this region were damaged by the earthquake. 'Ihe most serious
damage took place in the form of collapse of a 100,000-gallon (378.5 LL) tank locued several km from the fault.
This tank was designed to withstand a horizontal seismic acceleration of 0.1 G. In addition, it was reported that
the brace parts and horizontal parts were damaged for e. 100,000-gallon tank on the side opposite to array No. 9

Most of the ground tanks are used for storage of oil. For some of them oil leakage took place due to
sloshing; tank buckling and mounting pipe damage al6o took place in addition, one enrn silo at 11oltville fell and
was damaged.

- Damage to roeds and bridges

Almost all of the damage to roads took place at locations where the fault trace traverse through them.
Howeser, the fault caused by the earthquake measures only up to 50 cm in the horizontal direction and up to 30
cm in the vertical direction. Hence, its influence on traffic was small. For Interstate Highway 8, although
transverse slip of 7-1/2'(18-1 cm) took place, the traffic was not interrupted. On Hebver Rd., road surface settled
due to liquefaction of the soil near the fault line. On Harris Rd. south of Brawley,6' (15 cm) vertical slip took
place. They were all caused on or near the fault line.

As far as damage to bridges is concerned, on an Interstate Highway 8ti[ bridge) w hich crosses New River,
abutments made of concrete were either damaged or deformed with a step difference. However, it was not on the
extension liner of the fault.

- Damage to lifelines

For the soil filled portion of the All American Canal, a water channel for irrigation with a length of 10
miles (16 km), landslide and slip over 4 feet (1.2 m) took place.

899
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j he power supply in this region is provided by Imperial Irrigation District, w hich has four sets of power
generation facilities, his equipnwns was designed to withstand a horirontal s.eismic coefficient of 0.2. However,
during the carthquake, a horizontal acceleration over 0.5 O and a vertical acceleration over 0.9 0 were recorded
at a differential array station located 0.85 km to the southeast. In the pow et plants, although torsion of steel parta,
yield of tolts, etc., were observed for the toiler, equipnwnt and piping system, no serious d.nage was observed.
I'or the two plants in operation, one recovered operhtion I hour later, the other recovered operation 6 hours later,
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l'arthquake records According to [3]
. . .

^

Typical aelt.nde waveform
l'igure 3 shows the velocity waveform derived by processing the horimntal acceleration waveforms measured

in the direction 230' clockwise from north at ill Centro Array. We two velocity w aveforms in each group refer
to the velocity waveforms at the observation points located almost equidistant from the fault line. De horimntal
motion in direction 230' is the seismis motion in the direction orthogonal to the fault line. Judging from the
relationship between the focal position and the alley obwrvation position, the component of the seismic wave
in thle direction is believed to be Sil wave.
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Figure 3. Velocity of waveforms recorded at El Centro (Sil velocity waveforms at obSen ation
points located equidistant from the fault line).
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No.7 Earthquake name: Codinga earthquake in 1983

Time of tremor: 23:42'37.85', May 2,1983 (Greenwich standard tirr.e)

Epicenter: 120' 17.5'W, 36 * 23.99'N
,

:

local magnitude: 6.5 Depth of focus: 10.5 km

Summary of earthauake fil

At 23:42'37.85*, May 2,1983 (Greenwich standard time), an earthquake with a local magnitude of 6.5
took place. The focus was located at a spot about 30 km northeast of the San Andreas fault and about 10 km
northeast of Coatings at the central portion of California. The city of Coalinga nearest to the epicenter is an ' oil
city" which has been developed from hay and farmland, with a population of about 7,000 and with many oil rigs
for petroleum in its hilly suburbs. Tanks for storage of crude oil have been act up at many nites.

In this earthquake, the old buildings of the main street at the center of Coalings were completely destroyed.
Damage took place to about 150 buildings, including low-story buildings, ahops, houses, hospi'als, etc. He
financial loss is estimated to be at least 33 million dollars.

As an earthquake which took place at a site remote from the San Andreas fault, the eJuthquake at Coalinga
has a rather large scale and has a source mechanism different from the mechanism of the San Andreas fault.
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Seismic intensity at various places According to [3]

Maximum seismic intensity: Vill (nvadified Mercalli scale) at oil field

Seismic intensity distribution
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Fault parameters According to [3]

Fault length: - Width: - Depth: -

Dip angle: - Dip direction: -

Mo: - Fault displacement: -

Slip type: - Rise time: -

Rupture velocity: - Stress drop: -

Judging from the diagram of projection of the initialinotion of the main shock to the lower hemisphere, a
nodal surface inclined to the northeast at 67' in the N53'W direction can be identified clearly. He inclination
of the second nodal surface is between 23' and 26*. Its direction, however, can be determined only be* ween
N20'W ar.d N80'W. Assuming that the first nodal surface indicates the fault plane, it becot - 4 a large-angle
reverse fault with its northeast side rising; assuming that the second nodal surface indicates the fault surface,
it becomes a small angle thrust fault with its southwest side rising. It is believed that in the actual situation, it
is quite possible that the second small angle tr. rust fault is present. Table 1 lists the fault models proposed.
Figure 2-b and Figure 3 illustrate the plane view of the fault and the fault diagram cornsponding to Table 1,
respectively, it is believed that the possibility for model d is rather high.

Table 1. List of fault models proposed.

Verucal Depth To:

Top of Base of Fault Moment
Slip Fault Fault Width Max 10" Model Figure 3

Stnke/ Dip Slip 1 DirectMn (m) (km) (km) (km) (dyne cm) Fit symbol

N53'W67'N E reverse 1.3 3.0 13.2 11.0 6.5 good a --

N53'W67'NB reverx 1.8 4.0 11.2 8.0 6.0 goot a -

N53'W67'NE reverse 2.3 5.0 10.5 6.0 6.0 good a -

N53'W67'N E reverse w/20*rt-lat. 2.2 4.5 11.0 7.0 6.5 good b -

N53*W67'NE reverse w/15'rt-lat. 1.8 4.0 11.5 8.0 7.0 good b -

N53'W23'SW thrust 2.5 10.5 13.2 10.0 9.0 poor c--

' 8N53'W23'SW thrust 4.5 7.2 9.0 5.0 good c ""-

2.0, base

N53'W23'SW reverse 1.0, top
5.0 12.0 11.0 7.5 fair d -

N53'W23'SW thrust 2.0, base

t
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Earthquake damage According to [1,3) i

EMI.UIHSI.dt!MU

he dcwntown area of Coalinga w as hit hardest. He city authority closed this area to prevent looting and
secondary disasters from June 6, i.e., one month after the earthqaake, damaged buildings were started to be pulled
dc wo. Aircost all of the damaged buildings were made of brick, blocks and wood. hiost of these Imildings were

.

tcher old (built before 1920). ne damage features were as follows:

e) Damage to buildingt made of brick or bhicks was in the form of out-of-plane falling. A,ccording to
the authority of Tarreon [ transliteration)in Fresno County, in buildings built before 1920, the bonding
portion between upper wall and roof was weak.

b) Damage to buildings made of bricks usually was in the pattern of out-of ph.ne falling. On the longer 3
walls, there were no cmcLe caused by in-plane shear force

c) Damage to wood houten was nore frequent for the old type structure (with columns sitting on
foundation) and less frequent for the new type structure. As a result, it is believed that the seismic
intensity within Coatinga city was IX in the hiodified hiercalli scale (corresponding m an acceleration
of about 200-430 Gal).

d) Since there are almost no reinforced concrete buildings in this region, it is difficult u estimate the
intensity of the seismic motion from the damage state.

Band on the aforementioned features, it is es.timated that the maximum seismic acceleration in the city of Coafinga

was about 300-450 Gal.
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lirthquake records According to [1,2]
.ie m\

~

Re strong-motion recordt, of the Coalinga linhquake on May 2 were recoided at 37 sites under control
of the U.S.G.S. Dr remrd nearett to the epicenter was obsersed at Pleasant Valley Pump Station, about 9 km
frora the epicentet (see Figure %. The other observation points include Ilear Valley Obserution Network
(7L100 km ficm epicener) and 1:resno Hospital (75 km from epicenter). In these casm, since the distances to
the epicerefet are large, they cannot be used to evaluate the seismic motion at the epicentral region.

He Henant Valley Parnp Station, where the strong - etion record was made nearest to the epicentet, is a
s ster (edit.g facility for fr+ ding water from the Califon ~ queduct to the Coalinga Aqueduct Recr> ds were

irr k at two sites underground cell (5.2 m below grou . ce) and switch yard (on surface). %e switch yard

is beatM 85 m southwest of the plant and is on the eds . slope with an elevation of about 21 m from the

plant le' d Hence, the positio i of the strong-motior. seisn% ph in the underground cell is located about 26
m below the level of the switch yard. he apparatus at the nitch ysrd is set on a 4'-square concrete block, with
a strudt metallic coves.

According to the mec3 records, the switch yard Wl a maximum acceleration of 0.45 0 ir, the horimntal
direction and 3.37 G in tu vertieel direction, the undergroand cell had a maximum acceleration of 0.33 G in .

the horizontal direction wo 0.22 G in the sertical direction. Although streng-mot'on seismographs tere also $ct
on the first Door and rnof of the pump station, they were not well1,iggered nd no record was obtaic

Iigure 6 shows the accelenttion waveforms after computer processing of the digitized data from the analog
data (film recording). Table 2 tistt the maximum amplitudes of vibration. He duration of the main shock of this
earthquake was about 10 sec.

Table 2. Strong shoch records (maVmim values) of Pleasant Valley Pump Station.

_ _u

Switeh . Unrterground cell'

Acceleration Velocity 1 Displacement Acceleration Velocity D;splacement

(Gal) (kine) um) (Gal) (k.W) (cm)

llorizontal 135' 514.4 39.2 5.05 267.3 II.7 3.86

' ilorizontal 45' 440.6 50.0 15.5 306.7 36.7 10,T
t.

Vertical 371.1 16.4 7.58 216.3 \5.5 7.94
= _ . _ _ .un

. ..
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Accendix 5. Basic references / reference books

in15 dell 2D
a

These references, some of which have already been listed in the main text, are tutorial and reference
materials which are believed indispensible for aseismic design in various fields.

I. Egihaunke/ seismic motion

h215

1. Muto, K.: " Revised and Supplemented edition of Earthauake History in Japa," Vols. 1-3, 1941-1943
Earthquake Disaster Prevention Council, Ministry of Education.

2. M uto, K.: "Earthquare History in Japan," 1949, Mainichishimbunsha.
3. Usami, T.: Encyclopedia of Earthquakes vv.a Damage in Japan,' 1977, Tokyo University Publishing Co. = , _

4. Tokyo Astronomical Observatory: " Annual of Natural Sciences," 1985, Maruzen.
5. Asada T.: ' Earthquakes--Generation, Hazard, Prediction,* 1972, Tokyo University Publishing Co.
6. Sugimura, S.: * Study of earth motion,' 1973, Iwanami Shoten.

'a7. Rikitake, T. (ed.): ' Earthquake prediction and public policy-Proposals for avoiding awkward situations,"
1976, Kodansha.

8. Seminar open to the public at Tokyo University: " Earthquake," 1976, Tokyo University PuMishing Co.
9. Utsu, T.: " Seismography,' 1977, Kyoritsu Publishing Co.

10. Kanai, K et al.: " Earthquake Engineering," Architecture Structure Syste,r -rier I,1973, Shokokusha.
T 11. Architecture Institute of Japan: 'Scismic Motion and Soil Soil Vibration Sy. posiuw,in 10 years," 1983,

Architecture Institute of Japan.

Journals

1. Seismological Institute of Japan Jishin.
2. Seismological Institute of Japan, Volcano Institute of Japan: Joumal of the Physics of the Earth.
3. Geographical Survey I.utitute, Ministry of Construction: Jishin Yochi Renrakukal lho.
4. Earthquake Research Institute, Tokyo University: Tokyo Dalgaku Jishin Kenkyusho lho.
5, Seismological Society of America, Bulletin of Seismological Society of Am:rica.
6. Iwanami Shoten: Kagaku,
7. Architecture Institute of Japan: Kenchiku Zasshi.

11. Geolocy. soil. civil atmetures

ik'9La

1. Nuclear Power Safav Survey Division Nuclear Power Survey Bureau, Agency of acience and Technology
(ed.): A Collection of Safety Examination Guidelines of Nuclear Po.ver Safety Committee, ist edition,1984,
Daisei Publishing Co.

2. Electrical technical Standard Survey Committee': Technical Guidelines of Aseismie: Design of Nuclear Power
Plant: Classification of importance l_evel/ Allowable Stress Edition, JEAG 4601 Supplement-1984,* Japan
Electrical Association.

3. Fault Research Institute (ed.): Active Faults in Japan-Distribution Diagram and Data,1980, Tokyo University
Publishing Co.

4. Japan Society of Civil Engineers (JSCE): Bedrock Mechanics for Civil Engineers,1979.
5. Japan Society of Civil Engineers (JSCE): Guidelines of in situ Tests of Deformation and Shear of Bedrock--

Explanation and application in design,1983.
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6. Soil Engineering Institute of Japan (ed.): Engineering Properties of Rocks and Application in De-
sign / Operation, 5th edition,1981.

7. Soil Engineering institute of Japan (ed.): Soil Test Methods, revised 2nd edition,1984.
8. Soil Engineering Institute of Japan (ed.): Soil Test Methods, revised 2nd edition,1985.
9. Applied Geological Institute of Japan (ed.): Bedrock Classification, Special issued of "Oyo Chishitsu,' 1984,

10. Applied Geological Institute of Japan (ed.): Faults in Construction Projects, a special issue of "Oyo
Chishitm," Vol. 22 Nn 1,1981.

I 1. Ishihara, K.- Foundation of Soil Dynamics,1976, Kashima publishing Co.
12. Civil Engineering Research Institute, Ministry of Construction: New Aseismic Design Method (a draft),1977.
13. Large Dam Council of Japan: Dam Design Standards,2nd revised edition,1978.
14. Japan Ro .d Anociation: Road /Ilridge Manual, its Explanation, V. Aseismic design,1980.
15. Kawamoto. C., llayashi, M. Finite Element Analysis in Soil Engineering,1978, Baifukan.

16. Japan Society of. Civil Engineers: Explanation of Concrete, Standard Manual (drafted in 1974),1980,
17. Japan Society of Civil Engineers: Guidelines of Limit State Design Method of Concrete Structure (draft),

Concrete 1.ibrary No. 52,1983.
18. Japan Society of Civil Engineers, Nuclear Power Civil Engineering Committee: Report on Evaluation Method

of Surs ey/ Test Method of Geology / Soil and Seismic Safety Evaluation Method for Nuclear Power Plant,1985.

&garines

1. Japan Society of Civil Engineers: Dobokugakkaishi, Dobokugakkai Rombun Hokokushu.
2. Soil Engineering Institute of Japan: Tsuchi to Kiso, Doshitsu kogakkai Rombunhokokushu.
3. Applied GeologicalInstitute of Japan: Oyo Chishitsu.
4. Japan Mine Association: Nippon Kogyokaishi.
5. Geographical Institute of Japan: Chirigakuk Hyoron.
6. Civil Engineering Research Institute, Ministry of Construction: Dobokuk Gijutsu Shiryo.

Il41i. gs/ Structures111. n

Nuclear Power Safet) Survey Division, Nuclear Power Safety Bureau, Agency of Science and Technology:1.
A Collection of Safety Examination Guidelines of Nuclear Power Safety Committee: 1st edition,1984, Daisei

Publishing Co.
2. Electrical Technical Standard Survey Committee: Technical Guidelines of Aseismic Design of Nuclear Power

Plant: Classilication of importance level /Allov ' Stress Edition, JEAG 4601-Supplement-1984 Japan

Electrical Association.
3. Kanai. K., et al.: Earthquake Engineering, Architecture Structure Series, Vol.1,1977, Shokokusha.

4. Ishihara, K.- Foundation of Soil Dynamics,1976, Kashima Publishing Co.

5. Richart, F. E., Jr., et al.- Vibration of Soil and Foundation,1975, Kashima Publishing Co.

6. Architecture Institute of Japan: Reinforced Concrete Structure Calculation Standards / Explanation,1982.

7. Architecture Institute of Japan: Steel Structure Design Standards,1973.

8. Architecture Institute of Japan: Reinforced Concrete Structure Calculation Standards / Explanation,1975.

9. Architecture Institute of Japan: Building Foundation (Structural Calculation Standards! Explanation,1974.
10. Architecture Institute of Japan: Retention Yield Strength and Deformation Properties of Aseismic Design of

Iluildings,1981.
I1. Architecture institute of Japan: Design Guidelines of Concrete Containment Vessel for Nuclear Power

Plant / Explanation.1978.
12. Architecture Institute of Japan: Design / Operation Guidelines of Various Composite Structures;,1995,
13. Architecture Institute of Japan: Steel Structure Plastic Design Guidelines,1982.
14. ACI Committee 394: Reforced Concrete Design for hermal Effects on Nuclear Power Plant Structures, ACI

Journal,1980,
15. Akino, K., Watanabe, S.: " Design method of concrete containment vessel of nuclear power plant,' Konkurito

Kogaku,1981, pp. 79-87.
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16. Kobori, T., et al.: ' Dynamical ground compliance (sic] of rectangular foundation (Parts 1-4) " Kyodai
Bosaiken Nenho, No.10A, No. II A, March 1%7.

17. Tajimi, H.; 'Dasic Research on Seismic Theory,' Todai Seiken Hokoku, Vol. 8. No. 4,1975.
18. Muto, K., et al.: 'New schemes of seismic analysis of nuclear power plants (Multiple discrete mass system

" lattice response analysis"), Dai 26 Kai Kozokogaku Shimpojiumu [26.h Symposium of Structural
Engineering), February 1980, p.14L

19. Lysmer, J. et al.: " FLUSH-A computer program for approximate soil-structure interaction problem," EERC
75-30, Univ. of Calif., Berkeley.

20. Tajimi, H., Shimomura, S.: " Dynamic analysis of building-soil system using three-dimensional thin-layer
element method,* Nippon Kenchikugakkai Rombun Hokokushu, No. 243, pp. 41-51,1976.

21. Tajimi, H.: Vibration neory of Building,12th edition,1978. Corona Co.
22. Osaki, Y.: Vibration Heory, Architecture Stncture Series 24, Shokokusha.
23. Muto, K., Kobayashi, T.: " Comparison of various damping theories commonly used for aseismic design of

nuclear reactor facilities," Nipponkenchikugakk'ti Rombun Hokokushu, No. 255, May 1977.
s24. Umemura H., Tanaka, K.: *Elastoseismic responses analysis of nuclear reactor building,(Part 1) Recovery

characteristics and analysis method, (Part 2) Study with reference to analysis models," Nippon Kenchikugakkia
Rombunshu Hokokushu, No. 249, November 1976, pp. 61-70, No. 259,1978, pp. 21-30.

25. Aoyama, H., Yoshimura, M. " Tests of RC shear walls subjected to bi-axialloading,' 7th WCEE Proc., Vol.
7, 1980.

26. Yoshisaki, S., et al.: ' Ultimate shear strength of shear wall of nuclear reactor building having multiple small
openings," Konkurito Kogaku, Papers No. 84-11, Vol. 22, No.1,1984, pp. 91-105.

27. Muto,K.: ' Structural state related to behavior of reinforced concrete nuclear reactor building in carthquake,
and its analysis (Parts 1, 2) " Nippon Kenchikugakkai Rombun Hokokushu, No. 270, No. 271,1978.

28. Clough, R.W., Penzien, J.: Dynamics of Structures,1975, MacGraw-Hill Inc.
29. Umemura, H. Dynamic Ascismic Design Method of Reinforced Concrete Building (Chapter of Intermediate

Layer),1982 Gihodo.

30. Yoshida, H.: " Stress design of nuclear reactor building," Konkurito Kogaku, Vol. 22, No. 3,1984.

IV. Eauipment/ninine system

1. Nuclear Power Safety Survey Division, Nuclear Power Safety Bureau, Agency of Science and 'sechnology
(ed.): A Collection of Safety Examination Guidelines of Nuclear Power Safety Committee,1st Edition, Daisei
Publishing Co.,1984.

2. Ministry of International Trade and Industry: Technical Guidelines of Structures of Nuclear Equipment for i
Power Generation (Publication No. 501), 1980.

3. Denryoku Shinhosha K.K.: Explanation of Technical Standards of Nuclear Power Equipment, second edition,
1981.

4. Electrical Technical Standard Survey Committee: Technical Guidelines of Aseismic Design of Nuclear Power -
Plant: Classification of Importance Level / Allowable Stress, JEAG 4601-Supplement-1984, Japan Electrical .
Association.

5. Architecture Institute of Japan: Reinforced Concrete Structure Calculation Standards / Explanation,197'
6. Architecture Institute of Japan: Steel Structure Design Standards,1973,
7. l'aniguchi, O. (ed.): Handbook of Vibration Engineering, Yokendo,1976.
8. Tsumura, T. (ed.): Strength Design Databook, Shokakubo,1977.
9. Japan Mechanical Institute: Aseismic Design and Structural Dynamics, Nippon Kogyo Shuppan,1985.

10. Osaki, Y.:
Vibration neory, design of nuclear power plant and future topics " Nippon Kikaigakkai Dai 628

Architecture Structure Series 24,1st edition, Shokokusha,1980.
I1. Shibata, H., et al.: "Aseismic

,

kai Koshukai [628th Seminar of Japan Mechanical Institute),1986.
.12. Nuclear Power Engineering Test Center: " Experimental tests of seismic reliability of nuclear power facilities,'

Report of Nuclear Power Engineering Test Center,1985.

13. Shibata, .H., et al.: "Evahtation of danger degree in earthquake for nuclear power plant," Special issue of
Nippon Genshiryoku Gakkaishi,1985.
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.14. Shibata, H. (ed.): Aseismic Design of Chemical Plant, Maturen,1986.
15. liarris and Crede: Shock and Vibration lland ikx>k,2nd Ed., McGraw Hill,1976.
16. I'lugge, W. Iland Itook of Engineering Mechanics, McCraw-liill,1%2.
17. Clough, R.W.. at.: Dynamics of Structure, McGraw-Ilill,1975.
18. Roark, R.J. and Young, W.C.: Formulas for Stress and Strain, 5th Ikl., McGraw-flill,1975.
19 C.R.C. Japan lland ik>ok of Structural Stability, Corona-sha,1981.
20. 171ugge, W.: Stresses in Shell, Springer-Verlag,1960.

" local stsesses in spherical and cylindrical shells due to external loading * Welding Research Council !!ulletin,21.
No.107,1979.

22. " Stresses in large horizontal cylindrical pressure vessels on two andole supports,' Welding Research
Supplement, Sep.1951,

23. Zicnkiewicz, O.C.: 'Ihe Finite Element Method, McGraw-llill,1971.
24. Ilathe, K.J. and Willson, E.L: Numerical Method in Finite thement Analysis, Prentice-Hall,1910.
25. ASME: Preuure Vessel and Piping Design Analysis, Vol. I Analysis, Vol. 2 Component and Structural

Dynamics,1972.
26. Jaward, M.ll.' Structural Analysis and Iksign of Process Equipment,1984.
27. Kellogg: Design of Piping Systems, John Wiley and Soria,1972.

Udoguchi, T., Ohsaki,11., Shibata,11. "Ihe aseismic design of nuclear power plants in Japan,' Peaceful28.
Uses of Atomic Energy, I AEA, Vol. 3,1972.

29. Shibata, H., Kato, M.: Recent Development of Fundamental Philosophy of Anti-Earthquake Design for
Nuclear Power Plants in Japan-Criteria and Practice, I AEA Moscow, USSR,1986.
NUPEC: " Proving tests on the seismic reliability for nuclear power plants PWR reactor containment vessel,'30.
NUPEC Report,1985.

V, U.S. NRC Regulatory Gste Dividgn1

Reg. Guide 1,12 Instrumentation for Earthquakes (Rev. 14/1974)
Reg. Guide 1.29 Seist.ic Design Classification (Rev. 3 9/1978)
Reg. Guide 1.57 Design Limits and Loading Combinations for Metal Primary Reactor Containment System

Components (6/1973)

Reg. Guide 1.60 Design Response Spe-tra for Seismic Design of Nuclear Power Plants (Rev. I 12/1973)

Reg. Guide 1.61 Damping Values fo. %me Design of Nuclear Power Plants (10/1973)
Reg. Guide 1.92 Combining Model Responses and Spatial Components in Seismic Responses Analysis (Rev. I

2/1976)
Reg. Guide 1.100 Seismic Qualification of Electric Equipment for Nuclear Power Plants (Rev. I 8/1977)
Reg. Guide 1.122 Development of I%or Design Response Spectra for Seismic Design of Flood-Supported

Equipment or Components (Rev. I 2/1978)
Reg. Guide 1,124 Service Limits and loading Combinations for Class 1 Linear-Type Component Supports (Rev. I

1/1978)
Reg. Guide 1.130 Service Limits and Loading Combinations for Class 1 P z -and-Shell Type Component Supports

,

(Rev. I 10/1978)
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Appendix 6. List of summalits of seismic-related codes at the Institute of Nuclear Safety of Nuclear Power
Eneineerinn Comoration

Introducti2D

Re Institute of Nuclear Safety, Nuclear Power Engineering Corporation has performed improvenent and
namortment for the safety analysis codes used for analysis calculation of the safety of nuclear power facilities when
safety examination is performed by the gcvernment of Japan. SAN (Seismic Analysis Nuclear) series codes are
prepared as the analysis codes re!sted to seismic design. In the following, summaries of the codes will be presented.
As pointed out above, these codes are used only by Japan government and they are confidential.

!. SANWAV (Formation / analysis code of seismic wavel

(1) Purpose

With respect to the input :arthquake ground motion uscd for seismic response andysis, a simulated seismic
wave suitable for the design response spectrum is formed, in addition, coration of the seismic wave, various
spectral analyses, and wave propagation analyses in layered soil are performed.

(2) Features

a. He methods of forming siinulated seismic waves include the method using random number phase, the
method using actual seismic wave phase, and the method using mixed phase of random number and exponential
function.

b. Analyses of the seismic wave include various spectral analyses of response spectrum, power spectrum,
Fourier spectrum, nonstationary spectrum, auto and cross-correlation functions, transfer function, etc., as well as
appropriate analysis with respect to the design response spectrum.

c. He wave propagation analyses b the layered soil can be performed by linear or equivalent linear one-
dimensional wave propagation r.nalyses ' sed on the wave theory, and by nonlinear wave propagation analyses using
a discrete mass model. As the nonlinear hysteresis characteristics, it is possible to use the Rambe ,;-Osgood model
and Hardin-Dmevich model.

2. SANDEL SANDEP. (Earthauake records. database)

(1) Purpose

in order to perfonn evaluation of the basic earthquake ground motion used in the seismic design, a database
of the various historical carthquakes and active fault information is stored and used for various analyses to evaluate
the effect of earthquake on the site.

(2) Features

a. The earthquake data in the Usami Catalog and the data published by Japan Meteorological Agency are
used as the historical earthquake data. He data in " Active Faults in Japan-Sheet Maps and Inventories" are used
as the active fault information. He seismic wave data include 36 earthquakes and 478 spectra.

b. It can make use of the stored data to perforni indexing / tabulating according to the time sequence or
magnitude sequence assigned, and it can form epicenter distribution map, focus depth distribution map, magnitude
vs. epicenter distance diagram, etc. In addition, it can calculate and draw the response spectrum at base rock,
maximum velocity and acceleration spectra and statistical expected values at the site.
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3. SANFALT 6eismic motion analysis code usine fault modd)
;

I

(1) Purpose

When the basic earthquake ground motion is to be evaluated, the epicentral region and its seismic motion

can h evaluated based on the fault model.

(2) Features

He code covers Sato's method, lahida's method, and Kobayashi/Midorigawa's method, which area.

analysis methods with emphasis put on the short period component using fault method.

b. The data used are the fault parameter of the earthquakes taking place near Japan wh:n the references

were published.

c. Analysis can also be performed for the case when earthquakes are induced by multiple faults near each

other in time or space (multiple shocks).

d. In addition to the ability to calculate the amplification characteristics of the surface layer of soil, it can
also extract the amplification characteristics of the site from the observed plural record of actual earthquakes.

4. S ANS}J1,( Analysis code of axi-symmetric structute.)

(1) Purpose

Seismic response analysis and stress analysis with respect to the static loads includmg thermal load are
performed for nuclear reactor containment vessel, cylindrical tank and other axi-symmetric structures; also,
creep / crack analysis is performed for the concrete containment vessels.

(2) Features

ily Fourier series expression, it is also possible to treat non.axisymmetric loads.a.

b. As dynamic analysis, it is possible to perform spectral response analysis, time history response analysis,

complex response analysis, and oval mode analysis,

Both str.tionary and nonstationary thermal conduction analysis can be performed.c.

d. It is possible to perform creep analysis of concrete structures and to calculate the thermal stress in
consideration of the decrease in rigidity due to cracks in the cross section based on Gurfinkel's method.

5. SANSTR (General structural analysis code)

(1) Purpose

in order to asses: the behavior of the nuclear reactor building and the related structures, two-dimensional
and three-dimensionallinear stress analysis are performed using the finite element method to calculate the stress,
deformation, etc.

918
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(2) Features

It can perform stress analysis and provide graphic output for models with arbitrary combinations ofa.

beam elements, plate bending elements, thick shel elements, and solid elements.

b. It can analyr.: concentrate 3 load, uniformly distributed load, body force, thermal load, forced
displacement, etc.

c. It can perform uplift analysis of foundation supported by elastic soil.

d. It can sepresent the three-dimensional stmeture using equivalent beam elements by means of
condensation technique (stiffness evaluation).

6. SANREF (11uildine restorine force characteristics analysis codJ

(1) Purpose

in order to evaluate the hysteresis characteristics and the ultimate strength of the nuclear reactor building
structure, the finite element method is used in this code to perform nonlinear stress analysis when static external
forces act on a reinforced concrete continuous structure.

(2) Features

It has a two dimensional analysis function that can treat the in-plane deformation u.ing plane straina.

elements and a three-dimensional analysis function that can treat the out-of-plane deformation using shell elements.

b. In the two-dimensional analysis, cydic loading is possible. In the three-dimensional analysis, it is
possible to treat walls, slabs, cylindrical structures, and their composite structure. It is assumed that the ext rnal
forces increase monotonically.

c, As the external forces include nodal load, edge distributed load, body force, etc. can be handled.

7. SANSSI (Soil-structure interaction analysir code)

(1) Purpose

v

| Seismic response analysis is performed in consideration of the soil-structure interaction by using the two-
! dimensional finite element method.
.

(2) Features

a. It is possible to perform analyses of the seismic response in the frequency domain of the soil-structure,

interaction system, and forced vibr9 tion analysis.
t

I
b. The semi-infinity of the soil can be taken into consideration by using the viscous boundary at the bottom

and the transfer boundary at both sides.'

c. With the aid of the viscous boundary in the out-of-planc direction, the three-dimensional effect can be
represented in a pseudo way.

.

d. With the aid of the equivalent linearization method, the nonlinearity of the properties of the soil can
. be taken into consideration.
4
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8. SAMl_UAM (Lumned mass model analv.nis cod )t

(1) Purpose

seismic response asalysis oflumped mass model of structure composed of bending-shear beams and lumped

masses.

(2) Features

It can perform time history response analysis, frequency response analysis, and spectral responsea.

analysis,

b. In the time history response analysis, it is possible to treat the nonlinear problems for building material

and foundation uplift.

c. When the soil is dealt with as a grid-model, it is possible to consider viscous boundaries for the bottom,

both sides and in out-of-plane direc* ion.

9. SANRAI (Soil comnlex stiffness analysis code)

(1) Purpose

in order to assem te vibration characteristics of the structure, the soil spring is calculated in consideration

of the dynamic interaction of the wil.

(2) Features

The soil stiffness below the foundation on a half-space clastic ground can be calculated as a function of

frequency.

10. S ANSOL (Lavered soil-structure interaction analysis code)

(1) Purpose

Frequency vibration response analysis and seismic wave input response analysis are performed for the
structure embedded in three-dimensional layered ground to assess the characieristics of the interaction of soil-

structure system.

(2) Features

a. Hin-layer element method suitable for solution of three-dimensional wave propagation equation is used.

b. He frequency response displacement of the foundation and soil with respect to the vibration excitation
can be calculated.

c. In the process of calculation of the frequency response displacement, the complex stiffness of the soil

can be calculated.

d. Response analysis of the foundation and soil can be performed caused by the seismic wave input.
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11. SANGRS (Ground stability tua.hss_gsds)

(1) Purpose

In order to evaluate the seismic stability of the ground which directly supports the various facilities of the
riuclear power plant, nearby cut slope surfaces, and natural slope surface, the finite element method is used to
pe:4orm soil stability analysis.

(2) Fa.atures
4

It is pcssible to perform are slip analysis by using a simplified dividing method, modified Felleniusa.

method and Bishop method.
t

b. By using a two-dimensional FEM model, initial stress analysis, analysis in excavation process, analysis
after building is completed, seismic analysis (static or dynamic analysis), etc., are implemented for the ground.
An they are combined, the local shear safety coefficient and the slip safety factor of ground slippage can be ~

calculated.

c. With the aid of a two-dimensional FEM model, it is possible to perform stationary and nonstationary
percolation flow analysis in consideration of the saturated and unsaturated regions.

12. SANPIP (Pir>ine system analysis code)

(1) Purpore

For piping and equipment consisting of beam-elements, finite element method is used to perform static and
dynamic linear analysis.

(2) Features

It can perform stress , =luation analysis of the piping system on the base of ' Notification No. 501.*a. '

b. The mode for spectral response analysis can correspond to several methods (such as mode synthesis i

using square root of sum of square or abelute sum) as the syntheais method of vertical seismic load.

c. Stress analysis due to thermal expansion and temperature distribution analysis can be performed.

13. SANN AMI (I'sunami analysis qqsle)e

(1) Purpose

In order to evaluate the effects of tsunami on the nuclear power plant facilities located in a coastal area,
tsunami analysis is performed using a finite difference method, etc.

(2) Features

a. It can use the time histories of the seabed dislocation amount, or the sea water level of the surface, or
the forced water level vibration in the open boundary of the analysis as the source of the tsunami. It can select the

wave source model according to the analysis conditions. When the time history of the seabed dislocation is given,
it can use the fault parameters to calculate the dislocation amount,

b. The analysis code using the finite difference mthod has a function for finely dividing the calculation
region. As the position nears the coast, ti e lattice size is reduced in sequence.

c. The finite difference analysis code can perform run up and wave over top analyses of the tsunami.
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